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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

VM:Tape is a comprehensive tape and tape drive manager for the VM environment. VM:Tape decreases operator tasks,
controls access to data on tape, and provides comprehensive reporting and auditing of tape use. VM:Tape provides
extensive facilities that automate tasks now performed manually by the VM system administrator, tape librarian, operator,
and users.

VM:Tape provides centralized tape and tape drive management for multiple VM and z/OS systems with shared DASD.
These systems can be running native or as guests. VM:Tape enables both types of systems to share tapes dynamically,
and centralizes auditing and reporting for all systems.

New Features
The new features in this VM:Tape release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.

This page summarizes the new features that are introduced in the current release of the product.

VM:Tape Now Supports Write Once Read Many (WORM) Type Tape Drives (LU07919)

Support for WORM-type tapes is now available in VM:Tape. WORM support allows organizations to create immutable
backup tapes that can be used for compliance and legal purposes. To enable this support, VM:Tape includes a new
keyword/value pair in the scratch pool definition file, DATACLAS=WORM. Depending on whether DATACLAS=WORM is
specified,  VM:Tape enforces the use of WORM media:

• If DATACLAS=WORM is specified, VM:Tape ensures that the mounted tape is a WORM type.
• If DATACLAS=WORM is not specified, VM:Tape ensures that the mounted tape is not a WORM type.

Two new system messages have been added for WORM functionality:

• When you successfully mount a volume with a data class of WORM, the following informational message appears after
system message 0581l:
0040I VOLUME 'volser' ON 'raddr' FOR userid vaddr IS DATA CLASS 'WORM'.

• If you specify DATACLAS=WORM, and you attempt to mount a non-WORM tape, or if you did not specify
DATACLAS=WORM and you attempt to mount a WORM tape, the following message appears with the respective
wording:
0177E VOLUME 'volser' IN POOL 'pool_name' should be|should not be DATA CLASS 'WORM'.

New Installation Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a Broadcom utility, Mainframe VM
Product Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain VM:Tape.

NOTE

For more information about the installation procedure, see the  Installing  section.

New Tape Device Support

VM:Tape now supports the following new tape drives:
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• IBM 3592E Model E05 (TS1120)
• IBM 3592E Model E05 (TS1120) Encryption Capable Tape Drives
• IBM 3592E Model E06 (TS1130) Encryption Capable Tape Drives
• StorageTek T10000
• StorageTek T10000B
• StorageTek T10000C
• StorageTek 9840D

NOTE

For more information about MEDIA and DENSITY values, see the  Administrators  section and the  Command
Reference  section.

VMTSPLIT Utility

The VMTSPLIT utility has been added to VM:Tape.  The VMTSPLIT utility is used to prepare one or more VM:Tape CMS
format TMC files to merge them with one or more z/OS CA 1 TMC files; to create input files for the CA 1 TMSMERGE
Utility that is run on z/OS. After you run the VMTSPLIT Utility, you will need to reconfigure VM:Tape to run with the shared
CA 1 z/OS TMC that is created after the CA 1 TMSMERGE Utility is run on z/OS.

NOTE
For more information about setting up and sharing a z/OS CA 1 TMC, see Sharing the CA 1 TMC in the
Administrators section.

The VMTSPLIT Utility is the VM:Tape equivalent to the CA 1 TMSSPLIT Utility that performs the first half of a CA 1 split/
merge operation, creating an export file of TMC records to be used by TMSMERGE.

VM:Tape Interface for Linux on System z

Tape management capabilities of VM:Tape can now be used from Linux on System z to mount tapes and perform various
other functions. The interface provides a secure yet flexible way of mounting any kind of tape supported by VM:Tape. Tape
mounting can be performed by regular users who can issue VM:Tape commands via a command line client, while the
VM:Tape agent handles authorizations, tape mounting and transferring the devices to the regular users.

NOTE
For more information, see the   Linux Interface Quick Reference.

USREXIT9 User Exit

The USREXIT9 user exit is a REXX only user exit that can be used to retrieve various information about the tape that is
about to be mounted.

The default environment name for user exits defined by the EXIT record is VMTAPE. Any command that is not a REXX
command is considered a VM:Tape primitive. To run CP and CMS commands the environment has to be changed by the
REXX ADDRESS command.

NOTE
For more information about USREXIT9, see the Administrators section.

TCPAUTH User Exit

The TCPAUTH user exit is a REXX only user exit that can be used to customize authorizations for TCP/IP API requests.

The default environment name for user exits defined by the EXIT record is VMTAPE. Any command that is not a REXX
command is considered a VM:Tape primitive. To run CP and CMS commands the environment has to be changed by the
REXX ADDRESS command.
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NOTE

For more information about TCPAUTH, see the Administrators section.

TCPLISTN Command

Authorization: OPERATOR

Use the TCPLISTN command to start TCP/IP services after a TCP/IP failure. If the TCPLISTN record is defined in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file, TCP/IP services are initialized during startup. VM:Tape should handle common TCP/IP problems
such as restarting after a network outage automatically.

NOTE
For more information about the TCPLISTN Command, see the Command Reference section.

TCPLISTN Configuration Record

Use the TCPLISTN record to specify an IP interface and port that VM:Tape uses to listen on for incoming TCP/IP
connections. If you intend to use the VM:Tape Interface for Linux, then specify an IP interface and port.

NOTE
For more information about the TCPLISTN Configuration Record, see "VMTAPE CONFIG File Record
Reference" in the Administrators section.

Support for RMS SCRATCH Categories

To provide a method for selecting SCRATCH tapes in an IBM 3494 that is more consistent with other operating systems,
we have introduced support for mounting tapes using RMS SCRATCH Categories. Instead of VM:Tape requesting a
specific SCRATCH tape to be mounted, VM:Tape will send a mount request asking the IBM 3494 to mount an available
tape, from the specified RMS SCRATCH Category and RMS Library Name (LOCATION).

VM:Tape also includes the TARGETCAT VOLSPECIFIC option on each mount request to prevent any other systems from
selecting the same tape. After the IBM 3494 selects and mounts the SCRATCH tape, VM:Tape processes the selected
tape as if a human operator had mounted it. VM:Tape reads the tape internal volser, then validates its status in the TMC,
performs security checks as necessary, and confirms the tape is from the correct VM:Tape Scratch Pool. If the tape is
found not acceptable for use, it is rejected. If the tape is rejected, the mount request is redriven to the IBM 3494 to select
the next available tape from the specified RMS SCRATCH Category.

The following steps are necessary to implement the support for mounting IBM 3494 tapes by RMS SCRATCH Category:

1. Each VM:Tape Scratch Pool for which you want to implement the support must be the name of a valid RMS SCRATCH
Category. The VM:Tape Scratch Pool name is what is used to specify the RMS SCRATCH Category on the mount
request. Valid RMS SCRATCH Categories are SCRATCH0-SCRATCHF or your site defined 4-character hex values,
or example 0001, 0002, or 008E. VM:Tape Scratch Pool names like DAILY, WEEKLY, or FINANCE are not valid RMS
SCRATCH Category names.
Therefore you would have to rename them to implement the support. If desired, a VM:Tape Command EXIT can be
used to help minimize end user and application impact. For example, you can substitute POOL SCRATCH0 for POOL
DAILY on the mount command.

2. Turn on the DEBUG command that permits the support:

VMTAPE DEBUG SUPPORT RMSSCAT ON.

3. Turn AUTOPICK OFF for each VM:Tape Scratch Pool for which you want to implement the support. If AUTOPICK
is not set OFF for a Scratch Pool, then that Scratch Pool will not run with the mount by RMS SCRATCH Category
feature, regardless of the fact that DEBUG SUPPORT RMSSCAT is set to ON. By setting AUTOPICK OFF, it is
possible to implement the feature selectively for some, but not all, VM:Tape Scratch Pools that may have tapes
residing in an IBM 3494.
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Support for VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules for MOUNT and LIST Commands

VM:Tape now provides support for issuing VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules in the case when the owner of the resource (the
value of the CJOB filed in the TMC) is not a valid VM User ID. In this case VM:Tape receives a RC=28 (User ID does
not exist) when the VM:Secure CAN command is issued. When interfaced with a release of VM:Secure that supports
VM:Tape SYSTEM Rules, this facility can be used to protect tape data which is created on non-VM:Tape managed
systems, in particular z/OS systems, in a shared TMC environment.

By default, VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules support is disabled. If you do not activate the VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules support,
your VM:Tape/VM:Secure Rules processing will work the same as it did with releases of VM:Tape prior to VM:Tape 1.8
G0605 SP02. That is, when VM:Tape receives a RC=28 from the VM:Secure CAN command, VM:Tape internally treats
this as if a RC=12 was received. Consequently, security checking defaults to normal VM:Tape authorization checking, and
VM:Secure cannot be used to ACCEPT or REJECT the request.

The VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules support can be activated in VM:Tape using the new VMTAPE CONFIG file record
VMXSYSRL. The VMXSYSRL record has one option that must be included if the record is specified in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. The valid values for the option are ON and OFF:

VMXSYSRL ON

or

VMXSYSRL OFF

The ON option enables VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules support. The OFF option disables VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules
support. Specifying the OFF option is the same as not including the VMXSYSRL record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, OFF
is the default.

NOTE

When the VMXSYSRL ON record is included in the VMTAPE CONFIG file you must also include a PRODUCT
VMSECURE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

The current setting of VMXSYSRL can be displayed by issuing the following DEBUG command:

(vmtape) DEBUG SUPPORT VMXSYSRL

The response in message VMTDBG925I indicates that VMXSYSRL is either ON or OFF.

If VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules support is enabled, when VM:Tape receives a RC=28 from the VM:Secure CAN command
an additional (second) CAN command is sent to VM:Secure with the new SYSTEM format of the CAN command for
SYSTEM Rules processing by VM:Secure. The SYSTEM Rules in VM:Secure can be coded to ACCEPT or REJECT the
request, to prevent VM:Tape from treating the request as if RC=12 was received from the CAN command.

To take advantage of this functionality, you must also have a release of VM:Secure installed that supports VM:Tape
SYSTEM Rules. For information about how to code the VM:Tape SYSTEM Rules in VM:Secure, see the appropriate
VM:Secure documentation.

Support for RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VM:Tape Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a
Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation
PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Tape for product stability;
or, that are required to install a new VM:Tape feature.
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Support for CA 1 User (Site) Defined Retention Periods

VM:Tape now supports specification of user (site) defined retention periods using the UDATE option on VMTAPE MOUNT
and CATALOG commands. The format of the new option is specified as UDATE 88/uuu . VM:Tape manages these tapes
as permanent (PERM).  The tape will never expire unless the retention period is changed to another valid VM:Tape
expiration or retention using the VMTAPE CATALOG or MOUNT commands.

Changes to Existing Features
The following features that were present in the previous release of VM:Tape have been updated in this release.

Contents

QUERY VOLUME DETAILS

The QUERY VOLUME command can now display additional information about a tape:

• Catalog density values
• Scratch pool names
• Out-of-area codes

The command can also display information about deleted tapes. It can display information about tapes that are not in the
TMC if the volume is maintained in an IBM or STK robotic tape subsystem.

The syntax for the query is:

QUERY VOLUME volume DETAILS 

The command can be used to display the following information:

• TMC Status (SAVED/SCRATCH/DELETED)
• Scratch pool name
• Catalog DEN and TRTCH values, density name, and media type
• If the tape has been marked out-of-area, then catalog values for OUTCODE and OUTDATE are displayed.
• If the tape is in under ARM control, then location and either RMS category (for RMS controlled tapes) or STK silo

status (for ACS controlled tapes) are also displayed.

VM Common Nucleus

VM:Tape has been converted to use the Broadcom VM Common Nucleus. The Common Nucleus is a collection of
services and routines that are shared by several Broadcom VM products, improving reliability and maintainability.
Maintenance and enhancements reach publication more quickly because they can be developed once and then
implemented in each Broadcom VM product incorporating the Common Nucleus. In addition, the VM Common Nucleus
provides infrastructure such as TCP/IP support that can be leveraged to provide future enhancements.

QREPLY and REPLY Commands

The REPLY command can no longer be run without operands. Previously, REPLY without operands queried the system
for pending VM:Tape prompts. The new QREPLY command has taken over this functionality. This change in REPLY and
QREPLY is part of the VM Common Nucleus implementation.
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User Exit Changes

New User MACLIB

VM:Tape now provides a User MACLIB named VMTUSER MACLIB. This MACLIB is loaded to the VM:Tape RUNTIME
disk, usually the VMTAPE virtual machine's 192 minidisk.

The VMTUSER MACLIB contains any VM:Tape-specific MACROs that you may need to compile VM:Tape User EXITs.
Include the VMTUSER MACLIB on your GLOBAL MACLIB command. By doing so, you ensure that any MACRO or COPY
files that the MACLIB contains are found when they are needed.

Here is an example of the GLOBAL MACLIB command you can use to assemble the sample User EXITs provided with
VM:Tape:

GLOBAL MACLIB DMSGPI DMSOM OSMACRO HCPGPI OSMACRO1 VMTUSER

31-Bit Addressing Mode

VM:Tape now runs in 31-bit addressing mode. Any existing ASSEMBLER User EXITs need to be 31-bit safe because
PLISTs being passed to the EXITs can now be above the 16-meg line. MACROs like LINEDIT are no longer safe to use.

USREXIT Configuration Record

The USEREXIT record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file must now be used for both Assembler and REXX user exits. The
EXIT record is no longer supported in the VMTAPE CONFIG file and will be flagged as invalid. VM:Tape user exits written
in REXX now must have a filetype of EXEC. For VM:Tape user exits written in REXX, filetypes such as EXIT are no longer
supported in the VMTAPE CONFIG file and are flagged as invalid.

EDRSUP Is ON by Default

VM:Tape now starts with Enhanced Drive Recognition (EDRSUP) support set ON by default. If you have been using
NOEDRSUP (the default startup option in VM:Tape 1.8 or earlier), and want to continue to use NOEDRSUP, specify
NOEDRSUP in the VMSERVER NAMES file as the last value of the Server Startup Command (STARTCMD) tag.

NOTE

 For more information about EDRSUP, see the Administrators section.

If you are not sure whether to use EDRSUP (the new default) or NOEDRSUP (the previous default), contact Technical
Support.

Authorization Changes

If a user owns a saved tape, they can mount this tape for other users who are not owners of the tape using the FOR
option. The previous version of VM:Tape did not permit this.

AUTHORIZ ADMIN Record

VM:Tape Version 2.0 includes a new authorization level: ADMIN. CMS, DEBUG, and TRACE commands that used to
require OPERATOR authorization now require the new ADMIN authorization. AUTHORIZ ADMIN also includes the
QLOCK and QPCB commands.

Tape Retention and Expiration Changes

Support has been added for CA 1 user (site) defined retention periods; the UDATE 88/uuu option. For more information
see Topic Common Command Options. This support is provided with PTF SO03686.
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Discontinued Features

EXEC Configuration Record

The EXEC record is no longer supported in the VMTAPE CONFIG file and must be removed from existing configuration
files for VM:Tape to initialize. If found in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, the EXEC record is flagged as invalid and VM:Tape
fails initialization. Both Assembler and REXX user exits are now specified with the USEREXIT configuration record.
VM:Tape user exits written in REXX now must have a filetype of EXEC. For VM:Tape user exits written in REXX filetypes
such as EXIT are no longer supported in the VMTAPE CONFIG file and will be flagged as invalid.

Tape Password Protection

VM:Tape no longer supports password protection of tapes. External security managers such as VM:Secure, Top Secret,
ACF2, or RACF must be used to password protect tapes.

Documentation Changes
The following documentation changes were made:

• Introductory sections of the Administration, User, and Operator Sections were merged into a new section, Getting
Started.

• Administrators: The Device and Media Settings section of the Enhanced Device Support page was replaced by two
new sections, also present in VM:Backup 3.6 documentation:
– Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values – This section lists the device and media settings for each

tape drive, with Enhanced Drive Recognition Support enabled.
– Using NOEDRSUP – Device and media settings with Enhanced Drive Recognition Support disabled
The page Attaching Tape Drives was also deleted. The information in that page was incorporated into Tape Drives,
Media, Density Names, and TMC Values.

• Administrators, Command Reference: Lists of TRTCH, media type, density name, etc were replaced by links to Tape
Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values. This change was made because the proliferation of tape drives and
media had made it difficult to maintain multiple locations of this information.

• Administrators: Sections on migrating REEL tapes to cartridges were removed. It is not expected that anyone still has
REEL media.

• Operators Quick Reference: Reorganized to be navigable on the wiki platform. Topics have been clustered
thematically.

Installation Updates

• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.

Command Reference

• The MOUNT and CATALOG commands have been updated to include the UDATE option to specify user (site) defined
retention periods.

• The Common Command Options topic has been updated with the description for the UDATE option.

Messages

• Added a new message 0948I - MOUNT userid vaddr WAITING FOR RMS VOLUME volser WHICH IS mounted
ELSEWHERE.

• Updated the message 0959I - "STATE" has been added to the message to indicate the RMS Volume state.
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Getting Started
VM:Tape is a comprehensive tape and tape drive manager for the VM environment. VM:Tape decreases operator tasks,
controls access to data on tape, and provides comprehensive reporting and auditing of tape use. VM:Tape provides
extensive facilities that automate tasks now performed manually by the VM system administrator, tape librarian, operator,
and users.

VM:Tape provides centralized tape and tape drive management for multiple VM and z/OS systems with shared DASD.
These systems can be running native or as guests. VM:Tape enables both types of systems to share tapes dynamically,
and centralizes auditing and reporting for all systems.

Users can request tape mounts, cancel requests, query requests, and list information about tape volumes under their
control. Operators can start, end, query, and control VM:Tape.

VM:Tape is easy to install and implement because no CP or CMS modifications are required, and a default configuration
file is provided on the distribution media. You can use the extensive utilities to aid in installation and maintenance. Also,
the configuration file allows administrators to:

• Authorize users for specific privileges
• Set defaults for tape mounts
• Define tape drives to VM:Tape
• Define the volumes to be managed in a CMS TMC
• Set and change site-defined TMC fields
• Implement user exits
• Exercise some of the special options. These options include shared tape drive allocation (STAM facility) and automatic

scratch tape selection (Autopick facility).
• Identify interfaces to other Broadcom products and to automated robotic mounting (ARM) products

Contents

VM:Tape Features

VM:Tape provides the following features:

• Manages tape drive allocation. When users request tape mounts, VM:Tape automatically locates and allocates
appropriate tape drives when they are available.

• Allows time for tape retrieval. VM:Tape offers a Setup facility that allows the system administrator to direct mount
requests to a special operator. The operator releases the mount requests to VM:Tape only when the tapes are
available.

• Automates selection of scratch tapes. VM:Tape offers an Automatic Scratch Volume Selection (Autopick) facility that
can automatically select scratch tapes to satisfy scratch tape mount requests.

• Automates tape mounting. VM:Tape can interface with automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs) and automated robotic
mounters (ARMs). ACLs are attached to tape drives and automatically load tapes to satisfy mount requests for general
scratch, standard-labeled tapes. ARMs contain tapes and can automatically load saved tapes, specific scratch tapes,
and general scratch tapes. VM:Tape can interface with the following ARMs:
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– Automated Cartridge System (ACS), the StorageTek ARM
– Automated Tape Library (ATL), the Sutmyn ARM
– Tape Library Data Server, the IBM ARM

• Synchronizes the VM:Tape TMC and ARM catalogs. VM:Tape notifies the ARM your site is using when a tape has
been scratched so the ARM can update its catalogs and can remain consistent with the TMC.

• Verifies tape mounts. For each mount request, VM:Tape  verifies that the correct tape is being mounted by comparing
the internal or external tape label of the tape that is mounted against the specifications on the mount request.

• Uses multiple scratch tape pools. You can define multiple pools of scratch tapes to VM:Tape.
• Offers flexible tape expiration. VM:Tape offers four methods for expiring tapes: explicit expiration date, retention period

from creation date or from last use, and cycle control. You can also specify that a tape is never to expire.
• Processes multiple events simultaneously. VM:Tape can satisfy mount requests from many users simultaneously.
• Audits tape usage. The VM:Tape Audit file tracks all tape access, including foreign tape mounts, and all online changes

to the TMCs. The Audit file provides backup if the TMC is destroyed.
• Reports on tapes and tape activity. VM:Tape provides a full set of reports. Sites can also design customized reports.

Reports that VM:Tape provides include:
– Forecast of tapes that will be scratch within the next seven days
– List of scratch tapes that are currently available
– List of tapes by data set name
– Summary of tape activity
– Tape summary

• Offers a Bin system for tapes. VM:Tape offers a Bin system that allows sites to reference tapes by bin number instead
of internal volume serial number. Sites can easily access and manage tapes with duplicate or nonstandard tape
numbers using this system. This system is especially useful in an environment that has high tape turnover.

• Maintains a catalog of information about tapes and data sets. VM:Tape manages tapes through its Tape Management
Catalog (TMC). The TMC is a CMS or OS disk file that contains volume information (such as volser and expiration
date) and data set information (such as data set name and expiration date) about each tape under VM:Tape control.
Each time a tape is mounted, VM:Tape updates the tape's record in the TMC. A VM:Tape command also allows you to
make manual changes to certain data stored in the TMC.

• Checkpoints interface and drive statuses. VM:Tape stores the status of tape drives and of interfaces between VM:Tape
and other products (such as ARMs) so that those statuses are retained when VM:Tape is restarted.

• Coordinates tape management for multiple VM and z/OS systems. VM:Tape coordinates tape management for VM and
z/OS systems with shared DASD by sharing the following information:
– Tapes. VM:Tape interfaces with the tape database of a z/OS system to maintain a single tape library for both VM

and z/OS tapes. MVS-created tapes are available to VM users and VM-created tapes are available to z/OS users.
Tape drives. VM:Tape can control sharing of tape drives among multiple VM systems by interfacing with the Shared
Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) or MIA without STAM. In the shared tape drive environment that is created by
interfacing with one of these products, the operator does not have to switch tape drives manually from one system
to another, vary them offline or online, or attach them to users' virtual machines.

– Scratch pools. VM:Tape can use tapes from scratch pools that are defined to VM:Tape and from scratch pools that
are defined by CA 1 on MVS.

– TMC and Audit data sets. If VM:Tape is sharing with MVS, it updates the CA 1 TMC and Audit data sets.

Special Hardware Support

VM:Tape supports the following tape drives and automated robotic mounters.
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• IBM 3480 Cartridge Drive and Automated Cartridge Loader
• IBM 3490E Cartridge Drive
• IBM 3590, 3590E, and 3590H Cartridge drives
• IBM 3592, 3592-E05, and 3592-E06 Cartridge Drives
• IBM 3494 and 3495 Tape Library Data Server.
• SUTMYN (Memorex Telex) Automated Tape Library.
• StorageTek 9840, 9840B, 9840C, and 9840D Cartridge drives
• StorageTek 9940, 9940B Cartridge Drives
• StorageTek T10000 and T10000B Cartridge Drives
• StorageTek Redwood SD-3 Helical Scan Cartridge Subsystem
• StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System.

NOTE
The term automated robotic mounter (ARM) is used throughout this document to refer generically to any of the
automated tape robot products that are supported by VM:Tape.

Special Software Support

Interface with MIA

VM:Tape interfaces directly with MIA product to provide full VM and z/OS tape drive sharing capabilities. VM:Tape
integration with MIA has full support for AUTOPATH to promote seamless tape drive allocations among parallel and guest
z/OS and VM systems.

NOTE
For more information about using MIA with VM:Tape, see MIA.

Interface with CA 1

The CA 1 product can share a Tape Management Catalog with VM:Tape. This interface allows VM and z/OS to maintain a
single tape catalog for auditing and reporting purposes, while allowing tape mounts on both VM and z/OS.

NOTE
For more information about setting up the interface between VM:Tape and CA 1, see Sharing the CA 1 TMC.

Interface to VM:Backup

When VM:Tape is interfaced with VM:Backup, VM:Backup sends mount requests for restore and backup functions
to VM:Tape. VM:Tape then manages the scratch and saved volumes and tape drive allocation. It also keeps audit
information about the tape mounts.

All currently supported releases of VM:Tape and VM:Backup support the VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup.

NOTE
For more information about interfacing VM:Tape with these products, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager
Product Interface Guide.

IBM EREP Records

VM:Tape generates an outboard record (OBR) for the IBM Environmental Record Editing and Printing (EREP) program
when it detects temporary and permanent I/O errors. If CP rejects the OBR, VM:Tape generates message 105I. See the
Message Reference, for complete message information.

VM:Tape generates an OBR whenever it starts an I/O request to a tape drive and encounters a unit-check condition. Bad
media, bad hardware, or bad software (for example, a defective channel program) can cause a unit-check.
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The EREP program reads OBRs generated by hardware and software. EREP manipulates these records to produce
diagnostic reports about I/O subsystems, tapes, or the processor. You can use EREP information to identify failing
hardware and bad media before a device fails. If a device fails, the information that is obtained from EREP aids the
hardware service representative in diagnosing the cause.

VM:Tape issues permanent and temporary OBRs for 3420, 3480, 3490E, and 3590-type tape drives.

Accessing VM:Tape

Access VM:Tape by entering commands from CMS. Start all commands with VMTAPE or the user ID of the service virtual
machine you are using to run VM:Tape. The examples in this section assume the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual
machine is VMTAPE.

VM:Tape Startup Options
 VM:Tape supports two startup options to determine how VM:Tape recognizes tape devices: Generic Device
Recognition (NOEDRSUP), and Enhanced Device Recognition (EDRSUP). The startup option that you use determines
how VM:Tape detects tape devices. How tape drives are detected affects how VM:Tape allocates tape devices for
MOUNT and ALLOCATE requests, matches MEDIA types to the recognized devices, and records DENSITY and MEDIA
information for each saved volume in the TMC.

Review your current configuration to determine which startup option to use. In previous releases of VM:Tape the default
startup option was NOEDRSUP, for backward compatibility. With VM:Tape Version 2.0 the default startup option is now
EDRSUP.

If you currently run VM:Tape with the NOEDRSUP option, we encourage you to review your VM:Tape configuration
and implement the new default startup option of EDRSUP. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance to determine the
changes you need to make to your VM:Tape configuration.

If you must continue to run VM:Tape using the NOEDRSUP startup option, add the NOEDRSUP startup option to the
Server Startup Command tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for your VM:Tape server.

NOTE
 For more information about the VMSERVER NAMES file, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
For more information about modifying the tags in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for VM:Tape, see Installing.

If you are already running VM:Tape using the EDRSUP startup option, continue to do so. Your VM:Tape configuration
requires no changes to continue running with the EDRSUP startup option.

The NOEDRSUP VM:Tape startup option, Generic Device Recognition, reads the first 2 bytes of the RDEVBLOK
information that CP provides to identify the device. Using this startup option, VM:Tape can identify each tape device as
one of the following types:

• 3420
• 3480
• 3490
• 3590

The EDRSUP VM:Tape startup option, Enhanced Device Recognition (default), reads the first two bytes of the
RDEVBLOK information that CP provides and also the VRDCBLOK and CUIBK control blocks. EDRSUP thus specifically
identifies each tape device manufacturer, model, and available MEDIA types. This recognition enables VM:Tape to identify
each tape device as one of the following types:

• 3420
• 3480
• 3490
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– IBM and compatible 3490 devices
– IBM proprietary 3490 and 3490 emulated devices
– StorageTek proprietary 3490 and 3490 emulated devices

• 3590
– IBM proprietary 3590 and 3590 emulated devices
– StorageTek proprietary 3590 and 3590 emulated devices

• 3592
– IBM proprietary 3592 devices

NOTE
 For more information about specific device types, see Special Hardware Support.

VM:Tape Files
Contents 

  

VM:Tape controls the tape management system at your site using the following files:

• Tape Management Catalog
• Audit file
• VM:Tape configuration file
• Pointer file
• Checkpoint file
• Picklist files

These files are described in the following sections.

The following illustrations show the relationships among these VM:Tape files in different VM:Tape environments.

 Typical z/VM VM:Tape System (CMS TMC) 
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 Typical z/OS VM:Tape System (OS TMC) 
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Tape Management Catalog

The Tape Management Catalog (TMC) contains a record for each tape in the tape library. Each time a tape is mounted,
VM:Tape updates the tape record in the TMC. Each record contains a volume serial number (volser) which is a 1-
character to 6-character string identifying the tape volume. The volser can be an external identification (external label),
physically recorded on the tape (internal label), or both. To interface with CA 1, a z/OS tape management system,
VM:Tape uses shared DASD to read and update dynamically the CA 1 TMC.
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The TMC, also referred to as the volume library, supports the CA 1 Release 5.0 or the CA 1 EXTEND TMC format. The
TMC contains two kinds of records: volume records and data set records. The volume record contains information about
each tape volume that is managed by VM:Tape. The data set records contain information about files on one or more
volumes. Use the VM:Tape CATALOG command to change information such as expiration dates, volume sequence
information, and data set information in both kinds of records.

The TMC allows you to specify exact expiration dates and retention periods up to December 31, 2155. All special tape
handling, such as marking a tape for cycle control, is performed using keywords. For more information about specifying
expiration dates and keywords, see the Command Reference.

The length of a TMC record is 340 bytes, and an Audit record is 370 bytes. The size of the user accounting area (ACCT
field) in the volume record is 50 bytes.

Volume and Data Set Records

Information about the physical characteristics of tape volumes that are listed in the TMC is stored in volume records.
Volume records also contain information about the first (or primary) data set on the tape.

Information about second and subsequent data sets on a tape is stored in separate data set records or data set name
blocks (DSNBs). The relationship between volume records in a multi-volume sequence is shown in the following
illustration:
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Audit File

The Audit file contains an audit trail of all transactions to the TMC. If the TMC is destroyed and you revert to a backup, the
audit file provides updates. To interface with CA 1, VM:Tape uses shared DASD to read and update dynamically the CA 1
Audit file.

VMTAPE CONFIG File

The VM:Tape configuration file, VMTAPE CONFIG, specifies local system parameters, default values, and authorizations.
By editing the records in this file, you can customize settings and parameters such as:

• Users who are authorized for special privileges
• Special feature options (for example, shared tape drive allocation and automatic scratch selection)
• Defaults for tape mounts (density, expiration date, label type, and priority)
• Tape drives available to VM:Tape
• Scratch pool definitions and assignment rules
• Operator user IDs to receive VM:Tape messages
• Frequency of reminders to the operators about pending mount requests
• Site-defined Tape Management Catalog (TMC) fields
• User exits to be used

NOTE
For more information about each record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, see VMTAPE CONFIG File Record
Reference.

Checkpoint File

VM:Tape preserves operational status information in the checkpoint file, VMTAPE RECOVERY. VM:Tape saves this
information periodically so that it will be available after a VM:Tape reinitialization. This method of preserving operational
information is known as checkpointing. Pending mount and allocate requests are not saved, so they must be resubmitted
when VM:Tape is recycled.

VM:Tape checkpoints the following information:

• ARM command settings
ARM command settings for reduction and the location default ordering

• ARM product information
Start and halt state of all supported ARM product interfaces

• Device information
The device location, its start/drain state, reserved status, reducibility setting, and facts concerning the volume last
mounted

• Real device block information
The device class, type, features, and model

• Location information
All known ARM locations that were defined before checkpointing occurred

• Volume selection
All scratch volumes that were selected for mount processing until the mount completes

• Autopick status
Status of the Autopick facility (on or off) for every scratch pool that is defined to VM:Tape.

Authorizations

The AUTHORIZ record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file controls access to VM:Tape commands and functions by user ID.

If you have VM:Secure installed at your site, VM:Tape authorizations override VM:Secure authorizations.
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 Note: For more information about assigning the necessary VM:Tape authorizations, see Authorizations. For more
information about the format of the AUTHORIZ record, see AUTHORIZ Record.

Typical Mount Scenario
A typical mount scenario using VM:Tape follows.

1. A user issues the MOUNT command.
2. VM:Tape uses the VMTAPE CONFIG file authorization records that you have set up to verify that the user is

authorized for the options specified on the MOUNT command.
3. VM:Tape checks the TMC and configuration authorizations to ensure that the user is authorized for the specified

access to the requested tape volume.
4. If VM:Tape determines that no tape drives of the correct type are available, the user’s request is placed in a queue

until a tape drive becomes available.
5. VM:Tape attaches an available tape drive to itself.
6. VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator requesting that the specified tape volume be mounted, with or without

a write ring, as appropriate.
7. The tape operator mounts the tape on the tape drive.
8. If the mount request specified a non-labeled (NL), bypass label processing (BLP), or foreign tape (a tape not under

VM:Tape control), VM:Tape prompts the operator to provide the external volume serial number. For write mounts, the
volser must be entered twice to ensure that the correct volume serial number was entered.

9. After verifying that the mounted tape is the correct tape volume with the correct write ring status, VM:Tape updates the
TMC and Audit files.

10. VM:Tape detaches the tape from itself and attaches it to the requesting user ID. The user now has control of the drive
and can position the tape at the desired location.

11. VM:Tape sends mount completion messages to both the operator and the user indicating the volser and drive
information.

12. When the user is finished with the drive, the user detaches it. When the drive is detached, VM:Tape can allocate it to
another user.

 Contents 

  

Drive Allocation

During initialization, VM:Tape reads DEVICE records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file to construct a drive list. All the tape
drives defined to VM:Tape constitute the device list.

 VM:Tape determines whether the drives are controlled by an ARM or are stand-alone units:

• If the drives are controlled by an ARM, VM:Tape gives those drives a unique location name. For more information
about how VM:Tape processes mount requests for saved tapes and scratch tapes with a specific ARM product, see the
appropriate section of Administrators:
–  SUTMYN Automated Tape Library 
–  StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System 
–  IBM Tape Library Data Server 

• If the drives are stand-alone units, VM:Tape assigns the location name NONARM. Mount, allocate and reserve
requests are processed as described in the following paragraphs.

NOTE
 By default, VM:Tape allocates drives using a round-robin algorithm, which promotes uniform drive
usage. VM:Tape keeps track of the last drive allocated for each location to determine which drive to allocate
next. You can override this default behavior using the VM:Tape ALLOCATE EXIT.
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Drive Allocation for Mount, Allocate, and Reserve Requests

When VM:Tape receives a scratch or saved tape mount request, or an allocate or reserve request, it scans the device list
looking for any drive that can satisfy the request. Options specified by the user issuing the request and the site-defined
defaults determine which drives are eligible. VM:Tape places the drives that are eligible in an eligible drive list (EDL). Each
time an EDL is built, VM:Tape starts the EDL with a different drive to allow for uniform use of your hardware. There is one
EDL for each request.

If the ALLOCATE user exit is not configured, skip the next step.

VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE user exit. The ALLOCATE user exit allows a site to change the order of drives in the
EDL and select which drives to allocate based upon information about each request. When you use the ALLOCATE
user exit, VM:Tape calls it after constructing the EDL. For more information about using this exit, see ALLOCATE User
Exit in Administrators.

VM:Tape applies standard drive ordering to the EDL.

 Note: Set the return code to zero in your ALLOCATE user exit to bypass standard drive ordering. Otherwise, set the
return code to one (1) to instruct VMT to apply standard drive ordering of the EDL.

During standard drive ordering, VM:Tape selects drives for allocation based on the order in which they appear in the EDL.
VM:Tape puts the drives in the default location (NONARM if you are not using an ARM product) at the beginning of the
EDL. Additionally:

• If you use the STAM facility, for manual mounts, VM:Tape reorders the EDL to put STAM preferred drives at
the beginning of the list. For more information about STAM, see Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
Facility in Administrators. 

• If a drive was initially reserved for the user requesting the mount, VM:Tape moves it to the front of the EDL.

Beginning with the first drive in the EDL, VM:Tape proceeds through the list of drives until it finds a free drive. If none
of the drives are available, the process pends for 30 seconds and VM:Tape goes through the EDL again. This process
continues, based on the time specified on the REMINDER record, until a drive becomes available and VM:Tape allocates
a drive.

For mount requests, VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator to mount the tape on the allocated drive.

Sharing Tape Drives

VM:Tape can share tape drives with z/OS and VM systems by the following methods.

With VM and z/OS Systems

VM:Tape can interface with the Multi-Image Allocation (MIA/VM) product, allowing automatic drive sharing among the VM
and z/OS systems in the MIA complex.

NOTE
For more information about using the MIA interface in VM:Tape, see MIA in Administrators.

With Multiple VM Systems

The VM:Tape Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) Facility allows tape drives to be shared between VM systems
using shared DASD.

NOTE
For more information about using the STAM facility in VM:Tape, see Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
Facility in Administrators.
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Bin System

For sites using a CMS TMC, the VM:Tape Bin system provides a way for you to easily access and manage tapes that are
referred to by a bin or slot number instead of an internal volume serial number.

NOTE
 For more information about implementing and using the Bin system, see Bin System (CMS TMCs Only) in
Administrators.

Setup Facility

If your site has multiple tape libraries that are not immediately accessible to computer room personnel, you may want to
implement the VM:Tape Setup facility. The Setup facility can be used to forward volume staging messages to a remote
tape operator. The setup operator uses the SETUP command to control the disposition of the setup requests.

Small sites with few operators may find the Setup facility useful. The setup operators receive mount requests, enabling
them to locate the tape volume requested before an actual mount request is generated. This reduces the amount of time a
drive is attached to the VM:Tape service virtual machine waiting for a mount to complete.

 Note: For more information about setting up and using the Setup facility, see Setup Facility.

Reports

There are seven predefined report formats: five to report on TMC information and two to report on Audit file information.
To create your own reports or customize the predefined reports, you can use the Mainframe VM Product Manager
Generalized Report Writer (GRW) product.

 Note: For more information about creating reports for VM:Tape, see Producing Reports. For more information about
using GRW, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager "Generalized Report Writer".

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
 
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for system
administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the service virtual
machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this document. 

Command Abbreviations 

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.

Example: 

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

Continuation 

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

Example 1: 
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A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D

Example 2: 

{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

Default Values 

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

  Example: 

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

Keywords and Constants 

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

Example: 

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

Optional Choices 

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

Example: 

CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

Multiple Optional Choices 

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.

Example: 

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.
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[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

Positional Parameters 

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

Example: 

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

Repetition 

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

 Example 2: 

Repeat...

Example 3: 

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

Required Choices 

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

 Example: 

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

Special Symbols 

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:

• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

Symbols 

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.
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• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

Syntax Fragments 

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

Example1: 

CMDName "Parms"

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

Example 2: 

CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

System Response 

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.

Example: 

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

User-Entered Commands or Records 

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

Example: 

vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.
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In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

Example: 

ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

Variables 

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

Example: 

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.
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Installing
This section describes how to install, deploy, and service this product.

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.

Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Audience

To install this product, you must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures
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You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe
VM Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level. For more information about
the installation and the configuration of this facility, see Installing in  Mainframe VM Product Manager
documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of VM:Tape and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment.

WARNING
Warning! Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with
a specific version of the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying
the same files from an earlier level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or
directories.

Installing Product Materials
The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Step2.AllocateProductResources
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The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

3topdisc

Step 1.1 Prepare .SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.
Follow these steps:

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar to
nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.
Note: For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:

PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

In this command:
ifn

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
ift

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
fm

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
ofn

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMT020A.
ofm

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.
Note: SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.
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Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will
access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment as follows:
– The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
– The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
– The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
– The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
– The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
– The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVMT020A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMT020A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVMT020A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMT020A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Specify VMTAPESFS for installing on the
Shared File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMT020A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for
the ppfname and component you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVMT020A

VMTAPE :PRODID ZVMT020A%VMTAPE?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for an example of creating a
PPF override.

NOTE

 If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make
Override Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

Use the information you obtained in the previous step to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and a user
ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The allocation
of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

Step 2.1 Allocate User ID Entry and Disk Space

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the section Create
Product Parameter File (PPF) Override. Then issue the command as described.
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To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMT020A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMTAPESFS for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Step 2.2 (Optional) Allocate SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

1. Enroll the user ZVMT020A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued
from a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool.

2. Create the necessary directories for user VMTAPE with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VMTAPESFS component override section of
the ZVMT020A PPF file.

3. Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT
AUTHORITY command.

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV ZVMT020A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMT020A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Specify VMTAPESFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMT020A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.
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Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMT020A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described in the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF)
Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Specify VMTAPESFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, which was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, you must use
the procedure in Migrating VM:Tape - Source from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager to deploy the product. This is
expected to be a one-time action.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for an Upgrade to deploy the product.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

6. Test the Product
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Follow the steps in this section to perform initial testing of the deployed server virtual machine.
7. Make the Product Available

This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.

Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMT020A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMTAPESFS for installing on SFS.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the VM:Tape product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name
panel usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• ADMIN
• PUBLIC
• LOCAL
• CMSTMC
• CMSAUDIT

Option Value Tags

The tag names in this section define characteristics used during allocation and initial product deployment. Decide the
proper values for the way you will use the product and enter the values you select for the following tag:

• OSTMC

If your VM:Tape server will be sharing the TMC with CA 1 Tape Management (CA 1) on z/OS, your TMC is an OS TMC.
You must redefine the value for the OSTMC tag by changing it from NO to YES. When OSTMC is set to YES, VM:Tape
will be configured to run accessing an OS TMC instead of a CMS TMC.
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Optional Facility Tags

The tag names in this section define values used to create a secondary administration user ID for the product. The
administration user ID is not created by default. If you choose to employ a secondary administrator ID, you should
redefine the value of the SYSADMIN tag by removing the leading asterisk from the value. By uncommenting the values,
you request that the user ID defined by the SYSADMIN tag and the disk space defined by the ALOCAL tag be created
during product deployment.

Removable Tags

The tag names in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternate and a previous
version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between product
releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the values for the
following tags:

• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTADMIN
• ALTPUBLIC
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVADMIN
• PREVPUBLIC

Commenting the values will request that the minidisks not be defined during deployment.

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating User ID
Entries and Disk Space and then issue the command as described.

Enter the following command to create the user ID and allocate disk space:

VMALLOC SERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.
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VMDEPLOY name INIT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks defined on
the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference.

Step 4.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product.

Step 4.3 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations needed by the default user IDs for this product.

Deployed User ID Required Authorizations
VMTAPE Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
VMTLIBR Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 0193 minidisk.

Step 5. Setup CMS or OS Tape Catalog

The startup procedure verifies the accuracy of the virtual machine configuration. There are two startup procedures
depending on which Tape Management Catalog (CMSTMC or OSTMC) you are going to use.

Logon to the VM:Tape server

1. Log on to the VM:Tape server.
2. You will be prompted to start VM:Tape as follows:

VMISTA845R *

Do you want to start VMTAPE now?

Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

Enter NO to prevent VM:Tape from starting.
3. If your VM:Tape server installation and deployment is for VM:Tape that runs with an OS TMC, skip to the To setup

VM:Tape<OS> procedure.
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To Setup VM:Tape on CMS

Make the following changes to the VMTAPE CONFIG file if you are not going to share the TMC and Audit datasets with
OS systems running CA 1.

1. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file to review the default SERIES records that were created when you deployed VM:Tape.
SERIES records specify the tape volume serial numbers (volsers) to be included in the CMS TMC when the
VMTBUILD utility is run. Each SERIES record specifies the volser of the first tape volume in the series, the number of
tapes in the series, and media type of all the tape volumes in the series.
The VMTAPE CONFIG file has five predefined SERIES records, which are provided as examples. You must change
them to match your sites requirements. Check the  VM:Tape Administrators for information on defining SERIES
records for servers that run with a CMS TMC.
After you have modified the SERIES records to match the tape volsers that you want to manage, file the VMTAPE
CONFIG file on the A-disk and build the new TMC file as follows:

VMTBUILD TMC 

Initializing the new volume library file 'VMTAPE TMC B6' ... 

Initialization complete -- nnnn records

Ready;

Where:
nnnn

Indicates the number of records generated for the TMC.
2. Create the VM:Tape Audit file.

The VM:Tape Audit file is a CMS file that contains a copy of all the changes and updates made to the TMC. When the
Audit file is created, it contains only one record, a control record. The Audit file expands dynamically as audit records
are created therefore you will never have to reformat the Audit file to enlarge it.
To create an Audit file, use the VMTBUILD utility:

VMTBUILD AUDIT

Initialization complete  -  1 record

Ready;

3. Skip to the section Test VM:Tape - Source to perform the installation verification tests.

To Setup VM:Tape on z/OS

1. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file to update the OSTMC and OSAUDIT configuration file records.
These records identify the virtual device number and data set names of the shared OS TMC and audit files.

2. Verify that the TMC data set and the audit data set reside on separate, real DASD volumes.
3. For additional steps that must be taken to configure VM:Tape to share a CA 1 TMC see the section “Sharing the CA 1

TMC” in the  VM:Tape Administrators.

Step 6. Test the Deployed Product

To restart VM:Tape enter the following:

PROFILE

You will be prompted to start VM:Tape as follows:

VMISTA845R *

Do you want to start VMTAPE now?

Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 
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Enter YES to start the VM:Tape server.

Step 6.1. Test User Commands

To disconnect and leave VM:Tape running enter the following:

#cp disconn

Log on to VMANAGER.

Ensure you have access to the VMTAPE communication module (drone), usually the VMTAPE MODULE. This should be
located on the minidisk or directory designated as PUBLIC in your VMSERVER NAMES file.

To mount a scratch tape at virtual device number 181, enter the following:

VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH

When using AUTOPICK, VM:Tape responds with:

VMTMAN0280A MOUNT SELECTED poolname VOLUME volser on ‘rdevno’, FOR userid vdevno.

Where:

poolname
Specifies the pool from which the volser is selected.

volser
Specifies the volume that VM:Tape selects to satisfy the scratch mount.

rdevno
Specifies the real device number on which the tape should be mounted.

userid
Specifies the user ID for which the tape is being mounted.

vdevno
Specifies the virtual device number at which the drive should be given.

This message is also displayed on the system operator user ID. Cancel the mount request by entering:

VMTAPE CANCEL 181

Step 6.2. Run the Installation Verification

The VM:Tape service virtual machine (assumed to be VMTAPE) has to be running to run the VMTVERFY procedure.
You can run it in its normal disconnected mode. To run the verification procedure, logon to the VMANAGER user ID and
perform the following commands:

1. Link to the VM:Tape server’s ADMIN disk, usually the 158 minidisk as follows:

LINK VMTAPE 158 158 RR

2. Access the linked minidisk at mode Z as follows:

ACCESS 158 Z

3. Invoke the VMTVERFY EXEC specifying the server user ID as follows:
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VMTVERFY VMTAPE

Step 6.3. VMTVERFY Processing Steps

These commands execute during VMTVERFY processing:

Step Executes this command
1 MOUNT SCRATCH with several options
2 QUERY
3 LIST
4 CATALOG
5 CANCEL

The VMTVERFY EXEC displays each command as it executes. If any commands generate an unexpected return code,
VMTVERFY will display an error message indicating the return code received and the return code that was expected.

When VMTVERFY completes execution, it displays a message indicating whether or not the tests completed successfully.

Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see the section "Releasing Products to Users" in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
Contents

The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
Warning! We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files
before upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.
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Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMT020A.

For the second token, specify the component name VMTAPE for a minidisk installation or VMTAPESFS for a Shared File
System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see the appendix Product
Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Tape from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the VM:Tape server. Upgrade your current
definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Tape.

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix “Allocating User ID
Entries and Disk Space” and then issue the command as described.

If you are allocating resources for a Single System Image environment, skip to the section SSI Environment Allocation.
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Step 3.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the product disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed. For more information about this ID, see
Define the Product Deployment.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from
the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed
minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older release, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new release, or backing out to the
old release just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

NOTE
For more information, see "Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry" in the  Mainframe VM Product
Manager Reference. For a list of the product tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see the appendix
Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 3.2. Enter LMP Statements

Follow the procedure in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference to define the LMP (License Management
Program) key for this product, if necessary.

Step 4. Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Tape server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machine(s).

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see the section "Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File
Entry" in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
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If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

You must go back to the version of the VM:Secure CP component in the CP nucleus if you are using the VM:Secure Rules
Facility.

 

Step 5. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of VM:Tape, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For this
release, that ID is ZVMT020A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific
user ID which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 6. Make the Product Available

After you finish upgrading and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see the section "Releasing Products to Users" in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Servicing Your Product
This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.
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NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the section "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service 

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMT020A, which assumes that you are using the
PPF supplied for this release of the product. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you
must use your override file name instead of ZVMT020A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this
procedure, unless otherwise stated.

3topdisc

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current product disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Set up the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMT020A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMTAPESFS for installing on SFS.
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WARNING
Warning! The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been
established before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS
is restarted by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-
establish it by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK,
VMFAPPLY, or VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVMT020A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. (Optional) Merge the Alternate APPLY Disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMT020A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMTAPESFS for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMT020A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Specify VMTAPESFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMT020A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Specify VMTAPESFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMT020A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Specify VMTAPESFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *
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Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMT020A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Specify VMTAPESFS for installing on Shared
File System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.
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Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

 

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product 

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary 
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.
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NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMT020A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Tape. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use
your override file name instead of ZVMT020A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Tape disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMT020A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMTAPESFS for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMT020A PPF or ZVMT020A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVMT020A PPF A

ERASE ZVMT020A $PPF A

 

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename
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INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override *

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfname component

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMT020A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name VMTAPESFS
for installing on SFS.

 

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level. 

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMT020A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name VMTAPESFS
for installing on SFS.

• ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

 

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMT020A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name VMTAPESFS
for installing on SFS. 

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.
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Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

References

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.
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VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied ZVMT020A $PPF or ZVMT020A PPF files to change the file pool name or
any other installation parameters. If the ZVMT020A $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any
changes to that file will be lost; by creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* VM:Tape - SFS install        *  

************************************

:OVERLST. VMTAPESFS

:VMTAPESFS. VMTAPESFS ZVMT020A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.TSYSTEM

&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.TADMIN

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.SAMPLE

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMT020A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname VMTAPESFS

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.
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NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever the
ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags that VM:Tape uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the
VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by the HELP
NAMES command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a VM:Tape Server Virtual Machine (SVM).

PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.

Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active.
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag.
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”.
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product and must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.

Ostmc
The default value for this tag is NO. NO means that the deployment for this product will be configured to run with
a CMS TMC. If you change this value to YES, the deployment for this product will be configured to run with an OS
TMC. Change the value to YES if you are sharing the TMC with CA 1 on z/OS.
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Required
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which is required to run the product. Do not modify this tag
value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine.

Admin
Primary minidisk that contains the code used by product administration functions and executed by a product
administrator user ID.

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed by the general user from the user ID.

Help
Identifies the minidisk or SFS directory.

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altadmin
Identifies the alternate version of the admin disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Identifies the alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevadmin
Identifies the previous version of the admin disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Cmstmc
The minidisk containing the CMS formatted TMC file

Cmsaudit
The minidisk containing the CMS Audit file

Sysadmin
Defines the user ID of a product system administrator

Alocal
A work disk for the VMJDASD worker machine

Adminlink
Defines the list of links established by the VMADMIN command. The links have the following format: userid
vaddr readpass. Readpass is ignored if an External Security Manager is present. For more information about the
VMADMIN command, see Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
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Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.
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The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC callsVM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.

Migrating VM:Tape from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager
The previous versions of VM:Tape reside in an AIM-maintained environment using VMRMAINT. The current versions
reside in a VMSES-maintained environment using VMANAGER and the Mainframe VM Product Manager. This section
describes the recommended procedure for the one-time initial migration of the product from the AIM environment to the
VMSES environment.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps that the Installing Product Materials
section describes.

WARNING
Warning! We recommend that you back up your existing environment before proceeding.

Before you perform this procedure, ensure that you understand the concepts and the procedures that the Mainframe
VM Product Manager Reference documents. This procedure converts the AIM installed VM:Tape release to use the
Mainframe VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks. This setup is similar to the
installation that the Mainframe VM Product Manager performs.

Update the Product Virtual Machine Definition

The VM:Tape Server Virtual Machine (SVM) requires minor changes in the virtual machine configuration to operate with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

NOTE
The changes in this section may be performed without an outage of your VMTAPE server.

The server is first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file, which serves as the main software manager database. Issue
the following command to define the server:
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VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are upgrading. In most cases, the name is VMTAPE.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMT020A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VMTAPE for installing on minidisks. Use the name
VMTAPESFS for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
can tailor the characteristics of the VM:Tape product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.

NOTE
For more information about NAMES panel usage, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file.

To change the definitions, overtype the values and press PF6. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of VM:Tape from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be setup first as described in
the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file
to add a device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the VMTAPE server. The server startup files are modified to interface with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shutdown the VMTAPE server before proceeding.

Compare the CP Directory entry file created by VMALLOC with your existing directory entry for the VM:Tape server, and
update your current definition to match the requirements for the new release of VM:Tape. The following additional changes
may be required, depending on what you have defined already:

• Add a system administration disk at address 0158.
• Add an alternate runtime minidisk, alternate administrator minidisk, and an alternate public minidisk at addresses 0292,

0258, and 0293 respectively. These disks are populated when you deploy your new release.
• Increase the size of existing disks following the size requirements from the DIRECT file created by VMALLOC.
• Remove the LINK to the VMRMAINT 192 as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF disk as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 disk as 1FE.

From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command to upgrade the server startup procedure and deploy the
new release product code. Execute the command as follows:

VMDEPLOY name INIT ALTERNATE

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.
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VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and block size.
Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun the
preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, then VMDEPLOY proceeds to load code.

Because the new VM:Tape code is deployed to the ALTERNATE series of minidisks, your current release remains intact.
VMDEPLOY will also create a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the VMTAPE 191 as PROFILE OLDEXEC,
it will then create a new PROFILE EXEC that contains the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN 

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

Use XEDIT to add authorizations for your Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID, VMANAGER, to the VM:Tape
configuration file.

NOTE
For specific information about updating the configuration file, see the  VM:Tape Administrators section.

• Add authorizations for the VMANAGER user ID, so that it has the same authorizations as the old VMRMAINT user ID.
• Add this record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER

Logon to the VM:Tape server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. In response to the initial prompt asking whether you want to start the server, enter NO.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.
3. Check for any product materials from your old release of VM:Tape on the A-Disk of the server. Issue the command:

VMNDFCAD

4. Any duplicate file on the A-Disk should replace the corresponding file on the D-Disk. These duplicate files were
probably created when fixes were applied to the release of VM:Tape installed by AIM. Copy these duplicate files to
the D-DISK using the COPYFILE command with the OLDDATE and REPLACE options, then erase the copy of the
duplicated file from the A-Disk.

Your VM:Tape server is now setup to run under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager. If the ENVIRONMENT
tag definition in the NAMES file entry is set to PRIMARY, then the next time you start it, the server will execute the older
release of VM:Tape that you originally installed using AIM.

When you are ready to test the new VM:Tape release, set the ENVIRONMENT tag definition to ALTERNATE and restart
the server virtual machine. When you decide to complete the upgrade to the new VM:Tape release, move the new release
materials to the PRIMARY disk space, and overwrite the older release product materials. Use the following format to enter
the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the primary runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the older release
Product Materials with the newer release materials.
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Administrators
This section is written for personnel who are responsible for installing, customizing, and maintaining VM:Tape in their data
centers.

If you are using VM:Tape with a CMS TMC, this section assumes that you are familiar with VM/CMS standards,
conventions, and operation, and with the daily requirements of your VM environment.

If you are using VM:Tape with an OS TMC, this section assumes that you are familiar with the CA 1 tape management
product, in addition to being familiar with VM/CMS standards, conventions, and operation, and with the daily requirements
of your VM environment.

This section describes how to customize VM:Tape to your data center requirements. The section also explains how to
perform essential administrative functions:

• Building and backing up TMC and Audit files
• Returning tapes to scratch status
• Producing sample reports.

This section also contains reference information for VM:Tape components, such as the database, configuration file
records, utilities, and user exits.

All references to SUTMYN automated tape library products in this documentation also refer to the automated tape library
products produced by Memorex Telex.

Software Requirements

Broadcom products support VM releases that IBM supports.

Operating Mode

The VM:Tape service virtual machine, worker virtual machines, and end users that are communicating with VM:Tape
through the VMTAPE MODULE can run in XA, ESA, or XC mode. These virtual machines and end users should not run
on ZCMS.

NOTE
VM:Tape does not automatically reset the 370 Accommodation Feature when a user exit returns control.
Therefore, if you use VM:Tape user exits, you must reset the mode if it is set on by your user exits.

Loader Tables

The system module, VMTSYS, for VM:Tape requires a minimum of 20 pages to hold external symbols. This requirement
exceeds the CMS default of three pages for symbols. To set the number of loader tables in the VM:Tape service virtual
machine PROFILE EXEC to 20, use this record:

SET LDRTBLS 20

Shared File System Support

If your site has the Shared File System (SFS) installed, do not put any VM:Tape system files in an SFS directory. You can,
however, put public files in an SFS directory. System files are listed in Internal VM:Tape Files.
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VM:Tape Service Virtual Machine Name and Storage Size

Do not change the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID after installation! The VM:Tape user ID is stored in the TMC
CSTEP (manager) field to identify tape volumes that are created using VM:Tape.

32 MB is the minimum recommended virtual storage that is required for the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

Implementing VM:Tape With a CMS TMC
This section describes how to customize and implement VM:Tape using a CMS TMC. To use VM:Tape with an OS TMC,
see the instructions in Sharing the CA 1 TMC.

Planning for VM:Tape Implementation
This page covers the planning that leads up to releasing VM:Tape to users.

Authorizing Users

As system administrator, you are responsible for designating tape librarians and operators, and defining user 
authorizations.

• Depending on the size and structure of your organization, designate one or more users as tape librarians. Tape
librarians can perform functions such as:
– Maintaining VM:Tape TMC and Audit files
– Scratching tapes
– Accessing information about VM:Tape tape volumes
– Reporting on tape activity, using the Mainframe VM Product Manager Generalized Report Writer (GRW) product
– Determining whether tapes have been cleaned or checked in or out of the library
Tape librarians must be familiar with VM or z/OS standards, conventions, and operation. Tape librarians must also
know the tape volume requirements of your data center. Tell tape librarians to contact you when problems arise. Tape
librarians need the Command Reference, the Mainframe VM Product Manager , Generalized Report Writer  and parts
of the Administrators.
If your organization does not have a tape librarian function, you can give yourself authorization for some of the tasks.
Give the operators authorization for the remaining tasks.

• Designate one or more VM:Tape operators. Operators are responsible for daily VM:Tape operations, such as:
– Starting and stopping VM:Tape
– Mounting tapes
– Querying VM:Tape
– Controlling VM:Tape functions
– Controlling the interface to ARM products
– Rebuilding the picklist and pointer files
– Refreshing the scratch pool definitions
Operators must be familiar with VM and z/OS standards, conventions, and operation. Operators must also know the
tape volume requirements of your data center. Tell operators to contact you when problems arise. Provide operators
with the Command Reference, Messages, and the Operator Quick Reference. If they will be generating reports,
provide them with the Mainframe VM Product Manager Generalized Report Writer Reference.

• Provide general users with the User Quick Reference and the Command Reference. Users can use the ASSIGN,
CANCEL, CATALOG, CHANGE, LIST, MOUNT, QUERY, and VMTBIN commands on volumes they own with no
special authorization.

NOTE
For more information about assigning authorizations, see the Authorizations section.
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Converting a Database to VM:Tape Format

If you have a pre-existing tape catalog, use the VMTCON utility to convert that data to the VM:Tape database format. Your
pre-existing tape catalog could be a flat file that you update on disk or just a list that you update in a hardcopy form.

You do not need to convert if you are starting from scratch. For example, if you have 5000 blank tapes and you want
VM:Tape to manage them, you have no tape catalog information to convert.

The VMTCON utility converts non-VM:Tape records to a format compatible with VM:Tape. Format these records into a
TMC using another VM:Tape utility, VMTBUILD, to create a TMC. For more information, see Converting Non-VM:Tape -
Source for z/VM - Source Records to TMC Records and  VMTBUILD Utility (CMS TMCs Only).

Creating the CMS TMC and Audit Files

Use the VMTBUILD utility to create the TMC and Audit files. Make sure that the TMC and Audit files are the same as the
files identified in the CMSTMC and CMSAUDIT configuration file records. The SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG
file define the tape volumes under the control of VM:Tape .

Note: For more information about the SERIES record, see Building a TMC, Building an Audit File, and SERIES Record.

Releasing VM:Tape to Users

Before you release VM:Tape to your users, consider the following suggestions:

• To test the link to previously existing CMS or OS systems without affecting them, add a TEST record to the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. The TEST record allows VM:Tape operations to be tested by making the TMC and Audit files read only.

NOTE
For more information about the TEST record, see TEST Record.

• You can let the operators participate in testing VM:Tape before it is officially in production. Doing so ensures that they
understand and can react properly to the common VM:Tape response and action messages.

During the VM:Tape production cutover period, the operators can issue the VM:Tape MOUNT command for another user
ID by using the FOR  userid option before training users to use VM:Tape.

Starting VM:Tape
To start VM:Tape, autolog the VM:Tape service virtual machine or log on to the VM:Tape service virtual machine user
ID (for example, VMTAPE). If the PROFILE EXEC for the service virtual machine is set up for automatic initialization,
VM:Tape initializes. If it is not, enter VMTSYS to initialize VM:Tape.

NOTE

 If you use NOEDRSUP, you must specify it on the startup command. For more information, see Enhanced
Device Support.

You can run VM:Tape in disconnected mode or in connected mode. Most sites run VM:Tape disconnected.

If you start VM:Tape manually and you want to disconnect the VM:Tape user ID, enter:

#cp disc

You can run VM:Tape in connected mode for testing. The console gives extensive information about VM:Tape activity.
VM:Tape automatically prints all messages on the virtual printer.
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Ending VM:Tape

Use the END command to end VM:Tape operation. The END command cancels all pending mount requests and
commands and returns the VM:Tape service virtual machine to the CMS environment. The END command does not affect
tapes that are currently mounted.

You must restart VM:Tape before any further VM:Tape commands can be processed.

NOTE

 For more information about the END command, see the  Command Reference  section.

Customizing VM:Tape
You can customize VM:Tape to fit the requirements of your site.

Contents

VMTAPE CONFIG File

The configuration file, VMTAPE CONFIG, lets you customize VM:Tape to your site’s needs. Each VM:Tape site specifies
configuration options that pertain to its environment.

NOTE

 For a quick reference to the VMTAPE CONFIG file and details on each record in this document, see VMTAPE
CONFIG File Record Reference.

Setting Default Values

You can also set the default tape drive location for scratch mount and allocation requests by using the VM:Tape SET
LOCATION command.

Use the following records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file to set default values that VM:Tape uses when users do not specify
parameters or options on the command line.

To set this default parameter: Use this VMTAPE CONFIG file record:
Density DEFDENS
Expiration date for scratch tape mounts DEFEXPDT
Label type for scratch tape mounts DEFLABEL
Media type for scratch mounts DEFMEDIA
Priority for mount and allocation requests DEFPRIOR
Retention period for scratch tape mounts DEFRETPD
Wait or not wait for mount completion before returning control to
the user

DEFWAIT

Defining Groups of Tape Drives

Use the DEVICE record to create groups of tape drives. When the user specifies the NAME groupname option on some
VM:Tape commands, VM:Tape will select a tape drive from the specified group name.

NOTE
For more information about using the DEVICE record, see DEVICE Record.
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Implementing Scratch Pools

Scratch pools in VM:Tape let you subdivide scratch tapes into groups (or pools) of tapes with similar physical
characteristics, locations, and means of access. You may need to subdivide a set of tapes to promote operational
convenience or to ensure that certain types of data are stored on a restricted set of tapes. Scratch pools also allow only
certain users or jobs to gain access to a group of scratch tapes. For more information about setting up scratch pools, see
Scratch Pools.

VM:Tape also supports scratch pools when using a supported ARM product. For more information about using VM:Tape
scratch pools with these ARMs, see the following appendix for your ARM product:

• SUTMYN Automated Tape Library
• StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System
• IBM Tape Library Data Server

The IBM 3494 Tape Library Data Server uses scratch categories, not scratch pools. By default scratch pool support for
this device means that VM:Tape keeps track of the pool definitions and the associated tapes. When VM:Tape receives a
request for a tape from a scratch pool, it selects the tape and sends a request to the Tape Library Data Server asking it to
mount the selected tape. VM:Tape also provides support for mounting scratch tapes from RMS scratch categories. When
using this facility VM:Tape sends a request to the IBM 3494 to mount an available scratch tape from the specified RMS
scratch category.

NOTE
For more information about scratch mount requests and scratch pools in the Tape Library Data Server, see IBM
Tape Library Data Server.

Setting Up a Shared Database

If you are running VM:Tape on multiple CPUs or on multiple service virtual machines on one CPU, and want to share one
central TMC and Audit file, see Shared Disk Facility (CMS TMCs Only) for more information.

Setting Up the Bin System

You may be interested in the Bin system if you have a wide assortment of volsers that cannot be defined easily using
SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

NOTE
For more information, see Bin System (CMS TMCs Only).

Customizing Reports

Seven predefined reports are provided with VM:Tape: five reports display TMC information and two reports display Audit
file information.

You can use these predefined reports as they come on the distribution media, or you can use the Mainframe VM Product
Manager GRW product to modify the predefined reports or build new reports.

NOTE
For more information about creating predefined reports for VM:Tape, see Producing Reports. For more
information about using GRW to modify these sample reports and create your own, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Generalized Report Writer Reference.

OS Simulation Support
To allow CMS OS Simulation support to interface with VM:Tape, use the OS Simulation Standard Label Tape Processing
Exit (DMSTVI). DMSTVI supersedes the VM tape volume switching exit (also known as DMSTVS). DMSTVS remains
available and can be used if you place it on a disk that is accessible to those who require it.
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NOTE
For more information about using OS Simulation with DMSTVI and DMSTVS, see the  Command Reference 
section. For more information about DMSTVS, see the CMS Command Reference and User’s Guide appropriate
for your system.

VM:Tape provides a module, VMTTVI, which generates the DMSTVI exit for your use. During installation, the VMTTVI
MODULE is loaded to the VMANAGER PUBLIC disk, usually the VMANAGER 193 minidisk. If, after the installation is
complete, DMSTVI MODULE does not exist, generate the exit manually by entering the VMTTVI INSTALL command:

vmttvi install vmtape

In this example, vmtape is the name of your VM:Tape service virtual machine. VM:Tape creates the DMSTVI module on
your A-disk.

Copy DMSTVI MODULE to a public minidisk to make it available to all users. Keep the original VMTTVI MODULE in case
you need to regenerate DMSTVI at some future time.

Note the following information about DMSTVI:

• If your site chooses to use OS Simulation Support, you may need to modify some site-defined EXECs to make them
compatible with CMS’s OS Simulation processing. See the Command Reference for full details.

• The INSTALL parameter is valid only when running VMTTVI, not when running DMSTVI.
• CMS OS Simulation will call DMSTVI, if available, in preference to DMSTVS. If DMSTVI does not exist and

DMSTVS does, DMSTVS will be called. CMS performs the standard end-of-volume action if neither DMSTVI nor
DMSTVS exists. See the CMS Users Guide for your system for further details.
Note: If you use DMSTVS instead of DMSTVI, you must issue SET TVICALL OFF before starting the tape application.

• DMSTVI and DMSTVS cannot be used with the VM:Tape Bin system.
• Both VMTTVI and VMTTVS are automatically loaded to the public file disk at installation, usually the VMANAGER 193

disk.
• If you are switching to VMTTVI, any EXECs written for VMTTVS cannot run without some modification.

Note: When running OS simulation tape applications that mount tapes using an IBM 3494 that uses the VM:Tape RMS
interface, issue SET TAPECSL OFF on the CMS user ID that is running the application. This action helps prevent CMS
from interfering with VM:Tape 3494 tape processing.

• If you are using an IBM 3494 controlled tape device, ensure you set TAPECSL OFF.

Disabling the VM:Tape Interface With OS Simulation

When you use the VM:Tape MOUNT command with the WAIT option, VM:Tape performs the NUCXLOAD command on
the VMTTVS module as DMSTVS on the requesting user ID’s virtual machine. Therefore, to disable the OS Simulation
interface with VM:Tape, make the following modules unavailable to the requesting user ID’s virtual machine. Ensure that
the user ID does not have them on any accessed disk or loaded as a nucleus extension:

DMSTVI DMSTVS VMTTVS

Enhanced Device Support
When running VM:Tape in a mixed tape device environment, Enhanced Device Recognition (EDR) support enables you to
manage media types required, and the recording formats used by these devices:

• If your site uses a mixture of IBM 3490 and 3590 devices with STK 3490-type and 3590-type devices, these devices
probably use proprietary media. In many cases, CP RDEV block information alone cannot supply the distinction
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between these devices. EDR support in VM:Tape enables you to manage these devices by specifically identifying each
one, and the media types it can use.

• If your site uses a mixture of IBM 3590, 3590E, and 3590H devices or a mixture of STK devices where some emulate
3490 devices and some emulate 3590 devices, a complexity is introduced when working with the different media
recording formats. With these devices, you can support not only different media types, but different recording formats
within a media type. Additionally, the media’s format at any point depends on the tape device that last initialized the
media.

EDR support in VM:Tape uses the CA 1 defined TMC density and media values. This ensures consistency when sharing
the TMC with CA 1 on z/OS. See the tables in Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values for the DENSITY
and MEDIA value settings that apply to your drive when using EDRSUP. If in NOEDRSUP mode, see Using NOEDRSUP.

NOTE
EDR support is also available in VM:Backup. If you also use VM:Backup, see that documentation library for the
additional configuration steps necessary to implement EDR support in VM:Backup.

Determining Whether You Are Using EDR Support

VM:Tape is delivered with EDR support enabled. If you want to disable EDR support, you should first contact Broadcom
Support to discuss any issues and possible changes you will need to make to your TMC or VM:Tape configuration when
you disable the support. There is no automated facility to make these changes, so the required changes must be made
manually. The Generic/Enhanced TMC Density and Media Values table in DENSITY and MEDIA value settings contains
the necessary information for NOEDRSUP or EDRSUP mode.

Disabling EDR Support when VM:Tape Initializes

You can disable EDR support using a startup option. To do so you must add the NOEDRSUP startup option to the Server
Startup Command tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for your VM:Tape server.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER NAMES file, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
For more information about modifying the tags in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for VM:Tape, see the
Installing.

Checking VM:Tape Initialized with EDR Support

After initialization, you can use the EDRSUP DEBUG command to determine whether VM:Tape is initialized with EDR
support. To do so, enter the following:

DEBUG SUPPORT EDRSUP

If disabled, VM:Tape responds as follows:

EDRSUP support is OFF

If enabled (the default), VM:Tape responds as follows:

EDRSUP support is ON

Administering VM:Tape (CMS TMCs Only)
Administering VM:Tape includes tasks such as:
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• Building a TMC and an Audit file
• Reformatting the TMC
• Converting non-VM:Tape records to TMC records
• Backing up the TMC and Audit file
• Recovering the TMC
• Maintaining the picklist and the pointer files

This section explains how to accomplish these tasks.

Building a TMC
To create a TMC, first define CMSTMC and SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. Then run the VMTBUILD utility
to format the TMC.

Step 1 Defining CMSTMC and SERIES Records

The distribution media contains a skeleton configuration file, VMTAPE CONFIG. Modify this configuration file according
to your site’s requirements. The skeleton VMTAPE CONFIG file contains two SERIES records to allow for installation
verification. Currently, you can code SERIES records that conform to your site’s conventions. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG
file, and change the CMSTMC and SERIES records to fit your site’s requirements:

• The CMSTMC record is required; it specifies the name of the TMC file. For more information about the CMSTMC
record, see CMSTMC Record.

• SERIES records specify the tape volume serial numbers (volsers) to be under TMC control and the number of volsers
in each series. There are no predefined restrictions on the number of SERIES records you can have; the number is
only limited by the amount of storage available for VM:Tape internal control blocks. For more information about the
SERIES record, see SERIES Record.

For example, your VMTAPE CONFIG file could contain these CMSTMC and SERIES records to define three series with a
total of 1,100 tape volumes:

CMSTMC VMTAPE TMC B

SERIES X10000 800

SERIES PD0000 100

SERIES OP0000 200

When you have finished making your changes, save and exit the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Step 2 Formatting the TMC

Use the VMTBUILD utility to format a new TMC. This utility builds a TMC with records for the tape volumes defined by the
SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

NOTE
 For complete format information about the VMTBUILD utility, see VMTBUILD Utility. For essential preparatory
information, see the section Before Running VMTBUILD.

Example
Build a TMC as the file VMTAPE TMC on the VM:Tape B-disk. The file contains 1,103 records: 1,100 records
for the tape volumes and 3 control records:
vmtbuild tmc

VM:Tape responds with messages similar to the following:
INITIALIZING THE NEW VOLUME LIBRARY FILE ‘VMTAPE TMC B1’

INITIALIZATION COMPLETE --1103 RECORDS
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NOTE

If you are installing VM:Tape at a site that has an existing tape volume library but no
associated database, you may want to use the DELETE option of the format utility to mark
all volumes as deleted. Then, use the TAPEINIT command to make the volumes available
to VM:Tape. Otherwise, if there are no additional input data sets to the format utility, all
volumes in the TMC created by the format utility are initially in scratch status.

For more information about the TAPEINIT command, see the Command Reference.

Building an Audit File
The VM:Tape Audit file is a CMS file that contains a copy of all the changes and updates made to the TMC. Normally,
VM:Tape creates the Audit file once at installation time. The CMSAUDIT record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies the
name of the Audit file:

CMSAUDIT VMTAPE AUDIT C

When the Audit file is first created, it contains only one record, a control record. The Audit file expands dynamically as
audit records are created; you never have to reformat the Audit file to enlarge it.

To create an Audit file, use the VMTBUILD utility.

NOTE
For essential preparatory information, Before Running VMTBUILD.

Example
Build an Audit file as file VMTAPE AUDIT on the VM:Tape C-disk:
vmtbuild audit

VM:Tape responds as follows:
INITIALIZATION COMPLETE --1 RECORD

Reformatting the TMC
Use the VMTBUILD utility to reformat the TMC when you change tape series information. The information is changed by
adding, changing, or deleting SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

The order of the volser records in the TMC corresponds to the sequential order of the SERIES records in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. Therefore, if you delete records from the TMC, be sure that you delete the corresponding SERIES records
from the VMTAPE CONFIG file. Then use the VMTBUILD utility to reformat the TMC. Likewise, if you add records to the
TMC, add the new SERIES records to the VMTAPE CONFIG file. Then use VMTBUILD to reformat the TMC.

NOTE
For essential preparatory information, see Before Running VMTBUILD.

Example
Reformat a TMC after adding SERIES records to the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

1. Rename the current VMTAPE TMC to OLDTMC TMC B:

rename vmtape tmc b oldtmc tmc b

2. Issue a FILEDEF command, using the current TMC to build a new VMTAPE TMC as specified by the
CMSTMC and SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

filedef currtmc disk oldtmc tmc b

3. Reformat the TMC:
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vmtbuild tmc currtmc

VM:Tape responds:

INITIALIZING THE NEW VOLUME LIBRARY FILE ‘VMTAPE TMC B’ . . .

INITIALIZATION COMPLETE -- 244 RECORDS

PROCESSING INPUT FILE 1 DDNAME=CURRTMC

247 RECORDS READ -- 3 RECORDS IGNORED

VOLUME RECORDS: 241 APPLIED AND 0 REJECTED

DATASET RECORDS: 6 PASSED 0 REJECTED 0 IGNORED

PROCESSING MULTI-VOLUME AND MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

0 VOLUMES DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS

3 MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS

3 MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

FINAL NUMBER OF DATASET RECORDS IS 6

Converting Non-VM:Tape Records to TMC Records
Use the VMTCON utility to convert records from a non-VM:Tape system to VM:Tape format. You can then reformat these
records into a TMC using the VM:Tape VMTBUILD utility.

The VMTCON utility refers to a control file for more information about each TMC field to be initialized from data in the
input data set. Each record of the control file associates a TMC field with the location, length, and format of data in the
input file. For complete format information about the VMTCON utility, see VMTCON Utility.

Example
Reformat a TMC after adding SERIES records to the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

1. Rename the current VMTAPE TMC to OLDTMC TMC B:

rename vmtape tmc b oldtmc tmc b

2. Issue a FILEDEF command, using the current TMC to build a new VMTAPE TMC as specified by the
CMSTMC and SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

filedef currtmc disk oldtmc tmc b

3. Reformat the TMC:

vmtbuild tmc currtmc

VM:Tape responds as follows:

INITIALIZING THE NEW VOLUME LIBRARY FILE ‘VMTAPE TMC B' . . .

INITIALIZATION COMPLETE -- 244 RECORDS

PROCESSING INPUT FILE 1 DDNAME=CURRTMC

247 RECORDS READ -- 3 RECORDS IGNORED

VOLUME RECORDS: 241 APPLIED AND 0 REJECTED

DATASET RECORDS: 6 PASSED 0 REJECTED 0 IGNORED

PROCESSING MULTI-VOLUME AND MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

0 VOLUMES DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS

3 MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS

3 MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

FINAL NUMBER OF DATASET RECORDS IS 6
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Synchronizing Scratch Status Between VM:Tape and ARM Products
If your site uses an ARM product and does not use the Autopick facility, VM:Tape calls the ARM product to select scratch
tapes to satisfy mount requests. The tape statuses recorded in the TMC and the ARM product catalog must therefore be
consistent.

When the SCRATCH command scratches tapes in an ARM, the command notifies the ARM and the ARM updates its
catalog with the new tape statuses. If the ARM product is unavailable when the SCRATCH command runs, or if the CA 1
TMSCLEAN utility scratches ARM product tapes, you must use the REFRESH command to notify the ARM of scratched
tapes when the ARM becomes available.

Backing Up VM:Tape (CMS Only)
When you make your disaster recovery plan, you can back up VM:Tape minidisks with the VM:Tape VMTBKP utility, with
VM:Backup, or with your normal CMS backup procedure.

NOTE
 For more information about the VMTBKP backup utility, see VMTBKP Utility. For more information about using
VM:Backup, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide.

 Contents 

  

Minidisk Backup Requirements

For CMS systems, the following table lists the labels, default addresses, and backup requirements for the minidisks that
compose the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

 VM:Tape Minidisks and Backup Requirements (CMS Only) 
 label  Default Address  Contents  Backup Program 
VMC191 191 VM:Tape configuration file,

checkpoint file, picklist file,
pointer file, device info files, and
scratch pool definition files

VM:Backup or your normal CMS
backup procedure

VMC192 192 Executable code for the
VM:Tape service virtual machine

VM:Backup or your normal CMS
backup procedure

VMC1B0 1B0 VM:Tape Tape Management
Catalog (TMC)

VMTBKP

VMC1D0 1D0 VM:Tape Audit file VMTBKP

Backing Up the TMC and Audit File

Use the VMTBKP utility to back up the TMC and Audit files. Backing up the TMC and Audit files protects against data
loss if there are DASD hardware failures that could destroy those files. The VMTBKP utility also reinitializes the Audit file,
thereby preventing the disk from filling.

You must issue three FILEDEF commands before invoking VMTBKP. These FILEDEF commands define the primary and
alternate TMC backup files and the Audit backup file.

NOTE
For complete format information, see VMTBKP Utility.
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Recovering the TMC

Use the VMTBUILD utility to rebuild a TMC if it is lost or damaged.

If input to VMTBUILD is a VM:Tape backup of a TMC or Audit file created by VMTBKP, FILEDEF commands must use the
same label type that was used when the file was backed up.

 Example 

Rebuild a TMC using the latest TMC backup tape (created by VMTBKP) and the current Audit file (VMTAPE AUDIT C).

1. Issue CMS FILEDEF commands to describe the input files, in this case, the backup TMC and the Audit file:
filedef backup tap1 sl 1 (lrecl 340 block 3400 recfm fb

filedef audit disk vmtape audit c

2. Run the VMTBUILD utility:
vmtbuild tmc backup audit

VM:Tape responds as follows:
INITIALIZING THE NEW VOLUME LIBRARY FILE ‘VMTAPE TMC B’. . .

INITIALIZATION COMPLETE -- 244 RECORDS

PROCESSING INPUT FILE 1 DDNAME=BACKUP

246 RECORDS READ -- 2 RECORDS IGNORED

VOLUME RECORDS: 241 APPLIED AND 0 REJECTED

DATASET RECORDS: 6 PASSED 0 REJECTED 0 IGNORED

PROCESSING INPUT FILE 2 DDNAME=AUDIT

1 RECORDS READ -- 1 RECORDS IGNORED

VOLUME RECORDS: 0 APPLIED AND 0 REJECTED

DATASET RECORDS: 0 PASSED 0 REJECTED 0 IGNORED

247 TOTAL USER INPUT RECORDS READ FROM 2 FILE(S) -- 

  3 RECORDS IGNORED

TOTAL VOLUME RECORDS: 241 APPLIED AND 0 REJECTED

TOTAL DATASET RECORDS: 6 PASSED AND 0 REJECTED

PROCESSING MULT-VOLUME AND MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

0 VOLUMES DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS

3 MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS

3 MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

FINAL NUMBER OF DATASET RECORDS IS 6

Internal VM:Tape Files
The following internal VM:Tape files contain some nondisplayable characters. Do not edited or modify these files in any
way! Editing these files could cause unpredictable results, such as abends or lost information:

File Description
CHECKPNT files Created by the VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup
DEVINFO files Contains device information files that are built by VM:Tape at

initialization
Picklist files An index to the TMC to identify scratch tapes
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VMTAPE POINTER Created by VM:Tape at initialization and is continuously updated.
VMTAPE SKIPLIST files Created by the Autopick process
VMBACKUP JOBIDS Used by the VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup
VMBATCH ALTUSER Used by the VM:Tape interface to VM:Batch
VMTAPE RECOVERY Created by VM:Tape to save operational status when the product

is recycled.

Authorizations
You can divide responsibilities among users by carefully granting user IDs the authority to:

• Use VM:Tape commands
• Perform additional processing for user IDs other than their own

Give user IDs authorizations by adding AUTHORIZ records to the VMTAPE CONFIG file. An AUTHORIZ record has
the following format:

AUTHORIZ authorization user

The authorization is one of the VM:Tape command authorizations, as shown in Authorizations for Commands, or one of
the command processing authorizations, as shown in Authorizations for Command Processing. The user is a user ID or a
list of user IDs to be granted authorization.

NOTE
For more information about formatting for the AUTHORIZ record, see AUTHORIZ Record.

Authorizations for Commands
Some VM:Tape commands require that a user be specifically authorized to use them. VM:Tape provides a TAPELIBR
authorization and an OPERATOR authorization that gives a user authority to use selected VM:Tape commands. For more
information about the tape librarian authorizations, see Authorization for Tape Librarians. For more information about
operator authorizations, see Authorization for Operators .

Users can use the ASSIGN, CANCEL, CATALOG, CHANGE, LIST, MOUNT, QUERY, and VMTBIN commands on
volumes they own without any special authorization. You must specifically give the user the proper authorization to use
the remaining VM:Tape commands.

The following section Authorizations for Commands lists the command authorizations that can be specified on AUTHORIZ
records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

ADMIN

Users can issue the CMS, DEBUG, TRACE, QLOCK, and QPCB commands.

ALLOCATE

User can use the ALLOCATE command to attach a tape drive to a another user ID and make the drive unavailable to
VM:Tape.

Note: To allow this user to be able to use the FOR option on the ALLOCATE command to allocate tape drives for another
user ID, both the MOUNTFOR and the ALLOCATE authorizations are required.

ASSIGN

Users can use the DSN parameter on the ASSIGN command to make non-VM:Tape-managed volumes available to their
own user ID.

To allow a user to use the USER parameter on the ASSIGN command to change the owner of a saved volume, the
TAPELIBR authorization is required.
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BLPUSE

User can use the LABEL BLP option on the MOUNT command to prevent VM:Tape from reading the tape label. Tape
librarians require BLPUSE to issue TAPEINIT.

OPERATOR

User can issue the following commands: ABEND, AUTOPICK, BLP, CANCEL, DRAIN, END, HSC, LIST, LMS, MIA,
QUERY, REFRESH, REJECT, REPLY, RESUME, RMS, SDC, SETUP, STAM, START, and SUSPEND.

To make sure this user also receives messages from VM:Tape, specify the user ID on a TAPEOPER record in
the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The VM:Tape service virtual machine and all user IDs listed on the TAPEOPER record
automatically receive OPERATOR authorization.

SETUPOPR

User can use the SETUP command to control the status of the tape volume Setup facility and pending setup requests.

To make sure this user also receives messages from the Setup facility, specify the user ID on the SETUPOPR record in
the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

TAPELIBR

User can issue the following commands: EDIT, LIST, TAPEINIT, and SCRATCH.

Authorizations for Command Processing
Authorizations for command processing are those authorizations that do not relate to any one command. They refer
instead to the way processing takes place for different commands. The following section lists the command processing
authorizations that can be specified on AUTHORIZ records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Authorizations
ANYTAPE

User can mount a tape, with read/write access, that belongs to any other user ID, using the ANYTAPE option on
the MOUNT command. The tape cannot be one that is write-protected by the PERM expiration date. VM:Tape
skips all data set name and password checks of the MOUNT command for the authorized user.
The ANYTAPE authorization also allows a user to use the CATALOG command to catalog saved tapes owned by
other user IDs.

ANYUSER
User can list, by volser, tape information in the TMC for tapes owned by other user IDs and for tapes that are not
managed by VM:Tape.

MOUNTFOR
User can use the FOR option on the MOUNT command to mount a tape for another user ID.

NOTE
To allow this user to be able to use the FOR option on the ALLOCATE command to allocate tape drives
for another user ID, both the MOUNTFOR and the ALLOCATE authorizations are required.

NOMAXRET
User can specify a retention period (either an exact expiration date or LDATE number) that is greater than
the maximum retention period, if one is specified by a DEFRETPD record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This
authorization must be specified for users who want to use cycle control (CYCLE nnn), or an expiration date of
PERM.
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NONVMDSN
User can list and mount non-VM:Tape-managed volumes by data set name. This authorization is required if
you are using NONVMTAP records. The NONVMTAP record determines those volumes that are non-VM:Tape-
managed.

OWNEDBY
User can mount another user's tape by specifying a data set name and the password for the tape (if one exists).
User can also list another user's tapes by data set name.

PERMRW
User can mount a tape that is write-protected by the PERM expiration date in read-write mode. PERMRW
overrides the write protection that PERM provides. Use PERMRW authorization only for service virtual machines
running products that have some need to write on permanently protected tapes. Do not use it for general users.

PRIORITY (nn)
User can specify a priority no greater than (nn) on MOUNT and ALLOCATE requests. Priorities are 0 (the highest)
to 99 (the lowest). For more information about this authorization, see PRIORITY (nn) Authorization.

REALUNIT
User can specify a particular tape drive on which to mount a tape.

RESONLY
Users can use only those tape drives specifically reserved for their use. This authorization is typically used for
VM:Batch worker machines as part of the VM:Tape interface to VM:Batch.

NOTE
For more information about this function as it applies to the VM:Tape interface to VM:Batch, see the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide.

SAVEFOR
User can use the SAVEFOR user ID option on the MOUNT command to save a scratch tape for another user ID.
This authorization can be used to allow a CMS batch virtual machine to save tapes for the user ID of the virtual
machine originating the batch job.

The following examples show how to use a few of the command processing authorizations:

• Allow user IDs HARRY, SALLY, and DAVID to pick a particular tape drive for his or her use. Users can specify a tape
drive with the RDEV option on the MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands:

AUTHORIZ REALUNIT HARRY SALLY DAVID

• Grant authorization to all users on the system to mount and allocate tape drives for other users by using the FOR
option:

AUTHORIZ MOUNTFOR *

PRIORITY (nn) Authorization

PRIORITY authorization specifies the highest priority that the user IDs can specify on a mount or allocate request. It
controls where in the queue the user’s request is placed and how soon it is satisfied. The user ID can request priorities
between 0 (the highest) and 99 (the lowest).

VM:Tape applies the most specific priority specified for a user ID. For example, you specify AUTHORIZ PRIORITY (10)
SYS01 and AUTHORIZ PRIORITY (30) SYS*. User ID SYS01 can request a priority up to and including 10, while all other
SYS* user IDs can request priorities up to 30.

If the AUTHORIZ PRIORITY record is omitted, the default priority is 0, but the users can specify any priority.
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To set a default priority for all users, include a DEFPRIOR record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. If the DEFPRIOR record
is omitted, the system defaults to a priority of 50 and can be overridden for all users only by a lower priority (numerically
higher) specified on the AUTHORIZ PRIORITY (nn) * record.

Authorization for System Administrators

As system administrator, you are responsible for establishing VM:Tape operating parameters, which includes defining
authorizations for tape librarians, operators, and users. You will also be the technical contact between your site and
Broadcom.

Designate the user ID under which you will be performing system administrator work to be the system administrator user
ID. You do this by giving that user ID all authorizations, except for RESONLY, in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Authorization for Tape Librarians

Depending on the size and structure of your organization, you may want to designate one or more users as tape
librarians. Tape librarian tasks can be performed by either of the following methods:

• Assign VM:Tape tape librarian authorization by granting a user ID TAPELIBR authorization
• Use the VMTLIBR user ID or the VMANAGER user ID to perform tape librarian functions

Authorized VM:Tape tape librarians can do the following:

• Edit information in the TMC
• List information about tapes managed by VM:Tape
• Add new tapes
• Scratch tapes
• Indicate when tapes have been physically cleaned or checked in to or checked out of the library
• Produce reports on tape activity so you can audit tape use at your data center; design customized reports with the

Generalized Report Writer (GRW)

TAPELIBR Authorization

To designate a user ID as a tape librarian, give that user ID TAPELIBR authorization on an AUTHORIZ record in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file. Using VM:Tape commands, authorized VM:Tape tape librarians can list any information in the TMC
for all tapes, and can query and modify TMC information.

To use the TAPEINIT command to add new tapes, tape librarians need additional authorizations of ANYTAPE, BLPUSE,
OPERATOR, and MOUNTFOR.

For example, to make HARRY and SALLY tape librarians and let HARRY also change the owner of saved tapes, add the
following AUTHORIZ records to the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

AUTHORIZ TAPELIBR HARRY SALLY

AUTHORIZ ASSIGN HARRY

AUTHORIZ ANYTAPE HARRY SALLY

AUTHORIZ BLPUSE HARRY SALLY

AUTHORIZ MOUNTFOR HARRY SALLY

VMTLIBR and VMANAGER User IDs

VM:Tape provides a default tape librarian user ID, VMTLIBR, and the VMANAGER user ID. You can choose one of these
user IDs during VM:Tape installation. These user IDs can be used for VM:Tape systems using a CMS TMC or sharing
an OS TMC with z/OS systems; however, when sharing an OS TMC the VMTLIBR user ID cannot be used to run the
VM:Tape SCRATCH command, add new tapes, or produce GRW reports.
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A number of utilities and EXECs reside on VMTLIBR, including:

• The VMRGRW utility, which allows you to report on data stored in the TMC and the Audit file for various aspects of
tape usage

• Several EXECs that help the tape librarian manage the TMC
• Specifically, the CLEAN EXEC updates the TMC to reflect whether a tape has been cleaned, and the CHECKIN and

CHECKOUT EXECs update the TMC to show availability of tape volumes.

If your site chooses not to use the VMTLIBR user ID, you can also find these EXECs and utilities on VMTAPE 158
minidisk.

Authorization for Operators
To designate a user ID as an operator, specify that user ID on a TAPEOPER record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
Authorized VM:Tape operators can display drive and volume information with the VM:Tape QUERY command and receive
all VM:Tape operator messages. Operators can also query outstanding requests and the status of any volume in the TMC.
for more information about the TAPEOPER record, see TAPEOPER Record.

If you want to authorize a user ID to only operator tasks but not to receive operator messages, do not specify the user ID
on the TAPEOPER record. Instead, give that user ID OPERATOR authorization on an AUTHORIZ record in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file.

If you are using the VM:Tape Setup facility, you will probably have at least one person function as the setup operator.
(Identify setup operators by specifying their user ID on a SETUPOPR record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.) Give the setup
operators SETUPOPR authorization to allow them to use the VM:Tape SETUP command to control the Setup facility.

Note: For more information about the Setup facility, see Setup Facility .

Frequently Asked Questions
Broadcom Support has collected some of the questions system administrators frequently ask about VM:Tape and included
the answers here.

1. What are the recommended sizes of the VM:Tape minidisks?
VM:Tape 1B0=(340)*(# of tapes in library)+ 40%
In the above formula, the 40% factor allows for DSNB records. Information about the first data set on a tape is
recorded in the volume record. The DSNs for additional data sets on the tape are added at the end of the TMC in
DSNB records that are half the size of a TMC record.
VM:Tape 1D0=(370)*(# transactions between TMC backups)+ 10%
Most VM:Tape actions that cause the TMC to be altered generate two audit records. Some (such as CATALOG
NEXTVOL and CATALOG DROP) may create more.

2. How often should I run backups of the TMC?
Take a backup every day, using the VMTBKP utility, immediately after running your daily system backups. If you
make sure that your TMC and Audit files reside on separate DASD volumes, then the frequency with which you take
backups depends on how much space you can devote to your Audit disk. You never want to risk losing both your TMC
and your Audit file at once.

3. I want to use the VMTBACK EXEC to run the VMTBKP utility. What should I do?
The VMTBACK EXEC, used to invoke the VMTBKP utility, is provided as a sample on the distribution media. If you
intend to use VMTBACK, be sure the VMTLIBR 1B0 work disk is linked read/write. To do this, add a LINK and an
ACCESS statement to your VMTBACK EXEC. Modify this EXEC according to your site’s needs.

4. Running with a shared CMS TMC using the shared TMC/Audit database, does the SCRATCH command need to be
run on all shared systems?
No. The SCRATCH command on any one system updates the TMC for all systems. However, you need to issue
the REFRESH command on all other systems to update the Pointer files. For the system on which the SCRATCH
command is run, a refresh will be done automatically.
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5. What is the difference between the USERACNT exit and USREXIT4?
The USERACNT exit lets you modify the accounting field in the TMC. The USREXIT4 user exit creates a CP
accounting record.

6. If two systems (VM1 and VM2) have access to the same tape drives and VM1 has allocated one of them, can VM2
allocate the same drive?
Yes, unless your VM:Tape system is interfaced with the STAM facility or MIA. If you are manually sharing drives
between systems, you must ensure that a tape drive is never varied online to more than one system at any given time.
Without STAM or MIA, one system has no way of knowing if another system is using the drive.

7. If users forget their passwords, how can they delete the password so that they can then create a new one?
The user cannot. The system administrator or tape librarian must use the EDIT command to change the DSSFLAG
field to null. This field specifies whether there is a password. Setting the PASSWRD field has no effect.

8. Does VM:Tape update the TMC error fields in the TMC?
No. Because of the decentralized I/O in VM/CMS, VM:Tape does not receive any information about I/O errors.

9. I mounted a tape using VM:Tape and specified the DSN, but VM:Tape did not update the standard label HDR1 record
with the fileid.
It is your responsibility to ensure that the tape labels are updated. You can do this easily using the CMS LABELDEF
and FILEDEF commands with an OS simulation application. The label will be written when the data set is opened.
VM:Tape is concerned only that the volser in the VOL1 label is correct.

10. When I use the SLMOUNT EXEC to obtain a standard label scratch tape mount, VM:Tape does not space forward
over the label.
By default, neither the MOUNT command nor SLMOUNT does any tape positioning. The tape is always at load point
when the mount completes. VM puts complete control of the tape in the user’s hands. If there is a write ring, then
users can do anything they want. However, if you want automatic tape positioning, a tape positioning exit (USREXIT7)
is available on the distribution media received by your site.

11. How can I change a specific scratch tape that is not currently owned to be owned by VM:Archiver, running on user ID
VMARCH?
Use the following format of the MOUNT command:

mount volser (savefor vma_userid perm read

In this command, volser is the volser of the tape to be owned by VM:Archiver, and vma_userid is the user ID of the
VM:Archiver service virtual machine.

12. I added a SERIES record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file. Now, VM:Tape won’t even come up. What is wrong?
Anytime you add, reorder, or delete any SERIES record in the configuration file, you must run the VMTBUILD utility to
write a new TMC. You must provide the current TMC as input to these format utilities to retain current TMC data.

13. Why are there two mount commands, SLMOUNT and VMTAPE MOUNT?
The SLMOUNT EXEC is provided to facilitate mounting standard label tapes to be used by OS simulation applications.
The CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands for the ddname TAPEDATA are automatically executed for you. You
should modify this EXEC to meet your site’s requirements.

14. I just got another VM system and another copy of VM:Tape. I want to use the Shared Disk facility to share the TMC
and Audit files. Should I use the same VM:Tape user ID on both systems?
If you have a common set of user IDs for both systems, use different user IDs for the VM:Tape virtual machines. This
way, you can distinguish tapes created on each system because the CSTEP fields will be different. If you use the
VMTAPE configuration file record, you can make the two systems function logically as one system. One limitation you
should be aware of is that the Pointer file is not shared between multiple systems. If you mount a scratch tape on VM1,
you cannot list the tape or mount it by DSN on VM2 until a refresh is done.

15. Can users be prevented from mounting tapes that are owned by others?
A user can mount someone else’s tape if the user correctly specifies the volser, the data set name, and the password
(if one exists). If the data set name is blank or contains binary zeros, other users cannot mount the tape. A user can
also mount someone else’s tape by using only a data set name if the user specifies the OWNEDBY option and the
password (if one exists). A user must be authorized to use the OWNEDBY option.
Also, a system administrator with ANYTAPE authorization can mount any tape.
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If your site is running the VM:Secure Rules facility, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide
for more information about how tape mounting can also be controlled with VM:Secure rules.

16. I requested a scratch mount through VM:Tape and specified a density of 6250 BPI. Later, I found that the tape actually
had been written at 1600 BPI.
The DEN option on a mount request serves the same function as the DEN option on an allocate request - it assures
only that a tape drive capable of the requested density will be allocated to satisfy the mount. It is your responsibility to
set the density based on your application. Below are three different ways to make sure the tape is written at the correct
density:
– tape modeset (den 6250
– filedef out tap1 sl (den 6250
– assign sys005 tap1 (den 6250
Note that if you use the WAIT option on the MOUNT command, VM:Tape issues a TAPE MODESET command with
the appropriate density for you.

17. Does the EDIT command validate the data that you enter?
No. EDIT verifies that the data format is correct and does the necessary conversion to packed or binary format.
However, it does not logically verify the data.

18. I set up VM:Tape to interface with StorageTek's HSC product, and occasionally when I initialize VM:Tape, the following
messages display:

VMTHSC687E HSC SERVER STKACS ACSRQ=DEFSCR RC=16       REASON=00001004

VMTHSC721E HSC SCRATCH POOL INITIALIZATION FAILED

What do these messages mean, and do they indicate a problem?
These messages mean that the HSC product is already aware of scratch pool definitions. During initialization,
VM:Tape sends to HSC a list of the scratch pools defined to VM:Tape so that the HSC is synchronized.
These messages during initialization are harmless as long as you have not changed your scratch pools in VM:Tape.
However, if you have changed scratch pools in VM:Tape, you should end the HSC product and restart HSC and then
VM:Tape.

19. I want VM:Tape to uniformly use ACS drives at my site. During off-peak hours, when there are few tape mounts,
VM:Tape tends to select the same drive every time.
VM:Tape implements uniform drive use for ACS drives in the same way it does for all other drives. Basically, drives
are checked for availability in the order they appear in response to QUERY TAPES (the order they are given by the
DEVICE records in the configuration file) starting with the drive immediately after the last allocated drive.
In addition, the ALLOCATE user exit allows you to further configure drive usage through your own requirements and
specifications. This exit contains all information regarding a mount request, and can allow you to reduce or specify the
eligible drive list to satisfy the mount.
For external drives (drives not contained inside an ACS), VM:Tape already implements uniform drive use.

VMTAPE CONFIG File Record Reference
The VM:Tape configuration file (VMTAPE CONFIG) is a source file that contains locally determined controls and options
for VM:Tape. This file is maintained by, and customized only under the authority of, the system administrator. The
VMTAPE CONFIG file should reside on the 191 minidisk (A-disk) of the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

A VM:Tape configuration file record consists of a record name followed by one or more keywords or options with one or
more blanks separating them. The records are fixed-length, 80-character records. All 80 columns can contain information.
Options can be placed anywhere on the line. Records with an asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character are ignored,
allowing these lines to be used for comments. Blank lines are also ignored.

As part of its initialization process, VM:Tape reads the configuration file and builds its system control blocks according to
local specifications. If VM:Tape finds an incorrect Record during initialization, the Record and a diagnostic message are
displayed on the VM:Tape console, and VM:Tape fails to initialize.
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This section contains an alphabetical quick reference to all the records. Complete format information for all records follows
in alphabetical order.

The table VMTAPE CONFIG File Record Quick Reference lists the configuration file records, their associated options,
whether they can be used with a CMS TMC, an OS TMC, or both, their default values, and whether they are a required
Record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

VMTAPE CONFIG File Record Quick Reference

Record Parameters CMS OS Default Value Record Req'd
ALTTMC vaddr No Yes  No
AUTHORIZ ALLOCATE userid-

list
ANYTAPE userid-list
ANYUSER userid-list
ASSIGN userid-list
BLPUSE userid-list
MOUNTFOR userid-
list
NoMAXRET userid-
list
NoNVMDSN userid-
list
OPERATOR userid-
list
OWNEDBY userid-
list
PERMRW userid-list
PRIORITY [(nn)]
userid-list
REALUNIT userid-
list
RESONLY userid-list
SAVEFOR userid-list
SETUPOPR userid-
list
TAPELIBR userid-list

Yes Yes  No

AUTOPICK reject-actions
[ACCEPT]
[ATTEMPTS
[nnn]] ... ...[CANCEL]
[EXTRA]

Yes Yes  No

CMSAUDIT auditfile Yes No  Yes
CMSTMC tmcfile Yes No  Yes
DEFDENS densityname-list Yes Yes  No
DEFEXPDT yyyy/ddd Yes Yes today No
DEFLABEL SL | NSL | AL |

 NL | BLP

Yes Yes SL No
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DEFMEDIA CARTridge |

ENHAnced | REEL

 |HPT 

| XPT | ETC |

 ETCS | STK1R |

 STK2P | DD3

Yes Yes  Yes

DEFPRIOR priority Yes Yes 50 No
DEFRETPD days Yes Yes 0 No
DEFWAIT WAIT | NoWAIT Yes Yes WAIT No

DEVICE [NAME groupname ]
raddr list

Yes Yes  Yes

DUMP VMDUMP [userid ]
[DSS | NoDSS]
OFF

Yes Yes  No

DUPDSN ERROR | LATEST Yes Yes ERROR No

EDITDEF fieldname [keyword |
ACCT] + offset

Yes Yes  No

EDITDEF fieldname offset
editcode | USERn ...
... [USER

 | NoUSER]

 [DISPLAY |

 SUPPRESS]

Yes Yes  No

GIVE READONLY | READWRITEYes Yes READWRITE No

HSCRANGE start-volser end-
volser location-name

Yes Yes  No

LABEL [CREATE] [DESTROY] [ACCEPT] 

[PROMPT]

Yes Yes  No

LMSRANGE start-volser end-
volser location-name

Yes Yes  No

MAXEXMPT num Yes Yes 10 No
MAXRETPD days Yes Yes No maximum No
MESSAGE MSG | MSGNoH Yes Yes MSG No

MIADEVICE miauserid [NAME
groupname ] devices

Yes Yes  No

NoNVMTAP stepname-list No Yes  No
OSAUDIT vaddr dsname No Yes  Yes
OSTMC vaddr dsname No Yes  Yes
POOLASGN rulesfile Yes Yes  No
POOLNAME poolfile Yes Yes  No
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PRODUCT productid userid
[MASTER]
VMSISERV userid
HSC userid
LMS userid
RMS

Yes Yes  No

REMINDER remind-
secs maximum-secs

Yes Yes 60 999999 No

RINGCHK ON | OFF Yes Yes ON No

RMSRANGE start-volser end-
volser location-name

Yes Yes  No

RMSSCRCT scratchcat1
[scratchcat2
[...scratchcatn]]

Yes Yes  No

SERIES volser [count]
 [HPT |

 ENHAnced |

 CARTridge |

 REEL]

Yes No REEL Yes

SETUP REQUIRED [LAG
sec][REMINDER]
SETUP [AUTO |
NoAUTO]
NoSETUP

Yes Yes  No

SETUPOPR userid-list Yes Yes  No
SMFID smfid Yes Yes  Yes (if OSTMC

Record present)
STAM AUTO [SMFID

name] [CMS |
DISK vaddr]
NoAUTO

Yes Yes  No

STAMPARM stamfile Yes Yes  No
SYSNAME name serial1 [serial2

[...serialn]]
Yes No  No

TAPEOPER userid-list Yes Yes  No
TCPLISTN hostname port Yes Yes   
TEST [TMC] [AUDIT] Yes Yes  No
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USEREXIT USERACNT
filename [TEXT]
USEREDIT filename
[TEXT]
USERCMND
filename [TEXT]
USEREDDF
filename [TEXT]
USERSECR
filename [TEXT]
USREXIT1 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT2 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT3 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT4 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT5 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT7 filename
[EXEC] [TEXT]
USREXIT8 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT9 filename
EXEC
COMMAND filename
[EXEC]
ALLOCATE filename
[EXEC]
TCPAUTH filename
[EXEC]

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

 No

VMTAPE userid-list Yes Yes  No
VMXSYSRL [ON |OFF]     

Record Parameters CMS OS Default Value RecordReq'd
ALTTMC vaddr No Y  No
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AUTHORIZ ALLOCATE userid-
list
ANYTAPE userid-list
ANYUSER userid-list
ASSIGN userid-list
BLPUSE userid-list
MOUNTFOR userid-
list
NoMAXRET userid-
list
NoNVMDSN userid-
list
OPERATOR userid-
list
OWNEDBY userid-
list
PERMRW userid-list
PRIORITY [(nn)]
userid-list
REALUNIT userid-
list
RESONLY userid-list
SAVEFOR userid-list
SETUPOPR userid-
list
TAPELIBR userid-list

Y Y  No

AUTOPICK reject-actions
[ACCEPT] ...
... [ATTEMPTS

 [nnn]] ...

... [CANCEL]

 [EXTRA]

Y Y  No

CMSAUDIT auditfile Y No  Y
CMSTMC tmcfile Y No  Y
DEFDENS densityname-list Y Y  No
DEFEXPDT yyyy/ddd Y Y today No
DEFLABEL SL | NSL | AL |

 NL | BLP

Y Y SL No

DEFMEDIA CARTridge |

 ENHAnced |

 REEL...

...| HPT 

| XPT | ETC |

 ETCS...

...| STK1R |

 STK2P | DD3

Y Y  Y

DEFPRIOR priority Y Y 50 No
DEFRETPD days Y Y 0 No
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DEFWAIT WAIT | NoWAIT Y Y WAIT No

DEVICE [NAME groupname]
raddr list

Y Y  Y

DUMP VMDUMP [userid
] [DSS |
NoDSS]
OFF

Y Y  No

DUPDSN ERROR | LATEST Y Y ERROR No

EDITDEF fieldname
[keyword ...
... |ACCT] +

 offset

Y Y  No

EDITDEF fieldname offset
editcode
...| USERn

 [USER |

 NoUSER]...

...[DISPLAY |

 SUPPRESS]

Y Y  No

GIVE READONLY | READWRITE Y Y READWRITE No

HSCRANGE start-volser end-
volser...
... location-name

Y Y  No

LABEL [CREATE] [DESTROY] [ACCEPT] ...

... [PROMPT]

Y Y  No

LMSRANGE start-volser end-
volser ...
... location-name

Y Y  No

MAXEXMPT num Y Y 10 No
MAXRETPD days Y Y No maximum No
MESSAGE MSG | MSGNoH Y Y MSG No

MIADEVICE miauserid [NAME
groupname]...
...devices

Y Y  No

NoNVMTAP stepname-list No Y  No
OSAUDIT vaddr dsname No Y  Y
OSTMC vaddr dsname No Y  Y
POOLASGN rulesfile Y Y  No
POOLNAME poolfile Y Y  No

PRODUCT productid userid
[MASTER]
VMSISERV userid
HSC userid
LMS userid
RMS

Y Y  No
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REMINDER remind-
secs maximum-secs

Y Y 60 999999 No

RINGCHK ON | OFF Y Y ON No

RMSRANGE start-volser end-
volser ...
... location-name

Y Y  No

RMSSCRCT scratchcat1
[scratchcatn]...]

Y Y  No

SERIES volser  [count ] ...
... [HPT |

 ENHAnced 

... | CARTridge

 | REEL]

Y No REEL Y

SETUP REQUIRED [LAG
sec][REMINDER]
SETUP [AUTO |
NoAUTO]
NoSETUP

Y Y  No

SETUPOPR userid-list Y Y  No
SMFID smfid Y Y  Y

(if OSTMC
Record
present)

STAM AUTO [SMFID
name] ...
... [CMS | DISK
vaddr]
NoAUTO

Y Y  No

STAMPARM stamfile Y Y  No
SYSNAME name serial1 [serial

n]...]
Y No  No

TAPEOPER userid-list Y Y  No
TCPLISTN hostname port Y Y   
TEST [TMC] [AUDIT] Y Y  No
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USEREXIT USERACNT
filename [TEXT]
USEREDIT filename
[TEXT]
USERCMND
filename [TEXT]
USEREDDF
filename [TEXT]
USERSECR
filename [TEXT]
USREXIT1 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT2 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT3 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT4 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT5 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT7 filename
...
   ... [EXEC]

 [TEXT]

USREXIT8 filename
[TEXT]
USREXIT9 filename
EXEC
COMMAND filename
[EXEC]
ALLOCATE filename
[EXEC]
TCPAUTH filename
[EXEC]

Y
No
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

No
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

 No

VMTAPE userid-list Y Y  No
VMXSYSRL [ON |OFF]     

 

 

ALTTMC Record (OS TMCs Only)
Use the ALTTMC Record to identify an alternate TMC minidisk to use when running the CA 1 TMSXTEND utility.

NOTE
For complete information about the TMSXTEND utility, see the CA 1 documentation library.

When the CA 1 TMSXTEND utility runs, it requires two TMC minidisks. The OSTMC Record identifies the minidisk that
contains the current TMC file and the ALTTMC Record identifies the minidisk that contains a dataset that will become the
new TMC file.

Record Syntax
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This record has the following syntax:

ALTTMC vaddr

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

vaddr
Specifies the virtual device number of an attached minidisk that contains the alternate TMC.

 

 

 

 

AUTHORIZ Record
Use the AUTHORIZ Record to control access to VM:Tape by user ID and groups of user IDs. Multiple AUTHORIZ records
can specify the same authorization; authorizations that are specified on all such records are merged.

If you have VM:Secure installed at your site, and the VM:Secure rules for VM:Tape commands do not include the
NOPASS option, VM:Tape authorizations override VM:Secure authorizations. If the VM:Securerules do include NOPASS,
then the VM:Secure authorization overrides VM:Tape.

Note: For more information about creating authorizations, see Authorizations.

Record Syntax

The record has the following syntax:

AUTHORIZ authorization {userid-list | userid* | *}

Authorizations

ADMIN

ALLOCATE

ANYTAPE

ANYUSER

ASSIGN

BLPUSE

MOUNTFOR

NOMAXRET

NONVMDSN

OPERATOR

OWNEDBY

PERMRW

PRIORITY (nn)

REALUNIT

RESONLY

SAVEFOR

SETUPOPR

TAPELIBR
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Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

authorization
Indicates a single word representing each AUTHORIZ record. These authorizations are similar to privilege
classes in CP but specify a word or name rather than a letter. The authorizations can be one of the VM:Tape
command authorizations, as shown in the table Authorizations for Commands, or one of the command processing
authorizations, as shown in the table Authorizations for Command Processing.

userid-list
Indicates a list of user IDs to be granted authorization to access the specified feature of VM:Tape. Separate each
user ID with a space.

userid*
Indicates a group of user IDs. Use a common prefix and a trailing pattern-matching character (*) to specify
multiple user IDs. For example, TECH* refers to all user IDs starting with the characters TECH.

*
Indicates that all users are granted the specified authorization.

AUTOPICK Record
Use the AUTOPICK Record to activate the automatic scratch selection (Autopick) facility and specify operational
parameters for its use.

Once you have configured the Autopick facility, it is on by default for all scratch pools. If you want to turn it off for individual
scratch pools, use the AUTOPICK command. (The AUTOPICK command also lets you turn on Autopick or query whether
Autopick is on or off for individual scratch pools.)

The AUTOPICK Record activates the LABEL Record parameters CREATE and DESTROY.

WARNING
Warning! You cannot use an ACL with the VM:Tape Autopick facility. When the Autopick facility is active,
VM:Tape automatically selects a specific scratch tape to satisfy each scratch mount request. If you use this
facility with an ACL, VM:Tape loads a general scratch tape from the hopper, then ejects the tape because it
was not the tape that the Autopick facility selected. Unless the hopper contained the selected tape, VM:Tape
continues loading and ejecting tapes until the ACL is empty. For complete information about using the Autopick
facility, see Autopick Facility.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

AUTOPICK "Reject Actions" [ ACCEPT ] [ ATTEMPTS [ nnn ] ] [ CANCEL ]..[ EXTRA ]

 

Reject Actions:

AUDIT nnn

DELETE

EDIT field value

NONE

OUTCODE code

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:
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reject-actions
Specifies the actions VM:Tape takes when the reject threshold, as specified by the ATTEMPTS parameter, is
exceeded. After performing the reject action, VM:Tape resets the reject count to zero. Specify 1-4 of the following
reject actions. If you specify NONE, you cannot specify any other reject actions.
AUDIT nnn

Specifies that a type 3 audit Record with a condition code (AUREJ field) value of nnn is written to the
Audit file when the volume reject count exceeds the reject threshold. If this action is the only action that is
specified, the volume continues to be available for scratch use.

DELETE
Specifies that the volume is marked as deleted when the volume reject count exceeds the reject
threshold. The volume is unavailable for scratch use until the delete bit (DELETED) in the TMC is set to
OFF.

EDIT field value
Inserts the specified value in the site-defined EDITDEF field when the volume reject count has exceeded
the reject threshold. The volume is unavailable for scratch use until the field value is changed.

NONE
Specifies that no action is taken when the volume reject count exceeds the reject threshold. The volume
continues to be available for scratch use.

OUTCODE code
Inserts the specified code into the volume's OUTCODE field in the TMC. The volume is unavailable for
scratch use until the OUTCODE field is cleared.

[ACCEPT]
Specifies that a scratch volume other than the requested volume can be mounted to satisfy the scratch mount
request. The volume that is mounted must be from the same scratch pool as the volume that was originally
requested. Mounting a different volume still causes the reject count for the requested volume to be updated. If you
do not specify the ACCEPT parameter, the mount must be satisfied with the requested volume.
Note: VM:Tape lets you control Autopick facility processing at the scratch pool level. Use of that feature is
recommended over use of the ACCEPT parameter.

[ATTEMPTS [nnn]]
Specifies the reject threshold. The reject threshold is the number of times a volume must be rejected before the
specified reject actions are performed. The default is 3. The reject threshold has no maximum.

[CANCEL]
Specifies that if no scratch volumes are available to satisfy a mount request, the request is canceled. If you do not
specify the CANCEL parameter, the request waits indefinitely until you manually cancel the request or you supply
a scratch volume.

[EXTRA]
Specifies that VM:Tape is to reserve an extra tape drive for VM:Backup jobs. Specify this parameter when both of
the following conditions are true:

• VM:Backup is configured to reserve drives for its backup and MPC jobs (that is, the VM:Backup RESERVE
configuration file Record is set ON)

• Autopick has been turned off (through the AUTOPICK command) for the VM:Backup scratch pools

VM:Tape uses the extra drive to mount the next tape for a VM:Backup job so that VM:Backup can read its label
and can write the information in the trailer of the current tape. If you do not specify the EXTRA parameter, the job
will not be able to continue until an additional drive becomes available.
Do not specify the EXTRA parameter if the VM:Backup RESERVE configuration file Record is set to ON and
VM:Backup pools are using the Autopick facility. When Autopick is enabled, an extra drive is unnecessary
because VM:Tape picks the next tape for a VM:Backup job and provides VM:Backup with the label information. If
you specify the EXTRA parameter, the extra drive remains idle while the job processes.
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If VM:Backup is not configured to reserve drives (the VM:Backup RESERVE Record is set to OFF), VM:Tape
ignores the EXTRA parameter.

CMSAUDIT Record (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the CMSAUDIT Record to identify the Audit file used with a CMS TMC. CMSAUDIT is a required Record for which
there is no default.

To protect against data loss if there are DASD failures, put the Audit file on a minidisk residing on a real DASD volume
other than the one containing the TMC file.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

CMSAUDIT auditfile

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

auditfile
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the Audit file.

CMSTMC Record (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the CMSTMC Record to identify the TMC file used with a CMS TMC. CMSTMC is a required Record for which there
is no default.

To protect against data loss if there are DASD failures, put the TMC file on a minidisk residing on a real DASD volume
other than the one containing the Audit file.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

CMSTMC tmcfile

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

tmcfile
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the TMC file.

DEFDENS Record
Use the DEFDENS Record to designate the density defaults VM:Tape is to use when complete density information is not
specified on ALLOCATE or MOUNT commands.

You can designate default densities for each media type on the DEFDENS record. List the densities in order of
preference. When VM:Tape needs to select a density for an allocation or mount request, it checks the media type
specified on the request, then tries to use a tape drive that is compatible with the media type and the first density listed
for that media type on the DEFDENS record. If such a drive is not available, VM:Tape tries to use a tape drive that is
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compatible with the media type and the second density listed for that media type on the DEFDENS record, then the third,
and so on.

You can specify multiple density defaults for a single media type on one DEFDENS record, or you can use multiple
DEFDENS records to specify multiple density defaults.

Default Tape Densities

The DEFDENS record is optional. If you do not specify it, VM:Tape uses the following density defaults:

Media type Density defaults (in order of use)

IBM and Compatible REEL
CARTridge
ENHAnced

6250, 1600, 800
38K, XF, E, EXF
ENH, ENHXF

IBM Proprietary HPT
XPT
ETC
ETCS
EETC
EETCM
EETCX
EETCAM
EETCA

HPTB, HPTC, EHPTB, EHPTC, HHPTB,
HHPTC
XPTB, XPTC, EXPTB, EXPTC, HXPTB,
HXPTC
ETCB, ETCC, EFMTB, EFMTC
ETCSB, ETCSC
EEFMTB, EEFMTC, EF3B, EF3C, EEF3B,
EEF3C
EEFMTMB, EEFMTMC, EF3MB, EF3MC,
EEF3MB, EEF3MC
EEFMTXB, EEFMTXC, EF3XB, EF3XC,
EEF3XB, EEF3XC, EF4XB, EF4XC,
EEF4XB, EEF4EC
EF4EB, EF4EC, EEF4EB, EEF4EC
EF4AB, EF4AC, EEF4AB, EEF4AC

StorageTek Proprietary STK1R
STK2P
T1
TS
DD3

1R34, 1R35, 1RC34, 1RC35, 1RD34,
1RD35
2P34, 2P35, 2PB34, 2PB35
T1A34, T1A35, T1B35, T1C35
TSA34, TSA35, TSB35, TSC35
D3A34, D3B34, D3C34, D3A35, D3B35,
D3C35

Record Syntax

The record has the following syntax:

DEFDENS densityname-list 

densityname-list
Lists density names for each media type. Specify the names in the order in which VM:Tape is to select them (first
choice first, second choice second, and so on). For clarity, you can precede the density names with the media
type, recording format, or both to which they apply. See Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values for
tables of density name of supported media for tape drives that VM:Tape supports.

Example
Assume the VMTAPE CONFIG file contains these records:
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DEFMEDIA ENHANCED CART 

DEFDENS ENHANCED ENHXF ENH

DEFDENS CART EXF E XF 38K

VM:Tape receives a scratch tape mount request that does not specify media type or density. VM:Tape selects
an enhanced capacity cartridge, because the DEFMEDIA Record lists ENHAnced as the first choice of media
when media is not specified. VM:Tape then selects density ENHXF, which the DEFDENS Record lists as the
first choice of density for enhanced capacity cartridges when density is not specified. Or VM:Tape receives a
mount request that specifies media type CART and other options that result in a list of eligible drives with no
3490Es. In this case, VM:Tape selects XF as the default density because the DEFDENS Record lists XF as
the first choice of density for cartridges that VM:Tape has available.

DEFEXPDT Record
Use the DEFEXPDT Record to specify the default expiration date for scratch tape mounts. This default takes effect only if
you request a scratch tape and do not specify an EXPDT or RETPD option on the MOUNT command line.

If the DEFEXPDT and DEFRETPD records are both included in the configuration file, the DEFEXPDT Record takes
precedence. If neither is specified, the default retention period is zero days, and the tape is scratched when the
SCRATCH command (CMS TMCs only) is next run.

Note: For complete format information about the DEFRETPD record, see DEFRETPD Record.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DEFEXPDT yyyy/ddd

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

yyyy/ddd
Specifies the date, in Julian format, that is to be the default expiration date for scratch tape mount requests. The
maximum expiration date is December 31, 2155.

Example
Set the default expiration date to March 12, 2030:

DEFEXPDT 2030/071

DEFLABEL Record
Use the DEFLABEL Record to specify the default tape label type to be used by VM:Tape for first-use tape mounts (count
field value is equal to 0) when you do not specify the label type on the MOUNT command line.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DEFLABEL SL | NSL | AL | NL | BLP
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Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

SL
Specifies that a standard label tape is to be supplied as a default to fulfill first-use tape mount requests. Tapes that
use SL processing must be initialized with a standard label. This is the default.

NSL
Specifies that a nonstandard label tape is to be supplied as a default to fulfill first-use tape mount requests. The
operator is always prompted for the volser if this parameter is used.

AL
Specifies that an ASCII standard label tape is to be supplied as a default to fulfill first-use tape mount requests.
Tapes that use AL processing must contain a ASCII standard label.

NL
Specifies that a non-labeled tape is to be supplied as a default to fulfill first-use tape mount requests. The operator
is always prompted for the volser if this parameter is used. Tapes that use NL processing must be initialized with a
tape mark.

BLP
Specifies that VM:Tape should not verify internal tape labels and to bypass label processing. The operator is
always prompted for the volser if BLP is specified. The operator is prompted twice for write mounts.

DEFMEDIA Record
Use the DEFMEDIA Record to designate the media type defaults that VM:Tape uses when media type information is not
specified on MOUNT SCRATCH commands. This Record is required and you must enter at least one media type.

List the media types on the DEFMEDIA Record in order of preference. When VM:Tape needs to select a media type for a
scratch tape mount request, it checks the density specified on the request to determine whether the media type listed first
on the DEFMEDIA Record is compatible with that density. If the first media type is not compatible, VM:Tape tries to select
the second media type listed, then the third media type listed, and so on.

After all specified media entries are read, any internally known media types are appended to the list.

Note: For a list of all media types, see DEFDENS Record.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DEFMEDIA HPT | ENHAnced | CARTridge | REEL | ETC | ETCS | STK1R | STK2P | DD3 | XPT | EETC | EETC, | EETCX |

 T1 | TS

NOTE
 For more information about these media types, see Density Support for Various Tape Drives.

Example
Assume the VMTAPE CONFIG file contains the following records:
DEFMEDIA ENHANCED CART

DEFDENS ENHANCED ENHXF ENH

DEFDENS CART EXF E XF 38K

 VM:Tape receives a scratch tape mount request that does not specify media type or density. VM:Tape selects
an enhanced capacity cartridge, because the DEFMEDIA Record lists ENHAnced as the first choice of media
when media is not specified. VM:Tape then selects density ENHXF, which the DEFDENS Record lists as the
first choice of density for enhanced capacity cartridges when density is not specified. Or VM:Tape receives a
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mount request that specifies media type CART and other options that result in a list of eligible drives with no
3490Es. In this case, VM:Tape selects XF as the default density because the DEFDENS Record lists XF as
the first choice of density for cartridges that VM:Tape has available.

DEFPRIOR Record
Use the DEFPRIOR Record to specify the default priority for mount and allocation requests. The DEFPRIOR Record
controls where in the queue your request will be placed and how soon the request will be satisfied.

All users are initially authorized for the default priority. When no DEFPRIOR Record is coded, users not specifying a
priority on mount requests receive a priority of 50.

Use the DEFPRIOR Record to set a default priority for all users. If you omit the DEFPRIOR record, VM:Tape defaults to a
priority of 50 and can be overridden for all users only by a lower priority (numerically higher) on an AUTHORIZ PRIORITY
(nn) * configuration file record.

NOTE
For more information about specifying priority authorizations, see PRIORITY (nn) Authorization.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DEFPRIOR priority

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

priority
Indicates the priority assigned to a mount or allocate request if the user specifies no priority. The default priority
must be an unsigned integer between 0 (highest priority) and 99 (lowest priority).

DEFRETPD Record
Use the DEFRETPD Record to specify the default retention period for scratch tape mounts. This default takes effect only if
you request a scratch tape and do not specify an EXPDT or RETPD option on the MOUNT command line.

If the DEFEXPDT and DEFRETPD records are both included in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, the DEFEXPDT Record
takes precedence. If neither is specified, the default retention period is zero days, and the tape is scratched when the
SCRATCH command is next run.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DEFRETPD days

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

days
Specifies the number of days (from today) used to calculate the default expiration date for scratch tape mount
requests. The number of days is calculated to be a specific date, and that date is checked against the maximum
year of the TMC. The maximum expiration date is December 31, 2155.
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NOTE
The default retention period specified with the DEFRETPD Record cannot be greater than the maximum
retention period (specified on the MAXRETPD record). Only users with NOMAXRET authorization can
override this restriction.

Example
Set the default retention period to 10 years (3652 days):

DEFRETPD 3652

DEFWAIT Record
Use the DEFWAIT Record to specify whether WAIT or NOWAIT will be the default for mount requests. This default takes
effect only if you do not specify WAIT or NOWAIT on the MOUNT command line. If the DEFWAIT Record is omitted, WAIT
is the default.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DEFWAIT WAIT | NOWAIT

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

WAIT
Indicates that control is returned to the user's virtual machine when the tape mount is completed or canceled.
Use the WAIT parameter to cause the MOUNT command in an EXEC to wait for the mount to complete before
proceeding to the next statement.

NOWAIT
Indicates that control is returned to the user's virtual machine as soon as VM:Tape gets the request, instead of
waiting until the tape mount is completed. This allows users to continue using their terminals without interruption
while the mount is being completed by VM:Tape.

DEVICE Record
Use the DEVICE Record to identify to VM:Tape the tape drives it manages. Use one or more DEVICE records to specify
all the tape drives available for VM:Tape to allocate to users, including all supported ARM devices. VM:Tape rechecks the
availability of tape drives each time it allocates a drive. VM:Tape dynamically determines which drive is associated with an
ARM location and checkpoints this information, preserving the location to be used in a recovery situation.

Drives listed on the DEVICE Record can be made unavailable to VM:Tape with the DRAIN command or the STAM VARY
command (if STAM is active and the device is defined to STAM).

NOTE
For more information about these commands, see the Command Reference Guide.

To define a group that contains multiple drives, specify the NAME parameter on the DEVICE record. After groups have
been defined, users can use the NAME groupname option on the MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands to have VM:Tape
select a tape drive from a specific group of drives.

You can also specify a group name on the MIADEVICE record. However, you cannot specify the same tape device on
both a DEVICE Record and an MIADEVICE record.
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Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DEVICE [ NAME groupname ] raddr-list

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

[NAME groupname]
Specifies a group name (up to eight characters) for all the drives that follow.

raddr-list
Indicates a list of the real device addresses of the tape drives available to VM:Tape. Each address must be a
hexadecimal value.

Examples
You have several different devices you want to organize by type in your configuration file:

DEVICE 670 671 672 673 674 675

DEVICE 730 731 732

DEVICE A22 A23

You have drives at both the main office and the downtown branch office and you want to group them by their
physical location:

DEVICE NAME MAIN 320 321 322 323 324

DEVICE NAME DOWNTOWN 550 551 552

Users can specify the group (MAIN or DOWNTOWN) by using the NAME option on MOUNT and ALLOCATE
requests. You have some drives located in ACS silos and some external drives. You need to be able to
distinguish between the two groups. Use the following PRODUCT and DEVICE records:

PRODUCT HSC STKACS

DEVICE NAME SILO 820 821 822 823

DEVICE NAME EXT 350 351 352 353

DUMP Record
Use the DUMP Record to select the options for VM:Tape in abnormal termination situations. If the DUMP Record is
omitted, the default is DUMP VMDUMP SYSTEM NODSS.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DUMP VMDUMP [ userid ] [ DSS | NODSS ] 

     OFF

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:
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VMDUMP [user ID]
Specifies that the CP VMDUMP command is used to generate the abend dump. If userid is omitted, or specified
with a value of SYSTEM, the dump is routed to the user ID specified in your CP system configuration. If userid
is specified, the dump is routed to the specified user's virtual reader. The virtual machine type is set to VMTAPE.
When sending a dump to Broadcom, use the VMDUMP parameter.

[DSS | NODSS]
Specifies that VMDUMP dumps the saved segments (DSS) or does not dump the saved segments (NODSS)
as well as the virtual machine's private storage. If the abend address is outside the VM:Tape product code, then
saved segments are included in the dump regardless of whether this parameter is specified.

OFF
Specifies that no dump is taken.

DUPDSN Record
Use the DUPDSN Record to tell VM:Tape how to handle mounts by data set when several data sets in the TMC have the
specified data set name. If the DUPDSN Record is omitted, the default is DUPDSN ERROR.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

DUPDSN [ ERROR | LATEST  ]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

[ERROR | LATEST]
Specifies that when duplicate data set names exist and * is used in place of the volser parameter on the MOUNT
command, VM:Tape ends the MOUNT command and displays an error message (ERROR), or VM:Tape displays
a warning message and continues the mount process using the tape with the latest creation date (LATEST).

Examples
Mount a tape volume containing a data set name, PRODUCT.LISTING, that is duplicated in two volumes,
ABC001 and ABC002. Of the two volumes, you know that ABC002 has the most recent creation date. You
have used the LATEST parameter on the DUPDSN record:

vmtape mount * dsn product listing (nowait

MOUNT ‘181' REQUEST ACCEPTED.

To be sure the correct tape was mounted, query the mount request:

vmtape query requests

HARRY 181 ABC002 MOUNTING DEV=680 18track 38K 

In this case, you have omitted the DUPDSN Record from the configuration file, or specified the ERROR
parameter:

vmtape mount * dsn product listing

MORE THAN ONE TAPE WITH DSN ‘PRODUCT.LISTING'.
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EDITDEF Record
Use the EDITDEF Record to define additional fields in the TMC. This Record is optional; however, if no EDITDEF Record
is specified, no default is supplied.

The EDITDEF Record accepts site-defined field types and can also be used to create synonyms for the current TMC field
names. Normally, EDITDEF is used to subdivide the TMC user accounting area because VM:Tape does not use this field.

Format 1 is the preferred method of defining fields. Use Format 1 of the EDITDEF Record to specify site-defined fields by
specifying offsets into the ACCT field, relative to the beginning of the ACCT field.

WARNING
Format 2 defines a field using an absolute offset into the TMC. We recommend using Format 1 instead of
Format 2 so that if the TMC layout changes in the future, the EDITDEF offsets will still be correct.

The size of the ACCT field for a TMC is 50 bytes long, with a displacement of 266.

Format 1

This record has the following syntax:

EDITDEF fieldname [keyword | ACCT] +offset editcode | USERn [USER | NONUSER ] [DISPLAY | SUPPRESS]

Format 2

This record has the following syntax:

EDITDEF fieldname offset editcode | USERn [USER | NOUSER] [DISPLAY | SUPPRESS]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

fieldname
Indicates the 1-character to eight-character name to be associated with the field being defined. For more
information about the system-defined TMC field names, see TMC Reference.
Important! A site-defined field must fit entirely inside a single system-defined TMC field.

keyword
Indicates a 1-character to eight-character system-defined field name on which to base the offset.

ACCT
Indicates the default system-defined field name on which to base the offset.

+offset
Specifies a relative displacement into the system-defined TMC field.
offset
Specifies an absolute displacement, in decimal format, into the TMC record.
Note: You can still use this method of defining a field by specifying an absolute Record with the offset parameter;
however, for future compatibility reasons, its continued use is discouraged. Because some field locations in the
TMC have changed, an absolute offset can overlay the wrong data.

editcode
Is the edit code of the field. Any definition of the form CHARnn is valid where  nn specifies the length of the field
and is from 1 through 50, inclusive. Other valid edit codes are  BIN1, BIN2, BIN4, HEX1, HEX2, DATE, and TIME.
USERn
Specifies site-defined field editing. The nth routine in the USEREDDF exit performs input and output editing of this
field.
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Specify a site-defined field type as USER1, USER2, and so on. (The USEREDDF user exit handles the actual
input/output conversion and formatting for USERn field types.)

[USER | NONUSER]
Specifies whether end users can or cannot modify this field.

[DISPLAY | SUPPRESS]
Specifies whether this field is displayed to the end user as the last line on the long form of the LIST command.

USER NONUSER and DISPLAY SUPPRESS Interaction

The USER|NONUSER and DISPLAY|SUPPRESS parameters operate independently of each other. For example, by
specifying NONUSER DISPLAY, the user can see the field but not modify it.

Field Names in GRW Reports

GRW reports do not recognize field names that were defined with an EDITDEF record. However, you can use the DEFINE
statement of GRW to define fields that EDITDEF creates.

NOTE
For more information about VM:Tape GRW reports, see Producing Reports.

Examples
In the following examples, each field is defined in terms of its relative offset from the beginning of the ACCT
field (byte 0), using Format 1 of the EDITDEF record:

1. Define an 8-byte jobname field as the first 8 bytes of the 50-byte ACCT field in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
Users can insert and modify data in this field using the MOUNT and CATALOG commands. They can also
have the contents of this field that is displayed with the output of the LIST command:

editdef jobname +0 char8 user display

2. Define a 4-byte security field after the jobname field:

editdef security +8 char4 user display

3. Define a 6-byte volser field after the security field:

editdef volser +12 char6 user display

4. After the volser field, define a 6-byte internal volser field that is named intvs:

editdef intvs +18 char6 user display
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After defining these four fields, the first 24 bytes of the TMC user accounting area is divided as shown in the
following diagram:

GIVE Record
For read-only mounts, use the GIVE Record to specify whether VM:Tape will attach a tape drive to your service virtual
machine in read-only mode. VM:Tape uses the GIVE Record with the CP GIVE command, which transfers a tape drive
from itself to a requesting user ID. This method replaces the DETACH/ATTACH methods used in earlier releases.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

GIVE READONLY | READWRITE

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

READONLY
Specifies that VM:Tape will use the R/O option with the CP GIVE command when it transfers a tape drive from
itself to the requesting user ID. When you use the READONLY parameter, CP checks that only read operations
are being performed. Attempts to write to the tape drive produce an I/O error. This parameter is useful for sites
that have rings in all tapes and are run with RINGCHK OFF.

READWRITE
Specifies that VM:Tape will not use the R/O option with the GIVE command.

WARNING
Do not use the READWRITE parameter if you have specified RINGCHK OFF.

HSCRANGE Record
Use the HSCRANGE Record to specify a range of volsers that VM:Tape considers to reside in the specified StorageTek
Automated Cartridge System location. For scratch mount processing, VM:Tape uses the values specified on HSCRANGE
records to determine the location of the requested volser.
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Multiple HSCRANGE records can be specified per location. If you are using other supported ARM devices, the
HSCRANGE Record can be specified along with LMSRANGE records and RMSRANGE records.

For any active HSC interface, specifying HSCRANGE records is optional. If no HSCRANGE records are specified,
VM:Tape uses the existing SCRATCH/REFRESH processing for the StorageTek Automated Cartridge System.

If multiple robotic interfaces are active, some may implement RANGE logic and others may not. For example, you could
specify RMSRANGE records to enhance synchronization performance, but specify no HSCRANGE records, which would
permit VM:Tape to synchronize with the STK robot.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

HSCRANGE start-volser end-volser location

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

start-volser
Specifies the volser of the first tape in a range of tapes residing in the StorageTek Automated Cartridge System.

end-volser
Specifies the volser of the last tape in a range of tapes residing in the StorageTek Automated Cartridge System.

location
Specifies the name of the StorageTek Automated Cartridge System in which the range of tapes resides. A location
name begins with the characters ACS followed by a 3-digit ACSID number (for example, ACS000, ACS001)
If necessary, use the QUERY LOCATION * command to list all locations defined to your system. The first location
listed is the default location.

LABEL Record
Use the LABEL Record to specify whether VM:Tape will create or destroy a scratch tape label if a scratch tape with the
wrong label type is mounted. Use this Record also to specify whether VM:Tape will prompt the operator for the correct
label or accept the wrong one if a saved tape with the wrong label is mounted. Before VM:Tape creates or destroys a
label, it verifies the tape's scratch status in the TMC.

NOTE
If you are using Autopick, LABEL CREATE DESTROY is activated.

If a user requests a mount for an ARM device and an NL tape is mounted, VM:Tape assumes that the correct tape has
been mounted by the ARM device. VM:Tape does not prompt the operator to verify the volume serial number.

If a LABEL Record is not coded in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, VM:Tape does not allow changes to scratch tape labels.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

LABEL [ CREATE ] [ DESTROY ] [ ACCEPT ] [ PROMPT ]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:
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[CREATE]
Specifies that if an AL or SL scratch tape is requested and an NL tape is mounted, the operator is requested to
enter the volume serial number, and VM:Tape creates an ASCII or standard VOL1 label on the tape.

[DESTROY]
Specifies that if an NL scratch tape is requested and an SL or AL tape is mounted, VM:Tape destroys the ASCII or
standard label by writing a tape mark at the requested density.
If an SL scratch tape is requested and an AL tape is mounted, or if an AL scratch tape is requested and an
SL tape is mounted, VM:Tape destroys the label on the mounted tape by writing the appropriate label at the
requested density.

[ACCEPT]
Allows an NL request on a saved tape mount request to be satisfied by an SL tape if the volser on the SL tape is
the one requested.

[PROMPT]
Allows an SL request on a saved tape mount request to be satisfied by an NL tape after prompting the operator
for the label.

Example
You want to avoid manual intervention in re-initializing scratch tapes. You also want to allow for user error in
mounting saved tapes with the wrong labels. Use the following record:

LABEL CREATE DESTROY ACCEPT PROMPT

NOTE
You can also use the BLP command to bypass VM:Tape label processing. For more
information about the BLP command, see the Command Reference.

LMSRANGE Record
Use the LMSRANGE Record to specify a range of volsers that VM:Tape considers to reside in the specified Sutmyn (or
Memorex Telex) Automated Tape Library location. For scratch mount processing, VM:Tape uses the values specified on
LMSRANGE records to determine the location of the requested volser.

Multiple LMSRANGE records can be specified per location. If you are using other supported ARM devices, the
LMSRANGE Record can be specified along with HSCRANGE record and RMSRANGE records.

For any active LMS interface, specifying LMSRANGE records is optional. If no LMSRANGE records are specified,
VM:Tape uses the existing SCRATCH/REFRESH processing for the Sutmyn Automated Tape Library.

If multiple robotic interfaces are active, some may implement RANGE logic and others may not. For example, you could
specify RMSRANGE records to enhance synchronization performance, but specify no LMSRANGE records, which would
permit VM:Tape to synchronize with the Sutmyn Automated Tape Library.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

LMSRANGE start-volser  end-volser  location

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

start-volser
Specifies the volser of the first tape in a range of tapes residing in the Sutmyn Automated Tape Library.
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end-volser
Specifies the volser of the last tape in a range of tapes residing in the Sutmyn Automated Tape Library.

location
Specifies the 1 - 8 character name of the Sutmyn Automated Tape Library in which the range of tapes resides.
If necessary, use the QUERY LOCATION * command to list all locations defined to your system. The first location
listed is the default location.

MAXEXMPT Record
Use the MAXEXMPT Record to define the maximum number of times a device can be exempted due to device error
before VM:Tape drains the drive. When VM:Tape receives an I/O error from a device, VM:Tape marks the device as being
EXEMPT from use for that request. If VM:Tape receives an I/O error from the same device on subsequent requests, it
continues to mark the drive as EXEMPT. VM:Tape drains the device when the number specified by the MAXEXMPT
Record is exceeded.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

MAXEXMPT num

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

num
Specifies the number of times a device can be exempted before it is drained. The default for num is 10. If you
specify num to be 0, VM:Tape will drain the drive when it receives an I/O error.

MAXRETPD Record
Use the MAXRETPD Record to indicate the maximum retention period that users can specify with the RETPD or EXPDT
parameter on the VM:Tape MOUNT and CATALOG commands.

If you do not code the MAXRETPD record, users can specify any retention period (using either RETPD or using LDATE)
or expiration date (except PERM or CYCLE) on the MOUNT and CATALOG commands.

To allow selected user IDs to exceed the maximum retention period, give them NOMAXRET authorization.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

MAXRETPD days

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

days
Indicates the maximum number of days (from today), specified on mount requests and EXPDT change requests,
that save tapes can be held before expiring. The number of days is calculated to be a specific date, and that date
is checked against the maximum expiration date of December 31, 2155.
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MESSAGE Record
Use the MESSAGE Record to specify the CP command that VM:Tape uses to communicate with other user IDs. Refer to
the appropriate IBM CP commands manual for more information about the difference between the MSG and MSGNOH
CP commands.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

MESSAGE [ MSG | MSGNOH ]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

[ MSG | MSGNOH]
Indicates which CP message facility command should be used. It specifies that the CP MSG command is used
(MSG), or the CP MSGNOH command is used (MSGNOH).

MIADEVICE Record
Use the MIADEVICE Record to identify the user ID of the MIA service virtual machine running the MIA product code, and
identify those tape drives that can be shared with other systems in the complex.

NOTE
For more information about using MIA with VM:Tape, see MIA.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

MIADEVICE mia-userid [ NAME groupname ]  devices

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

mia-userid
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine running the MIA product. This user ID must be the same as
the user ID specified on other MIADEVICE records, if any exist, in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
You can specify more than one MIADEVICE Record if you need more room to accommodate all devices.
However, the user ID on all the records must be the same.

[NAME groupname
Designates a group name (up to eight characters) for all the drives that follow.
Use the group name with the NAME option on the MOUNT command to limit the drives that are eligible to satisfy
the request to those in the designated group.

devices
Specifies a list of real tape drive addresses under control of the MIA system. Do not specify these addresses on
other DEVICE or MIADEVICE records.
The drive addresses must match the internal device names specified in the MIA UNITS MIM file.
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Example
The following example shows an MIADEVICE Record specifying that MIA is running on user ID MIMGR. Tape
drives 480, 481, and 482 are in the group of drives on the third floor; drives 483, 484, and 485 in the group of
drives on the second floor. All the drives are under the control of the MIA system and can be shared with other
systems in the complex:

MIADEVICE MIMGR NAME FLOOR3 0480 0481 0482

MIADEVICE MIMGR NAME FLOOR2 0483 0484 0485

NONVMTAP Record
Use the NONVMTAP Record to include certain non-VM:Tape-managed tapes in the pointer file so they are available for
listing or mounting by data set name. A tape is non-VM:Tape-managed when the value in its CSTEP field matches any
stepname specified on any NONVMTAP record. There is no limit to the number of NONVMTAP records that can be in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Use of the NONVMTAP Record significantly affects VM:Tape response time and disk space requirements. All volumes
meeting the criteria specified in this Record are included in the pointer file. If you define many stepnames, you may need
to define a larger 191 minidisk to hold the pointer file.

To allow a user to list and mount non-VM:Tape-managed volumes by data set name, give that user ID NONVMDSN
authorization.

NOTE
For more information about this record, see AUTHORIZ Record.

Users with TAPELIBR authorization can use the USER parameter of the ASSIGN command to change the manager and
owner of a saved volume.

NOTE
For more information about using the ASSIGN command, see the Command Reference.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

NONVMTAP stepname-pattern-list

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

stepname-pattern-list
Specifies the stepname of an MVS job (stepname). Each stepname pattern is either an explicit stepname or
stepname prefix with a trailing asterisk (that is, prefix* matching all stepnames beginning with prefix). All volumes
with matching stepnames are included in the pointer file.

OSAUDIT Record (OS TMCs Only)
Use the OSAUDIT Record to identify the virtual address and data set name of the OS format CA 1 Audit data set.
OSAUDIT is a required Record for which there is no default.

NOTE
Place the Audit data set on a minidisk allocated on a real DASD volume other than the one containing the TMC
data set.
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Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

OSAUDIT vaddr  dsname

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the z/OS DADSD volume containing the Audit data set.

dsname
Specifies the OS data set name of the CA 1 Audit data set. If you do not specify the . delimiters, VM:Tape
automatically inserts them.

Example
Specify that data set name CAI.CA1.AUD at virtual address 1D0 is the OS format CA 1 Audit data set:

OSAUDIT 1D0 CAI CA1 AUD

OSTMC Record (OS TMCs Only)
Use the OSTMC Record to identify the virtual address and data set name of the OS format CA 1 TMC data set. OSTMC is
a required Record for which there is no default.

When the OSTMC Record is specified, the SMFID is required.

NOTE
 Place the TMC data set on a minidisk allocated on a real DASD volume other than the one containing the Audit
data set.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

OSTMC vaddr  dsname

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

vaddr
Indicates the virtual address of the z/OS DASD volume containing the TMC data set.

dsname
Specifies the OS data set name of the CA 1 TMC data set. If you do not specify the . delimiters, VM:Tape
automatically inserts them.

Example
Specify that data set name CAI.CA1.TMC at virtual address 1B0 is the OS format CA 1 TMC data set:

OSTMC 1B0 CAI CA1 TMC
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POOLASGN Record
Use the POOLASGN Record to specify the name of the scratch pool assignment file. The assignment file contains the
scratch pool assignment rules that identify the DSNs and user IDs that can access the pools.

NOTE
For more information about using scratch pools and a description of the scratch pool assignment file, see
Scratch Pools.

The POOLASGN Record is required if the POOLNAME Record is in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Record Syntax

The following provides the syntax for this record

POOLASGN rulesfile

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

rulesfile
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the CMS file that contains the scratch pool assignment rules.

OS Disks

Instead of using the POOLASGN record, provide a CMS FILEDEF for ddname POOLASGN before each initialization of
VM:Tape (for example, in the PROFILE EXEC). This allows VM:Tape to use a scratch pool assignment data set residing
on an OS disk. Specify all file characteristics on the CMS FILEDEF command (LRECL, BLOCK, RECFM, MEMBER, and
so on).

POOLNAME Record
Use the POOLNAME Record to specify the name of the scratch pool definition file that defines the scratch pool names
and tapes. For complete information about using scratch pools and a description of the scratch pool definition file, see
Scratch Pools.

The POOLNAME Record is required if your site uses scratch tape pools.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

POOLNAME poolfile

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

poolfile
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the CMS file that contains the scratch pool definitions.
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OS Disks

Instead of using the POOLNAME record, provide a CMS FILEDEF for ddname POOLNAME before each initialization of
VM:Tape (for example, in the PROFILE EXEC). This allows VM:Tape to use a scratch pool definition data set residing on
an OS disk. Specify all file characteristics on the CMS FILEDEF command (LRECL, BLOCK, RECFM, MEMBER, and so
on).

PRODUCT Record
Use the PRODUCT Record to define the interface between VM:Tape and other service virtual machines. You can have
multiple PRODUCT records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file for each Broadcom product.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

PRODUCT {"Parms"}

Parms:

 productid userid [MASTER]

| LMS userid

| HSC userid

| RMS

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

productid userid [MASTER]
Identifies a Broadcom product (productid) whose interface you are activating, and the user ID of the service
virtual machine running productid. The Broadcom products for which you can define an interface are:

Broadcom Product Productid

VM:Backup VMBACKUP

VM:Batch VMBATCH

VM:Operator VMOPERATOR

VM:Secure VMSECURE

VMSISERV VMSISERV

The MASTER parameter specifies that this user ID is the master user ID for a given product. If you specify
more than one PRODUCT Record for a given Broadcom product, use the MASTER parameter to identify one of
the product user IDs as the master user ID for that product. MASTER identifies the product user ID that will be
affected by normal production activity unless you specify one of the other user IDs for the same product.
Note: For more information about setting up the product interfaces, see Product-Pair Interfaces in the
VM:Manager Suite shared documentation.

LMS userid
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine to which an interface is to be established for the Sutmyn (or
Memorex Telex) Automated Tape Library product. VM:Tape interfaces with the Library Management Software
(LMS) component that controls the ATL.
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HSC userid
Specifies the user ID of the service virtual machine to which an interface is to be established for the StorageTek
Automated Cartridge System. VM:Tape interfaces with the Host Software Component (HSC) that controls the
ACS.

RMS
Specifies that the interface to the IBM Tape Library Data Server product is defined. VM:Tape interfaces with the
Removable Media Services (RMS) component, provided by DFSMS/VM, that controls the Tape Library Data
Server.

Example
You want to manage tapes and service backup and restore mounts for the VM:Backup product running on
user ID VMBACKUP. You also want VM:Tape to perform mounts on the StorageTek ACS, through its HSC
software (running on user ID STKACS.) Place these records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file:
PRODUCT VMBACKUP VMBACKUP

PRODUCT HSC STKACS

REMINDER Record
Use the REMINDER Record to specify the frequency with which VM:Tape reminds the tape operator of pending requests
and the maximum time to wait before the request is automatically canceled.

The reminder interval determines how often VM:Tape reminds the operator of pending requests.

If the REMINDER Record is not specified, the default is 60 999999.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

REMINDER remind-secs maximum-secs

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

remind-secs
Is the frequency, in seconds, at which VM:Tape reminds the tape operator of various pending situations such as:

• Pending tape mount requests
• Out of scratch volumes
• ARM tape entry requests
• Drive intervention required conditions
• Tape in use notifications

maximum-secs
Specifies the maximum time in seconds that VM:Tape waits for a tape mount request to be fulfilled.

Example
You want the operator to be reminded of pending mount or allocation requests every 60 seconds. However,
you do not want VM:Tape to wait more than an hour before fulfilling or canceling a request. Your REMINDER
Record would look like this:

REMINDER 60 3600
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RINGCHK Record
Use the RINGCHK Record to specify whether VM:Tape ascertains whether the tape requested on a read-only mount is
write-protected.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

RINGCHK [ON | OFF]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

ON
Indicates that VM:Tape is to ascertain whether the tape is write-protected. If the tape is not write-protected,
VM:Tape unloads the tape and it re-prompts the operator for a NORING mount.

OFF
Indicates that VM:Tape is to ignore the write protection status of the tape. Use the OFF parameter with the GIVE
READONLY configuration file record.

RMSRANGE Record
Use the RMSRANGE Record to specify a range of volsers that VM:Tape considers to reside in the specified IBM 3494
Tape Library Data Server location. For scratch mount processing, VM:Tape uses the values specified on RMSRANGE
records to determine the location of the requested volser.

Multiple RMSRANGE records can be specified per location. If you are using other supported ARM devices, the
RMSRANGE Record can be specified along with HSCRANGE records and LMSRANGE records.

For any active ARM interface, specifying RMSRANGE records is optional. If no RMSRANGE records are specified,
VM:Tape uses the existing SCRATCH/REFRESH processing for the IBM 3494 Tape Library Data Server.

If multiple robotic interfaces are active, some may implement RANGE logic and others may not. For example, you could
specify RMSRANGE records to enhance synchronization performance, but specify no HSCRANGE records, which would
permit VM:Tape to synchronize with the STK robot.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

RMSRANGE start-volser  end-volser  location

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

start-volser
Specifies the volser of the first tape in a range of tapes residing in the IBM 3494 Tape Library Data Server.

end-volser
Specifies the volser of the last tape in a range of tapes residing in the IBM 3494 Tape Library Data Server.
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location
Specifies the 1 - 8 character name of the IBM 3494 Tape Library Data Server in which the range of tapes resides.
If necessary, use the QUERY LOCATION * command to list all locations defined to your system. The first location
listed is the default location.

RMSSCRCT Record
Use the RMSSCRCT Record to specify the categories that VM:Tape should consider as valid for scratch mount selection
when using the IBM 3494 Tape Library Data Server.

For the RMS interface, the RMSSCRCT Record is optional:

• If the RMS interface is active and the RMSSCRCT Record is not specified, then VM:Tape does not validate the
SCRATCH category as a last check before using it.

• If the RMSSCRCT Record is specified, all RMS internal VM reserved categories (SCRATCH0-SCRATCHF) are usable
in addition to those specifically listed on the RMSSCRCT record. If VM:Tape picks a scratch tape that is not in these
categories, the tape is rejected and another scratch tape is selected. The process continues up to 100 retries, after
which VM:Tape cancels the mount and issues message VMTIBM304E indicating that there are no scratch tapes
available.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

RMSSCRCT category1 [ category2 [ ...categoryn ] ]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

category1 [category2 [ ...categoryn ]]
Lists the four-character category numbers to be used for scratch volumes in the library. List all categories that you
want VM:Tape to use.

SERIES Record (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the SERIES Record to specify the tapes the CMS TMC is to contain.

At least one SERIES Record is required. There are no predefined restrictions on the number of SERIES records you can
have; the number is limited only by the amount of storage available for VM:Tape internal control blocks.

The order of the volser records in the TMC corresponds exactly to the sequential order of the SERIES records in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file. Avoid changing the relative order of SERIES records after the configuration file is defined.

WARNING
Warning! If you make any change to a SERIES record, you must use the VMTBUILD utility in VMTBUILD Utility
(CMS TMCs Only) to rebuild the TMC to pick up the changes. Examples of such changes are:

• Adding a SERIES record
• Deleting a SERIES record
• Changing any parameter on an existing SERIES record
• Changing the relative order of existing SERIES records

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:
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SERIES Volser  [count] ["Media"]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

volser [count]
Specifies the volser of a tape to include in the TMC. If you want to specify a series of tapes, specify the volser of
the first tape in the series for volser and the number of tapes in the series for count. The default for count is 1.
Nonsequential specifications in the same series are allowed. Overlapping series are allowed.

Media
Specifies the default value for the TRTCH and DEN fields in the TMC volume Record when using the VMTBUILD
formatting utility. Refer to the tables in the section Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values. The
Media columns in these tables contain the media codes you need.

Example
The following SERIES records define a total of 961 tape volumes to the TMC:

SERIES X10000 100 XPT    //volsers X10000-X10099 (IBM 3590 extended length cartridges)

SERIES 200 800 HPT       //volsers 200-799 (IBM 3590 standard length cartridges)

SERIES ABCDEF STK1R      //volsers BN0000-BN0049 (Oracle StorageTek 9840)

SERIES XXX022 10 EETCA   //volsers XXX022-XXX031 (IBM 3592 E07 Advanced Data Cartridge)

SETUP Record
Use the SETUP Record to specify how VM:Tape is to process non-scratch and specific scratch mount requests when the
Setup facility is enabled. For more information about using the Setup facility, see Setup Facility.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

SETUP {REQUIRED | SETUP | NOSETUP} [LAG sec] [REMINDER sec] [AUTO | NOAUTO]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

{ REQUIRED | SETUP| NOSETUP }
Specifies how VM:Tape is to process non-scratch and specific scratch mount requests when the Setup facility is
enabled.

REQUIRED
All non-scratch and specific scratch mounts must go through setup processing. If the user specifies the SETUP or
NOSETUP option on the MOUNT command, VM:Tape ignores it.

SETUP
Setup processing is the default for those mounts but is not required. The user can specify the SETUP or
NOSETUP option on the MOUNT command.

NOSETUP
Setup processing is not performed by default for those mounts. The user must specify the SETUP option on the
MOUNT command for setup processing to occur.
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LAG sec
Specifies the time in seconds that VM:Tape waits before converting a setup request into a mount request after a
volume is pulled. When you specify LAG, a setup request is converted to a mount request, at the expiration of the
time lag, after the PULL command has been issued. If LAG is not specified, the volume must be released before a
mount request is generated.

REMINDER sec
The frequency, in seconds, at which VM:Tape reminds the setup operator of pending setup requests. If the
reminder interval is not specified, the default is the value indicated on the REMINDER Record for pending mount
requests.

AUTO  |  NOAUTO
Specifies that the Setup facility is enabled automatically when VM:Tape is initialized (AUTO) or specifies that the
Setup facility is not enabled when VM:Tape is initialized (NOAUTO). If you specify NOAUTO, issue the SETUP
START command to enable the Setup facility.

Example
Specify that all non-scratch and specific scratch mounts must undergo setup processing automatically when a
mount is requested:

SETUP REQUIRED AUTO

SETUPOPR Record
Use the SETUPOPR Record to identify the user IDs of the setup operators who receive tape staging messages from the
Setup facility. Messages sent to setup operators are in the format specified by the MESSAGE record. If you do not specify
a setup operator, VM:Tape sends setup messages to OPERATOR user ID.

NOTE
For more information about using the Setup facility, see Setup Facility.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

SETUPOPR userid-list

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

userid-list
Specifies one or more user IDs that receive messages to stage tape volumes during the mount process.

SMFID Record
Use the SMFID Record to uniquely identify a VM system in a shared TMC environment. This Record is required when an
OSTMC Record is included in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape copies the SMFID to all audit records.

If STAM is in use, an SMFID may be optionally specified on the STAM record. VM:Tape configuration file processing
checks for this and ensures that both records specify the same value.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:
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SMFID smfid

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

smfid
Specifies the four-character SMFID. The SMFID specified must be unique.

STAM Record
Use the STAM Record to specify the location of the STAM control file and STAM options.

NOTE
For more information about using STAM, see Shared Tape Allocation Manager.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

STAM {AUTO | NOAUTO} [SMFID name [CMS | DISK vaddr]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

AUTO | NOAUTO
Specifies whether this VM:Tape system automatically enters or does not automatically enter the STAM complex at
completion of VM:Tape initialization. If you specify NOAUTO, the operator must explicitly enter the STAM START
command to cause this VM:Tape system to enter the complex.

[SMFID name]
Specifies that this system identifies itself to the STAM complex by an SMFID instead of a CPUID. Use name to
specify the 4-character SMFID. This parameter is useful if more than one guest is sharing tape drives, because
guests running under a VM system can have the same CPU serial number.

[CMS | DISK vaddr]
Specifies the STAM control file location. The CMS parameter specifies that the STAM control file resides in the
unformatted area of the TMC minidisk. Reformat the CMS disk with the RECOMP option to reserve an area for
the STAM control file. Format the control file using the VM:Tape VMTSTF utility.
The DISK parameter indicates that a separate minidisk, which is specified by its virtual address vaddr, is to be
dedicated to the STAM control file. The STAM control file is in a format that is incompatible with the CMS file
system; therefore, the minidisk that is specified by vaddr must not contain other CMS files. Also, the minidisk must
be formatted (VMTSTF utility).

NOTE
For more information, see VMTSTF Utility (CMS TMCs Only).

STAMPARM Record
Use the STAMPARM Record to identify the CMS file containing the STAM parameter file. This file describes the devices
and systems participating in the STAM complex. For a description of the STAM parameter file, see  Defining the STAM
Parameter File .
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NOTE
The VMTSTF utility reads the STAM parameter file and builds a framework for the locks that STAM uses to
allocate drives. Every time you modify the STAM parameter file, execute the VMTSTF utility to ensure that
the structure of the STAM control disk area is updated with the change. The VM:Tape STAM facility reads the
STAM parameter file and expects the control disk to match those specifications. Any variance could result in
unpredictable behavior. For more information about the VMTSTF utility, see VMTSTF Utility (CMS TMCs Only).

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

STAMPARM stamfile

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

stamfile
Specifies the filename, filetype, and filemode of the CMS file containing the STAM parameter file.

SYSNAME Record (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the SYSNAME Record to indicate that multiple VM:Tape systems are concurrently using the Shared Disk facility
to share common TMC and Audit files residing on CMS minidisks without the use of hardware RESERVE/RELEASE
commands. This Record enables the disk sharing logic to identify the logical name of this VM:Tape system. Include one
SYSNAME Record in the configuration files of each participating VM:Tape system. For more information about the Shared
Disk facility, see Shared Disk Facility (CMS TMCs Only).

WARNING
Each VM:Tape system accessing the shared TMC and Audit disks must have a unique system name that is
assigned in its configuration file. Failure to assign a unique name to each system or failure to assign any name
at all can result in the destruction of the files on the shared disks.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

SYSNAME name  serial1 [ serial2 [ ...serialn ] ]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

name
Indicates a unique 1-character to eight-character local site-defined CPU name. Each participating VM:Tape
system must have its own unique name. Specify this name when you use the VMTSDF command to initialize the
TMC and Audit minidisks.

serial1 [serial2 [...serialn]]
Lists the 6-digit virtual CPU serial numbers on which VM:Tape is allowed to initialize service virtual machines.
Multiple serial numbers are allowed on one SYSNAME record. This allows VM:Tape to initialize on any CPU in a
multiprocessor environment.
Note: Virtual CPU serial numbers typically correspond to the serial number of the real machine and can be
determined by issuing the CP QUERY CPUID command. Specify digits 3 through 8 (following the 2 Fs) of the
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16-digit processor identification number as the virtual CPU serial number. For example, if the virtual CPU serial
number is 123456 and you entered query cpuid, the system response would be as follows:
CPUID = FF1234563090000

TAPEOPER Record
Use the TAPEOPER Record to identify the tape operator user IDs to VM:Tape. User IDs listed on the TAPEOPER Record
are automatically authorized to perform all tape operator functions. If the TAPEOPER Record is not included in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file, OPERATOR is the default TAPEOPER user ID.

Note: For more information about authorizing operators, see Authorization for Operators.

WARNING
If TAPEOPER user IDs are defined but not logged on, all messages go to user ID OPERATOR. If no
TAPEOPER user IDs are defined and user ID OPERATOR is not logged on, VM:Tape does not function.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

TAPEOPER userid-list

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

userid-list
Specifies the user IDs that receive tape operator messages. All user IDs in the userid-list receive all tape operator
messages. Do not specify the VM:Tape user ID in the user ID list because all messages are automatically
displayed on the VM:Tape console.

NOTE
If you would like selected user IDs to receive multiple copies of messages directed to tape operators
for emphasis, include that user ID on a TAPEOPER Record the number of times you would like each
message to be duplicated to that user ID.

TCPLISTN Record
Use the TCPLISTN record to specify an IP interface and port that VM:Tape uses to listen on for incoming TCP/IP
connections. If you intend to use the VM:Tape Interface for Linux, then specify an IP interface and port.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

TCPLISTN hostname port

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

hostname
Specifies either an IP address (in IPv4 or IPv6 format) or a domain name of the host VM system where VM:Tape
runs.
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port
Specifies the TCP port number ranging from 0 to 65535. Verify that the port number is not in use by any other
service running on your system.

NOTE
For DNS lookup, the TCPIP DATA file must be accessible from the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

TEST Record
Use the TEST Record to test VM:Tape operations during initial installation without actually writing to the production TMC
and Audit files. Use this Record for pre-production testing only; remove it before production. Otherwise, VM:Tape does not
update the TMC and Audit files.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

TEST [TMC] [AUDIT]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

[TMC]
Specifies that the TMC file is to be read-only.

[AUDIT]
Specifies that the Audit file is to be read-only.Note: The TMC and Audit minidisks can be set up in the VM user
directory as read-only with the TEST record. If you are sharing OSTMC and OSAUDIT files, you must still have
MWV links to issue the RESERVE/RELEASE CCWs to the devices

USEREXIT Record
Use the USEREXIT record to specify the user exit programs that receive control at various points in the operation of
VM:Tape. Any user exits specified must exist as files of filetype TEXT or EXEC on the VMTAPE 191 minidisk and will
be loaded during VM:Tape initialization. If a USEREXIT record specifies a filename that is not on an accessed minidisk,
initialization terminates with an error. If you are not using user exits, this record is optional.

Not all exits support both Assembler and REXX implementation.

NOTE
For more information about which programming languages can be used to implement individual user exits, see
the following Record Syntax description and User Exit Reference.

The USEREDIT and USREXIT8 user exits can be used only with an OS TMC.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

USEREXIT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  USERACNT filename [TEXT]

| USERCMND filename [TEXT]
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| USEREDDF filename [TEXT]

| USEREDIT filename [TEXT]

| USERSECR filename [TEXT]

| USREXIT1 filename [TEXT]

| USREXIT2 filename [TEXT]

| USREXIT3 filename [TEXT]

| USREXIT4 filename [TEXT]

| USREXIT5 filename [TEXT]

| USREXIT7 filename [EXEC | TEXT]

| USREXIT8 filename [TEXT]

| USREXIT9 filename [EXEC]

| COMMAND  filename [EXEC]

| ALLOCATE filename [EXEC]

| TCPAUTH  filename [EXEC]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

USERACNT filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that lets you write site-specific accounting information to the TMC accounting
field (field name ACCT). This routine is entered for successful scratch mounts just before the TMC Record is
written to change the volume from a scratch to an owned tape.

USERCMND filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that examines all commands and then accepts, modifies, or rejects their
execution.

USEREDDF filename [TEXT]
Indicates the program that supplies the input and output editing for site-defined EDITDEF field types.

USEREDIT filename [TEXT]
Indicates valid only with an OS TMC. Translates alphanumeric volsers into Record numbers that are used to
process OS TMC records.

USERSECR filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that is called whenever volume control information is accessed or whenever
a volume or volume data access is requested. This exit receives control on specific scratch and non-scratch
MOUNT, CATALOG, LIST, EDIT, and QUERY commands.

USREXIT1 filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that receives control at the beginning of the mount process for foreign (non-
TMC) tapes. This user exit provides a way to control how non-TMC tapes are handled by VM:Tape.

USREXIT2 filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that receives control early in the mount process beforeVM:Tape performs its
security validation. This exit receives all non-scratch and specific scratch mounts. It provides a way to customize
VM:Tape security validation or to bypass it altogether.

USREXIT3 filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that receives control for all mounts immediately after the VOL1 label is read
but before normal VM:Tape label validation. This user exit provides a way to customize VM:Tape tape label
processing or bypass it altogether.

USREXIT4 filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that receives control after attaching the successfully mounted tape to the user.
This exit creates an accounting Record for each mount request through the CP Diagnose X‘04C'.
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USREXIT5 filename [TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that can request a Data Security Erase (DSE) for designated scratch mounts
according to conditions defined in the exit. The routine is entered just after the mount has been determined to be
a valid scratch write mount and the TMC is updated from scratch to owned status.

USREXIT7 filename [EXEC  |  TEXT]
Indicates the name of the user exit that rewinds and positions the tape on the VM:Tape service virtual machine
just before the drive is attached to the user ID. Use of this exit will help prevent users from overwriting the VOL1
label.

USREXIT8 filename [TEXT]
Indicates valid only with an OS TMC. This user exit reformats TMC records to allow compatibility with tape
management systems that have slightly different TMC formats.

USREXIT9 filename [EXEC]
Indicates the name of a REXX only user exit that can be used to retrieve various information about the tape that is
about to be mounted.

ALLOCATE filename [EXEC]
Indicates the name of a REXX only user exit that can be used to manipulate the drives in the EDL, and to modify
drive usage information.

COMMAND filename [EXEC]
Indicates the name of a REXX only user exit that can be used to examine all commands and then accept, change,
or reject their execution.

TCPAUTH filename [EXEC]
Indicates the name of a REXX only user exit that can be used to customize authorizations for TCP/IP API
requests.

Sample User Exits and Files on the Distribution Media

The prototype user exits, with filetypes of 5ASSEMBL, XASSEMBL, XEXEC, and EXITn (where n is a number), can be
reviewed as sample user exits. These prototypes describe the entry and exit conditions for each user exit.

WARNING
Do not use the user exits directly from the distribution media without reviewing them and modifying them for your
site.

The following files provided on the distribution media and loaded to disk at installation within VMTUSER MACLIB, contain
images of the TMC and data set name block records that may be useful when writing the user exits:

• TMRECORD COPY
• DSRECORD COPY

VMTAPE Record
Use the VMTAPE Record to identify the VM:Tape service virtual machine user IDs that are sharing a TMC and an Audit
file.

The VMTAPE Record is most commonly used with the VM:Tape Shared Disk facility when multiple VM:Tape service virtual
machines are sharing a single CMS or OS TMC. In this case, include a VMTAPE Record in the configuration file of each
participating VM:Tape system listing the service virtual machine user ID of each participating system.

NOTE
For more information about sharing a TMC, see  Shared Disk Facility (CMS TMCs Only).

By default, the VM:Tape-managed volumes are those with this VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID as manager.
The manager of a saved volume is defined by the user ID in the CSTEP field of its TMC record. All VM:Tape-managed
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volumes are included in the pointer file and can be mounted by data set. Each VM:Tape service virtual machine writes
its own user ID in the CSTEP field. The VMTAPE Record extends the definition of VM:Tape-managed volumes to include
those managed by the other VM:Tape service virtual machines sharing the TMC.

There is no limit to the number of VMTAPE records that can be in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Record Syntax

This record has the following syntax:

VMTAPE userid list

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

userid list
Indicates the user IDs of one or more VM:Tape service virtual machines that share TMC and Audit files.

Non-VM:Tape-Managed Volumes

The NONVMTAP Record allows certain non-VM:Tape-managed volumes to be included in the pointer file so that they can
be listed and mounted by data set name.

To allow individual users to list and mount these non-VM:Tape-managed volumes by data set name, use the NONVMDSN
authorization on an AUTHORIZ Record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Note: For more information about non-VM:Tape managed volumes, see NONVMTAP Record.

VMXSYSRL Record
Use the VMXSYSRL record to enable support for VM:Secure system rules. By default, the VM:Secure SYSTEM
Rules Support is disabled. As a result, when CAN command is issued from an invalid user ID, VM:Secure is unable to
process the request (ACCEPT or REJECT the request) and an RC=28 (user ID does not exist) is sent to VM:Tape. After
receiving the RC=28, VM:Tape treats the case as RC=12; which, means that security checking is set to normal VM:Tape
authorization checking.

You can use the VMXSYSRL record to protect tape data that is created on a non-VM:Tape managed system (like z/OS) in
a shared TMC environment.

To enable the support for VM:Secure SYSTEM Rule, add the VMXSYSRL record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
Additionally, add the PRODUCT VMSECURE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The VMXSYSRL record has one
option, the valid values for the option are: ON or OFF.

Record Syntax

The syntax for VMXSYSRL command is:

VMXSYSRL [ON | OFF]

Parameter Description
ON

Enables the VM:Secure SYSTEM rules support.
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OFF
Disables the VM:Secure SYSTEM rules support.
Specifying the OFF option is equivalent to not including the VMXSYSRL record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Use the following command to display the current settings for the VMXSYSRL command:

(vmtape) DEBUG SUPPORT VMXSYSRL

The command output is displayed through a message VMTDBG925I, indicating that VMXSYSRL is either ON or OFF.

Note: Your site must have a Service Pack of VM:Secure installed that supports VM:Tape SYSTEM Rules. For more
information about how to code the VM:Tape SYSTEM Rules in VM:Secure, see the  VM:Secure Rules Facility Guide.

Utility Reference
This section contains complete syntax for VM:Tape utilities. All utilities are provided on the VM:Tape distribution media.

CMS TMC Utilities

If you are using a CMS TMC, the following VM:Tape utilities are available:

BINSAVE
Enters a tape into the VM:Tape Bin system

CHECKIN
Indicates that a tape previously removed from the tape library has been returned

CHECKOUT
Indicates that a tape has been removed from the tape library and is unavailable for use

CLEAN
Updates the TMC record for a tape each time the tape is cleaned

VMTBKP
Backs up TMC and Audit files and resets the Audit file

VMTBUILD
Creates TMC and Audit files

VMTCON
Converts databases to be used as input to VMTBUILD

VMTDLMUT
Changes the status of a volume in the EMC Disk Library for Mainframe (DLM) database

VMTDSP
Writes a message on a tape drive attached to your user ID

VMTSDF
Formats control area on an unused area of the shared minidisks containing the TMC and Audit files

VMTSPLIT
Provides the merge and split functions to create a single z/OS CA 1 TMC file from a CMS format VM:Tape TMC
files.

VMTSTF
Formats STAM control file
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OS TMC Utility

If you are using an OS TMC, you can also use the VMTDSP utility to update the display message on a 3480, 3490, or
3590 tape drive. For more information, see VMTDSP Utility (CMS and OS TMCs).

BINSAVE EXEC Utility
Use the BINSAVE EXEC to enter a tape into the VM:Tape Bin system.

NOTE
The VM:Tape expiration date default is PERM. You can change this value after you enter the tape into the Bin
system.

For more information about setting up the Bin system, see the section Bin System (CMS TMCs Only).

See the Command Reference for information about using the VMTBIN command to obtain a cross reference of the bin
numbers and internal volsers for bin tapes. Users specify the bin number on the VM:Tape MOUNT command to mount the
appropriate bin tape.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

BINSAVE bnum own_userid [volser | NL ] [( "Options"...]

Options:

[VMTAPEID userid]

[DEN densityname]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

bnum
Defines the assigned bin volser selected from the LIST SCRATCH command. If the specified BIN volser is not in
scratch status, the BINSAVE EXEC gives an error message.

own_userid
Specifies the user ID that owns the volume.

[volser | NL]
Specifies label information. If you specify volser, the volser must exactly match the internal VOL1 label of the
standard label tape to accommodate Bin system label verification checks. If you specify NL, the volume is entered
in the Bin system as non-labeled.
If you specify volser or NL, VM:Tape uses the EDIT command to modify the appropriate TMC fields and does not
require a physical mount of the tape volume. If you do not specify either the volser or NL, the BINSAVE EXEC
generates a MOUNT request to read the internal volser (if one exists) of the tape:
VMTAPE MOUNT bnum 181 (READ SAVEFOR own_userid PERM LABEL

    SL [DEN density]

[VMTAPEID userid]
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The default user ID is VMTAPE. Specify this option
if your site uses a user ID other than VMTAPE.

[DEN densityname]
Specifies that only those drives capable of reading or writing the specified density should be eligible for selection
to satisfy this request. Valid density names are listed in the table in Density Support for Various Tape Drives.
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CHECKIN Utility
Use the CHECKIN EXEC to specify that a tape previously marked out-of-area is now available. Tapes marked out-of-area,
using the CHECKOUT EXEC, may have been moved off-site or to a different location or may have been automatically
marked out-of-area during Autopick reject processing. The CHECKIN EXEC updates the OUTCODE and OUTDATE fields
in the TMC.

You cannot mount tapes for read/write access while they are out-of-area. However, you can request a read-only mount
for a tape marked as out-of-area. If the tape is available, such a request automatically checks in the tape. This is an
alternative to using the CHECKIN EXEC.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

CHECKIN volser [( VMTAPEID userid]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

volser
Specifies the volume serial number of the tape to be checked in.

[VMTAPEID userid]
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The default user ID is VMTAPE. Specify this option
if your VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID is not VMTAPE.

Example
To indicate that tape TEST03 has been returned to the tape library from another department (represented by
GONE), enter the following:

checkin test03

VM:Tape responds with the following message:

VOLUME TEST03 HAS BEEN CHECKED IN FROM GONE

CHECKOUT Utility
Use the CHECKOUT EXEC to specify that a tape is out-of-area and unavailable for use. Tapes marked out-of-area have
been moved off-site or to a different location. CHECKOUT updates the OUTCODE and OUTDATE fields in the TMC.

NOTE
A tape marked as checked out cannot be mounted read/write until it is checked in. However, the tape can be
mounted read-only to cause the tape to be checked in automatically.

Additionally, a tape that is checked out cannot be scratched.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

CHECKOUT volser outcode [ ( VMTAPEID userid ]
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Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

volser
Is the volume serial number of the tape to be checked out.

outcode
Is the four-character out-of-area code to be used. You can use this parameter to identify the location of the tape.

[VMTAPEID userid]
Is the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The default user ID is VMTAPE. Specify this option if your
site uses a user ID other than VMTAPE.

Example
To specify that tape TEST03 is being removed from the tape library and taken to another department
(represented by GONE), enter the following:

checkout test03 gone

VM:Tape responds with the following message:

VOLUME TEST03 HAS BEEN CHECKED OUT TO GONE

CLEAN Utility
Contents

Use the CLEAN EXEC to update the CLNCNT, DATECLN, and USECLN fields in the TMC for a specific volser to reflect
the date and number of times that a tape has been cleaned. The CLEAN EXEC assumes that the tape was cleaned on
the date the EXEC was run.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

CLEAN volser [ ( VMTAPEID userid ]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

volser
Indicates the volume serial number of the tape to be marked as cleaned.

[VMTAPEID userid]
Indicates the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The default user ID is VMTAPE. Specify this option
if your VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID is not VMTAPE.

Example
To indicate that tape BN0002 has been cleaned, enter the following:

clean bn0002

VM:Tape responds with the following messages:

VOLUME BN0002 HAS BEEN MARKED CLEAN AS OF 93181

VOLUME BN0002 HAS BEEN CLEANED 2 TIMES
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VOLUME BN0002 HAS BEEN USED 8 TIMES

VMTBKP Utility (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the VMTBKP utility to back up the TMC and reinitialize the Audit file. Backing up the TMC provides protection against
loss of TMC data if there are DASD hardware failures. Reinitializing the Audit file prevents the Audit file minidisk from
filling.

A VMTBACK EXEC to invoke the VMTBKP utility is provided as a sample on the distribution media. Modify this EXEC
according to your needs and train the operations staff to use it.

Use the TMC and Audit backup files created by VMTBKP as input to the VMTBUILD utility. Examples of use are:

• Moving the TMC
• Emergency recovery of the TMC if it is destroyed because of a hardware or software error

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTBKP {BACKUP [("Option A" "Option B"] | QUERY [( "Option B"]}

 

Option A:

[CONFIG filename]

[VMTAPEID [userid] | NOSUS]

[VOLID volser]

 

Option B:

[TYPE | PRINT]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

BACKUP
Specifies that the TMC and Audit files are to be backed up and the CMS Audit file is to be reinitialized. The user
ID doing the backup must have read-only access to the VM:Tape TMC disk (the VM:Tape 1B0 minidisk) and read/
write access to the VM:Tape AUDIT disk (the VM:Tape 1D0 minidisk).

QUERY
Requests statistics regarding the last TMC/Audit backup and the current number of Audit records in use. The user
ID doing the query must have read-only access to the VMTAPE AUDIT file.

CONFIG filename
Indicates the filename of the VM:Tape configuration file. The filetype is CONFIG, and the file must reside on an
accessed minidisk. If not specified, filename defaults to VMTAPE.

[VMTAPEID  [userid] | NOSUS]
Specifies the user ID that is running VM:Tape (VMTAPEID) or that VMTBKP will not attempt to issue a VM:Tape
SUSPEND command before the backup operation (NOSUS).
When you specify VMTAPEID, a MODULE with the filename userid must exist on an accessed disk so VMTBKP
can issue a VMTAPE SUSPEND command. By default, VMTAPEID is assumed..If not specified, userid defaults to
VMTAPE
Use the NOSUS option only in the following situations:
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• Testing is being done during VM:Tape installation and the VM:Tape virtual machine is not logged on
• An emergency backup of the TMC or Audit file is necessary and the VM:Tape virtual machine is not logged on
• The VMTBKP utility is run directly from the VM:Tape virtual machine after VM:Tape is shut down

If VM:Tape is operating normally and you specify the NOSUS option, the backup files that result may not be
correct. Also, the Audit file minidisk may be destroyed, because VMTBKP has read/write access and writes to it to
reinitialize the Audit file.

VOLID volser
Indicates the volser of the tape used for the primary TMC backup. This data is used by VMTBKP only if the
primary backup is to a non-labeled tape.
If the backup is to a standard label tape, specify the correct volid on the CMS FILEDEF command and LABELDEF
command. If the primary backup is to disk, the VOLID option is ignored.

[TYPE | PRINT]
Specifies that informational messages about the backup of the files should be displayed on the console (TYPE) or
printed on the virtual machine printer (PRINT).

Before Executing VMTBKP

Be sure the VM user ID that issues the VMTBKP command is authorized as a VM:Tape operator, because VMTBKP
issues a VMTAPE SUSPEND command.

Be sure the VMTAPE CONFIG file resides on an accessed minidisk, because VMTBKP uses it to obtain the filenames and
filetypes of the TMC and Audit files.

You must issue three CMS FILEDEF commands before executing VMTBKP:

• The ddname TMCBKP1 is the primary TMC backup file. The device type specified must be tape or disk. The output
can be blocked, but the blocking factor must be a multiple of 340.

• The ddname TMCBKP2 is the alternate TMC backup file. The device type specified must be tape, disk, or dummy. If
the output is blocked, the blocking factor must be a multiple of 340.

• The ddname AUDITBKP is the Audit file backup file. The device type specified must be tape, disk, or dummy. The
output can be blocked, and the blocking factor must be a multiple of 370.

If any of the output backup files go to tape and you use VM:Tape to do the mounts, you must mount the tape before you
issue the VMTBKP command. This is because VMTBKP suspends VM:Tape operations during the backup process.

The Audit minidisk must be linked MW, because VMTBKP must write to the minidisk to save the primary backup file
information and to reinitialize the Audit file. The TMC minidisk can be linked read-only, because VMTBKP does not write
to the TMC. Both the TMC and the Audit minidisks must be accessed before you issue the VMTBKP command. During
VMTBKP operation, the TMC and Audit minidisks are reaccessed after VMTBKP suspends VM:Tape to guarantee that the
latest versions of the TMC and Audit file are backed up.

If you intend to use the VMTBACK EXEC to run VMTBKP, be sure the VMTLIBR 1B0 work disk is accessed read/write. To
do this, add a LINK and an ACCESS statement to your VMTBACK EXEC. If you do not have a VMTLIBR 1B0 work disk,
ask your directory maintenance personnel to create one for you.

Examples
The following examples were run from the VMTLIBR user ID and assume the following:

• The VMTAPE 1B0 disk is linked as the 1F2 disk and accessed as the F disk
• The VMTAPE 1D0 disk is linked as the 1F3 disk and accessed as the G disk
• The VMTLIBR 1B0 work disk is accessed as the B disk

Querying Status

Query the status of the current backup and Audit file, display the information, and print it:
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vmtbkp query (type print

‘1F3’ REPLACES ‘ G 1F3 ’

LAST BACKUP WAS ON yyyy/ddd AT hh:mm TO VOLUME NMT101 WITH DSN TMC BACKUP B1

THERE ARE CURRENTLY 8 AUDIT RECORDS IN USE AND THE AUDIT DISK IS 32% FULL

Backing Up to Standard Label Tape

Make two backup copies of the TMC, each to a standard label tape using the following EXEC. The EXEC also backs
up the Audit file and appends the backup to the existing Audit file backup tape, 300624. Descriptive data set names are
assigned to the backups. This example assumes that the VM:Tape 191 disk is linked as VMTLIBR’s 1F0 disk and is
accessed as the D-disk.

/*******************************************************************/

/* Backup the TMC and AUDIT files to tape                          */ 

/* 1F0 is VMTAPE’s 191                                             */ 

/* 1F2 is VMTAPE’s 1B0 (TMC - read only)                           */ 

/* 1F3 is VMTAPE’s 1D0 (AUDIT - read/write)                        */ 

/*******************************************************************/

‘VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH 181 DSN CMSTMC PRI BACKUP (LABEL SL’,  

 ‘RETPD 01 WAIT STACK LIFO’

pull . volser1 .

queue ‘CMSTMC.PRI.BACKUP’

‘LABELDEF TMCBKP1 VOLID’ volser1 ‘FSEQ 1 VOLSEQ 1 FID ?’ 

‘FILEDEF  TMCBKP1 TAP1 SL 1 (BLOCK 3400 RECFM F LRECL 340’

‘VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH 182 DSN CMSTMC ALT BACKUP (LABEL SL’, 

 ‘RETPD 01 WAIT STACK LIFO’

pull . volser2 .

queue ‘CMSTMC.PRI.BACKUP’

‘LABELDEF TMCBKP2 VOLID’ volser2 ‘FSEQ 1 VOLSEQ 1 FID ?’ 

‘FILEDEF  TMCBKP2 TAP2 SL 1 (BLOCK 3400 RECFM F LRECL 340’

‘VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH 183 DSN CMSAUDIT HISTORY (LABEL SL’, 

 ‘RETPD 01 WAIT STACK LIFO’

pull . volser3 .

queue ‘CMSTMC.PRI.BACKUP’

‘LABELDEF AUDITBKP VOLID’ volser3 ‘FSEQ 1 VOLSEQ 1 FID ?’ 

‘FILEDEF  AUDITBKP TAP3 SL 1 (BLOCK 3700 RECFM F LRECL 370’

‘ACCESS 1F0 D’

‘ACCESS 1F2 F/F’

‘ACCESS 1F3 G’

‘VMTBKP BACKUP (PRINT’

exit rc

Backing Up to Tape

Make two backup copies of the TMC. Write one (primary copy) to a non-labeled tape and the other (alternate copy) to file
ALTTMC BACKUP on the B disk. Do not back up the Audit file. Discard audit records and display informational messages
at the terminal. For example:

vmtape mount scratch (label nl nowait
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MOUNT 181 REQUEST ACCEPTED

READY;

 

filedef tmcbkp1 tap1 nl 1 (block 3400 recfm fb

READY;

filedef tmcbkp2 disk alttmc backup b1 (block 3400 recfm fb

READY;

filedef auditbkp dummy

READY;

 

vmtbkp backup (type volid test01

‘1F2’ REPLACES ‘ F (1F2) ’

F (1F2) R/O

‘1F3’ REPLACES ‘ G (1F3) ’

LAST BACKUP WAS ON yyddd AT hh:mm tO VOLUME VMT1F3 WITH DSN TMCBKP1

THERE ARE CURRENTLY 5 AUDIT RECORDS IN USE AND THE AUDIT DISK IS 32% FULL

SUSPEND COMPLETION CODE=0

BACKUP OF CMS TMC FILE VMTAPE TMC F COMPLETE - RECORDS=64

BREAKDOWN: CONTROL=3, TMC=61, DSNB=0

BACKUP OF CMS AUDIT FILE VMTAPE AUDIT G COMPLETE - RECORDS=30

CMS AUDIT FILE VMTAPE AUDIT G1 SUCCESSFULLY REINITIALIZED

READY;

Backing Up to Disk

Back up the TMC to the disk file TMC BACKUP B1, and the Audit file to the disk file AUDIT BACKUP B1. Do not make an
alternate backup copy of the TMC. For example:

filedef tmcbkp1 disk tmc backup b1 (block 3400

READY;

filedef tmcbkp2 dummy

READY;

filedef auditbkp disk audit backup b1 (block 3700

READY;

vmtbkp backup (type

‘1F2’ REPLACES ‘ F (1F2) ’

F (1F2) R/O
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‘1F3’ REPLACES ‘ G (1F3) ’

LAST BACKUP WAS ON YYDDD AT HH:MM TO VOLUME TEST01 WITH DSN TMCBKP1

THERE ARE CURRENTLY 0 AUDIT RECORDS IN USE AND THE AUDIT DISK IS 32% FULL

BACKUP OF CMS TMC FILE VMTAPE AUDIT G COMPLETE - RECORDS=1

CMS AUDIT FILE VMTAPE AUDIT G1 SUCCESSFULLY REINITIALIZED

READY;

SUSPEND COMPLETION CODE=0

READY;

VMTBUILD Utility (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the VMTBUILD utility to build TMC and Audit files from TMC input files and the specified configuration file. Use the
VMTBUILD utility to do the following:

• Create a TMC or Audit file
• Add or delete SERIES records from the TMC
• Split a TMC
• Recreate a TMC from a backup TMC and Audit file

NOTE
 For more information about the processing messages generated during VMTBUILD, see Message Reference. 

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTBUILD {TMC [ddname1...[ddname10]]  [("Options"] | AUDIT [(PRINT]}

Options:

[CONFIG filename]

[DELETE]

[PRINT]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

TMC
Specifies that a TMC file is to be created. Use this parameter to create the initial TMC. You can also use this
parameter to add SERIES records to an existing TMC, remove SERIES records from a TMC, split a TMC, or
recreate a TMC from a backup TMC and Audit file if the TMC is lost. VM:Tape obtains the TMC fileid from the
CMSTMC record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file; the TMC fileid must not already exist. Also, VM:Tape obtains
SERIES records from the VMTAPE CONFIG file to determine the tape volsers to be included in the new TMC.

ddname1 ...[ddname10]
Specifies up to 10 input file ddnames that contain TMC or Audit file record images. VM:Tape applies the records
to the new TMC in the order specified.
Before issuing the VMTBUILD command, you must issue a CMS FILEDEF command for each ddname specified
on the command line. The input files you specify on the FILEDEF commands can be on tape or disk.

AUDIT
Specifies that an Audit file is to be created. VM:Tape obtains the Audit fileid from the CMSAUDIT record in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file; the Audit fileid must not already exist.
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CONFIG filename
Specifies the name of the configuration file containing the SERIES, CMSTMC, and CMSAUDIT records that
define the output files. The filetype is CONFIG. The file can reside on any accessed disk. If not specified, filename
defaults to VMTAPE.

DELETE
Specifies that all TMC records are to be marked as deleted volumes instead of scratched volumes when there
is no input volume record that matches a new TMC record. (SCRATCH is the default status.) Volume records
marked as being deleted in the TMC are placeholders for future expansion; that is, there is no corresponding real
tape in the library, although there is expected to be one in the future.
Tapes with a deleted status can be made available for scratch use with the TAPEINIT command. For more
information, see TAPEINIT Command in the Command Reference.
Note: If you have specified one or more ddnames on the command line, the input file that has a matching record
in the TMC will be applied, thereby overlaying the deleted record. The only records that remain deleted when a
new TMC is built are those not overlaid by any of the records in the input files.

[PRINT]
Specifies that informational messages about the formatting of the new files should be printed on the virtual
machine printer and on the console.

How VMTBUILD Works

VMTBUILD reads the SERIES records in the specified VM:Tape configuration file, then builds a TMC with default scratch
or deleted volume records and the volser and media type fields obtained from the SERIES record.

Next, VMTBUILD reads, in turn, each input file pointed to by the ddnames you specified on the command line. For each
volume record, VMTBUILD overwrites the corresponding record in the new TMC. Thus, record by record, the new TMC
inherits the information from the input files. For example, if the volser ABC123 is found in both ddname1 and ddname10,
the record is overlaid twice, and ultimately, the information from ddname10 remains in the new TMC.

Volser information in an old TMC used as an input file overwrites the corresponding volser information in the new TMC.
Thus, you cannot change the SERIES record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file to indicate that the media is a cartridge tape
(when before it was a reel), and use VMTBUILD to perform the necessary conversation of the TRTCH and DEN values for
you. The new TMC will ultimately be rewritten with the TRTCH and DEN values from the old TMC.

Never try to merge two TMCs that have (or have ever had) identical volsers without first rebuilding each TMC individually
to delete all the overlapping volsers. This initial step also removes any references in each TMC to volsers that are now
obsolete. When you run VMTBUILD for a second time to merge the two TMCs, no volume in one TMC refers to a volume
from the other TMC.

The optional input files are applied to the new TMC one at a time in the order specified (left to right). The input files
are presumed to be specified in chronological order, with the first or leftmost containing the oldest data and the last or
rightmost containing the newest data. Duplicate volser data in the newer files replaces the older data in the new TMC.

For input file FILEDEFs, you must specify the LRECL option if the input file is on a non-CMS minidisk:

• The value must be 340 for the TMC or 370 for the Audit file.
You can use the following data files (TMC-like files, except for Audit files) as input from various sources:

• Current CMS TMC and Audit file
• VM:Tape backup of a TMC or Audit file
• Output from the VMTCON utility

Before Running VMTBUILD

If you are using VMTBUILD to build the TMC and the Audit files, protect against data loss from DASD failures by putting
the TMC and Audit files on separate real DASD volumes.

Be sure that VM:Tape is not running before you run VMTBUILD from the VM:Tape user ID.
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WARNING
If the TMC you are building is shared, shut down all VM:Tape systems that share the TMC before you run
VMTBUILD. The system from which you run VMTBUILD should be shut down last or you will need to reaccess
the TMC minidisk before you run VMTBUILD.

If input to VMTBUILD is a VM:Tape backup of a TMC or Audit file, FILEDEF commands must use the same label type that
was used when the file was backed up.

NOTE
 For more information about example of using the utility, see "Recovering the TMC" in Backing Up VM:Tape
(CMS Only).

Be sure the specified or default configuration file resides on an accessed minidisk because VMTBUILD uses it to obtain
the SERIES records and filenames and filetypes of the output files.

Be sure the TMC and Audit output files specified in the configuration file do not exist or have been renamed before
executing VMTBUILD. Make a backup copy of the current TMC and Audit files before running VMTBUILD.

WARNING
If you do not provide the current TMC as input to the VMTBUILD utility, all current TMC information will be lost.
This could result in data loss, because saved tapes will no longer be protected; they will be in scratch or deleted
status and available to be used again.

Examples
 Adding or Removing Volser Series  You must perform this operation whenever the configuration file
SERIES records are in any way modified or reordered to:

• Add a new series
• Extend an existing series
• Delete a series
• Reorder the series in the TMC

For example, to add a new series of 100 reels (SYS001 through SYS100) to your TMC, follow these steps:

1. End VM:Tape.
2. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file and add the following record:

SERIES SYS001 100 REEL

3. Rename the current TMC (as specified on the CMSTMC record) to OLDTMC TMC B:
rename vmtape tmc b oldtmc tmc b

4. Issue a FILEDEF command to define input data from the old TMC to the current TMC:
filedef currtmc disk oldtmc tmc b

5. Run VMTBUILD:
vmtbuild tmc currtmc

VM:Tape responds as follows:
INITIALIZING THE NEW VOLUME LIBRARY FILE ‘VMTAPE TMC B’ ...

INITIALIZATION COMPLETE -- 239 RECORDS

PROCESSING INPUT FILE 1 DDNAME=CURRTMC

241 RECORDS READ -- 3 RECORDS IGNORED

VOLUME RECORDS: 236 APPLIED AND 0 REJECTED

DATASET RECORDS: 4 PASSED 0 REJECTED 0 IGNORED

PROCESSING MULTI-VOLUME AND MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

0 VOLUMES DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS
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3 MULTI-VOLUME TAPESETS

2 MULTI-DATASET TAPESETS

FINAL NUMBER OF DATASET RECORDS IS 4

Splitting a TMC

Your site has been sharing one TMC between two VM:Tape systems, System A and System B. Due to a departmental
reorganization in your company, it no longer makes sense to share the TMC. Because each system needs existing
records in the TMC, you decide to split it. To split a TMC, follow steps similar to these:

1. Create two new configuration files, SYSA CONFIG, containing the SERIES records used by System A, and SYSB
CONFIG, containing the records used by System B, using the current production system configuration file. The
resulting configuration files contain the following SERIES records:

VMTAPE CONFIG SYSA CONFIG SYSB CONFIG

SERIES AB0100 100 SERIES 1000 100 SERIES AB0100 100

SERIES 300000 4000 SERIES 300000 4000 SERIES 000 100

 

• If VM:Tape is running, end it.
• Rename the current TMC (as specified on the CMSTMC record) to OLD TMCTMC B:

rename vmtape tmc b oldtmc tmc b

• Issue a FILEDEF command to define input data from the old TMC to the current TMC:
filedef oldtmc disk oldtmc tmc b1

• Use the current TMC along with the SYSA CONFIG file to create a new TMC containing a subset of the records in the
current production TMC.
Two executions of VMTBUILD are necessary. Run the first execution of VMTBUILD to extract the volsers needed by
System A from the old TMC:
vmtbuild tmc oldtmc (config sysa

• Rename the current TMC (as specified on the CMSTMC record) to SYSA TMC B:
rename vmtape tmc b sysa tmc b

• Run the second execution of VMTBUILD to rebuild the production TMC without the extracted volumes:
vmtbuild tmc oldtmc (config sysb

• Move SYSA CONFIG and SYSA TMC to the appropriate system.
• Erase VMTAPE CONFIG and rename the SYSB CONFIG file to VMTAPE CONFIG before initialization.

rename sysb config b vmtape config b

VMTCON Utility (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the VMTCON utility to convert records from any non-VM:Tape database to a format that is compatible with VM:Tape
and is suitable for use with the VMTBUILD utility

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTCON [inputdd [outputdd [ctlfn]] ] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[REJECTS]
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[TYPE | PRINT]

[USEREXIT filename]

[VMTAPEID userid]

Options:

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

[inputdd
Indicates the ddname of the file containing the records to be converted. Specify the ddname on a CMS FILEDEF
command before running VMTCON. The input file specified by the FILEDEF command can be a tape or disk file
with an LRECL between 80 and 1000 bytes. It must consist of data to be converted to TMC format. The default
input ddname is INPUT.

outputdd
Indicates the ddname specified on a previous CMS FILEDEF command for the output file to be created by
VMTCON. The output file specified on the command line has a record length (LRECL) of 340 and contains
records in the VM:Tape TMC format. It can be a tape or disk file and will contain data in a format acceptable to the
VMTBUILD utility. The output file specified on the command line must not exist before VMTCON is executed. The
default output ddname is OUTPUT.

ctlfn
Specifies the filename of the control file containing the field specifications for VMTCON. The filetype of the control
file must be CONTROL. If ctlfn is not specified, the control fileid is VMTCON CONTROL.

REJECTS
Specifies that all records read from the input file that cannot be applied to the output file cause an informational
message to be typed or printed if the option is also specified.

[TYPE | PRINT]
Specifies that informational messages about the formatting of the new file are displayed on the terminal (TYPE) or
are printed on the virtual machine printer (PRINT).

USEREXIT filename
Specifies the CMS filename of a TEXT file to be dynamically loaded and called before converting each input
record. At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes two parameters, an input record read from the input file and an
output record buffer, to this exit using Register 1. After receiving this information, the exit performs one of the
following actions indicated by the return codes shown:

• RC = 0
Allows VMTCON to convert the input record

• RC = 4
Places the converted record in the output buffer

• RC = 8
Ignores the record

VMTAPEID userid
Indicates the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The default user ID is VMTAPE. Specify this option
if your site uses a user ID other than VMTAPE.

Control File Format

The VMTCON control file has a fixed format, with 80-character records containing format information for each TMC field
to be converted. Each record of the control file identifies one TMC field with the location, length, and format of the input
ddname record data. Control file records are free-format with one or more blanks separating each option. Records with an
asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character are considered comments. Blank records are ignored.
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Tmcfield format displacement length

tmcfield
Specifies the name of the TMC record field into which the input data is to be converted. These field names are the
same as those used by the VM:Tape EDIT command.
Note: For further information about TMC field names, see TMC Reference.

format
Specifies the format of the input data field to be converted. VMTCON handles five types of input data as shown
below:
CHAR

Specifies that the 1- to 256-byte input field is in EBCDIC character format. Input processing simply ORs
the data with a blank string to ensure that the characters can be printed in uppercase.

DATE
Specifies that the input field is in Gregorian date format. The 8-byte character field can contain a leading
or trailing blank. Input processing converts the Gregorian date (mm/dd/yy) to a 5-character Julian value
(yyddd).

HEX
Specifies that the input data field is 1 to 4 bytes of hexadecimal data. Input processing converts the field
to an 8-byte EBCDIC hexadecimal with leading zeros.

PACKED
Specifies that the 1- to 8-byte input field is in signed, packed decimal format. Input processing converts
the data to an 8-byte zoned decimal field.

TIME
Specifies that the 5-byte input field is a time of day in hh:mm 24-hour clock notation. Input processing
removes the colon (:), creating a 4-byte EBCDIC field.

displacement
Specifies the location of the input record data relative to 0. The displacement value plus field length must be
within the range of the input record’s logical record length.

length
Specifies the length of the input record data. The displacement plus length value of the field must be within the
range of the input record’s logical record length.

WARNING
If you do not specify a value for the COUNT field of the TMC, VM:Tape will use default values for density
and label type the first time a tape is mounted. Values for density, label type, recording technique, and
record format must be those chosen from the allowable values specified in TMC Reference.

Example
Convert the tape library information in the disk file TMC DATA A1 to TMC format, and then store the converted
data in the file CONVERT DATA A1. The file TMC DATA A1 contains the following records:

FDN001  FRED       D3  02  01/07/09  02/15/10  12:43  12

JOE002  JOE        D3  01  11/05/09  01/30/10  9:17    7

JOE018  HARRY      C3  02  10/10/09  07/15/10  14:16  22

FDN004  FRED       83  01  06/06/09  01/18/10  18:28  18

PD0075  PRODDATA   C3  02  04/21/09  02/14/10  22:22   3

PD0076  PRODDATA   D3  02  04/22/09  02/15/10  21:39   1

BN0007  LARRY      C3  02  01/01/09  01/09/10  11:11   9

BN0008  MIKE       D3  02  12/05/09  12/05/10  17:18  12
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The fields to be converted to TMC format are the volume serial number (VOLSER), tape owner (CJOB),
tape density (DEN), label type (LABEL), creation and expiration dates (CDATE and EXPDT), creation time
(CTIME), and number of times the tape has been used (COUNT). File VMTCON CONTROL A1 (the default
filename) contains the following control records:

TMC field format displacement length

VOLSER CHAR 0 6

CJOB CHAR 7 8

DEN CHAR 16 2

LABEL CHAR 19 2

CDATE DATE 22 8

EXPDT DATE 31 8

CTIME TIME 40 5

COUNT CHAR 46 2

  To convert the data to TMC format, enter the following FILEDEF commands and run the VMTCON utility:

Filedef input disk tmc data a

filedef output disk convert data a (lrecl 340 block 340 recfm f

vmtcon input output (type rejects

VM:Tape responds as follows:

8 RECORDS READ

0 RECORDS REJECTED

Messages indicating records read and rejected are sent to the console. Because no records were rejected,
the file CONVERT DATA A1 contains eight records in TMC format. This file can be used as input to the
VMTBUILD utility to add the tape information to the TMC.

VMTDSP Utility (CMS and OS TMCs)
Use the VMTDSP utility to write a brief message on the display panel on a 3480, 3490, 3490E, 3590, 3592, 9840, or 9940
tape drive that is attached to your user ID.

You write such messages when you want to communicate with the operator. For example, if you want the tape drive to
remain attached to your user ID for an extended period, you can use this utility to tell the operator why.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTDSP vaddr message

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of the drive.
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message
Specifies the 8-character message to display on the message display.

Example
To update the message display on any cartridge type tape drive to show that you are using the drive to run the
payroll application, enter the following:

vmtdsp 181 payroll

VMTSDF Utility (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the VMTSDF utility to format a control area on an unused area of the shared minidisks containing the TMC and Audit
files when using the VM:Tape Shared Disk facility.

Use the VM:Tape SDC command to unlock a disk when an outstanding lock prevents the VM:Tape service virtual
machines from completing initialization.

Because a control area resides on both the 1B0 and 1D0 minidisks, you must run the VMTSDF utility twice. Run the utility
once for the TMC minidisk and once for the Audit file minidisk.

WARNING
Use the VMTSDF program only when all the participating VM:Tape service virtual machines are down, or
unpredictable results may occur, including the destruction of the TMC or Audit databases.

NOTE
For more information about multiple VM:Tape systems sharing TMC and Audit files, see Shared Disk Facility
(CMS TMCs Only).

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTSDF mode sysname1 [sysname2 ... sysname24]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

mode
Indicates the disk mode letter of the accessed CMS minidisk.

sysname1 [sysname2 ... sysname24]
Indicates unique names to be associated with each VM:Tape service virtual machine sharing the minidisk. Each
name must match the name that is defined for that system in the SYSNAME configuration file record. You can
specify up to 24 names. For more information, see SYSNAME record.

Before Running VMTSDF

Before you use the VMTSDF utility, use the CMS FORMAT command with the RECOMP option to reserve a control area
at the logical end of a shared minidisk. If you are also using the STAM facility and have formatted a control area on the
TMC disk using the VMTSTF utility, a reserved area for VMTSDF has been included. Formatting with RECOMP is not
necessary for the TMC.

For CKD devices, the number of cylinders that are specified must be one less than the number of cylinders specified
for the minidisk in the directory. For example, if the TMC resides on a five-cylinder minidisk, then FORMAT 1B0 B 4
(RECOMP) reserves the last cylinder.
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For FBA devices, the number of blocks that are specified must be 24 fewer than the number of blocks specified for
the minidisk in the directory. For example, if the TMC resides on a 10000-block minidisk, then FORMAT 1B0 B 9976
(RECOMP) reserves the last 24 blocks.

VMTSPLIT Utility
Use the VMTSPLIT Utility to create an export file from a CMS format VM:Tape TMC. The CA 1 TMSMERGE Utility can
use the resulting file as an import input data set. The VMTSPLIT Utility is a standalone utility program. Run it from the
VM:Tape server virtual machine when VM:Tape is not active.

Use this utility in the following circumstance:

• You are combining one or more VM:Tape CMS format TMC files with one or more z/OS CA 1 TMC files.
• The result is a single z/OS CA 1 TMC file.
• All VM:Tape systems and CA 1 on z/OS are to share this z/OS CA 1 TMC file.

After you run the VMTSPLIT Utility, reconfigure VM:Tape to run with the shared CA 1 z/OS TMC. This TMC is created
after the CA 1 TMSMERGE Utility is run on z/OS.

NOTE
For more information about setting up and sharing a z/OS CA 1 TMC, see Sharing the CA 1 TMC.

VMTSPLIT and CA 1 TMSSPLIT

The VMTSPLIT Utility is the VM:Tape equivalent to the CA 1 TMSSPLIT Utility. The latter utility performs the first half of a
CA 1 split/merge operation. TMSSPLIT creates an export file of TMC records to be used by TMSMERGE.

VMTSPLIT creates the 366-byte record for each volser in the TMC. These records contain the control information that the
CA 1 TMSMERGE Utility requires. The VMTSPLIT Utility uses a single CMS format VM:Tape TMC as input. If you merge,
add, or delete records from the input TMC, regenerate the TMC with the VM:Tape VMTBUILD Utility.

NOTE
For more information, see VMTBUILD Utility (CMS TMCs Only). For more information about the CA 1
TMSSPLIT Utility or the CA 1 TMSMERGE Utility, see CA 1 Utilities and Reports.

VMTSPLIT generates two output reports. These reports are equivalent to the CA 1 TMSSPLIT Report 50 and Report 52.
Report 50 is a detailed list containing one line for each volser that is included in the export file. Report 52 is a pull list of
volsers that are included in the export file. Report 52 lists 10 volsers per output line.

VMTSPLIT Utility Requirements

The requirements for VMTSPLIT utility are as follows:

• A valid VMTAPE CONFIG file that contains:
– A CMSTMC record that references the TMC file to be used as input.
– One or more SERIES records that describe the TMC file that is referenced on the CMSTMC record.

• A valid VM:Tape CMS format TMC that corresponds to the VMTAPE CONFIG file information referenced earlier.
• A standard SORT program that supports E15 and E35 EXIT routines, for example, VM:Sort or Sort.
• Sufficient unallocated disk space (which can include system T-DISK) required by the SORT program for dynamic

allocation.
• If the VMTSPLIT WORK data set is directed to disk, sufficient disk space for the VMTSPLIT WORK data set. The disk

space is roughly equivalent to the disk space required for the input TMC plus 10 percent.
• If the VMTSPLIT EXPORT data set is directed to disk, sufficient disk space for the VMTSPLIT EXPORT data set. The

disk space is roughly equivalent to the disk space required for the input TMC plus 10 percent.
• VMTSPLIT output reports are sent to the VM:Tape virtual printer.
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– Report 50 contains one line for each volser. The report also contains an extra line for each additional data set on a
volser if applicable. The print file containing Report 50 is a large file.

– Report 52 lists  ten volsers per print line. Therefore, it is much smaller than Report 50.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTSPLIT

Preparing to Run VMTSPLIT

Follow these steps before using the VMTSPLIT Utility:

1. Ensure the requirements that are listed in VMSPLIT Utility Requirements have been met.
2. Log on to the VM:Tape server and END VM:Tape.

NOTE
These instructions assume that you first run the VMTSPLIT Utility. Then you reconfigure your VM:Tape
server to run with the shared CA 1 TMC created from the CA 1 TMSMERGE Utility. For more information
about setting up and sharing a z/OS CA 1 TMC, see the Sharing the CA 1 TMC .

3. If necessary, run the VM:Tape VMTBUILD Utility to create the TMC to be used as input to the VMTSPLIT Utility.
4. Issue a CMS FILEDEF command for the WORK data set. The WORK data set is a temporary data set that is deleted

when VMTSPLIT completes. The FILEDEF can be directed either to DISK or TAPE, for example:
FILEDEF WORK DISK WORK FILE T

Or
FILEDEF WORK TAP1 SL

5. Issue a CMS FILEDEF command for the EXPORT data set. The EXPORT data set is the output that is passed as
input to the CA 1 TMSMERGE Utility. The FILEDEF can be directed either to DISK or TAPE, for example:
FILEDEF EXPORT DISK EXPORT FILE T

Or
FILEDEF EXPORT TAP2 SL

If either the WORK or EXPORT data sets are being directed to tape, issue the CMS SET TVICALL OFF command.
Issuing this command ensures that when the data sets are opened, VM:Tape is not called for tape allocation and
mount processing. Do not call VM:Tape because in step 2 above you brought it  down. However, before you run the
VMTSPLIT Utility, manually allocate any needed tape drives. Also mount the appropriate scratch tapes in R/W mode.

VMTSTF Utility (CMS TMCs Only)
Use the VMTSTF utility to format the STAM control file. The STAM control file maintains information about the status of
tape drives shared by more than one system or more than one VM:Tape machine on the same system. When VM:Tape
systems share tape drives, the control file must be formatted with VMTSTF before using the STAM facility.

MVS systems can participate in tape drive sharing using MIA from Broadcom. For more information about the VM:Tape
interface to MIA, see MIA.

The VMTSTF utility reads the STAM parameter file and builds a framework for the locks that STAM uses to allocate drives.
Each system has a reserved area on the STAM control file disk which is used to hold locking information for that system
in addition to control information for that system. The control information includes a list of devices that are defined to that
system.

NOTE
Every time that you modify the STAM parameter file, you should execute the VMTSTF utility to ensure that
the structure of the STAM control disk area is updated with the change. The VM:Tape STAM facility reads the
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STAM parameter file and expects the control disk to match those specifications. Any variance could result in
unpredictable behavior. For more information about the STAM parameter file, see STAMPARM Record.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTSTF [( CONFIG [filename]] 

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

CONFIG [filename]
Specifies the CMS filename of the CONFIG file containing the STAM and STAMPARM configuration file records
that describe the STAM system. If not specified, filename defaults to VMTAPE.

Before Running VMTSTF

Be sure the specified or default configuration file resides on an accessed minidisk, because VMTSTF reads the
configuration file to obtain information from the STAM, STAMPARM, and CMSTMC records.

Be sure both the STAM and STAMPARM records are present in the configuration file. Use VMTSTF only with the CMS or
DISK parameters of the STAM configuration file record.

If the number of systems, number of devices, or addresses of devices that are controlled by STAM are changed, reformat
the STAM control file.

Do not run the utility while STAM is active on a participating system. Doing this causes STAM to stop on all systems.

Reserving Space for the STAM Control File

To reserve space at the logical end of the TMC disk for the STAM control file, use the CMS FORMAT command with the
RECOMP option before formatting with VMTSTF. If the TMC resides on a CKD device, you must reserve one cylinder. For
example, if the TMC resides on a ten-cylinder minidisk, execute the following command to reserve the control area:

format 1B0 b 9 (recomp

If the TMC resides on an FBA device, you must reserve 1440 FBA blocks. For example, if the TMC resides on a disk
containing 14400 FBA blocks, execute the following command to reserve the control area:

 format 1b0 b 12960 (recomp 

If the TMC has previously existed on an FBA device being shared by multiple VM systems using the VM:Tape Shared
Disk facility, reformat the control area that is used for VMTSDF using this formula. Run VMTSDF and VMTSTF against
this new, larger area.

With existing CKD devices utilizing the Shared Disk facility, the cylinder that was previously reserved for VMTSDF
provides sufficient room for VMTSTF. Reformatting with RECOMP before running VMTSTF is not required.

VMTDLMUT Utility (CMS and OS TMCs)
Use the VMTDLMUT utility to change the status of a volume in the EMC Disk Library for Mainframe (DLM) database.

The VMTDLMUT utility changes the status of a single volume per execution; for example, to change the DLM database
status of the specified volume to a status of SCRATCH.
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The VMTDLMUT utility  requires  that the VM:Tape server is running, and verifies the following conditions:

• The user executing the VMTDLMUT utility has VMTLIBR authorization; VMTLIBR authorization is  required .
• The volume that is specified for the VMTDLMUT utility is in the VM:Tape TMC. If the volume is not in the VM:Tape

TMC, the VMTDLMUT utility execution aborts and the change is not made.
• The current status (SAVED, SCRATCH, or DELETED) of the volume specified for the VMTDLMUT utility in

the VM:Tape TMC. If the VMTDLMUT utility function specified is inconsistent with the current status of the volume
in the VM:Tape TMC, the VMTDLMUT utility execution aborts. For example, if you request the VMTDLMUT utility to
change the status of the volume in the DLM database to SCRATCH, and the status of the volume in the VM:Tape TMC
is SAVED, the VMTDLMUT utility execution aborts and the change is not made. 

The VMTDLMUT utility logs all transactions that are executed (not aborted due to one of the previously listed conditions)
to the file named DLMLOG LISTING on the CMS minidisk or SFS directory accessed at filemode A. If the file does not
exist, it is created. If the file already exists, then it is appended to.

NOTE

The VMTDLMUT Utility is included in PTF RO94878. To obtain the utility, you must apply this PTF.

Prototype Usage Example

The name of the prototype usage example is VMTDLMSC XEXEC.

The prototype searches the VM:Tape TMC for tapes in SCRATCH status. When the prototype finds such a tape, the
prototype executes the utility to mark the volume as SCRATCH in the DLM database.

Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

VMTDLMUT vaddr function volser <vmtape>

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

vaddr
Specifies the virtual address of an already attached DLM tape drive  with no tape mounted .

function
Specifies one of the following four functions:
SCRATCH: change the volume status in the DLM database to SCRATCH; the volume must also be SCRATCH in
the VM:Tape TMC.
UNSCRATCH: change the volume status in the DLM database to NOT SCRATCH; the volume can be in any
status in the VM:Tape TMC.
FREESPACE: ERASE the data that is associated with the volume from DLM storage; the volume must already be
SCRATCH in the VM:Tape TMC and the DLM database.
SCRFREE: change the volume status in the DLM database to SCRATCH, then ERASE the data that are
associated with the volume from DLM storage; the volume must also be SCRATCH in the VM:Tape TMC.

volser
Specifies the volume in the DLM database to change.

vmtape
Optional parameter to specify the name of the VM:Tape server if it is not VMTAPE. The default, if not specified, is
VMTAPE.
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Example
The following command changes the status of volume R93001 in the DLM database to SCRATCH. The DLM
tape drive is attached to the issuing user ID at the virtual address 0181.

vmtdlmut 181 scratch r93001

 Sample DLMLOG LISTING File

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 FREESPAC R93005 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:03:35 VOLUME  R93005  REQUEST REJECT - VOL. NOT A SCRATCH

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 UNSCRATC R93005 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:04:12 VOLUME  R93005  REQUEST REJECT - VOL. NOT A SCRATCH

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 SCRFREE R93005 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:09:52 VOLUME  R93005  SCRATCHED

2017-02-19 11:09:52 VOLUME  R93005  ERASED

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 FREESPAC R93006 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:26:52 VOLUME  R93006  REQUEST REJECT - VOL. NOT A SCRATCH

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 UNSCRATC R93006 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:27:20 VOLUME  R93006  REQUEST REJECT - VOL. NOT A SCRATCH

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 FREESPAC R93006 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:28:11 VOLUME  R93006  REQUEST REJECT - VOL. NOT A SCRATCH

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 SCRFREE R93006 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:28:34 VOLUME  R93006  SCRATCHED

2017-02-19 11:28:34 VOLUME  R93006  ERASED

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 FREESPAC R93006 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:29:19 VOLUME  R93006  REQUEST REJECT - ALREADY ERASED

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 FREESPAC R93007 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:29:42 VOLUME  R93007  REQUEST REJECT - VOL. NOT A SCRATCH

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 SCRATCH R93007 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:29:59 VOLUME  R93007  SCRATCHED

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 FREESPAC R93007 DEBUG

2017-02-19 11:30:11 VOLUME  R93007  ERASED

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 FREESPAC R93007 DEBUG

2017-02-19 12:06:51 VOLUME  R93007  REQUEST REJECT - ALREADY ERASED

DLMSCR/CA VMT 2.00    DLMCTRL = 3A91  PARM 0181 UNSCRATC CA3000 VMTAPE

2017-02-19 14:35:03 VOLUME  CA3000  REQUEST REJECT - VOLUME NOT FOUND

 

Return Codes:
RC=0:

The specified DLM function was successfully executed for the specified volume.
RC=2:

The DLM function was executed, however, the DLM rejected the request. In this case, the DLM function was
SCRATCH, however, the volume's status in the DLM is already SCRATCH.

RC=4:
The DLM function was executed, however, the DLM rejected the request. Review the DLMLOG LISTING file to
determine why the DLM rejected the request.
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RC=8:
Inconsistency between the specified DLM function and volume, and current status of the specified volume in
the VM:Tape TMC; the volume status in the VM:Tape TMC is SAVED. VMTDLMUT execution is aborted.

RC=16:
Invalid parameter specification. VMTDLMUT execution is aborted.

RC=24:
The user executing the VMTDLMUT utility does not have TAPELIBR authorization. VMTDLMUT execution is
aborted.

RC=28:
The specified volume is not in the VM:Tape TMC. VMTDLMUT execution is aborted.

RC=45:
The VM:Tape server is not available. VMTDLMUT execution is aborted.

User Exit Reference
Use the VM:Tape user exits for the following functions:

• Customizing the processing for volume security validation and authorization
• Tape label processing
• Foreign tape handling (for those tapes not in the TMC)
• Accounting

User exits also enable data security erasure.

User exits are loaded dynamically and therefore do not require the creation of a new VMTAPE MODULE. VM:Tape now
runs in 31-bit addressing mode. Change ASSEMBLER user exits to be 31-bit safe, because PLISTs being passed to the
exits can now be above the 16-M line. MACROs like LINEDIT are no longer safe to use. VM:Tape does not support the
use of IUCV within user exits.

VM:Tape provides prototypes of all the user exits on the VM:Tape product LOCALSAM disk. For more information about
the location of the LOCALSAM disk media, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference. Review the prototypes for
ways that you can modify the parameters to fit your processing requirements. Each user exit is described in this section.

Assembling the User Exits

WARNING
Never use a sample user exit directly from the distribution media without reviewing it and modifying it for your
site. If you are using user exits and sharing the TMC with other systems, halt VM:Tape on all systems while you
assemble the user exits.

VM:Tape now runs in 31-bit addressing mode. Alter any existing ASSEMBLER User exits to be 31-bit safe because
PLISTs being passed to the exits can now be above the 16 MB line. Macros such as LINEDIT are no longer safe to use.

After you review the user exits and make any necessary changes, prepare them for use by VM:Tape.
Assemble the user exits using the following instructions, which assume you are logged on to the VM:Tape service virtual
machine.

LISTFILE * MACRO D (EXEC

LISTFILE * COPY D (APPEND

RENAME CMS EXEC A VMTLIB = =

VMFMAC VMTLIB

GLOBAL MACLIB VMTLIB DMSGPI DMSOM OSMACRO VMTUSER

ASSEMBLE exitfn
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In the predceding instructions,  exitfn  is the filename of the ASSEMBLE file that contains the assembler code for the
user exit.

Compiling User Exit

Use the VMTUSER MACLIB to compile any VM:Tape specific user exits. The VMTUSER MACLIB is loaded on to the
VM:Tape product LOCALSAM disk. For more information about the location of the LOCALSAM disk, see Initial VM
Product Installation  in the Mainframe VM Product Manager documentation. You can use the VMTUSER MACLIB through
the Global MACLIB command.

Example:

You can use the GLOBAL MACLIB command to assemble the sample User Exits provided with VM:Tape:

GLOBAL MACLIB DMSGPI DMSOM OSMACRO HCPGPI OSMACRO1 VMTUSER

Execution Order of User Exits

To decide which user exits can best satisfy the needs of your site, determine the following information:

• At what point in a request does VM:Tape call each user exit?
• What information is passed to the user exit?

The order in which VM:Tape calls the user exits for a mount request follows:

1. The user sends a mount request to VM:Tape. If the request came over TCP/IP, the TCPAUTH user exit authorizes the
request.

2. VM:Tape passes the command to the USERCMND or COMMAND exit, which modifies, accepts, or rejects the
command.

3. VM:Tape parses the command and checks the syntax.
4. VM:Tape verifies the requested volser with the TMC.
5. If the mount is for a foreign mount, VM:Tape calls the USREXIT1 exit. If VM:Tape does not cancel the mount, VM:Tape

checks the authorizations.
Note:  If USREXIT1 is called, USREXIT2 is skipped. Also, the VM:Secure Rules facility can prevent this exit from
being called.

6. If the mount is not a foreign mount, VM:Tape calls the USREXIT2 exit. This user exit modifies, accepts, or rejects the
mount request.
Note:  A return code of 4 from the USREXIT2 exit indicates that VM:Tape skips the normal authorization checking, as
shown in step 7.

7. VM:Tape checks the authorizations; then it calls the USERSECR exit. (The USERSECR exit supersedes the
USREXIT2 exit, and is the preferred exit to use for security checking.)

8. After the authorizations are validated, VM:Tape starts the drive allocation process.
9. VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE exit to modify the EDL.
10. After VM:Tape gets a tape drive and the real device address is known, it calls USREXIT9. Then it sends a message to

the operator to mount the tape.
11. After the tape is mounted, but before the label is verified, VM:Tape calls the USREXIT3 exit.
12. VM:Tape checks the label, unless the USREXIT3 exit specifies bypass label processing.
13. VM:Tape updates the TMC record and then calls the USERACNT exit, followed by the USREXIT5 exit.
14. If needed, VM:Tape writes a label on the tape.
15. Before the tape is attached to the user, VM:Tape calls USREXIT7 to position the tape after the label.
16. After the tape drive is detached from VM:Tape and attached to the user, VM:Tape calls the USREXIT4 exit. This exit

creates a CP accounting record.
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Common User Exit Buffer

Each VM:Tape command is given a 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user exits.
The work areas are command-specific. Work areas cannot be used across commands.

The address of the work area is in the parameter list pointed to by Register 1 when the user exit is called.  See the
documentation for each user exit for parameter list definitions.

NOTE
The 80-byte work area that some exits used in previous releases is still available. If you use this area, convert
your exits to take advantage of the 256-byte work area.

NOTE
The one exception to this method of supplying the buffer address to an exit is USREXIT7. Because this exit can
be implemented as an EXEC, VM:Tape converts the address of the common buffer area to EBCDIC. It then
passes the converted address to the exit as the last parameter in the parameter list.

TMC Records

VM:Tape passes a copy of the TMC record to the user exits. The user exit can change this copy, but VM:Tape ignores the
changes. Such changes are not written into the TMC. The only exceptions to this rule are USREXIT8 and USERACNT,
which allow changes to the TMC.

ALLOCATE User Exit
Use the ALLOCATE user exit, a REXX-only user exit, to manipulate the drives in the EDL, and to modify drive usage
information. The ALLOCATE user exit is called after VM:Tape constructs the EDL. If you have defined the LMS interface,
the ALLOCATE user exit is called after the EDL reduction step.

The default environment for user exits defined by the USEREXIT record is VM:Tape. Any command that is not a REXX
command is considered a VM:Tape primitive, a CP command, or a CMS command.

The ALLOCATE user exit does not pass any parameters; it works through two VM:Tape primitives, EXTRACT and
SET. These primitives are modeled after the XEDIT subcommands by the same name. For more information about the
EXTRACT and SET primitives, see Macro Primitive Reference.

Note: For more information about how tape drives are ordered in the EDL, see "Drive Allocation" in Typical Mount
Scenario in Getting Started.

Return Codes

The return code must be one of those listed below.

Return code The exit

0 Normal return code; drive ordering was handled entirely by
the ALLOCATE user exit. Set to zero to bypass standard drive
ordering.

1 (or any non-zero value) VM:Tape applies standard drive ordering to the EDL (just as if the
ALLOCATE user exit were not implemented).

Called By

The MOUNT, ALLOCATE, RESERVE DRIVE, RELEASE DRIVE commands

Called by the above commands after VM:Tape constructs the EDL. If you have defined the LMS interface, the ALLOCATE
user exit is called after the EDL reduction step.
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VM:Backup and VM:Batch use the RESERVE DRIVE and RELEASE DRIVE commands. Code your exit to ignore the
RELEASE DRIVE command.

Example 1
The ALLOCATE user exit in this example selects an on-site drive for the primary copy of a VM:Backup job and
an off-site drive for a secondary copy. To implement this user exit, follow these steps:

1. Add a RESERVE OFF record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
2. Set up the following site-dependent variables:

a. VM:Backup data set names for on-site drives
b. VM:Backup data set names for off-site drives
c. List of on-site drives
d. List of off-site drives
e. List of default drives for non-VM:Backup mount requests

3. After the lists have been set up, VM:Tape checks the data set names for VM:Backup jobs and sets the
eligible drive list to the appropriate drives without changing standard VM:Tape drive ordering.

4. Program the user exit as shown in the following section:

/* In this example, drives DA0 and DA1 are on-site*/

/* DA2 and DA3 are offsite, and DA0 will be used*/

/* for all non-VM:Backup requests*/

/*-------------------------Set up site-dependent variables-------------------*/

onsite_drive_dsn = 'WEEKLY.PRIMARY'

offsite_drive_dsn = 'WEEKLY.COPY1'

onsite_drive_list =  'DA0 ACTIVE DA1 ACTIVE DA2 EXEMPT DA3 EXEMPT'

offsite_drive_list = 'DA0 EXEMPT DA1 EXEMPT DA2 ACTIVE DA3 ACTIVE'

default_drive_list = 'DA0 ACTIVE DA1 EXEMPT DA2 EXEMPT' ,

                     'DA3 EXEMPT'

/*---------------------------Check DSN for VM:Backup Jobs-------------------*/

'EXTRACT /MOUNT/'

if (MOUNT.1='RELEASE') then

exit 0              /* RC = 0, Skip VM:Tape drive ordering */

'EXTRACT /COMMAND/'

if (MOUNT.1 = 'MOUNT') then

do

   if (MOUNT.4 = onsite_drive_dsn) then

     'SET EDL NOREORDER' onsite_drive_list

   else if (MOUNT.4 = offsite_drive_dsn) then

     'SET EDL NOREORDER' offsite_drive_list

   else

     'SET EDL NOREORDER' default_drive_list

end

exit 1                       

/* RC = 1, Allow VM:Tape drive ordering */

Example 2
The ALLOCATE user exit in this example creates scratch mount drive pools by sending certain types of
scratch mounts to particular drives. For instance, all tapes in the VMBACKUP.WEEKLY pool go to drive 740,
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and all tapes in the VMBACKUP.MONTHLY pool go to drive 741. To implement this user exit, follow these
steps:

1. Set up these site-dependent variables:
a. Scratch pools defined for your VM:Tape system
b. List of active and exempt drives for tapes in the scratch pools

2. After the lists have been set up, VM:Tape checks whether the scratch tape belongs to a pool and, if so,
sets the eligible drive list to the appropriate drives.

3. Program the user exit as shown in the following code.

/*-------------------Set up site-dependent variables-------------------*/

/*  1. Scratch pools defined for your CA VM:Tape system*/

/*  2. List of active and exempt drives for tapes in the scratch pools.*/

 

vmb_weekly_pool  = 'VMBACKUP.WEEKLY'

vmb_monthly_pool = 'VMBACKUP.MONTHLY'

vmspool_pool     = 'VMSPOOL.BACKUP'                              

general_pool     = 'general'

 

weekly_drive_list  = '740 ACTIVE 741 EXEMPT 742 EXEMPT 743 EXEMPT' 

monthly_drive_list = '740 EXEMPT 741 ACTIVE 742 EXEMPT 743 EXEMPT' 

vmspool_drive_list = '740 EXEMPT 741 EXEMPT 742 ACTIVE 743 EXEMPT' 

general_drive_list = '740 EXEMPT 741 EXEMPT 742 EXEMPT 743 ACTIVE'

/*-------------------Check DSN for CA VM:Backup Jobs---------------*/

 

'EXTRACT /MOUNT/'                                                

if (MOUNT.1='RELEASE') then

exit 0       /* RC = 0, Skip VM:Tape drive ordering */

'EXTRACT /POOL/'

if (MOUNT.1 = 'MOUNT') then

do

  'CP MSGNOH *' POOL.1

   if (POOL.1 <> ‘OFF') then

   do

     select

      when POOL.2 = vmb_weekly_pool then

                       'SET EDL' weekly_drive_list

      when POOL.2 = vmb_monthly_pool then

                       'SET EDL' monthly_drive_list

      when POOL.2 = vmspool_pool then

                       'SET EDL' vmspool_drive_list

      when POOL.2 = general_pool then

                       'SET EDL' general_drive_list

      otherwise 'CP MSGNOH * Undefined pool' POOL.2 'in ALLOCATE exit'

     end

   end

exit 0       /* RC = 0, Skip VM:Tape drive ordering */

Example 3
The ALLOCATE user exit in this example allows only drives equipped with automatic cartridge loaders (ACLs)
to perform VM:Backup requests. You can use this user exit to load the ACL with scratch tapes and start a
VM:Backup job during off-peak hours, knowing that VM:Backup will only select ACL-capable drives. Regular
scratch mounts will go to non-ACL drives. This ALLOCATE user exit dynamically determines ACL-capable
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drives and builds the eligible drive list using only those drives with an ACL (ACL_drive_list). For drives without
an ACL, it builds a general drive list (GEN_drive_list). If the request is from VM:Backup, the user exit sets the
eligible drive list accordingly. To implement this user exit, follow these steps:

1. Add a RESERVE OFF record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file.
2. Run VM:Tape without Autopick and with scratch pools.
3. Identify the VM:Backup user ID.
4. Program the user exit as shown in the following code.

/*-----------------Set up site-dependent variables ----------*/

/* Identify CA VM:Backup userid */

 

vmb_user = 'VMBACKUP'                                   

                                                      

/*----------------- Initialize Variables --- - ---------------*/

 

ACL_drive_list = ‘'

GEN_drive_list = ‘'

/*------------ Build an ACL drive list and also a -----------*/

/*------------------non-ACL drive list-----------------------*/

 

'EXTRACT /MOUNT/'

 if (MOUNT.1='RELEASE') then

exit 0           /* RC = 0, Skip VM:Tape drive ordering      */

'EXTRACT /DRIVE/USER/'

 if (MOUNT.1 = 'MOUNT') then

 do

   do i = 1 to DRIVE.0

     'EXTRACT /DEVICE' DRIVE.i '/'

      parse var DEVICE.7 stat .

      if stat = 'ACL' then

      do

        ACL_drive_list = ACL_drive_list || ' ' || DRIVE.i 'ACTIVE' 

        GEN_drive_list = GEN_drive_list || ' ' || DRIVE.i 'EXEMPT' 

      end

      else

      do

ACL_drive_list = ACL_drive_list || ' ' || DRIVE.i 'EXEMPT' 

        GEN_drive_list = GEN_drive_list || ' ' || DRIVE.i 'ACTIVE' 

 

      end

   end

/*------------ Determine whether to send mount to ACL ---------*/

/*------------ or to send it to non-ACL capable drives---------*/

 

   if (USER.3 = vmb_user) then

     'SET EDL' ACL_drive_list

   else

     'SET EDL' GEN_drive_list

 end

exit 0    /* RC = 0, Skip VM:Tape drive ordering */
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Example 4
In this sample user exit, DA0-DA3 are ACS silo drives, and 720 is an external drive. All tape mounts are driven
to the ACS drives, except for VM:Backup tape copies, which go to the external drive for off-site removal.
Before you implement this user exit, follow these steps:

1. Set up the HSC interface with the PRODUCT record.
2. Manually set up the ACS_drive_list and EXT_drive_list as they exist at your site.
3. Program the user exit as shown in the following code:

 

/*------------------Set up the drive lists--------------------------*/

ACS_drive_list = 'DA0 ACTIVE DA1 ACTIVE DA2 ACTIVE DA3 ACTIVE 720 EXEMPT' 

EXT_drive_list = 'DA0 EXEMPT DA1 EXEMPT DA2 EXEMPT DA3 EXEMPT 720 ACTIVE'

 

/*------------------Set external EDL for VM:Backup twin copies--------*/

 

twin_dsn = 'VMB.MONTHLY.COPY1 VMB.WEEKLY.COPY1 VMB.DAILY.COPY1'

 

'EXTRACT /MOUNT/'

 if (MOUNT.1='RELEASE') then

exit 0    /* RC = 0, Skip VM:Tape drive ordering */

 if (MOUNT.1 = 'MOUNT') then

 do

   if (find(twin_dsn,MOUNT.4) > 0) then                                 

    'SET EDL' EXT_drive_list

   else

    'SET EDL' ACS_drive_list

 end

exit 0       /* RC = 0, Skip VM:Tape drive ordering */

COMMAND User Exit
Use the COMMAND user exit, a REXX-only user exit, to examine all commands and then accept, change, or reject their
execution. To activate this exit, include the COMMAND user exit on the USEREXIT configuration file record. For more
information, see USEREXIT Record.

The default environment for user exits defined by the USEREXIT record is VM:Tape. Any command that is not a REXX
command is considered a VM:Tape primitive, a CP command, or a CMS command.

The COMMAND user exit does not pass any parameters; it works through two VM:Tape primitives, EXTRACT and SET.
These primitives are modeled after the XEDIT subcommands by the same name. For information about the EXTRACT
and SET primitives, see the Macro Primitive Reference.

NOTE
If you prefer to use a user exit written in assembler, you can use the USERCMND user exit. The USERCMND
user exit is similar to COMMAND user exit except that it is written in assembler. For more information about
using the USERCMND user exit, USERCMND User Exit.
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Return Codes

The exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of
those listed below.

Return code The exit:

0 Normal return code; accepts existing or modified command
without taking any action.

4 Logs the command as having been modified. Set when the SET
COMMAND primitive is invoked to modify the command.

8 Cancels the command with a return code of 24. The exit is
responsible for sending a message to the user via the USER MSG
primitive.

Called By

All VM:Tape commands unless the command is issued by the VM:Backup/VM:Tape interface.

Example
Have VM:Tape select non-labeled (NL) tapes from the NONLABEL scratch pool when the user did not specify
the POOL option on the MOUNT command. Also have VM:Tape reject any nonstandard label (NSL) tapes.
COMMAND User Exit Sample

'EXTRACT /COMMAND/'

/* Is this a nonstandard label mount? */

if wordpos('LABEL NSL',command.1) > 0 |,

wordpos('(LABEL NSL',command.1) > 0

then exit 8 /* Reject command */

/* Is this a standard label mount? */

if wordpos('LABEL NL',command.1) == 0 &,

wordpos('(LABEL NL',command.1) == 0

then exit 0 /* Accept command */

/* Did user specify a pool name? */

if wordpos('POOL',command.1) > 0 |,

wordpos('(POOL',command.1) > 0

then exit 0

/* This is an NL mount and the user did not specify a pool. */

/* Set the pool that contains non-labeled tapes. */

NewCommand = command.1||' POOL NONLABEL'

'SET COMMAND' NewCommand

exit 4 /* Command changed */

USERACNT User Exit
Use the USERACNT user exit to initialize or modify local site-defined fields in the accounting area of the TMC record.

The exit must be written in assembler and must be reusable each time it is called.

The size of the accounting area (field ACCT) is 50 bytes long with a displacement of 266.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTUACNT 5ASSEMBL.
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The prototype places the following contents into the accounting area of the TMC record:

• User ID
• Account number
• Date the tape was saved
• Time the tape was saved

If you are using the Bin system, use the BINACNT 5ASSEMBL instead of the VMUACNT prototype.

 Note: For more information about the Bin system user exits, see Bin System (CMS TMCs Only).

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0 A(VM user ID and 80-byte work area)

 +4 A(VM user ID account number)

 +8 A(TMC record for volser requested)

 +12 A(Common User Exit Buffer)

 +16 A(DSName)

 +20 A(ThisDate)

 +24 A(ThisTime)

 

Definitions
A(VM userid and 80-byte work area)

Specifies the address of the user ID requesting a tape mount. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, the user ID
submitted the job. This field is padded on the right with blanks, that is, it is left-justified.
Following user ID is an 80-byte work area that you can use to pass information between exits. This area is also
used by the Bin system exits BINEXIT3 and BINACNT. Ensure that these areas are not overlaid if using the Bin
system. The 80-byte work area that is used by some exits in previous releases is still available. If you use this
area, convert your exits to take advantage of the 256-byte work area.

A(VM userid account number)
Specifies the address of the 8-byte account number that is obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of the
user ID issuing the mount. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the account number of the user submitting
the job.

A(TMC record for requested volser)
Specifies the address of the 340-byte TMC record for the scratch volser that is to become a saved volume. The
file TMRECORD COPY on the VM:Tape 192 minidisk describes the format of this record. Use it to access various
fields in the record. This exit is called after the TMC has been updated to reflect that the volser is a saved tape.
Therefore, the record that is passed contains up-to-date data. This data includes information about the current
mount.

A(Common User Exit Buffer)
Specifies the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user
exits. This work area is specific to each command that VM:Tape is processing. Work areas cannot be used across
commands.
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A(DSName)
Specifies the address of the data set name for the tape being requested. This character string is 44 bytes long
and is left-justified.

A(ThisDate) and A(ThisTime)
Specifies the address of the current date and time of the mount being processed. This date and time also
represent the creation time and creation date when writing a new data set or mounting a scratch tape. For more
information about Date and time formats, see Field Types.

Return Codes

 VM:Tape does not verify return codes after calling this exit. For consistency, have the exit always zero-out (enter zeros as
place savers) Register 15 (R15). Doing so indicates a return code of zero.

 VM:Tape assumes that the exit has made any required changes to the user accounting area in the TMC record.

Called By

The MOUNT command 

The exit Is called during MOUNT processing after the TMC record has been written. The exit is called to change the
volume from a scratch to a saved tape. VM:Tape saves all the TMC fields such as COUNT and LUNIT before this exit is
called and before the tape has been attached to the user. This exit is called only for scratch and specific scratch mounts.

USERCMND User Exit
Use the USERCMND user exit to examine all commands and then accept, change, or reject their execution. The user exit
can also generate messages. To activate this exit, include the USERCMND user exit on the USEREXIT configuration file
record. For more information, see USEREXIT Record.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable.

NOTE
If you prefer to use a user exit that is written in REXX, use the COMMAND user exit. For more information, see
COMMAND User Exit.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTUCMND XASSEMBL.

The prototype user exit examines all MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands for the DEN option. If the exit finds the DEN
option, it does not change the command. If it does not find the DEN option, it appends the DEN 38K option to the
command. This prototype exit is meant as a sample only. Sites migrating to 3480 tape drives can use this prototype.

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to the exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0 A(VM user ID)

 +4 A(Command)

 +8 A(Length of command)

 +12 A(Message buffer)

 +16 A(VM account code)

 +20 A(Common User Exit Buffer)
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Definitions
A(VM Userid)

Indicates the address of the requesting user ID. Unlike some other exits, USERCMND does not have an 80-byte
storage area following the user ID.

A(Command)
Indicates the address of a 256-byte buffer containing the command exactly as typed by the user except the
command has been translated to uppercase. The command is in the first n bytes of the buffer. The variable n is
the length that is passed in the following parameter.

A(Length of command)
Indicates the address of a 4-byte field specifying the length of the command entered. The command field always
contains the unabbreviated form of the command. VM:Tape truncates any command that exceeds the required
length. The command cannot exceed 256 bytes in length.

A(Message buffer)
Indicates the address of a 130-byte buffer into which the exit can put a reply message for VM:Tape to issue. The
message that is placed in this buffer must be in LINEDIT format. That is, the first byte of the buffer contains the
message text length. The message text follows in byte 2 of the buffer.

A(VM account code)
Indicates the address of the 8-byte account number. This number is obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of
the user ID issuing the mount.

A(Common User Exit Buffer)
Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user
exits. This work area is specific to each command that VM:Tape is processing. The work area cannot be used
across commands.

Return Codes

The exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of the
following:

Return code The exit:

0 Accepts the command as is

4 Substitutes an alternative command for the one specified and
places it in the command buffer. The alternative command length
is placed in the command length field.

8 Rejects the specified command as invalid and places a LINEDIT
format message in the message buffer. VM:Tape then sends
the requesting user ID the message and logs it in the VM:Tape
console log.

Called By

All VM:Tape commands, unless the VM:Backup/VM:Tape interface issued the command.

USEREDDF User Exit
Use USEREDDF, the editing user exit, to provide input and output editing for site-defined EDITDEF field types (USERn)
defined through the EDITDEF configuration file record. During initialization, VM:Tape loads the TEXT file specified on the
EDITDEF record and passes control to the exit. Also during initialization, a call is made to the exit for each of these fields
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to allow the exit to specify the length of the field to VM:Tape. After initialization, calls are made to the user exit to perform
any required data conversion of these fields for display and for entry into the TMC.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable each time it is called. You can modify the fields
passed to the user exit. For more information, see the Parameters below.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTUEDDF XASSEMBL.

The prototype provides three functions: input editing, output editing, and field length definitions.

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0 A(Input to the function)

 +4 A(Output to the function)

 +8 A(Field edit type)

 +12 A(Direction)

 +16 A(Length)

 +20 A(Common User Exit Buffer)

Definitions

A(Input to the function)

Indicates the address of a routine that formats a field from a display input format to a desired internal format as it will be
stored in the TMC.

• This address is zero for all calls made to the exit at initialization. Calls made at initialization are field length requests
(Direction=2).

• Calls made to display data from the TMC, such as during LIST or EDIT commands, are output field editing requests
(Direction=0). This is the address of the site-defined field as it is read from the TMC. The length of this field is as it was
defined to VM:Tape by the field length request made during system initialization.

• Calls made to input data to the TMC, such as during MOUNT, CATALOG, or EDIT commands, are input field editing
requests (Direction=1). This parameter is the address of up to 130 bytes of data as entered by the user, except that it
has been translated to uppercase and padded with blanks.

A(Output to the function)

Indicates the address of a routine that formats a field to be displayed using the LIST or EDIT commands.

• This address is zero for calls made to the exit at initialization. Calls made at initialization are field length requests
(Direction=2).

• Calls made to display data from the TMC, such as during LIST or EDIT commands, are output field editing requests
(Direction=0). This is the address of a buffer into which the exit put displayable data. The buffer is 130 bytes long
and is initialized to blanks before it is passed to the exit to be filled. The output returned by the exit is translated to
uppercase before being displayed. Only the first 44 bytes of data are displayed for the user.

• Calls made to write to the TMC, such as during MOUNT, CATALOG, or EDIT commands, are input field editing
requests (Direction=1). This is the address of a buffer into which the exit put the translated data, as it should be written,
into the TMC. The buffer is 130 bytes long and is initialized to blanks before it is passed to the exit to be filled. The
output returned by the exit should be no longer than the TMC field as it was defined to VM:Tape by the field length
request made during system initialization.
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A(Field edit type)

Indicates the address of a 1-byte field containing 1, 2, 3, and so on, corresponding to USERn on the EDITDEF record.

A(Direction)

Indicates the address of a 4-byte field containing the following requests:

• 0 = Output field editing request (LIST or EDIT)
• 1 = Input field editing request (MOUNT, CATALOG, or EDIT)
• 2 = Field length request (system initialization)

A(Field length)

Indicates the address of a 1-byte field that is to be set by the exit to the fixed length of the field. The field length being
requested is for the field identified by the field edit parameter. One field length request (Direction=2) is made for each user
defined field of type USERn during system initialization.

• Calls made to display data from the TMC, such as during LIST or EDIT commands, are output field editing requests
(Direction=0). This address is zero.

• Calls made to input data to the TMC, such as during MOUNT, CATALOG, or EDIT commands, are input field editing
requests, (Direction=1). This address is zero.

A(Common User Exit Buffer)

Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area where information is passed between the various user exits. This work
area is specific to each command being processed by VM:Tape and cannot be used across commands.

Return Codes

This exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of
those listed below.

 

Return code Meaning

0 For field length requests, indicates the length has been returned
For input field editing requests, indicates the translation to the
output format was completed successfully
For output field editing requests, return codes are not checked

8 For field length requests, indicates that the field format is invalid
For input field editing requests, indicates the translation to the
output format was unsuccessful; the field format is invalid
For output field editing requests, return codes are not checked

Called By

The initialization process

Called during initialization for each EDITDEF record that specifies a user-defined field type of USERn. The call is made
with a direction parameter of 2.

The LIST and EDIT commands

Called with a direction parameter of 0 for each EDITDEF field that specifies a user-defined field type of USERn being
displayed.

The MOUNT, CATALOG, and EDIT commands
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Called with a direction parameter of 1 for each EDITDEF field that specifies a user-defined field type of USERn being
modified.

Example
The following EDITDEF configuration file record invokes the USEREDDF user exit during VM:Tape
initialization with a field edit type of 1 (USER1) and a direction of 2 (field length request):

EDITDEF SECURITY ACCT +0  USER1 USER DISPLAY

To cause the exit to be reinvoked with a field type of 1 (USER1) and a direction of 1 (input field editing
request), enter the following:

vmtape catalog x00001 security low

USEREDIT User Exit (OS TMCs Only)
Use the USEREDIT user exit to translate installation-standard volsers into volsers that CA 1 recognizes. This exit converts
external tape volsers into the relative record pointer for each volume record in the CA 1 TMC.

This exit is required for the installation of the VM:Tape system using an OS TMC.

NOTE
 This user exit is not required if the TMSXTEND utility has been run.

If you are using an OS TMC, VM:Tape looks for the USEREDIT user exit you specify on the USEREXIT USEREDIT
record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. If this record is not found, VM:Tape looks for a file that is named USEREDIT TEXT
on any of its accessed minidisks. In either case, if the file is found, VM:Tape loads it into memory. If the file is not found,
VM:Tape does not initialize.

This version of the EXIT utilizes two portions:

• A static portion, TMSEXITU TEXT, that is provided with VM:Tape
• A customizable portion (TMSVOLDF TEXT) that must be modified for your site.

Both portions (TEXT files) are required and must be on an accessed minidisk. You customize the TMSVOLDF portion by
updating the provided TMSVOLDF ASSEMBLE file; then, assembling it. TMSEXITU dynamically loads the TMSVOLDF
portion. Therefore your USEREXIT USEREDIT record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file should be entered as follows:

USEREXIT USEREDIT TMSEXITU

The exit must be written in assembler and must be reusable each time it is called.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is TMSVOLDF ASSEMBLE; it does nothing but call the TMMVOLDF macro. The prototype
exit requires the file TMMVOLDF MACRO which is provided with CA 1, not with VM:Tape.

Parameters
Insert the TMMVOLDF statements that the CA 1 TMSBLDUE utility produces.

Return Codes

VM:Tape does not verify return codes after calling this exit. For consistency, always have the exit zero-out Register 15
(R15) to indicate a return code of zero.

The exit makes any necessary changes to the volser field passed to it. The user exit can indicate to VM:Tape that the
volser passed to it is not in the TMC. VM:Tape then treats the volser as foreign.
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When the exit indicates to VM:Tape that the volser that was passed   is a foreign volser, certain commands are affected as
follows:

Command Effect

MOUNT VM:Tape converts the mount to a foreign mount and processes it
as such.

CATALOG VM:Tape cancels the command with message VMT0083E.

EDIT VM:Tape cancels the command with message VMT0083E.

LIST VM:Tape cancels the command with message VMT0083E.

Called By

Any commands that read or write to the TMC.

Some examples of commands that read or write to the TMC are the MOUNT, LIST, EDIT, and CATALOG commands.

USERSECR User Exit
Use the USERSECR user exit to provide site-defined security control with VM:Tape. The exit examines a request, and
then permits or denies access on the basis of the request and the site-defined EDITDEF field values. Use this volume
access control with VM:Tape authorization control, or to override VM:Tape authorization control. For more information
about site-defined fields, see EDITDEF Record.

The exit lets you implement a hierarchical tape security facility using a site-defined EDITDEF field in the TMC and this
exit. This gives you flexibility in command authorization. For example, users without TAPELIBR authorization can use the
EDIT command as the USERSECR exit dictates. Non-owners of tapes can use the CATALOG command to alter TMC
fields or the LIST command to display tape information if authorized by the USERSECR exit.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable each time it is called.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTUSECR 5ASSEMBL.

The prototype user exit accepts, rejects, or requests normal checking of the command issued based on an internal table
of users. If the user issuing the command is not in the table, the exit rejects the command. If the user is specified in the
table, the exit proceeds based on the internal authorization table and the site-defined field in the accounting area called
SECURITY for that volser.

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0 A(VM user ID)

 +4 A(VM account code)

 +8 A(Command)

 +12 A(Access type)

 +16 A(TMC record for requested volser)

 +20 A(Message buffer)

 +24 A(Common User Exit Buffer)
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A user can change two of these fields: A(Message buffer) and A(Common User Exit Buffer).

Definitions

A(VM userid)

Indicates the address of the requesting user ID. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the address of the user ID
submitting the job. This field is padded on the right with blanks; that is, it is left-justified.

A(VM account code)

Indicates the address of the eight-byte account number obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of the user ID issuing
the mount. Also, if the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the account number of the user submitting the VM:Batch job.

A(Command)

Indicates the address of an eight-character constant indicating the command to be checked, for example: CATALOG,
EDIT, LIST, MOUNT, or QUERY.

A(Access type)

Indicates the address of the access type code, which is a full-word value:

1 = reading TMC control information

2 = updating TMC control information

3 = reading tape data

4 = writing tape data

A(TMC record for requested volser)

Indicates the address of the 340-byte TMC record for the volser. The file TMRECORD COPY, on the VM:Tape 192
minidisk, describes the format of this record. Use it to access various fields in the record.

A(Message buffer)

Indicates the address of a 130-byte buffer into which the exit can put a reply message for VM:Tape to issue. The message
placed in this buffer must be in LINEDIT format, that is, the first byte of the buffer contains the message text length and
the message text follows in byte 2 of the buffer.

A(Common User Exit Buffer)

Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user exits. This
work area is specific to each command being processed by VM:Tape and cannot be used across commands.

Return Codes

The exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of the
following:

• 0
VM:Tape accepts access requests and does not perform additional checks

• 4
VM:Tape accepts access requests and performs normal checking as well

• 8
VM:Tape rejects the request

• 256
A reply message was buffered by the exit for VM:Tape to issue to the requesting user ID; the message is issued and
processing continues

• 512
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A reply message was buffered by the exit for VM:Tape to issue to the VM:Tape operator; the message is issued and
processing continues.

Called By

The CATALOG, EDIT, LIST, MOUNT, and QUERY commands

Called whenever volume information is read or written for any volser in the TMC.

USREXIT1 User Exit
Use the USREXIT1 user exit to provide extra security for foreign mounts. For example, use the exit to disallow users
from using the FOREIGN option on the MOUNT command to mount tapes for which they are not authorized. The exit can
accept or reject the foreign mount. The exit can also force the foreign mount to be a read/only mount. The exit is not called
for library or scratch mounts; therefore, it is not necessary for the exit to verify that the volser is not in the TMC.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable each time it is called. Do not modify the fields
that are passed to the exit.

This exit is not called if the user is authorized to mount the volser using a rule in VM:Secure.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTEXIT1 XASSEMBL.

The prototype accepts the following foreign mount requests:

Foreign Mount Request From requestor

Read/only Tape librarian

All System programmer user ID

Read/only All other users, IF tape has the three-character volser prefix that is
associated with that user.

 The prototype exit rejects all other foreign mounts.

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0 A(VM user ID and 80-byte work area)

 +4 A(VM user ID account number)

 +8 A(Volser being requested)

 +12 A(Common User Exit Buffer)

 +16 A(Temporary TMC record)

 +20 A(Mount control block flags)

 

Definitions

 A(VM userid) 
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Indicates the address of the user ID requesting the tape mount. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the user ID of
the user submitting the VM:Batch job. This field is padded on the right with blanks; that is, it is left-justified.

Following user ID is an 80-byte work area that you can use to pass information between exits. Note that this area is used
by the Bin system exits BINEXIT3 and BINACNT. Be sure these areas are not overlaid if using the Bin system.

A(VM userid account number)
Indicates the address of the 8-byte account number that is obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of the user
ID issuing the mount. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the account number of the user submitting the  
job.

A(Volser requested)
Indicates the address of the 6-byte volser that the user requested. Note: this address is the address of a six-byte
volser and not the address of the TMC record for that volser.

A(Common User Exit Buffer)
Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user
exits. This work area is specific to each command that VM:Tape is processing. The work area cannot be used
across commands.

A(Temporary TMC Record)
Indicates the address of the 340-byte temporary TMC record for the foreign volser that is being mounted. The
file TMRECORD COPY on the VM:Tape 192 minidisk describes the format of this record. Use it to access various
fields in the record. Because this record is temporary, some fields contain default values or nulls. The record is
deleted when the MOUNT process completes.

A(MOUNT Control Block Flags)
Indicates the address of the internal MOUNT Control Block Flags for this MOUNT request.

WARNING
Do not change or alter the value of these flags. Each flag field can have multiple flag values set.
Therefore, use a TM instruction to test for any specific condition.

 FLAG Information:  FLAG Information:  FLAG Information  FLAG Information

FLAG1 DS X First Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +0)

LIBVOL EQU X’80’ Library Volume

SCRATCH EQU X’10’ Doing a SCRATCH Tape Mount

FOREIGN EQU X’04’ FOREIGN parm that is specified
for this Mount

BLPCMD EQU X’02’ BLP parm specified for this
Mount

FLAG2 DS X Second Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +1)

ANYTAPE EQU X’40’ User has ANYTAPE
Authorization

XEXPDT EQU X’20’ Using an explicit Expiration Date

XMEDIA EQU X’10’ Using an explicit Media Type

XDEN EQU X’08’ Using an explicit Density

XTRACKS EQU X’04’ Using an explicit value for
Tracks
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FLAG3 DS X Third Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +2)

SPSCRCH EQU X’80’ Specific SCRATCH Mount

XDSN EQU X’20’ Using an explicit DSN

GDGMNT EQU X’10’ GDG Mount ...

XFILESEQ EQU X’04’ Using an explicit File Sequence
Number

XUNIT EQU X’02’ Using an explicit UNIT

Return Codes

The exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of the
codes that follows:

0
Accept the foreign mount and continue processing the mount

4
Force the mount to be read/only

8
Cancel the mount request. In this case, VM:Tape sends the user message VMT051T indicating that USREXIT1
canceled the mount.

Called By The MOUNT command

Called by MOUNT processing for FOREIGN mounts only. This exit is called even for mounts that specify a volser that is
listed in the TMC but for which the user specified a FOREIGN option on the MOUNT command. This ability can be used to
prevent users from using the FOREIGN option to try mounting volsers that they are not authorized to use.

USREXIT2 User Exit
Use the USEREXIT2 user exit to customize VM:Tape security checking or bypass it altogether. This exit is called for all
specific scratch and non-scratch (library) mounts. The exit can accept the mount and request one of the following actions:

•  VM:Tape performs its security validation.
•  VM:Tape bypasses its security validation
•  VM:Tape cancels the mount request.

The exit can also audit all specific scratch and library mounts by creating an accounting record using Diagnose X’4C’.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the user exit so that it is reusable each time it is called. Do not modify the
fields that are passed to the exit.

This exit is not called if the user is authorized to mount the volser using a rule in VM:Secure.

If this exit is used to cut accounting records as a form of auditing, the VM:Tape user ID must have an ACCT statement in
its directory entry.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTEXIT2 5ASSEMBL. The prototype simply issues a Diagnose X’4C’ to create and
audit account records for the mount.
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Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0 A(VM user ID and 80-byte work area)

 +4 A(VM user ID account number)

 +8 A(TMC record for requested volser)

 +12 A(Character string: SL, NL, BLP, or AL)

 +16 A(Character string: R/O or R/W)

 +20 A(Common User Exit Buffer)

 +24 A(Mount Control Block Flags)

Definitions
A(VM userid)

Indicates the address of the user ID requesting the mount. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the user ID
of the user submitting the job. This field is padded on the right with blanks, that is, it is left-justified.
Following user ID is an 80-byte work area that you can use to pass information between exits. This area is also
used by the Bin system exits BINEXIT3 and BINACNT. Ensure that these areas are not overlaid if using the Bin
system.

A(VM userid account number)
Indicates the address of the 8-byte account number that is obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of the user
ID issuing the mount. Also, if the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the account number of the user submitting
the job.

A(TMC record for requested volser)
Indicates the address of the 340-byte TMC record for the volser that is being mounted. The file TMRECORD
COPY on the VM:Tape 192 minidisk describes the format of this record. Use it to access various fields in the
record. Because this exit is called before any other MOUNT processing, the TMC record contains the values from
the previous mount or update. The record does not include any information about the current mount.

A(Character string: SL, NL, BLP, or AL)
Indicates the address of a character string indicating the label processing for the mount. This character string is
3 bytes long and is padded with blanks on the right, that is, it is left-justified. The values can be SL for standard
label tapes, NL for non-labeled tapes, BLP for bypass label processing, and AL for ASCII labeled tapes.

A(Character string: R/O or R/W)
Indicates the address of a character string indicating the access type for the mount. This character string is 3
bytes long. The values can be R/W for read/write mounts and R/O for read/only mounts.

A(Common User Exit Buffer)
Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user
exits. This work area is specific to each command that VM:Tape processes. Work areas cannot be used across
commands.

A(MOUNT Control Block Flags)
Indicates the address of the internal MOUNT Control Block Flags for this MOUNT request.
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WARNING
**Do not alter the value of these flags in any way!!!** Each flag field can have multiple flag values set.
Use a TM instruction to test for any specific condition.

 FLAG Information: 

FLAG1 DS X First Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +0)

LIBVOL EQU X’80’ Library Volume

SCRATCH EQU X’10’ Doing a SCRATCH Tape Mount

FOREIGN EQU X’04’ FOREIGN parm that is specified
for this Mount

BLPCMD EQU X’02’ BLP parm specified for this
Mount

*    

FLAG2 DS X Second Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +1)

ANYTAPE EQU X’40’ User has ANYTAPE
Authorization

XEXPDT EQU X’20’ Using an explicit Expiration Date

XMEDIA EQU X’10’ Using an explicit Media Type

XDEN EQU X’08’ Using an explicit Density

XTRACKS EQU X’04’ Using an explicit value for
Tracks

*    

FLAG3 DS X Third Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +2)

SPSCRCH EQU X’80’ Specific SCRATCH Mount

XDSN EQU X’20’ Using an explicit DSN

GDGMNT EQU X’10’ GDG Mount ...

XFILESEQ EQU X’04’ Using an explicit File Sequence
Number

XUNIT EQU X’02’ Using an explicit UNIT

*    

Return Codes

The exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of the
following values:

0
Continue the mount and apply its normal security validation to the mount

4
Continue the mount process and unconditionally accept the MOUNT, bypassing normal mount security access
checks.
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8
Cancel the mount request. VM:Tape sends the user message VMT051T, which indicates that USREXIT2 canceled
the mount.

Called By The MOUNT command

Called by MOUNT processing for specific scratch and library mounts only.

USREXIT3 User Exit
Use the USREXIT3 user exit to customize VM:Tape label processing. This exit, if you decide to use it, is called for all
mounts. The exit can make the following requests of VM:Tape:

• To perform standard label processing
• To bypass label processing
• To unload the tape and reissue the mount message
• To cancel the mount request.

Use this exit in the following circumstances:

• If your site’s tapes have a label format different from ANSI standard label format
• To perform security checks for standard label or nonlabeled tapes
• To perform data set name verification by comparing the HDR1 record from the tape against the data set name in the

TMC

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable each time it is called. Do not modify the fields
that are passed to the exit.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTEXIT3 5ASSEMBL.

For standard label (SL) and all other labeled tapes, the prototype initiates VM:Tape standard label processing.

For nonlabeled (NL) tapes, the prototype compares the volser in the TMC with the label. if the volsers do not match, the
prototype causes VM:Tape to reissue the mount.

If you are using the Bin system, use the user exit BINEXIT3 5ASSEMBL prototype instead of the VMTEXIT3 prototype.

NOTE
 For more information about the Bin system, see Bin System (CMS TMCs Only).

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0  A(VM user ID and 80-byte work area) 

 R1 => +4  A(VM user ID account number) 

 R1 => +8  A(TMC record for requested volser) 

 R1 => +12  A(First and second tape record) 

 R1 => +16  A(Character string: SL, NL, BLP, or AL) 

 R1 => +20  A(Character string: R/O or R/W) 

 R1 => +24  A(Common User Exit Buffer) 

 R1 => +28  A(Dataset name) 
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 R1 => +32  A(Mount Control Flags) 

Definitions

 A(VM userid) 

Indicates the address of the user ID requesting the mount. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, this address is the
address of the user ID submitting the job. This field is padded on the right with blanks; that is, it is left-justified.

Following the user ID is an 80-byte work area that you can use to pass information between exits. This area is used by the
Bin system exits BINEXIT3 and BINACNT. Ensure that these areas are not overlaid if using the Bin system.

A(VM userid account number)
Indicates the address of the 8-byte account number that is obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of the user
ID issuing the mount. Also, if the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the account number of the user submitting
the job.

A(TMC record for requested volser)
Indicates the address of the 340-byte TMC record for the volser that is being mounted. The file TMRECORD
COPY on the VMTAPE 192 minidisk describes the format of this record. Use it to access various fields in the
record. Because this exit is called before the TMC record has been updated, the TMC record contains the values
from the previous mount or update, and does not include any information about the current mount.
If Autopick is enabled, this value reflects a temporary saved status; the VM:Tape server owns the volser.

A(First and second tape record)
Indicates the address of the first 160 bytes read from the tape that is mounted by the operator. For standard-label
tapes, the first 80 bytes is the VOL1 record and the second 80 bytes is the HDR1 record. The HDR1 record can
be used to perform data set name verification.
Note: Eighteen-track tape drives cannot read tapes that are written on a 36-track tape drive. Therefore, if the tape
mounted by the operator was previously written on a 36-track drive and it is now mounted on an 18-track drive,
the first 80 bytes is the VOL1 record that was generated from the VOLID mark that was written by the 36-track
drive. The second 80 bytes is initialized to HEX zeros.

A(Character string: SL, NSL, NL, BLP, or AL)
Indicates the address of a character string indicating the label processing for the mount. This character string is 3
bytes long and padded with blanks on the right; that is, it is left-justified. The values can be SL for standard label
tapes, NSL for nonstandard label tapes, NL for non-labeled tapes, BLP for bypass label processing and AL for
ASCII labeled tapes.

A(Character string: R/O or R/W)
Indicates the address of a character string indicating the access type for the mount. This character string is 3
bytes long. The values can be R/W for read/write mounts and R/O for read/only mounts.

A(Common User Exit Buffer)
Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user
exits. This work area is specific to each command that VM:Tape is processing and cannot be used across
commands.

A(Dataset Name)
Indicates the address of the 44 byte Dataset Name for this MOUNT request.

A(MOUNT Control Block Flags)
Indicates the address of the internal MOUNT Control Block Flags for this MOUNT request.
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WARNING
**Do not alter the value of these flags in any way!!!** Each flag field can have multiple flag values set.
Use a TM instruction to test for any specific condition.

 FLAG Information: 

FLAG1 DS X First Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +0)

LIBVOL EQU X’80’ Library Volume

SCRATCH EQU X’10’ Doing a SCRATCH Tape Mount

FOREIGN EQU X’04’ FOREIGN parm that is specified
for this Mount

BLPCMD EQU X’02’ BLP parm specified for this
Mount

FLAG2 DS X Second Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +1)

ANYTAPE EQU X’40’ User has ANYTAPE
Authorization

XEXPDT EQU X’20’ Using an explicit Expiration Date

XMEDIA EQU X’10’ Using an explicit Media Type

XDEN EQU X’08’ Using an explicit Density

XTRACKS EQU X’04’ Using an explicit value for
Tracks

FLAG3 DS X Third Internal Flag (Pointer
Address +2)

SPSCRCH EQU X’80’ Specific SCRATCH Mount

XDSN EQU X’20’ Using an explicit DSN

GDGMNT EQU X’10’ GDG Mount ...

XFILESEQ EQU X’04’ Using an explicit File Sequence
Number

XUNIT EQU X’02’ Using an explicit UNIT

Return Codes

The exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of the
following values:

0
Continue the mount and apply its normal label processing to the mount

4
Continue the mount and unconditionally bypass label processing. Set this return code if the exit does its own label
verification and the exit determines that the label is correct

8
Unload the tape that is currently mounted by the operator indicated by message 092E and reissue the mount
message.
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12
Cancel the MOUNT request, and send the user message VMT051T, indicating that USREXIT3 canceled the
mount.

Called By MOUNT Command

Called by MOUNT processing for all mounts.

USREXIT4 User Exit
Use the USREXIT4 user exit to create accounting records to charge for tape mounts. This exit is called after the
successful attachment of the tape drive to the user ID. Use the exit to perform other post-mount functions. For instance, it
can send information to another system because the TMC record passed to it has been updated to account for the current
mount.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable each time it is called. Do not modify the fields
passed to the exit.

Because this exit creates accounting records with Diagnose X‘4C’, be sure the VM:Tape user ID has an ACCT statement
in its directory entry.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTEXIT4 5ASSEMBL.

The prototype builds a mount accounting record (record type A6) and issues a Diagnose X‘4C’ to send it to the accounting
user ID.

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0  A(VM user ID and 80-byte work area) 

 +4  A(VM user ID account number) 

 +8  A(TMC record for requested volser) 

 +12  A(Character string: SL, NL, BLP, or AL) 

 +16  A(Character string: R/O or R/W) 

 +20  A(User ID requesting the mount) 

 +24  A(User ID to charge for this mount) 

 +28  A(Common User Exit Buffer) 

 +32  A(DSName) 

 +36  A(ThisDate) 

 +40  A(ThisTime) 

 

Definitions

 A(VM userid) 

Indicates the address of the user ID for which the tape is being mounted. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the
address of the user ID submitting the job. This field is padded on the right with blanks; that is, it is left-justified.
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Following user ID is an 80-byte work area that you can use to pass information between exits. This area is used by the Bin
system exits BINEXIT3 and BINACNT. Be sure these areas are not overlaid if you are using the Bin system.

 A(VM userid account number) 

Indicates the address of the 8-byte account number obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of the user ID issuing the
mount. Also, if the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the account number of the user submitting the VM:Batch job.

 A(TMC record for requested volser) 

Indicates the address of the 340-byte TMC record for the volser that was mounted. The file TMRECORD COPY on
the VM:Tape 192 minidisk, describes the format of this record. Use it to access various fields in the record. Because this
exit is called after a successful ATTACH, the TMC record passed contains up-to-date data including information about the
current mount.

 A(Character string: SL, NL, BLP, or AL) 

Indicates the address of a character string indicating the label processing for the mount. This character string is three
bytes long and padded with blanks on the right; that is, it is left-justified. The values can be SL for standard label tapes, NL
for non-labeled tapes, BLP for bypass label processing and AL for ASCII-labeled tapes.

 A(Character string: R/O or R/W) 

Indicates the address of a character string indicating the access type for the mount. This character string is three bytes
long. The values can be R/W for read/write mounts and R/O for read/only mounts.

 A(Userid requesting the mount) 

Indicates the address of the user ID that issued the MOUNT command, if the mount is a MOUNTFOR, SAVEFOR, or
OWNEDBY mount.

 A(Userid to charge for this mount) 

Indicates the address of the user ID using a Diagnose X‘4C' to forward all charges to another user ID. This user ID is
different from the user ID in the first parameter (VM user ID) only if an ACCTBLOK is created by the user ID issuing the
mount.

For example, if a user delegates another user to mount the tape, it is the address of the first user - the one who delegates
the job - that belongs in this field.

 A(Common User Exit Buffer) 

Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user exits. This
work area is specific to each command being processed by VM:Tape and cannot be used across commands.

 A(DSName) 

Indicates the address of the data set name for the tape being requested. This character string is 44 bytes long and is left-
justified.

 A(ThisDate) 

 A(ThisTime) 

Indicates the address of the current date and time of the mount being processed. This date and time also represent the
creation time and creation date when writing a new data set or mounting a scratch tape. For more information about Date
and time formats, see Field Types.

Return Codes

VM:Tape does not check return codes after calling this exit. The other user exits can change VM:Tape operation. This exit
only gives information to the user. For consistency, the exit should always zero-out Register 15 (R15) to indicate a return
code of zero.
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Called by The MOUNT command

Called by MOUNT processing for all successful mounts after attaching the tape drive to the user ID.

USREXIT5 User Exit
Use the USREXIT5 user exit to request that a data security erase (DSE), which erases all data from the tape, be
performed against the volser before the tape is given to the user. Use this user exit to prevent unauthorized users from
gaining access to data by using the specific scratch mount capability. This exit is called for all specific scratch and scratch
mounts that have an access type of read/write after the mount has been accepted as valid and the TMC has been
updated to reflect the volser as a saved tape.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable each time it is called. Do not modify the fields
passed to the exit, except for the flag field.

Prototype

The name of the prototype exit is VMTEXIT5 5ASSEMBL.

The prototype requests that a DSE be performed for all mounts except for mounts issued by user IDs that start with the
letters SYS.

Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0  A(VM user ID and 80-byte work area) 

 +4  A(VM user ID account number) 

 +8  A(Specified data set name on MOUNT
request) 

 +12  A(TMC record for requested volser) 

 +16  A(Flag byte) 

 +20  A(Common User Exit Buffer) 

 +24  A(ThisDate) 

 +28  A(ThisTime) 

 

Definitions

 A(VM userid) 

Indicates the address of the user ID for which the tape is being mounted. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the
address of the user ID submitting the job. This field is padded on the right with blanks, that is, it is left-justified.

Following user ID is an 80-byte work area that you can use to pass information between exits. This area is used by the Bin
system exits BINEXIT3 and BINACNT. Be sure these areas are not overlaid if using the Bin system.

 A(VM userid account number) 

Indicates the address of the 8-byte account number obtained from the VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK of the user ID issuing the
mount. Also, if the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the account number of the user submitting the VM:Batch job.

 A(Specified data set name on MOUNT request) 
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Indicates the address of the DSN specified for the volser that is being mounted.

 A(TMC record for requested volser) 

Indicates the address of the 340-byte TMC record for the volser that is being mounted. The file TMRECORD COPY on
the VM:Tape 192 minidisk describes the format of this record and can be used to access various fields in the record.
Because this exit is called after the TMC has been updated to reflect the volser as a saved tape, the record passed
contains up-to-date data including information about the current mount.

 A(Flag byte) 

Indicates the address of a one-byte flag field. This field at the point of entry is as follows:

X‘00'
If the mount is for a non-specific (general) scratch tape

X‘01'
If the mount is for a specific scratch tape

 A(Common User Exit Buffer) 

Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user exits. This
work area is specific to each command being processed by VM:Tape and cannot be used across commands.

 A(ThisDate) 

 A(ThisTime) 

Indicates the address of the current date and time of the mount being processed. This date and time also represent the
creation time and creation date when writing a new data set or mounting a scratch tape. For more information about Date
and time formats, see Field Types.

Return Codes

VM:Tape does not check return codes after calling this exit. For consistency, the exit should always zero-out Register 15
(R15) to indicate a return code of zero.

The exit communicates to VM:Tape by setting the flag byte passed as follows:

X‘00'
Indicates that VM:Tape is not to perform DSE for this mount

X‘80'
Indicates that VM:Tape should perform DSE for this mount

Called by The MOUNT command

Called by MOUNT processing for all scratch and specific scratch mounts that have an access type of read/write after the
TMC has been updated to indicate that the tape is a saved tape.

USREXIT7 User Exit (Tape Positioning User Exit)
Use the USREXIT7 user exit to rewind and position the tape, after the VOL1 label, on the VM:Tape service virtual
machine. Run this user exit immediately before the drive is attached to the user ID. Use this exit to prevent users from
overwriting the VOL1 label.

The exit can be written in either REXX or assembler and must be reusable each time it is called.

Prototypes

Two prototype exits are provided, regardless of the TMC you use: VMTEXIT7 XASSEMBL and VMTEXIT7 XEXEC.
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These prototype exits perform tape label and file sequence positioning for all user IDs except those user IDs listed in an
internal table.

WARNING
If you are interfacing VM:Tape with VM:Backup, do not allow tape positioning for VM:Backup. Add the user
ID of your VM:Backup service virtual machine to the list of user IDs excluded from tape positioning. Also add
the user IDs of any test or nonproduction VM:Backup service virtual machines. Implementing this exit without
excluding VM:Backup causes problems for VM:Backup mounts.

Parameters

If USREXIT7 is implemented in assembler, at the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the address of a tokenized parameter list
using Register 1:

R1 => +0  CL8 vm-userid1 

 +8  CL8 vm-userid2 

 +16  CL8 vm-account-number 

 +24  CL8 volser 

 +32  CL8 vm-virtual-device 

 +40  CL8 vm-real-device 

 +48  CL8 { SL | NL | BLP | AL } 

 +56  CL8 { R/O | R/W } 

 +64  CL8 file-sequence-number 

 +72  CL8 common-user-exit-buffer-address 

 +80  8X‘FF’ 

If the exit is implemented in REXX, VM:Tape passes the values of the parameters in the parameter list. The address of
the common buffer area is converted to EBCDIC. The address is then passed to the exit as the last parameter in the
parameter list.

Definitions
vm-userid1

The user ID from which the mount request is issued. If the mount is part of a VM:Batch job, it is the address of the
user ID submitting the job. This field is padded on the right with blanks; that is, it is left-justified.

vm-userid2
The user ID to which VM:Tape will attach the mounted tape. The user ID vm-userid2 differs from vm-userid1 when
the FOR option is specified on the MOUNT command.

vm-account-number
The 8-byte account number obtained from vm-userid2's VMBLOK or ACCTBLOK.

volser
A 6-byte field containing the volser of the tape being mounted.

vm-virtual-device
The virtual address that is used by VM:Tape to attach the drive to itself. This virtual address is in a 4-byte field in
character format.

vm-real-device
The real address of the tape drive. The drive address is in a 4-byte field in character format.
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{ SL | NL | BLP | AL }
A character string indicating the label processing for the mount. This character string is 3 bytes long and is
padded with blanks on the right, that is, it is left-justified. The values are as follows:

• SL for standard label tapes
• NL for non-labeled tapes
• BLP for bypass label processing
• AL for ASCII labeled tapes.

{ R/O | R/W }
A character string indicating the access type for the mount. This character is 3 bytes long. The values are R/W for
read/write and R/O for read/only mounts.

file-sequence-number
The file sequence number that is requested by the mount using the FILESEQ option of the MOUNT command.
The default is 1.

common-user-exit-buffer-address
The address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user exits.
This work area is specific to each command that VM:Tape is processing. Work areas cannot be used across
commands.
If the exit is implemented in REXX, the address of the common buffer area is converted to EBCDIC. Then the
address is passed to the exit as the last parameter in the parameter list.

8X‘FF'
An 8-byte constant that indicates the end of the parameter list.

Return Codes

The exit sets the return code in Register 15 (R15) before returning control to VM:Tape. The return code must be one of the
following values:

0
No positioning

4
Tape positioning only. VM:Tape positions the loaded tape after the tape mark, which follows the standard label. If
no tape label exists, VM:Tape rewinds the tape.

Called By The MOUNT command

Called by MOUNT processing for all mounts immediately before the tape drive is attached to the user ID.

USREXIT8 User Exit (TMC Reformat User Exit) (OS TMCs Only)
Use the USREXIT8 user exit to directly modify TMC records to allow compatibility with tape management systems that
have different TMC formats. The READ and WRITE parameters indicate the direction of the modification. Use of this exit
is optional.

The exit must be written in assembler. Write the exit so that it is reusable each time it is called.

Prototypes

The name of the prototype exit is VMTEXIT8 5ASSEMBL.

The prototype contains sections to distinguish between the three different internal TMC records.
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Parameters

At the point of entry, VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit using Register 1:

R1 => +0  A(TMC record for volser requested) 

 +4  A(Length of TMC record) 

 +8  A(Constant ‘READ’ or ‘WRITE’) 

 +12  A(Common User Exit Buffer) 

NOTE
The TMC record can be modified by the exit.

Definitions

 A(TMC record for volser requested) 

Indicates the address of the 340-byte TMC record. The file TMRECORD COPY on the VM:Tape 192 minidisk describes
the format of this record. Use it to access various fields in the record.

 A(Length of TMC record) 

Indicates the address of the length of the TMC record. When the constant is READ, the length of the TMC will be 340.
When the constant is WRITE, the length will be equal to the record length of the OS data set defined on the VMTAPE
OSTMC configuration record.

This field is not modified by the exit; the value is supplied by VM:Tape.

 A(Constant ‘READ' or ‘WRITE') 

Indicates the address of an 8-byte constant that tells the exit whether the TMC is being read from or written to.

 A(Common User Exit Buffer) 

Indicates the address of the 256-byte work area to be used for passing information between the various user exits. This
work area is specific to each command being processed by VM:Tape and cannot be used across commands.

Return Codes

VM:Tape does not check return codes after calling this exit. For consistency, the exit should always zero-out Register 15
(R15) to indicate a return code of zero.

Called By

• The MOUNT command
• The LIST command
• The CATALOG command
• The EDIT command

Called by the above commands and by any other command or process that reads from or writes to the TMC. During a
given command or process, this exit may be called more than once.

USREXIT9 User Exit
The USREXIT9 user exit is a REXX only user exit that can be used to retrieve various information about the tape that is
about to be mounted.
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The default environment name for user exits defined by the EXIT record is VMTAPE. Any command that is not a REXX
command is considered a VM:Tape primitive. To run CP and CMS commands, the REXX ADDRESS command must first
be used to change the environment.

Prototypes

The name of the prototype exit is VMTEXIT9 XEXEC. The prototype contains example code that demonstrates how to
send additional information about the tape being mounted to the operator.

Parameters

 VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit:

userid
Specifies the user ID initiating the mount command.

rdev
Specifies the real device address on which the tape will be mounted.

expdt
Specifies the expiration date of the tape being mounted in the format yyyy/ddd, where yyyy is the four-digit year
and ddd is the three-digit Julian date (that is, the number of days from the beginning of the year).

Return Codes

None.

Called By MOUNT Command

Called after a device is allocated and its real address is known.

TCPAUTH User Exit
Use the TCPAUTH user exit to customize authorizations for TCP/IP API requests. TCPAUTH is a REXX-only user exit.

The default environment name for user exits defined by the EXIT record is VMTAPE. Any command that is not a REXX
command is considered a VM:Tape primitive. To run CP and CMS commands, change the environment with the REXX
ADDRESS command.

Prototypes

The name of the prototype is TCPAUTH XEXEC.

Parameters

VM:Tape passes the following parameter list to this exit:

userid
Specifies the VM user ID of the Linux device to which the tape device is attached.

requestor
Specifies the VM user ID that is used to authorize the command being executed in the VM:Tape SVM. When a
tape is saved, this user ID owns the tape.

password
Defines the requestor password. The password can have up to 200 bytes and can contain any character.

userdata
Holds arbitrary information up to 64 bytes that can be defined in the vmtli.usermap file for each Linux user ID.
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remoteIP
Specifies the IP address (IPv4 of IPv6) of the requester

remotePort
Holds the port of the remote side of the incoming connection

remoteDN
Holds the domain name of the requester. This value can be empty if a DNS query cannot acquire the domain
name.

Return Codes

After the exit decides whether to authorize the user, it can pass this information back to VM:Tape. The exit passes this
information by setting a return code:

Rc=0:
Allow the request. VM:Tape does not do any further password checking.

Rc=1:
Reject the request.

Other Rc:
Let VM:Tape verify the validity of the password.

Called By

Called before a TCP/IP API request is executed.

Macro Primitive Reference
A macro primitive is a basic function provided by VM:Tape to allow cooperative external programs (primarily REXX)
to obtain internal information about the current VM:Tape environment and to control and modify VM:Tape operation.
Currently the VM:Tape REXX user exits, ALLOCATE and COMMAND, are the only user exits that use the macro
primitives.

Note: For information about using the ALLOCATE user exit, see ALLOCATE User Exit. For information about using the
COMMAND user exit, see COMMAND User Exit.

The material presented in this section is intended for those individuals responsible for writing and maintaining VM:Tape
macros and exits to customize VM:Tape operation for their site beyond what is possible with VM:Tape commands and
configuration information. The individual tasked with writing and maintaining VM:Tape macros or exits should be a system
programmer with extensive experience with VM:Tape, CP, CMS, and tape operation.

NOTE
Use TEST as a prefix to calls to REXX macros that customers write. For example:
TEST EXTRACT ACCOUNT

.

Primitive Purpose
EXTRACT Obtain information about the current request and other VM:Tape

internal information
SET Change the settings of the EDL, the pool name, and the buffer of

a mount request, or set a new command for the COMMAND user
exit

USER MSG Display a message on the user’s terminal
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EXTRACT Primitive
Use the EXTRACT primitive, a REXX-only primitive, to get information about the current request and other VM:Tape
internal information.

Keywords of the EXTRACT primitive are separated by a delimiter. This delimiter can be any non-alphanumeric character
not otherwise appearing in the primitive arguments. In this section the slash (/) is used.

Primitive Syntax

Use the following syntax for the SET primitive with the COMMAND user exit:

EXTract /keyword [ /keyword [ /keyword ... ] ] [ / ]

Keywords

  keyword  

Specifies the information to be extracted from the request. Some keywords apply only to a specific user exit, as shown
below:

 Keyword  Use with ALLOCATE user exit  Use with COMMAND user exit 

ACCOUNT Y  

BUFFER Y Y

COMMAND Y Y

DEVICE Y  

DRIVE Y Y

EDL Y  

MOUNT Y  

POOL Y  

USERID Y Y

VOLSER Y  

Each keyword is described including a list of the REXX special variables returned. The variables are returned in the
following form:

<full name of the REXX special variable being requested>.<numeral distinguishing the different values that are

 returned>

ACCOUNT
Returns the account number of the requesting user.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

ACCOUNT.0 Number of variables returned

ACCOUNT.1 Account number of the requesting user (MOUNT or ALLOCATE
request only)
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BUFFER
Returns the contents of the common user exit buffer. Trailing blanks and nulls are suppressed. The buffer defaults
to nulls.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

BUFFER.0 Number of variables returned

BUFFER.1 Common user exit buffer contents

COMMAND
Returns the current command.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

COMMAND.0 Number of variables returned

COMMAND.1 Command string including any changes made to the command by
the command user exit

DEVICE raddr
Returns device information for the real device address (raddr).

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

DEVICE.0 Number of variables returned

DEVICE.1 Status [User|*] [volser|*]
The variables status, user, and volser are as displayed on the
output from the VM:Tape QUERY TAPE command. The * indicates
there is no user or volser associated with this device.

DEVICE.2
 

Type [name|*]
The variable type is the device unit type and name corresponds to
the name assigned to the device on the DEVICE or MIADEVICE
record. The * indicates there is no name associated with this
device.

DEVICE.3 Verify densities

DEVICE.4 Read densities

DEVICE.5 Write densities

DEVICE.6 [LMS|HSC|RMS|MANUAL] location [sublocation|*] [MANUAL]
The variable location is the location of the device. The
variable sublocation identifies the sublocation name, for example,
LSM001. The * indicates that a sublocation is not applicable or the
sublocation is not defined. For the HSC product only, MANUAL
indicates that this device is operating in manual mode because it
is in an offline LSM.

DEVICE.7
 

[ACL |*] [READY|NOTREADY]
ACL indicates that the device is equipped with an auto-cartridge
loader. READY | NOTREADY refers to the device’s readiness
to drop the cartridge. The * indicates that the device is not ACL
equipped.
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DEVICE.8
 

[STAM|MIA|*] [EXCLUDED|AVAILABLE]
STAM indicates the device is controlled by STAM. MIA indicates
the device is controlled by MIA. EXCLUDED | AVAILABLE refers
to availability for allocation. The * indicates that there is no drive
sharing software in use, the drives are being shared manually, or
both.

DRIVE
Returns the list of all drives handled by VM:Tape.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

DRIVE.0 Number of variables returned

DRIVE.1 Real address of the first drive

DRIVE.n Real address of the nth drive

EDL
Returns the eligible drive list for this allocation, including selection status in its current ordering.
You can use the SET EDL primitive to modify the eligible drive list, which allows sites to customize drive
allocation.

NOTE
For more information about the SET primitive, see SET Primitive.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

EDL.0 Number of drives in the list

EDL.1
 

raddr [EXEMPT]
The variable raddr is the real drive address of the first drive and
is followed optionally by the keyword EXEMPT if the drive is
currently exempt from selection.

EDL.n Real drive address of the nth drive

MOUNT
Returns information concerning the current request.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

MOUNT.0 Number of variables returned

MOUNT.1 Command to execute

MOUNT.2  userid vaddr 

MOUNT.3
 

[READ|WRITE]
Indicates the request is a read request (READ) or a write request
(WRITE).

MOUNT.4
 

[DSN|*]
DSN is the data set name associated with the mount request or
the data set name in the TMC. The * indicates the data set name
is not specified.

MOUNT.5
 

[OS|*] [OPEN|EOV|CLOSE]
OS is the type of OS simulation requested. It can be open, end of
volume (EOV), or close. The * indicates that the request is not an
OS simulation request.
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POOLname poolname
Returns USER, SYSTEM, or OFF and the currently specified scratch pool name for the request.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

POOL.0 Number of variables returned

POOL.1
 

[USER|SYSTEM|OFF]
USER is returned if the POOLNAME option is specified on the
MOUNT command.
SYSTEM is returned if a scratch pool is selected from scratch pool
assignment rules.
OFF is returned if the volume is owned, if no scratch pools are
configured, or if the ALLOCATE command is issued.

POOL.2
 

Scratch pool name or general (optional)
If POOL.1 is USER, POOL.2 is the pool that was specified on the
MOUNT command. If POOL.1 is SYSTEM, POOL.2 is the name of
the pool that VM:Tape used to satisfy the mount request.
If POOL.2 is general (represented in lowercase letters), the tape
came from the general scratch tape pool that was not explicitly
defined by the VM:Tape scratch pool facility.

USERid
Returns the various user IDs associated with the indicated request.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

USER.0 Number of variables returned

USER.1 User ID who submitted request (for VM:Batch jobs, this is the
VM:Batch worker)

USER.2 Alternate user ID for VM:Batch jobs. This is the user ID who
submitted the VM:Batch request. If this is not a VM:Batch job, this
is the same as USER.1.

USER.3 User ID to receive drive

USER.4 If WORK is specified on the MOUNT request, USER.4 is the
user ID that runs the VM:Tape service virtual machine (usually
VMTAPE). If SAVEFOR is specified, USER.4 is the user ID for
which the scratch tape is being saved. Otherwise, USER.4 is the
user ID for whom the request is processed.

USER.5 Accounting user ID

VOLser
Returns information concerning the volume associated with the mount request.

 REXX Special Variable  Description 

VOLSER.0 Number of variables returned
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VOLSER.1
 

[*|volser LIBRARY[OWNER]
The * indicates that a scratch tape was requested and Autopick
is not enabled. The variable volser is the volume serial number
that is associated with the mount request, followed optionally by
the keyword LIBRARY if a tape with the same volser exists in the
TMC. It is followed by the owner of the tape if the tape is not a
scratch tape.

or
 

[VOLSER FOREIGN [LIBRARY] [OWNER]] ]
The volser associated with the mount request is a FOREIGN tape
(either by default or because the FOREIGN option was specified
on the request) followed optionally by the keyword LIBRARY if a
tape with the same volser exists in the TMC. If the LIBRARY tape
is not a scratch tape, the owner of the LIBRARY tape is provided.

VOLSER.2
 

[SCRATCH|*] [AUTO|NOAUTO]
SCRATCH indicates the tape is a scratch tape. AUTO indicates
that Autopick is turned on. NOAUTO indicates that Autopick is
turned off. The * indicates that the tape is not a scratch tape.

VOLSER.3
 

[location | product*]
The location and product variables are the location and product of
the volume. The * indicates that the location is not applicable or
cannot be determined.

SET Primitive
Use the SET primitive to change the settings of the eligible drive list (EDL), the pool name, and the buffer of a mount
request. Use it also to set a new command for the COMMAND user exit. You can specify one and only one parameter at a
time.

Primitive Syntax

Use the following syntax for the SET primitive with the ALLOCATE user exit:

SET {"ALLOCATE Parms"}

 

ALLOCATE Parms:

  EDL {[NOREORDER] devn  [ACTIVE | EXEMPT]}...

| POOLname poolname

| BUFFER string

Use the following syntax for the SET primitive with the COMMAND user exit:

SET {BUFFER string | COMMAND command-string}

Parameter Descriptions

The SET primitive has the following parameters:

EDL {[NOREORDER] devn [ACTIVE | EXEMPT]}...
Use for the ALLOCATE user exit. The EDL parameter changes the status or the order of the drives in the EDL.
You can activate, exempt, or reorder the drives; you cannot add drives to or remove drives from the EDL. Only the
drives you specify (dev1, dev2...devn) are reordered; after reordering the drives, VM:Tape places them at the top
of the EDL.
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Note: The drives you specify can only be drives that are in the original EDL.
Use the NOREORDER parameter to change the selection status of a device but not change its order in the EDL.
ACTIVE and EXEMPT specify that the selection status of the device is to be set to active or exempt. If you do not
specify ACTIVE or EXEMPT, the selection status of the device is not changed.
You can use the EXTRACT EDL primitive to return a list of drives in the EDL.

NOTE
For more information about the EXTRACT primitive, see EXTRACT Primitive.

POOLname poolname
Use for the ALLOCATE user exit. POOLname replaces the currently available scratch pool name as the system-
defined value. This parameter is valid for scratch requests only, and only if Autopick is off. The indicated
poolname, poolname, replaces the currently available scratch pool name as the system-defined value.

BUFFER string
Copies a command string, string, to the common user exit buffer, and pads the string with blanks.

COMMAND command-string
Replaces the incoming VM:Tape command with the command in command-string. You can only use the
COMMAND parameter with the COMMAND user exit. For more information, see COMMAND User Exit.

Examples
To make device 0D8 active without changing its order within the eligible drive list, use this statement:

SET EDL NOREORDER 0D8 ACTIVE

To find device DA0 and put device DA1 after it, use this statement:

SET EDL DA0 DA1

For example, use the following VM:Tape primitive to change an incoming mount request to use cartridges:

SET COMMAND MOUNT SCRATCH (DEN 38K

USER MSG Primitive
Use the USER MSG primitive to display a message on the terminal of the user. This message is not edited as an error
message.

This primitive has the following syntax:

USER MSG message-text

The USER MSG primitive has the following parameter:

message-text
Specifies the text of the message to display on the user terminal.

Sharing the CA 1 TMC
This section provides information about sharing the TMC files between VM and z/OS systems. The following information is
included:

Setting Up a Shared TMC

The VM:Tape interface to CA 1 allows you to share a single TMC between VM and z/OS systems.
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Before you can use the VM:Tape interface to CA 1, you need to set up a shared TMC using the VM:Tape OSTMC,
OSAUDIT, SMFID, and USEREDIT configuration file records.

To set up the CA 1 interface to VM:Tape, follow these steps:

1. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file and add an OSTMC and an OSAUDIT record to identify the virtual address and data
set names of the OS format TMC and Audit files.
The OSTMC record identifies the virtual address and data set name of the OS format CA 1 TMC data set. If the
OSTMC is used, the SMFID must also be set. For more information, see OSTMC record.
The OSAUDIT record identifies the virtual address and data set name of the OS format CA 1 Audit data set. For more
information, see OSAUDIT record.

2. Verify that the TMC data set and Audit data set reside on separate, real DASD volumes.
Note: Step 3 does not apply if have you run TMSXTEND. It only applies if you use an old version CA 1 and have not
run TMSXTEND.

3. Prepare the VM:Tape USEREDIT user exit to provide the identical translation for VM:Tape that the TMMVOLDF
MACRO provides for CA 1 assemblies.
The USEREDIT user exit identifies the name of an assembler language user exit that translates installation standard
volsers into relative record pointers to volume records in the TMC. This exit is required.

NOTE
For more information about the USEREDIT user exit, see Utility Reference.

Considerations for Using a Shared TMC

TMC and Audit Data Sets

The TMC and Audit data sets must reside on different physical devices. Define these devices as full pack minidisks. The
full pack is required because VM:Tape dynamically determines the physical locations of the TMC and Audit data sets by
reading the z/OS VTOC which, in turn, is located by reading the volume serial record.

Do not change the size or location of the TMC or the Audit data sets while VM:Tape is running. VM:Tape reads the VTOC
only at initialization.

z/OS as a Guest Under VM

When CA 1 is running on z/OS as a guest under VM, replace the MDISK statements in the VM:Tape directory for the
TMC and Audit OS data sets with links to the minidisks that contain the data sets. It is also important that the MDISK
definitions for the z/OS minidisks in the z/OS virtual machine’s directory entry have a link mode of MWV. The MW mode
permits multiple write access; the V qualifier causes CP to use virtual RESERVE/RELEASE, rather than real RESERVE/
RELEASE.

z/OS on a Separate CPU

When z/OS is run on a separate CPU and a hardware RESERVE/RELEASE is required, define the minidisks for the
TMC and Audit data sets as full-pack minidisks. For VM/ESA, mark the minidisks as SHARED=YES in the CP system
configuration. Make sure the MDISK statement has a link mode of MWV.

NOTE
For more information about operating a system using RESERVE/RELEASE, or consult your IBM Support
Center, see the section in the appropriate IBM planning and system generation guide.

Tape Ownership

To change the owner of an z/OS tape to a VM user ID in the TMC, use the VM:Tape ASSIGN command. The ASSIGN
command replaces the creating step name with the VM:Tape virtual machine user ID and the creating job name with the
user ID that owns the tape. Also, a corresponding entry is added to the VM:Tape Pointer file.
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NOTE
For more information about using the ASSIGN command, see the Command Reference.

Editing the TMC From VM

You may want to create another VM user ID with TAPELIBR authorization to allow you to edit data in the TMC from VM.

Scratching Tapes

To scratch tapes on z/OS systems, use the TMSCLEAN utility, then use the VM:Tape REFRESH command to update the
pointer and picklist files and to synchronize the ARM catalog with the TMC.

If your site has a procedure in place on the z/OS system to synchronize the ARM with the TMC, then REFRESH
(NOSYNC is all that is required.

Note: For more information about the REFRESH command, see the Command Reference Guide.

Backing Up VM:Tape on a z/OS System

The following table contains VM:Tape Minidisks and Backup Requirements (OS Only).

Label Default Address Contents Backup Program
VMT191 191 VM:Tape configuration file,

checkpoint file, picklist file, and
pointer file

VM:Backup or your normal CMS
backup procedure

VMT192 192 Executable code for the
VM:Tape service virtual machine

 

NOTE
When using a CA 1 TMC, VM:Tape is not responsible for backing up the TMC as this is performed by CA 1.

Working With the CA 1 TMSXTEND Utility

This section provides information about the TMSXTEND utility, how to run it, and the changes required to the CONFIG file.

The TMSXTEND utility performs a dynamic move and update of the CA 1 Tape Management Catalog (TMC). It allows
maintenance on the TMC without the need to terminate tape operations.

CONFIG File Changes

The OS concept of SMFID is introduced for VM:Tape. SMFID is a unique 4-character ID used in z/OS to uniquely identify
systems in a sysplex. CA 1 copies the SMFID to all audit records (using the TMAUCPU field). An SMFID record is added
to the CONFIG file to define this constant value. This CONFIG file record is required when an OSTMC is specified. The
format of the SMFID record is:

SMFID smfid

Note: For STAM, an SMFID can be specified on the STAM CONFIG file record. The CONFIG file processing routine
ensures these values are the same.

Another CONFIG file change accommodates two TMC minidisks. One minidisk contains the TMC file and the other
contains a data set that will become the new TMC.

The alternate TMC minidisk is specified using a new CONFIG file record:
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ALTTMC vaddr

Where vaddr is the virtual device number of an attached minidisk that contains the pre-allocated alternate TMC. If this
record is specified, the device must contain a dataset with the TMC dsname appended with .N. The check for this is done
at system startup and if not found message VMTTMR075E is issued and VM:Tape initialization fails.

If VM:Tape detects that the TMSXTEND utility is running and there is no ALTTMC record in the config file, VM:Tape issues
message 259E and notifies the TMSXTEND utility that VM:Tape cannot participate causing TMSXTEND to terminate.

NOTE
The TMC file is the dsname specified on the OSTMC CONFIG file record. When VM:Tape starts, it looks for
the file specified on the OSTMC record. If the file is not found, it looks for the file on the disk specified on the
ALTTMC record. If the dataset is found, VM:Tape issues message 268I, continues to initialize, and uses the
TMC specified on the ALTTMC record. Normally, the ALTTMC record is contained in the CONFIG file only when
a TMSXTEND is ready to run.

When TMSXTEND completes, the VM:Tape administrator must manually update the configuration, including the CP
directory entry for VM:Tape, to remove the ALTTMC record and point the OSTMC record to the appropriate disk that
contains the new TMC.

VM:Tape checks to see if a USEREDIT exit exists and loads it if an OSTMC is defined in the CONFIG file only if an old
format TMC is used. After a TMSXTEND is run, the USEREDIT exit is no longer required.

Running TMSXTEND

The ALTTMC record specifies the virtual device number of the disk containing the alternate TMC dataset (pre-allocated by
OS).

Before the TMSXTEND utility is run, you must prepare the VM:Tape service virtual machine by performing the following:

1. Add a LINK or full pack minidisk definition of the disk containing the new TMC to the VM:Tape directory entry.
2. Ensure VM:Tape links to the new TMC minidisk.
3. Update the VM:Tape configuration to specify the device number of the new disk on the ALTTMC CONFIG file record.

Note: VM:Tape does not support dynamic updating of the CONFIG file. Therefore VM:Tape must be restarted after the
CONFIG file is updated and before using TMSXTEND.
After the TMSXTEND utility completes, VM:Tape uses the TMC on the ALTTMC device without additional changes.
However, the following post execution maintenance must be performed:

4. Detach the disk containing the original TMC as specified on the OSTMC CONFIG file record.
5. Remove the LINK or full pack minidisk definition of the original TMC disk from the VM:Tape directory entry.
6. Remove the ALTTMC record and replace the device number on the OSTMC CONFIG file record with the device

number previously specified on the ALTTMC record.

Perform these preparatory steps during normal maintenance when VM:Tape can be restarted.

NOTE
The CONFIG file can be changed while VM:Tape is running. However, the changes do not take effect until
VM:Tape is re-initialized. If the CONFIG file is changed while VM:Tape is running, processing is suspended while
the edit is invoked.

 

 

MIA
The interface to MIA (referred to as MIA in this section) lets VM:Tape operate in a shared environment without using the
VM:Tape STAM facility. The primary user of this interface is the VM:Tape operator.
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Setting Up Drive Sharing With MIA

To set up the MIA interface to VM:Tape, add an MIADEVICE record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file to identify any tape
drives that you want MIA to control. If needed, add a DEVICE record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file to identify any tape
drives that you do not want MIA to control, but want VM:Tape to use.

MIADEVICE Record

The MIADEVICE record identifies the user ID of the MIA service virtual machine running the MIA code, and identifies
those tape drives that can be shared with other systems in the complex. To define the interface to VM:Tape, you must
add at least one MIADEVICE record to your VMTAPE CONFIG file. For complete information about this record, see
MIADEVICE Record.

To identify the MIA service virtual machine and any devices that MIA will track, add or modify the MIADEVICE record in
the VMTAPE CONFIG file as follows:

MIADEVICE  mia-userid devices

Replace mia-userid with the name of the MIA service virtual machine at your site. Replace devices with the list of
devices MIA tracks.

NOTE
You can use the NAME parameter on the MIADEVICE record to group drives together. You can then direct tape
mounts to a specific set of drives. You can also use the LOCATION option on the MOUNT command to direct
mounts to specific locations.

What the Operator Can Do

The operator can use the VM:Tape MIA command to start the interface, halt the interface and drain all drives that are
defined to MIA (on the MIADEVICE configuration file record), or query the interface, or to issue MIA commands through
VM:Tape.

NOTE
For more information about the MIA command, see the Command Reference.

Autopick Facility
The VM:Tape Autopick facility enables VM:Tape to select a specific scratch tape automatically to satisfy each scratch
mount request, then prompt the operator to mount that tape. Use of the Autopick facility reduces operator tasks and is
useful at sites that have small tape libraries or that do not maintain a special scratch rack. When necessary, the operator
can override the VM:Tape selection and manually select scratch tapes.

When the Autopick facility is not configured or has been turned off, VM:Tape does not select tapes. In this case, it asks the
operator to supply any available scratch tape to satisfy each scratch mount request. Many sites prefer to maintain a formal
scratch rack that is replenished with scratched volumes after the VM:Tape SCRATCH command has run. This approach
simplifies the task of the operator of obtaining a scratch volume. It is not necessary to locate a specific volume in the tape
library. If a site has a remote or very large tape library, generic scratch mounts can save a significant amount of operator
time .

The system administrator configures the Autopick facility in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, but the operator can dynamically
start or stop Autopick for individual scratch pools using the VM:Tape AUTOPICK command.

Note: You cannot use an ACL with the VM:Tape Autopick facility. When Autopick is on, VM:Tape automatically selects a
specific scratch tape to satisfy each scratch mount request. If you use this facility with an ACL, VM:Tape loads a general
scratch tape from the hopper, then ejects the tape because it was not the one selected by Autopick. Unless the hopper
contains the selected tape, VM:Tape continues loading and ejecting tapes until the ACL is empty. If necessary, see the
AUTOPICK Command in the Command Reference for information about turning off the Autopick facility.
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Contents

Configuring the Autopick Facility

To configure the Autopick facility, add an AUTOPICK record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file. Then save and exit the file. The
next time that you initialize VM:Tape, it  automatically turns on the Autopick facility for all scratch pools. To turn off the
Autopick for one or more scratch pools, use the AUTOPICK command.

NOTE
For more information, see Autopick Record.

Selecting Scratch Volumes for Use

When the Autopick facility is on, the normal mount message, VMT058A, is not generated. Instead, mount message
VMT280A is generated. This message requests that the operator mounts a specific scratch volume to satisfy the scratch
request.

If the operator cannot mount the requested volume (for example, because the volume is lost or damaged), the operator
can use the REJECT command to reject the request for that volume and generate a request for a different one.

NOTE
If you are using Autopick in an ACS environment, issue the REJECT command as soon as possible after
determining the volser to be mounted. The operator might not be able to issue the REJECT command before
the mount completes because the ACS mounts a requested volser volume in approximately 11 seconds. In this
case, the REJECT command has no effect.

Note: For more information about the REJECT command, see the Command Reference.

Tracking and Handling Rejected Volumes

VM:Tape tracks the number of times a volume is rejected. Using the AUTOPICK record, you can specify whether VM:Tape
takes certain actions when the reject count for a volume exceeds a site-defined threshold. These actions can help your
site track lost volumes and can allow it to recover or replace them.

The actions VM:Tape can take when a volume exceeds the reject threshold include:

• Writing a type 3 audit record to the Audit data set
• Marking the volume as deleted in the TMC
• Inserting a specified value into the OUTCODE field of the volume TMC record
• Inserting a specified value into a site-defined EDITDEF field in the volume  TMC record accounting area

Example

Your site has a small tape library, and you want to ensure that lost or damaged volumes are deleted from the TMC.
Activate the Autopick facility. Specify that all scratch volumes that VM:Tape rejects more than twice are  marked as
deleted in the TMC. Add this record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

AUTOPICK ATTEMPTS 3 DELETE

To make a deleted volume available again, reset the delete bit for that volume in the TMC. Use the VM:Tape EDIT
command.

Scratch Volume Availability

Volumes are eligible for use as scratch tapes if they meet these criteria:
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• The scratch bit (SCRATCH) in the volume’s TMC record is on.
• The delete bit (DELETED) in the volume’s TMC record is off.
• The media error bit (BADMEDIA) in the volume’s TMC record is off.
• The OUTCODE field is cleared.
• The site-defined EDITDEF field does not contain the reject threshold value that is specified on the AUTOPICK

configuration file record.

Any reject action other than writing a type 3 audit record renders a volume unavailable for automatic scratch selection. To
make the volume eligible again, the tape librarian must take specific action (clearing the OUTCODE, resetting the delete
bit, or changing the value of the site-defined EDITDEF field).

Bin System (CMS TMCs Only)
To access and manage tapes with duplicate or nonstandard tape numbers, implement the VM:Tape Bin system.
The Bin system allows you to define your site volsers so that an external bin or slot number can reference them
instead of referencing the internal volser. By default, the VM:Tape Bin system sample user exits assume that all
volsers with the first two characters BN are Bin system volumes. You can modify these user exits and can change the
characters in the volser that indicate Bin system tapes.

Implement the VM:Tape Bin system in these circumstances (other circumstances are possible):

• You have a wide assortment of volsers that cannot be defined easily using SERIES configuration file records. For
example, you have the volsers TAP001, DECDATA, and JOE444 instead of DEV0001, DEV002, and DEV003. By
using bin numbers to define a series, you can accommodate random internal VOL1 labels in the same library.

• You handle tapes with identical internal VOL1 labels.

NOTE
You cannot use either OS Simulation Standard Label Tape Processing Exit (DMSTVI or DMSTVS) with the
VM:Tape Bin system.

After you have implemented the Bin system, authorized user IDs can enter tapes into the Bin system. Tape librarians are
so authorized, as are other user IDs with SAVEFOR, NOMAXRET, and TAPELIBR authorization. Users can then list and
mount bin tapes.

Implementing a Bin System
To create a VM:Tape Bin system at your site, follow these steps:

1. End VM:Tape.
2. Update the VM:Tape configuration (VMTAPE CONFIG) file.
3. Review the VMTBIN macro.
4. Review the Bin system user exits.
5. Assemble the Bin system user exits.
6. Reformat the TMC to accommodate new bin volumes.
7. Start VM:Tape.

The following sections describe these steps in detail and provide instructions where necessary.

Step 1. Ending VM:Tape

Before implementing a Bin system at your site, end VM:Tape processing. Do not restart VM:Tape until all the steps in this
process are complete. To end VM:Tape, enter the following command:

vmtape end
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Step 2. Updating the VMTAPE CONFIG File

Add these records to the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

SERIES BN0001 100

EDITDEF INTVS ACCT +35 CHAR6 DISPLAY

USEREXIT USERACNT BINACNT

USEREXIT USREXIT3 BINEXIT3

In the above records, the SERIES record defines volumes BN0001 through BN0100 to the TMC as bin volumes. (You can
have a mixture of bin and non-bin series records in the TMC.) The EDITDEF record defines the INTVS field that holds the
internal volsers, and the USEREXIT records identify the user exits and the Bin indicator characters required by the Bin
system.

VM:Tape uses the INTVS field to record internal volsers for the Bin system. INTVS is a site-defined field within the ACCT
field of the TMC. In order for the VMTBIN utility to work correctly, the field must be named INTVS and must be the CHAR6
edit code. Its displacement into the TMC is not important; however, the sample user exits assume a displacement of 35
bytes into the ACCT field.

Note: For more information about site-defined fields, see EDITDEF Record.

Step 3. Reviewing the VMTBIN Macro

Review the VMTBIN assembler macro that is supplied on the distribution media and resides on the VMTAPE 192 disk.
This macro is used by the Bin system user exits to identify bin volumes. The sample VMTBIN macro assumes that any
volsers beginning with the characters BN are bin volumes, not true volsers. You can add another volume prefix or modify
the volser prefix that identifies a bin/slot number rather than a physical volume.

The following is the VMTBIN macro:

        MACRO  ,

&LABEL  VMTBIN &VOLSER,&BRANCH        PROTOTYPE STATEMENT

        CLC    =CL12,'BN',&VOLSER     IS THIS A BIN VOLSER?

        BE     &BRANCH                YES - GO PROCESS IT

        MEND   ,

Command Syntax

This record and the external format of the VMTBIN macro share the following syntax:

VMTBIN volser,label

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

• volser
Specifies the field containing the volser that is to be checked for being a bin volser. The volser can be specified as any
valid Assembler field name or as a register in parentheses.

• label
Indicates an Assembler statement label in the bin user exit that identifies the bin tape processing subroutine.
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Step 4. Reviewing the User Exits

VM:Tape implements the Bin system using special versions of the USREXIT3 and USERACNT user exits. These user
exits provide bin processing in addition to the normal USREXIT3 and USERACNT functions.

VM:Tape provides the following prototype user exits on the distribution media:

• BINEXIT3 5ASSEMBL
• BINACNT 5ASSEMBL

This subsection describes the purpose of each user exit and provides instructions for making them part of your VM:Tape
system.

NOTE
The prototype user exits, as supplied on the distribution media, do not support ASCII label (AL) tapes.

BINEXIT3

USREXIT3 validates the tape label. It performs a series of comparisons and issues a return code to VM:Tape based on
the results. BINEXIT3 provides processing for the Bin system in addition to the functions furnished by USREXIT3.

BINEXIT3 checks the volser to determine whether the volume is a member of the Bin system. Unless you modified the bin
tape identifier in the VMTBIN macro, VM:Tape assumes that all volsers with the first two characters BN are bin volumes. If
the volume is not part of the Bin system, a return code of zero (0) is issued.

NOTE
For more information, see USREXIT3 User Exit.

• If the volume is part of the Bin system, BINEXIT3 tests the scratch bit in the TMC:
• If this is a scratch volume (during the entry process), BINEXIT3 checks whether the tape has been mounted read/write

or read-only:
– If the tape is mounted read/write, BINEXIT3 rejects the mount with an error message.
– If the tape is mounted read-only, BINEXIT3 checks the VOL1 record:

• If a VOL1 record is not on the tape (that is, the tape is NL), the key string "- - NL - -" is stored as the internal volser by
the BINACNT user exit. It issues a return code of zero (0). This return code indicates that normal VM:Tape validation
should be performed.

• If a VOL1 record is on the tape, the serial number from the record is saved and passed by the user exit communication
work area to the BINACNT user exit. BINACNT stores the serial number in the INTVS field as the tape’s internal
volser. BINACNT issues a return code of 4, indicating toVM:Tape to accept the tape without performing normal VOL1
validation.
– If this is not a scratch volume (for regular mounts after entry), BINEXIT3 tries to validate the volser:
– If there is no VOL1 record, the key string "- - NL - -" is stored as the internal volser, and return is made to VM:Tape

with a return code of zero (0). This code indicates to VM:Tape to perform normal validation.
– If there is a VOL1 record, the value in the INTVS field in the accounting area is compared to the volser in the VOL1

record:
• If the volsers match, BINEXIT3 issues a return code of 4. This return code indicates to VM:Tape to accept the tape

without performing normal VOL1 validation.
• If the volsers do not match, BINEXIT3 issues a return code of 8. This return code indicates to VM:Tape to unload the

tape and request the correct volume.

BINACNT

USERACNT writes accounting information into the TMC records. The Bin system version of this user exit, BINACNT,
accepts information from BINEXIT3 through the user exit communication work area. It uses this information to update the
TMC for the bin volumes.
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BINACNT checks the volser to determine whether it is a bin volume. Unless you modified the bin tape identifier in the
VMTBIN macro, VM:Tape assumes that all volsers with the first two characters BN are bin volumes. If the volume is not
part of the Bin system, normal exit processing takes place. If the volume is part of the Bin system, BINACNT obtains the
VOL1 serial number from the user exit communication work area and writes it in the INTVS field of the TMC. If the tape
does not have a label (NL), BINACNT writes the key string "- - NL - -" in the TMC.

Step 5. Assembling the User Exits

After you review the user exits and make any necessary changes, prepare them for use by VM:Tape. The following
instructions assume you are logged onto the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

Assemble the user exits using these commands:

LISTFILE * MACRO D (EXEC

LISTFILE * COPY  D (APEND

RENAME CMS EXEC  A VMTLIB ==

VMFMAC VMTLIB

GLOBAL MACLIB VMTLIB DMSGPI DMSOM OSMACRO

RENAME BIN* filetype A = ASSEMBLE A

ASSEMBLE BINACNT

ASSEMBLE BINEXIT3

The variable filetype is 5ASSEMBL.

Step 6. Reformatting the TMC

If you already have a TMC, reformat it to add the new volumes that are defined by the SERIES record.

Note: For more information, see Reformatting the TMC.

Step 7. Starting VM:Tape

After you complete all the previous procedures , start VM:Tape. Starting allows VM:Tape to load the new user exits and
initialize the system. If VM:Tape initializes successfully, you are ready to use the Bin system.

Note: For more information, see Starting VM:Tape.

Entering a Tape Into the Bin System
Before you can use a bin tape, you must enter it into the Bin system. Typically, the tape librarian (or a user ID with
SAVEFOR, NOMAXRET, and TAPELIBR authorization) performs this task.

NOTE
During this process, if a mount is required, mount tapes in read-only mode. Do not mount tapes in read/write
mode now because the sample BINEXIT3 causes VM:Tape to reject the mount. After you complete this process,
you can mount tapes in either read/write or read-only mode.

1. Use the VM:Tape LIST SCRATCH command to create a listing of all the bin volsers that are currently in scratch status.
A bin volser in scratch status implies that the bin is empty and available for assignment.

NOTE
For more information, see LIST Command in the Command Reference.

2. Review the output from the LIST SCRATCH command and select an available bin number. Externally label the
physical tape with the bin number and take the volume to the computer room.

3. Issue the BINSAVE EXEC to enter the tape into the Bin system.
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– If you specify label information (volser or NL) on the BINSAVE EXEC, VM:Tape updates the INTVS field (internal
volser) in the TMC and does not require that tape to be physically mounted.

– If you omit the label information about the BINSAVE EXEC, VM:Tape generates a MOUNT request to read the
internal volser of the tape.

NOTE
For more information about using the BINSAVE EXEC, see BINSAVE EXEC Utility.

Listing Bin Tapes
Bin system users can use a special command, VMTBIN, to display a cross-reference of bin numbers and internal volsers.
The VMTBIN command also provides an option to stack the bin number of a specific real volser for the end user. The bin
number can then be used in a VM:Tape MOUNT request.

For example, to display the internal volser of the tape in bin BN0025, enter:

vmtape vmtbin list bn0025

VM:Tape responds by listing the bin number and the internal volser:

BN0025 KLN001

 Note: For more information about the , see the VMTBIN command Command Reference.

Mounting a Bin Tape

WARNING
Do not use this procedure the first time you mount a bin tape. This procedure is for tapes that have already been
entered in the Bin system. If this is the first time you are mounting this tape, see Entering a Tape Into the Bin
System.

Bin system users mount a bin tape the same way they mount a regular tape, specifying the bin or slot number instead of
the volser. For example, to mount the tape in bin BN0025, enter:

vmtape mount bn0025 (nowait

NOTE
For information about the , see the MOUNT command  Command Reference.

VM:Tape requests the operator to mount the volume and specifies the bin number as the volser. When the volume is
mounted, VM:Tape reads the internal VOL1 label and compares the result to the internal VOL1 serial number stored in the
INTVS field as part of the user accounting area.

If there is no VOL1 label, VM:Tape asks the operator to enter the bin number for verification, as in standard VM:Tape NL
(non-labeled) processing. The tape mount is accepted or rejected according to the validation by the operator.

Removing a Tape From the Bin System
To remove a tape from the Bin system, first expire the bin tape. Then scratch the tape during the next execution of the
SCRATCH command.

1. To remove a tape from the Bin system, use the CATALOG command to set the expiration date to today’s date. For
example, to remove bin tape BN0025 from the Bin system, enter:

vmtape catalog bn0025 retpd 0

2. After you have set the expiration date to the current date, the next time the SCRATCH command is run, it scratches
the volume. The tape librarian reviews the SCRATCH LISTING file (created by the SCRATCH command with the
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PRINT option), then removes scratched bin tapes from their physical locations on the tape racks and returns them to
their owners.

NOTE
For more information about the SCRATCH command, see the Command Reference.

Scratch Pools
VM:Tape scratch pools allow a site to maintain multiple pools of scratch tapes and to control the allocation of scratch
tapes to users according to user ID and data set name. VM:Tape automatically verifies that a tape from the proper scratch
pool is mounted.

You can authorize a user for access to multiple scratch pools, and to allow the user to select the scratch pool used for a
mount request. Users can select a specific pool by specifying the POOL option on the MOUNT command whenever two or
more pools can be used to satisfy a mount request.

NOTE
For more information about when users can select scratch tapes from specific pools, see User-Selectable
Scratch Pools.

VM:Tape can also use scratch pools defined on OS systems. For more information, see Scratch Pools on OS Minidisks.

VM:Tape also supports scratch pools when using a supported ARM product. For information about using VM:Tape scratch
pools with these ARMs, see the appendix for your ARM product:

• SUTMYN Automated Tape Library
• StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System

The IBM Tape Library Data Server uses scratch categories, not scratch pools. Scratch pool support for this device means
that VM:Tape keeps track of the pool definitions and the associated tapes. When VM:Tape receives a request for a
tape from a scratch pool, it selects the tape and sends a request to the Tape Library Data Server asking it to mount the
selected tape. For more information about scratch mount requests and scratch pools in the Tape Library Data Server, see
IBM Tape Library Data Server.

Implementing Scratch Pools
Implement scratch pools by first creating two files: the scratch pool definition file and the scratch pool assignment file.
Then define each scratch pool in the scratch pool definition file and each pool assignment rule in the scratch pool
assignment file.

1. End VM:Tape.
2. Choose a name for the scratch pool definition file, such as SCRPOOL NAMES, and specify it on a POOLNAME record

in the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

POOLNAME SCRPOOL NAMES

The POOLNAME record specifies the name of the CMS file containing the scratch pool definitions.

NOTE
For more information about using the POOLNAME record, see POOLNAME Record.

3. Choose a name for the scratch pool assignment file, such as SCRPOOL ASSIGN, and specify it on a POOLASGN
record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

POOLASGN SCRPOOL ASSIGN

The POOLASGN record specifies the name of the CMS file containing the scratch pool assignment rules.

NOTE
For more information about using the POOLASGN record, see POOLASGN Record.
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4. Save and then exit the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
5. Edit the scratch pool definition file, using the name you specified in the previous steps and add a definition record for

each scratch pool you want to use.
For example, in the SCRPOOL NAMES pool definition file, to define scratch tapes in the range VM0001 to VM0999
and from VS0001 to VS0999 as members of the SYSTEM.TEST pool, add this definition record:

SCRPOOL=SYSTEM.TEST,RANGE=VM0001-VM0999,RANGE=VS0001-VS0999

NOTE
For more information about the format of a definition record, see Scratch Pool Definition File.

6. After you have finished adding pool definitions, save and then exit the scratch pool definition file.
7. Edit the scratch pool assignment file, using the name you specified in step 3, and add an assignment rule for each

scratch request.
For example, in the SCRPOOL ASSIGN file, add the following assignment rule to specify that any request for a scratch
tape from a user ID called CORPDB with a data set name starting with SQLDS.BACKUP must be assigned a scratch
tape from the BANK VAULT pool:

DSN=SQLDS.BACKUP*,JOB=CORPDB,POOL=BANK.VAULT

NOTE
For more information about the format of an assignment rule, see Scratch Pool Assignment File.

8. After you have finished adding assignment rules, save and then exit the scratch pool assignment file.
9. Restart VM:Tape.

You can now use the tapes as defined in each scratch pool.

Scratch Pool Definition File
A scratch pool definition file contains a series of records that define each scratch pool.

Each definition record includes the name of the pool and the ranges of tapes that belong to the pool. Their external
volume serial numbers identify the tapes in a range. Pools cannot overlap. Any tape that is not assigned to a specific pool
is considered a general scratch tape.

Specify scratch pool definitions on a series of fixed-length 80-character control records. The information is coded as a
series of keyword value pairs. The pairs can be coded anywhere between columns 1 and 71, inclusive. Information in
columns 72 through 80 is ignored. A definition can be continued on more than one record. To continue a definition on
another record, follow a complete keyword/value pair with a comma and at least one blank.

Record Format

SCRPOOL=poolname,RANGE=lowvol-hivol,...,RANGE=lowvol-hivol[,DATACLAS=WORM]

The poolname must meet the following criteria:

• The name can be no longer than 16 characters.
• It can contain any characters other than a blank, comma, or equal sign.
• It must not be in mixed case.
• Preferably, the name of the scratch pool reflects its tapes’ characteristics or intended use.

The lowvol and hivol parameters are the volsers of tapes in the TMC.

The DATACLAS=WORM keyword/value pair must be specified on scratch pool definitions for virtual tape volumes
with a data class of WORM. VM:Tape validates the WORM attribute for every tape mount. When you specify
DATACLAS=WORM on the SCRPOOL record definition, VM:Tape verifies that any tape MOUNT with a volume from that
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scratch pool has the WORM data class attribute. If the WORM attribute of the tape does not match its associated scratch
pool definition, VM:Tape cancels the tape mount. System message VMT0177E indicates the conflict:
VMTLAB0177E Volume 'VIW008' in Pool 'SCRATCHA' SHOULD BE Data Class 'WORM'.

Conversely, if a Scratch Pool does not specify DATACLAS=WORM, and a tape MOUNT of a volume in that Scratch Pool
has a Data Class of WORM, VM:Tape cancels the tape MOUNT request and displays the following message:
VMTLAB0177E Volume 'VI0255' in Pool 'TS7700' SHOULD NOT BE Data Class 'WORM'.

Sample Scratch Pool Definition File

To define scratch tapes in the range SP0001 to SP9999 and from SR0500 to SR0700 as members of the BANK.VAULT
pool, add this definition record:

SCRPOOL=BANK.VAULT,RANGE=SP0001-SP9999,RANGE=SR0500-SR0700

NOTE
If your site is using the VM:Tape interface to HSC, Broadcom recommends using scratch pool names that
contain no more than 13 characters. Alternatively, use names that are unique within the first 13 characters. Use
such names to avoid potential operational problems. For more information about HSC scratch pool names, see
StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System.

The following code shows a scratch pool definition file in which one scratch pool (SCRATCHA) has been assigned the
WORM Data Class. The other three pools have not been assigned the WORM Data Class:

SCRPOOL  NAMES    V1  F 80  Trunc=80 Size=5 Line=0 Col=1 Alt=0 

        

SCRPOOL=3490E,RANGE=VD0000-VD4999

SCRPOOL=3590,RANGE=VD5000-VD9999

SCRPOOL=TS7700,RANGE=VI0000-VI4999

* WORM Tapes ...

SCRPOOL=SCRATCHA,RANGE=VIW000-VIW999,DATACLAS=WORM  

The tapes in SCRATCHA must have the data class WORM assigned to them when they are mounted. If data class
WORM was not assigned during the mount, VM:Tape cancels the MOUNT request, and displays the VMT0177E system
message. The tapes in the other three scratch pools must not have the data class WORM attribute assigned during the
mount. If you attempt to assign the WORM data class, VM:Tape cancels the MOUNT request and displays the VMT0177E
system message.

Scratch Pool Assignment File
The scratch pool assignment file contains a series of assignment rules that assign a scratch pool to a mount request
according to the user ID requesting the mount and the data set name specified on the mount request. If a mount request
does not satisfy any of the assignment rules, it is assigned a general scratch tape.

NOTE
Scratch pool assignments are based only on user ID (JOB) without regard to system of origin, thus allowing two
identical user IDs on two different systems to access the same tapes without any special authorization. With
servers such as VM:Backup, ensure that each server uses a separate pool to avoid accidental data loss.

Specify scratch pool assignments on a series of fixed-length 80-character control records. The information is coded as
a series of keyword value pairs. The pairs can be coded anywhere between columns 1 and 71, inclusive. Information in
columns 72 through 80 is ignored. An assignment can be continued on more than one record by following a complete
keyword/value pair with a comma and at least one blank.

Record Format
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DSN=data.set.name,JOB=userid,POOL=pool.name

An asterisk (*) or hyphen (-) can be used in the DSN and JOB values as a mask that matches an arbitrary number of
characters. If you use either pattern-matching character, it must be the last character in the string. Characters must not be
in mixed case.

During a scratch mount, the data set name parameters of the assignment rules are compared to the DSN specified on the
MOUNT command. If a match is found, the user ID requesting the mount is compared to the JOB parameter. If the JOB
parameter also matches, the scratch mount is assigned to the specified pool.

The following examples demonstrate ways to specify pool assignments:

• Specify that any scratch tape requested by a user ID beginning with the characters TEST must be assigned to the
SYSTEM.TEST pool:

DSN=*,JOB=TEST*,POOL=SYSTEM.TEST

Because an * is permitted in the DSN and JOB parameters, more than one assignment rule can satisfy a request.
In the case of multiple data set name matches, the more restrictive data set name match is used. ABCD* is more
restrictive than ABC*, and ABCD is more restrictive than ABCD*. In the case of identical data set name masks, the job
name is used as final arbiter.

• State that any user ID beginning with the characters TECH requesting a scratch tape with a data set name of
LAUNCH.DATA.FAILURES is assigned to the TOP.SECRET pool. Any data set name beginning with LAUNCH.DATA
(and not followed by .FAILURES) is assigned to the SECRET pool. Scratch requests with any other data set names
are assigned to the CONFIDEN pool:

DSN=*,JOB=TECH*,POOL=CONFIDEN

DSN=LAUNCH.DATA*,JOB=TECH*,POOL=SECRET

DSN=LAUNCH.DATA.FAILURES,JOB=TECH*,POOL=TOP.SECRET

Scratch Pools on OS Minidisks
To allow VM:Tape access to scratch pool definition data sets on OS minidisks, use FILEDEF commands. Do not use
the POOLNAME and POOLASGN configuration file records. Without this access, VM:Tape must maintain two separate
scratch pool definitions.

• Instead of using the POOLNAME configuration file record, create a file that contains scratch pool definitions. Then
issue a CMS FILEDEF command for ddname POOLNAME (before initialization) for that file.
For example, this FILEDEF command accesses scratch pool definition file POOL NAME G:

filedef poolname disk pool name g (lrecl 80 block 3120 recfm fb

• Instead of using the POOLASGN configuration file record, create a file that contains scratch pool assignment rules.
Then issue a CMS FILEDEF for ddname POOLASGN for that file. For example:

filedef poolasgn disk pool rule g dsn abc parmlib (member u01nsm00 

lrecl 80 block 3120 recfm fb

User-Selectable Scratch Pools
Two assignment rules are identical only if the DSN and JOB parameters match exactly. A data set name parameter of
ABC* and ABCD* could match the same data set name on a mount request, but ABCD* is more restrictive and hence not
identical to ABC*. A site can create two or more identical assignment rules for the same scratch pool.

If a scratch request is satisfied by a duplicate assignment rule and the user has not specified the POOL option on the
MOUNT command, the first of the duplicate assignment rules is used to assign a scratch pool to the request.
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If the request is satisfied by a duplicate rule and the user has specified the POOL option, the request is assigned to the
requested pool if one of the duplicate rules authorizes the requested pool.

Examples
The following examples demonstrate circumstances in which user IDs can select scratch pools:

• Any user ID beginning with SYS can select from the TEST, PROD, or OFFSITE pools. The default pool is
TEST because it appears first. All other user IDs default to and are required to use PROD pool tapes:

DSN=*,JOB=SYS*,POOL=TEST

DSN=*,JOB=SYS*,POOL=PROD

DSN=*,JOB=SYS*,POOL=OFFSITE

DSN=*,JOB=*,POOL=PROD

• User SYS01’s requests for scratch tapes come from the PROD pool. All other users’ requests come from
the TEST pool:

DSN=*,JOB=*,POOL=TEST

DSN=*,JOB=SYS01,POOL=PROD

Autopick Consideration
The Autopick facility selects pools by assignment rules, not media type. Each scratch pool can contain tapes of any media
type (cartridges or reels, for example). If you request one type of media and the scratch pool does not contain the type
media you requested, you receive error message VMT303E.

NOTE
For more information about the Autopick facility, see Autopick Facility.

Support for RMS Scratch Categories
To provide a method for selecting SCRATCH tapes in an IBM 3494 that is more consistent with other operating systems,
we have introduced support for mounting tapes using RMS SCRATCH Categories. Instead of VM:Tape requesting a
specific SCRATCH tape to be mounted, VM:Tape will send a mount request asking the IBM 3494 to mount an available
tape, from the specified RMS SCRATCH Category and RMS Library Name (LOCATION).

VM:Tape also includes the TARGETCAT VOLSPECIFIC option on each mount request to prevent any other systems from
selecting the same tape. After the IBM 3494 selects and mounts the SCRATCH tape, VM:Tape processes the selected
tape as if a human operator had mounted it. VM:Tape reads the tape internal volser, then validates its status in the TMC,
performs security checks as necessary, and confirms the tape is from the correct VM:Tape Scratch Pool. If the tape is
found not acceptable for use, it is rejected. If the tape is rejected, the mount request is redriven to the IBM 3494 to select
the next available tape from the specified RMS SCRATCH Category.

The following steps are necessary to implement the support for mounting IBM 3494 tapes by RMS SCRATCH Category:

1. Each VM:Tape Scratch Pool for which you want to implement the support must be the name of a valid RMS SCRATCH
Category. The VM:Tape Scratch Pool name is what is used to specify the RMS SCRATCH Category on the mount
request. Valid RMS SCRATCH Categories are SCRATCH0-SCRATCHF or your site defined 4-character hex values,
or example 0001, 0002, or 008E. VM:Tape Scratch Pool names like DAILY, WEEKLY, or FINANCE are not valid RMS
SCRATCH Category names.
Therefore you would have to rename them to implement the support. If desired, a VM:Tape Command EXIT can be
used to help minimize end user and application impact. For example, you can substitute POOL SCRATCH0 for POOL
DAILY on the mount command.

2. Turn on the DEBUG command that permits the support:
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VMTAPE DEBUG SUPPORT RMSSCAT ON.

3. Turn AUTOPICK OFF for each VM:Tape Scratch Pool for which you want to implement the support. If AUTOPICK
is not set OFF for a Scratch Pool, then that Scratch Pool will not run with the mount by RMS SCRATCH Category
feature, regardless of the fact that DEBUG SUPPORT RMSSCAT is set to ON. By setting AUTOPICK OFF, it is
possible to implement the feature selectively for some, but not all, VM:Tape Scratch Pools that may have tapes
residing in an IBM 3494.

Setup Facility
Many sites have tape libraries that are not immediately accessible to computer room personnel. In this type of
arrangement, the VM:Tape Setup facility can be used to forward volume staging messages to a remote tape operator. The
setup operator uses the VM:Tape SETUP command to control the disposition of the setup requests. For more information,
see SETUP Command in the Command Reference.

Small sites with few operators may also find the Setup facility useful. The setup operator receives mount requests,
enabling him or her to locate the tape volume requested before an actual mount request is generated. This reduces the
amount of time a drive is attached to the VM:Tape service virtual machine waiting for a mount to complete.

Setup Facility Operation

The SETUP configuration file record specifies how non-scratch and specific scratch mount requests are processed if the
Setup facility is enabled. If setup processing is not required, the user can specify the SETUP or NOSETUP option on the
MOUNT command to indicate whether setup processing is necessary.

When VM:Tape receives a mount request that needs setup processing, VM:Tape sends a setup message to the remote
setup operator. Setup operators are those user IDs that are specified on a SETUPOPR record and that have SETUP
authorization. The setup operator determines whether the setup request can be processed. If so, the setup operator
decides when the Setup request will become a normal mount request.

Using the SETUP command, the setup operator can immediately convert the setup request to a mount, place the setup
request in a holding status to be released when the tape arrives in the computer room, and hold a batch of setup requests
that have been satisfied until the tapes arrive in the computer room. The requests can be released individually or as a
group. If the setup operator determines that a setup request cannot be satisfied, the operator can cancel the mount.

Implementing the Setup Facility

End VM:Tape.

1. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file to see if there is a SETUP record:
– If the SETUP record is commented out, uncomment it and continue to step 3.
– If the SETUP record is not in the file, continue to step 3 and add the record.
– If the SETUP record is not commented out, review the parameters it specifies to ensure they are what is required

by your site.
2. Using the information in SETUP Record, add the SETUP record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
3. Create an AUTHORIZ record specifying the user IDs that will be the setup operators. The SETUPOPR authorization

allows the specified user IDs to issue the SETUP command. They will also receive setup operator messages. For
example, to specify GREGB and LINDAC as setup operators, add the following AUTHORIZ record:

AUTHORIZ SETUPOPR GREGB LINDAC

Note: For more information about setting up authorizations, see Authorizations.
4. If the user IDs you specified on the AUTHORIZ SETUPOPR record are also to receive messages from the Setup

facility, add a SETUPOPR record. For example, to specify the user IDs GREGB and LINDAC are to receive setup
messages, add the following SETUPOPR record:
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SETUPOPR GREGB LINDAC

Note: For more information about the SETUPOPR record, see SETUPOPR Record.
5. Save and exit the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
6. Restart VM:Tape.

If you specified the AUTO parameter on the SETUP record, the Setup facility will be enabled. If you specified NOAUTO,
the setup operator will need to issue the SETUP START command to enable the Setup facility.

Controlling the Setup Facility

The setup operator uses the SETUP command to start, stop, and query the Setup facility and to control pending setup
requests.

NOTE
For more information about the SETUP command, see the Command Reference.

Examples
The following examples demonstrate operation of the Setup facility:

• Infrequently used tape volumes are kept in a storage room four floors below the computer room. Volume
setup processing will be done for all mount requests unless the user specifies NOSETUP on the MOUNT
command. The SETUP configuration file record is:

SETUP SETUP

• The setup operator obtains a list of all pending setup requests and sends a messenger to the storage room
for the tape volumes. When the messenger retrieves the volumes, the setup operator releases them in
batches of five, as shown below. VM:Tape sends mount requests to the tape operator’s console for the five
tape volumes released.

vmtape setup release boo425 boo426 boo427 boo428 boo429 (batch tape1

• When a volume is used, it is not returned to the tape storage room for five days. Users who know their
tapes have not yet been returned to the storage room can use the NOSETUP option on the MOUNT
command to indicate that setup processing is not necessary:

vmtape mount boo427 (ring nosetup

• All tapes are stored in a remote vault. Setup processing is required for all mount requests. As setup
requests are received and tapes located, the tapes are pulled and placed on a conveyor belt. The tape
volumes arrive in the computer room and are ready to be mounted approximately two minutes later. The
SETUP configuration file record is:

SETUP REQUIRED LAG 120 AUTO

• All mounts are processed through the Setup facility, regardless of options specified on the MOUNT
command. As the setup operator places a volume on the conveyor belt, he or she uses the SETUP PULL
command to convert the setup request to PULLED status. For example, after pulling tape volume FOO111,
the setup operator enters this command:

vmtape setup pull foo111

• The 2-minute delay allows the volume to reach the computer room before a normal mount message for the
volume is issued.
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Shared Disk Facility (CMS TMCs Only)
The VM:Tape Shared Disk facility allows multiple VM:Tape systems to share TMC and Audit files that reside on CMS
minidisks. This facility alleviates the need for hardware reserve/release commands.

Shared CMS minidisk support is transparent to VM:Tape users. The VMTBKP program operates in a shared minidisk
environment by using the SUSPEND and RESUME commands to prevent VM:Tape database access while VMTBKP is
running.

Identical user IDs on multiple machines are considered to be the same user ID as far as the owner of the tape is
concerned. If user ID OPERATOR creates a tape on CPU 1, then user ID OPERATOR on CPU 2 can perform any
VM:Tape operation as the owner of the volume.

Contents

Components

The Shared Disk facility includes the following components:

• VMTAPE record in the configuration file of each participating VM:Tape system. This record defines the user IDs in the
shared environment.

• SYSNAME record in the configuration file of each participating VM:Tape system. This record accommodates the disk
sharing logic.

• VMTSDF utility program to format the control area on a shared minidisk. This utility specifies the names of the
participating VM:Tape systems.

• VM:Tape operator command, SDC (shared disk control). This command analyzes and recovers from disk lockouts. The
command can also test the proper functioning of the lock mechanism.

Restrictions

In addition to the following restrictions, see the CP planning and administration guide for additional information about
sharing minidisks.

• The pointer file on each CPU is maintained separately and is not updated with database changes performed on other
CPUs in the complex until you restart VM:Tape or issue a REFRESH command.

• Do not run the VMTBUILD utility against a shared TMC without first shutting down all VM:Tape systems that share the
TMC.

NOTE
For more information, see VMTBUILD utility.

WARNING
Do not cache the VM:Tape 1B0 or 1D0 minidisks because they are shared between multiple systems. To avoid
data integrity problems, use the MINIOPT directory control statement to exclude these disks from cache.

Scratch Pool Assignments

Scratch pool assignments are based only on user ID (JOB) without regard to system of origin. Thus, two identical user IDs
on two different systems are allowed to access the same tapes without any special authorization. With servers such as
VM:Backup, ensure that each server uses a separate pool to avoid accidental data loss.

If this method of scratch pool assignment is inappropriate for your site:

• Ensure that VM:Tape runs on two differently named service virtual machines, for example, VMTAPE1 and VMTAPE2.
• Ensure that the VMTAPE CONFIG file does not have a VMTAPE record.
• Do not grant the NONVMDSN authorization to any user ID.
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Implementing the Shared Disk Facility

To implement read/write sharing of CMS minidisks, allocate a control area beyond the logical end of the CMS minidisk.
The VM:Tape VMTSDF utility assigns a lock in this control area to each participating system. VM:Tape uses this control
area to synchronize access to the minidisk by setting and resetting lock records.

To implement the VM:Tape Shared Disk facility, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that all VM:Tape machines have identical MDISK entries for the TMC and Audit minidisks. Identical entries are
necessary because each VM:Tape service virtual machine is executing on a separate real CPU.

2. Format the control area on the TMC and Audit minidisks. Use the VMTSDF utility from one of the VM:Tape user IDs.

NOTE
For instructions about formatting the control area, see VMTSDF Utility (CMS TMCs Only) 

3. In the VM:Tape configuration file of each VM:Tape system, specify a SYSNAME record that identifies the local
VM:Tape system name and enables execution of shared disk logic.

NOTE
For more information about the SYSNAME record, see SYSNAME Record.

4. In the VM:Tape configuration file of each VM:Tape system, specify a VMTAPE configuration file record indicating the
VM:Tape user IDs that make up the shared environment.

NOTE
For more information about the VMTAPE record, see VMTAPE Record.

Working with Locks

The read/write sharing of CMS minidisks is accomplished by allocating a control area beyond the logical end of the CMS
minidisk. This area acts as a control for synchronizing access to the minidisk. Each participating system is assigned its
own lock record within this control area.

If a system retains a lock for the time specified by the REMINDER record, VM:Tape sends a message to the operator
indicating a possible lockout.

Use the VM:Tape SDC command to display, set, and clear locks. For complete syntax information about the SDC
command, see the Command Reference.

Use the VMTSDF utility to unlock a minidisk when none of the VM:Tape systems can be initialized because of an
outstanding lock. For more information, see VMTSDF Utility (CMS TMCs Only) 

Displaying Lock Records

Displays are dated and time-stamped, but time-of-day clocks can vary considerably between systems.

To display lock records for the VMT1B0 minidisk that contains the TMC or Audit file, enter the following command:

vmtape sdc display vmt1b0

VM:Tape responds as follows:

READING SET BY: VMTAPE1

NOTE
You can set multiple read locks at any time; however, only one write lock at a time is allowed. When you use
the DISPLAY parameter with the SDC command, the response can show that more than one write lock is
outstanding. This response is because each system sets its own lock record before it determines if any other
locks are set.
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Setting a Read Lock

To set a read lock for the VMTAPE1 system VMT1B0 minidisk containing the TMC or Audit file, enter the following
command:

vmtape sdc read vmt1b0 vmtape1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

READING LOCK SET ON VMT1B0 FOR VMTAPE1

Setting a Write Lock

To set a write lock for the VMTAPE1 system’s VMT1B0 minidisk containing the TMC or Audit file, enter the following
command:

vmtape sdc write vmt1b0 vmtape1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

WRITING LOCK SET ON VMT1B0 FOR VMTAPE1

Unlocking a System Lock

If you cannot restart VM:Tape (because of a power failure, for example), use the SDC UNLOCK command to clear the
existing lock.

For example, to recover from a lockout condition on system VMTAPE1, reset the lock on its VMTB10 minidisk by entering:

vmtape sdc unlock vmt1b0 vmtape1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

WRITING LOCK CLEARED ON VMT1B0 FOR VMTAPE1

Recomputing the Control Area

Any time the size of your TMC or Audit minidisk is changed, first use the CMS FORMAT command with the RECOMP
option, and then rerun the VMTSDF utility. These actions reformat the recomped area of the minidisk.

Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) Facility
The VM:Tape STAM facility lets you share tape drives among any combination of VM CPUs with shared DASD. Tape drive
allocation is controlled, without operator intervention, by a database that resides on a disk shared by all systems.

Each VM system participating in tape drive sharing must use VM:Tape to perform all tape volume mounting and tape drive
allocation. Failure to do so can result in concurrent allocation of a tape drive to multiple systems.

Components

The STAM facility includes the following components:
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• STAM control file -- A file residing on a DASD volume accessible by all systems that participate in tape drive sharing.
The control file contains the status of each device as viewed by each system sharing the device. When a tape drive
is allocated by STAM to one of the CPUs in the complex, the device’s entry in the control file is updated to reflect the
allocation and to prevent other systems from allocating the drive.

• STAM parameter file -- A file common to all systems, used to describe the tape drives and systems controlled by
STAM.

• Two configuration file records -- The STAM record to specify the location of the STAM control file and the STAM option;
and the STAMPARM record to identify the filename of the STAM parameter file.

• A utility program, VMTSTF -- Used to initialize the control file when sharing drives among multiple VM systems. The
VMTSTF utility reads the STAM parameter file and builds a framework for the locks that STAM uses to allocate drives.
Each system has a reserved area on the STAM control file disk which is used to hold locking and control information
for that system. The control information includes a list of devices defined to that system.

• A VM:Tape operator command, STAM -- Used to control the tape drive manager, display the status of tape drives,
and change the status of tape drives. It allows the operator to determine the status of the tape drive manager and any
device in the STAM complex.

• Extensions to the VM:Tape START and DRAIN operator commands to facilitate control of tape drives across systems.

STAM Record

Specify either the CMS or DISK parameter on the STAM configuration file record when sharing tape drives among VM
systems:

• When you use the CMS parameter, the STAM control file resides in a reserved area on the CMS disk that contains the
TMC. The STAM record looks like this:
STAM AUTO CMS

• When you use the DISK parameter, the STAM control file resides on a dedicated disk. For example, the following
STAM record causes VM:Tape to maintain the STAM control file on device 1AA:
STAM AUTO DISK 1AA

The disk must not contain CMS files because VM:Tape uses a special format to maintain the control file. Format the disk
before using it with the VMTSTF utility.

Reserving Space

To reserve space at the logical end of the TMC disk for the STAM control file, use the CMS FORMAT command with the
RECOMP option before formatting with VMTSTF.

NOTE
For complete information about reserving space, see VMTSTF Utility.

Guest Systems Under VM

VM requires that a tape drive be attached to a guest operating system as a dedicated device. If devices are to be shared
between two or more guest operating systems in the same CPU, a device must be attached to multiple operating systems.
If the device has an additional channel path, it can be defined to VM as two separate devices - one with the primary
device address, and one with the additional channel address. Each of these two devices can then be attached to a
different guest operating system.

Sharing 3480, 3490E, or 3590 Tape Drives

For the VM:Tape STAM facility to initialize 3480, 3490E, or 3590 tape drives properly, the STAM parameter file must have
an OPT entry specifying ASSIGN=NO.
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Implementing STAM
Contents

Step 1 - Create the STAM Parameter File

The STAM parameter file is where you describe all tape drives that will be shared. Create the STAM parameter file by
following the instructions in Defining the STAM Parameter File.

Step 2 - Add the STAM and STAMPARM Records

End VM:Tape.

Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file to add the following records:

• Add a STAM record using the information in STAM Record .
• Add a STAMPARM record using the information in STAMPARM Record. (This record specifies the name of the STAM

parameter file you created in Step 1- Create the STAM Parameter File.)

Save and exit the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Step 3 - Create the STAM Control File

Run the VMTSTF utility to create and format the STAM control file by following the instructions in VMTSTF Utility.

Restart VM:Tape.

Defining the STAM Parameter File
The STAM parameter file contains a description of all devices and systems participating in tape drive sharing. The same
parameter file must be used by all systems. Choose a descriptive name, for example STAM PARM, when creating the file.
Typically this file resides on the 191 A-disk. Use the STAMPARM configuration record to identify the name of the STAM
parameter file to VM:Tape.

NOTE
Each time you modify the STAM parameter file, run the VMTSTF utility to ensure that the structure of the STAM
control disk area is updated with the change. The VM:Tape STAM facility reads the STAM parameter file and
expects the control disk to match those specifications. Any variance could result in unpredictable behavior. For
information about using the utility, see VMTSTF Utility.

The STAM parameter file can contain three types of entries; SID, DEV, and OPT, as shown in the following table.

 STAM Parameter File Entry Types 

 Type  Purpose  Required?  Occurrences 
SID System identification YES 1 or more
DEV Describe device configuration YES 1 per device
OPT Override default option values NO 0 or more

Except for SID entries, which do not use a name, each parameter file entry consists of a name starting in position 1;
the entry type starting in position 10, followed by one or more blanks; and then one or more parameters. The entry can
continue through position 71; position 72 should be blank. Continuations are permitted only for a DEV entry. For more
information about DEV entries, see DEV Entries. Any entry with an asterisk in the first position is treated as a comment.

 Contents 
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SID Entries

Use an SID entry to assign a 1- to 4-character system-id name to each virtual machine running VM:Tape in the shared
complex:

SID sysname1,sysname2,sysname3

The sysname can be the CPUID or an SMF system ID assigned on the VM:Tape STAM configuration file record. If the
sysname is not the SMF system ID or CPUID, use a second SID entry to associate an SMFIDn or CPUIDn parameter with
the chosen system name.

In Example 1, SMFID1, SMFID2, and SMFID3 on the second SID entry are used to associate an SMF system id with the
system names assigned in the first SID entry:

 Example 1: 

SID BLUE,GOLD,RED

SID SMFID1=SYS1,SMFID2=SYS2,SMFID3=SYS3

In Example 2, CPUID1, CPUID2, and CPUID3 on the second SID entry are used to associate a CPU serial number with
the system names assigned in the first SID entry. For a UP system, code the parameter as CPUIDn=xxxxxx; for an AP
or MP system, code it as CPUIDn=(xxxxxx,xxxxxx), because the virtual CPUID is established as the CPUID of the IPL
processor.

 Example 2: 

SID 3033,3081,4341

SID CPUID1=123456,CPUID2=(013579,024680),CPUID3=567890

Restrictions

The following restrictions apply:

• CPUID and SMFID cannot be used together.
• VM:Tape checks only the six low-order digits of the CPUID. If you are running guest systems, use SMFIDs instead of

CPUIDs in the STAM parameter file to identify each guest system.
• STAM supports up to 24 systems; that is, 24 SID entries.

DEV Entries

Use DEV entries to identify each tape drive to be shared. DEV entries have the following format:

device DEV address1,address2,...

An easy way to construct these entries is to draw a simple chart like the one shown below. In the first column, list the
global names for each device. In the remaining columns, list the actual hardware address of the device on each system (in
this example, we use systems SYS1, VMT2 and VMT3). These hardware addresses must be the same as those defined
to each system on the VM:Tape DEVICE record in the configuration file.

 Device  SYS1  VMT2  VMT3 
T80 180 180 280
T81 181 181 281
. . . . . . . . . . . .
T88 188 188 288
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T90 190 290 390
. . . . . . . . . . . .
T98 198 298 398

The information in the chart above, translates directly into the following DEV entries. Some shorthand is permitted. For
example:

DEV  180,,,     is equivalent to  DEV 180,180,180

DEV  180,,280   is equivalent to  DEV 180,180,280

DEV  180,280,,  is equivalent to  DEV 180,280,280

Continuing DEV Entries

In a complex with five or more systems, it may be impossible to fit the entire DEV entry into 71 positions. In this case, you
can continue the DEV entry on a second record, as follows:

1. Terminate the first record at a convenient place within the first 71 positions, and enter a non-blank character in position
72.

2. Code the remainder of the DEV entry beginning in position 16 of the next record.

Continuations to a third record are not permitted.

Specifying Drive Preferences

You can specify an allocation preference on DEV entries for the tape drives in the configuration. Indicate preferred drives
by specifying a preference indicator or a preference number or both.

Preference numbers are 1 to 9, where 1 indicates the most preferred group and 9 indicates the least preferred group.

Preference indicators are single letters, as follows:

Indicator Which indicates...
 D Dedicated drive
 P Preferred drive
 N No preference
 X Drive is attached but not available

 Dedicated Devices 

A device can be dedicated to only one system. For example, to dedicate the T80 device to system VMT3, specify it as
follows:

T80 DEV 180,180,(280,D)

 Preferred Drives 

The following code shows sample DEV entries for dedicated, preferred, and not available tape drives.

SYS1,VMT2,VMT3

T80 DEV (180,D1),180,(180,P4)

T81 DEV (181,D1),180,(181,P4)

T82 DEV (182,P2),182,(182,P4)

.

T87 DEV (187,P2),187,(187,P4)

*
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T90 DEV (390,P3),(390,P1),(390,P3)

.

T97 DEV (397,P3),(397,P1),(397,P3)

*

T60 DEV (560,P4),560,(560,P2)

.

T65 DEV (565,P4),565,(565,P2)

T66 DEV (566,P4),566,(566,D1)

T67 DEV (567,P4),567,(567,D1)

T70 DEV (670,N5),670,(670,N5)

T71 DEV (671,N5),671,(671,N5)

On system SYS1, the 180 devices are used first, then the 390s, then the 560s. On system VMT3, the 560 devices are the
first preference, followed by the 390s and the 180s. System VMT2 uses the 390 devices first and then devices from the
other two groups. Because the dedicated devices have a higher preference specified, they are allocated before any of the
other devices.

You can also specify preference for devices marked not available. The preference values take effect when the devices are
varied available.

The following rules apply:

• If no preference is specified, the least preferred (9) is assumed.
• If only the character "P" is specified, the most preferred (1) is assumed.
• Unless otherwise specified, dedicated devices are preferred above all other groups.

 Setting Devices As Not Available 

To make a device not available over an extended period of time, specify it as follows:

T95 DEV (495,N),(495,N),(495,N)

You can make the device available later if desired.

 Asymmetric Devices 

A device is considered asymmetric if it is not attached to one or more systems in the STAM complex. To indicate that the
T80 device is not available on system VMT2, specify it as follows:

T80 DEV 180,(180,X),280

VM:Tape marks the T80 device as unavailable so that STAM does not try to use it. If no VM:Tape DEVICE configuration
file record exists for the device, you should still specify a device address for it on the DEV entry so that the device can be
properly referenced in a STAM VARY or STAM DU command.

DEV entries can also be inserted for devices that have been logically defined but do not exist on any system. For
example:

X90 DEV (490,X),(490,X),(490,X)

OPT Entries

You can use OPT entries in the STAM parameter file to override the default values for various STAM keywords. OPT
entries have the following format:

[sysname] OPT keyword1=value,keyword2=value,keywordn=value...

To provide different options for each system in the complex, use the sysname field on the OPT entry as follows:
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• If the sysname field is blank, then the OPT entry applies to ALL systems in the complex.
• If the sysname field has a STAM system name, then the OPT entry applies only to that system in the complex and

overrides global OPT entry keyword values.

The characters OPT should start in position 10, followed by one or more blanks and the parameter field, consisting of one
or more keyword=value pairs. See the table Valid keywords

NOTE
 For more information about an OPT entry and description of each keyword and its corresponding values,
see OPT Entry Keywords and Values.

Example - Sample OPT entries

The following is a sample STAM parameter file with OPT entries:

      SID   SYS1,SYS2,SYS3

      SID   SMFID=UP68,SMFID2=U331,SMFID=3081

      SID   AUTH1=9C471,AUTH2=45399,AUTH3=4K906483B2

      DEV   B2

      .     ...

      .

      .

      DEV

            ...

*

*     GLOBAL OPTIONS

*

      OPT   CYCLE=15,DU-COUNT=10

      OPT   NLIMIT=2

*

*     OVERRIDING GLOBAL OPTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMSSYS1

*

SYS1  OPT  CYCLE=10,DUCOUNT=5

SYS2  OPT  CYCLE=20,NLIMIT=3

SYS3  OPT  DUCOUNT=15,TRACE=YES

System Keyword Values

Given the sample OPT entries, the three systems in the complex have the following values for the keywords:

  SYS1  SYS2  SYS3 
CYCLE 10 20 15
DUCOUNT 5 10 15
NLIMIT 2 3 2
TRACE NO NO YES
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OPT Entry Keywords and Values

The following table lists each OPT entry keyword and its values. The default values are underlined.

 Keyword  Value  Description 
ASSIGN  YES

NO
This keyword indicates whether STAM is to
provide multisystem support for 3480 and
3590 tape devices in full-function mode,
or to turn off the assign function for the
3480 and 3590 tape devices in full-function
mode.

CMPLXID
 

 COMPLX
cccccc 
 

STAM uses this keyword in its support for
3480 and 3590 tape devices in full-function
mode. When a user has more than one
computer complex, specifying a different
value for the CMPLXID ensures that a
computer in one complex cannot access
a 3480 or 3590 tape device that is part of
another complex.
 Note: To avoid unpredictable results, do
not use the default value. Specify a specific
complex ID.

CYCLE 10 STAM periodically samples the status of
each device to determine when a device is
no longer in use and can be made available
for allocation on another system. For
allocated devices, the user ID and volser
information is also updated. This keyword
determines the sampling frequency in
seconds.

DUCOUNT 1 This keyword specifies the default number
of devices to be displayed in a STAM DU
command.

DURLSE YES
NO 

This keyword indicates whether data for
systems that have been released should
appear in the STAM Display Units output.
DURLSE=YES specifies that the DU
function should show the status of a device
on all defined systems, while DURLSE=NO
specifies that data for released systems
should be omitted from the display.

PASSWD cccccccc This keyword is used to specify the
command password. If the PASSWD option
is specified in the STAM parameter file,
then this password must be specified as an
option on the STOP, STOPALL, SETP, and
RELEASE commands.

VARYSYS ALL
sysid
HERE 

This keyword specifies the default systemID
for the VARY function. ALL indicates
the vary will take effect on all systems.
The sysid variable is a valid system name
as specified on the SID entry. HERE
indicates that the VARY defaults to the
system on which the command was issued.
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DEVSTAT CF
UCB 

This keyword controls the way in which
STAM sets the logical online/offline status
of its devices during initialization. When
DEVSTAT=CF, STAM makes the new
logical online/offline status of a device
equal to the previous status of the device
as indicated in the existing control file.
When DEVSTAT=UCB, the initial status of
a device will be set equal to the ONLINE/
OFFLINE status as indicated in the UCB.

TRACE YES
NO 

This keyword indicates whether STAM
trace messages are to be written to the log.
These messages are useful to trace events
while troubleshooting.

RELUNLD YES
NO 

This keyword indicates whether STAM is
to unload tape drives when a RELEASE
command is issued. STAM unloads only
tape drives that were allocated to the
inactive system.

Tape Librarian Tasks
Tape librarians manage the tape inventory and the tape information in the TMC. Assuming they have been given the
appropriate authorizations, tape librarians can use the ASSIGN, EDIT, LIST SCRATCH, and TAPEINIT commands, as well
as the CHECKIN, CHECKOUT, and CLEAN utilities.

NOTE
For more information about creating tape librarian authorizations, see Authorization .

The tasks shown in the following table are those that are typically performed by a tape librarian.

Task Command or Utility
Change the manager and owner information for saved volumes ASSIGN command
Review and change TMC information CATALOG command and EDIT command
List information about a tape or a group of tapes LIST command
Convert expired tapes to scratch status (CMS TMCs only) SCRATCH command
Reinitialize scratch tapes, and add new tape volumes to the
system and give each a new label

TAPEINIT command

Updates the TMC record for a tape each time the tape is cleaned CLEAN EXEC
Indicates that a volume previously removed from the tape library
has been returned

CHECKIN EXEC

Indicates that a tape has been removed from the tape library and
is unavailable for use

CHECKOUT EXEC

Reviewing and Changing TMC Information

With TAPELIBR authorization, a tape librarian can use the VM:Tape CATALOG and EDIT commands to list any
information in the TMC for all tapes, and can easily scan and modify information in TMC fields.

The EDIT command should be used only by experienced individuals to correct known errors in certain key TMC fields.
If you need to change expiration dates, volume sequence information, or data set names, use the CATALOG command.
The CATALOG command, unlike the EDIT command, verifies information you enter and, if the affected volume is part of a
multivolume sequence, propagates changes across the volumes and data sets in that sequence.
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NOTE
When you use the EDIT command to change the scratch status of a tape, the new status will not be reflected
in the picklist until you run the VM:Tape REFRESH POINTER command with the NOSYNC option. For more
information, see CATALOG command and EDIT command in the Command Reference.

Scratching Tapes

Use the SCRATCH command to return expired tape volumes to scratch status. VM:Tape considers a tape volume to be
expired when its expiration date is before or the same as the current date. The SCRATCH command also handles the
scratching of last-used controlled tapes (or LDATE nnn) and cycle-controlled tapes (or CYCLE nnn).

Run the SCRATCH command at the end of each work day, before midnight. This allows volumes expiring on the current
day to be available for use through the end of that day.

NOTE
For syntax information, see SCRATCH command in the Command Reference.

Synchronizing Scratch Status With ARMs

An ARM product is synchronized to VM:Tape when its volumes reflect the same scratch status as in the TMC. The
process of synchronization involves changing the scratch status of volumes found in an ARM unit to correspond to the
VM:Tape scratch status.

Synchronization occurs as part of the mount process and with the SCRATCH and REFRESH commands.

NOTE
For more information about the SCRATCH and REFRESH commands, see the Command Reference.

When the ARM Product is Unavailable

If the SCRATCH command is run when the ARM product is not available, the VM:Tape TMC and the ARM product catalog
will be out of synchronization. In this case, the operator should use the REFRESH POINTER command to resynchronize
the ARM scratch information with the VM:Tape TMC after the ARM product interface becomes available.

During scratch processing, the following message displays if VM:Tape cannot notify the ARM product of scratched
volumes:

SCRATCHING OF ONE OR MORE VOLUMES NOT SYNCHRONIZED.

Vaulting and Cleaning Tapes

VM:Tape provides two utilities, CHECKIN and CHECKOUT, which you can include in your site’s tape vaulting procedures.
The CHECKIN and CHECKOUT utilities both update the OUTCODE and OUTDATE fields in the TMC to reflect the
whether the tape is on or off site.

Another VM:Tape utility, CLEAN, can be included in your site’s tape cleaning procedures. The CLEAN utility updates the
CLNCNT, DATECLN, and USECLN fields in the TMC for a specific volser to reflect the date and number of times that a
tape volume has been cleaned.

The Clean Tape Report, one of the predefined reports for VM:Tape, provides a listing of volser, number of mounts since
cleaning, data set name, creating user ID, and the last use date.

Note: For more information about creating this report as well as other GRW reports, see Producing Reports.
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Producing Reports
VM:Tape provides seven predefined reports that produce reports using information from a CMS TMC. These reports use
the Mainframe VM Product Manager Generalized Report Writer (GRW) product, and are loaded to the VMTAPE ADMIN
minidisk during installation.

You can modify these reports or design your own reports, using GRW control statements to define the contents,
sequence, and format of your reports.

GRW uses data from the TMC or Audit file to create reports about the tapes managed by VM:Tape. To create reports, you
must have access to:

• TMC on the VM:Tape 1B0 minidisk
• Audit file on the VM:Tape 1D0 minidisk
• VMANAGER 193 and 195 minidisks

You can use GRW to report on data from the TMC, including the volume serial number (volser), data set name, owner,
creation and expiration dates, density, and label type of each tape that is managed by VM:Tape. You can also use data
from the TMC to generate a report that lists all scratch tapes.

You can use data from the Audit file to create reports that list information about how each tape volume was mounted
(read-only or read/write) or why a mount request was rejected.

Predefined Reports
When you create a report, GRW uses a CMS file called a control file. A GRW control file consists of control statements
that provide GRW information about the report you want to create, including:

• The kind of data about which you are reporting
• Computations you want to do
• The sort sequence in which you want the data arranged
• The formatting of the finished report

Seven GRW control files for VM:Tape reports were loaded to the VMANAGER 195 minidisk during installation of
Mainframe VM Product Manager. Use the control files to produce the predefined reports shown in the following table.

Report Name Control File Description
Tape Summary TMCRPT1 Lists information about all tapes in the TMC
Data Set Summary TMCRPT2 Lists the names of all data sets on all tapes

in the TMC
Scratch Tape Forecast TMCRPT3 Lists information about all tapes due to

become scratch tapes within the next seven
days

Clean Tape Report TMCRPT4 Lists the volser of the tapes in the TMC that
need cleaning

Seven-Day Scratch Estimate TMCRPT5 Estimates the number of volumes to be
scratched in the next seven days

Tape Password Violation Summary AUDRPT1 Lists information about tape mounts that
failed because of password violations

Tape Activity Summary AUDRPT2 Lists information about which tapes have
been used recently and by what user IDs
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Producing the Predefined Reports

To produce one of the predefined reports, use the VMRGRW command and specify a control file, as listed in Predefined
Reports table.

For example, to produce the Tape Summary report, enter:

vmrgrw tmcrpt1

While it is creating your report, GRW sends progress and error messages to your terminal screen. If a problem is severe,
GRW sends an error message and terminates without producing the report.

After successfully processing the report, GRW creates the file TMCRPT1 LISTING on your A-disk.

Using VMTGRW
VM:Tape provides an optional front end to VMRGRW. This front end was designed to make running from a tape librarian
user ID (VMTLIBR) easier. VMTGRW sets up the proper environment for running VMRGRW. VMTGRW scans the control
file that you specify to ensure that it works correctly with a type 5 TMC. VMTGRW also makes any necessary control file
changes.

If VMTGRW finds the file VMSLIB TXTLIB on any accessed disk, VMTGRW EXEC issues the following command:

global txtlib vmslib

The GLOBAL TXTLIB VMSLIB command causes sorting to be performed (if needed) by VM:Sort. If you want to use
another product, replace VMSLIB with the name of the text library of the sorting product.

If VMTGRW EXEC cannot find the VMRGRW MODULE on any accessed minidisk, it issues a LINK and ACCESS to the
VMANAGER 195 minidisk.

Designing Your Own Reports
After you become familiar with the predefined reports provided with VM:Tape, you can design your own reports. To design
reports, build control files that contain statements describing to GRW the reports you want to build.

This section describes, with an example, how to design your own VM:Tape reports using GRW.

Note: For complete instructions about using GRW control statements used in the example, the TMC and Audit data
definition tables, and for a description of the messages generated during processing, see the Mainframe VM Product
Manager Generalized Report Writer Reference.

For this example, assume you want to list the tapes in the TMC that are due to expire during the next week. To build a
control file to produce this report, see the following steps.

Step 1 - Create a New File

Create a new file named filename VMRGRW. Replace filename with the name of the file you wish to create. The filetype
must be VMRGRW. This example uses filename EXAMPLE.

Step 2 - Add a FILE Control Statement

VMRGRW needs to know where to find the input data for the report and how the input data is formatted. Provide this
information to GRW by coding a FILE control statement. The FILE control statement must be the first statement in your
control file. Add this statement to your file:
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FILE TMC5 VMTAPE TMC.

The first parameter in this statement, TMC, tells GRW to use the TMC data definition table. The TMC data definition table
tells GRW what the data in the VMTAPE TMC looks like.

The next two parameters in this statement, VMTAPE TMC, tell GRW the filename and filetype of the input file containing
the data. When looking for the minidisk containing the input file, GRW uses the standard CMS minidisk search sequence.

Step 3 - Define a Time Period

Set up date comparisons to tell GRW that you want tapes to expire in the next 7 days. Add this COMPUTE statement to
your control file:

COMPUTE ENDDATE AS P5JULIAN PLUS ‘7’ DISPLAY ‘9999999’.

Because you want to report on tapes that are due to expire in a week, you can calculate the ending date for the report by
adding seven days to today’s date. GRW stores today’s date in Julian date format (that is, yyyyddd) in a variable called
P5JULIAN. The COMPUTE statement shown above adds 7 to the value stored in the P5JULIAN variable and places the
result in a variable called ENDDATE.

DISPLAY ‘9999999’ tells GRW that the data in the column will be a seven-digit whole number.

NOTE
Because the P5JULIAN variable used in the COMPUTE statement above stores the date in Julian date format,
producing the example report during the last week of the year would make the ddd portion of ENDDATE greater
than 365, which is invalid. If you want to produce a similar report that can be run all year round, use the sample
control file named TMCRPT3 VMRGRW that was loaded from your distribution media.

Step 4 - Eliminate Existing Scratch Tapes

Eliminate any tapes that are already in SCRATCH status from processing. Add this SELECT statement to your control file:

SELECT IF FLAG1 HAS ANY BITS OFF ‘04’.

The SELECT control statement examines the FLAG1 field in the TMC. If the X‘04’ bit in the FLAG1 field is ON, the tape
the record refers to is a scratch tape. This SELECT statement chooses all tapes that have the X‘04’ bit in the FLAG1 field
turned OFF for the report.

Step 5 - Select Tapes Due To Expire

The next step is to perform the expiration date comparisons that you set up with the COMPUTE statement, and to select
from the input file the records that represent tapes due to expire in the next week.

You also need to choose fields from the records that meet this expiration date test and place them in a file that can be
sorted in a later step. Each field you choose can be used as a column in the finished report. Add these control statements
to your control file:

IF EXPDT GT P5JULIAN AND EXPDT LT ENDDATE.

WRITE VOLSER EXPDT CDATE CUSERID LUSERID.

END IF.

The IF statement uses the EXPDT field from the TMC and the P5JULIAN and ENDDATE fields from GRW to determine
which TMC records to process. If a record from the TMC meets all the requirements of this IF statement, GRW applies the
WRITE statement to it.
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The WRITE statement tells GRW to put the contents of the TMC’s VOLSER (volume serial number), EXPDT (expiration
date), CDATE (creation date), CUSERID (creating user ID), and LUSERID (last used user ID) fields into an output file.

The END IF statement tells GRW that the IF clause is completed.

Step 6 - Add the END STEP Statement

The WRITE statement shown in Step 5 marks the end of a processing step. A processing step ends whenever a control
statement causes GRW to produce an intermediate output file. Three control statements do this: WRITE, SUMMARIZE,
and SORT.

Because the WRITE statement is not executed for every input file record, you must tell GRW explicitly that the step has
completed. To assure that GRW functions occur in the proper order, add this statement to the control file:

END STEP.

Step 7 - Sort the Intermediate File

To sort the intermediate file created by the WRITE statement, add this statement to your control file:

SORT VOLSER WITHIN EXPDT.

This SORT control statement sorts the report first by the expiration date, then by the volser. The SORT statement creates
another output file, which ends another processing step. You do not need to add another END STEP statement, however,
because this SORT statement is not part of an IF clause.

Step 8 - Format the Report

To format the report, add this statement to the control file to define a page heading for the report:

PRINT HEADING   ‘                 ’ 

                               VM:Tape 7-DAY SCRATCH REPORT’

                              ‘                 ’.

GRW uses the blank spaces between the quotation marks to format the report heading.

Step 9 - Specify Data Elements

Determine which data elements the report should contain. You might also want to put blank spaces at the beginning of
each line to adjust its location on the page. Add this statement to the control file:

PRINT BLANK 8 VOLSER EXPDT CDATE CUSERID LUSERID.

Your finished control file should look like this:

FILE TMC VMTAPE TMC

COMPUTE ENDDATE AS P5JULIAN PLUS '7' DISPLAY '9999999'.

SELECT IF FLAG! HAS ANY BITS OFF '04'.

IF EXPDT GT P5 JULIAN AND EXPDT LT ENDDATE.

WRITE VOLSER EXPDT CDATE CUSERID LUSERID

END IF.

END STEP.

SORT VOLSER WITHIN EXPDT.
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PRINT HEADING  '    '   

'VM:TAPE 7-DAY SCRATCH REPORT'

'          '.

PRINT BLANK 8 VOLSER EXPDT CDATE CUSERID LUSERID.

Step 10 - Generate the Example Report

Enter the following command to produce the report:

vmrgrw example

GRW sends the following diagnostic output to your terminal screen after it processes your control file:

GENERALIZED REPORT WRITER                DIAGNOSTICS          07/06/10  PAGE   1

       

FILE TMC5 VMTAPE TMC.

COMPUTE ENDDATE AS P5JULIAN PLUS '7' DISPLAY '999999'.

SELECT IF FLAG1 HAS ANY BITS OFF '04'.

IF EXPDT GT P5JULIAN AND EXPDT LT ENDDATE.

WRITE VOLSER EXPDT CDATE CUSERID LUSERID.

END IF.

END STEP.

----(END OF VMRGRW STEP   1 )----

SORT VOLSER WITHIN EXPDT.

----(END OF VMRGRW STEP   2 )----

PRINT HEADING '      '

'VM:TAPE 7-DAY SCRATCH REPORT'

'      ' .

PRINT BLANK 8 VOLSER EXPDT CDATE CUSERID LUSERID.

----(END OF VMRGRW STEP   3 )----

                                      RECORD FORMAT DOCUMENTATION

  OUTPUT          BLOCK   RECORD                                          NUMBER

    FILE   STEP   SIZE     SIZE    FIELD NAME   TYPE    START   LENGTH  DECIMALS

SORTIN        1      30       30    VOLSER       A/N        1        6

                                    EXPDT        P/D        7        4

                                    CDATE        P/D       11        4

                                    CUSERID      A/N       15        8

                                    LUSERID      A/N       23        8

    10,052 RECORDS READ FROM VMTAPE

       100 RECORDS SELECTED FROM VMTAPE

        13 RECORDS WRITTEN

        13 RECORDS READ FROM SORTOUT

        13 RECORDS SELECTED FROM SORTOUT
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TMC Reference
This section contains the record formats for the following:

• Tape Management Catalog (TMC) format and content is shown in the table TMC Volume Record Format and Contents.
• Audit Record Format is shown in the table Audit Record Definitions with Keywords (Record Types 0 thru 4).
• DSNB Record Format is shown in DSNB Record Format and Contents.

Contents

Field Types

Fields are described by type in the following TMC, DSBN and Audit tables. Use the table TypeColumnValues to determine
the valid entries for each type of field. This information is useful when editing and displaying internal fields using the EDIT
command, as well as editing and displaying site-defined fields using the MOUNT, CATALOG, and LIST commands.

Table Heading Decription
KEYWORD Shows the name which can be used to access a field within

a record. If a keyword abbreviation is available, it is shown
in parentheses immediately after the keyword, and can be
substituted for access.

DATA LABEL Identifies the label used in the source code.
OFFSET Reflects the relative position of each field within a record. Both

decimal and hexadecimal values are provided. The hexadecimal
value is shown in parentheses following the decimal value.

TYPE Indicates the type of constant used to define storage. The possible
types are:
Char -- Character (byte aligned)
Hex -- Hexadecimal (byte aligned)
Bin -- Binary (byte aligned)
Pack -- Packed decimal (byte aligned)

LENGTH Indicates the length, in bytes, of the field.
DESCRIPTION Expands and defines the keyword reference.

Type Column Values

Field Type Value Entries
Bin A binary field. Can enter decimal values. Entering NULL produces

value of 0 (zero).
Bit Bit fields are either YES or NO or ON or OFF. NULL is not

allowed.
Char Alphanumeric values are allowed. NULL produces hexadecimal

zeros or blanks depending on the field. (Use NULL for volume
chaining.)
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Date Enter dates in yyyy/ddd format. (Three digits are required for
the ddd value, and the / is also required.) NULL produces
hexadecimal zeros.
Note: In the EXPDT field, all special forms are also supported:
CYCLE/nnn
LDATE/nnn
FOREIGN
PERM

Hex Enter a hexadecimal number. Leading zeroes are added, as
needed. Values are displayed in hexadecimal as well.

Time Enter time values in format hh:mm. All five characters, including
the colon (:), are required. All times display in the same format.

User Defined by user exit. Input and output is the responsibility of the
user exit.

Fields That Can Be Edited

VM:Tape allows you to edit data set records as well as volume records. However, there are certain fields that you can
edit only from their respective volume record or data set record. In tables TMC Volume Record Format and Contents and
DSNB Record Format and Contents the column heading Editable is included to indicate if you can edit a field and where
you can edit it. The Editable column can contain one of four values: Yes, No, DSNB, or N/R. )

Editable Column Value

Field Values Description
Yes You can edit this field from the volume record.
No You cannot edit this field at all.
DSNB You must edit this field from the DSNB record.
N/R You can edit this field using the CATALOG command. (Use the

CATALOG command instead of the EDIT command to ensure this
field and its associated fields are changed appropriately by the
CATALOG command.

TMC Format and Contents

A TMC logical record length is 340 bytes. Each control record is 340 bytes, each TMC record is 340 bytes, and each
DSNB (two for each TMC record) is 170 bytes. An Audit record logical record length is 370 bytes. The first 340 bytes of
these records are copied from either a TMC volume record or two DSNB records. The last 30 bytes contain the audit date,
time, and code information.

VM:Tape does not update all TMC fields. For a list of those fields, contact Technical Support.

The TMC Volume Record Format and Contents table lists the names and format of the fields in a TMC volume record.

NOTE
Offsets in the TMC records are relative to zero in both decimal and hexidecimal.

TMC Volume Record Format and Contents

Field Name/
Keyword

Data Label Offset Length (Bytes) Type Editable Description

VOLSER TMVOLSER 0(0) 6 Char No Volume serial
number

DSN TMDSN 6(6) 44 Char DSNB Data set name
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EXPDT TMEXPDT 50(32) 4 Date Yes Expiration date
VOLSEQ TMVOLSEQ 54(36) 2 Bin N/R Volume sequence

number
1STVOL TMFRSVOL 56(38) 6 Char N/R First volser of

data set
PREVVOL TMPRVVOL 62(3E) 6 Char N/R Previous volser of

data set
NEXTVOL TMNXTVOL 68(44) 6 Char N/R Next volser of

data set
NUMDSNB TM#DSNBS 74(4A) 2 Bin N/R Number of data

set name blocks
1STDSNB TMADSNB 76(4C) 4 Bin Yes Address and

number of first
DSNB record
associated with
this volume
record

LSTDSNB TMALDSNB 80(50) 4 Bin Yes Address and
number of last
DSNB record
associated with
this volume
record
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FLAG1 TMFLAG1 84(54) 1 Hex Yes Internal FLAG1
Bits are as
follows:
• X'01' volume

eligible for
RDS override
(TMDEFAULT)

• X'02' volume
in delete
(inactive)
status
(TMDELETE)

• X'04' volume
in scratch
status
(TMSCRTCH)

• X'08' volume
listed to be
cleaned
(TMCLEAN)

• X'10' volume
closed
by abend
(TMABEND)

• X'20' volume
record
requested
by user
(TMUPDATE)

• X'40' volume
closed
normally
(TMCLOSED)

• X'80' internal
field changed
by user
(TMINTAL)
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FLAG2 TMFLAG2 85(55) 1 Hex Yes Internal FLAG2
Bits are as
follows:
• X'01' expired

by CA1-, CA
11 or EDM
(TMETMS)

• X'02' expired
from LDATE
control
(TMELDATE)

• X'04' expired
from cycle
control
(TMECYCLE)

• X'08' expired
from catalog
control
(TMECATLG)

• X'10'
temporary
data set
(TMTEMPDS)

• X'20' data
set recreated
(TMREUSE)

• X'40' volume
opened
for output
(TMOUTPUT)

• X'80' data
set was on z/
OS catalog
(TMCATLOG)
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FLAG3 TMFLAG3 86(56) 1 Hex Yes Internal FLAG3
Bits are as
follows:
• X'01' created

by CA 1/
Copycat
(TMFILCPY)

• X'02'
additional
files exist in
volume set
(TMULTIF)

• X'04' default
expiration
date used at
open output
(TMDFEXU)

• X'08' data
set erase
required
(TMERASE)

• X'10'
controlled
by Dynam/T
(TMDYNAM)

• X'20'
controlled
by external
data manager
(TMEDMTAP)

• X'40' tape
released by
external vault
manager
(TMRELEVM)

• X'80' CA-9/
R+ indicated
bad tape, do
not mount
for scratch
(TMBADTAP)
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FLAG4 TMFLAG4 87(57) 1 Hex Yes Internal flag bit
• X'01' no

further
stacking
allowed
(TMNOSTAK)

• X'02' tape is
in use for RTS
(Real Time
Stacking)
(TMINUSE)

• X'04' non-
resident tape
(TMNRS)

• X'08' file on
OS catalog
(TMISCAT)

• X'10' tape
has been
degaussed
(TMDEGAU)

• X'20' vault
specific
request
(TMVSR)

• X'40' actual
volser in use
(TMACVOLI)

• X'80' tape
expired by
SMS max
retention
(TMESMS)

TRTCH TMTRTCH 88(58) 1 Hex Yes Recording
Technique
(TRTCH) values
are listed for each
tape drive in the
section Tape
Drives, Media,
Density Names,
and TMC Values.

DEN TMDEN 89(59) 1 Hex Yes Recording density
(Density Field
Values) are
listed for each
tape drive in the
section Tape
Drives, Media,
Density Names,
and TMC Values.
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LABEL TMLTYPE 90(5A) 1 Hex Yes Tape Label Types
are as follows:
• X'01' no label

(NL)
• X'02' standard

label (SL)
• X'04' non-

standard label
(NSL

• X'0A'
standard user
label (SUL)

• X'10' bypass
label process
(BLP)

• X'40'ANSI
label - V.1
(AL1

• X'48' ANSI
user label -
V.1 (AU1)

• X'C0' ANSI
label - V.3
(AL3)

• X'C8' ANSI
user label -
V.3 (AU3)
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RECFM TMRECFM 91(5B) 1 Hex DSNB Record format
• X'08' standard

block
• X'10' blocked
• X'30' variable

blocked ASCII
• X'40' variable
• X'44' variable

ANSI
• X'48' variable

sequential
• X'50' variable

blocked
• X'52' variable

blocked
machine

• X'54' variable
blocked ANSI

• X'58' variable
blocked
spanned

• X'80' fixed
• X'82' fixed

machine
• X'84' fixed

ANSI
• X'88' fixed

standard
• X'90' fixed

block
• X'92' fixed

block machine
• X'94' fixed

block ANSI
• X'98'fixed

block
sequential

• X'C0'
undefined

• X'D0' blocked

LRECL TMLRECL 92(5C) 4 Bin DSNB Logical record
length

BLKSIZE TMBLKSI 96(60) 4 Bin DSNB Maximum block
size

BLKCNT TMBLKCNT 100(64) 4 Hex DSNB Data set block
count

OUTDATE TMOUTDAT 104(68) 4 Date Yes Date tape was
marked out-of-
area

OUTCODE TMOUTAR 108(6C) 4 Char Yes Location ID of
out-of-area tape

SLOT TMSLOT 112(70) 4 Bin Yes Vault slot number
CDATE TMCRTDT 116(74) 4 Date DSNB Creation date
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120(78) 1 Reserved
CTIME TMCRTTI 121(79) 3 Time DSNB Creation time
CJOB TMJOBNM 124(7C) 8 Char Yes Creating job

name
CSTEP TMSTPNAM 132(84) 8 Char Yes Creating step

name
CDDNAME TMDDNAME 140(8C) 8 Char Yes Creating DD

name
CUNIT TMCRUNI 148(94) 2 Hex Yes Address of

creation unit
LDATE TMLASUSD 150(96) 4 Date Yes Date last used

154 1 Reserved
LTIME TMLASUST 155(9B) 3 Time Yes Time last used
LJOB TMLASUSJ 158(9E) 8 Char Yes Job name that

last used volume
LUNIT TMUSUNI 166(A6) 2 Hex Yes Address of unit

last used
ACTVL1 TMACTVL1 168(A8) 5 Char Yes Actual internal

volser
CLNCNT TMCLNCNT 173(AD) 1 Bin Yes Number of times

tape cleaned
USECLN TMUSECLN 174(AE) 2 Bin Yes Use count at last

cleaning
DATECLN TMDATCLN 176(B0) 4 Date Yes Date tape was

last cleaned
BTHDATE TMBTHDT 180(B4) 4 Date Yes Date tape was

first used
COUNT TMUCOUNT 184(B8) 2 Bin Yes Number of times

tape opened
since BTHDATE

VENDOR TMVENDOR 186(BA) 8 Char Yes Tape vendor
name

EDMID TMEDMID 194(C2) 4 Char Yes External data
manager ID

TRERRC TMTERRC 198(C6) 2 Bin No Number of
temporary read
errors since
cleaned

TWERRC TMTWERRC 200(C8) 2 Bin No Number of
temporary write
errors since
cleaned

PRERRC TMPRERRC 202(CA) 2 Bin No Number of
permanent read
errors since
cleaned
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PWERRC TMPWERRC 204(CC) 2 Bin No Number of
permanent write
errors since
cleaned

TRERRI TMTRERRI 206(CE) 2 Bin No Number of
temporary read
errors since
initialized

TWERRII TMTWERRI 208(D0) 2 Bin No Number of
temporary write
errors since
initialized

PRERRI TMPRERRI 210(D2) 2 Bin No Number of
permanent read
errors since
initialized

PWERRII TMPWERRI 212(D4) 2 Bin No Number of
permanent write
errors since
initialized

DSN17 TMDSN17 214(D6) 17 Char Yes Last 17 bytes of
DSN

ROBTY TMROBTY 231(E7) 1 Hex Yes Tape in robotic
device
• X’01’ IBM
• X’02’

STORTEK
• X’03’

SUTNYM
• X’04’ BOSCH
• X’05’ GRAU
• X’06’

COMPAREX
• X’07’ HDS
• X’81’ VIBM
• X’82’

VSTORTEK
• X’83’

VSUTMYN
• X’84’

VBOSCH
• X’85’ VGRAU
• X’86’

VCOMPAREX
• X’87’ VHDS
• X’88’

VCAVTAPE
• X’89’ VEMC

CTLGCNT TMCATCNT 232(E8) 1 Bin No Catalog counter
233(E9) 2 Reserved
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FLAG5 TMFLAG5 235(EB) 1 Hex Yes Internal flab bit
• X'80' tape

has been
used by RTS
(TMSTACK)

• X'40' volume
is owned
by an agent
(TMAGENT)

• X'20' virtual
volume
exported
(TMVTEXP)

VOLPERC TMVOLP 236(EC) 1 Bin No Tape percentage
in use

FILPERC TMFILEP 237(ED) 1 Bin No Percentage used
by file

COMPRES TMCMPRS 238(EE) 1 Bin No Compression
ratio

FLAG6 TMFLAG6 239(EF) 1 Hex Yes Internal flag bit
SMSMC TMSMSMC 240(F0) 8 Char Yes SMS

management
class

CPGM TMCPGM 248(F8) 8 Char Yes Creating program
name

LPGM TMLPGM 256(100) 8 Char Yes Last used
program name

ROBID TMROBID 264(108) 1 Hex Yes Robotic device
indicator

ACTVL2 TMACTVL2 265(109) 1 Char No Actual internal
volser (B)

ACCT TMUSER 266(10A) 50 Char Yes User job
accounting area

AUAREA TMVATSA 24 Time-Stamp Area
BATCHID TMVABTCH 316(13C) 1 Hex Yes ID of last CA

1 program to
update record
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HOOKID TMVAHOOK 317(13D) 1 Hex No ID of last
intercept to
update record
• 00 -- Open NL

input/output
• 12 -- EOV NL

output
• 24 -- EOV NL

input
• 08 -- OPEN

SL input
• 20 -- OPEN

SL output
• 04 -- OPEN

SL output
• 68 -- CLOSE

input/output
• 64 -- CLOSE

EOV output
• 16 -- EOV SL

output
• 60 -- CLOSE

EV input
• 28 -- EOV SL

input
• 32-44 -- User

NSL routines

AUDATE TMVADATE 318(13E) 4 Date No Date of last
update

322(142) 1 Reserved
AUTIME TMVATIME 323(143) 3 Time No Time of last

update
USERID TMVAUSER 326(146) 8 Char No ID of last user to

update record
CPUID TMVACPU 334(14E) 4 Char No ID of last CPU

used for last
update

AUCODE TMVACODE 338(152) 1 Hex No Audit code
AUFLAG1 TMVAFLG1 339(153) 1 Hex No Audit flag
Total Record Length = 370

Audit Record Format

Audit records contain a copy of the TMC record fields plus 30 additional bytes that contain audit information. TMC Volume
Record Format and Contents identifies the format of each field GRW can read from the Audit file. Audit Record Definitions
with Keywords (Record Types 0 thru 4) lists the names and format of the fields in a TMC volume record.

NOTE
Offsets in the Audit records are relative to zero in both decimal and hexidecimal.
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Audit Record Definitions with Keywords (Record Types 0 thru 4)

Field Name/
Keyword

Data Label Offset Length (Bytes) Type Description

TMAUTSA 24 Time-Stamp area
AUBATCH TMAUBTCH 340(154) HEX 1 ID of last CA 1

program to update
record

AUHOOK TMAUHOOK 341(155) HEX 1 ID of last intercept to
CA 1 update record

AUDATE TMAUDATE 342(156) PACK 4 Date of last
AUTIME TMAUTIME 347(15B) PACK 3 Time of last

346(15A) 1 Reserved
AUUSER TMAUUSER 350(15E) CHAR 8 ID of last user

update record
AUCPUID TMAUCPU 358(166) CHAR 4 ID of CPU used for

last update
AUCODE TMAUCODE 362(16A) HEX 1 Audit code
AUFLAG1 TMAUFLG1 363(16B) HEX 1 Audit flag

X'80' right DSNB
indicator. If this
bit is on, it is the
right DSNB. If off,
it is the left DSNB.
(DSNBRGHT)

AUBLKTM TMAUBLK 364(16C) HEX 2 Address of TMC
record ** for
TMAUCODE 0-2 **

AUBLKCO TMAUBLK 364(16C) CHAR 3 Exception/Not
scratch code ** for
TMAUCODE 3 or 4
**

367(16F) 3 Reserved
TOTAL RECORD LENGTH = 320

FLAG1

The FLAG1 variable, a volume record field, contains internal flags for VM:Tape processing. The status associated with
each bit configuration is shown in Internal FLAG1 Bits. Turn the appropriate bits ON or OFF to set flags.

Internal FLAG1 Bits

Field Name Description Hex
DEFAULT Default expiration date used 01
DELETED Volume deleted from library (inactive) 02
SCRATCH Tape listed on scratch list 04
UPDATED TMC record updated by user 20
INTERNAL Internal field changed by user 80
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FLAG2

The FLAG2 variable, a volume record field, contains internal flags for VM:Tape processing. The status associated with
each bit configuration is defined in the table Internal FLAG2 Bits. Turn the appropriate bits ON or OFF to set flags.

Internal FLAG2 Bits

Field Name Description Hex
OUTDATED Expired by LDATE nnn (last-used control) 02
CYCLED Expired by CYCLE nnn (cycle control) 04
TEMP Temporary data set 10
OUTPUT Volume opened for output 40

FLAG3

The FLAG3 variable, a volume record field, contains internal flags for VM:Tape processing. The status associated with
each bit configuration is shown in the table Internal FLAG3 Bits. Turn the appropriate bits ON or OFF to set flags.

Internal FLAG3 Bits

Field Name Description Hex
MANAGED Externally managed volume 20
BADMEDIA Permanent media error 80

Recording Technique

Recording Technique (TRTCH) is listed in a table for each supported tape drive, in Tape Drives, Media, Density Names,
and TMC Values.

Density

The table Density Field Values lists the possible values for the density field (field name DEN) in the volume record:

Density Field Values

Hex Description
83 800 bpi
C3 1600 bpi
D3 6250 bpi
E3 38K bpi
E7 38K bpi XF/IDRC (3480 type cartridges only)
E8 3590 high performance tape cartridges and emulators
E9 IBM 3592 tape cartridges

Tape Label Type

Tape Label Types lists the possible values for the tape label type field (field name LABEL) in the volume record:
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Tape Label Types

Hex Description Display
01 No label NL
02 Standard label SL
04 Nonstandard label NSL
10 Bypass label processing BLP
C0 ASCII label AL

DSNB Record Format and Contents

The table DSNB Record Format and Contents lists the names and contents of a DSNB record.

DSNB Record Format and Contents

Field Name/
Keyword

Data Label Offset Length (Bytes) Type Editable Description

BID DSNBID 0(0) 1 Hex N/R DSNB record ID
• X'FF' required

DSNB
identifier

ACTIND DSNBACT 1(1) 1 Hex N/R DSNB used
indicator TDSNB
Active Field)
• X'40' B1

security label
(DSNBLBL)

• X'80' DSNB
active bit
(DSNBACTV)
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FLAG1 DSNBFLG1 2(2) 1 Hex Yes Miscellaneous
flags (Internal
DSNB FLAG1
Bits)
• X'01' eligible

for RDS
override
(DSNBDFLT

• X'02' files was
on OS catalog
(DSNBWSCA)

• X'04' default
expiration
date used
at open
(DSNBDFXU)

• X'08' files is
on OS catalog
(DSNBISCA)

• X'10' file
closed
by abend
processing
(DSNBABND)

• X'20' file
expired
by catalog
control
(DSNBECAT)

• X'40' file
expired by
TMS interface
(DSNBTMSI)

• X'80' file
updated
by userv
(DSNBUSRU)

FLAG2 DSNBFLG2 3(3) 1 Hex Yes Miscellaneous
flags

CURDSNB DSMBCIRR 4(4) 4 Bin N/R Address of this
DSNB record ()

PREV DSNBPREV 8(8) 4 Bin N/R Address or
number of the
previous DSNB
record

NEXT DSBNNEXT 12(C) 4 Bin N/R Address or
number of next
DSNB

VOLSER DSNBVSN 16(10) 6 Char N/R Volume serial
number of first
volume on which
file 2 was opened

F1STVSN DSNBFVSN 22(16) 6 Char N/R File starts on this
volume
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FILSEQ DSNBFSN 28(1C) 2 Bin N/R File sequence
number

DSN DSNBDSN 30(1E) 44 Char Yes Data set name
EXPDT DSNBEXDT 74(4A) 4 Date Yes Expiration date

yyyy/dddF
CDATE DSNBCRDT 78(4E) 4 Date Yes Creation date

yyyy/dddF
82(52) 1 Reserved

CTIME DSNBCRTM 83(53) 3 Time Yes Creation time
0hhmmF

CJOB DSNBCJN 86(56) 8 Char Yes Creating job
name user ID

CSTEP DSNBCSN 94(5E) 8 Char Yes Creating step
name (VM:Tape
user ID)

102(67) 2 Reserved
LRECL DSNBLREC 104(68) 4 Hex Yes Logical record

length ‘0'
BLKSIZE DSNBBLKS 108(6C) 4 Hex Yes Block size ‘0'
BLKCNT DSNBBLKC 112(70) 4 Hex Yes Block count ‘0'
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RECFM DSNBRFM 116(74) 1 Hex Yes Record format ‘0'
• X'08' standard

block
• X'10' blocked
• X'30' variable

blocked ASCII
• X'40' variable
• X'44' variable

ANSI
• X'48' variable

sequential
• X'50' variable

blocked
• X'52' variable

blocked
machine

• X'54' variable
blocked ANSI

• X'58' variable
blocked
spanned

• X'80' fixed
• X'82' fixed

machine
• X'84' fixed

ANSI
• X'88' fixed

standard
• X'90' fixed

block
• X'92' fixed

block machine
• X'94' fixed

block ANSI
• X'98'fixed

block
sequential

• X'C0'
undefined

• X'D0' blocked

SMSMC DSNBSMSM 117(75) 8 Char Yes SMS
management
class

CPGM DSNBCPGM 125(7D) 8 Char Yes Creating program
name

FILPERC DSNBPERC 133(85) 1 BIN No Tape percentage
used by file

COMPRES DSNBCPRS 134(86) 1 BIN No
CTLGCNT DSNBCCNT 135(87) 1 BIN No

135(87) 10 Reserved
DSAUTSA 136(88) 23 Time-Stamp Area
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BATCHID DSAUBTCH 146(92) 1 Hex No ID of last CA
1 program to
update record

HOOKID DSAUHOOK 147(93) 1 Hex No ID of last
intercept to
update record
• 00 -- Open NL

input/output
• 12 -- EOV NL

output
• 24 -- EOV NL

input
• 08 -- OPEN

SL input
• 20 -- OPEN

SL output
• 04 -- OPEN

SL output
• 68 -- CLOSE

input/output
• 64 -- CLOSE

EOV output
• 16 -- EOV SL

output
• 0 -- CLOSE

EV input
• 28 -- EOV SL

input
• 32-44 -- User

NSL routines

AUDATE DSAUDATE 148(94) 4 Date No Date of last
update

152(98) 1 Reserved
AUTIME DSAUTIME 153(99) 3 Time No Time of last

update
USERID DSAUUSER 156(9C) 8 Char No ID of last user to

update record
CPUID DSAUCPU 164(A4) 4 Char No ID of last CPU

used for last
update

AUCODE DSAUCODE 168(A8) 1 Hex No Audit code
AUFLAG1 DSAUFLG1 169(A9) Hex N/R Audit flag

• X'80' Right
DSNB
indicator -
if this bit is
on, it is the
right DSNB.
If off, it is the
left DSNB.
(DSNBRGHT)

TOTAL RECORD LENGTH = 170
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DSNB Active Field

The ACTIND field is a 1-byte flag that indicates whether the DSNB is active (ON) or inactive (OFF). The setting associated
with the bit is shown in the following table:

TDSNB Active Field

Field Name Description Hex
ACTIVE DSNB Active Bit 80

DSNB FLAG1

The DSNB FLAG1 variable contains internal flags for VM:Tape processing. The status associated with each bit
configuration is shown in the following table. Flags are set by turning the appropriate bits ON or OFF.

Internal DSNB FLAG1 Bits

Field Name Description Hex
UPDATED DSNB updated by user 80
DEFAULT Eligible for RDS override 01

SUTMYN Automated Tape Library
VM:Tape users and operators can use the SUTMYN Automated Tape Library (ATL) product to mount tapes. ATL further
automates the tape mounting process. VM:Tape interfaces with the Library Management Software (LMS) product that
manages the ATL units.

NOTE
All references to SUTMYN automated tape library products on this page also refer to the automated tape library
products produced by Memorex Telex.

 Contents 

  

Setting Up an Automated Tape Environment With the ATL

To set up the ATL interface to VM:Tape, add a PRODUCT LMS record to the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The PRODUCT LMS
record identifies the LMS service virtual machine. Next, add or modify the DEVICE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
Include tape drives that are inside or outside the ATLs. Follow these steps:

1. End VM:Tape.
2. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

a. Add a PRODUCT LMS record to identify the user ID of the LMS service virtual machine running the LMS code:
PRODUCT LMS userid

For more information, see PRODUCT record.
b. Add or modify a DEVICE record to include tape drives that are inside or outside the ATL. The DEVICE record

identifies tape drives VM:Tape will manage, including those inside or outside the ATL.
To identify any ATL devices, add or modify the DEVICE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file as follows.
Replace devices with the list of ATL devices:
DEVICE devices

You can use the NAME parameter on the DEVICE record to group tape drives. You can then direct tape mounts to
a specific set of drives by specifying the group name using the NAME parameter on the MOUNT command. You
can also use the LOCATION option on the MOUNT command to direct mounts to specific ATL locations.
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For more information, see DEVICE record.
c. Optionally, add one or more LMSRANGE records. These records indicate ranges of tapes that VM:Tape considers

belonging to a specific LMS location:
LMSRANGE start_vol-end_vol location

Note: If you implement LMSRANGE config file records, synchronization with the SUTMYN robot is bypassed
during VM:Tape REFRESH processing.
For more information, see LMSRANGE record.

3. Save and exit the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
4. Define scratch pools in VM:Tape. For information about setting up VM:Tape scratch pools, see Scratch Pool Definition

File. For information about using VM:Tape scratch pools with the LMS interface, see Scratch Pools.
5. Before you initialize VM:Tape, ensure that the volsers that are already inside the ATL are defined in the VM:Tape TMC.

For instructions on adding the volsers and adding or removing volser series in the VMTBUILD utility, see VMTBUILD
Utility.
If the volsers that are inside the ATL are already defined in the VM:Tape TMC, continue to the next step.

6. Restart VM:Tape.
7. Use the VM:Tape LMS command with the START parameter. This command initializes the LMS interface,

synchronizing the locations of the tapes in the ATL with the VM:Tape TMC:
vmtape lms start

Because VM:Tape is defining the tape locations in the ATL for the first time, this step takes a few minutes to complete.

NOTE
For more information about the LMS command, see the Command Reference.

8. To make the ATL the default location for all scratch tape mount and allocate requests, use the VM:Tape SET
LOCATION command. If the ATL location is not available, VM:Tape uses tape drives outside the ATL the NONARM
drives.
For example, to specify the ATL location ATLARM01 as the default location, enter:
vmtape set location atlarm01

NOTE
For more information about the SET command, see the Command Reference Guide.

9. You can now use the ATL with VM:Tape.

Recommendations and Considerations

 Setting Locations 

A location can be either a specific ATL unit, or a unit outside all ATL units (the NONARM location). VM:Tape determines
ATL locations dynamically through the LMS interface. Locations for the SUTMYN LMS product correspond to the eight-
character ATL names.

Use the SET command to specify an ATL as the default tape drive location for scratch mount and allocation requests. You
can also use the command to specify alternative locations in case tape drives from the default location are not available.

 Using the ATL With the Autopick Facility 

When implementing the Autopick facility, do not use the ACCEPT parameter on the AUTOPICK record. Instead use the
reject actions.

 ATL Performance 

Using the Autopick facility or reserving drives when the LMS interface is configured could affect the performance of the
ATL by increasing the time needed to perform mount and allocate requests.
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• When the Autopick facility is configured with the LMS interface, VM:Tape selects the scratch tape to mount and then
drives the mount to the tape’s location, even if the tape is outside the ATL.

• When you reserve a tape drive and the LMS interface is configured, VM:Tape moves the reserved drive to the
beginning of the EDL, regardless of the drive’s proximity to the tape.

This section details how VM:Tape allocates tape drives for saved and scratch tape mount requests when using the LMS
interface.

 Note: For more information about how VM:Tape processes allocate and reserve requests, see Drive Allocation for Mount,
Allocate, and Reserve Requests.

 Drive Allocation for Saved Tape Mounts 

When VM:Tape receives a saved tape mount request, it scans the device list looking for any drive that can satisfy the
request. Options specified by the user issuing the request and the site-defined defaults determine which drives are
eligible. VM:Tape places the drives that are eligible in an EDL. Each time an EDL is built, VM:Tape starts the EDL with a
different drive to allow for uniform use of your hardware. There is one EDL for each request.

VM:Tape queries the LMS if the tape is inside an LMS-controlled device. The location of the tape determines which tape
drives will be selected for allocation.

VM:Tape reduces the EDL by submitting the reducible drives in the EDL to LMS through the QUERY ALLOCATE function.
These drives can be exempted if LMS site-specified allocation control rules apply. The rules are supplied by the allocation
domain table statements ALLOCATE, DEVICES, and DOMAIN, as documented in the SUTMYN LMS Systems Guide.

The ARM REDUCE STEP command determines whether this reduction step is applied. In addition, the ARM
REDUCE raddr command determines which individual drives participate in this step.

NOTE
For more information about the ARM command, see the Command Reference.

VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE user exit. The ALLOCATE user exit allows a site to change the order of drives in the EDL
and select which drives to allocate based upon information about each request. When you use the ALLOCATE user exit,
VM:Tape calls it after constructing the EDL. For more information about using this exit, see ALLOCATE User Exit.

VM:Tape applies its drive ordering to the EDL.

 Note: Set the return code to zero in your ALLOCATE user exit to bypass VM:Tape’s drive ordering and instead have
VM:Tape allocate drives as returned by the user exit.

Based on the tape’s location, the following processing occurs:

• If the tape is inside the LMS location, VM:Tape moves the drives inside the LMS location to the beginning of the EDL.
Drives that are outside the LMS are exempted from the EDL.

• If the tape is outside the LMS location, VM:Tape exempts the drives in the LMS locations and moves the drives in the
NONARM location to the beginning of the EDL.

If a drive is initially reserved for the user requesting the mount, and is also the tape’s location, VM:Tape moves the drive to
the front of the EDL.

Beginning with the first drive in the EDL, VM:Tape proceeds through the list of drives until it finds a free drive. If none
of the drives are available, the process pends for 30 seconds and VM:Tape goes through the EDL again. This process
continues, based on the time specified on the REMINDER record, until a drive becomes available and VM:Tape allocates
a drive.

If the allocated drive is an LMS location, VM:Tape sends a request to the LMS to mount the tape on the allocated drive.

If the allocated drive is NONARM, VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator to mount the tape on the allocated
drive.
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Drive Allocation With Non-specific Scratch Mount Requests 

When VM:Tape receives a scratch mount request, it scans the device list looking for any drive that can satisfy the request.
Options specified by the user issuing the request and the site-defined defaults determine which drives are eligible.
VM:Tape places the drives that are eligible in an EDL. Each time an EDL is built, VM:Tape starts the EDL with a different
drive to allow for uniform use of your hardware. There is one EDL for each request.

VM:Tape reduces the EDL by submitting the reducible drives in the EDL to LMS through the QUERY ALLOCATE function.
These drives can be exempted if LMS site-specified allocation control rules apply. The rules are supplied by the allocation
domain table statements ALLOCATE, DEVICES, and DOMAIN, as documented in the SUTMYN LMS Systems Guide.

The ARM REDUCE STEP command determines whether this reduction step is applied. In addition, the ARM
REDUCE raddr command determines which individual drives participate in this step. For more information about the ARM
command, see the Command Reference.

VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE user exit. The ALLOCATE user exit allows a site to change the order of drives in the EDL
and select which drives to allocate based upon information about each request. When you use the ALLOCATE user exit,
VM:Tape calls it after constructing the EDL. See ALLOCATE User Exit for more information about using this exit.

VM:Tape applies its drive ordering to the EDL.

Note: Set the return code to zero in your ALLOCATE user exit to bypass VM:Tape’s drive ordering and instead have
VM:Tape allocate drives as returned by the user exit.

VM:Tape reorders the drives based on the tape’s location, and performs the following processing:

• If the LMS location is the default location, VM:Tape moves the drives that are defined to be in the LMS location to the
front of EDL.

• If the default location is NONARM, those drives are moved to the beginning of the EDL.

If a drive is initially reserved for the user requesting the mount, and is also the tape’s location, VM:Tape moves the drive to
the front of the EDL.

Beginning with the first drive in the EDL, VM:Tape proceeds through the list of drives until it finds a free drive. If none
of the drives are available, the process pends for 30 seconds and VM:Tape goes through the EDL again. This process
continues, based on the time specified on the REMINDER record, until a drive becomes available and VM:Tape allocates
a drive.

Based on the options specified on the mount command and the allocated drive, VM:Tape selects a tape pool from which it
can select a scratch tape. If the scratch pool facility is not configured, then all tapes belong to a general scratch pool and
VM:Tape always selects tapes from the general scratch pool.

If the allocated drive is an LMS location, VM:Tape sends a request to the LMS for a scratch tape from the corresponding
pool, and requests the tape to be mounted on the allocated drive.

If the allocated drive is NONARM, VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator to mount the tape on the allocated
drive.

Selecting ATL Drives

The selection of an ATL drive over a non-ATL drive for a mount can occur by default, can be explicitly specified, or may
not occur at all. Following is a description of the circumstances under which ATL drives are or are not selected.

Explicit ATL Mounts 

An explicit or forced ATL mount occurs when a user issues the MOUNT command and specifies an ATL tape drive based
on physical location, group, real address, or unit type. When any of these options are specified, only an ATL drive can
satisfy the request.
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VM:Tape moves volumes as needed, for example, when the specified tape is not at the same location as the explicitly
requested ATL location. In this case, VM:Tape ejects the tape from its current location, and sends a message to the
operator to insert the tape into the requested ATL location.

Non-ATL Mounts 

A mount in which an ATL drive is not selected occurs when at least one of the following conditions occurs:

• The VM:Tape LMS interface is  not configured.
• The LMS interface is halted.
• The eligible drive list contains no active (non-exempted) ATL drive.
• The requested volser is not contained in the ATL.
• The default location is not the LMS location.
• The LOCATION option on the MOUNT command specified a location other than an LMS location.

LMS Scratch Pools

All VM:Tape scratch pools are defined in the scratch pool definition file.

NOTE
For information about setting up VM:Tape scratch pools, see Scratch Pool Definition File.

VM:Tape supports LMS scratch pools. However, LMS scratch pools cannot be defined through the VM:Tape interface to
the LMS product, but must be defined by each site as part of LMS product configuration. For information about setting up
LMS scratch pools, see the SUTMYN LMS Systems Guide.

VM:Tape is able to retrieve the LMS scratch pool definitions, which it compares with the VM:Tape scratch pool definitions.
This is done when the interface to the LMS product is started (using the LMS START command) or when the VM:Tape
REFRESH command causes VM:Tape to reconstruct scratch pools.

LMS defines scratch pool names for each volser range (referred to as a primary pool name) as well as sets of volser
ranges (referred to as a composite pool name). VM:Tape scratch pool names can be 16 characters long, while LMS
scratch pool names are limited to 13 characters. VM:Tape checks that all VM:Tape scratch pools are defined as LMS
scratch pool names and that the volser ranges defined are the same. Any discrepancies are reported, but operation
continues. Because the scratch pools that are defined to the LMS are independent from the VM:Tape scratch pools, it is
very important that the tapes defined to LMS scratch pools match the tapes defined to VM:Tape scratch pools, or VM:Tape
may behave unpredictably.

 Scratch Tape Supply Exhausted 

During a scratch mount request, if LMS has exhausted its supply of scratch tapes, VM:Tape issues message 722E. This
message may also indicate that scratch pools defined to LMS do not contain any cartridges. The text of the message
includes the VM:Tape pool name, or the word general, signifying that the tape is from the general scratch pool. Message
722E is followed by message 399R, which prompts you to retry the mount, cancel the mount, or convert the mount to a
manual mount. Reply to the message using the VM:Tape REPLY command.

You can do one of the following:

• Redefine the scratch pool and move more tapes into it. Then reply retry to message 399R. For more information,
see Changing Scratch Pool Information.

• Run the SCRATCH command to scratch any expired tapes in the scratch pool. Then reply retry to message 0399R.

Selecting Scratch Volumes 

Scratch volume selection occurs during the mount process and can be done by the operator, by VM:Tape, or by LMS.
When LMS is called upon to make a scratch volume selection and the user specifies a VM:Tape scratch pool name that is
not defined to LMS, an error is issued and the mount request is canceled.
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As part of the rules set up for LMS reduction, a scratch pool recommendation can be made. This recommendation is
ignored if the user has specified an explicit pool or if Autopick is ON. If the recommendation is not a valid VM:Tape scratch
pool, then a warning is issued and the recommendation is ignored.

When LMS is called upon to make scratch volume selection then it is important to know which volumes are in scratch
status according to VM:Tape. Therefore, VM:Tape and LMS information must be synchronized.

An ARM product is synchronized with VM:Tape when its volumes reflect the same scratch status. Synchronization occurs
with the SCRATCH and REFRESH commands. The process of synchronization involves changing the scratch status of
volumes found in an ARM unit to correspond to the VM:Tape scratch status.

What the Operator Can Do

The operator can use the VM:Tape LMS command to start, halt, and query the status of the interface.

NOTE
For complete information about the LMS command, see the Command Reference.

If the interface is started when VM:Tape ends, then the interface will be started automatically when VM:Tape is
reinitialized. If the interface is halted when VM:Tape ends, or if VM:Tape has never been initialized, then the interface will
not be automatically started when VM:Tape is initialized.

VM:Tape cannot use the drives defined to LMS while the interface is halted unless the operator uses the DISARM
command to temporarily designate these drives as manual drives.

NOTE
For more information about the DISARM command, see the Command Reference.

Operators can use the VM:Tape CHANGE command to redirect a user’s mount request to use an LMS location.

NOTE
For more information about the CHANGE command, see the Command Reference.

What the User Can Do

Users can request an explicit ATL by specifying the location with the LOCATION option on the MOUNT and ALLOCATE
commands. Use the QUERY LOCATION * command to list available locations and their current interface status.

Users can use the VM:Tape CHANGE command to redirect their mount request to use an LMS location.

NOTE
For information about using the ALLOCATE, CHANGE, MOUNT, and QUERY commands and on specifying a
location, see the Command Reference.

StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System
The VM:Tape interface to the Host Software Component (HSC), which controls the StorageTek Nearline Automated
Cartridge System (ACS), includes these features:

• Support for the HSC with minimum release 2.0.0
• Support for VM:Tape scratch pools
• Site control of tape drive allocation inside and outside the ACS. Site control is achieved by MOUNT command options

and the ALLOCATE user exit.
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NOTE
 For format information about the MOUNT command, see the Command Reference. For format information
about the ALLOCATE user exit, see ALLOCATE User Exit.

• Automatic notification by the SCRATCH command or the REFRESH command when a volume has been scratched
• An operator command for controlling the interface if a situation occurs that requires operator intervention
• Standard VM:Tape drive ordering is applied to ACS drives to achieve uniform drive usage. VM:Tape uses the list

of drives that are provided by the HSC as the basis for applying standard drive ordering in each ACS location. This
method of ordering ensures that the drives in each library storage module (LSM) are used in a round-robin fashion.

• Ability to eject tapes from the ACS.

 Contents 

  

Setting Up the Automated Tape Environment With the ACS

To set up the ACS interface to VM:Tape, follow these steps:

1. End VM:Tape.
2. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

a. Add a PRODUCT HSC record to identify the user ID of the service virtual running the HSC code:
PRODUCT HSC userid

For more information about the PRODUCT record, see PRODUCT Record.
b. Add or modify a DEVICE record to include tape drives that are inside or outside the ACS. The DEVICE record

identifies tape drives that VM:Tape manages, including devices inside or outside the ACS.
To identify any ACS devices, add or modify the DEVICE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file as follows.
Replace devices with the list of ACS devices:
DEVICE devices

You can use the NAME parameter on the DEVICE record to group tape drives. You can then direct tape mounts to
a specific set of drives by specifying the group name using the NAME parameter on the MOUNT command. You
can also use the LOCATION option on the MOUNT command to direct mounts to specific ACS locations.
For more information about the DEVICE record, see DEVICE Record.

c. Optionally, add one or more HSCRANGE records. These records indicate the specific ranges of tapes that
VM:Tape considers to belong to a specific HSC location:
HSCRANGE start_vol-end_vol location

 Note: If you implement HSCRANGE config file records, synchronization with the STK robot is bypassed
during VM:Tape REFRESH processing.
For more information about the HSCRANGE record, see HSCRANGE Record.

3. Save and exit the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
4. Define scratch pools in VM:Tape. For information about setting up VM:Tape scratch pools, see Scratch Pool Definition

File. For information about using VM:Tape scratch pools with the HSC interface, see Scratch Pools.
5. Authorize the VMTAPE and the OPERATOR user IDs to issue HSC commands to the HSC service virtual machine.

See the appropriate StorageTek documentation for further information.
6. Restart VM:Tape.
7. To initialize the HSC interface, use the VM:Tape HSC command with the START parameter. This command

synchronizes the locations of the tapes in the ACS with the VM:Tape TMC:
vmtape hsc start

Because VM:Tape is defining the tape locations in the ACS for the first time, this step takes a few minutes to complete.
For more information about the HSC command, see the Command Reference.
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8. To make the ACS the default location for all scratch tape mount and allocate requests, use the VM:Tape SET
LOCATION command . If the ACS location is not available, VM:Tape uses tape drives outside the ACS the NONARM
drives.
For example, to specify the ACS location ACS001 as the default location, enter:
vmtape set location acs001

For more information about the SET command, see the Command Reference.
9. You can now use the ACS with VM:Tape.

Recommendations and Considerations

 Setting Locations 

A location can be either a specific ACS unit, or a unit outside all ACS units (the NONARM location). VM:Tape determines
ACS locations dynamically through the HSC interface. Location names for the ACS consist of six characters, ACS
followed by the ACSID number (for example, ACS000, ACS001).

Use the SET command to specify an ACS as the default tape drive location for scratch mount and allocation requests.
You can also use the command to specify alternative locations in case tape drives from the default location are not
available.

 Error Recovery 

If an unusual problem occurs producing an abnormal return code in response to an HSC request, VM:Tape prompts the
operator to specify one of the following recovery actions:

• RETRY, to retry the request
• CANCEL, to cancel the request
• NONARM, to convert the mount to a non-ARM, or manual, mount

 VM:Operator/PROP Dismount Action Routines 

Two VM:Operator/PROP action routines automatically dismount tapes following a detach: SLSPROP and ACSPROP.
These action routines are distributed by StorageTek and are stored on the HSC user ID’s minidisk. Use the StorageTek
‘TAPE MOUNT COMPLETED’ and CP ‘TAPE DETACHED’ messages to invoke these routines.

 Using the ACS With the Autopick Facility 

When implementing the Autopick facility, do not use the ACCEPT parameter on the AUTOPICK record. Instead use the
reject actions.

 ACS Performance 

Using the Autopick facility or reserving drives when the HSC interface is configured could affect the performance of the
ACS by increasing the time needed to perform mount and allocate requests.

• When the Autopick facility is configured with the HSC interface, VM:Tape selects the scratch tape to mount and then
drives the mount to the tape’s location, even if the tape is outside the ACS.

• When you reserve a tape drive and the HSC interface is configured, VM:Tape moves the reserved drive to the
beginning of the EDL, regardless of the drive’s proximity to the tape.

HSC Scratch Pools

To use scratch pools with the VM:Tape interface to HSC, you must implement VM:Tape scratch pools. VM:Tape then
defines the scratch pools to the HSC service virtual machine when the VM:Tape interface to HSC is started. You can
define scratch pools only once each time the HSC is initialized.
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NOTE
It is possible to define the scratch pools to HSC in the HSC configuration file. In this case VM:Tape cannot define
the scratch pools to HSC.

If your site is using the VM:Tape interface to HSC, you should use scratch pool names that contain no more than 13
characters, or names that are unique within the first 13 characters, to avoid potential operational problems. This is
because the HSC only supports scratch pool names up to 13 characters in length. When VM:Tape supplies the HSC
server with VM:Tape scratch pool names, the HSC server truncates any names that contain more than 13 characters. If
you have more than one VM:Tape scratch pool defined with the same first 13 characters, the HSC server will process only
one pool. Any other scratch pools that have the same name will be ignored by the HSC.

For optimum performance, define all tapes in specific VM:Tape scratch pools, rather than letting them default to the
general pool. The VM:Tape general pool is not defined in the HSC, and therefore the HSC does not know which tapes are
in the general pool. If you specify the VM:Tape general pool, the HSC will have to search for the correct tape, creating a
delay and potentially causing the process to fail.

For information about implementing VM:Tape scratch pools, see the Scratch Pools.

NOTE
If you are using the Autopick facility, you will not be using HSC to pick scratch tapes. With the Autopick facility,
VM:Tape picks the scratch tape for each scratch mount and asks HSC to mount it. For scratch mounts without
the Autopick facility, VM:Tape asks HSC for a scratch tape from the appropriate scratch pool.

VM:Tape assigns scratch pools as follows: VM:Tape alphabetizes the tape pool names it finds in the file defined with the
POOLNAME configuration record. VM:Tape then sends this alphabetized list to the HSC; each entry in this list is sent with
a corresponding pool number starting with pool number 1. Because tape pool names are alphabetized before being sent
to the HSC, it is possible that the order in which you enter tape pool names in your POOLNAME file is different from how
they are defined in the HSC.

NOTE
If you define your scratch pools in the HSC configuration file, you must be sure that the resulting alphabetized
pool names list in VM:Tape matches the order in which the pool names are entered in your HSC configuration
file.

If a scratch request is made for a tape that is not in a predefined pool, the request is sent to the HSC with a scratch pool
number of 0.

VM:Tape scratch pool support does not associate label types with scratch pools. The HSC, therefore, selects the site
default label type.

During a scratch mount request, message 0722E may be generated, indicating that HSC has exhausted its supply
of scratch tapes. This message may also indicate that scratch pools containing only reels have been defined to the
HSC. The text of the message includes the VM:Tape poolname, or the word GENERAL. Message 0722E is followed by
message 0698R that prompts the operator to retry the mount, cancel the mount, or convert the mount to a manual mount.

 Changing Scratch Pool Information 

You can define scratch pools only once for each initialization of the HSC. If it is necessary to change VM:Tape scratch
pool information, you must:

1. Change the VM:Tape scratch pool definition and assignment files.
Note: If you define your scratch pools in the HSC configuration file, you must make the corresponding updates to that
file also.

2. Synchronize the VM:Tape scratch pools with the HSC scratch pools by issuing the VM:Tape REFRESH POOL
command, or end and restart VM:Tape.

3. End and restart the HSC service virtual machine to enable VM:Tape to communicate the new pool definitions to the
HSC.
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If you do not reinitialize the HSC service virtual machine, the VM:Tape interface to HSC remains started but the new
scratch pool definitions are not conveyed to HSC. This situation can cause unpredictable results when scratch mount
requests are satisfied.

 Scratch Tape Supply Exhausted 

During a scratch mount request, if HSC has exhausted its supply of scratch tapes, VM:Tape issues message 722E. This
message may also indicate that scratch pools defined to HSC do not contain any cartridges. The text of the message
includes the VM:Tape poolname, or the word GENERAL. Message 722E is followed by message 698R, which prompts
you to retry the mount, cancel the mount, or convert the mount to a non-HSC mount. Reply to the message using the
VM:Tape REPLY command.

You can do one of the following:

• Redefine the scratch pool and move more tapes into it. Then reply retry to the 698R message. For more information,
see Changing Scratch Pool Information.

• Run the SCRATCH command to scratch any expired tapes in the scratch pool. Then reply retry to message 698R.

Drive Allocation With the HSC Interface Configured

This section details how VM:Tape allocates tape drives for saved and scratch tape mount requests when using the HSC
interface.

For information about how VM:Tape processes allocate and reserve requests, see Drive Allocation for Mount, Allocate,
and Reserve Requests.

 Drive Allocation for Saved Tape Mounts 

When VM:Tape receives a saved tape mount request, it scans the device list looking for any drive that can satisfy the
request. Options specified by the user issuing the request and the site-defined defaults determine which drives are
eligible. VM:Tape places the drives that are eligible in an EDL. Each time an EDL is built, VM:Tape starts the EDL with a
different drive to allow for uniform use of your hardware. There is one EDL for each request.

VM:Tape queries the HSC, checking if the requested tape is inside an HSC-controlled device. The location of the tape
determines which tape drives will be selected for allocation.

VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE user exit. The ALLOCATE user exit allows a site to change the order of drives in the EDL
and select which drives to allocate based upon information about each request. When you use the ALLOCATE user exit,
VM:Tape calls it after constructing the EDL. For more information about using this exit, see ALLOCATE User Exit.

VM:Tape applies its drive ordering to the EDL.

 Note: Set the return code to zero in your ALLOCATE user exit to bypass VM:Tape’s drive ordering and instead have
VM:Tape allocate drives as returned by the user exit.

Based on the tape’s location, the following processing occurs:

• If the tape is inside the ACS location (a library storage model, or LSM), VM:Tape requests the HSC to return a list of
drives, in order of proximity to the requested tape.

• If the tape is outside the ACS location, VM:Tape exempts the drives in the ACS locations and moves the drives in the
NONARM location to the beginning of the EDL.

If a drive is initially reserved for the user requesting the mount, and is also the tape’s location, VM:Tape moves it to the
front of the EDL.

Beginning with the first drive in the EDL, VM:Tape proceeds through the list of drives until it finds a free drive. If none
of the drives are available, the process pends for 30 seconds and VM:Tape goes through the EDL again. This process
continues, based on the time specified on the REMINDER record, until a drive becomes available and VM:Tape allocates
a drive.
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If the allocated drive is an ACS location, VM:Tape sends a request to the HSC to mount the tape on the allocated drive.

If the allocated drive is NONARM, VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator to mount the tape on the allocated
drive.

 Note: If the library storage module that contains the tape is already in manual mode, VM:Tape displays a message on the
tape drive display panel that asks the operator to mount the tape and indicates the panel row and column number of the
LSM where the tape is located.

 Drive Allocation for Non-specific Scratch Mounts 

When VM:Tape receives a scratch mount request, it scans the device list looking for any drive that can satisfy the request.
Options specified by the user issuing the request and the site-defined defaults determine which drives are eligible.
VM:Tape places the drives that are eligible in an EDL. Each time an EDL is built, VM:Tape starts the EDL with a different
drive to allow for uniform use of your hardware. There is one EDL for each request.

VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE user exit. The ALLOCATE user exit allows a site to change the order of drives in the EDL
and select which drives to allocate based upon information about each request. When you use the ALLOCATE user exit,
VM:Tape calls it after constructing the EDL. For more information about using this exit, See ALLOCATE User Exit.

VM:Tape applies its drive ordering to the EDL.

 Note: Set the return code to zero in your ALLOCATE user exit to bypass VM:Tape’s drive ordering and instead have
VM:Tape allocate drives as returned by the user exit.

VM:Tape reorders the drives based on the tape’s location, and performs the following processing:

• If the ACS location was selected, VM:Tape moves the drives that are defined to be in the ACS location to the front of
EDL. VM:Tape asks for a list of drives in an LSM that can satisfy the mount for this tape in order of proximity to the
tape.

• If the selected location is NONARM, those drives are moved to the beginning of the EDL.

If a drive is initially reserved for the user requesting the mount, and is also the tape’s location, VM:Tape moves it to the
front of the EDL.

Beginning with the first drive in the EDL, VM:Tape proceeds through the list of drives until it finds a free drive. If none
of the drives are available, the process pends for 30 seconds and VM:Tape goes through the EDL again. This process
continues, based on the time specified on the REMINDER record, until a drive becomes available and VM:Tape allocates
a drive.

Based on the options specified on the mount command and the allocated drive, VM:Tape selects a tape pool from which it
can select a scratch tape. If the scratch pool facility is not configured, then all tapes belong to a general scratch pool and
VM:Tape always selects tapes from the general scratch pool.

• If the ACS location is the default location, VM:Tape asks the HSC for a scratch tape from the corresponding pool.

If the allocated drive is an ACS location, VM:Tape sends a request to the HSC to mount the tape on the allocated drive.

If the allocated drive is NONARM, VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator to mount the tape on the allocated
drive.

Selecting ACS Drives

The selection of an ACS drive over a non-ACS drive for a mount can occur by default, can be explicitly specified, or may
not occur at all. Following is a description of the circumstances under which ACS drives are or are not selected.
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 Explicit ACS Mounts 

An explicit or forced ACS mount occurs when a user issues the MOUNT command and specifies an ACS tape drive based
on physical location, group, real address, or unit type. When any of these options are specified, only an ACS drive can
satisfy the request.

VM:Tape moves volumes as needed, for example, when the specified tape is not at the same location as the explicitly
requested ACS location. In this case, VM:Tape ejects the tape from its current location, and sends a message to the
operator to insert the tape into the requested ACS location.

 Non-ACS Mounts 

A mount in which an ACS drive is not selected occurs when at least one of the following conditions occurs:

• The VM:Tape HSC interface is  not configured.
• The HSC interface is halted.
• The eligible drive list contains no active (non-exempted) ACS drive.
• The requested volser is not contained in the ACS.
• The default location is not the ACS location.
• The LOCATION option on the MOUNT command specified a location other than an ACS location.

Scratching Tapes

When the SCRATCH command is issued, and synchronization is requested, VM:Tape notifies the ACS of the volumes
scratched.

To determine what volumes were reported as scratched to the ACS as a result of the SCRATCH command, use the
default PRINT option with the SCRATCH command.

NOTE
 For more information about the SCRATCH command, see the Command Reference.

What the Operator Can Do

The operator can use the VM:Tape HSC command to start, halt, and query the status of the interface.

If the interface is started when VM:Tape ends, then the interface will be started automatically when VM:Tape is
reinitialized. If the interface is halted when VM:Tape ends, or if VM:Tape has never been initialized, then the interface will
not be automatically started when VM:Tape is initialized.

VM:Tape cannot use the HSC drives while the interface to HSC is halted, unless the operator issues the DISARM
command to temporarily designate these drives as manual drives.

Operators can use the VM:Tape CHANGE command to redirect a user’s mount request to use an ACS location.

NOTE
 For complete information about the HSC, DISARM, and CHANGE commands, see the Command Reference.

What the User Can Do

Users can request an explicit location for a tape mount by specifying the existing location using the LOCATION option on
the VM:Tape MOUNT command. VM:Tape cannot access the location when the associated ACS interface is inactive.

Users can use the VM:Tape CHANGE command to redirect their mount requests to use an ACS location.

 Note: For complete format information about the MOUNT and CHANGE commands, see the Command Reference.
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IBM Tape Library Data Server
VM:Tape users and operators can use the IBM 3494 and 3495 Tape Library Data Server units to mount tapes, further
automating the tape mounting process. VM:Tape interfaces with the RMS component that is provided by DFSMS/VM.

Contents

Setting up an Automated Environment with the Tape Library Data Server

The 3494 and 3495 Tape Library Data Servers require the RMS component of DFSMS/VM Function Level 221.

To set up the RMS interface to VM:Tape, follow these steps:

1. End VM:Tape.
2. Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

a. Add a PRODUCT RMS record to define the RMS interface.
The PRODUCT RMS record, which is shown below, defines the Tape Library Data Server interface to VM:Tape.
For more information about the PRODUCT record, see the PRODUCT Record.

PRODUCT RMS

b. Add or modify the DEVICE record to include tape drives that are both inside and outside the Tape Library Data
Server. The DEVICE record identifies the tape drives that VM:Tape manages. The DEVICE record can include
tapes either inside or outside the Tape Library Data Server.
To identify any RMS devices, add or modify the DEVICE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. Replace devices with
the list of RMS devices:

DEVICE devices 

Use the NAME parameter on the DEVICE record to group tape drives. Then direct tape mounts to a specific set of
drives by specifying the group name using the NAME parameter on the MOUNT command. Use the LOCATION
option on the MOUNT command to direct mounts to specific Tape Library Data Server locations.
For more information about the DEVICE record, see the DEVICE Record.

c. You can optionally add one or more RMSRANGE records to indicate specific ranges of tapes for VM:Tape to
consider belonging to a specific RMS location:

RMSRANGE start_vol end_vol location

Note: If you implement RMSRANGE config file records, synchronization with the IBM 3494 robot is bypassed
during VM:Tape REFRESH processing.
For more information about the RMSRANGE record, see the RMSRANGE Record.

d. You can optionally add an RMSSCRCT record to specify a list of scratch categories that VM:Tape can use. For
more information, see RMSSCRCT Record.

3. Save and exit the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
4. Add the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID to the DGTVAUTH DATA file in DFSMS/VM. Doing so authorizes

VM:Tape.
5. Ensure that the Tape Library Data Server name that is specified on each RM_AUTO_LIBRARY keyword in the

DFSMS/VM control file, DGTVCNTL DATA, is no longer than eight characters. (While DFSMS/VM allows up to 32
characters, VM:Tape uses eight-character names.) For more information about the DFSMS/VM control file, see the
appropriate IBM DFSMS/VM Customization documentation.

6. Ensure that the VM:Tape service virtual machine has access to the RMS support minidisk or directory. The VM:Tape
service virtual machine requires access to the FSMPPSI CSLLIB for RMS support. Access this disk or directory in the
PROFILE EXEC of the server.
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7. Before you initialize VM:Tape, ensure that the volsers that are already inside the Tape Library Data Server are defined
in the VM:Tape TMC. For instructions on adding the volsers and adding or removing volser series in the VMTBUILD
utility, see VMTBUILD Utility.
When all volsers inside the Tape Library Data Server are already defined in the VM:Tape TMC, you can continue to the
next step.

8. Restart VM:Tape.
9. Use the VM:Tape RMS command with the START parameter to initialize the RMS interface, synchronizing the

locations of the tapes in the Tape Library Data Server with the VM:Tape TMC:

vmtape rms start

Because VM:Tape is defining the tape locations in the Tape Library Data Server for the first time, this step takes a few
minutes to complete. Adding the tape locations causes VM:Tape to rebuild the picklist to add the new locations.

NOTE
For more information about the RMS command, see the Command Reference.

10. You can use the VM:Tape SET LOCATION command to make the Tape Library Data Server the default location for all
scratch tape mount and allocate requests. If the Tape Library Data Server location is not available, VM:Tape uses tape
drives outside the Tape Library Data Server: the NONARM drives.
For example, to specify the Tape Library Data Server location IBMARM01 as the default location, enter:
 vmtape set location ibmarm01 

NOTE
For more information, see SET command in the Command Reference.

You can now use the Tape Library Data Server with VM:Tape.

Recommendations and Considerations

Setting Locations

A location can be either a specific Tape Library Data Server unit, or a unit outside all Tape Library Data Servers (the
NONARM location). VM:Tape determines Tape Library Data Server locations dynamically through the RMS interface.
Location names for the Tape Library Data Server can be up to eight characters long.

Use the SET command to specify a Tape Library Data Server as the default location for scratch mount and allocation
requests. You can also use the SET command to specify alternative locations in case tape drives from the default location
are not available.

Scratch Tape and Scratch Pool Processing

VM:Tape uses scratch pools, and the Tape Library Data Server uses scratch categories. Scratch pool definitions are
independent of the Tape Library Data Server scratch categories. VM:Tape does not send its scratch pool definitions to
the Tape Library Data Server. Instead, VM:Tape maintains the scratch pool definitions and sends a request to the RMS to
mount a specific scratch tape.

If it is necessary to change VM:Tape scratch pool information, the VM:Tape administrator must change the VM:Tape
scratch pool definition and assignment files, then either enter the VM:Tape REFRESH POOL command or end and restart
VM:Tape.

Support for RMS SCRATCH Categories

To provide a method for selecting SCRATCH tapes in an IBM 3494 that is more consistent with other operating systems,
we have introduced support for mounting tapes using RMS SCRATCH Categories. Instead of VM:Tape requesting a
specific SCRATCH tape to be mounted, VM:Tape sends a mount request asking the IBM 3494 to mount an available tape,
from the specified RMS SCRATCH Category and RMS Library Name (LOCATION).
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VM:Tape also includes the TARGETCAT VOLSPECIFIC option on each mount request to prevent any other systems from
selecting the same tape. After the IBM 3494 selects and mounts the SCRATCH tape, VM:Tape processes the selected
tape as if a human operator had mounted it. VM:Tape reads the tape internal volser, then validates its status in the TMC,
performs security checks as necessary, and confirms the tape is from the correct VM:Tape Scratch Pool. If the tape is
found not acceptable for use, it is rejected. If the tape is rejected, the mount request is redriven to the IBM 3494 to select
the next available tape from the specified RMS SCRATCH Category.

The following steps are necessary to implement the support for mounting IBM 3494 tapes by RMS SCRATCH Category:

1. Each VM:Tape Scratch Pool for which you want to implement the support must be the name of a valid RMS SCRATCH
Category. The VM:Tape Scratch Pool name is what is used to specify the RMS SCRATCH Category on the mount
request. Valid RMS SCRATCH Categories are SCRATCH0-SCRATCHF or your site defined 4-character hex values,
or example 0001, 0002, or 008E. VM:Tape Scratch Pool names like DAILY, WEEKLY, or FINANCE are not valid RMS
SCRATCH Category names.
Therefore you would have to rename them to implement the support. If desired, a VM:Tape Command EXIT can be
used to help minimize end user and application impact. For example, you can substitute POOL SCRATCH0 for POOL
DAILY on the mount command.

2. Turn on the DEBUG command that permits the support:

VMTAPE DEBUG SUPPORT RMSSCAT ON.

3. Turn AUTOPICK OFF for each VM:Tape Scratch Pool for which you want to implement the support. If AUTOPICK is
not set to OFF for a Scratch Pool, that Scratch Pool does not run with the Mount by RMS SCRATCH Category feature,
although DEBUG SUPPORT RMSSCAT is set to ON. By setting AUTOPICK OFF, it is possible to implement the
feature selectively for some, but not all, VM:Tape Scratch Pools that can have tapes residing in an IBM 3494.

Error Recovery

If an unusual problem occurs producing an abnormal return code in response to an RMS request, VM:Tape prompts the
operator to specify one of the following recovery actions:

• RETRY, to retry the request
• CANCEL, to cancel the request
• NONARM, to convert the mount to a non-ARM, or manual, mount

Using the Tape Library Data Server With the Autopick Facility

When implementing the Autopick facility, do not use the ACCEPT parameter on the AUTOPICK record. Instead use the
reject actions.

Drive Allocation with the RMS Interface Configured

This section details how VM:Tape allocates tape drives for saved and scratch tape mount requests when using the RMS
interface.

For information about how VM:Tape processes allocate and reserve requests, see Typical Mount Scenario in Getting
Started.

Drive Allocation for Saved Tape Mounts

When VM:Tape receives a saved tape mount request, it scans the device list looking for any drive that can satisfy the
request. Requester-specified options and the site-defined defaults determine which drives are eligible. VM:Tape places
the drives that are eligible in an EDL. Each time an EDL is built, VM:Tape starts the EDL with a different drive. This
practice allows for uniform use of your hardware. One EDL exists for each request.

VM:Tape queries the Tape Library Data Server to determine if the tape is inside an RMS-controlled device. The location of
the tape determines which tape drives are selected for allocation.
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VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE user exit. The ALLOCATE user exit allows a site to change the order of drives in the EDL
and select which drives to allocate based on information about each request. When you use the ALLOCATE user exit,
VM:Tape  calls it after constructing the EDL. For more information about using this exit, see ALLOCATE User Exit.

VM:Tape applies its drive ordering to the EDL.

Note: Set the return code to zero in your ALLOCATE user exit to bypass VM:Tape drive ordering. Instead, have VM:Tape
allocate drives as returned by the user exit.

Based on the tape  location, the following processing occurs:

• If the tape is inside the Tape Library Data Server (the RMS location), VM:Tape moves the drives inside the RMS
location to the beginning of the EDL. Drives that are outside the RMS are exempted from the EDL.

• If the tape is outside the RMS location, VM:Tape exempts the drives in the RMS locations. VM:Tape moves the drives
in the NONARM location to the beginning of the EDL.

If a drive is initially reserved for the user requesting the mount, and is also the tape’s location, VM:Tape moves it to the
front of the EDL.

Beginning with the first drive in the EDL, VM:Tape proceeds through the list of drives until it finds a free drive. If none
of the drives are available, the process pends for 30 seconds and VM:Tape goes through the EDL again. This process
continues, based on the time specified on the REMINDER record, until a drive becomes available and VM:Tape allocates
a drive.

If the allocated drive is an RMS location, VM:Tape sends a request to the RMS to mount the tape on the allocated drive.

If the allocated drive is NONARM, VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator to mount the tape on the allocated
drive.

Drive Allocation for Non-specific Scratch Mount Requests

When VM:Tape receives a scratch mount request, it scans the device list looking for any drive that can satisfy the request.
Options specified by the user issuing the request and the site-defined defaults determine which drives are eligible.
VM:Tape places the drives that are eligible in an EDL. Each time an EDL is built, VM:Tape starts the EDL with a different
drive to allow for uniform use of your hardware. There is one EDL for each request.

Based on the options specified on the mount command and the allocated drive, VM:Tape selects a tape pool from which it
can select a scratch tape.

• If the scratch pool facility is not configured, then all tapes belong to a general scratch pool and VM:Tape always selects
tapes from the general scratch pool.

• If the RMS location is the default location, VM:Tape selects a scratch tape from the corresponding pool and location.

VM:Tape calls the ALLOCATE user exit. The ALLOCATE user exit allows a site to change the order of drives in the EDL
and select which drives to allocate based upon information about each request. When you use the ALLOCATE user exit,
VM:Tape calls it after constructing the EDL. For more information about using this exit, see ALLOCATE User Exit.

VM:Tape applies its drive ordering to the EDL.

Note: Set the return code to zero in your ALLOCATE user exit to bypass VM:Tape drive ordering and instead have
VM:Tape allocate drives as returned by the user exit.

VM:Tape reorders the drives based on the tape’s location, and performs the following processing:

• If the RMS location was selected, VM:Tape moves the drives that are defined to be in the RMS location to the front of
EDL.

• If the selected location is NONARM, those drives are moved to the beginning of the EDL.

If a drive is initially reserved for the user requesting the mount, and the drive is also the tape location, VM:Tape moves the
drive to the front of the EDL.
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Beginning with the first drive in the EDL, VM:Tape proceeds through the list of drives until it finds a free drive. If none
of the drives are available, the process pends for 30 seconds and VM:Tape goes through the EDL again. This process
continues, based on the time that is specified on the REMINDER record, until a drive becomes available and VM:Tape
allocates a drive.

If the allocated drive is an RMS location, VM:Tape sends a request to the RMS to mount the tape on the allocated drive.

If the allocated drive is NONARM, VM:Tape sends a message to the tape operator to mount the tape on the allocated
drive.

Selecting Tape Library Data Server Drives
The selection of a Tape Library Data Server drive over a non-Tape Library Data Server drive for a mount can occur by
default, can be explicitly specified, or may not occur at all. Tape Library Data Server drives are or are not selected under
the following circumstances.

Explicit Tape Library Data Server Mounts

An explicit or forced Tape Library Data Server mount occurs when a user issues the MOUNT command and specifies
a Tape Library Data Server tape drive based on physical location, group, real address, or unit type. When any of these
options are specified, only a Tape Library Data Server drive can satisfy the request.

VM:Tape moves volumes as needed, for example, when the specified tape is not at the same location as the explicitly
requested Tape Library Data Server location. In this case, VM:Tape ejects the tape from its current location, and sends a
message to the operator to insert the tape into the requested Tape Library Data Server location.

Non-Tape Library Data Server Mounts

VM:Tape does not send a mount request to the Tape Library Data Server drive when at least one of the following
conditions occurs:

• The RMS interface is not configured.
• The RMS interface is halted.
• The eligible drive list contains no active Tape Library Data Server drives.
• The requested tape is not contained in the Tape Library Data Server.
• The default location is not an RMS location.
• The LOCATION option on the MOUNT command specified a location other than an RMS location.

Scratching Tapes

VM:Tape scratches eligible tapes in the Tape Library Data Server when the SCRATCH command is run. By default, the
SCRATCH command provides a listing of the tapes that were scratched.

NOTE
For more information about the SCRATCH command, see the Command Reference.

What the Operator Can Do

The operator can use the VM:Tape RMS command to start, halt, and query the status of the interface.

The RMS START command starts the RMS interface. If the interface is started when VM:Tape ends, then the interface is
started automatically when VM:Tape is reinitialized.

The RMS HALT command disables the RMS interface. If the interface is halted when VM:Tape ends, or if VM:Tape has
previously been initialized without the RMS interface being configured, the interface is not automatically started when
VM:Tape is initialized.
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VM:Tape cannot use the drives that are defined to RMS while the interface is halted unless you issue the DISARM
command. This command temporarily designates these drives as manual drives. For information about the DISARM
command, see the Command Reference.

In addition, when the RMS interface is halted, VM:Tape cannot verify tape locations. As a result, you cannot eject tapes
from the drives inside the Tape Library Data Server.

Operators can use the VM:Tape CHANGE command to redirect a mount request to use an RMS location.

NOTE
For more information about the RMSRANGE record, see the RMSRANGE Record.

What the User Can Do

Users can request an explicit Tape Library Data Server by specifying the location with the LOCATION option on the
MOUNT and ALLOCATE commands. Use the QUERY LOCATION * command to list available locations and their current
interface status.

Users can use the VM:Tape CHANGE command to redirect their mount requests to use an RMS location.

NOTE
For more information about using the ALLOCATE, CHANGE, MOUNT, and QUERY commands and on
specifying a location, see the Command Reference.
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Command Reference
The Command Reference section is for users, operators, and tape librarians. The section assumes you are familiar with
VM or z/OS standards, conventions, and operations, and with the tape requirements of your data center.

Note: All references to Sutmyn automated tape library products in this document also refer to the automated tape library
products produced by Memorex Telex.

Command Quick Reference
This section summarizes VM:Tape commands for users, operators, and tape librarians.

You do not need special authorization to use VM:Tape user commands. You must have OPERATOR authorization to use
VM:Tape operator commands, and you must have TAPELIBR authorization to use VM:Tape tape librarian commands.
Some parameters and options require additional authorizations. These authorizations are noted where applicable in the
detailed information for the individual commands.

User Commands
Users can issue the following commands:

• ASSIGN Command
Makes a non-VM:Tape-managed tape a VM:Tape-managed tape.

• CANCEL Command
Cancels pending tape mount requests.

• CATALOG Command
Changes volume or data set information in the TMC for a specified tape.

• CHANGE Command
Changes processing options for a pending mount request. Specify a different pool from which to select a scratch tape,
redirect the mount to a different tape drive, or work with the eligible drive list for the mount.

• LIST Command
Lists volume, data set, and location information for saved tapes.

• MOUNT Command
Mounts a tape.

• QUERY Command
Displays information about your pending mount requests, TMC type and format, and locations.

• VMTBIN Command
Lists the volsers in the internal labels of tapes in the Bin system.

VM:Tape also offers a utility, named VMTDSP, which updates the display panel on a 3480, 3490, 3490E, 3590, 3590E,
3592, 9840, or 9940 tape drive. For more information, see VMTDSP Utility (CMS and OS TMCs) in Administrators.

Operator Commands
An operator can issue the following commands:

• ALLOCATE Command
Attaches a tape drive to a user ID.

• ARM Command
Controls whether LMS, the Sutmyn ARM, can remove drives from the eligible drive list for a mount request.

• AUTOPICK Command
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Indicates to turn on, turn off, or query the status of the Automatic Scratch Volume Selection (Autopick) facility for all
scratch pools that are defined to VM:Tape, or by individual scratch pools.

• BLP
Forces VM:Tape to bypass label processing for a pending mount request.

• CANCEL Command
Cancels pending tape mount requests.

• CHANGE Command
Changes processing options for a pending mount request. Specify a different pool from which to select a scratch tape,
redirect the mount to a different tape drive, or work with the eligible drive list for the mount.

• CMS Command
Runs a CMS or CP command or an EXEC on the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

• DISARM Command
Switches tape drives that are associated with an ARM location to the non-ARM location, temporarily, so you can use
the drives manually.

• DRAIN Command
Makes a tape drive temporarily unavailable to VM:Tape.

• EJECT Command
Removes tapes from an ARM location.

• END Command
Ends VM:Tape operation.

• HSC Command
Controls and displays information about the interface between VM:Tape and the ACS, the StorageTek ARM.

• LIST Command
Lists scratch tapes.

• LMS
Controls and displays information about the interface between VM:Tape and the ATL, the Sutmyn ARM.

• MIA
Controls and displays information about the interface between VM:Tape and MIA, the MIA product.

• QREPLY Command
Displays pending VM:Tape prompts.

•   QUERY Command
Displays information about pending mount and allocation requests, TMC type and format, locations and tape drives,
VM:Tape product release, and tape ownership.

• REFRESH Command
Rebuilds the pointer and picklist files or recompile the VM:Tape scratch pool definition and scratch pool assignment
rules files.

• REJECT Command
Makes VM:Tape select a different scratch tape to satisfy a mount request.

• REPLY Command
Responds to pending prompts.

• RESUME Command
Allows access to the VM:Tape database to resume after access was temporarily halted by a SUSPEND command.

• RMS
Controls and display information about the interface between VM:Tape and the IBM Tape Library Data Server ARM.

• SDC Command
Displays, clear reads, and writes locks on the minidisks that contain the TMC and the Audit file for CMS systems
running with the Shared Disk Facility,.

• SET Command
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Sets the default tape drive location for scratch mount and allocation requests and specify alternative locations if drives
from the default location are not available.

• SETUP Command
Controls the status of the Setup facility and pending setup requests.

• STAM DO
Displays the current setting of the STAM options on the local system.

• STAM DU Command
Displays the status of tape drives allocated to systems in the STAM complex.

• STAM RELEASE Command
Makes tape drives that have been allocated to one system available for allocation to other systems.

• STAM SETP Command
Changes STAM options specified in the STAM parameter file, temporarily.

• STAM START Command
Starts the STAM facility on the local system.

• STAM STOP Command
Stops the STAM facility and drain all drives on the local system.

• STAM STOPALL Command
Stops the STAM facility and drain all drives on all systems in the STAM complex.

• STAM VARY Command
Changes the status of tape drives in the STAM complex.

• START Command
Makes a tape drive available to VM:Tape after it was made unavailable by a DRAIN or STAM VARY command.

• SUSPEND Command
Halts access to the VM:Tape database, temporarily.

• TCPLISTN Command
Uses the TCPLISTN command to start TCP/IP services after a TCP/IP failure.

• TMSRINIT Command
Triggers TMSXTEND processing.

Tape Librarian Commands
Tape librarians use the following commands:

• ASSIGN Command
Assigns a new owner and manager to a saved tape.

• EDIT Command
Changes fields in volume and data set records in the TMC.

• LIST Command
Lists scratch tapes and list volume and data set information for saved tapes.

• SCRATCH Command
Scratches eligible tapes on CMS systems.

• TAPEINIT Command
Prepares tapes for use.

Common Command Options
This section explains data and options you can enter when you run several VM:Tape commands.

Contents
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Specifying Data Set Names

Many VM:Tape commands require or accept data set names. A data set name can include up to 44 of the following
characters:

• A-Z
• 0-9
• - (hyphen)
• /
• $
• #
• @
• {

If you want to include any other characters, enclose the data set name in double quotation marks.

If you want to specify a data set name that belongs to a generation data group (GDG), the data set name can include up
to 35 characters.

NOTE
For information about GDGs, see Using Generation Data Groups.

The parameter or option that specifies a data set name is usually DSN dsname. When you need to supply a data set
name on a command, you can either specify it explicitly or ask VM:Tape to prompt you for it. To have VM:Tape prompt you
for the data set name, specify a question mark (?) for dsname on the command.

Each part of the data set name is named a qualifier. For example, PRIMARY.DATA.SET includes three qualifiers. You can
use a period or a space to separate qualifiers. If you use spaces, VM:Tape inserts periods during processing.

When you specify a data set name explicitly, VM:Tape assumes that all characters that follow the DSN keyword and
precede any options are part of the data set name.

Using Generation Data Groups (gdg Option)

You can create multiple generations of a single data set name using a GDG. You might want to do so if you run the same
job frequently and you want to store each iteration of the resulting data under the same data set name.

The option that lets you work with generations of a data set name is gdg. The following table lists values for gdg that are
based on the task you are trying to perform.

To do the following action: gdg value:
Create a new generation of a data set name +1
Make an existing data set name part of a GDG +1
Specify that VM:Tape is to use the most recent generation of a
data set name

0

Specify that VM:Tape is to use the generation of a data set name
that is n generations before the most recent generation

-n

When a data set name is part of a GDG, VM:Tape appends the qualifier .GnnnnVnn to the data set name. Gnnnn
is the data set name generation number. For example, MONTHLY.DATA.G0003V00 is the third generation of the
MONTHLY.DATA data set name in a GDG. Because .GnnnnVnn contains nine characters, data set names that belong to
GDGs can include only 35 characters rather than 44.
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Setting Expiration Dates for Tapes

When you create a tape, VM:Tape uses the default set by your system administrator to determine when to expire the tape.
To override this default behavior, use one of the options that are described on this page. These options specify when the
tape is to expire.

When a tape expires, it becomes eligible to be scratched. When the SCRATCH command is next run, the tape becomes a
scratch tape and it is available for reuse.

WARNING
Unless your site automatically demagnetizes tapes when it runs the SCRATCH command, the next user to get
the tape will have access to all the data on it. Consider erasing all the sensitive data on a tape when it is about
to expire. If the system administrator has set up VM:Tape USEREXIT5, you can use that user exit to erase
tapes.

CYCLE number Option

Use the CYCLE number option to specify that tape expiration depends on a specified maximum number of iterations of a
primary data set name.

The CYCLE number option specifies the number of iterations of a particular primary data set name that VM:Tape is to
keep. When you create the number +1 iteration of the data set name, the tape or tapes that contain the oldest iteration
of that primary data set name expire. For example, if number is 5 and five iterations exist, VM:Tape expires the oldest
iteration when you create the sixth iteration. You can keep from 1 through 364 cycles of a data set name.

All tapes with the same CYCLE number, owner, and primary data set name are members of the same cycle group. If
you want to change the number of iterations of a primary data set name to keep, change the CYCLE number for every
member of the cycle group.

[Authorization: NOMAXRET]

If your system administrator has set a maximum retention period for your site, you need NOMAXRET authorization to use
this option.

EXPDT date Option

Use the EXPDT date option to specify the exact date on which a tape is to expire.

Specify date using the format yyyy/ddd, where yyyy is the four-digit year and ddd is the three-digit Julian date (that is, the
number of days from the beginning of the year). Your system administrator can tell you the latest expiration date that you
can specify. By default, you can specify any date from today to December 31, 2155. However, if your system administrator
has modified your site’s VM:Tape configuration, the latest expiration date you can specify could be earlier than December
31, 2155.

NOTE
Support for the yyddd format has been discontinued.

RETpd days Option

Use the RETPD days option to specify the number of days to retain a tape after the date on which it was created. The
tape expires after the specified number of days.

Values for days are numbers that, when converted to dates, do not exceed the maximum expiration dates for your TMC. If
you want a tape to expire today, specify a retention period of zero.
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LDATE number Option

Use the LDATE number option to specify the number of days to retain a tape after the date on which it was last mounted.
The tape expires if it is not remounted within the specified number of days. The tape never expires if it continues to be
used within the retention period.

You can use this option to expire a tape based on its usage. Values for number are 1 through 364.

UDATE 88/uuu Option

Use the UDATE 88/uuu option to specify a user (site) defined retention period. VM:Tape manages these retention values
as permanent (PERM). The tape never expires unless the retention period is set to another valid type of expiration or
retention using the VMTAPE CATALOG or MOUNT commands; or, the tape is manually scratched using the VMTAPE
CATALOG command.

You can use this option to specify a user (site) defined retention period. The prefix 88/ is a key value and must be
specified. Values for uuu are 1 through 366.

NOTE

These retention period values will be displayed as: USER/uuu

PERM Option

Use the PERM option to specify that the tape is permanently saved. If you want to expire a PERM tape, use the
CATALOG command to set an expiration date.

[Authorization: NOMAXRET]

If your system administrator has set a maximum retention period for your site, you need NOMAXRET authorization to use
this option.

Specifying Tape Density, Media Type, and Recording Format

When you allocate a tape drive or you mount a scratch tape, VM:Tape by default selects a tape drive that is compatible
with the density, recording format, and media type defaults set by your system administrator. You can override those
defaults by specifying some or all of the following options.

You can also use the LOCATION, NAME, RDEV, and UNIT options that are described in
SpecifyingTapeDriveLocation,Group,RealAddress,orUnitType to select tape drives.

DEN densityname Option

Use the DEN densityname option to specify media type, density, and recording format using one word, named the density
name. These density names are organized in tables according to tape drive in the section Tape Drives, Media, Density
Names, and TMC Values in Administrators.

Note: The optional DEFDENS record can also override default densities. For more information, including default densities,
see DEFDENS Record in Administrators.

The mediatype Option

Media types are organized in tables according to tape drive in the section Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC
Values in Administrators . Refer to the column that is named Media.

You can also specify one of the recording formats listed under The recordingformat Option, or you can let VM:Tape
determine the recording format and density attributes.
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The recordingformat Option

Use these options to specify the recording format attribute.

Recording Format Option Associated Media Types
7TRack REEL
9TRack REEL
18TRack CARTridge
36TRack CARTridge, ENHAnced
128TRack HPT, XPT
256TRack HPT, XPT
288TRack STK1R,
384TRack HPT, XPT
512TRack ETC, ETCS
576TRack STK2P
Helical DD3

You can also specify one of the media types that are listed in tables according to tape drive in the section Tape Drives,
Media, Density Names, and TMC Values in Administrators. Alternatively, you can let VM:Tape determine the media type
and density attributes.

Specifying Tape Drive Location, Group, Real Address, or Unit Type

When you allocate a tape drive or you mount a tape, VM:Tape selects a tape drive according to defaults that your system
administrator sets. To override these defaults, use one of the options that are described in this section. These options
allow you to specify a particular tape drive that is based on physical location, group, real address, or unit type.

Alternatively, use the density, media type, and recording format options that are described in Specifying Tape Density,
Media Type, and Recording Format.

LOCation location Option

Use the LOCATION location option to have VM:Tape select a tape drive from a specific physical location.

A location can be a specific ARM, such as the Sutmyn Automated Tape Library (ATL), the IBM Tape Library Data Server,
or the StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System (ACS). Alternatively, a location can be a unit outside all ARMs
(the non-ARM location).

Values for location are as follows:

Location Values for location are:
Memorex Telex ATL or
IBM Tape Library Data Server

ATL name (1-8 characters)

StorageTek ACS ACS followed by 3-digit ACSID number (for example, ACS000,
ACS001)

Non-ARM NONARM keyword

If necessary, use the QUERY LOCATION * command to list all locations that are defined to your system. The first location
that is listed is the default location.
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NAME groupname Option

Use the NAME groupname option to have VM:Tape select a tape drive from a specific group of drives.

Ask your system administrator for the names of tape drive groups that are defined at your site. Use the trailing asterisk
pattern matching character (*) in groupname.

RDEV raddr Option

[Authorization: REALUNIT]

Use the RDEV raddr option to specify the real address of the tape drive you want VM:Tape to select.

If necessary, you can use the VMTAPE QUERY TAPES command to display the real addresses of all tape drives defined
to VM:Tape.

NOTE
You need OPERATOR authorization to run that command.

UNIT type Option

Use the UNIT type option to have VM:Tape select a tape drive of a certain model type.

You can specify a generic unit type that includes various models; VM:Tape will select a drive from that group of units.
Generic unit types are as follows:

Unit type Generic for:
3480 3480, 3490, 3490E
3590 All 3590 and 3592 models
9840 All 9840 models
9940 All 9940 models

Or you can specify a particular model, as follows:

3480 3590 9840 9940
3490 3590E 9840B 9940B
3490E 3590H 9840C

3592 9840D
3592E
3592EE
3592E07

Specifying Tape Label Processing

When you mount a scratch tape, VM:Tape uses the default label processing set by your system administrator. To override
the default label processing, use one of the following options.

LABEL AL Option

Use the LABEL AL option to have VM:Tape use ASCII label processing. ASCII label tapes have ANSI standard labels that
are written in ASCII.

When the tape is mounted, VM:Tape checks for a VOL1 label, where VOL1 is in ASCII characters, then proceeds
described as follows:
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• If VM:Tape finds the label, VM:Tape checks whether the volser in the label matches the volser that is specified on the
mount request.
– If the volser in the label matches the volser that is specified on the mount request, VM:Tape proceeds with the

mount.
– If the volser in the label does not match the volser that is specified on the mount request, VM:Tape unloads the tape

and asks the operator to mount the correct tape.
• If VM:Tape does not find the label, VM:Tape checks the LABEL configuration record and the Autopick Facility.

– If either the LABEL record specifies label creation or Autopick is active, VM:Tape prompts the tape operator for the
volser on the external label.
• If the volser on the external label matches the volser that is specified on the mount request, VM:Tape writes the

VOL1 label on the tape and proceeds with the mount.
• If the volser on the external label does not match the volser that is specified on the mount request, VM:Tape

unloads the tape. VM:Tape then asks the operator to mount the correct tape.
– If the LABEL record does not specify label creation and Autopick is not active, VM:Tape unloads the tape. VM:Tape

then asks the operator to mount the correct tape.

LABEL SL Option

Use the LABEL SL option to have VM:Tape use standard label processing. Standard label tapes have IBM standard labels
that are written in EBCDIC.

Standard label processing is the same as ASCII label processing except that VM:Tape checks for a VOL1 label where
VOL1 is in EBCDIC characters.

VM:Tape does not position beyond the internal label for standard label tapes. To avoid overwriting the label, move the tape
forward past the tape mark. If the system administrator has set up VM:Tape USEREXIT7, you can use that user exit to
position the tape.

Example

You want to mount a standard label scratch tape, position beyond its label, and write a file to the tape. To mount the tape,
enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 dsn billing data (label sl 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

MOUNT ‘0181’ REQUEST ACCEPTED.

TAPE 181 ATTACHED.

To rewind the tape, enter the following command:

rewind 181 

CP responds as follows:

REWIND COMPLETE

To skip over the label, enter the following command:

tape fsf 1 

When CMS responds with the READY prompt, dump the data by entering:

tape dump billing data 

CMS responds as follows:

DUMPING....
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BILLING DATA A1

Rewind the tape and skip over the label as shown previously. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, redisplay
and verify the data on the tape by entering the following command:

tape scan 

CMS responds as follows:

SCANNING....

BILLING DATA A1

END-OF-FILE OR END-OF-TAPE

LABEL NSL Option

Use the LABEL NSL option to have VM:Tape use nonstandard label processing. Nonstandard label tapes have a label but
the label is not a standard format.

If the LABEL NSL option is used, implement the VM:Tape USREXIT3 to verify the label. VM:Tape cannot verify such
labels on its own. If you do not implement USREXIT3 and the LABEL NSL option is specified, VM:Tape processes the
label like an NL tape.

LABEL NL Option

Use the LABEL NL option to have VM:Tape use nonlabeled processing. Nonlabeled (NL) tapes have no internal labels.

When the tape is mounted, VM:Tape checks for a VOL1 label, then proceeds as follows:

• If VM:Tape does not find an internal label, VM:Tape prompts the tape operator for the volser on the external label.
VM:Tape uses that volser to locate the information for the tape in the TMC.

• If VM:Tape finds an internal label, VM:Tape checks the LABEL configuration record and the Autopick Facility.
– If either the LABEL record specifies label destruction or Autopick is active, VM:Tape destroys the label by writing a

tape mark at the requested density.
– If the LABEL record does not specify label destruction and Autopick is not active, VM:Tape unloads the tape and

asks the operator to mount the correct tape.

LABEL BLP Option

[Authorization: BLPUSE OPERATOR]

Use the LABEL BLP option to have VM:Tape bypass label processing. For example, use this type of label processing
when you know that the correct tape is being mounted but the internal label can cause problems. (For example, because
the label cannot be read, it does not match the volser that is specified on the mount request, or the tape has not been
initialized.)

VM:Tape does not try to read the internal label on the tape. Instead it prompts the operator for the volser on the external
label. If that volser matches the volser that is specified on the mount request, VM:Tape proceeds with the mount. If the
volsers do not match, VM:Tape unloads the tape and asks the operator to mount the correct tape.

Mounting Tapes Belonging to Another User ID

To mount one of your own tapes, specify the volser or a data set name for that tape. If you want to mount another user
ID’s tapes, use one of the following methods.

OWNedby userid Option

[Authorization: OWNEDBY]
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Use this option to specify the user ID that owns the tape. Also specify the data set name. You can only mount tapes read-
only.

ANYTAPE Option

[Authorization: ANYTAPE]

Use this option to mount the tape in read-only mode or write mode without providing the data set name.

Changing TMC Information for Tapes Belonging to Another User ID

If you want to change TMC information for one of your own tapes using the EDIT or CATALOG command, you need only
specify the volser of the tape. To change TMC information for tapes that belong to another user ID using the EDIT or
CATALOG command, use one of the following methods.

ANYTAPE Option

[Authorization: ANYTAPE]

Use this option to change TMC information for tapes.

Controlling Access to Your Tapes With VM:Secure

If VM:Tape is set up to interface with VM:Secure and the VM:Secure Rules Facility is installed and running at your site,
you can control access to your tapes through VM:Secure rules.

You can set up VM:Secure rules for the VM:Tape CATALOG, LIST, and MOUNT commands. If conflicts arise, VM:Tape
security overrides VM:Secure security. For example, users with ANYTAPE authorization can mount any tape in the library,
even if a VM:Secure rule exists that disallows mounts of a particular tape.

NOTE

More Information:

See  in the Rules Facility VM:Secure documentation.

Commands
This section contains general information about command format, entry, output, and help, and provides detailed
information about each command. Commands are presented in alphabetical order.

Because VM:Tape works with both OS and CMS TMCs, differences in command use are noted where appropriate.

Contents

Command Format

Formats for commands follow the conventions that are described in Format Conventions for Code Syntax, in Getting
Started. The brackets, braces, and underscore symbols are used only to define the format; do not type them as part of
your entry.

Entering Commands from Different Environments

Enter commands differently from different environments, as follows. CP edits responses to commands according to your
current virtual machine EMSG setting.

Examples that include the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID assume that user ID is VMTAPE.
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From CMS

From CMS, type the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID, type the command, and press Enter. For example, to run
the QUERY REQUESTS command from CMS, enter vmtape query requests .

From CP

From CP, type the following, in order, then press Enter:

1. The CP SMSG command
2. The VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID
3. The command

For example, to enter the QUERY REQUESTS command from a user ID running in CP mode, enter smsg vmtape
query requests .

You cannot use the CP SMSG command in the following circumstances:

• Your request requires you to respond to a VM:Tape prompt.
• The command you are entering requires a buffer for data transmission.
• The command you are entering requires prompted input (for example, the interactive EDIT command).

If your console is tied up while a program is executing, you can use the immediate version of CP SMSG, which is #CP
SMSG, to issue new commands from CMS. For example, to enter the QUERY REQUESTS command after issuing
a mount request, enter #cp smsg vmtape query requests . This procedure does not abort the program that
is currently executing.

From the VM:Tape Service Virtual Machine

From the VM:Tape service virtual machine, type the command and press Enter. Do not preface the command with the
VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID. For example, to enter the QUERY REQUESTS command from the VM:Tape
service virtual machine, enter query requests.

From the Tape Manager Window of VM:Operator

You can enter VM:Tape commands from the command line of the tape manager (TAPEMGR) window of VM:Operator.
VM:Operator passes the commands to the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

When entering a command from the TAPEMGR window, do not preface the command with the VM:Tape service virtual
machine user ID. For example, to enter the QUERY REQUESTS command from the TAPEMGR window, enter query
requests.

NOTE
If you enter CP commands in the TAPEMGR window, VM:Operator executes the commands directly from the
OPERATOR user ID. VM:Operator does not pass them to the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

From Linux

You can issue VM:Tape commands from a Linux machine running on the same VM system. You must have the TCPLISTN
configuration record set up correctly and VM:Tape Interface for Linux installed on the Linux guest. For more information,
see Linux Interface Quick Reference.

Asking VM:Tape to Prompt You for Data

Many command parameters and options let you ask VM:Tape to prompt you for data.
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To request prompting, enter a question mark instead of data for the parameter or option. For example, specify DSN ? on
the MOUNT command. When you run the command, VM:Tape prompts you for the data, which you must then enter from
your terminal.

You cannot have VM:Tape prompt you for data when you use the CP SMSG command.

Getting Help for Commands

You can get help on VM:Tape commands through the CMS HELP facility. To see an overview of VM:Tape help and a list of
commands for which help is available, enter help vmtape from CMS.

To see the help screen for one of the commands that are listed in the overview, move the cursor to that command and
press Enter. When you are finished reading the help screen, press PF3 (Quit) to return to the help overview screen. Press
OF3 (Quit) from the help overview screen to exit the CMS HELP facility.

To bypass the help overview screen and get help on a command directly, enter help vmtape and the name of the
VM:Tape  command for which you need help. For example, to display help for the CANCEL command, enter help
vmtape cancel from CMS.

NOTE
For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, see the CMS User's Guide for your system.

ALLOCATE Command
Use the ALLOCATE command to attach a tape drive to a user ID.

You can use the ALLOCATE command to dedicate tape drives to systems that are running under VM, such as MVS.

Allocated drives return to the VM:Tape drive pool when the user ID enters the CP DETACH command.

[Authorization: ALLOCATE. MOUNTFOR also required for attaching to a user ID other than your own.]

WARNING
Do not use the CP ATTACH command to attach tape drives that VM:Tape manages. Using CP ATTACH could
abnormally terminate VM:Tape mount requests.

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

ALLOCate [vaddr] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[DEN densityname] | [mediatype] [recordingformat]

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT type]

[FOR userid]

[PRIOrity number]

[QUEue | NOQUEue]

[REAd | WRIte]

[WAit | NOWAit]

Descriptions

The command takes the following operands:

[vaddr]
Specifies the virtual address at which to attach the tape drive. The default for vaddr is 181.
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[DEN densityname]  |  [mediatype] [recordingformat]
Specifies the required capabilities for the tape drive to attach. Specify either DEN with a density name, or a media
type and/or recording format. For more information about these options, see "Specifying Tape Density, Media
Type, and Recording Format" in Common Command Options.

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT type]
Specifies the group of drives from which to select the drive to attach, or specifies a particular drive to attach.
LOCation name must be one of those defined to the ARM product, and groupname must be one of the NAMEs on
the VMTAPE CONFIG file record, DEVICE or MIADEVICE. For more information about LOCation location Option,
see Common Command Options.

[FOR userid]
Specifies the user ID to which to attach the drive. Requires MOUNTFOR authorization.

[PRIOrity nn]
Assigns a priority to the allocation request. If no drives are available when you make the allocation request,
VM:Tape places your request on a device wait queue immediately behind other requests of equal or higher
priority. Top priority is 0; the lowest is 99. Ask your system administrator which priorities you are authorized to
assign.

[QUEue | NOQUEue]
Specifies whether, if no drives are immediately available, VM:Tape places the allocation request on a device wait
queue (QUEUE) or cancels the request (NOQUEUE).

[REAd | WRIte]
WRITE is the default. If you specify READ, VM:Tape can select a tape drive that can read the tape but not
necessarily write at the density that is specified on the command line of the ALLOCATE command. If you do
not plan to use the tape drive for writing, specifying READ potentially increases the number of tape drives that
VM:Tape can allocate to you.

[WAit | NOWAit]
Specifies whether the ALLOCATE command is to complete when the VM:Tape virtual machine receives the
allocation request (NOWAIT). If not, ALLOCATE does not complete until VM:Tape attaches the drive to the user
ID virtual machine (WAIT).
The system administrator sets this default.

Examples
To attach tape drive 720 to a guest system named VMTEST3 as 720, enter the following command:

vmtape allocate 720 (rdev 720 for VMTEST3

To request a 3400-type drive (3410, 3420, 3422, 3430, or equivalent) at virtual address 181, enter the
following command:

vmtape allocate 181 (unit 3400

To request a 3480 drive with IDRC at virtual address 181 be attached to your user ID, enter the following
command:

vmtape allocate 181 (den xf

To request a 3590 tape drive at virtual address 181 be attached to your user ID, enter the following command:

vmtape allocate 181 ( 128track
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ARM Command
The ARM command controls whether the Sutmyn LMS can remove drives from the eligible drive list (reduce the drive list)
for a mount request. This drive removal is also referred to as reduce the drive list)

Letting LMS restrict the eligible drive list to the drives that are best able to satisfy mount requests improves tape mount
automation and ARM performance. When LMS reduction is active, VM:Tape submits the eligible drive list for a mount
request to LMS. LMS applies site-specified LMS allocation control rules to determine which drives VM:Tape can and
cannot allocate. LMS then reduces the eligible drive list by removing from it the drives that VM:Tape cannot allocate.

You can activate or deactivate drive list reduction only if the LMS interface is defined and active.

The LMS allocation-control rules are supplied by the allocation domain table statements ALLOCATE, DEVICES, and
DOMAIN. For more information, see LMS Systems Guide.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

NOTE
 

• VM:Tape checkpoints the reduction setting.
• All references to Sutmyn automated tape library products in this documentation also refer to the automated

library products produced by Memorex Telex.

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

ARM REDUCE {STEP [ON|OFF|OFF] | raddr [ON|OFF]}

Definitions

A definition of each parameter follows:

STEP [ON | OFF]
Specifies whether to allow LMS to reduce the eligible drive list. ON means that LMS can reduce the drive list; OFF
means that LMS cannot reduce the drive list.

raddr [ON | OFF]
Specifies whether LMS can remove the external drive at real address raddr from the eligible drive list. ON means
that LMS can remove the drive; OFF means that LMS cannot remove the drive.

Examples
To activate LMS reduction, enter the following command:

vmtape arm reduce step on

ASSIGN Command
Use the ASSIGN command to perform one of the following actions:

• Assign a new owner, manager, or both to a saved tape
• Make a non-VM:Tape-managed tape a VM:Tape-managed tape.

A tape is VM:Tape-managed if it was created on a system that is using VM:Tape. A tape is non-VM:Tape-managed if it
was created on a non-VM:Tape system, such as MVS.
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If the tape you specify on this command is part of a multivolume sequence, VM:Tape propagates any change you make
throughout the volumes and data sets in the sequence.

Contents

Assign a New Owner or Manager

The following section applies to assigning a new owner, manager, or both to a saved tape.

Command Syntax

[Authorization: TAPELIBR]

Use the following syntax:

ASSIGN volser USER userid [manager | svmuserid]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

volser USER userid [manager | svmuserid]
Specifies the volser of the tape whose owner, manager, or both to change and the user ID to be the new owner of
the tape. You can specify the volser of any saved tape. In a multivolume sequence, volser can be any volume in
the sequence; it does not have to be the first.
You can use manager to specify the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID that is to be the new manager of
the tape. By default, the manager is the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine that is executing the
command. On a z/OS system, this field is the creating stepname.

Have VM:Tape Manage a Tape

This section refers to changing a non-VM:Tape managed tape to a VM:Tape managed tape.

Command Syntax

Use the following syntax:

ASSIGN volser DSN  dsname 

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

volser DSN dsname
Specifies the volser of the non-VM:Tape-managed tape to make a VM:Tape-managed tape. Also indicates a data
set name on that tape. In a multivolume sequence, volser can be any volume in the sequence; it does not have to
be the first. You can specify a question mark for dsname .
Note: For more information about entering data set names, see "Specifying Data Set Names" in Common
Command Options.
VM:Tape automatically makes you the owner of the tape when you issue this command.

Examples

To make user ID HENRY the new owner of tape X00133, enter the following command:
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 vmtape assign x00133 user henry 

To assign tape Y01144, a tape created under VM, to z/OS by setting the creating user ID to JACKM and the creating
stepname to MVSTAPE, enter the following command:

 vmtape assign y01144 user jackm mvstape 

You want to make tape ABC001, which was created on a non-VM:Tape system, a VM:Tape-managed tape. The data set
name for the tape is ZAPH.BEEBLE. Enter the following command:

 vmtape assign abc001 dsn zaph beeble 

AUTOPICK Command
[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Use the AUTOPICK command to turn the Automatic Scratch Volume Selection (Autopick) facility on or off for individual
scratch pools.

When the Autopick facility is active, VM:Tape automatically selects a specific scratch tape to satisfy each scratch mount
request and asks you to supply that tape. When the Autopick facility is not active, VM:Tape does not select a tape; it asks
you to supply any available scratch tape to satisfy each scratch mount request.

You can use the AUTOPICK command if the Autopick facility has been configured.

For more information about the Autopick facility, see Interaction Between the AUTOPICK Command and the AUTOPICK
Configuration File Record , and Controlling the Autopick Facility.

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

AUTOPICK {START | STOP | QUERY} [POOL poolname | NOPOOL]

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

{START | STOP | QUERY}
Turns the Autopick facility on or off for the specified pools, or queries whether the Autopick facility is on or off for
the specified pools.

[POOL poolname | NOPOOL]
Specifies the scratch pools for which to turn on, turn off, or query the status of the Autopick facility. By default,
VM:Tape applies the command to all scratch pools. You can specify characters with a trailing asterisk for
poolname to indicate multiple pools starting with the same characters, or you can specify a single defined scratch
pool. Use NOPOOL to specify general scratch tapes (that is, scratch tapes that are not in any defined scratch
pool).

Interaction Between AUTOPICK Command and Configuration File Record

If VM:Backup is configured to reserve drives for its backup and MPC jobs (that is, the VM:Backup RESERVE configuration
file record is set ON), you should set up VM:Backup scratch pools and the AUTOPICK EXTRA configuration file record
parameter to work together. The Autopick facility must either be on for all VM:Backup pools or off for all VM:Backup pools.
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• If you turn Autopick on for all VM:Backup pools, you should not specify the AUTOPICK EXTRA configuration file record
parameter, or you will have an extra drive sitting idle during the VM:Backup jobs.

• If you turn Autopick off for all VM:Backup pools, you should specify the AUTOPICK EXTRA configuration file record
parameter, or the VM:Backup jobs will not be able to continue until an additional drive becomes available.

If VM:Backup is not configured to reserve drives, the AUTOPICK EXTRA configuration file record parameter is not
relevant, and you can turn the Autopick facility on for some VM:Backup scratch pools and off for others.

Examples
If the Autopick facility is active, mount messages tell you to mount a specific scratch tape. For example:

MOUNT SELECTED SCRATCH VOLUME MOM001 ON 482, RING IN, FOR JEREMY 181

If the Autopick facility is not configured, or if it is not active, mount messages tell you to mount any available
scratch tape:

MOUNT POOLNAME SCRATCH (SL) TAPE ON 482, RING IN, FOR JEREMY 181

BLP Command
Use the BLP command to force VM:Tape to bypass label processing for a pending mount request.

When you tell VM:Tape to bypass label processing for a mount request, VM:Tape does not try to read the internal label
on the tape. Instead it prompts the operator for the volser on the external label. If that volser matches the volser that is
specified on the mount request, VM:Tape proceeds with the mount. If the volsers do not match, VM:Tape unloads the
tape. The product then prompts the operator to mount the correct tape.

Use this command when the right tape is being mounted but the internal label could cause problems. (For example, a
label that cannot be read, or a label that does not match the mount request, or the tape has not been initialized.)

Issue the BLP command before the operator or robot has mounted the tape. You can use the VM:Tape QUERY raddr
command to verify the status of the tape drive.  The correct drive status is MOUNTING.

[Authorization: BLPUSE, OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

BLP raddr

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

raddr
Specifies the real address of the tape drive. This drive is allocated to the pending mount request for which the
command bypasses label processing.

Examples
A user submits a request to mount a library tape on the tape drive at real address 481. According to the
TMC, the tape has a standard label, but the label was previously overwritten by the user. After verifying that
VM:Tape is mounting the correct tape, enter the following command. This command makes VM:Tape bypass
label processing, allowing the mount to complete:

vmtape blp 481
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VM:Tape prompts you for the external label.

CANCEL Command
Use the CANCEL command to cancel pending tape mount requests, when a requested tape cannot be mounted, or the
request was entered by mistake.

If VM:Tape has mounted a tape and attached a device in response to a tape mount request and you want to cancel that
mount, use the CP DETACH command to detach the tape drive and unload the tape.

[Authorization: NONE to cancel a request on your own user ID . OPERATOR to cancel a request for another user
ID.]

Contents

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

CANcel [vaddr | ALL] [userid]

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

[vaddr | ALL]
Specifies whether to cancel your pending mount requests at the indicated virtual device address only (vaddr) or at
all virtual addresses (ALL). The default for vaddr is 181.

[userid]
Specifies the user ID whose pending mount requests to cancel. Requires OPERATOR authorization.

Examples

Cancel Your Pending Mount Requests

To cancel your request to mount a tape at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel 181

To cancel all your scratch mount requests, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel all

You want to cancel your scratch mount request at virtual address 182. Because you specified the WAIT option on the
MOUNT command, you first halt execution of the MOUNT command. Enter the following CMS HX command:

hx

To cancel the scratch mount request, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel 182
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Cancel Pending Mount Requests for Another User ID

To cancel a mount request for user ID VMUSER at virtual address 310, enter the following (OPERATOR authorization
required):

vmtape cancel 310 vmuser

Cancel Tape Mounts That Are in Progress

A tape has already been mounted at virtual address 182, and you want to cancel the mount. To detach the tape drive and
unload the tape, enter the following command:

detach 182

VM:Tape responds with the following message:

TAPE 182 DETACHED

CATALOG Command
[Authorization: NONE]

Use the CATALOG command to change volume or data set information in the TMC for a specified tape.

You can change the following volume information:

• Expiration date
• Volume chaining
• Values in site-defined fields

You can change the following data set information:

• Number of blocks
• Data set name
• Job name

You can also add and drop data sets.

Note: For more information about using this command on a tape that belongs to another user ID, see Authorizing Tape
Usage. For more information about how VM:Tape verifies your authority to work with specific tapes, see Authorizing Tape
Usage.

The syntax and options for the CATALOG command vary depending on whether you are working with volume or data set
information.

Contents

Changing Volume Information

The following information refers to changing volume information:

Command Syntax

The syntax and options for changing volume information are as follows:

CATalog volser {"Parm1" | "Parm2"} [(ANYTAPE]
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Parm1:

   CYCLE number

|  EXPDT date

|  LDATE number

|  PERM

|  RETPD days

|  UDATE 88/uuu Parm2:

  DROP {NEXTVOL | VOLUME}

| NEXTVOL nxtvol

| fieldname value 

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows for changing volume information:

volser
Specifies the volser of the tape whose volume information to change.

CYCLE number | EXPDT date | LDATE number | PERM | RETPD days | UDATE 88/uuu
Specifies the expiration date for the tape that contains the data set you are working with. For more information
about authorizations for these options, see "Setting Expiration Dates for Tapes" in Common Command Options.
Note: In a multivolume sequence, changing the expiration date on one tape changes the expiration date on all
tapes and all data sets in the sequence.

DROP {NEXTVOL | VOLUME}
When volser is part of a multivolume sequence, specifies tapes to drop from the sequence. VM:Tape drops tapes
by clearing their chaining information from the TMC.
NEXTVOL drops all tapes that follow volser in the sequence. VOLUME drops volser and all tapes that follow
volser in the sequence, and the data set name for volser and all tapes that follow volser.

NEXTVOL nxtvol
Specifies that VM:Tape is to chain a tape (nxtvol) to the tape you are working with (volser). If volser is part of
a multivolume sequence, VM:Tape adds nxtvol to the end of that sequence. If volser is a single tape, VM:Tape
makes volser the first tape and nxtvol the second tape in a multivolume sequence.
The tape that is specified by nxtvol must be a saved tape, and it must be a single tape, not part of a multivolume
sequence. It must have the same density, media type, and owner as volser, and it must not have any secondary
data sets.

fieldname value
Specifies a value for the indicated site-defined field (fieldname) for this tape. Your system administrator
determines what fields are defined and the values they can contain, and can restrict your ability to change this
field.

[ANYTAPE]
Lets you change tapes that belong to another user ID. For more information about working with tapes that do not
belong to you and for explanations of and authorizations for these options, see "Mounting Tapes Belonging to
Another User ID" in Common Command Options.

Changing Data Set Information

The following information refers to changing data set information:

Command Syntax

The syntax and options for changing data set information are as follows:
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CATalog volser {"Parms"} [( "Options"]

Parms:

  BLKCOUNT number

| DROP DSN

| DSN dsname [(gdg)]

| JOBNAME name

Options:

[ANYTAPE]

[FILESEQ number]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows for changing data set information:

volser
Specifies the volser of the tape whose data set information to change. By default, VM:Tape changes information
for the primary data set.
If you want VM:Tape to change information for a secondary data set, specify the FILESEQ number option.

BLKCOUNT number (or BLKCNT number)
Specifies the number of blocks for the data set. You can specify an integer between 0 and 99,999,999 for number.

DROP DSN
Specifies that VM:Tape is to drop the data set you are working with and all subsequent data sets. When you drop
data sets, VM:Tape nullifies the data set information in the TMC, such as the creation dates and times and the
data set name.

DSN dsname [( gdg )]
Lets you perform one of the tasks listed below.

• To change the primary data set name to dsname, specify the following command:
DSN dsname

• To make the primary data set name dsname part of a GDG, specify the following command:
DSN dsname (+1)

• To create the next generation of the primary data set name dsname, which is already part of a GDG, specify
the following command:
DSN dsname (+1)

• To create the data set name dsname as the last data set name for the tape, specify the following command:
DSN dsname
FILESEQ *

If you want VM:Tape to perform one of the first three tasks for a secondary data set name instead of the primary
data set name, specify the FILESEQ number option.
The DSN dsname parameter must appear last, because VM:Tape assumes that all parameters after the DSN
keyword and before any options are data set name qualifiers. For more information about specifying data set
names and generations, see "Specifying Data Set Names" in Common Command Options. You can specify a
question mark for dsname.
Note: When you are creating standard label tapes in CMS for later use in OS/MVS, remember that the last
17 characters of the data set name must exactly match those specified by the FID parameter on the CMS
LABELDEF command.
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JOBNAME name
If you are changing information for a secondary data set name, specify the owner of the data set. The owner can
be different from the owner of the tape. The variable name is any valid character string of up to eight characters.
You cannot change the owner of the primary data set.

[ANYTAPE]
Lets you change another user ID's tape. Refer to for information about working with tapes that do not belong to
you and for explanations of and authorizations for these options.

[FILESEQ number]
Specifies the data set name to work with or indicates that VM:Tape is to add a new data set name to the tape. The
variable number indicates the number of the data set name on the tape (for example, FILESEQ 3 indicates the
third data set name). The default for number is 1, or the primary data set name. If you want to append a data set
name, specify an asterisk for number.

Examples

Change a Data Set Name on a Tape

To change the primary data set name on tape KLN001 to MONTHLY.DATA, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog kln001 dsn monthly data 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘KLN001' FILE 1 DSN=MONTHLY.DATA

To add a new data set name, MONTHLY.REPORT, on tape KLN001, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog kln001 dsn monthly report (fileseq * 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘KLN001' FILE 3 DSN=MONTHLY.REPORT

To change the third data set name on tape W24680 to DEPT10.ACCT, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog w24680 dsn dept10 acct (fileseq 3 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘W24680' FILE 3 DSN=DEPT10.ACCT

To change the primary data set name on tape X10001 to WEEKLY DATA, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog x10001 dsn weekly data 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘X10001' FILE 1 DSN=WEEKLY DATA

Make a Data Set Part of a GDG

Two of your tapes have the data set name CMSTMC.BKP. To make the data sets generations of a GDG, enter the
following command:

vmtape catalog ts0010 dsn cmstmc bkp (+1) 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘TS0010' FILE 1 DSN=CMSTMC.BKP.G0001V00
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Enter the following command:

vmtape catalog ts0011 dsn cmstmc bkp (+1) 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘TS0011' FILE 1 DSN=CMSTMC.BKP.G0002V00

Change a Tape Expiration Date

To change the expiration date of tape KLN001 to February 1, 2000, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog kln001 expdt 2000/032 

To change the retention period of tape XXX002 to 11 years (4018 days) from today (January 15, 2000), enter the following
command:

vmtape catalog xxx002 retpd 4018 

To expire tape X10001 today, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog x10001 retpd 0 

Change TMC Information for Another User ID's Tape

You want to change the expiration date for tape TEST50 to January 21, 2000. This tape does not belong to you, but you
have ANYTAPE authorization. Enter the following command:

vmtape catalog test50 expdt 2000/021 (anytape 

Add a Tape to a Multivolume Sequence

To add tape EXT006 to the end of the multivolume sequence EXT001 through EXT005, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog ext005 nextvol ext006 

Drop Tapes from a Multivolume Sequence

To drop tapes EXT004, EXT005, and EXT006 (and all associated data sets) from the multivolume sequence EXT001
through EXT006, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog ext004 drop volume 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘EXT004' DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

VOLUME ‘EXT005' DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

VOLUME ‘EXT006' DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

FILE 1 DSN=‘JAN.XLS' DROPPED.

FILE 2 DSN=‘FEB.XLS' DROPPED.

FILE 3 DSN=‘MARCH.XLS' DROPPED.

Change the Block Count

To change the block count for the third data set on volser CART01 to 1000, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog cart01 blkcount 1000 (fileseq 3 
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Change the Job Name

To change the job name for the second data set on volser CART01 to MVSJOB1, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog cart01 jobname mvsjob1 (fileseq 2 

Change the Value in a Site-Defined Field

The site-defined field SECURITY for tape XT0001 currently has a value of NONE. To change the value to HIGH, enter the
following command:

vmtape catalog xt0001 security high 

CHANGE Command
Use the CHANGE command to change processing options for a pending mount request.

This command has the following uses:

• For scratch tape requests, it can specify a different pool from which to select the scratch tape. 
• The command can redirect the mount to a different tape drive.
• The command can alter the eligible drive list for the mount.

[Authorizations: NONE to change own mount request. OPERATOR to change another user ID's mount request.
REALUNIT to change ordering or status of drives in eligible drive list.]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

Change vaddr userid {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  POOL poolname

| LOCation location

| RDEVice raddr

| Drivelist [NOREORDR] drive1 [ACTIVE | EXEMPT] [[NOREORDR] driven [ACTIVE | EXEMPT]] ...

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

vaddr userid
Specifies the mount request to change by mount virtual address and requesting user ID. You can use an asterisk
for userid to indicate your own user ID. Authorization as OPERATOR is required when indicating another user ID.

POOL poolname
For a scratch mount request, indicates that VM:Tape is to select the scratch tape from a different pool, and
specifies that pool.

LOCation location
Indicates that VM:Tape is to redirect the tape mount to different tape drives and specifies the location of those
tape drives. For more information about values for location, see  "LOCation location  Option" in Common
Command Options.
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RDEVice raddr
Indicates that VM:Tape is to redirect the tape mount to a specific tape drive and specifies the real address of that
tape drive.

DRIVELIST [NOREORDER] drive1 [ACTIVE | EXEMPT]
[[NOREORDER] driven [ACTIVE | EXEMPT]] ...
Specifies changes in the ordering, status, or both of drives in the eligible drive list for the mount request. (The
mount process must be in the drive allocation phase for you to use this parameter.) Authorization for REALUNIT is
required for using this parameter.

• The eligible drive list lists the drives in the order in which VM:Tape checks them for availability. The list also
indicates each drive status. (You can use the QUERY DRIVELIST command to display the eligible drive list.)

• You can change the order of drives in the list, drive status, or both. By default, VM:Tape moves the drives that
you identify on this parameter to the top of the eligible drive list. If a drive is currently exempt and you want to
make it active and available for selection, specify the ACTIVE option next to that drive. If a drive is currently
active and you want to make it exempt from selection, specify the EXEMPT option next to that drive.

• If you want to change a drive status without changing its order in the eligible drive list, precede the drive
ID with the keyword NOREORDER. If you want to move a drive to the top of the eligible drive list without
changing its status, do not specify either the ACTIVE or EXEMPT option.

• Specify at least one drive.

Examples
The scratch mount request for user ID HELEN at virtual address 181 requested a tape in an ARM unit. All the
drives in the ARM unit are in use and will be for a long time. To redirect the mount to the non-ARM location,
enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 helen location nonarm

VM:Tape selected drive 480 to satisfy the mount request of user ID HECUBA for virtual device 181. To redirect
the mount to drive 481, enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 hecuba rdev 481

To change your mount request to reorder drives DA0 and DA1 to the front of the eligible drive list without
changing either drive status, enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 * drivelist da0 da1

You issued the VM:Tape MOUNT SCRATCH 181 command. To make drive 0D8 active without changing its
order in the eligible drive list, enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 * noreorder 0d8 active

CMS Command
Use the CMS command to run a CMS command, a CP command, or an EXEC on the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

VM:Tape returns to the VM:Tape environment immediately after the CMS or CP command or the EXEC completes.

WARNING
VM:Tape stops processing while the CMS command runs. Before running this command, consider how long
processing will take.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]
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Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

CMS  {command | CP command | EXEC name}

Parameter Descriptions

A description of the parameter follows:

{command | CP command | EXEC name}
Specifies the CMS subset command, CP command, or EXEC to run.

Examples
To close the current VM:Tape service virtual machine console log, enter the following command from the tape
operator console:

vmtape cms spool console close

DISARM Command
Use the DISARM command to switch tape drives temporarily that are associated with an ARM location to the non-ARM
location. After you run DISARM, you can use the drives manually.

TIP
If there are problems with the ARM, consider making ARM tape drives available for use as non-ARM drives.

Halt the interface to the ARM location before you run this command. When the ARM interface is restarted, the drives
automatically switch back to the ARM location.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

DISARM {raddr1 [raddrn]... | LOCation location1 [locationn]...}

Parameter Descriptions

A description of the parameter follows:

raddr1 [raddrn]...
Specifies the real addresses of the tape drives to disarm.

LOCation location1 [locationn]...
Specifies the locations of the tape drives to disarm. For more information about values for location, see
"LOCation location Option" in Common Command Options.

Examples
To disarm the ARM drive at real address 481, making it available for manual mounts, enter the following
command:

vmtape disarm 481

To disarm the ARM drives at real addresses 483 and 484, enter the following command:
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vmtape disarm 483 484

To disarm all drives at location ACS000, enter the following command:

vmtape disarm location acs000

DRAIN Command
Use the DRAIN command to make a tape drive temporarily unavailable for allocation.

TIP
Consider using this command to make drives unavailable when they are being repaired.

When you drain a drive on which a mount is in progress, VM:Tape performs the following actions:

• Draining the drive
• Detaching the drive
• Selecting another drive on which to continue the mount.

When you drain a drive that is in use, VM:Tape does not detach the tape drive. VM:Tape drains the drive only after the
user ID detaches the drive.

Use the START command to make drained tape drives available to VM:Tape again. Also use START to cancel a DRAIN
command that has not completed because the drive was attached to a user ID.

The DRAIN command syntax depends on whether STAM is active.

NOTE
For information about STAM, see the Administrators.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Contents

When STAM is Not Active

Command Syntax

This command has the following format when STAM is not active:

Drain {raddrs | LOCation location}

Parameter Descriptions

This command can take the following parameters when STAM is not active:

raddrs | LOCation location
Lists the real addresses (raddrs) or location of the tape drives to drain.
You can specify real addresses using one of the following formats:
raddr

Specifies one real address.
raddr1 raddr2 ... raddrn

Specifies multiple, noncontiguous real addresses.
You can specify an asterisk for raddrs to drain all configured drives on the indicated system or systems.
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NOTE
For more information about values for location, see "LOCation location Option" in Common
Command Options.

When STAM is Active

Command Syntax

This command has the following format when STAM is active:

Drain [NOTAVL]  {raddrs | LOCation location} [[ON] sysid |ALL]

Parameter Descriptions

This command can take the following parameters when STAM is active:

[NOTAVL]
Makes the specified drives unavailable for allocation. NOTAVL is provided for sites that need a drained status
that is stronger than the normal drained status. To make a NOTAVL-status drive available again, specify the AVL
status on the START or STAM VARY command.

{raddrs | LOCation location}
Lists the real addresses (raddrs) or location of the tape drives to drain.
You can specify real addresses using one of the following formats:
raddr

Specifies one raddr
raddr1 raddr2 ... raddrn

Specifies multiple, noncontiguous raddrs
name1 name2 ... namen

Specifies multiple global names for tape drives
raddr1-raddrn

Specifies all raddrs in a range of contiguous raddrs
You can specify an asterisk for raddrs to drain all configured drives on the indicated system or systems.

NOTE
For more information about values for location, see "LOCation location Option" in Common
Command Options.

[ON] sysid | ALL
Specifies whether to drain the specified drives on one system only (sysid) or on all systems in the STAM complex
(ALL).
The variable sysid is the STAM ID of the system. The default for sysid is specified in the STAM parameter. A
STAM SETP VARYSYS command can temporarily override the default.

Examples

• The tape drive at real address 300 requires service. To drain the drive, enter the following command:

vmtape drain 300

• To drain tape drives 400 and 402, enter the following command:
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vmtape drain 400 402

• To drain all drives (300 through 303) in location ACS000, enter the following command:

vmtape drain location acs000

• STAM has been configured for your system. To make drives 481, 482, and 483 unavailable to VM:Tape on system
BLUE, enter the following command:

vmtape drain notavl 481 482 483 on blue

EDIT Command
Use the EDIT command to change fields in volume and data set records in the TMC.

Administrating contains a TMC reference that lists the standard VM:Tape-defined TMC fields that you can edit. You can
also edit fields that your site defines in EDITDEF configuration file records.

NOTE
When you use the EDIT command to change the scratch status of a tape, the new status is not reflected in the
picklist until you run the VM:Tape REFRESH POINTER command.

The EDIT command operates in two modes: interactive and noninteractive. Interactive mode prompts you through tasks.
Noninteractive mode lets you edit TMC fields without being prompted. If you issue edits using the CP SMSG command,
use noninteractive mode.

Note: For more information about syntax and noninteractive editing, see Noninteractive Editing.

WARNING
Issue EDIT only to correct known errors in certain key TMC fields and you are an experienced individual. To
change expiration dates, volume sequence information, or data set names, use the CATALOG command. The
CATALOG command, unlike the EDIT command, verifies the information that you enter. If the affected tape
is part of a multivolume sequence, CATALOG propagates changes across the volumes and data sets in that
sequence.

Note: For more information about how VM:Tape verifies your authority to work with specific tapes, see Authorizing Tape
Usage.

[Authorization: TAPELIBR]

Contents

Interactive Editing

The syntax for the interactive EDIT command varies depending on whether you are editing volume records or data set
records. The syntax for editing volume records is:

EDIT volser

The syntax for editing data set records is:

EDIT volser  fileseqnumber

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:
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volser
Specifies the volser of the tape whose record to edit.

volser fileseqnumber
Specifies the volser of the tape containing the data set whose record to edit and identifies the data set by
specifying its sequence number on the tape.

• If you want to edit the primary data set record, specify 1 for fileseqnumber. If you want to edit the second data
set record, specify 2 for fileseqnumber, and so on.

• If you are editing a data set record for a data set on a multivolume sequence, volser can be any tape in the
sequence. Volser does not have to be the tape on which the data set begins.

• Specify the fileseqnumber when editing the following fields in a data set record:

Field Name Description

DSN Data set name

RECFM Record format

LRECL Logical record length

BLKSIZE Maximum block size

BLKCNT Data set block count

CDATE Creation date

CTIME Creation time

Edit Subcommands

After you enter this command, VM:Tape prompts you for the edits to perform. Use the following format to respond to the
VM:Tape interactive editing prompts:

{Change | Modify} field1 [field2 ... fieldn]
Indicates that you want to change the values that are stored in the specified fields. VM:Tape prompts you for the
new value for each field you specify. You can enter null to null out the current value in the field, as follows:

Type of field VM:Tape replaces value with:
Character Blanks
Packed Zero
Binary Binary zeros

{Display | Verify} field1 [field2 ... fieldn]
Displays the values for the specified fields.

Quit
Ends without saving changes.

{Save | Update}
Updates the TMC with the changes you made.

Example

To edit the record for the primary data set on volser X10000, enter the following command:

vmtape edit x10000 1

VM:Tape responds as follows:
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EDITING DATASET RECORD FOR VOLSER X10000 FILE 1.

ENTER EDIT COMMAND:

To display the values in the fields CDATE, CTIME, and DSN, enter the following command:

display cdate ctime dsn

VM:Tape responds as follows:

CDATE FIELD=1999/010.

CTIME FIELD=11:32.

DSN FIELD=FILE.ONE

ENTER EDIT COMMAND:

To change the creation date in the CDATE field, enter the following command:

change cdate

VM:Tape responds as follows:

ENTER CDATE FIELD DATA:

Enter the new date as follows:

1999/300

VM:Tape responds as follows:

ENTER EDIT COMMAND:

To save your changes, enter the following command:

save

Noninteractive Editing

Command Syntax

The syntax for the noninteractive EDIT command varies depending on whether you are editing volume records or data set
records. The syntax for editing volume records is:

EDIT volser {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  STACK {FIFO|LIFO} field1 [field_n]...

| REPLACE fieldname {NULL | newval [verval]}

The syntax for editing data set records is:

EDIT volser fileseqnumber {"Parms"}
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Parms:

  STACK {FIFO|LIFO} field1 [fieldn]...

| REPLACE fieldname {NULL | newval [verval1]}

1 When fieldname is a DSN and you specify verval, place verval in parentheses.

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

volser
Specifies the volser of the tape whose volume record to edit.

volser fileseqnumber
Specifies the volser of the tape that contains the data set whose record to edit and identifies the data set by
specifying its sequence number on the tape.

• If you want to edit the primary data set record, specify 1 for fileseqnumber. If you want to edit the second data
set record, specify 2 for fileseqnumber, and so on.

• If you are editing a data set record for a data set on a multivolume sequence, volser can be any tape in the
sequence. It does not have to be the tape on which the data set begins.

[STACK {FIFO| LIFO} field1 [fieldn]...]
Specifies that VM:Tape is to place the values of the specified fields in the program stack in first in, first out (FIFO)
or last in, first out (LIFO) order. The stacked lines are in the following format:
* field1 value1
* field2 value2
*lue fieldn valuen
This option is not valid when you use CP SMSG to issue the EDIT command.

[REPLACE fieldname {NULL | newval [verval]}]
Replaces the current value in the specified field.
To null out the current value in the field, specify NULL. VM:Tape replaces the current value as follows:

Type of field VM:Tape replaces value with:
Character Blanks
Packed Zero
Binary Binary zeros

You can specify a new value (newval) to replace the current value in the field. To verify the current value in the
field before replacing it, specify a verification value (verval). If verval matches the current value, VM:Tape replaces
the current value with newval. If verval does not match the current value, VM:Tape does not replace the current
value. When the field name is DSN, enclose verval in parentheses.

Examples

To change the OUTCODE field of tape I00001 to NYC, enter the following command:

vmtape edit i00001 replace outcode nyc

To verify that the value in the CJOB field of tape I00002 is GREG and to change that value to MARCIA, enter the following
command:
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vmtape edit i00002 replace cjob marcia greg

To change the CDATE field of the third data set on tape TST003 to the 300th day of 1999, enter the following command:

vmtape edit tst003 3 replace cdate 1999/300

Editing Bit Fields

To edit flag fields in the TMC, specify the field name of an individual bit, then turn the bit on or off. The following fields are
set by specifying the field name within the flag field, then specifying a value of either ON/OFF or YES/NO.

Flag field Field names
FLAG1 INTERNAL, UPDATED, SCRATCH, DELETED, DEFAULT
FLAG2 OUTPUT, TEMP, CYCLED, OUTDATED
FLAG3 BADMEDIA, MANAGED, ENHANCED
DSSFLAG PROTECT, READOK, NOWRITE

NOTE
For specific bit assignments, see TMC Reference in Administators.

Example

To change the status of tape EXAM01 from DELETED to SCRATCH using the noninteractive EDIT command, enter the
following command. This command turns off the DELETED bit.

vmtape edit exam01 replace deleted off

Then turn on the SCRATCH bit by entering the following command:

vmtape edit exam01 replace scratch on

EJECT Command
Use the EJECT command to remove specified tapes from an ARM location.

VM:Tape automatically determines the location of the tapes you specify by querying the robots.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

Eject volsers

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

volsers
Lists the volsers of tapes to remove from their ARM location. You can specify volsers using one of the following
formats:
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volser
Specifies one volser

volser1 volser2 ... volsern
Specifies multiple, non-contiguous volsers

volser1-volsern
Specifies all volsers in a range of contiguous volsers

Examples
To eject tapes C46810, C46815, and C46820 through C46829 from an ARM location, enter the following
command:

vmtape eject c46810 c46815 c46820-c46829

END Command
Use the END command to end VM:Tape operation.

The END command cancels all pending mount requests and commands and returns the VM:Tape service virtual machine
to the CMS environment. The END command does not affect tapes that are currently mounted.

Restart VM:Tape for any subsequent VM:Tape commands to be processed.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

END

HSC Command
Use the HSC command to control the interface between VM:Tape and the StorageTek Automated Cartridge System
(ACS). The command can also display information about the interface. VM:Tape communicates with the Host Software
Component (HSC) of the ACS.

The first time that VM:Tape finds that the HSC interface is defined, VM:Tape initializes with the interface halted. Start the
interface using the HSC command. VM:Tape checkpoints the status of the HSC interface and uses the checkpointed
status for subsequent initializations.

The interface typically does not require operator attention, even when the HSC is reinitialized. However, if the HSC
cannot respond to requests from VM:Tape, consider halting the interface with this command. If you halt the interface,
VM:Tape directs any subsequent mount requests to non-ARM drives. Pending mount requests wait until the HSC interface
is available again. If you want to redirect pending mount requests, use the CHANGE command. To make ARM drives
available for use as non-ARM drives while the interface is halted, use the DISARM command.

If you do not halt the interface, pending and subsequent mount requests wait until the HSC interface is available again.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

This command has the following format:
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HSC {HALT | START | QUERY}

Parameter Descriptions

The command has the following parameters:

HALT
Halts the interface.

START
Starts the interface.

QUERY
Displays the current status of the interface and lists the number of processes (such as mount or allocation
requests) that are waiting to use the interface.

Possible statuses for the interface are:

• Status: STARTED
VM:Tape has established a connection to the HSC.

• Status: CONNECTING
VM:Tape has not been able to connect to the HSC but is trying periodically.

• Status: QUIESCED
HSC has quiesced the interface and VM:Tape is waiting for a RESUME command from the HSC.

• Status: HALTED
The interface between VM:Tape and the HSC has been halted.

If the interface remains in CONNECTING or QUIESCED status for more than a few minutes, ensure that the HSC service
virtual machine is functioning correctly.

Examples

• To start the HSC interface, enter the following command:

vmtape hsc start

VM:Tape responds as follows:

THE HSC INTERFACE IS READY FOR USE.

• The HSC is not responding to mount requests. To display the status of the interface between VM:Tape and
the HSC, enter the following command:

vmtape hsc query

VM:Tape responds as follows:

HSC INTERFACE IS HALTED

THERE ARE 5 PROCESSES WAITING.

LIST Command
Use the LIST command to list scratch tapes or to list volume and data set information for saved tapes.

To determine which tapes VM:Tape is going to select and the order in which VM:Tape is going to select them, list scratch
tapes. You can use this information to prepare for a backup job when using Autopick.

The LIST command displays all dates in yyyy/ddd format.
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NOTE
For information about how VM:Tape verifies your authority to work with specific tapes, see Authorizing Tape
Usage.

The syntax and options for the LIST command vary depending on whether you are specifying scratch tapes or saved
tapes. For saved tapes, the syntax varies depending on whether you specify saved tapes by volser or by data set name.
By default, the LIST command lists information for all your tapes.

Contents

Command Syntax for Listing Scratch Tapes

[Authorization: TAPELIBR OPERATOR]

The syntax for this command follows for listing scratch tapes:

List SCRATCH [mediatype] [poolname]  [("Options"]

 

Options:

[LOCation location]

[DETail number | NODetail]

[NOPOOL]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows for listing scratch tapes. You can combine multiple parameters except when
otherwise stated.

SCRATCH [mediatype] [poolname]
Specifies that VM:Tape is to list scratch tapes. By default, VM:Tape lists all tapes in all scratch pools containing
the media type that is specified as the default in the VM:Tape configuration. You can specify the media type
whose scratch tapes VM:Tape lists. See the section Tape Drives, Media, Density Names, and TMC Values in
Administrators for a table of media types for each supported tape drive.
Specify characters with a trailing asterisk for poolname to list tapes from multiple pools starting with the same
characters. Alternatively, specify a single defined scratch pool to list the tapes in that pool. (If you want to list
general scratch tapes, use the NOPOOL option instead of the poolname parameter.)
Tapes that are in Deleted status, Outcoded or marked as Bad Media do not appear in the list. A LIST SCRATCH
without any other parameter returns information only on the media that are specified as the first parameter on the
DEFMEDIA record in VMTAPE CONFIG file.

[DETail number | NODetail]
Indicates whether to list only the total number of scratch tapes (NODETAIL), or to list that information and the
volser and location of each tape (DETAIL).
When you request detailed information, VM:Tape lists the tapes in the order it selects them for use. To limit the
number of tapes that are listed, specify number; VM:Tape lists the first number of tapes.

LOCation location
Limits the tapes for which to list information by location. By default, VM:Tape lists tapes from all locations. If you
specify one location, VM:Tape only lists information for those tapes that are in the specified location. To specify
multiple locations, use a trailing asterisk as a pattern-matching character in location.
Note: For information about values for location, see  LOCation location Option  in Common Command Options.

NOPOOL
Specifies that VM:Tape is to list only general scratch tapes (not in any defined scratch pool). This option and the
poolname parameter are mutually exclusive.
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Command Syntax for Listing Saved Tapes

[Authorization: NONE]

The syntax for this command follows for listing saved tapes:

List {volser | DSN dsname [(gdg)]} [("Options"]

 

Options:

[BIN | CHAIN | DSN | NODSN | LONG | SHORT | UNFMT]

[EXPDT date | RETPD days]

[FILE filename | PRINT | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TERM]

[LOCation location]

[OWNEDBY]

[SEQuence]

Option when specifying saved tapes by volser:

[NONVM]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows for listing saved tapes:

volser | DSN dsname [( gdg )]
Identifies the tapes for which to list information. To specify tapes that belong to another user ID, include the
OWNEDBY option.
Specify one volser to list information for that tape only. To specify multiple volsers, use a trailing asterisk as a
pattern-matching character in volser.
To list information only for the tapes on which a specific data set begins, specify a data set name. If the specified
data set name is part of a GDG, you can specify particular generations of the data set. Values for gdg are as
follows:

• 0
The tape that contains the most recent generation of the data set

• -n
The tape that contains the generation of the data set that is n generations before the most recent generation

• *
All tapes that contain generations of the data set

NOTE
For information about specifying data set names and generations, see "Specifying Data Set Names" in Common
Command Options.

BIN | CHAIN | DSN | NODSN | LONG | SHORT | UNFMT
Specifies the information to list for the specified tapes, as follows:
BIN

Internal and external volsers for the specified tapes that are in the Bin system
CHAIN

Volsers and volume chaining information for the specified tapes
DSN

For each of the specified tapes:
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• Volser
• Owner
• Expiration date
• Type of label
• Real address, recording technique, and density of the tape drive on which the tape was created.
• User ID that last mounted the tape
• Number of times the tape was mounted.
• Sequence number of the tape in a multivolume sequence if applicable
• Date the tape was last mounted.
• Real address of the tape drive on which the tape was last mounted.
• Values of displayable site-defined fields

For each data set name on the specified tapes:

• Sequence number of the data set on the tape
• Date and time the data set was created.
• Name of the data set

NODSN
For each of the specified tapes:

• Volser
• Owner
• Expiration date
• Type of label
• Real address, recording technique, and density of the drives on which the tape was created.

LONG
For each of the specified tapes: same as DSN
For each data set name on the specified tapes: same as DSN plus the following information:

• Expiration date of the data set
• Number of blocks that are recorded in the TMC for the data set
• User ID that created the data set.

SHORT
For each of the specified tapes: volser, expiration date, and data set names

UNFMT
Unformatted contents of the TMC records for the specified tapes. Site-defined fields whose display is
suppressed are shown as all binary zeros.

NOTE
By default, VM:Tape lists data set information for a tape only if the data set begins on that tape.
If a data set spans multiple tapes and you want to list all the tapes in the sequence, specify
the SEQUENCE option. You can only display values for site-defined fields that VM:Tape is
configured to display. Check with your system administrator to find out which fields you can
display.

If you specify the UNFMT option, use the FILE filename option to specify the file in which to store the
output.

EXPDT date | RETPD days
Limits the tapes for which to list information by expiration date.
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EXPDT date specifies that VM:Tape is to list only the specified tapes whose expiration date is on or before a
certain date. RETPD days specifies that VM:Tape is to list only the specified tapes that are due to expire within
the specified number of days from the current date.

NOTE
For more information about values for date and days, see "Setting Expiration Dates for Tapes" in
Common Command Options.

FILE filename | PRINT | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] TERM
Specifies the destination for the output from this command, as follows:

• FILE filename
Output sent to: Variable-length format CMS file named filename svmuserid on the A-disk. The operand
svmuserid is the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

• PRINT
Output sent to: Your virtual printer

• STACK [LIFO | FIFO]
Output sent to: Program stack, where it is placed in last in, first out (LIFO) or first in, first out (FIFO) order.

• TERM
Output sent to: Your terminal
If you are using CP SMSG, the only valid output destination is TERM.

• LOCation location
Limits the tapes for which to list information by location, or specifies that VM:Tape is to list the location for
each of the specified tapes. If you specify a location, VM:Tape only lists information for tapes that are in that
location. To specify multiple locations, use a trailing asterisk as a pattern-matching character in location. 
VM:Tape also lists the location for each of the tapes.
If you specify an asterisk for location, VM:Tape lists the location for each of the specified tapes.
If the ARM interface for a specified location is halted, VM:Tape lists any tape from that location as being in the
non-ARM location.Note: For more information about values for location, see " LOCation location Option"
in Common Command Options.

OWNedby userid
Specifies the user ID whose tape or data set information to list. If you specify one user ID or you use a trailing
asterisk to specify multiple user IDs, VM:Tape only lists information for the specified tapes that belong to the
indicated user IDs. If you specify an asterisk for userid, VM:Tape lists information for all the specified tapes,
regardless of user ID.
If you identified the tapes for which to list information by volser, use of this option requires ANYUSER
authorization.
If you identified the tapes for which to list information by data set name, use of this option requires OWNEDBY
authorization.

SEQUENCE
If any of the specified tapes are part of a multivolume sequence, this parameter specifies that VM:Tape is to
list information for all tapes in the sequence in the order in which they are chained. This parameter requires
OWNEDBY authorization.

A description of each parameter follows for listing saved tapes by volser:

NONVM
Indicates that the listed information is to include non-VM tapes. You can only use this option if you identified the
tapes by volser.
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Examples

List Scratch Tapes

To list detailed information for cartridges from scratch pool WEEKLY, enter the following command:

 vmtape list scratch cart weekly 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

APK032 NONARM

APK033 NONARM

.

.

.

APK197 ACS001

APK210 ACS001

 

TAPE POOL WEEKLY CONTAINS 97 AVAILABLE CART SCRATCH TAPES.

To list detailed information for the first four enhanced capacity cartridges from scratch pool ENGTAPES, enter the
following command:

 vmtape list scratch enhanced engtapes (detail 4 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

E00100 NONARM

E00101 NONARM

E00103 NONARM

E00567 IBM_ATL1

TAPE POOL ENGTAPES CONTAINS 153 AVAILABLE ENHA SCRATCH TAPES

To list only summary information for high performance cartridges from scratch pool PAYROLL, enter the following
command:

 vmtape list scratch hpt payroll (nodetail 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

TAPE POOL PAYROLL CONTAINS 153 AVAILABLE HPT SCRATCH TAPES

Fields Listed for Saved Tapes

The following table shows fields the LIST command can list for each saved tape.

VOL
Volser

OWNER
Owner

EXPDT
Expiration date
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LABEL
Type of label (standard, ASCII, bypass, or non-label)

CUNIT
Real address of the tape drive on which the tape was mounted when it was created.

LOCATION
Location (specific ARM location or NONARM)

LASTUSER
User ID that last mounted the tape

LDATE
Date the tape was last mounted.

LUNIT
Real address of the tape drive on which the tape was last mounted.

COUNT
Number of times the tape has been mounted.

VOLSEQ
If the tape is part of a multivolume sequence, sequence number of the tape.

PREVVOL
, NEXTVOL, 1STVOL
If the tape is part of a multivolume sequence, these fields are displayed:

• The volser of the previous tape
• The volser of the next tape
• The volser of the first tape in the sequence

The following table shows fields the LIST command can list for each data set on saved tapes.

FILESEQ
Sequence number on the tape

CRTDT
, CTIME
If FILESEQ=1 and DSNAME does not list any information, these fields display the date and time that the tape was
created. If FILESEQ=1 and DSNAME=dsname, or if FILESEQ=2 or greater, these fields display the date and time
that the data set was created.

DSNAME
Data set name

EXPDT
Expiration date

BLKCNT
Number of data blocks that are recorded in the TMC.

JOBNAME
Owner (VM) or creating job name (MVS)

List Information Using the SHORT Option

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for all your tapes, enter the following command:

 vmtape list (short 

VM:Tape responds as follows:
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VOLSER   EXPDT     DSNAME

X12345   2004/120  PROD.SETA

X54321   2004/003  ACCT.CYCLE

W1928    2004/001  ACCT.CYCLE

W24680   2004/001  DEPT9.ACCT

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for all tapes whose volsers begin with KLN0, enter the following
command:

 vmtape list kln0* (short 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLSER     EXPDT      DSNAME

KLN001     2002/012   MONTHLY.DATA

KLN002     2002/003   REPORT

KLN003     2005/120   USA.1908

List Information for Tapes in a Multivolume Sequence Using the SHORT Option

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for the tapes in the multivolume sequence to which volser 000005
belongs, enter the following command:

 vmtape list 000005 (sequence short 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLSER     EXPDT           DSNAME

000004      2008/027       FILE.ONE

000005      2008/027

000006      2008/027

000007      2008/027

List Information for Tapes Belonging To Another User ID Tapes Using the SHORT Option

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for all tapes belonging to user ID BOBBY, enter the following
command:

 vmtape list * (short ownedby bobby 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLSER         EXPDT           DSNAME

X1000          2005/001        MY.LIFE.WORK     

X12345         2000/001        PROD.SETA

X54321         2005/120        ACCT.CYCLE

W1928          2005/171        ACCT2.CYCLE

W19999         2005/255        DATA.KEEP

W24680         2000/003        DEPT9.ACCT

List Volume and Data Set Information

To list volume and data set information for the tape whose volser is XT0001, enter the following command:
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 vmtape list xt0001 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=XT0001 OWNER=ROXY EXPDT=2005/018 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0400 36/ENH  PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=ROXY LDATE=2003/002 LUNIT=0300 COUNT=20    

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1992/001 CTIME=19:28 DSNAME=WORK.FILE1   

    FILESEQ=0002 CDATE=1992/002 CTIME=18:32 DSNAME=WORK.FILE2   

To list volume and data set information for all your tapes, enter the following command:

 vmtape list 

In the following sample output, tapes KLN100, KLN101, and KLN102 are part of a multivolume sequence, as indicated by
the VOLSEQ= field.

VOL=KLN001 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=2005/015 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0300 36/ENH  PWD=ANY 

    LASTUSER=USER01 LDATE=1995/002 LUNIT=0300 COUNT=4   

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1990/150 CTIME=13:38 DSNAME=MONTHLY.DATA     

VOL=KLN002 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=2005/018 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0310 36/ENH  PWD=READ

    LASTUSER=USER01 LDATE=1995/015 LUNIT=0300 COUNT=2   

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1990/150 CTIME=14:38 DSNAME=REPORT   

VOL=KLN003 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=2005/015 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0300 36/ENH  PWD=ANY

    LASTUSER=USER01 LDATE=1995/002 LUNIT=0300 COUNT=4   

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1990/150 CTIME=15:38 DSNAME=USA.1980     

VOL=KLN100 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=CYCLE/060 LABEL=SLCUNIT=0680 36/ENH PWD=ANY

    LASTUSER=USER03   LDATE=2003/157 LUNIT=0680 COUNT=125   

    VOLSEQ=0001 

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=2003/150 CTIME=15:38 DSNAME=PROD.SETA    

VOL=KLN101 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=CYCLE/060 LABEL=SLCUNIT=0680 36/ENH PWD=ANY

    LASTUSER=USER02   LDATE=2003/157 LUNIT=0680 COUNT=023   

    VOLSEQ=0002 

VOL=KLN102 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=CYCLE/060 LABEL=SLCUNIT=0680 36/ENH PWD=ANY

    LASTUSER=USER02   LDATE=2003/157 LUNIT=0680 COUNT=023   

    VOLSEQ=0003 

To list all tapes that contain a generation of the data set name TMCBK, enter the following command:

 vmtape list dsn tmcbk(*) 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=PD0371 OWNER=LYDIA EXPDT=2010/002 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0481 36/ENH  PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=MVS     LDATE=2003/283 LUNIT=0481 COUNT=2

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=2002/358 CTIME=15:21 DSNAME=TMCBK.G0001V00   

VOL=TEST04 OWNER=LYDIA  EXPDT=2010/002 LABEL=NL CUNIT=0481 36/ENH  PWD=NONE 

    LASTUSER=DOS     LDATE=2003/283 LUNIT=0481 COUNT=1

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=2002/358 CTIME=11:25 DSNAME=TMCBK.G0002V00   
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List Location Information

To include the location in the information that is displayed for tape CART01, enter the following command:

 vmtape list cart01 (location * 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=CARTO1 OWNER=ROXY EXPDT=1999/365 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0420 18/38K  PWD=READ 

    LASTUSER=ROXY LDATE=1995/200 LUNIT=0420 COUNT=2 

    LOCATION=ATL    

    FILESEQ=0001 CRTDT=1993/040 CTIME=14:52 DSNAME=SOURCE.LIST  

List Information for Tapes Belonging to Another User ID, Using OWNEDBY Option

To list all tapes that belong to user ID JAN and that contain the data set name PRODUCT.LISTING, enter the following
command:

 vmtape list dsn product listing (ownedby jan 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=PRD013 OWNER=JAN  EXPDT=2009/030 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0483 36/ENH PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=JAN   LDATE=2004/317 LUNIT=0482 COUNT=5    

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=2003/297 CTIME=05:00 DSNAME=PRODUCT.LISTING  

VOL=PRD042 OWNER=JAN  EXPDT=2009/305 LABEL=SL  CUNIT=0481 36/ENH  PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=MARCIA  LDATE=2004/001 LUNIT=0481 COUNT=2  

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=2000/345 CTIME=14:24 DSNAME=PRODUCT.LISTING  

VOL=PRD127 OWNER=JAN EXPDT=2009/130 LABEL=SL  CUNIT=0481 36/ENH  PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=MARCIA    LDATE=2004/007 LUNIT=0483 COUNT=2    

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=2003/007 CTIME=14:34 DSNAME=PRODUCT.LISTING  

List Information for Your Tapes Using LONG Option

To list the long version of information for the tape whose volser is CART01, enter the following command:

 vmtape list cart01 (long 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=CART01 OWNER=PETER EXPDT=PERM LABEL=SL CUNIT=0000 18/38K PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=PRE-TMS LDATE=00000 LUNIT=0000 COUNT=0 

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=00000 CTIME=00:00 DSNAME=FIRST.FILE  

         EXPDT=PERM BLKCNT=0

    FILESEQ=0002 CDATE=1992/358 CTIME=15:22 DSNAME=SECOND.FILE  

         EXPDT=PERM BLKCNT=0   JOBNAME=PETER

    FILESEQ=0003 CDATE=1992/358 CTIME=15:23 DSNAME=THIRD.FILE   

         EXPDT=PERM BLKCNT=0   JOBNAME=PETER
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List Information for Site-Defined Fields

Depending on how your site has defined special fields in the TMC, VM:Tape displays the fields and their values as the
last lines in the output from the LIST command. For example, to display information for volser HR0012, enter the following
command:

 vmtape list hr0012 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=HR0012 OWNER=CINDY EXPDT=1998/365 LABEL=SL

CUNIT=0482 9/1600   PWD=READ

    LASTUSER=READ  LDATE=1995/200 LUNIT=0482    

    COUNT=4  FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1994/040    

    CTIME=11:30 DSNAME=ACCOUNT1.WORK    

    SECURITY=HIGH DEPT=02   

SECURITY and DEPT are site-defined fields.

NOTE
For information about creating site-defined fields, see the Administrators.

Limit Information by Expiration Date and Send It to a File

To send volume information about all tapes with expiration dates on or before October 27, 2016, to a file named
MYTAPES VMTAPE, enter the following command:

 vmtape list * (nodsn file mytapes expdt 2016/300 

When VM:Tape responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command to see the contents of the file:

 type mytapes vmtape 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=X1234 OWNER=GREG EXPDT=1999/200 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0300 36/EXF PWD=READ

    LASTUSER=DOE LDATE=1995/192 LUNIT=0300 COUNT=4  

VOL=W6243 OWNER=GREG EXPDT=1999/202 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0480 36/EXF  PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=GREG LDATE=1995/189 LUNIT=0480 COUNT=6 

Limit Information by Retention Period

To list volume information for all tapes that expire within 11 years (4018 days) of today (January 15, 1999), enter the
following command:

 vmtape list * (retpd 4018 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=X1000 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=2002/018 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0300  36/EXF  PWD=ANY

    LASTUSER=USER01 LDATE=1995/002 LUNIT=0300 COUNT=4   

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1994/001 CTIME=19:28 DSNAME=USA.1990 

VOL=W1928 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=2003/018 LABEL=SL CUNIT=0310 36/EXF 

PWD=READ
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    LASTUSER=USER01 LDATE=1995/015 LUNIT=0300 COUNT=2   

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1994/001 CTIME=19:38 DSNAME=USA.1990 

Support for VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules

If your site interfaces with VM:Secure, you can add support for VM:Secure SYSTEM rules. These rules help protect tape
data that are created in a non-VM:Tape environment. By enabling VM:Secure SYSTEM rules, you can have VM:Secure
perform the CAN command processing.

LMS Command
Use the LMS command to control and display information about the interface between VM:Tape and the Sutmyn
Automated Tape Library (ATL). VM:Tape communicates with the Library Management Software (LMS) of the ATL.

The first time that VM:Tape finds that the LMS interface is defined, VM:Tape initializes with the interface halted. Start the
interface using the LMS command. VM:Tape checkpoints the status of the LMS interface and uses the check-pointed
status for subsequent initializations.

The interface typically does not require operator attention, even when the LMS is re initialized. However, if a problem
occurs with the LMS interface that prevents it from responding to requests from VM:Tape, you can halt the interface using
the LMS command. If you halt the interface, pending mount requests wait until the LMS interface is available again. While
the interface is halted, VM:Tape directs subsequent mount requests to non-ARM drives. If you want to redirect pending
mount requests, use the CHANGE command. If you want to make ATL drives available for use as non-ARM drives while
the interface is halted, use the DISARM command.

If you do not halt the interface, pending and subsequent mount requests wait until the LMS interface is available again.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

NOTE
All references to the Sutmyn automated tape library products in this document also refer to the automated library
products produced by Memorex Telex.

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

LMS {HALT | START | QUERY | CMD lmscommand}

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

HALT
Halts the interface

START
Starts the interface; messages report on locations that are affected and provide statistics such as the total number
of tapes, scratch tapes, and free cells.

QUERY
Displays the current status of the interface and lists the number of processes (such as mount or allocation
requests) that are waiting to use the interface.

CMD lmscommand
Specifies an LMS command to submit to LMS as an operator command and displays the responses. If VM:Tape is
authorized to use LMS commands, you can submit any type of LMS command.
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Possible statuses for the interface are as follows:

STARTED
VM:Tape has established a connection to the LMS.

CONNECTING
VM:Tape has not been able to connect to the LMS but is trying periodically
If the interface remains in CONNECTING status for more than a few minutes, verify that the LMS service virtual
machine is functioning correctly.

HALTED
The interface between VM:Tape and the LMS has been halted.

Examples
To start the LMS interface, enter the following command:

vmtape lms start

VM:Tape responds as follows:

THE LMS INTERFACE IS READY FOR USE.

The LMS interface is not responding to mount requests. To display the status of the interface between
VM:Tape and LMS, enter the following command:

vmtape lms query

VM:Tape responds as follows:

THE LMS INTERFACE IS CONNECTING.

THERE ARE 0 PROCESSES WAITING.

MIA Command
Use the MIA command to control and display information about the interface between VM:Tape and MIA, the MIA product.

This interface lets VM:Tape operate in a shared tape drive environment without an operator or STAM.

The normal status for the interface is STARTED. One mount or allocate request at a time can communicate with MIA.
Requests use the interface on a first-in, first-out basis.

The interface is restarted and maintained automatically and normally does not require operator attention, even when MIA
is reinitialized. However, if a problem occurs on MIA that prevents it from responding to requests from VM:Tape, you can
halt the interface using the MIA command.

When you halt the interface, VM:Tape drains the drives under MIA control and tries to use the remaining drives for
allocation requests. If no drives are available, VM:Tape makes those requests pending allocation requests, which simply
wait until MIA is available again.

Mount requests waiting for MIA allocation when the interface is halted contend for allocation on non-MIA-controlled
devices until you manually dedicate the drained MIA drives to the VM system and start them. The mount requests then
begin using MIA drives again. When you restart the interface, the drives controlled by MIA will operate in the normal
shared mode.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

NOTE
For information about implementing the MIA interface, see the Administrators.
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Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

MIA {HALT | START | QUERY | CMD miacommand}

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

HALT
Halts the interface and drains the tape drives controlled by MIA

START
Starts the interface

QUERY
Displays messages that indicate the current status of the interface and the number of processes (such as mount
or allocation requests) that are waiting to use it

CMD miacommand
Specifies a command to pass to the MIA service virtual machine for execution.

Examples
To query the status of the VM:Tape interface to MIA, enter the following command:

vmtape mia query

VM:Tape responds as follows:

THE MIA INTERFACE IS STARTED.

THERE ARE 0 PROCESSES WAITING.

A problem has developed on the service virtual machine that prevents it from responding to requests from
VM:Tape. No other requests are pending. To disable the interface, enter the following command:

vmtape mia halt

VM:Tape responds as follows:

TAPE DRIVE 620 DRAINED.

TAPE DRIVE 621 DRAINED.

TAPE DRIVE 622 DRAINED.

TAPE DRIVE 623 DRAINED.

THE MIA INTERFACE IS HALTED.

To restart the VM:Tape interface to MIA, enter the following command:

vmtape mia start

MOUNT Command
Use the MOUNT command to mount a tape.

When you are finished using a tape, use the CP DETACH command to detach the drive on which the tape was mounted.
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NOTE
For more information about how to mount a tape that belongs to another user ID, see "Mounting
Tapes Belonging To Another User ID" in Common Command Options. For more information about
how VM:Tape verifies your authority to work with specific tapes, see Authorizing Tape Usage.

For more information about tape mount processing, see Tape Mount Processing.

The syntax and options for the MOUNT command vary depending on whether you are mounting a saved tape or a scratch
tape.

[Authorization: NONE]

Contents

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows for saved tapes:

Mount  volser [vaddr] [DSN dsname [( gdg )]]  [( "Options"]

Options:

[CYCLE number | EXPDT  date | LDATE days | PERM | RETpd days | UDATE 88/uuu ]

[DEN densityname |  [mediatype]  [recordingformat]] 

[FILESEQ number]

[FOR userid]

[FOREIGN]

[ANYTAPE]

[OWNedby userid]

[LABel  [NL | SL | NSL | AL | BLP]] 

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT  type]

[fieldname value]

[PRIOrity number]

[QUEue | NOQUEue]

[REAd | WRIte | RIng | NORIng]

[SETup | NOSETup]

[WAit | NOWAit]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows for mounting a saved tape only:

volser [vaddr]
Specifies the volser of the tape to mount. If the tape you identify is a scratch tape, VM:Tape makes you the owner
of that tape.

WARNING
If you enter a volser incorrectly on a MOUNT command and VM:Tape does not find this volser in the
TMC, VM:Tape assumes that the tape is a foreign tape.

If you are mounting a tape that has been entered into the Bin system, specify the bin number for the tape instead
of the volser.
Note: For more information about the Bin system, see the Administrators.
Specify an asterisk for volser if you are going to use a data set name (DSN dsname parameter) to identify the
tape.
You can also specify the virtual address at which to attach the tape. The default for vaddr is 181. See Virtual
Address Restrictions before specifying vaddr.
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DSN dsname [(gdg)]
Lets you perform different tasks, depending on whether you are mounting the specified tape in read-only or write
mode.
If you are mounting a tape in read-only mode, this parameter lets you identify the tape to mount by specifying a
data set name on the tape, as follows:

• If the data set name is not part of a GDG, specify the following command:
DSN dsname

• If the data set name is part of a GDG and you want to use the most recent generation, specify the following
command:
DSN dsname (0)

• If the data set name is part of a GDG and you want to use the generation that is n generations before the most
recent generation, specify the following command:
DSN dsname (-n)

If you are mounting a tape in write mode, this parameter lets you perform the following tasks.

• To change the primary data set name to dsname, specify the following command:
DSN dsname

• To make the primary data set name dsname part of a GDG, specify the following command:
DSN dsname (+1)

• To create the data set name dsname, specify the following command:
DSN dsname (FILESEQ number

FILESEQ number is 1 more than the last data set on the tape.

If you want VM:Tape to perform one of the first three tasks for a secondary data set name instead of the primary
data set name, specify the FILESEQ number option.
Specify the WRITE option if you want to mount a tape in write mode. By default, VM:Tape mounts saved tapes
and specific scratch tapes in read-only mode.

NOTE
For information about specifying data set names and generations, see Common Command Options.
You can specify a question mark for dsname.

[CYCLE number | EXPDT date | LDATE days | PERM | RETpd days | UDATE 88/uuu]
Changes the expiration date for the tape. For more information about explanations and authorizations for these
options, see "Setting Expiration Dates for Tapes" in Common Command Options. You must also specify the
WRITE option.
Note: If you change the expiration date for one volume in a multivolume sequence, VM:Tape changes the
expiration dates for all volumes and data sets in the sequence.

[DEN densityname | [mediatype] [recordingformat]]
If you are mounting the tape in write mode, specifies the new density for the tape. (You cannot change the media
type or recording format for the tape.) For more information about these options, see "Specifying Tape Density,
Media Type, and Recording Format" in Common Command Options.

FILESEQ number
Specifies the data set name to work with or indicates that VM:Tape is to add a new data set name to the tape. The
variable number indicates the number of the data set name on the tape; for example, FILESEQ 3 indicates the
third data set name. The default for number is 1 (the primary data set name).

FOR userid
Instructs VM:Tape to mount the specified tape and attach the tape drive to the specified user ID instead of to your
user ID.[Authorization: MOUNTFOR]Note: If you use the ANYTAPE option to mount the tape and user ID does
not have ANYTAPE authorization, VM:Tape rejects the mount request.
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FOREIGN
Indicates that the specified tape is a foreign tape (that is, a tape that is not in your site tape library).
Use this option only when the foreign tape  volser is the same as the volser of a tape that is recorded in the TMC.
This option tells VM:Tape to mount the foreign tape rather than the TMC tape. If the foreign tape's volser is unique
and is not recorded in the TMC, VM:Tape automatically assumes that it is foreign; you do not have to use this
option.

ANYTAPE
Instructs VM:Tape to mount the specified tape regardless of who owns the tape. The ANYTAPE option bypasses
all VM:Tape internal security checking.[Authorization: ANYTAPE]

OWNedby userid
Lets you mount a tape that belongs to another user ID. For more information about explanations and
authorizations for these options, see "Mounting Tapes Belonging To Another User ID" in Common Command
Options.

LABel [NL | SL | NSL | AL | BLP]
If you are mounting the tape in write mode, specifies the new label type for the tape. For more information about
these options, see "Specifying Tape Label Processing" in Common Command Options.

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT type]
Specifies a group of drives from which to select the drive on which to mount the tape, or specifies a particular
drive. For more information about authorizations for these options, see "LOCation location Option" in Common
Command Options.

fieldname value
Specifies a value for the indicated site-defined field for this tape. Your system administrator determines what fields
are defined and the values that they can contain, and can restrict your ability to change this field.

PRIOrity number
Assigns a priority to the mount request on the device wait queue. Top priority is 0; the lowest is
99. VM:Tape places your request immediately behind other requests of equal or higher priority. Ask your system
administrator which priorities you are authorized to assign.

[QUEue | NOQUEue]
Specifies whether to place the mount request on a device wait queue (QUEUE) or cancel the request
(NOQUEUE) if no drives are immediately available. If you use the QUEUE option, you can use the PRIORITY
number option to assign a priority to the mount request on the queue.

[REAd | WRIte | NORIng | RIng]
Specifies whether VM:Tape is to mount the tape in read-only mode (READ or NORING) or in write mode (WRITE
or RING). READ is the default for all mounts of saved tapes and specific scratch tapes. WRITE is the default for
all general scratch tape mounts

[SETup | NOSETup]
Specifies whether the tape being mounted requires Setup facility processing. If you specify
SETUP, VM:Tape sends a setup request to the remote setup operator and does not generate a mount request
until that operator releases the tape. If you specify NOSETUP, VM:Tape processes the mount request as soon as
possible.
Your system administrator sets the default for this option. If your system administrator has configured VM:Tape so
that all tape mounts go through setup processing, VM:Tape ignores these options.

[WAit | NOWAit]
Indicates whether the mount request is to complete when the VM:Tape service virtual machine receives
the mount request (NOWAIT). Alternatively, the mount request waits until the requested tape is mounted
and VM:Tape attaches the drive to your virtual machine (WAIT). Your system administrator sets the default for
this option.Note: If you use the WAIT option, VM:Tape issues a TAPE MODESET command with the appropriate
density. If you do not use the WAIT option, VM:Tape selects a tape drive that can support the requested tape;
issue the TAPE MODESET command to set the density.
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Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows for mounting scratch tapes:

Mount [SCRATCH | SCRTCH] [vaddr] [DSN dsname [( gdg )]]  [( "Options"]

Options:

[DEN densityname | [mediatype] [recordingformat]] 

[CYCLE number | EXPDT  date | LDATE days | PERM | RETpd days | UDATE 88/uuu ]

[FOR userid]

[LABel  [NL | SL | NSL | AL | BLP]] 

[POOL poolname]

[SAVEFOR userid | [SAVE | WORK]] 

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT  type]

[fieldname value]

[PRIOrity number]

[QUEue | NOQUEue]

[REAd | WRIte | RIng | NORIng]

[SETup | NOSETup]

[STACK [FIFO |  LIFO]] 

[WAit | NOWAit]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows for mounting a scratch tape:

[SCRATCH | SCRTCH] [vaddr]
Indicates that VM:Tape is to mount a scratch tape. You can also specify the virtual address at which to attach the
tape. The default for vaddr is 181. For more information, see Virtual Address Restrictions.

DSN dsname [( gdg )]
Specifies the primary data set name to create for the scratch tape. For more information about the values for
dsname, see "Specifying Data Set Names" in Common Command Options. You can specify a question mark for
dsname to have VM:Tape prompt you for the data set name.
Note: If you do not specify a data set name, other users cannot later mount the tape unless they have ANYTAPE
authorization.

[DEN densityname | [mediatype] [recordingformat]]
Specifies the density, media type, and recording format for the tape. For more information about these options,
see "Specifying Tape Density, Media Type, and Recording Format" in Common Command Options.

[CYCLE number | EXPDT date | LDATE days | PERM | RETpd days | UDATE 88/uuu]
Specifies when the tape is to expire. For more information about the authorizations for these options, see "Setting
Expiration Dates for Tapes" in Common Command Options.

FOR userid
[Authorization: MOUNTFOR]
Instructs VM:Tape to mount the tape and attach the tape drive to the specified user ID instead of to your user
ID. VM:Tape makes userid the tape's owner.

LABel [NL | SL | NSL | AL | BLP]
Specifies the label processing to use for the tape. For more information about these options, see "Specifying Tape
Label Processing" in Common Command Options.

POOL pool
Specifies the pool from which to select the scratch tape. Your system administrator can tell you which pools are
available to you and the density and media type of the tapes the pools contain. By default, VM:Tape selects a
general scratch tape.
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[SAVE | SAVEFOR userid | WORk][Authorization: SAVEFOR]
Indicates whether VM:Tape is to make you the owner of the tape (SAVE), make userid the owner of the tape
(SAVEFOR userid), or return the tape to the scratch pool when it is detached (WORK).
SAVEFOR userid is useful when a CMS batch virtual machine is creating the tape.

STACK [FIFO | LIFO]
Specifies that VM:Tape is to stack the volser and data set name (if specified) for the tape in the program stack
upon completion of the mount. The format of the data is * volser dsn . VM:Tape can stack the data in first in, first
out (FIFO) or last in, first out (LIFO) order. This option is not valid when you use CP SMSG to issue the MOUNT
command.

[LOCation location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT type]
Specifies a group of drives from which to select the drive on which to mount the tape, or specifies a particular
drive. For more information about authorizations for these options, see "LOCation location Option" in Common
Command Options.

fieldname value
Specifies a value for the indicated site-defined field for this tape. Your system administrator determines what fields
are defined and the values that they can contain, and can restrict your ability to change this field.

PRIOrity number
Assigns a priority to the mount request on the device wait queue. Top priority is 0; the lowest is
99. VM:Tape places your request immediately behind other requests of equal or higher priority. Ask your system
administrator which priorities you are authorized to assign.

[QUEue | NOQUEue]
Specifies whether to place the mount request on a device wait queue (QUEUE) or cancel the request
(NOQUEUE) if no drives are immediately available. If you use the QUEUE option, you can use the PRIORITY
number option to assign a priority to the mount request on the queue.

[REAd | WRIte | NORIng | RIng]
Specifies whether VM:Tape is to mount the tape in read-only mode (READ or NORING) or in write mode (WRITE
or RING). READ is the default for all mounts of saved tapes and specific scratch tapes. WRITE is the default for
all general scratch tape mounts

[SETup | NOSETup]
Specifies whether the tape being mounted requires Setup facility processing. If you specify
SETUP, VM:Tape sends a setup request to the remote setup operator and does not generate a mount request
until that operator releases the tape. If you specify NOSETUP, VM:Tape processes the mount request as soon as
possible.
Your system administrator sets the default for this option. If your system administrator has configured VM:Tape so
that all tape mounts go through setup processing, VM:Tape ignores these options.

[WAit | NOWAit]
Indicates whether the mount request is to complete when the VM:Tape service virtual machine receives the
mount request (NOWAIT). Alternatively, the mount request does not complete until the requested tape is mounted
and VM:Tape attaches the drive to your virtual machine (WAIT). Your system administrator sets the default for
this option.Note: If you use the WAIT option, VM:Tape issues a TAPE MODESET command with the appropriate
density. If you do not use the WAIT option, VM:Tape selects a tape drive that can support the requested tape;
issue the TAPE MODESET command to set the density.

Virtual Address Restrictions

You cannot attach devices with different shared/non-shared protocols to the same virtual control unit (VCU). However, you
can circumvent this restriction by adding the VCUNOSHR option to your directory.

Devices are on the same virtual control unit if their virtual addresses begin with the same first two digits. For example,
devices that are attached at virtual addresses 181 and 182 are on the same virtual control unit.
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Support for VM:Secure SYSTEM Rules

If your site interfaces with VM:Secure, you can add support for VM:Secure SYSTEM rules. These rules help to protect
tape data that are created in a non-VM:Tape environment. By using VM:Secure SYSTEM rules, you enable VM:Secure to
perform the CAN command processing .

Examples

Mount a Saved Tape 

To mount tape X12345 at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape mount x12345 181

To mount the tape with the most recent generation of the data set SOME.TRUE.DATA at virtual address 181, enter the
following command:

vmtape mount * 181 dsn some true data(0)

To mount the tape with the generation of data set SOME.TRUE.DATA that is two generations before the most recently
created generation at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape mount * 181 dsn some true data(-2)

Regain Ownership of a Tape that was Inadvertently Scratched 

Tape SYS001 contains information that you need, but it expired yesterday and was scratched. No other user has yet taken
the tape. When you identify a specific scratch tape to mount, VM:Tape makes you the owner of that tape. VM:Tape also
mounts the tape in read-only mode, which means that the data it contains is protected. To regain ownership of scratch
tape SYS001, enter the following command:

vmtape mount sys001 181

Mount a Scratch Tape 

To mount a scratch tape at virtual address 181 and create the data set name PROD.SETA for the tape, enter the following
command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 dsn prod seta

To create a new generation of data set SOME.FAKE.DATA for a scratch tape, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 dsn some fake data(+1)

To create the new generation of data set SOME.FAKE.DATA for a scratch tape but have VM:Tape prompt you for the data
set name, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 dsn ? (+1)

 VM:Tape responds as follows:

ENTER DSNAME:

Enter the following command:

some.fake.data
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Mount a Scratch Tape to Use Once 

To mount a scratch tape at virtual address 181 and indicate that VM:Tape is to return the tape to the scratch pool when it
is detached, enter the following command:

vmtape mount 181 (work

 Mount a Tape Belonging To Another User ID 

You want to mount the tape that includes data set name ADMIN.DATA in read-only mode at virtual address 181. The tape
belongs to user ID CIRCE. Enter the following command:

vmtape mount * 181 dsn admin data ownedby circe read

You want to mount tape X10001 in write mode at virtual address 181. The tape does not belong to you, but you have
ANYTAPE authorization. Enter the following command:

vmtape mount x10001 181 (anytape write

Mount a Foreign Tape 

You want to mount a tape that you have received from another site at virtual address 181. You want the MOUNT
command to complete when the VM:Tape virtual machine receives the mount request. This way, the operation of your
console is not  suspended during the mount. Enter the following command:

vmtape mount csa123 181 (foreign nowait

 Mounting a Bin Tape 

To mount the tape in bin BN0001, enter the following command:

vmtape mount bn0001 (nowait

 Specify Density, Media Type, and Recording Format 

To mount a scratch tape on a tape drive with IDRC installed and enabled, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (den xf

To mount a scratch tape on a tape drive that can write at 38K density and a 36-track recording format, enter the following
command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (den e

Direct Mounts to Specific Tape Drives

To mount a scratch tape on a tape drive in the ACS ARM, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (location acs001

To mount a scratch tape on a manual drive outside all ARM units, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (location nonarm

Your site has two data centers, both of which have groups of tape drives. The group at the main data center is called
PRIMARY and the group at the other data center is called SECONDARY. To direct a scratch tape mount to a tape drive in
the PRIMARY group, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (name primary
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To direct a scratch tape mount to a tape drive in the SECONDARY group, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (name secondary

Specify Expiration Dates

To tell VM:Tape to keep 30 cycles of the primary data set on tape VOL001, enter the following command:

vmtape mount vol001 181 cycle 30

To expire tape VOL002 90 days after it is last used, enter the following command:

vmtape mount vol002 181 ldate 90

To keep tape VOL003 permanently, enter the following command:

vmtape mount vol003 181 perm

Specify Label Processing

To specify ASCII label processing for a scratch tape you are mounting, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch dsn ascii data (label al nowait

QREPLY Command
To list any messages that are waiting for a reply, use the QREPLY command. This command also lists the ID numbers of
any existing replies.

QREPLY

To reply to any outstanding messages, use the REPLY command.

Example

A user issues a MOUNT command.

vmtape mount ca8123 ( write

The operator enters the following command:

vmtape qreply

VM:Tape responds as follows:

ReplyId  Message

      1  VMTLAB0072R Specify VOLSER of LIBRARY tape on drive '0601'

              Valid replies: <anything>

Another possible QREPLY result follows, this time when the type of tape needs to be confirmed:
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QUERY Command
Use the QUERY command to display information about:

• Pending mount and allocation requests
• TMC type and format
• Locations and tape drives
• VM:Tape product release
• Tape ownership

The syntax of the QUERY command (and therefore the information you can display) varies depending on whether you are
a user or an operator.

Contents

Command Syntax

[Authorization: NONE]

The syntax for this command follows for users:

QUERY [Requests | Library | LOCation [location]]  [(STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows for users:

Requests
Displays the status of your mount requests.

Library
Displays whether the TMC is CMS or OS.

LOCation [location]
Displays the status, including entry and exit status, of the indicated location. For more information about values for
location, see "LOCation location Option" in Common Command Options.
If you do not specify location or if you enter an asterisk for location, VM:Tape lists the locations that are defined to
your system and displays their statuses.

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]
Tells VM:Tape to place the query output in your program stack in first in, first out (FIFO) or last in, first out (LIFO)
order. This option is not valid when you use CP SMSG to issue the QUERY command.

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows for operators:

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

QUERY {"Parms"} [( STACK [FIFO | LIFO]] 

 

Parms:

  Allocate [userid]   

| Mounts [userid]   

| Queues [userid]   

| Requests [userid]   
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| Drivelist vaddr userid [location] 

| Library  

| LOCation [location]   

| raddr [location]   

| Tapes [location]   

| VERSION  

| VOLUME volser [DETAILS]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows for operators:

Allocate
Displays all pending tape drive allocation requests.

Mounts
Displays all pending mount requests.

Queues
Displays all pending allocation and mount requests.

Requests
Displays all pending allocation, setup, pulled, automatic scratch selection, and mount requests.

userid
Limits the display to requests for the specified user ID.

Drivelist vaddr userid [location]
Displays the eligible drive list for the mount request that   the specified mount virtual address (vaddr) and user ID
(userid) identify. This parameter also displays the status of each drive. Statuses are as follows:
ATCHPEND

An asynchronous CP ATTACH command has been issued to attach the drive to a user ID, but the drive
has not yet been attached.

ATTACHED
The drive is attached to a user ID

DRAINED
The drive has been drained and is unavailable to VM:Tape

EXEMPT
VM:Tape cannot use the drive for this mount

FREE
The drive is available to VM:Tape

MOUNTING
VM:Tape is waiting for the operator or robot to mount a tape

OFFL/DRN
The drive is both offline to the system and drained to VM:Tape

OFFLINE
The drive is offline to the system

RESERVE
A user has reserved the drive

SYSTEM
CP is using the drive
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TAPEDSE
VM:Tape is performing a data security erase (DSE), which was requested through USREXIT5
By default, VM:Tape displays the eligible drives at the default location that is defined by your system
administrator. You can use location to display the eligible drives at the specified location instead. For more
information about values for location, see " LOCation location Option " in Common Command Options.

Library
Displays whether the TMC is CMS or OS.

LOCation [location ]
Displays the status, including entry and exit status, of the indicated location. For more information about values for
location, see " LOCation location Option " in Common Command Options.
If you do not specify location or if you enter an asterisk for location, VM:Tape lists all locations that are defined to
your system and displays their status.

raddr [location]
Displays the status of the tape drive at real address raddr. For more information about statuses, see Drivelist
parameter.
If you specify location, VM:Tape displays location information for the tape drive. For more information about
values for location, see " LOCation location Option " in Common Command Options.

Tapes [location | *]
Displays information about all tape drives defined to your system.
If you do not specify location, the display includes the real device address, device type, device description, and
status. If the tape drive is in use, the status information also includes the user ID to which the drive is attached,
the volser of the tape that is mounted on the drive, and the virtual address of the drive.
Specify a location or an asterisk to display detailed location information in addition to device information. The
display includes the real device address, device type, whether it is a manual device or a specific robot type, the
device LOCATION name, the device group name (or * if there is no group name), and the status. This display
does not include any specific attachment information when a tape drive is in use.
If you specify a specific location, VM:Tape limits the display to information about tape drives from the specified
location. If you enter an asterisk for location, VM:Tape provides this information for all locations.
Note: For more information about values for location, see "LOCation location Option" in Common Command
Options.

VERSION
Displays VM:Tape product release information. This information includes the product name and release level, the
Gen level, and the Service Pack level.

VOLUME volser [DETAILS]
Displays tape ownership information for the specified tape. This parameter displays the volser, the manager, and
the owner of the tape. If the tape is under ARM control, the location is also displayed.
If DETAILS is specified additional information is displayed:

• TMC Status (SAVED/SCRATCH/DELETED)
• Scratch pool name
• Catalog DEN and TRTCH values, density name, and media type
• If the tape has been marked out-of-area, catalog values for OUTCODE and OUTDATE is displayed.
• If the tape is in under ARM control, then location and either RMS category (for RMS controlled tapes) or STK

silo status (for ACS controlled tapes) is returned too.

[STACK [FIFO | LIFO]]
Tells VM:Tape to place the query output in your program stack in first in, first out (FIFO) or last in, first out (LIFO)
order. This option is not valid when you use CP SMSG to issue the QUERY command.
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Examples

Query Requests - User

• To display the status of your mount requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query requests

VM:Tape responds as follows:

USR060   181   SCRATCH   MOUNTING   DEV=481  36 TRACK EXF

• To use the output from a QUERY REQUESTS command in an EXEC, the output must be placed in the program stack
in last in, first out order. Enter the stack lifo option as follows:

vmtape query requests (stack lifo

Query Requests - Operator

• To list all pending allocation requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query allocate

VM:Tape responds as follows:

WAITING FOR A 36TRACK ENH DRIVE FOR PETER 181 SCRATCH

• To display all pending mount requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query mounts

VM:Tape responds as follows:

MOUNT SCRATCH (SL) TAPE ON 300, RING IN, FOR PD0101 181

MOUNT SCRATCH (SL) TAPE ON 310, NO RING, FOR USR001 184 

• To display all pending requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query requests

VM:Tape responds as follows:

USR001   182  X20001    Waiting    POS=001 PRI=5 36 Track ENH

USR511   181  X10022    Waiting    POS=002 PRI=20 18 Track XF

USR060   181  Scratch   Mounting   DEV=481 36 Track EXF

USR050   181  X00456    Mounting   DEV=482 36 Track EXF

Query Tape Drives

• To display the status of the tape drive at real address 300, enter the following command

vmtape query 300

VM:Tape responds as follows:
300 3490E 36TRK,38K/XF 1600/6250  ATTACHED PD0101 181 READY

• To display the eligible drive list for the mount for user USR001 at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape query drivelis usr100 181

VM:Tape responds as follows:
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720   3480  18trl,38K/XF   OFFL/DRN

721   3480  18trk,38K/XF   DRAINED

DA0   3480  18trk,38K/XF   OFFL/DRN

DA1   3480  18trk,38K      DRAINED

DA2   3480  18trk,38K      ATTACHED   VMBSKT 310 READY

DA3   3480  18trk,38K      ATTACHED   VMTCS6P 310 READY

• To display status information for all tape drives, enter the following command:

vmtape query tapes

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VMTQRY0191I 0600 3490E    36trk,38K/XF     FREE

VMTQRY0191I 0601 3490E    36trk,38K/XF     FREE

VMTQRY0191I 0602 3490E    36trk,38K/XF     FREE

VMTQRY0191I 0603 3490E    36trk,38K/XF     FREE

VMTQRY0191I 078B 3590E    256trk,EHPTB/C   NODEVICE

VMTQRY0191I 0E00 3490E    36trk,38K/XF     ACS000/LSM002

VMTQRY0191I 0E70 3480     18trk,38K/XF0    ATTACHED       VMESAH   018 READY

• To display status and location information for tape drives in location ACS000, enter the following command:

vmtape query tapes acs000

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VMTQRY0191I 3300 3590  HSC     ACS000/LSM000  SILO    Mounting

VMTQRY0191I 3301 3590  HSC     ACS000/LSM000  SILO    Free

VMTQRY0191I 3302 3590  HSC     ACS000/LSM001  SILO    Free

VMTQRY0191I 3303 3590  HSC     ACS000/LSM001  SILO    Attached

• To display status and location information for tape drives in all locations, enter the following command:

vmtape query tapes *

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VMTQRY0191I 0600 3490E    Manual   NONARM            *        FREE

VMTQRY0191I 0601 3490E    Manual   NONARM            *        FREE

VMTQRY0191I 0602 3490E    Manual   NONARM            *        FREE

VMTQRY0191I 0603 3490E    Manual   NONARM            *        FREE

VMTQRY0191I 0E00 3490E    RMS      SS1_ATL           *        FREE

VMTQRY0191I 3100 3590     Manual   NONARM            MAGSTAR  NODEVICE

VMTQRY0191I 3300 3590     HSC      ACS000/LSM000     SILO     MOUNTING

VMTQRY0191I 3301 3590     HSC      ACS000/LSM000     SILO     FREE

VMTQRY0191I 3301 3590     HSC      ACS000/LSM000     SILO     ATTACHED

Query Locations

To display status information about all locations, enter the following command:

vmtape query location

VM:Tape responds as follows:
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NONARM

ACS001   HSC      EJECT=UP   ENTER=UP

ACS000   HSC      EJECT=UP   ENTER=UP

Query Product Release Information

To display product release information for your VM:Tape system, enter the following command:

vmtape query version

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VM:TAPE 1.8  G0406 SP01

Query TMC Type and Format

To display the type and format of the TMC your system is using, enter the following command:

vmtape query library

VM:Tape returns one of the following responses to indicate the TMC format of the TMC. If the TMC is a CMS Library TMC:

CMS type 5

If the TMC is a CA 1 OS Library TMC, old or EXTEND format:

OS TYPE 5

Query Tape Ownership

To display the manager, owner, and location for tape XYZ001, enter the following command:

vmtape query volume xyz001

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ VMTAPE JOE

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ IS IN LOCATION ATL1

If the tape is a deleted tape, VM:Tape displays the following error message:

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ IS IN DELETE STATUS

If the tape is a scratch tape, VM:Tape displays the following error message:

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ IS A scratch-pool SCRATCH TAPE

If the tape is not in the TMC, VM:Tape displays the following error message:
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VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ NOT FOUND IN THE VOLUME LIBRARY

To display detailed information about a tape XYZ001, enter the following command:

VMTAPE  QUERY VOLUME xyz001 DETAILS 

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VMTQRY0119I Volume 'XYZ001'  VMTAPE JOE. 

VMTQRY0957I TMC details: Status=SAVED Pool=SCRATCH0 DEN=E7 TRTCH=E0 Density=EXF Media=CART. 

VMTQRY0958I TMC details: OUTCODE=GONE OUTDATE=2010/161.

VMTQRY0958I RMS details: Category=VOLSPECIFIC Location=ATL1

REFRESH Command
Use the REFRESH command to perform one of the following functions:

• Refresh volume status information
• Synchronize ARM catalogs with the TMC
• Refresh the VM:Tape scratch pool definitions and assignment rules.

Use the REFRESH POINTER (NOSYNC version of this command under these conditions:

• The TMC and tapes are shared with other tape management systems, such as other VM:Tape service virtual machines
or CA 1

• You scratched tapes using the CA 1 TMSCLEAN utility (OS system) and you have a procedure in place on OS/390 to
synchronize the ARM from OS/390

Use the REFRESH POINTER version of this command under these conditions:

• There has been a substantial amount of enter or exit tape activity with a robot.
• You have changed the TMC using VMTBUILD to add or remove tapes.

When you run the REFRESH command, it automatically notifies any ARM that you are using of ARM tapes that have
been scratched, either by the SCRATCH command or the TMSCLEAN utility. The ARM then updates its catalog with the
new tape statuses. (Normally the SCRATCH command automatically notifies the ARM when it scratches tapes. However,
if the ARM was unavailable when the SCRATCH command was running, the REFRESH command is run to notify the
ARM about the change of status for those tapes.)

Refresh scratch pool definitions and assignment rules each time you define a new scratch pool or change the definition of
an existing scratch pool.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

NOTE
For more information about the pointer file and the pick list files, and on scratch pool definitions and assignment
rules, see Administrators.

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

REFRESH [POINTER [(NOSYNC] | POOL]
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Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

[POINTER [(NOSYNC]]
Specifies that VM:Tape is to refresh volume status information and synchronize the locations of tapes in a
supported ARM device with the TMC. Synchronizing ARM tape locations with the TMC can take a while to
complete. Specify the NOSYNC option if you do not want to synchronize ARM tape locations.

[POOL]
Specifies that VM:Tape is to refresh the scratch pool definitions and assignment rules.

Examples
To refresh the VM:Tape volume status information, enter the following command:

vmtape refresh pointer

VM:Tape responds as follows:

TOTAL VOLUMES=574, VM:TAPE VOLUMES=116, NONVMTAP VOLUMES=56, OTHER SAVED VOLUMES=212

THERE ARE 86 SCRATCH AND 104 DELETED TAPES

REJECT Command
If the Autopick facility is active and VM:Tape has selected a scratch tape that you cannot locate or mount to satisfy a
request, use the REJECT command. This command makes VM:Tape select a different scratch tape.

VM:Tape keeps track of the number of times you reject a given tape. If your system administrator has defined a threshold
for the number of times you can reject a tape and that threshold is exceeded, VM:Tape advises the system administrator
that the tape may be lost or damaged and does not select the tape again.

You can only reject tapes for which there is an outstanding mount request.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

REJECT volser [PERM]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

• volser
Specifies the volser of the scratch tape to reject.

• PERM
Tells VM:Tape to reject the specified tape and not select it again, even if the number of rejections is below the site-
defined rejection threshold.
Use the PERM parameter if you are sure that the tape will not become available again. PERM helps you avoid
repeated requests for a tape that you know is unavailable.

Examples
VM:Tape has just selected a damaged tape, tape XT0003, to satisfy a mount request. To reject the requested
tape and make VM:Tape select another tape, enter the following command:
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vmtape reject xt0003

The rejection threshold for your site is five rejections. Tape BKP005 is damaged but has only been rejected
once. To make VM:Tape reject tape BKP005 and not select it again, enter the following command:

vmtape reject bkp005 perm

REPLY Command
When a user asks VM:Tape to mount a tape, VM:Tape sometimes prompts the operator for information. Use the REPLY
command to respond to these prompts.

Read mount prompts require a single reply. To protect against entry errors, write mount prompts require two replies.
Certain types of tape mount prompts, such as those for foreign tape mounts, require that you respond with the volser of
the tape.

To display all pending messages that require an operator response, use the QREPLY Command.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

Because VM:Tape handles requests from multiple users, each of its prompts includes a reply number.

To respond to pending prompts, use the following syntax:

Reply number information

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows for responding to pending prompts:

number information
Specify the reply number of the prompt to respond to and provide the information requested by VM:Tape.

Examples
To display all pending prompts that require an operator reply, enter the following command:

vmtape qreply

VM:Tape responds as follows:

ReplyId  Message

      1  VMTLAB0072R Specify VOLSER of SCRATCH tape on drive '310'

              Valid replies: <anything>

      2  VMTLAB0072R Specify VOLSER of FOREIGN tape on drive '110'; 

              Valid replies: <anything>

      3  VMTLAB0072R Specify VOLSER of SCRATCH TAPE on drive '210'; 

              Valid replies: <anything>

Provide the volser requested by the first prompt by entering:

vmtape reply 1 x10002

VM:Tape responds as follows:

RESPECIFY VOLSER OF SCRATCH TAPE ON DRIVE 310; 

REPLY 1
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Enter the following volser again:

vmtape reply 1 x10002

VM:Tape responds as follows:

USR001 181 X10002 MOUNT COMPLETED

RESUME Command
Use the RESUME command to resume access to the VM:Tape database after a SUSPEND command has temporarily
halted access.

If possible, run the RESUME command from the same user ID that ran the SUSPEND command. If you cannot do so, run
RESUME with the FORCE option.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

RESUME [FORCE]

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

[FORCE]
Terminates a SUSPEND command that another user ID has entered. Use this option only when you cannot run
the RESUME command from the same user ID that ran the SUSPEND command.

RMS Command
Use the RMS command to control and display information about the interface between VM:Tape and the IBM Tape Library
Data Server. VM:Tape communicates with the Removable Media Services (RMS) component of DFSMS/VM.

The first time VM:Tape finds that the RMS interface is defined, VM:Tape initializes with the interface halted. Start the
interface using the RMS command. VM:Tape checkpoints the status of the RMS interface and uses the checkpointed
status for subsequent initializations.

The interface typically does not require operator attention, even when the RMS is reinitialized. However, if a problem
occurs with the RMS that prevents it from responding to requests from VM:Tape, you can halt the interface using the
RMS command. If you halt the interface, pending mount requests wait until the RMS is available again. VM:Tape directs
subsequent mount requests to non-ARM drives. If you want to redirect pending mount requests, use the CHANGE
command. If you want to make Tape Library Data Server drives available for use as non-ARM drives while the interface is
halted, use the DISARM command.

If you do not halt the interface, pending and subsequent mount requests wait until the RMS is available again.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows: 
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RMS {HALT | START | QUERY}

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

HALT
Halts the interface

START
Starts the interface

QUERY
Displays the current status of the interface processes (such as mount requests) that are waiting to use the
interface

Possible statuses for the interface are as follows:

• STARTED
VM:Tape has established a connection to the RMS.

• HALTED
The interface between VM:Tape and the RMS has been halted.

Examples
To start the RMS interface, enter the following command:

vmtape rms start

VM:Tape responds as follows:

THE RMS INTERFACE IS READY FOR USE.

The RMS is not responding to mount requests. To display the status of the interface between VM:Tape and the
RMS, enter the following command:

vmtape rms query

VM:Tape responds as follows:

RMS INTERFACE IS HALTED.

THERE ARE 3 PROCESSES WAITING.

SCRATCH Command
Use the SCRATCH command to scratch eligible tapes on CMS systems.

Eligible tapes are tapes that have expired or that expire today. The SCRATCH command sets the status of these tapes to
SCRATCH in the TMC.

If the first tape in a multivolume sequence is eligible to be scratched, the SCRATCH command scratches all of the tapes in
the sequence. All tapes in a multivolume sequence have the same expiration date.

When the SCRATCH command scratches tapes in an ARM, the command notifies the ARM. The ARM then updates its
catalog with the new tape statuses. If the ARM is unavailable when you run the SCRATCH command, use the REFRESH
command when the ARM becomes available. The REFRESH command notifies the ARM of new tape statuses.

NOTE
The SCRATCH command will not scratch an expired tape whose OUTCODE field is set or a tape that has been
deleted.
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NOTE
To scratch tapes on OS systems, use the CA 1 TMSCLEAN utility. Then use the VM:Tape REFRESH command
to update the pointer and pick list files and to synchronize the ARM catalog with the TMC.

[Authorization: TAPELIBR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

SCRATCH [grace] [( Disk [filemode] | [PRint |NOPrint]] 

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

grace
For cycle-controlled tapes, specifies the number of days to wait before scratching eligible tapes. By default, there
is no grace period; VM:Tape scratches tapes as soon as they become eligible.

DIsk [filemode]
Specifies that VM:Tape is to store copies of the TMC volume records for tapes that are eligible to be scratched in
a file before scratching the tapes. The file is called SCRATCH LIST. You may want to create this file so you can
run a Generalized Report Writer (GRW) report against it.
By default, VM:Tape creates the SCRATCH LIST file on the minidisk accessed at filemode A1; you can specify
another filemode. If the SCRATCH LIST file already exists on the minidisk, VM:Tape appends the records to the
existing file.
Important! Do not use the DISK option if you are running the SCRATCH command from the VM:Tape service
virtual machine. If you do, VM:Tape scratches the tapes but does not create the SCRATCH LIST file, and the
SCRATCH command does not complete. For more information about creating a GRW report, see Administrators.

[PRint | NOPrint]
Specifies whether VM:Tape is to create a file that lists the tapes that have been scratched and send it to the
printer at the completion of the SCRATCH command. The file is called SCRATCH REPORT. If you specify PRINT,
VM:Tape creates the file. If you specify NOPRINT, VM:Tape does not create the file.
Important! If you run the SCRATCH command with the PRINT option from the VM:Tape service virtual machine,
the scratch listing is included in the VM:Tape print log, making the listing extremely difficult to use.

Standard Output

VM:Tape always displays the following information at the completion of the SCRATCH command:

THERE WERE 9 VOLUMES SCRATCHED

6 WERE DUE TO NORMAL EXPIRATION

2 WERE DUE TO CYCLE CONTROL

1 WERE DUE TO LAST USE CONTROL

Normal expiration means the expiration date for the tape was either specified explicitly (EXPDT option) or calculated
based on a retention period from date of creation (RETPD option). Last use control means the expiration date was
calculated based on retention period from the last date on which the tape was mounted (LDATE option).

If you specified a grace period for cycle-controlled tapes on the SCRATCH command, the following line also displays:

2 CYCLE CONTROL VOLUMES SET TO EXPIRE IN 6 DAYS
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Sample SCRATCH REPORT

When you use the default PRINT option on the SCRATCH command, VM:Tape sends a report similar to the following to
the printer.

SCRATCH REPORT for 2002/317 CA VM:Tape (R) 2010, CA Page 1

VOLSER      OWNER       LABEL       TRK/DEN     ARM

ESY005      ESY         SL          36/EXF      N/A

ESY006      ESY         SL          36/EXF      N/A

SYS001      VMTESY      SL          18/38K      YES

SYS002      VMTESY      SL          18/38K      YES

SYS003      VMTESY      SL          18/38K      YES

SYS004      VMTESY      SL          18/38K      N/A

SYS005      VMTESY      SL          18/38K      N/A

SYS006      VMTESY      SL          18/38K      OK

For each tape that was scratched, the report lists the volser, owner, label type, recording format/density, and ARM status.
ARM statuses are as follows:

ARM status: Yes
The tape is under ARM control and the ARM has been notified that the tape has been scratched.

ARM status: No
The ARM interface is unavailable or not connected, or the ARM gave an error when VM:Tape tried to inform the
ARM that the tape has been scratched.

ARM status: N/A
The tape is not an ARM tape.

ARM status: OK
The tape is already in scratch status in the ARM catalog.

SDC Command
Use the Shared Disk Command (SDC) to display and clear read and write locks on the minidisks that contain the VM:Tape
TMC and the VM:Tape Audit file.

This command is useful when two or more VM:Tape systems share the TMC and Audit file. The command is valid only for
CMS systems running with the Shared Disk Facility.

Multiple read locks can exist simultaneously. Only one write lock can exist at a time. However, because each system sets
its own lock record before it determines whether any other locks are set, this command can show more than one write lock
as outstanding.

Each VM:Tape service virtual machine clears its own locks during initialization. If you cannot restart your VM:Tape service
virtual machine, run this command from another system to clear your system locks.

If you cannot initialize any of the VM:Tape systems because of an outstanding lock, see VMTSDF Utility in
the Administrators. This page provides information about clearing the lock.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

SDC {DISPLAY volser [sysname] | UNLOCK volser sysname}
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Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

DISPLAY volser [sysname]
Shows the locks on the minidisk that is identified by volser. Use sysname to show only locks set by a
specific system. The variable sysname is the unique name that is associated with the system by your system
administrator.

UNLOCK volser sysname
Clears the locks that were set by the named system on the minidisk that is identified by volser.

Examples
To display locks on the TMC minidisk VMT1B0, enter the following command:

vmtape sdc display vmt1b0

VM:Tape responds as follows:

GOLD   WRITING   04/03/99   08:48:27

To clear the lock on the TMC minidisk, enter the following command:

vmtape sdc unlock vmt1b0 gold

VM:Tape responds as follows:

WRITING LOCK CLEARED ON VMT1B0 FOR GOLD

To display locks on the Audit file minidisk VMT1D0, enter the following command:

vmtape sdc display vmt1d0

VM:Tape responds as follows:

DISK VMT1D0 NOT LOCKED BY ANY SYS

SET Command
Use the SET command to set the default tape drive location for scratch mount and allocation requests. You can also use
the command to specify alternative locations in case tape drives from the default location are not available.

VM:Tape tries to select tape drives from the locations in the order they are listed on this command. That is, VM:Tape first
tries to select a tape drive from the first (default) location that is listed, then the second location that is listed, then the
third, and so on.

NOTE
VM:Tape checkpoints location ordering.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

SET LOCations location1 [locationn]...

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:
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LOCations location1 [locationn]
...
Specifies the default location. You can also specify alternative locations in the order you want VM:Tape to select
them. VM:Tape places the locations that you specify at the top of the list and moves any subsequent locations
down.
The locations that you specify must exist but do not have to be active. For more information about the values for
location, see "LOCation location Option" in Common Command Options.

Examples
To specify the ACS000 location as the default location, the ACS001 location as the first alternative, and a non-
ARM location is the second alternative, enter the following command:

vmtape set location acs000 acs001 nonarm

SETUP Command
Use the SETUP command to control the status of the Setup facility and pending setup requests.

When the Setup facility is not active, VM:Tape immediately allocates an available drive when it receives a mount request.
During the time that it takes to locate and mount the requested tape, the drive is unavailable for use.

When the Setup facility is active, VM:Tape converts tape mount requests into setup requests and routes them to a tape
setup operator for handling. All non-scratch and specific scratch mounts go through setup processing. VM:Tape does not
allocate a drive for a mount request until the tape setup operator has located the tape and instructed VM:Tape to convert
the setup request back into a normal mount request.

You can use the Setup facility if the Autopick facility is active.

NOTE
For more information, see Setup Facility in the Administrators section.

[Authorization: SETUPOPR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

SETUP  {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  START 

| STOP 

| Query [ALL | Pulled | Waiting] [( "Query Options"]

| CANcel volser1 [volsern]... [(BATCH name]

| PULled volser1 [volsern]... [(BATCH name]

| RELease [volser1 [volser

n]... [(BATCH name]}

 

Query Options:

[BATCH name]

[DISK | TYPE | [LIFO | FIFO]] 

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:
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START
Starts the Setup facility.

STOP
Stops the Setup facility.

Query [ALL | Pulled | Waiting] [BATCH name]
Displays the status of setup requests, as follows:
ALL

Shows requests with pulled or waiting status
Pulled

Shows requests with pulled status
Waiting

Shows requests with waiting status (that is, tapes that have not been pulled or released)
You can use the BATCH name option to limit the query to a specified group of tapes.

[DISK | TYPE | LIFO | FIFO]
Specifies the destinations for the query output, as follows:
DISK

SETUP VMTAPE A1 file
TYPE

Your terminal
LIFO

Program stack in last in, first out order
FIFO

Program stack in first in, first out order
The format of the output placed in the program stack is * volser status, where status is PULLED or
WAITING.

NOTE
You cannot use DISK, LIFO, or FIFO from the VM:Tape console or with the CP SMSG command.

CANcel [volser1 volser2 ... volsern] [BATCH name]
Cancels the setup request for the specified tapes. You can specify an asterisk for volser to specify all tapes. If the
request was for a saved tape, VM:Tape cancels the mount request. If the request was for a scratch tape, VM:Tape
continues to select new scratch tapes until you cancel the mount request.
You can use the BATCH name option to identify a group of tapes whose setup requests that you want to cancel.
When you use the BATCH option you cannot list individual volsers.

PULled volser1 [volser2 ... volsern] [BATCH name]
Indicates that the specified tapes are available. The mount does not proceed until the SETUP RELEASE
command frees the requests. You can specify an asterisk for volser to specify all tapes.
Use the BATCH name option to group the specified tapes into a batch that you can later query, cancel, or release.

RELease [volser1 volser2 ... volsern] [BATCH name]
Indicates that the specified tapes are available and tells VM:Tape to convert the setup requests back into a normal
mount request. You can specify an asterisk for volser to specify all tapes.
You can use the BATCH name option to identify a group of tapes whose setup requests you want to release.
When you use the BATCH option you cannot list individual volsers.

Examples
To make the Setup facility active, enter the following command:

vmtape setup start
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VM:Tape responds as follows:

VM:TAPE SETUP FACILITY ENABLED

To query all pending setup requests, enter the following command:

vmtape setup query all

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00001 HAS BEEN PULLED

VOLUME N00002 IS WAITING FOR SETUP

VOLUME T03043 IS WAITING FOR SETUP

To pull tapes N00002 and T03043, and group them in batch CART1, enter the following command:

vmtape setup pull n00002 t03043 (batch cart1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00002 HAS BEEN PULLED

VOLUME T03043 HAS BEEN PULLED

To query all pending setup requests in batch CART1, enter the following command:

vmtape setup query (batch cart1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00002 HAS BEEN PULLED

VOLUME T03043 HAS BEEN PULLED

THERE ARE NO VOLUMES PENDING SETUP

To release all pending setup requests from batch CART1, enter the following command:

vmtape setup release (batch cart1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00002 HAS BEEN RELEASED

VOLUME T03043 HAS BEEN RELEASED

To stop the Setup facility, enter the following command:

vmtape setup stop

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VM:TAPE SETUP FACILITY DISABLED

STAM DO Command
Use the STAM DO command to display the current setting of STAM options on the local system.

By default, the STAM settings are specified in the STAM parameter file. However, the STAM SETP command may have
been used to override some of those defaults temporarily.

NOTE
For more information about the STAM facility, see the Administrators section.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]
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Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

STAM DO

Examples
To display the current setting of STAM options on the local system, enter the following command:

vmtape stam do

VM:Tape responds as follows:

CYCLE=10, NLIMIT=1, DLIMIT=3, DUCOUNT=1.

VARYSYS=GOLD, DEVSTAT=UCB, TRACE=NO.

DURLSE=NO, RELUNLD=NO.

STAM DU Command
Use the STAM DU command to display the status of tape drives allocated to systems in the STAM complex.

NOTE
For more information about the STAM facility, see the Administrators section.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

STAM DU name {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  number 

| AVL [sysid] 

| MTP [sysid]

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

name
Specifies the drives whose status to display. VM:Tape draws the display from the list of drives in the STAM
parameter file. The variable name specifies the global name of one of the drives that are listed in the file; VM:Tape
displays the status of that drive and all subsequent drives on the list. You can use an asterisk for name to start the
display with the first drive listed in the file.

{number | AVL [sysid] | MTP [sysid]}
Limits the display of drive statuses that are specified by name.The variable number limits the status display to that
number of drives, beginning with the first drive specified by name. The variable numberlimits the status display to
that number of drives, beginning with the first drive specified by name.
VM:Tape draws the value for number from the STAM parameter file unless a STAM SETP DUCOUNT command
has temporarily overridden the value.
AVL limits the status display to those drives whose status indicates that they are available to be allocated.
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MTP limits the status display to those drives whose status indicates that they have been allocated and are waiting
for a tape to be mounted.
By default, the status display includes the specified drives for all systems in the STAM complex. Use sysid with
AVL or MTP to limit further the display to show the specified drives for one system only. The variable sysid is the
STAM ID of the system. (The STAM parameter file or a STAM SETP DURLSE command can specify that the
display does not include systems whose tape drives have been released.)

Examples
To display the status of the first ten drives for all systems, enter the following command:

vmtape stam du * 10

VM:Tape responds with a table of drive statuses, where the column headers are the system names and the
row headers are the tape drives. User IDs to which drives have been attached are listed in an additional
column:

     BLUE     GOLD

480  A,ON     ON       USER2

481  ON       ON,D

482  OFF      A,ON,D   USER1

483  OFF      OFF

484  OFF,D    OFF

485  N/A      N/A*     VMTAPE

486  A,MTP    ON

487  ON       ON

488  OFF*     OFF*,D

The possible statuses of tape drives allocated to systems in the STAM complex are as follows:

Status of tape drive Description

A Drive has been allocated.

ON Drive is logically online.

OFF Drive is logically offline.

D Drive is dedicated to the system under which it is listed.

N/A Drive is not available through STAM.

MTP Drive has been allocated and is waiting for a tape
mount.

* Status of drive will change due to a pending action.

STAM RELEASE Command
Use the STAM RELEASE command to make tape drives that have been allocated to one system in the STAM complex
available for allocation to any system in the complex.

We suggest using this command when a system has abended and will not be restarted for a long time.

NOTE
  For more information about the STAM facility, see the  Administrators  section.

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:
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STAM RELEASE sysid  [CLEAR]

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

sysid [CLEAR]
Identifies the system whose allocated tape drives you are releasing. If sysid has a lock on the STAM control file,
the CLEAR parameter clears that lock.

Examples
To release drives that are allocated to system GOLD and clear GOLD's lock on the STAM control file, enter the
following command:

vmtape stam release gold clear

STAM SETP Command
Use the STAM SETP command to change Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) options that are specified in the
STAM parameter file. The changes are temporary.

The changes remain in effect until VM:Tape is next initialized.

NOTE

 For more information about the STAM facility, see Administrators.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

STAM SETP {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  CYCLE frequency

| DUCOUNT number

| DURLSE [YES | NO]

| VARYSYS sysid

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

CYCLE frequency
Specifies how frequently, in number of seconds, STAM is to examine the status of tape drives on the local system
and update the STAM control file to reflect any status changes. The default for frequency is 10 seconds.

DUCOUNT number
Specifies the default number of tape drives whose status the STAM DU command is to display. The default for
number is 1.

DURLSE [YES | NO]
Specifies whether the display generated by the STAM DU command to show the status of tape drives is to include
systems whose tape drives have been released by the STAM RELEASE command.
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VARYSYS sysid
Specifies the default system ID for the STAM VARY command and for the DRAIN and START commands if STAM
is active.

Examples
To specify the default number of tape drives whose status the STAM DU command is to display, enter the
following command:

vmtape stam setp ducount 8

To check that the change has been made, enter the following command:

vmtape stam du

VM:Tape responds as follows:

       BLUE     GOLD

480    N/A      N/A

481    N/A      N/A

482    A,N/A*   N/A   VMBACKUP

483    N/A      N/A

484    A,N/A*   N/A   PORKY

485    A,N/A*   N/A   VMBACKUP

486    A,N/A*   N/A   VMBACKUP

487    A,N/A*   N/A   VMBACKUP

STAM START Command
Use the STAM START command to start the STAM facility on the local system.

NOTE

 For more information, see STAM facility in the Administrators section.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:.

STAM START

Examples
To start the STAM facility on the local system, enter the following command:

vmtape stam start

STAM STOPALL Command
NOTE

 For more information, see STAM facility in the  Administrators  section.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]
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Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

STAM STOPALL

Example
To stop the STAM facility on all systems in the STAM complex and drain all drives on those systems, enter the
following command:

vmtape stam stopall

STAM STOP Command
Use the STAM STOP command to stop the STAM facility and drain all drives on the local system.

NOTE

 For more information, see STAM facility in the  Administrators  section.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

STAM STOP 

Example
To stop the STAM facility on the local system and drain its drives, enter the following command:

vmtape stam stop

STAM VARY Command
Use the STAM VARY command to change the status of tape drives in the STAM complex.

NOTE
For more information, see STAM Facility in the  Administrators  section.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

STAM VARY names {"Parms"} [sysid | ALL]

 

Parms:

  ONLINE 

| OFFLINE 

| AVL 

| NOTAVL 

| DED 
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| NOTDED

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

names
Lists the global names of the tape drives whose status to change. You can specify global names using one of the
following formats:
name

Specifies: One drive
(name1 name2 ... namen)

Specifies: Multiple non-contiguous drives (parentheses required)
name1-namen

Specifies: All drives in a range of contiguous drives
You can specify an asterisk for names to vary the status of all drives on the indicated system or systems.

[ONLINE | OFFLINE | AVL | NOTAVL | DED | NOTDED]
Specifies the new status for the specified drives, as follows:
ONLINE

Makes drives available for allocation.
OFFLINE

Makes drives unavailable for allocation.
AVL

Makes drives whose status is NOTAVL available for allocation.
NOTAVL

Makes drives unavailable for allocation. Specify the AVL status on the START or STAM VARY command
to make the drive available again.

DED
Dedicates drives to sysid (Makes them available for allocation to that system only).

NOTDED
Removes drives from dedicated status on sysid. Makes the drives available to all systems in the STAM
complex.

[sysid | ALL]
Specifies whether the status change is to apply to the specified drives on one system only (sysid) or on all
systems in the STAM complex (ALL).
The variable sysid is the STAM ID of the system. The default for sysid is specified in the STAM parameter file
unless a STAM SETP VARYSYS command has temporarily overridden the default.

Examples
Tape drive 481 needs to be serviced. To make the drive offline to system BLUE, enter the following command:

vmtape stam vary 481 offline blue

To make drive 481 available to all systems once servicing has completed, enter the following command:

vmtape stam vary 481 online all

To dedicate drive 480 to system GOLD, enter the following command:

vmtape stam vary 480 ded gold
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To remove drive 480 from dedicated status and make it available to all systems in the STAM complex, enter
the following command:

vmtape stam vary 480 notded all

START Command
Use the START command to make a tape drive available to VM:Tape after the tape was made unavailable by a DRAIN or
STAM VARY command.

NOTE
For information about the STAM facility, see the Administrators  section.

The syntax for the START command varies depending on whether STAM is active.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Contents

When STAM Is Not Active

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows when STAM is not active:

Start {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  raddrs 

| LOCation location

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

raddrs | LOCation location
Lists the real addresses or location of the tape drives to start.
You can specify real addresses using one of the following formats:

• Format: raddr
Specifies : One real address

• Format: raddr1 raddr2 ... raddrn
Specifies: Multiple, non-contiguous real addresses

You can specify an asterisk for raddrs to start all configured drives on the indicated system or systems.
Note: For more information about the values for location, see "LOCation location Option" in Common
Command Options.

When STAM Is Active

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows when STAM is active:
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Start [AVL | DEDI | NOTDED] {raddrs | LOCation location} {[ON] | sysid | ALL}

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

[AVL | DEDI | NOTDED]
Specifies a new status for the specified drives, as follows:

• AVL
Makes drives whose status is NOTAVL available for allocation

• DEDI
Dedicates drives to sysid (that is, makes them available for allocation only to that system)

• NOTDED
Removes drives from dedicated status on sysid and makes them available to all systems in the STAM complex
If the status of a tape drive is NOTAVL, specifying the AVL status is the only way to make the drive available
again.

raddrs | LOCation location
Lists the real addresses (raddrs) or location of the tape drives to start.
You can specify real addresses using one of the following formats:
raddr

Specifies: One real address
raddr1 raddr2 ... raddrn

Specifies: Multiple, non-contiguous real addresses
name1 name2 ... namen

Specifies: Multiple global names for tape drives
raddr1-raddrn

Specifies: All real addresses in a range of contiguous real addresses
To start all configured drives on the indicated system or systems, specify an asterisk for raddrs.
Note: For more information about the values for location, see "LOCation location Option" in Common
Command Options.

{[ON] sysid | ALL}
Specifies whether to start the specified drives on one system only (sysid) or on all systems in the STAM complex
(ALL).
The variable sysid is the STAM ID of the system. The default for sysid is specified in the STAM parameter file. A
STAM SETP VARYSYS command can temporarily override this default.

Examples

To make the tape drive at real address 300 available to VM:Tape, enter the following command:

vmtape start 300

To make the tape drives at real addresses 480, 481, 482, 483 available to VM:Tape when STAM is not active, enter the
following command:

vmtape start 480 481 482 483

To make tape drives with real addresses in the range 480 through 483 available to VM:Tape when STAM is active, enter
the following command:
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vmtape start 480-483

To start all tape drives, enter the following command:

vmtape start *

To make all tape drives (real addresses 300 through 303) in location ACS000 available to VM:Tape, enter the following
command:

vmtape start location acs000

STAM has been configured for your system, and you have made the tape drive at real address 481 unavailable on all
systems using the NOTAVL status on the STAM VARY or the DRAIN command. To make tape drive 481 available to those
systems, enter the following command:

vmtape start avl 481 on all

SUSPEND Command
Use the SUSPEND command to halt temporarily access to the VM:Tape database. This database consists of the TMC
and the Audit file.

Many VM:Tape commands require access to the database. If you enter one of these commands while access is
suspended, the command executes as far as possible, then waits until access is resumed. Commands that do not require
access to the database (RESUME, END, ALLOCATE, CANCEL, CMS, DRAIN, REPLY, START, and QUERY except
QUERY VOLUME) complete as usual. All pending mounts and allocations are maintained until access is resumed.

The most typical reason for suspending database access is so that you can back up the TMC. You can also use it to
prevent updates from occurring while you are running a report.

Use the RESUME command to resume access to the database.

NOTE
For more information about the TMC and the Audit files, see the  Administrators  section.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

This command takes no operands. Enter SUSPEND .

TAPEINIT Command
Use the TAPEINIT command to prepare tapes for use.

NOTE
You cannot issue the TAPEINIT command from a user ID running VM:Operator.

All tapes that are specified on this command must already be defined in the TMC and must be marked as DELETED or
SCRATCH. If VM:Tape cannot initialize one of the tapes, it issues a message and it skips to the next tape.

By default, VM:Tape mounts and labels the tape according to the default specified on the DEFLABEL configuration record.
If you only want to update information in the TMC, specify the CATONLY option.

[Authorizations: TAPELIBR, BLPUSE, and ANYTAPE]
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Contents

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows:

TAPEINIT {SCRATCH | PRODUCT} tapes [( "Options"]      

 

Options:

[CATonly]

[DENsity name]

[NEW]

[DSN dsname] 

[EXPDT date] 

[USER userid]

NOTE
The options DSN, EXPDT, and USER are valid only for PRODUCT Tapes.

Parameter Description

A description of each parameter follows:

• tapes
Specifies the tapes to initialize. You can specify tapes using one of the following formats:
– volser

Specifies one tape
– volser1 volser2 ... volsern

Specifies multiple, non-contiguous tapes
– SERIES volser1 number

Specifies a series of tapes, beginning with the specified volser and continuing for the specified number of
contiguous tapes

– POOL name
All tapes that are defined in the specified VM:Tape scratch pool

• SCRATCH tapes
Tells VM:Tape to set the status of the specified tapes to SCRATCH. Writes a standard VOL1 label on the tapes (unless
CATONLY is specified).

• PRODUCT tapes [USER userid] [EXPDT date] [DSN dsname]
Tells VM:Tape to change the status of the specified tapes to SAVED and assign an owner and an expiration date to the
specified tapes. VM:Tape does not mount or label the specified tapes.

USER userid
By default, VM:Tape makes MAINT the owner of the tapes. You can use USER userid to specify a different owner.

EXPDT date
Also by default, VM:Tape makes the expiration date of the tapes PERM. You can use EXPDT date to specify a
different expiration date. For more information about these options, see "Setting Expiration Dates for Tapes" in
Common Command Options.

DSN dsname
DSN dsname specifies the primary data set name for the tapes. If you do not specify this option or you specify a
question mark for dsname, VM:Tape prompts you for the data set name. For more information about entering data
set names, see "Setting Expiration Dates for Tapes" in Common Command Options.

• CATonly
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Indicates that VM:Tape is only to update the TMC for the specified tapes. By default, VM:Tape mounts the tapes and
writes VOL1 labels.

• DENsity name
Specifies a density name that indicates the density, media type, and recording format to use for the tapes. For more
information about the values for name, see "Specifying Tape Density, Media Type, and Recording Format" in Common
Command Options.

• NEW
Identifies the specified tapes as new (that is, never used). This option tells VM:Tape not to read the tapes because it
would receive a permanent I/O error causing the tape to be demounted.

Examples

Set the Status of a Tape to SCRATCH

To set the status of tape VMT001 to SCRATCH in the TMC without mounting the tape, enter the following command:

vmtape tapeinit scratch vmt001 (catonly

Prepare a Tape for Use by a Software Product

To save tape VMT102 as a software product tape, enter the following command:

vmtape tapeinit product vmt102

VM:Tape responds as follows:

PROCESSING VOLUME VMT102

ENTER DSNAME FOR VOLUME VMT102:

Enter the following data set name:

software.version.2

TCPLISTN Command
Use the TCPLISTN command to start TCP/IP services after a TCP/IP failure. If the TCPLISTN record is defined in
the VMTAPE CONFIG file, TCP/IP services are initialized during startup. VM:Tape typically handles common TCP/IP
problems such as restarting after a network outage automatically. If it does not handle the TCP/IP problem, use the
TCPLISTN command to start TCP/IP services again. This command obviates the need to restart VM:Tape.

[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

This command has no operands. Enter TCPLISTN .

TMSRINIT Command
The TMSRINIT command is used to trigger TMSXTEND processing. TMSXTEND processing is recognized automatically
when tape processing activity results in a VM:Tape update to the TMC and AUDIT files. However, consider issuing
TMSRINIT manually on idle systems to avoid unnecessary delays.
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[Authorization: OPERATOR]

Command Syntax

This command has no operands. Enter TMSRINIT .

NOTE
Note: For more information about running, setting up, and configuring  TMSXTEND, see the CA 1
documentation. Log in as a CA 1 customer to view the information pertaining to TMSXTEND.

VMTBIN Command
Use the VMTBIN command to list the volsers in the internal labels of tapes in the Bin system.

[Authorization: NONE]

Command Syntax

The syntax for this command follows: 

VMTBIN LIST [binnumber] [ownerid]  [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[DISK | PRINT | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TYPE]

[USERID userid]

Parameter Descriptions

A description of each parameter follows:

LIST [binnumber] [ownerid]
Specifies the bin tapes to list. By default, VM:Tape lists all of your bin tapes. You can use binnumber to have
VM:Tape list the volser of the tape in a specific bin.[Authorization: ANYUSER]
You can use ownerid to have VM:Tape list bin tapes that belong to another user ID.

[DISK | PRINT | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TYPE]
Specifies the destination for the output from this command, as follows:
DISK

CMS disk file named BIN XREF A1
PRINT

Your virtual printer
STACK [LIFO | FIFO]

Program stack, where it is placed in last in, first out (LIFO) or first in, first out (FIFO) order.
TYPE

Your terminal
If you are using CP SMSG , the only valid output destination is TYPE.

USERID userid
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine on which to run this command. The default for userid
is VMTAPE.

Examples
To display the volser in the internal label for the tape in bin BN0001, enter the following command:
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vmtape vmtbin list bn0001

VM:Tape responds with the following bin number followed by the internal volser:

BN0001 KLN001

Tape Mount Processing
The following procedure describes how VM:Tape processes tape mounts.

1. You issue the MOUNT command.
2. VM:Tape verifies that you are authorized to use the specified options and to access the requested tape.
3. If VM:Tape determines that no tape drives of the correct type are available, it notifies the operator and it waits for the

correct type of tape drive to become available. If the correct type of tape drive is available, VM:Tape attaches the drive
to itself.

4. VM:Tape asks the operator to mount the tape that is specified on the MOUNT command.
5. The operator sets up the tape so that you can write to it or only read it, as indicated on the mount request, then mounts

the tape on the tape drive.
6. If the mount request specified a non-labeled or foreign tape, or specified that VM:Tape is to bypass label processing,

VM:Tape prompts the operator to provide the volser on the tape’s external label. (For write mounts, the operator must
enter the volser twice.) Otherwise, VM:Tape reads the internal label and verifies the volser automatically.

7. VM:Tape verifies that the mounted tape is the correct tape and that the tape has been set up appropriately (that is, the
tape has been write-enabled or not write-enabled). VM:Tape then updates the TMC and the Audit file to show that the
tape has been mounted.

8. VM:Tape attaches the tape drive to the requesting user ID. You now have control of the drive and can position the tape
to the desired location.

9. VM:Tape sends mount completion messages to both you and the operator. The messages indicate the volser of the
tape and the tape drive on which it is mounted.

10. VM:Tape adds the tape to the pointer file and removes the tape from the picklist file.
11. When you are finished with the tape drive, you enter the CP DETACH command to detach the drive.

NOTE

See also Typical Mount Scenario in Getting Started.

OS Simulation
If you want to read or write multivolume data sets that were created on either VM or MVS, use CMS OS simulation. IBM's
OS Simulation Standard Label Tape Processing Exits enable you to use a tape management system such as VM:Tape
with OS simulation.

CMS provides two OS Simulation Standard Label Tape Processing Exits, the DMSTVI exit and the DMSTVS exit. DMSTVI
supersedes DMSTVS and offers more features.

DMSTVI automatically generates a mount request for the first tape in the multivolume sequence that is based on
information you supply on CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands. Also, DMSTVI supports the SYSPARM parameter
on the FILEDEF command. This parameter allows you to specify VM:Tape MOUNT command options for the tape mounts
that occur during the OS simulation. DMSTVS does not support the SYSPARM parameter. Therefore, manually pre-mount
the first tape in the multivolume sequence using the VM:Tape MOUNT command.

When reading a tape in a multivolume sequence, the exit and VM:Tape use chaining information in the TMC to mount
subsequent tapes in the sequence when VM:Tape reaches the end of each tape. If you are creating a data set, VM:Tape
keeps mounting scratch tapes until the data set is complete. VM:Tape then records the chaining information in the TMC.
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This section contains information about using the DMSTVI and DMSTVS exits. This section also contains information
about the SYSPARM parameter on the FILEDEF command and on the SLMOUNT EXEC. Use this parameter to pre-
mount tapes when using the DMSTVS exit.

NOTE
You cannot use OS simulation to work with tapes that are in the Bin system. For more information about OS
simulation and the CMS command reference for your system for information about CMS commands, see the
CMS User's Guide.

General Information
This section provides necessary information for using either the DMSTVI or DMSTVS exit.

NOTE
If you use DMSTVS instead of DMSTVI, issue SET TVICALL OFF before starting the tape application. For more
information, see the SET TVICALL and QUERY TVICALL commands in the IBM CMS Command Reference for
your version of z/VM.

Specifying Data Set Names

NOTE
When running OS simulation tape applications that mount tapes using an IBM 3494 through the tape application
RMS interface, issue SET TAPECSL OFF before starting VM:Tape. Doing so helps prevent CMS from interfering
with VM:Tape 3494 tape processing. For more information, see the SET TAPECSL and QUERY TAPECSL
commands in the IBM CMS Command Reference for your version of VM.

When you specify data set names during OS simulation, include periods between the qualifiers; you cannot use blanks.
CMS accepts blanks in a data set name, but VM:Tape converts blanks to periods. If you were to use blanks between
qualifiers, the data set name CMS would write to the internal label and the data set name VM:Tape would record in the
TMC would not match.

If you create a tape to read later under MVS, adhere to z/OS conventions for data set names. Each data set name
qualifier must begin with an alphabetic character (A-Z) or a national character ($, #, @). The data set name can contain
no more than eight characters. The data set name cannot include underscores ( _ ).

When VM:Tape mounts a tape in write mode, it sets the data set name in the TMC to ***I/O ERROR***. When CMS
successfully closes the file, VM:Tape updates the TMC with the correct data set name, as specified on the FID parameter
on the LABELDEF command. If the ***I/O ERROR*** data set name remains after your job completes, an error might
have occurred while the tape was being written that prevented the file from being properly closed. Check your tape and
the procedures that created the tape to determine what the problem is.

Select data set names carefully and do not change them once the tape has been created. For example, do not use
the VM:Tape CATALOG command to change the data set name that is stored in the TMC for a tape that is used in OS
simulation. The CATALOG command does not update the internal label of the tape. When the LABELDEF command
validates the internal tape label, CMS sends the following message when you try to read from the tape or write to the tape:

DMSTML434E TAP1(181) INPUT LABEL ERROR IN FIELD FILEID, FILE ddname

This message usually means that the internal tape label does not match the data set name that is stored in the VM:Tape
TMC and, consequently, the fileid (FID) specified on the LABELDEF command.

Appending Records to a Data Set

The DISP MOD option on the FILEDEF command lets you append records to the end of an existing data set on tape.
When you use this option, CMS does not support multivolume processing. Therefore, before you run a program that uses
this option, ensure that all the records that you want to append fit on the first tape that VM:Tape mounts.
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Testing OS Simulation EXECs Using CMS Sparse Files

Test your OS simulation EXECs to ensure that they can write across multiple tapes. Do so by creating large sparse files
and writing them to tape. Sparse files are large, but occupy little actual disk space. Create them as follows:

/* This exec creates a large file */

address ‘COMMAND'

‘ERASE LARGE FILE A'

‘EXECIO 1 DISKW LARGE FILE A 1000000 F 80 ( FINIS STRING End'

exit RC

The file that is created contains one million records, but easily fits on even the smallest CMS disk. By simply altering the
number of records in the sparse file, you can change the number of tapes that are required to hold it.

If, during testing, you want to read a tape that is created using sparse files, but you do not have enough disk space,
change your output FILEDEF command as follows:

filedef ddname dummy

This command discards all the information that is read from the tape while allowing the reading of the tape to continue.
Thus, this command allows you to see, during testing, that each tape was mounted and read, without actually creating the
file on disk. Once your testing is complete, you can change the FILEDEF command to specify the proper value.

DMSTVI Exit
This section contains sample EXECs set up using DMSTVI with REXX. The CMS program MOVEFILE is used in the
EXECs to read and write data sets and files, but you can use any program that invokes OS simulation macros.

With DMSTVI, you can use the SYSPARM parameter on the CMS FILEDEF command to pass VM:Tape options to
VM:Tape. This section describes the SYSPARM parameter and provides examples of interactive OS simulation that use
SYSPARM. Many of the EXEC examples use SYSPARM too.

Ensure that the DMSTVI exit is installed at your site by entering the following command:

filedef test tap1 sl ( sysparm ( )

If you receive the following error message, DMSTVI is not installed:

DMSFLD003E INVALID OPTION: SYSPARM   RC=24

Contact your system administrator about installing DMSTVI. If DMSTVI is not available, consider trying to use the
DMSTVS exit.

SYSPARM Parameter
Use the SYSPARM parameter on the CMS FILEDEF command to specify VM:Tape options for tape mounts that occur
during OS simulation.

 [Authorization: NONE] 

You can use this parameter only with the DMSTVI exit. The VM:Tape service virtual machine must be running.
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The VM:Tape options you can use on this command vary depending on whether you are mounting a saved tape or a
scratch tape.

Command Syntax

The CMS FILEDEF command has the following syntax:

FILEDEF ddname TAPn [SL [n]]  ( SYSPARM vmtape_options

CA VM:Tape options for mounting saved tapes:

[ANYTAPE]

[FOREIGN]

[OWNedby userid]

CA VM:Tape options for mounting scratch tapes:

[DEN densityname | [mediatype] [recordformat]] 

POOL poolname

[SAVEFOR userid | SAVE | WORK ]

STACK [LIFO | FIFO]

General CA VM:Tape options:

[CYCLE number | EXPdt date | LDATE days | PERM | RETpd days]

GDG number

[LOCATION location | NAME groupname | RDEV raddr | UNIT type]

fieldname value

PRIOrity number

[QUEue | NOQUEue]

[REAd | WRIte]

[SETup | NOSETup]

Parameter Description
SYSPARM options

Specifies the VM:Tape options for the tape mount. When you specify the options, you can either specify them
explicitly or have CMS prompt you for them.
You can specify a total of 130 characters, including spaces. You can specify options explicitly if each option
includes only one character string (for example, QUEUE or ANYTAPE). You must have CMS prompt you for
options if any option includes multiple character strings. To have CMS prompt you, specify a question mark for
options on the command.
The options for SYSPARM are identical to the options for the MOUNT command. For information about these
options, see  MOUNT Command and Common Command Options.

Writing Data Sets to Tape
The example EXECs in this section show how to write the following data sets to tape:

• A primary data set
• A new generation of a data set
• A secondary data set

Whenever you read or write data sets to tape, specify the sequence number of the data set on the tape on both the CMS
FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands. CMS and VM:Tape require the sequence number to mount and position the tape
correctly. If you specify a different file sequence number on the SL parameter of the FILEDEF command from the one you
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specify on the FSEQ parameter on the LABELDEF command, the number on the SL parameter supersedes the number
on the FSEQ parameter.

Writing the Primary Data Set to Tape

This EXEC reads the file TEST FILE from your A disk and writes it as a generation of the data set name TEST.DATA.SET
on scratch tapes. The EXEC uses the sequence number to specify that the new data set is to be the primary data set on
the tapes.

The EXEC passes the retention period for the tape to VM:Tape through the SYSPARM parameter on the FILEDEF
command. The EXEC uses the sequence number to specify that the data set is to be the first on the tape. After the data
set is written, the EXEC detaches the tape drive on which the tape was mounted.

NOTE
The terms data set name (DSN) and fileid (FID) are synonymous.

'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK TEST FILE A'             /* Test File A is the file

                                                 on your A disk to read */

queue 'RETPD 100m GDG +1'                     /* RETPD 100 sets the tape  

                                                 retention period.

                                                 GDG +1 makes the data set

                                                 a generation in a GDG */

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL 1 (SYSPARM (?)'      /* '1' is sequence number

                                                 of data set on tape */

queue 'TEST.DATA.SET'                         -- Data set to write file to

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE FID ? VOLID SCRATCH FSEQ 1' /* '1' is sequence number

                                                 of data set on tape */

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

Writing a Secondary Data Set to Tape

This EXEC reads the file TEST FILE from your A disk and writes it as another generation of the data set name
TEST.DATA.SET on the tapes that are used in the last example. The EXEC uses the sequence number to specify that the
new data set is to be the second data set on the tapes.

The EXEC uses the VM:Tape LIST command to obtain the volser of the first tape in the multivolume sequence. The EXEC
specifies on the LIST command that you want the tapes that contain the most recent generation of the primary data set.
The EXEC then checks for a return code to ensure that the command completed successfully.

'VMTAPE LIST DSN TEST.DATA.SET (0) (SHORT STACK FIFO'

                                          /* '0' specifies the most recent

                                             generation of primary data set */

if RC <> 0 then exit RC

pull title_line

pull volser.                              /* 'volser' of tape that contains

                                             most recent generation of

                                             TEST.DATA.SET */

'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK TEST FILE A'         /* Test File A is the file 

                                             on your A disk to read */

queue 'GDG +1'                            /* GDG +1 makes the data set a

                                             generation in a GDG */

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL 2 (SYSPARM (?)'  /* '2' is sequence number of

                                             data set on tape */

queue 'TEST.DATA.SET'                     -- Data set to write file to
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queue volser

queue ''

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE FID ? VOLID ? FSEQ 2'   /* '2' is sequence number of

                                             data set on tape */

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'      

To write other secondary data sets, specify the data set name for each new data set. Also specify the sequence number of
the data set on the tape.

Reading Data Sets from Tape
The example EXECs in this section show how to read from tape the primary and secondary data sets created in previous
examples.

Contents

Reading the Primary Data Set from Tape

This EXEC reads the most recent generation of the primary data set TEST.DATA.SET from the tapes and writes it to
the file FILE ONE on your A disk. VM:Tape determines which tapes to mount based on the data set name and the file
sequence number of the data set on the tape.

queue 'GDG 0'                           Generation of data set to read (most recent)

'FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 SL 1 ( SYSPARM(?)'  Numeral 1 is sequence number of data set on tape

queue 'TEST.DATA.SET'                   Data set to read

'LABELDEF INMOVE FID ? FSEQ 1'          FSEQ 1 is sequence number of data set on tape

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK FILE ONE A'

 

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

 

Reading a Secondary Data Set from Tape

This EXEC reads the secondary data set TEST.DATA.SET from the tape and writes it to the file FILE TWO on your A disk.
As with the primary data set, VM:Tape determines which tapes to mount based on the data set name and file sequence
number of the data set on the tape.

'FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 SL 2'             Numeral 2 is sequence number of data set on tape

queue 'TEST.DATA.SET'                  Data set to read

'LABELDEF INMOVE FID ? FSEQ 2'         FSEQ 2 is sequence number of data set on tape

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK FILE TWO A'

 

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

 

Reading Tapes Owned by Others

If you do not own the tape you want to read, see Mounting Another User ID’s Tapes. This section lists the information
you must specify (for example, volser, data set name) to mount a tape that belongs to another user ID. You must specify
volser or data set information about the LABELDEF on the SYSPARM parameter of the FILEDEF command.
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Unless you have ANYTAPE authorization, you cannot write a new file to a tape you do not own. If you need to write to a
tape that belongs to another user, the VM:Tape tape librarian or another authorized user must first make you the owner of
the tape.

This EXEC reads the data set RESEARCH.DEPARTMENT.DATA from tape and writes it to the file RESEARCH DATA on
your A disk. The EXEC prompts for the volser of the required tape.

say 'What is the volume serial number of the tape?'

pull volser

 

'FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 SL 1 ( SYSPARM(?)

queue 'RESEARCH.DEPARTMENT.DATA'

'LABELDEF INMOVE FID ? FSEQ 1 VOLID' volser

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK RESEARCH DATA A'

 

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

 

Writing and Reading Foreign Tapes

Foreign tapes are those not defined in the VM:Tape TMC or those explicitly identified as foreign by the FOREIGN option
on the SYSPARM parameter. You can read or write foreign tapes using OS simulation.

When you use foreign tapes during OS simulation, you must explicitly identify the tapes VM:Tape is to mount. If you are
writing a data set to foreign tapes, you must specify enough volsers to hold the entire data set. If you are reading from
foreign tapes, you must specify the volsers in the order in which VM:Tape is to mount them.

Writing a Data Set to Foreign Tapes

This EXEC reads the file LARGE FILE from your A disk and writes it as the primary data set called VERY.LARGE.FILE to
the foreign tapes whose volsers are specified on the LABELDEF command. The EXEC specifies three volsers -- enough
to hold the entire data set.

'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK LARGE FILE A'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL 1 (SYSPARM (FOREIGN)'  Identifies tape as foreign

 

queue 'VERY.LARGE.FILE'

queue 'ABC001 ABC002 ABC003'                    Volsers of foreign tapes

queue ''                                        Indicates end of volser list

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE FID ? VOLID ? FSEQ 1'

 

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

 

Reading the Primary Data Set from Foreign Tapes

This EXEC reads the primary data set called VERY.LARGE.FILE that was written to the foreign tapes in the previous
example and writes it to the file BIG FILE on your A disk. The EXEC lists the volsers of the tapes in the order in which
VM:Tape is to mount them.

'FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 SL 1 (SYSPARM( FOREIGN )'  Identifies tapes as foreign
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queue 'VERY.LARGE.FILE'

queue 'ABC001 ABC002 ABC003'                    Volsers of foreign tapes

'LABELDEF INMOVE FID ? VOLID ? FSEQ 1'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK BIG FILE A'

 

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

 

Writing or Reading Tapes Without a Data Set Name

You need not provide a data set name for every data set you write to tape. However, if you do not provide a data set name
for a tape, other users will not be able to mount the tape unless they have ANYTAPE authorization.

Writing to Tape Without a Data Set Name

This EXEC reads the file SMALL FILE from your A disk and writes it as the primary data set on a scratch tape.

'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK SMALL FILE A'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL1'

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE VOLID SCRATCH FSEQ 1'

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

Reading a Tape Without a Data Set Name

This EXEC reads the primary data set on the tape and writes it to the file TINY FILE on your A disk. Because there is no
data set name, the EXEC prompts for the volser of the tape.

say 'What volume do you wish to read?'

pull volser.

'FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 SL1'

'LABELDEF INMOVE VOLID 'volser' FSEQ 1'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK TINY FILE A'

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

Alternating Drives

When mounting tapes in a multivolume sequence, you may want to designate an alternate tape drive in addition to the
primary tape drive. When VM:Tape reaches the end of the tape on the primary drive it will mount the next tape in the
sequence on the specified alternate drive.

The ALT option of the FILEDEF command lets you designate an alternate tape drive for VM:Tape to use. Using an
alternate drive can decrease the amount of time required to run a job, because processing switches between the primary
and alternate drive until VM:Tape reaches the end of the data set it is reading or writing. You do not have to wait for an
operator to rewind and unload the primary tape before continuing with the next tape.

Writing a Data Set to Tape Using an Alternate Tape Drive

This EXEC reads the file BIG FILE from your A disk and writes it as the primary data set LARGE.ALT.FILE on a scratch
tape. Because the file is large, the EXEC identifies an alternate drive to speed processing.
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'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK BIG FILE A'

 

queue 'RETPD 10 DEN 38K'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL 1 (ALTTAP2 SYSPARM (?)'     TAP1 is primary tape drive

                                                     ALTTAP2 is alternate tape drive

queue 'LARGE.ALT.FILE'

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE FID ? VOLID SCRATCH FSEQ 1'

 

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

 

Writing a File to Disk Using an Alternate Tape Drive

This EXEC reads the data set LARGE.ALT.FILE from tape and writes it to the file ALT FILE on your A disk. Again, the
EXEC identifies an alternate drive to speed processing.

'FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 SL 1 (ALTTAP2)'    TAP1 is primary tape drive

                                        ALTTAP2 is alternate tape drive

queue 'LARGE.ALT.FILE'

'LABELDEF INMOVE FID ? FSEQ 1'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK ALT FILE A'

 

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

Examples of Interactive OS Simulation Using SYSPARM
This page contains several examples of using SYSPARM.

Mount a Scratch Cartridge

You want to mount a scratch 3480 cartridge, write file TEST DATA A to the tape, and save the tape for 10 days.

1. Enter the following command:

filedef inmove disk test data a

2. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

filedef outmove tap1 sl (den 38K sysparm (?))

3. CMS prompts you for a VM:Tape option:

ENTER SYSPARM:

4. Enter the following command:

retpd 10  stack fifo

CMS responds as follows:

BEGINNING VMTTVI SYSPARM PROCESSING.

READY;

5. Enter the following command:
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movefile

CMS responds as follows:

VOLUME TAP001 READY ON 181 (483) R/W SL

(VM:Tape chose scratch tape TAP001 because you did not specify the VOLID parameter on the CMS FILEDEF
command.)

Mount a Scratch Tape

You want to mount a scratch tape and set its expiration date to October 10, 2065.

1. Enter the following command:

filedef inmove disk profile exec

2. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

filedef outmove tap1 sl 1 (sysparm (?))

3. When CMS prompts you for a VM:Tape option, enter the following command:

expdt 2065/283

CMS responds as follows:

BEGINNING VMTTVI SYSPARM PROCESSING.

READY;

Mount The Most Current Data Set

You want to mount the most current generation of data set BILLING.DATA for input and write the data to the minidisk file
BILLING DATA T.

1. Enter the following command:

filedef inmove tap1 sl (sysparm (?))

2. When CMS prompts you for a VM:Tape option, enter the following command:

gdg 0

CMS responds as follows:

BEGINNING VMTTVI SYSPARM PROCESSING.

READY;

3. Enter the following command:

labeldef inmove fid ?

CMS responds as follows:

ENTER DATA SET NAME:

4. Enter the following command:

billing.data

5. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:
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filedef outmove disk billing data t

6. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

movefile

CMS responds with the following command:

VOLUME TAP006 READY ON 181 (480) R/O SL

Create a New Generation of Data Set

You want to create a new generation (generation 5) of data set BILLING.DATA on a new tape, and you want CMS to write
the generation number in the tape label.

1. Enter the following command:

filedef inmove disk sept99 data c

2. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

filedef outmove tap1 sl (sysparm (?))

3. When CMS prompts you for a VM:Tape option, enter the following option:

gdg +1

CMS responds as follows:

BEGINNING VMTTVI SYSPARM PROCESSING.

READY;

4. Enter the following command:

labeldef outmove fid ? volid scratch genn 5

CMS responds as follows:

ENTER DATA SET NAME:

5. Enter the following data set name:

billing.data

6. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

movefile

CMS responds as follows:

VOLUME TAP005 READY ON 181 (484) R/W SL

Copy a Tape to a Scratch Cartridge

You want to copy tape TAP010 to a scratch 3480 cartridge and specify the data set name TAP010.COPY for the new tape.

1. Enter the following command:

filedef inmove tap1 sl volid tap010

2. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:
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filedef outmove tap2 sl (den 38k

3. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

labeldef outmove volid scratch fid ?

CMS responds as follows:

ENTER DATA SET NAME:

4. Enter the following data set name:

tap010.copy

5. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

movefile

CMS responds as follows:

VOLUME TAP010 READY ON (481) R/W SL

VOLUME TAP011 READY ON (485) R/W SL

Create a Tape And Cancel Mount Request If Device Is Not Available

You want to execute the ACCTRECV program, which uses the minidisk file ACCOUNT INFO A to create a tape with a
data set name of COMPANY.ACCOUNTS.RECEIVA.BLE. The program writes the output to a scratch tape on device 480.
You want to cancel the tape mount request if device 480 is not available for immediate use, and you want to assign a
value of HIGH to the site-defined field SECURITY.

1. Enter the following command:

filedef inmove disk account info a

2. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:

filedef outmove tap1 sl (sysparm (?))

3. When CMS prompts you for a VM:Tape option, enter the following command:

security high rdev 480 noqueue

CMS responds as follows:

BEGINNING VMTTVI SYSPARM PROCESSING.

READY;

4. Enter the following command:

labeldef outmove fid ? volid scratch

CMS responds as follows:

ENTER DATA SET NAME:

5. Enter the following data set name:

company.accounts.receiva.ble

6. When CMS responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command:
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acctrecv

CMS responds as follows:

VOLUME TAP002 READY ON 181 (480) R/W SL

VM:Tape mounted the tape on real device address 480 but attached it at virtual address 181. CMS writes a data set
identifier of COMPANY.ACCOUNTS.RECEIVA.BLE in the tape label.

Writing Generation Data Sets

To write a generation of a data set, specify the GDG option on the SYSPARM parameter of the FILEDEF command. If
you also want to write the generation number in the tape's internal label, specify the GENN and GENV parameters on
the LABELDEF command. You must specify the GDG option on the SYSPARM parameter when you use the GENN and
GENV parameters on the FILEDEF command. If you do not, VM:Tape sends an error message.

If you specify these parameters when you create a tape, you must specify the same parameters when you try to read the
tape.

Writing the Expiration Date

To write an expiration date on a tape's internal label during OS simulation, specify the EXDTE parameter on the
LABELDEF command. To keep the internal label consistent with the VM:Tape TMC, specify the same date on the EXPDT
option on the SYSPARM parameter.

Increasing Performance by Increasing Input and Output File Blocksize

You can greatly increase the performance of your programs that read and write tapes if you specify a larger blocksize for
the input and output files. When you use a larger blocksize, fewer I/O requests are necessary, and it is possible to write
more information to each tape.

This EXEC specifies a blocksize of 4000 for the input and output files.

'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK FIRST FILE A ( RECFM FB LRECL 80 BLKSIZE  4000  '

queue 'RETPD 100'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL 1 ( RECFM FB LRECL 80 BLKSIZE  4000  SYSPARM (?)'

queue  'FIRST.DATA.SET'

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE FID ? VOLID SCRATCH FSEQ 1'

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

exit RC

DMSTVS Exit
This page contains example EXECs set up using DMSTVS with REXX. The CMS program MOVEFILE is used in the
EXECs to read and write data sets and files, but you can use any program that invokes OS simulation macros.

With DMSTVS, you must pre-mount the first tape that you are going to use in the simulation. You can pre-mount the tape
using the VM:Tape MOUNT command. DMSTVS can pass the data set name and the APASS, RPASS, WPASS, EXPDT,
and RETPD options on the MOUNT command to all tapes for read/write mounts. However, any other options you specify
on the MOUNT command affect only the first tape mounted.

You can also pre-mount the first tape using the VM:Tape SLMOUNT EXEC. The SLMOUNT EXEC also runs the CMS
FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands for you using information that you supply.
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If a read/write mount of any tape in the sequence other than the first tape fails, your application is notified and your
program regains control. However, if such a mount fails in read-only mode, your application is presented with a premature
end-of-file, which you may be unable to detect.

 Contents 

  

Checking Whether You Can Use DMSTVS

VM:Tape creates the DMSTVS exit as you enter the VM:Tape MOUNT command. VM:Tape loads the VMTTVS MODULE
exit into storage and names it DMSTVS. To determine whether VMTTVS MODULE exists, enter the following command:

listfile vmttvs module *

If VMTTVS MODULE exists, issue the following command:

listfile dmstvi module *

If you receive the following error message, you can use DMSTVS:

DMSLST002E FILE NOT FOUND. RC=28

Note: If file DMSTVI MODULE is found, VM:Tape uses the DMSTVI exit instead of the DMSTVS exit. To circumvent this
behavior, you can issue the CMS command SET TVICALL OFF.

Pre-Mounting Tapes

The examples in this section show how to pre-mount the first tape that is needed for an OS simulation.

Pre-Mounting a Tape and Writing a Data Set to It

This EXEC uses the VM:Tape MOUNT command to pre-mount a scratch tape. The EXEC checks for a return code, then
reads the file LARGE FILE from your A disk and writes it as the primary data set named VERY.LARGE.FILE on the tape.

'VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH DSN VERY.LARGE.FILE ( WAIT STACK LIFO'

if RC < > 0 then exit RC

pull . volser dsn

'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK LARGE FILE A'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL 1'

queue dsn

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE FID ? VOLID SCRATCH FSEQ 1'

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

Pre-Mounting a Tape and Reading a Data Set from the Tape

This EXEC uses the VM:Tape MOUNT command to pre-mount the tape that contains the data set name
VERY.LARGE.FILE. The EXEC checks for a return code, then obtains the volser of the tape and the data set to read from
the MOUNT command. The EXEC reads the data set from the tape and writes it to the file BIG FILE on your A disk.

'VMTAPE MOUNT * DSN VERY.LARGE.FILE ( WAIT STACK LIFO'

if RC < > 0 then exit RC

pull . volser dsn

'FILEDEF INMOVE TAP1 SL 1'

queue dsn

'LABELDEF INMOVE FID ?'
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'FILEDEF OUTMOVE DISK BIG FILE A'

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

SLMOUNT EXEC

Use the SLMOUNT EXEC to pre-mount a tape for use during OS simulation with the DMSTVS exit.

[Authorization: NONE] 

This EXEC runs the CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands using information that you supply.

Command Syntax
SLMOUNT {volser | SCRATCH} [vaddr] DSN dsname [( "Options"]

Options:

DDName ddname

[EXPdt  date | RETpd days]

[RIng | NORIng]

VMTAPEID userid

[WAit | NOWAit]

Parameter Descriptions
{volser | SCRATCH} [vaddr]

Specifies either the volser of the tape to mount or indicates that VM:Tape is to mount a scratch tape. You can
specify a question mark for volser.
You can use vaddr to specify the virtual address at which to mount the tape. The default for vaddr is 181.
See Virtual Address Restrictions before specifying vaddr.

DSN dsname
Specifies the name of the primary data set for the tape. For information about entering data set names, see
"Specifying Data Set Names" in Common Command Options. You can specify a question mark for dsname.

[DDNAME ddname]
Specifies a ddname to use with the CMS FILEDEF and LABELDEF commands. The default for ddname is
TAPEDATA.

[EXPdt date | RETpd days]
For scratch tapes, specifies when the tape is to expire. For more information about these options, see "Setting
Expiration Dates for Tapes" in Common Command Options.

[RIng | NORIng]
Specifies whether to mount the tape in write mode (RING) or read-only mode (NORING).

[VMTAPEID userid]
Specifies the user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine on which to run the SLMOUNT EXEC. The default
user ID is VMTAPE. If the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID is something other than VMTAPE, you
must specify this option.

[WAit | NOWAit]
Indicates whether the mount request is to complete when the VM:Tape service virtual machine receives the
mount request (NOWAIT). Alternatively, the mount request does not complete until the requested tape is mounted
and VM:Tape attaches the drive to your virtual machine (WAIT). Your system administrator sets the default for
this option.Note: If you use the WAIT option, VM:Tape issues a TAPE MODESET command with the appropriate
density. If you do not use the WAIT option, VM:Tape selects a tape drive that can support the requested tape. To
set the density yourself, issue the TAPE MODESET command.
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Examples of Pre-Mounting Tapes Using SLMOUNT

You want to mount a tape in read-only mode at virtual address 181 and you want to continue to use your console while the
operator mounts your tape. Enter the following command:

slmount x10001 181 dsn monthly data (noring nowait

To mount a scratch tape in write mode at virtual address 181 and set its expiration date to January 15, 2000, enter the
following command:

slmount scratch 181 dsn weekly data (nowait expdt 2000/015

To mount a scratch tape at virtual address 182 and sets it expiration date to 30 days from today, enter the following
command:

slmount scratch 182 dsn first dataset (retpd 30 ring

Increasing Performance by Increasing Input and Output File Blocksize

You can greatly increase the performance of your programs that read and write tapes if you specify a larger blocksize for
the input and output files. When you use a larger blocksize, fewer I/O requests are necessary, and it is possible to write
more information to each tape.

This EXEC specifies a blocksize of 4000 for the input and output files.

'VMTAPE MOUNT SCRATCH DSN LARGE.FILE ( WAIT RETPD 10'

if RC <> 0 then exit RC

'FILEDEF INMOVE DISK LARGE FILE A ( RECFM FB LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 4000'

'FILEDEF OUTMOVE TAP1 SL 1 ( RECFM FB LRECL 80 BLKSIZE 4000'

queue 'FIRST.DATA.SET'

'LABELDEF OUTMOVE FID ? VOLID SCRATCH'

'MOVEFILE INMOVE OUTMOVE'

Authorizing Tape Usage
When you use the CATALOG, LIST, or MOUNT command, VM:Tape checks whether you are authorized to work with the
tape that you specify on the command. The following figure shows how VM:Tape checks for authorization.
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Figure 1: vmt_cmd_execution
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VM:Tape also checks for authorization when you use the EDIT command. However, it checks for the first three types of
authorization only. VM:Tape does not check for authority through VM:Secure rules.

Automatic Cartridge Loaders
You can use an automatic cartridge loader (ACL) on a tape drive to satisfy mount requests automatically for general
scratch, standard-labeled tapes. VM:Tape loads the tape at the bottom of the ACL hopper each time a user requests a
general scratch tape. Then VM:Tape ejects the tape into the ACL output bin before mounting the next tape. To satisfy a
mount request for a saved tape or a specific scratch tape, load the tape manually.

This section describes how to use IBM ACLs. The ACL your site uses can vary depending on your hardware vendor
implementation of ACL support.

The ALLOCATE user exit includes a variable that can determine whether a tape drive is ACL-equipped.

NOTE
For more information about the ALLOCATE user exit, see Administrators.

Contents

ACL Incompatibility with the Autopick Facility

You cannot use an ACL with the VM:Tape Autopick facility. When the Autopick facility is active for a particular scratch
pool, VM:Tape automatically selects a specific scratch tape to satisfy each mount request for a scratch tape from that
pool. If you used this facility with an ACL, VM:Tape would load a general scratch tape from the hopper, then eject the tape
because it was not the one selected by the Autopick facility. Unless the hopper contained the selected tape, VM:Tape
would continue loading and ejecting tapes until the ACL was empty.

NOTE
For information about turning off the Autopick facility, see AUTOPICK Command.

Preparing an ACL for Use by VM:Tape

To prepare an ACL for VM:Tape to use, follow these steps:

1. Load the ACL hopper with tapes, as described in the next section.
2. Move the control switch on the ACL control panel to SYSTEM. When the ACL is set to SYSTEM, VM:Tape always

uses the tapes in the ACL hopper to satisfy general scratch mount requests.
3. Press the green START button on the ACL control panel.
4. Load the first tape into the drive. VM:Tape uses the pre-mounted scratch tape to satisfy the first general scratch mount

directed to that drive. VM:Tape loads all subsequent scratch tapes.

Putting Tapes in the ACL Hopper

Put only standard-labeled, general scratch tapes in the ACL hopper. Do not put either non-labeled tapes or saved tapes in
the hopper.

VM:Tape requires you to supply the external volser for non-labeled scratch tapes. If you were to put a non-labeled scratch
tape in the hopper, you would have to dismount the tape after VM:Tape mounted it to read the volser on the tape’s
external label. If you were to put a saved tape in the hopper, VM:Tape would mount the tape and then immediately eject it
because it is not a scratch tape.

VM:Tape checks the status of the ACL every time it mounts a general scratch tape. If the hopper runs out of tapes, the
yellow warning light on the ACL blinks and VM:Tape issues this message:

THE ACL ON DRIVE addr IS EMPTY OR IN MANUAL MODE.
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Fill the hopper with more general scratch tapes until the yellow warning light goes out. You do not have to press the
START button again.

VM:Tape can only detect that the ACL hopper is empty when mounting a general scratch tape. Do not remove the scratch
tapes from the ACL hopper because VM:Tape cannot detect that the hopper is empty.

Loading a Tape Manually on an ACL-Equipped Drive

When you finish using a tape that is mounted on an ACL-equipped tape drive, VM:Tape unloads the tape. However, the
product does not eject the tape until it is time to mount another tape on the drive. To mount a saved tape or a specific
scratch tape on a tape drive that is equipped with an ACL, first manually remove the tape in the drive. Then load the
saved or specific scratch tape and press the green START button.

WARNING
Do not move the control switch from the SYSTEM setting.

Maintaining an ACL

This section describes maintenance for ACLs.

Checking the SYSTEM Setting

VM:Tape checks the status of the ACL every time it mounts a general scratch tape. If the control switch is set to MANUAL,
the yellow warning light on the ACL control panel blinks and VM:Tape issues this message:

THE ACL ON DRIVE addr IS EMPTY OR IN MANUAL MODE

Check whether the ACL control switch has accidentally been moved to MANUAL or AUTOMATIC. If so, move the switch
back to SYSTEM.

Clearing the Tape Drive

If a tape is in the mouth of the tape drive and the yellow warning light on the ACL control panel is blinking, gently remove
the tape from the drive and either reinsert the tape or allow the drive to continue automatically with its work.

Do not put a tape in the mouth of the tape drive when a tape is already mounted on the drive. If you do, when the tape
in the drive is dismounted, the system does an equipment check and the drive no longer works. To clear this equipment
check, follow these steps:

1. Remove the tape from the mouth of the drive.
2. Press the NOT READY, UNLOAD, and READY buttons on the tape drive control panel, in that order.
3. Press the green START button on the ACL control panel. The drive ejects the currently mounted tape.

If this procedure does not clear the equipment check, contact your hardware service representative.

Stopping VM:Tape from Using an ACL

When a drive is equipped with an ACL that is set to SYSTEM, VM:Tape uses the tapes in the ACL hopper to satisfy
general scratch mount requests. If you want to prevent VM:Tape from using the ACL (for example, because you want to
use the Autopick facility), move the control switch on the ACL control panel to MANUAL.

Tape Drive Message Display
VM:Tape displays mount requests on the operator console. The 3480, 3490, 3490E, 3590, 3590E, 9840, and 9940 tape
drives display additional messages relating to mount requests.
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For mount requests, the tape drives display an eight-character request message. Such messages begin with M and
end with either S for standard label tapes or N for non-labeled tapes. If a mount request specifies a particular tape, the
message indicates the tape volser (MvolserN or MvolserS). If a mount request specifies a scratch tape, the message
indicates so (MSCRTCHN or MSCRTCHS). If scratch pools are defined, the messages for a scratch mount request
alternate with a message that lists the first eight characters of the name of the scratch pool that was requested on the
mount request or selected by VM:Tape.

When VM:Tape has mounted a tape, the message lists the tape volser ( volserS or  volserN).

If you or the user cancels a request, the message displays an asterisk.

VM:Tape sometimes asks you to dismount a tape. This request can be because the tape was mounted incorrectly.
Alternatively, the request is because processing completed for the current volume in a multivolume chain. If VM:Tape
knows the volser of the tape to dismount, the message begins with D and it indicates the tape volser (Dvolser ). If
VM:Tape does not know the volser of the tape to dismount, the message appears as D. The dismount message alternates
with the mount message for the tape.
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Messages
While using VM:Tape, you receive messages that serve the following functions:

• Inform you of the status and progress of the function or task
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

This section lists all the messages and abend codes that VM:Tape can generate. Pages in the section explain the possible
causes of each message. The pages also tell you how to respond to that message.

Message Format

Messages that are displayed in line mode are in the following format:

• The first three letters are the product identifier.
• The second three letters are the routine or module that issued the message.
• The following four numerals are the message number.
• The single letter after the message number is the severity code. This code completes the message identifier.
• A space follows the message identifier, after which is the message text.

This format is illustrated in the following diagram:

Severity Codes

You can tell the type of message by its last letter, which is its severity code, as follows:
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A
Action message
Perform an action. For example, move the cursor or enter information.

E
Error message
If you can correct the error, the function or task can continue. If you cannot correct the error, the function or task
ends.

I
Informational message
VM:Tape initialization has completed or a task that VM:Tape is executing has completed. When an informational
message appears immediately after a severe error message (severity code S), it tells you how to correct the
problem the severe error message identified.

R
Response message
VM:Tape requests information. The function or task continues after you supply the required information.

S
Severe error message
An error preventing the function or task from continuing has occurred. You are returned to CMS and must restart
the procedure after correcting the error.

T
Terminal error message
A serious internal error has occurred, preventing the VM:Tape service virtual machine from continuing execution.

W
Warning message
An abnormal condition has occurred. The function or task continues, although the abnormal condition can affect
the results.

Identifying the Product User ID and the Operator

The default user ID of the VM:Tape service virtual machine is VMTAPE. However, some sites give the VM:Tape service
virtual machine another name.

VM:Tape tape operators are the user IDs that are specified on the TAPEOPER record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. If you
omit the TAPEOPER record, VM:Tape assumes that the user ID OPERATOR is the VM:Tape tape operator.

System Messages
While using VM:Tape, you will receive messages that do one of the following:

• Inform you of the function’s or task’s status and progress
• Prompt you for information about your system
• Indicate if an error occurred
• Provide instructions for resolving errors

Notational Conventions

Words in all lowercase letters in the message text, for example, vaddr, indicate that VM:Tape substitutes variable
information when displaying the message.

The variable vmtape in a message text indicates the userid running VM:Tape, usually VMTAPE.
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Brackets around an item (for example, FILE IS [NOT] AVAILABLE) indicate that the item might not appear when VM:Tape
displays the message.

Brackets surrounding several items that are separated by vertical bars (for example, ERROR [READING | WRITING]
FILE) indicate that only one of the items will appear.

Help With System Messages

To use CMS HELP on a VM:Tape message, type help followed by a space, then vmt, the message number, and the
severity code. For example, to get help on the message VMTCOM1091E, enter the following from CMS:

help vmt1091e

Note: The help facility must be enabled. Otherwise, use this section.

When you are finished reading the message help, press PF3 to exit the CMS HELP facility.

For more information about using the CMS HELP facility, refer to the CMS user’s guide for your system.

0001I
CA VM:TAPE (R).

Reason:

VM:Tape initialization has begun. Internal storage initialization and configuration processes have started.

Action:

None.

0002I
vmtape ENDED: date time

Reason:

VM:Tape has been terminated by the END command at the indicated date and time. VM:Tape rejects all pending mounts,
and closes all databases. This process does not usually affect previously mounted tapes. An OS simulation job may be
affected, however, if VM:Tape has been ended and not restarted before CLOSE processing has taken place. Then, the
data set name of the tape will be updated with *** I/O ERROR ***.

Action:

None.

0003I
vmtape IS READY TO USE: date time

Reason:

VM:Tape scanned the VMTAPE CONFIG file and found no errors. VM:Tape has completed initialization successfully at the
indicated date and time. VM:Tape is ready for command processing.

Action:

None.
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0004T
vmtape INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

During VMTAPE CONFIG file processing, errors occurred that prevent successful VM:Tape initialization. Prior error
messages that further describe the problem were written to the VM:Tape console log. Control returns to CMS with return
code 88.

Action:

Obtain the printed VM:Tape console log for analysis by the VM:Tape system administrator. When the problem is corrected,
start VM:Tape again.

0005I
MOUNT vaddr REQUEST ACCEPTED

Reason:

VM:Tape received and accepted a MOUNT command with the NOWAIT option. VM:Tape continues the mount process.

Action:

None.

0007E
INVALID COMMAND command

Reason:

Either the indicated command is not a valid VM:Tape command, or the requesting userid is not authorized for its use. The
command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the correct VM:Tape command.

0008E
INVALID record CONFIGURATION RECORD PARAMETER parameter

Reason:

The indicated VMTAPE CONFIG file record has an invalid parameter. After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in
error, generates message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the indicated VMTAPE CONFIG file record. See the Administrators for
detailed information on the configuration record. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0009I
MOUNTING volser ON userid vaddr

Reason:
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A mount was started successfully on behalf of the indicated userid using the FOR option on the MOUNT command. The
mount continues as if the user had requested it, specifying the NOWAIT option.

Action:

None.

000I
STAM CF ALREADY ENQUEUED BY vmtape (process); PCB AT address

Reason:

A VM:Tape process is attempting to place an enqueue on the STAM Control File, but another VM:Tape process already
has the STAM Control File enqueued. To proceed, the new process must wait for the process already holding the enqueue
to release the enqueue.

Action:

None.

0010T
vmtape REQUIRES option SET setting

Reason:

The service virtual machine has an incorrect setting for the indicated CP option. Control returns to CMS with return code
44.

Action:

The option can be appropriately set with the CP SET command. The directory should be updated to permanently correct
the problem.

0011E
INVALID CONFIGURATION FILE RECORD record

Reason:

The indicated configuration file record is not valid. After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates
message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the configuration file record. The Administrators gives information on the
configuration file record. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0014I
userid vaddr volser MOUNT COMPLETED on drive raddr

Reason:

The mount request for userid at virtual address vaddr has completed successfully. The tape has been mounted at real
address raddr. Normal VM:Tape processing continues.

Action:

None.
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0015E
DEVICE raddr ALREADY DEFINED

Reason:

The indicated device occurs twice on the DEVICE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape initialization continues.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to remove the extra device address. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape
again.

0016I
command COMPLETION CODE=code

Reason:

This is an informational message displaying the completion code of the indicated VM:Tape command. This message is
sent to users only when the normal Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) reply is not possible (for example, when a
user issues a command using SMSG).

Action:

None.

0017E
INVALID DEVICE TYPE raddr

Reason:

The device at the indicated real device address is not a tape drive. VM:Tape initialization continues.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to remove or correct the indicated device address on the DEVICE record in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0019E
NO VALID CPU SERIAL NUMBER SPECIFIED ON record RECORD

Reason:

The indicated configuration file record does not contain a valid CPU serial number. After this message, VM:Tape displays
the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. When the problem is corrected,
start VM:Tape again.

0020S
ERROR code operation FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:
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An unrecoverable error occurred during the specified operation on the indicated file. The indicated code represents the
CMS FSREAD, FSWRITE, or FSCLOSE MACRO error code. If the error occurs during initialization, VM:Tape generates
message 004T and returns control to CMS.

Action:

A hardware error may exist. Consult the CMS system messages and codes manual appropriate for your system for an
explanation of the error code.

0021E
[OSAUDIT | OSTMC] MDISK NOT AVAILABLE AT V(vaddr)

Reason:

The minidisk identified by the OSAUDIT or OSTMC record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file is not defined in the directory
entry for the VM:Tape userid. The system displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns control to
CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to find out why the minidisk is not linked and correct the directory or VMTAPE
CONFIG file. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0022E
exit EXIT FILE filename filetype NOT FOUND

Reason:

The file, filename filetype, for the indicated user exit does not exist on any accessed disk in the VM:Tape service virtual
machine. VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to place the appropriate user exit TEXT file on the VM:Tape service virtual
machine's A-disk. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0023T
command CANCELED, vmtape SHUTTING DOWN

Reason:

VM:Tape canceled the indicated command because an authorized userid entered the END command. VM:Tape rejects all
pending mounts and closes all databases. This action has no effect on previously mounted tapes.

Action:

None.

0024E
OPTION option INVALID IN CONTEXT

Reason:

You specified command parameters or options that cannot be used together. The command ends with return code 24.

Action:
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See the Command Reference Guide to determine the correct parameters, and enter the command again.

0025E
USEREXIT exit IS UNKNOWN

Reason:

The indicated user exit name specified on a USEREXIT record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file is not a valid user exit name.
After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to remove or correct the indicated user exit name on the USEREXIT record. The
Administrators gives information on the USEREXIT configuration record. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape
again.

0026W
keyword [OPTION | PARAMETER | VALUE] IS IGNORED

Reason:

The indicated keyword is no longer supported by VM:Tape. VM:Tape accepts the keyword for compatibility reasons;
however, it is not operational.

Action:

None. Contact Broadcom Supports if you need assistance.

0027R
ENTER type PASSWORD:

Reason:

You requested a password prompt with display suppression by specifying ? as the RPASS, WPASS, or APASS keyword
parameters or by specifying the PASSWORD ? option on a command line. VM:Tape waits for you to enter the appropriate
password.

Action:

Enter the required password.

0028W
EXECUTING PROFILE MACRO WITH OBSOLETE FILEID $STARTUP VMTAPE; RENAME TO PROFILE VMTAPE.

Reason:

Your VM:Tape profile file is named $STARTUP VMTAPE. However, this name is obsolete. A profile macro with a fileid of
$STARTUP VMTAPE will not be supported in a future release of VM:Tape.

Action:

Rename the $STARTUP VMTAPE macro to PROFILE VMTAPE. Do not change the contents of the macro.

0029T
vmtape SYSTEM ABEND: code AT address
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Reason:

A VM:Tape abend occurred at the indicated address. Under normal circumstances, this should occur only when the tape
operator issues an ABEND command. Usually a software or system error in VM:Tape or z/VM causes it. VM:Tape dumps
storage using the VMDUMP command, as specified on the VMDUMP record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, and closes
the printed console log. Retain the console log since it may contain information about the cause of the problem. Control
returns to CMS with return code 200.

Action:

Obtain the printed console log and dump file (VMDUMP files are always spooled to a virtual machine reader). Retain the
log and dump for analysis. See the Abend Codes section in Messages Reference for a list of codes.

0030E
INVALID CMS SUBSET COMMAND: command

Reason:

You entered an invalid CMS subset command from the VM:Tape service virtual machine console. CMS subset commands
are CMS commands or EXECs that require CMS user-area storage. Processing continues.

Action:

Enter a valid CMS subset command.

0031E
vmtape ALREADY CONFIGURED

Reason:

A logic error exists in VM:Tape. This error should not occur under normal circumstances. Execution continues.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0033E
FIELD fieldname in [VOLUME | DATASET] RECORD FOR [volser | volser FILE filename] NOT VERIFIED

Reason:

While using the EDIT command, you specified a verification value to be checked before changing the field and the
verification value did not match the value stored in the field. The requested change is not made.

Action:

Use the DISPLAY command to verify the field value used in the command with the actual value. Reenter the EDIT
command with the correct verification value.

0034R
VERIFY TAPE ON raddr; LIBRARY OR FOREIGN

Reason:

A user specified the FOREIGN or EXPDT 98000 option on the MOUNT command, but the volser mounted at the indicated
device address appears in the TMC as a LIBRARY volser. VM:Tape requires the operator to indicate whether the tape is a
FOREIGN or LIBRARY tape. The MOUNT command execution waits for the operator's response.
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Action:

Use the REPLY command, specifying FOREIGN if the volume on the indicated device is a non-TMC tape, or LIBRARY if
the volume is in the TMC.

0035E
MORE THAN 10 DDNAMES SPECIFIED ON COMMAND LINE

Reason:

You specified more than 10 ddnames on the VMTBUILD command line. The VMTBUILD command ends with return code
32.

Action:

Run the VMTBUILD utility program again, specifying 10 or fewer ddnames.

0036E
INVALID SERIES RECORD IN 'FN FT FM' - ERROR CODE 'N'.

Reason:

VM:Tape found an invalid SERIES record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The variable code indicates the nature of the error,
as follows:

• 1
The first word is not SERIES.

• 2
The specified volser is longer than six characters.

• 3
The volume count is not numeric.

• 4
The count is too large for SERIES.

• 5
The specified volser mask is invalid.

• 6
This series overlaps another one.

• 7
Indicates an internal logic error. Serblock (a control block) is destroyed. Contact Technical Support.

• 8
Indicates an internal logic error. No serblock was found for the SERIES.
Contact Technical Support.

• 9
The volser is out of a SERIES range.

The VMTSPLIT Utility terminates with return code 100.

Action:

Correct the problem as defined in the previous section for the indicated error code and enter the VMTSPLIT command
again.

0037E
VOLSER volser CANNOT BE MOUNTED ON DRIVE raddr DUE TO DENSITY MISMATCH
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Reason:

You issued a MOUNT command with the RDEV option and specified raddr as the drive address. However, the volume
you specified, volser, is written in a density that is not supported by the drive. VM:Tape rejects the MOUNT command and
execution continues.

Action:

Use the LIST command for volser to determine the density for the volume. Then specify a drive on the MOUNT command
that supports the above density.

0038S
OS/VS - CMS DATABASE I/O CONFIGURATION CONFLICT

Reason:

The VMTAPE CONFIG file for a VM:Tape system with the OS interface contains a record that is valid only for VM:Tape
CMS, or vice versa. After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns
control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to change the appropriate record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. When the problem
is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0039E
SCRATCH VOLUME volser ALREADY REQUESTED BY userid ON vaddr

Reason:

Case 1

A user entered a mount request for a volume that is in a mount pending, setup, pulled, or mounted status.

VM:Tape displays this error message and cancels the mount request with return code 100. VM:Tape processing
continues.

Case 2

A volume currently requested for a specific scratch mount was mounted to resolve a general scratch mount request.

VM:Tape displays this error message, dismounts the volume, and issues the general scratch request again. VM:Tape
processing continues.

Action:

None.

0040l
0040l VOLUME 'volser' ON 'raddr' FOR userid vaddr IS DATA CLASS 'WORM'.

Reason:

This message is issued after message VMT0581I when VOLSER that was just mounted on RADDR for USERID VADDR
is determined to be a virtual tape that has the WORM attribute associated with the Data Class construct for its definition in
the virtual tape library.

System Action:
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None

User Action:

None

0041R
ENTER:

Reason:

This message appears when you generate an attention interrupt on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. You must be
using a typewriter-type terminal as a local console to receive this message. VM:Tape displays this message (without
carriage return) to indicate that it is waiting for you to enter a command. The VM:Tape service virtual machine waits for the
command to be entered.

Action:

Enter a command and press the carriage return.

0042E
MISSING PARAMETER(S) FOLLOWING parameter

Reason:

The VM:Tape command syntax calls for a parameter to be specified following the indicated parameter.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying the required parameters.

0043E
INVALID [LOCATION | VOLSER] value

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for a location or a volser that is more than six characters. The command ends with return
code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a valid location or volser.

0044E
INVALID [virtual | real] DEVICE ADDRESS addr

Reason:

You specified an invalid virtual or real device address. A valid device address consists of one to four characters.

When you issue the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command, virtual machines that are not running in ECMODE can only specify
hexadecimal virtual addresses up to 5FF. If you received this message in response to a command that was issued,
VM:Tape terminates the command with return code 24. If this message is in response to a VMTAPE CONFIG file problem,
VM:Tape initialization terminates.

Action:
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If the message is in response to a command that was issued, enter the command again using a valid virtual or real device
address. If the message is in response to a problem with the VMTAPE CONFIG file, specify a valid real device address on
the DEVICE record in the configuration file.

0045E
INVALID PARAMETER parameter

Reason:

The indicated parameter, encountered on a command line, is invalid. The command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying valid parameters.

0046E
INVALID OPTION option

Reason:

The indicated option, encountered on a command line, is invalid. The command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying valid options.

0047E
INVALID keyword OPERAND operand

Reason:

The indicated operand, specified for the parameter keyword on a command line, is invalid. The command ends with return
code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a valid operand for the keyword parameter.

0048E
MISSING keyword KEYWORD OPERAND

Reason:

The keyword parameter lacks an associated operand. The command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a valid operand for the keyword parameter.

0050E
ERROR code FROM QUERY raddr

Reason:

The CP QUERY raddr command, issued internally by the VM:Tape service virtual machine, returned the indicated error
code. The command ends with return code 40.
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Action:

This error does not occur in normal system operation. Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to verify that the VM:Tape
service virtual machine has the required CP command class. See the Administrators for information on required CP
command classes.

0051T
[MOUNT volser vaddr | ALLOCATE vaddr] CANCELLED BY userid ON DRIVE raddr

Reason:

The indicated MOUNT or ALLOCATE command was canceled by userid. If userid is the VM:Tape service virtual machine,
the system may have automatically cancelled the mount. A preceding error message gives the reason for the cancellation.
The error message indicates if a user exit is responsible for the cancellation. The MOUNT command ends with return
code 100.

If the MOUNT command was cancelled before a drive was allocated then the real address cannot be determined. This will
be indicated by the value UNK returned as the real device address raddr.

Action:

If userid is not VMTAPE, consult with the user to determine the cause of the cancellation. If userid is VMTAPE, see the
preceding error message for the cause of the cancellation and proceed accordingly.

0052E
VOLUME volser IS A pool SCRATCH TAPE

Reason:

You entered a QUERY VOLUME or CATALOG command for a volume in scratch status. You cannot query or catalog
scratch tapes. If the volume is assigned to a pool, VM:Tape also displays the pool name. The command ends with return
code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a tape that is not a scratch tape.

0053I
READY;

Reason:

VM:Tape has executed a command entered from the VM:Tape virtual machine console. VM:Tape continues normal
processing.

Action:

None.

0054E
vmtape IS INITIALIZING

Reason:

You entered a VM:Tape command before VM:Tape initialization was completed. VMTAPE is the userid on which VM:Tape
resides. The command ends with return code 24.
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Action:

Wait a few minutes and enter the command again. If the problem persists, ask your system administrator to contact
Broadcom Support.

0055E
[MOUNT | ALLOCATE] ON vaddr ALREADY PENDING

Reason:

You have already entered a MOUNT or an ALLOCATE command for virtual device address vaddr. The MOUNT command
ends with return code 38.

NOTE
Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a device address other than vaddr.

0057A
MOUNT type VOLUME volser ON raddr, status, FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

VM:Tape asks you to mount a specific tape by volume serial number as a result of a valid MOUNT command. The
indicated type shows whether the tape is a FOREIGN, LIBRARY, or SCRATCH tape. VM:Tape waits for the tape to be
mounted.

Action:

Mount the tape on drive raddr, with or without a write ring, as specified by status.

0058A
MOUNT pool SCRATCH (labeltype) [WORK] TAPE ON raddr, RING IN, FOR userid vaddr, mediatype

Reason:

VM:Tape is instructing you to mount a volume from the specified scratch pool in response to a valid MOUNT command.
VM:Tape provides the label type, the real address, and the media type. If WORK is indicated, the tape will remain in
scratch status when VM:Tape detaches the drive. VM:Tape waits for the tape to be mounted.

Action:

Mount a scratch tape, with or without a label, as specified on the indicated drive.

0059E
OPTION option1 CONFLICTS WITH option2

Reason:

You entered a command with two options that cannot be used together. The command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, omitting option1 or option2.
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0060E
VOLUME volser IS WRITE PROTECTED

Reason:

You requested a write mount of a tape that can be mounted only in read-only mode. The command ends with return code
40.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT command again without requesting write access, or change the expiration from PERM with the
CATALOG command. An expiration of PERM specifies that a tape is to be permanently protected against writing. See the
Command Reference for information on the MOUNT and CATALOG commands.

0061I
THERE ARE NO MOUNTS PENDING

Reason:

You entered the QUERY MOUNTS command, and there were no pending mounts.

Action:

None.

0062S
FILE filename filetype filemode NOT FOUND

Reason:

This message is issued if either the VMTAPE CONFIG file or the file specified on the CMSTMC record in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file was not found. The message includes the name of the file that cannot be found. The VMTSPLIT Utility
terminates with return code 28.

Action:

Determine why the required file indicated in the message cannot be found and correct the problem. When the problem is
corrected, enter the VMTSPLIT command again.

0063S
DISK filemode NOT ACCESSED

Reason:

The indicated filemode, specified on the CMSTMC record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, is not accessed. The VMTSPLIT
Utility terminates with return code 36.

Action:

Determine why the minidisk that contains the required file is not accessed at the indicated filemode and correct the
problem.

0064E
MOUNT ON raddr NOT COMPLETED IN TIME

Reason:
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The tape operator failed to mount a tape in the maximum mount time specified on the REMINDER record in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. VM:Tape generates message 051T, and the command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask the responsible tape operator why the tape was not mounted. Enter the MOUNT command again.

0065E
EXPIRATION DATE date PREDATES TODAY'S DATE

Reason:

The EXPDT parameter on a MOUNT, CATALOG, or LIST command specified a Julian expiration date that predates the
current date. The command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again specifying the EXPDT correctly, or use the RETPD parameter if you do not know the correct
Julian date. See the Command Reference for information on the EXPDT and RETPD parameters for the above
commands.

0066E
TAPE ON raddr IS [NOT] FILE PROTECTED

Reason:

You have mounted a tape with a ring for a read-only mount request or you have mounted a tape without a ring for a read/
write mount request. VM:Tape waits for the tape to be unloaded and reissues the tape mount request (message 057A or
058A).

Action:

Mount the tape with the proper write ring status.

0067I
REPLY number: text

Reason:

This message records the tape operator's response to reply number on the VM:Tape console.

Action:

None.

0068E
REPLY number NOT OUTSTANDING

Reason:

The reply number you specified is not outstanding. The REPLY command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Enter the REPLY command without parameters to obtain a list of pending replies. If the reply is still outstanding, an
incorrect reply number was probably specified. Enter the REPLY command with the correct reply number.
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0069I
THERE ARE NO OUTSTANDING REPLIES

Reason:

You entered the REPLY command without parameters to see a list of requests awaiting replies, but there are none.

Action:

None.

0070E
INVALID REPLY NUMBER number

Reason:

You entered a REPLY command containing a reply number that is not a valid decimal number. The REPLY command
ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the REPLY command again, correctly specifying the reply number. See the Command Reference for information on
the REPLY command.

0071E
VOLUME volser ON vaddr NOT A pool SCRATCH [WORK] TAPE

Reason:

You received a request for a scratch tape, but mounted a tape that is recorded in the TMC as a saved tape, or is not in the
correct scratch pool. VM:Tape waits for the tape to be unloaded and reissues the tape mount request (message 057A or
058A).

Action:

Return the tape to the tape librarian for problem determination. Mount another scratch tape to satisfy the mount request.

0072R
SPECIFY VOLSER OF type [WORK] TAPE ON DRIVE raddr

Reason:

An unlabeled tape has been mounted on the real device address, raddr. VM:Tape prompts you to enter the tape's volser.
The variable type indicates whether the tape is a FOREIGN, LIBRARY, or SCRATCH tape. If WORK is indicated, the tape
will remain in scratch status when VM:Tape detaches the drive. The MOUNT command waits for an operator to reply.

Action:

Use the REPLY command to specify the volser of the tape. See the Command Reference Guide for information on the
REPLY command.

0073I
VOLUME volser READY ON vaddr (raddr) status type [WORK]

Reason:
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VM:Tape tells the user that the requested volume, with label type NL, AL, SL, or BLP is now attached as status R/W or R/
O at virtual address vaddr, and that it is mounted on real tape drive address raddr. VM:Tape attaches the drive to the user
at the indicated virtual address.

Action:

Begin tape processing.

0074S
I/O ERROR ON volser, SENSE=sense-bytes, DSN=dsn

Reason:

A permanent disk I/O error occurred on the DASD volume volser while accessing the OS file with the indicated data set
name. The variable sense-bytes indicates the nature of the I/O error. Execution continues if possible. The command
performing the I/O ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again. If the problem persists, contact your system support personnel.

0075E
DSN=dsn NOT FOUND ON volser

Reason:

The OS data set indicated by dsn was not found on DASD volume volser. This error can occur only at initialization time
and indicates that the OSTMC or OSAUDIT data set is not allocated on that volume. The system generates message
004T and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to make sure that the OSTMC or OSAUDIT data set is allocated on the specified
volume. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0076E
DEVICE vaddr DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

There is no OS minidisk linked at vaddr, as specified on the OSTMC and OSAUDIT records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
The initialization process ends, and the system generates message 004T. Control returns to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to make sure that the correct virtual address of the OSAUDIT or OSTMC minidisk
is specified on the OSAUDIT and OSTMC configuration file records. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0077E
DEVICE vaddr INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED DEVICE TYPE

Reason:

The OSTMC or OSAUDIT minidisk address is for a non-DASD device type. The system generates message 004T and
control returns to CMS.

Action:
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Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to make sure that the correct virtual address of the OSAUDIT or OSTMC minidisk
is specified on the OSAUDIT or OSTMC configuration file records. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0078A
INTERVENTION REQUIRED ON vaddr

Reason:

A tape drive on which a tape is being mounted is not ready, possibly because of a hardware problem. The MOUNT
command waits for the drive to be made ready.

Action:

Ready the drive. When the drive is ready, your VM:Tape system administrator can use virtual address vaddr with the CP
READY command to generate a virtual interrupt. If this does not work, cancel the mount and contact your system support
personnel.

0079I
TOTAL VOLUMES=number1, CA VM:TAPE VOLUMES=number2, NONVMTAP VOLUMES=number3, OTHER SAVED
VOLUMES=number4

Reason:

The REFRESH command completed the scanning of number1 entries in the TMC and found number2 tapes to be owned
by VM userids with CSTEP names matching the VM:Tape userid or listed on the VMTAPE CONFIG file record, number3
tapes to be saved by OS jobs with CSTEP names listed on the NONVMTAP configuration file record, and number4 tapes
to be saved by OS jobs with CSTEP names not listed on the NONVMTAP record. VM:Tape refreshes the pointer file.

Action:

None.

0080W
TMC BACKUP REQUIRED - NOTIFY tmctype SYSTEM TAPE LIBRARIAN

Reason:

If tmctype is VM, the CMS Audit file is running out of space and must be backed up. Use VMTBKP make sure that the
Audit file is cleared. VM:Tape processing continues. If tmctype is MVS, ask your z/OS system administrator to fix the
problem on MVS. This problem cannot be corrected from the z/VM side.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape tape librarian to backup the CMS TMC and Audit files as soon as possible.

0081E
INVALID DSNAME QUALIFIER qualifier

Reason:

There are invalid characters in the data set name qualifier. Valid data set name qualifiers consist of one to eight
alphanumeric or national characters. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The command ends with return
code 24.

Action:
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Enter the command again, specifying a valid data set name. If a nonstandard data set name is to be entered, request a
data set name prompt by specifying ? as the DSN keyword parameter.

0082R
ENTER DSNAME:

Reason:

You specified DSN ? to request that VM:Tape prompt you for the data set name. The command waits until you respond by
entering the data set name at the terminal.

Action:

Enter up to 44 bytes for the data set name.

0083E
VOLUME volser NOT FOUND IN THE VOLUME LIBRARY

Reason:

The specified volume volser is not in the TMC or is in deleted status. The command ends with return code 36.

Action:

Determine the correct volser and enter the command again.

0084E
VOLUME volser NOT OWNED BY userid

Reason:

You tried to mount another user's tape without specifying the data set name or the password (if required) or both. The
MOUNT command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Verify that the correct volser was specified and determine the data set name or password required for the mount request.
If your userid has ANYTAPE authorization, you must specify ANYTAPE as an option of the MOUNT command.

0085E
DSNAME dsn IS INCORRECT

Reason:

The data set name specified does not match a data set name for that tape in the TMC. The command ends with return
code 28.

Action:

Determine a correct data set name for the volser and enter the command again. If your userid has ANYTAPE
authorization, you must specify ANYTAPE as an option of the MOUNT command.

0086E
INCORRECT PASSWORD FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:
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You specified an incorrect password when trying to mount a tape. The MOUNT command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Verify the data set name, volser, and password for the tape, and enter the MOUNT command again.

0087E
VOLUME volser IS PASSWORD WRITE PROTECTED

Reason:

You tried to mount a tape that had a read-only password in read/write mode. The tape cannot be mounted with read/write
access. The MOUNT command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Mount the tape in read-only mode, or have the tape owner change the type of password. If your userid has ANYTAPE
authorization, you must specify ANYTAPE as an option of the MOUNT command.

0088E
PASSWORD REQUIRED FOR status MOUNT OF VOLUME volser

Reason:

You tried to mount a password-protected tape in mode status (R/O or R/W). The MOUNT command ends with return code
32.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT command again, specifying the correct password. If your userid has ANYTAPE authorization, you must
specify ANYTAPE as an option of the MOUNT command.

0089E
SCRATCH VOLUME volser IS NOT IN TMC

Reason:

The volser of the scratch tape you mounted is not in the TMC. VM:Tape waits for the tape to be unloaded and reissues the
tape mount request (message 057A or 058A).

Action:

Return the rejected tape to the tape librarian for error analysis. Mount another scratch tape.

0090E
USER userid IS NOT LOGGED ON

Reason:

A mount or allocate was requested for a userid that is not logged on, or was logged off after a mount had been started.
VM:Tape automatically cancels the MOUNT command with return code 28.

Action:

None.
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0091E
DEVICE vaddr ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

You entered a MOUNT or ALLOCATE command for a tape at virtual address vaddr. VM:Tape determined that a device
already exists at that address. The command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command for another virtual address, or detach the device at vaddr.

0092E
INCORRECT VOLUME volser MOUNTED ON raddr

Reason:

The volume serial number of the tape mounted on the real device address is not the volser requested. VM:Tape unloads
the tape and issues the mount again.

Action:

Mount the correct volume.

0093E
VOLUME volser IS AN OUT OF AREA TAPE

Reason:

You requested a read/write mount for a tape that the TMC indicates is an out-of-area tape. This message appears when
you issue a mount for an out-of-area tape and request a ring. The MOUNT command ends with return code 60.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT command again, but do not specify a write mount. You cannot write on an out-of-area tape.

0094E
authorization AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED

Reason:

You entered a command or used a command option requiring specific authorization that your userid does not have. The
command ends with return code 28.

Action:

If appropriate, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to grant you the required authorization; if not, ask the system
administrator to enter the command for you.

0095E
VOLUME volser HAS NO DSNAME

Reason:

You tried to mount another user's tape that has no data set name specified in the TMC. The MOUNT command ends with
return code 24.
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Action:

Check the validity of the volser being mounted. If it is correct, the tape's owner must assign a data set name to the tape
with the CATALOG command before it can be mounted by another user.

0096E
ERROR code ON SERIES DEFINITION

Reason:

VM:Tape found an invalid SERIES record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. See message 036E. After this message, VM:Tape
displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the parameter on the SERIES record. The Administrators gives
information on the SERIES record. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0097E
VOLUME volser HAS NO WRITE PASSWORD

Reason:

You tried to mount another user's tape in write mode without the required password. The MOUNT command ends with
return code 24.

Action:

Check the tape's volser. If it is correct, the tape's owner must assign a write password to the tape using the CATALOG
command before it can be mounted in read/write mode by any other user. If your userid has ANYTAPE authorization, you
must specify ANYTAPE as an option of the MOUNT command.

0098E
VOLUME LIBRARY AND [SERIES records | USEREDIT userexit] DO NOT MATCH FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

The order of the volser records in the TMC must correspond exactly to the sequential order of the SERIES records in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file for a CMS TMC or is determined by the USEREDIT user exit for an OS TMC. During initialization
a sample of records is checked. When a record is not found in the proper location in the TMC, VM:Tape issues this
message giving the volser in error. VM:Tape issues this message when the relative order of the SERIES records has been
changed in the VMTAPE CONFIG file since the TMC was formatted.

Action:

The VM:Tape system administrator must correct the SERIES records or the USEREDIT user exit as indicated.

0099E
USER userid HAS NO PENDING MOUNT ON vaddr

Reason:

You tried to cancel a mount specifying the virtual address, but there is no pending mount for that address. The CANCEL
command ends with return code 28.

Action:
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Enter the CANCEL command again, specifying the correct virtual device address.

0100I
Cancel for [MOUNT|ALLOCATE] userid vaddr PROCESSED ON DRIVE raddr

Reason:

A tape operator or user entered a CANCEL command with a mount or allocation request pending for virtual address
vaddr. VM:Tape cancels the mount or allocation. (If a user other than the requesting user cancels the mount or allocation,
VM:Tape generates message 0051T instead of this message.) The CANCEL command completes normally with return
code 0.

If the MOUNT command was cancelled before a drive was allocated then the real address cannot be determined. This will
be indicated by the value UNK returned as the real device address raddr.

Action:

None.

0101T
command CANCELED BY VMTAPE

Reason:

VM:Tape canceled the indicated command following an unexpected I/O or other serious internal error. The command ends
with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again. If the problem persists, contact your system support personnel. This error may indicate a
hardware problem.

0102E
VOLUME volser NOT A VMTAPE VOLUME CREATED BY userid

Reason:

You tried to change the TMC record for a non-VM:Tape-created tape or for a tape you do not own. The CATALOG
command ends with return code 40.

Action:

Enter the CATALOG command again, specifying the correct volser. The CATALOG command cannot be used to modify
TMC data for a tape not created by the requesting userid, unless you have ANYTAPE authorization. If your userid has
ANYTAPE authorization, you must specify ANYTAPE as an option of the CATALOG command.

0103E
VOLUME volser IS PASSWORD PROTECTED

Reason:

You tried to catalog or assign tape volume volser without specifying the tape's password. The command ends with return
code 32.

Action:

If the volser is correct, enter the ASSIGN or CATALOG command again, specifying the tape's password.
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0104E
INCORRECT PASSWORD SPECIFIED FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

You specified an incorrect password for the indicated volume. The command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying the correct password.

0104S
ERROR code READING FILE filename filetype filemode FROM DISK

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Tape tried to read a file from your minidisk. The code is from the CMS FSREAD macro.

Action:

To check the code, see FSREAD in the application development reference for CMS that is appropriate for your system.

0105I
OBR NOT LOGGED, SVC 76 REJECTED BY CP

Reason:

VM:Tape creates outboard records (OBR) to log tape drive diagnostic information with CP after having encountered a
permanent I/O error during mount processing (for use by EREP). This error message is displayed on the VM:Tape console
if CP rejects the record.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Broadcom Support.

0105S
ERROR code WRITING FILE filename filetype filemode ON DISK

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Tape tried to write a file to your minidisk. The code is from the CMS FSWRITE macro.

Action:

To check the code, see FSWRITE in the CMS application development reference appropriate for your system. If you have
only read access to the minidisk, link the disk again in read/write mode and re-access the disk.

0106I
VOLUME volser NO LONGER HAS A PASSWORD

Reason:

You removed the password for the indicated volume using the CATALOG command. VM:Tape updates the TMC record to
remove the previous password.

Action:
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None. You can mount the tape without specifying a password.

0107I
VOLUME volser EXPIRATION DATE IS NOW [date | keyword]

Reason:

You changed the expiration date for the volume volser to the date or keyword using the CATALOG command. VM:Tape
updates the TMC record with the new expiration date or keyword. See the Command Reference for detailed information
about expiration dates and keyword values.

Action:

None.

0108I
VOLUME volser NOW HAS A READ-ONLY PASSWORD

Reason:

You specified a read-only password for the indicated volume using the CATALOG command. VM:Tape updates the TMC
record with the new password.

Action:

None. Other users can now mount the tape in read-only mode by specifying the password. Read/write mounts are
prohibited.

0109I
VOLUME volser NOW HAS A WRITE PASSWORD

Reason:

You specified a write password for the indicated volume using the CATALOG command. VM:Tape updates the TMC
record with the new write password.

Action:

None. Other users can mount the tape in read/write mode by specifying the password. They can mount the tape in read-
only mode without specifying a password.

0110I
VOLUME volser NOW HAS AN ANY MOUNT PASSWORD

Reason:

You specified an any-access password for the indicated volume using the CATALOG command. VM:Tape updates the
TMC record with the new any-access password.

Action:

None. Other users can mount the tape in either read-only mode or read/write mode by specifying the password.

0111E
VOLUME volser DOES NOT HAVE number DSNAMES
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Reason:

You tried to change a data set name for the indicated volume and specified a file sequence number higher than the
number of files listed for that tape. The CATALOG command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a data set sequence number that exists on the tape. You can add a new data set
name by specifying FILESEQ *. See the Command Reference Guide for a description of the FILESEQ option of the
CATALOG command.

0112I
VOLUME volser FILE sequence DSN=dsn

Reason:

You used the CATALOG command to add or change the data set name associated with file sequence on the indicated
volume. VM:Tape updates the TMC record with the new or changed data set name.

Action:

None.

0113E
USER userid NOT IN CP DIRECTORY

Reason:

You used the SAVEFOR option with a userid that does not exist, or you tried to assign ownership of a tape to a userid that
does not exist. The MOUNT command ends with return code 24. The ASSIGN command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Verify that the userid was specified correctly.

0114E
VOLUME volser ALREADY A VMTAPE VOLUME

Reason:

You tried to assign a tape to the VM:Tape system when it was already assigned to that system. The ASSIGN command
ends with return code 24.

Action:

None.

0115I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN ASSIGNED TO userid

Reason:

The indicated volume, which was created on the OS system, has been assigned to a z/VM user. VM:Tape updates
the jobname and stepname fields with the VM:Tape service virtual machine and owning user virtual machine userids,
respectively.

Action:
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None.

0117I
THE VOLUME LIBRARY IS A [CMS | CA-1] [EXTENDED] CATALOG

Reason:

This message is displayed at startup time and indicates which type of TMC the system is using.

Action:

None.

0118I
THERE ARE number1 SCRATCH AND number2 DELETED TAPES

Reason:

This is a normal response to the REFRESH command. It displays the number of scratch and deleted tapes in the TMC.
The REFRESH command completes normally, and a new pointer file is built.

Action:

None.

0119I
VOLUME volser manager owner

Reason:

This is the normal response to the QUERY VOLUME command. It displays the volser, manager, and owner assigned to
the volume. The QUERY command ends normally.

Action:

None.

0120W
USER userid DOES NOT HAVE authorization AUTHORIZATION

Reason:

The user issued a command requiring the indicated authorization. VM:Tape rejects the request.

Action:

If appropriate, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to give the indicated authorization to this userid.

0121I
DATABASE ACCESS IS NOW SUSPENDED

Reason:

VM:Tape accepted the SUSPEND command. All VM:Tape activity on the TMC and Audit file is suspended until you enter
the RESUME command. VM:Tape database activity is suspended.

Action:
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Enter the RESUME command when you want to activate VM:Tape again.

0122E
DATABASE ACCESS ALREADY SUSPENDED BY userid

Reason:

A SUSPEND command from the indicated userid was received earlier by VM:Tape. The current SUSPEND command
ends with return code 4.

Action:

None.

0123I
DATABASE ACCESS CAN NOW BE RESUMED. DATABASE ACCESS IS NO LONGER SUSPENDED.

Reason:

The command RESUME has been accepted by the product. The VM:Tape database activity and other product activities
continue.

Action:

None.

0123S
ERROR code

Reason:

An unexpected condition code was received while printing or punching a line of data for the user. This code is from the
CMS PRINTL macro.

Action:

To check the code, see PRINTL in the CMS application development reference documentation appropriate for your
system. Verify that your virtual printer or punch is ready and that it is not detached.

0124E
DATABASE ACCESS IS NOT SUSPENDED

Reason:

VM:Tape received a RESUME command, but VM:Tape database activity has not been suspended. The command ends
with return code 24.

Action:

None.

0125E
SCRATCH [WORK] TAPE ON raddr CANNOT BE READ

Reason:
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VM:Tape cannot read the label on the tape. VM:Tape issues the mount request again and unloads the tape.

Action:

Remove the invalid tape and mount another tape. If the tape is new and LABEL NL is specified on the MOUNT command,
the tape must have a tape mark.

0126E
TAPE ON raddr IS type1, REQUESTED LABEL WAS type2

Reason:

The MOUNT command requested or defaulted to label type type2 (SL or NL). However, the tape mounted at the indicated
real address has a different label type, type1. VM:Tape unloads the tape and reissues the mount message.

Action:

Mount the specified tape. If the tape is a SCRATCH tape, mount an appropriately labeled scratch tape. If the mount is for
a SAVED tape and the appropriate tape is mounted, cancel the mount and notify the user to enter the MOUNT command
again.

0127E
SCRATCH VOLUME volser ON raddr IS AN OUT OF AREA TAPE

Reason:

A user requested a scratch tape mount. The TMC indicates that the tape that was mounted is an out-of-area tape.
VM:Tape unloads the tape and restarts the mount.

Action:

Mount a scratch tape on device raddr. Ask the VM:Tape tape librarian to check the tape in so that users can reuse it.

0128E
VOLUME LIBRARY CANNOT BE ACCESSED

Reason:

The TMC or Audit files could not be processed during VM:Tape initialization. This message should have been preceded by
a message indicating the cause.

Action:

See the response for the message that precedes this message.

0128I
RECORD number REJECTED, reason IN field FIELD

Reason:

The VMTCON utility detected a problem in converting data for the indicated TMC field while processing input record
number. The reason for the error is displayed in the message. VM:Tape rejects the indicated input record, and VMTCON
processing continues.

Action:
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Examine the rejected input record. If the VMTCON control file is incorrect, revise it and run the program again. If the input
data is not in the proper format, correct it and run the program again.

0129E
VOLUME volser IS NOT A VMTAPE TAPE

Reason:

You tried to list a tape that was created outside VM:Tape (that is, on the z/OS system). The tape must be cataloged in the
TMC, or the userid must be authorized to perform this function. The command ends with return code 88.

Action:

None.

0130E
VOLUME volser IS NOT OWNED BY userid

Reason:

You tried to list another user's tape without proper authorization. The OWNEDBY option on the LIST command lets you
list another user's tapes by data set name. To use this option, you must have ANYUSER or OWNEDBY authorization. The
command ends with return code 44.

Action:

None. If appropriate, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to grant you ANYUSER or OWNEDBY authorization.

0131E
SPECIFIED [DEVICE | DATASET] NAME IS TOO LONG

Reason:

You specified a data set name with more than 44 characters or you specified a device name that is more than eight
characters. If you receive this message during VM:Tape initialization, initialization stops.

Action:

Use a valid data set or device name.

0132E
NO [volser] TAPES WERE FOUND FOR userid

Reason:

You entered a LIST command but have no tapes with the specified attributes in the TMC; or you entered a LIST command
specifying another userid who owns no tapes with the specified attributes; or you do not have the authority to list tapes
belonging to another userid. The LIST command ends with return code 28.

Action:

None.

0133E
FIELD fieldname LENGTH EXCEEDS MAXIMUM FOR format-type FORMAT
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Reason:

The VMTCON utility detected a control record for conversion of data to the indicated TMC field with an input field length
that exceeds the maximum length for the specified format type. VMTCON ends with return code 24.

Action:

Specify an acceptable value for the input field length, and run VMTCON again. See the Administrators for information on
the VMTCON utility.

0134E
DRIVE raddr NOT CAPABLE

Reason:

VM:Tape was unable to read the label of the tape mounted on real device, raddr. There may be a density or track conflict.
If this is a scratch mount, VM:Tape treats the tape as a non-labeled tape and proceeds accordingly. If this is a non-scratch
mount, VM:Tape unloads the tape and reissues the tape mount request for another tape drive.

Action:

Mount the tape on the next drive selected. If the problem persists, cancel the mount and notify the user and the tape
librarian of the density problem.

0135S
PERMANENT I/O ERROR OCCURRED ON raddr, VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr

Reason:

While performing I/O to the tape drive at the indicated address, raddr, VM:Tape found an unrecoverable I/O error.
VM:Tape displays channel command word (CCW) and sense information in the accompanying messages, 136I and 137I.
VM:Tape also displays the virtual address, vaddr, where the drive was attached. VM:Tape drains the device in question
when the number specified by the MAXEXMPT record is exceeded.

Action:

Use the information provided in messages 136I and 137I, along with the explanation of the sense bytes in the reference
manual for the appropriate magnetic tape subsystem, to determine the error and correct the problem. If the problem
persists, contact your system support personnel.

0136I
SENSE IS sense-bytes

Reason:

While performing I/O to a tape drive, VM:Tape found an unrecoverable I/O error. VM:Tape uses this message to report the
sense-byte information returned by the tape drive.

Action:

Use the sense information provided in this message, along with the explanation of the sense bytes in the reference
manual for the appropriate magnetic tape subsystem, to determine the error and correct the problem. If the problem
persists, contact your system support personnel.

0137I
CSW IS csw; CCW IS ccw
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Reason:

While performing I/O to a tape drive, VM:Tape found an unrecoverable I/O error. VM:Tape uses this message to report
channel status word (CSW) information returned by the tape drive along with the I/O command it was trying to issue. The
command is displayed in CCW format.

Action:

Use the CSW and the CCW information, the sense bytes displayed in the earlier message, and the explanation of the
sense-byte information in the reference manual for the appropriate magnetic tape subsystem, to determine the error and
correct the problem. If the problem persists, contact your system support personnel.

0138E
DEVICE UNIT NAME MISSING

Reason:

The indicated DEVICE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file has a NAME parameter, but the device unit name that should
follow it is missing. After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns
control to CMS.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to correct the indicated VMTAPE CONFIG file record. Refer to the Administrators
for information on the DEVICE configuration file record. When the problem is corrected, restart VM:Tape.

0138I
SHARED DISK FORMAT COMPLETE

Reason:

The VMTSDF utility has successfully formatted the control area on the specified shared minidisk. VMTSDF ends normally
with return code 0.

Action:

If both TMC and Audit disks have been formatted and the proper SYSNAME records have been installed in each VM:Tape
system's VMTAPE CONFIG file, you can initialize VM:Tape.

0139S
CONTROL AREA NOT FOUND ON volser DISK

Reason:

The VMTSDF utility determined that the indicated minidisk had not been recomputed with the CMS FORMAT command;
or VM:Tape found that the TMC or Audit minidisks were not initialized with the VMTSDF utility although shared disks were
indicated by the SYSNAME record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VMTSDF ends with return code 28. If the error appears
during initialization, VM:Tape also issues the message 004T and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Use the CMS FORMAT command to recompute the logical size of the minidisk. The logical size of the minidisk should be
one cylinder less than its actual size on a CKD disk or eight blocks on an FBA disk. Then use the VMTSDF utility to format
the control area.
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0140W
USER userid TRIED TO ISSUE THE command type COMMAND

Reason:

A user entered a VM:Tape command that is valid only for userids with OPERATOR or TAPELIBR authorization. VM:Tape
rejects the user's command and sends the message 007E to the requesting userid's console.

Action:

The user may have entered the command by mistake. If the user persists, inform the appropriate system security
personnel.

0141T
TAPE DRIVE ALLOCATION FOR userid ON vaddr DID NOT COMPLETE IN TIME

Reason:

A mount request was not satisfied within the TAPEWAIT time and VM:Tape automatically canceled the mount. VM:Tape
sends message 051T to the user and ends the mount with return code 100.

Action:

None.

0142I
THERE ARE NOW number PENDING DRIVE ALLOCATION(S)

Reason:

The specified number of requests are pending because there are not enough tape drives available. The requests remain
pending.

Action:

Vary more drives online, if possible, or see if any idle drives can be made available.

0143T
SYSTEM NOT CONFIGURED WITH numberTRACK density DENSITY DRIVES

Reason:

You entered a MOUNT command requiring a tape drive that is not available on the system as it is currently configured.
VM:Tape issues the message 051T. The mount ends with a return code 100.

Action:

Determine what types of tape drives are available and enter the MOUNT command again.

0144I
WAITING FOR A numberTRACK density DENSITY DRIVE FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

This is a normal response to a QUERY ALLOCATE command. It indicates that the system is waiting for the indicated type
of tape drive to become available for the specified userid. The pending mount request remains pending.
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Action:

Try to make the appropriate type of tape drive available so the userid's mount can proceed.

0145I
THERE ARE NO ALLOCATIONS PENDING

Reason:

This is a normal response to a QUERY ALLOCATE command and indicates that no allocations are waiting.

Action:

None.

0146E
DUPLICATE DENSITY density SPECIFIED

Reason:

The indicated density value specified on a DEFDENS record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file is a duplicate of a value on
the same or a previous DEFDENS record. After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates message
004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to change one or the other density value. When the problem is corrected, start
VM:Tape again.

0147I
WAITING FOR DEVICE raddr FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

This is a normal response to a QUERY ALLOCATE command. The userid has a mount request pending allocation on
device, raddr, which is currently unavailable. The user's mount request remains pending until this drive is available.

Action:

Try to make the drive available by varying it online.

0148E
DRIVE raddr DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

You requested that a tape be mounted on a real device, raddr, that does not exist in the current configuration. VM:Tape
issues the message 051T. The MOUNT command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the mount request again, specifying a valid device address.

0150E
ORDER code SUPPRESSED BECAUSE USER userid IS NO LONGER CONNECTED
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Reason:

This message indicates a logic error in VM:Tape and should not occur under normal circumstances. Operation continues.

Action:

Contact your system support personnel.

0151E
TOTAL NUMBER OF VOLUMES IN THE LIBRARY IS INCONSISTENT

Reason:

The total number of volumes, as represented by the SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, does not match the
actual total number of volumes in the library. After this message, VM:Tape generates error messages 128E and 004T, and
returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to correct the SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file so that they match
the library. Refer to the Administrators for information on the SERIES configuration file record. When the problem is
corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0151S
ERROR code FORMATTING DISK mode

Reason:
A physical hardware error occurred during the formatting of the control area. The error code is returned by Diagnose X'A8'
in register 15. The VMTSDF or VMTSTF utility ends with return code 100.

Action:
Move the minidisk to a different location.

0153R
ENTER EDIT COMMAND:

Reason:

You entered the EDIT command in interactive mode. The EDIT command waits for you to enter the next EDIT command.

Action:

Enter the next EDIT command.

0154E
NO SYSTEM NAMES SPECIFIED

Reason:

You entered the VMTSDF command without specifying any system names. VMTSDF ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the VMTSDF command again, specifying the correct local system name of each VM:Tape system accessing the
shared minidisk.
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0155I
field FIELD=value

Reason:

This is a standard response to an EDIT DISPLAY or VERIFY command. It means that the indicated TMC field contains the
indicated value. VM:Tape displays the next specified field or prompts you for the next EDIT command.

Action:

Enter the next EDIT command.

0156E
INVALID EDIT COMMAND command

Reason:

You entered an invalid EDIT command. VM:Tape prompts you for the next EDIT command.

Action:

Enter the next EDIT command.

0157I
EDITING [VOLUME | DATASET] RECORD FOR VOLSER volser [FILE n]:

Reason:

You have entered the interactive mode of the VM:Tape EDIT environment and can now change or display any of the fields
in the volume record or data set record for the indicated volser or volser and file sequence, respectively. VM:Tape prompts
you to enter the next EDIT command.

Action:

Enter the next EDIT command.

0158R
ENTER FIELD NAME(S) TO MODIFY

Reason:

This is the standard prompt for the MODIFY command in the VM:Tape EDIT environment when the names of the fields
were not specified in the MODIFY or CHANGE command. The EDIT command waits for you to enter the field names.

Action:

Enter the names of one or more fields that are to be modified.

0159E
[VOLUME | DATASET] RECORD FIELD fieldname IS UNKNOWN

Reason:

After entering the MODIFY command in the EDIT environment, you entered an invalid field name. VM:Tape prompts you
to enter the next EDIT command.

Action:
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Enter the next EDIT command.

0160R
ENTER FIELD NAME(S) TO VERIFY:

Reason:

This a standard prompt for the VERIFY command in the EDIT environment when the names of the fields to verify were not
included in the VERIFY or DISPLAY requests. The EDIT command waits for you to enter the field names.

Action:

Enter the TMC field names that are to be verified.

0161R
ENTER field FIELD DATA:

Reason:

VM:Tape prompts you to enter the new data to be placed in the indicated TMC field. The EDIT command waits for you to
enter the field data.

Action:

Enter the new data for the specified field.

0162E
INVALID field DATA value

Reason:

You tried to change a field to a value that is invalid for that field. VM:Tape prompts you to enter the next EDIT command.

Action:

Enter the next EDIT command.

0163E
THE VOLSER FIELD IN THE VOLUME RECORD CANNOT BE MODIFIED

Reason:

You entered the EDIT command to change or replace the volser field in the TMC. This field cannot be changed. The
changes that you made are not saved in the TMC. VM:Tape cancels the EDIT command and ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the EDIT command again to change any TMC field except the volser field.

0164E
[VOLUME | DATASET] RECORD FOR VOLSER volser [FILE n] HAS NOT BEEN MODIFIED

Reason:
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You entered the SAVE or UPDATE command in the EDIT environment, and no changes have been made to the volume
or data set record for the specified volume or volume and file sequence. The volume or data set record is not updated.
VM:Tape prompts you to enter the next EDIT command.

Action:

Enter the next EDIT command.

0165E
[VOLUME | DATASET] RECORD FOR VOLSER volser [FILE n] HAS CHANGED, MODIFY DISALLOWED

Reason:

You entered an EDIT UPDATE command after changing a volume or data set record. Another user changed the same
record after it had been selected for editing. The TMC entry created by the other user is prepared for editing, and VM:Tape
prompts you to enter the next EDIT command.

Action:

Enter the changes to be made to this volume again.

0166E
VOLUME volser IS A SCRATCH TAPE AND CANNOT BE LISTED

Reason:

You tried to list the indicated volume, but it is a scratch tape and cannot be listed. Information can be listed for saved
tapes only. The LIST command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Verify that the volser is correct. If it is, check with the tape librarian to see if the tape was scratched, then proceed
accordingly. If the tape was recently scratched, it may still have the original data on it.

0167I
MODIFICATIONS TO THE [VOLUME | DATASET] RECORD FOR VOLSER volser [ FILE n] NOT SAVED

Reason:

This is a standard response to the QUIT command from the EDIT environment. The EDIT command ends normally. The
changes that were made to the volume or data set record are not saved in the TMC.

Action:

None.

0169I
TAPE DRIVE raddr BEING DRAINED

Reason:

You drained a device that was in use. As soon as the drive is detached by the owner, the drive enters drained status and
becomes unavailable for VM:Tape allocation. The DRAIN command ends normally.

Action:

None.
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0170I
TAPE DRIVE raddr DRAINED

Reason:

The tape drive is in drained status and is unavailable for VM:Tape allocation. If the message is the result of an active
DRAIN command, the command ends, and the drive is unavailable to VM:Tape until an operator enters a START
command.

Action:

None.

0171I
TAPE DRIVE raddr STARTED

Reason:

You made the tape drive at address, raddr, available to VM:Tape for allocation. The command ends normally, and
VM:Tape checks for any pending allocations.

Action:

None.

0172I
TAPE DRIVE raddr ALREADY DRAINED

Reason:

You requested that VM:Tape drain a tape drive, but the drive had already been drained. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0173I
[READING | WRITING] LOCK [SET | CLEARED] ON volser FOR system

Reason:

The SDC command ended normally after it set or cleared the READING or WRITING lock on the volser in the system
record on the control area of the shared minidisk, volser. The SDC command ends normally. If the SDC command is
clearing a lock, normal system functioning should resume. If the SDC command is setting a lock, expect VM:Tape to issue
message 176W eventually.

Action:

None.

0174E
DISK volser NOT LOCKED BY system

Reason:
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You entered the SDC command to unlock shared minidisk volser, but the disk was not locked by system. The SDC
command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Use the SDC DISPLAY command to determine which systems have locks set on minidisk volser. Enter the command
again.

0175E
DISK volser NOT FORMATTED WITH SYSNAME system

Reason:

During initialization of VM:Tape or during execution of the SDC command, the local system name was not formatted on
the control area of the volser disk. If the error occurs during VM:Tape system initialization, the system generates message
004T after this message, and returns control to CMS. If the error occurs as the result of entering the SDC command with
an invalid system name, the command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Notify your VM:Tape system administrator if VM:Tape system initialization fails. Otherwise, determine the correct system
name and enter the SDC command again.

0176W
SYSTEM system HAS LONG STANDING LOCK ON volser DISK

Reason:

A VM:Tape process has been unable to obtain a lock on the volser minidisk for a period of time approximately equal to
that specified by the REMINDER record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. This occurs when another system has not released
its lock. The VM:Tape process continues to wait for the minidisk lock to be set. VM:Tape issues the message again after
the time specified in the REMINDER record if the lock is not reset.

Action:

If the other VM:Tape system has crashed, try to restart it. If you cannot restart it, use the SDC command to reset the other
system's lock.

WARNING
Use SDC UNLOCK parameter only in extreme cases and after careful consideration. Indiscriminate use of this
parameter can cause unpredictable results; it might even destroy the TMC and Audit files.

0177E
VOLUME 'volser' IN POOL 'pool_name' should be|should not be DATA CLASS 'WORM'.

Reason:

This message is issued when a tape volume VOLSER that belongs to Scratch Pool POOL_NAME has just been mounted
and the specified tape volume's WORM attribute conflicts with the POOL_NAME definition. See the DATACLAS=WORM
keyword/volume in Scratch Pool Definition File.

System Action:

VM:Tape cancels the MOUNT request. The assumption is that some unexpected configuration change in the tape library
has caused the conflict with Scratch Pool POOL_NAME's definition in VM:Tape.

User Action:
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None

0178S
VMTAPE REQUIRES CLASS E TO RUN

Reason:

VM:Tape was not given the privilege class necessary to run the indicated CP command or diagnose. VM:Tape returns
control to CMS with return code 32.

Action:

Change the CP directory entry to give the VM:Tape service virtual machine the necessary privilege class.

0179S
I/O ERROR ON addr label DISK, CODE=code, SENSE=sense-bytes

Reason:
A permanent I/O error occurred while VM:Tape was trying to read or write a lock record using the Shared Disk facility. The
return code and sense bytes from the Diagnose X'A8' are displayed. VM:Tape ends with an SDC004 abend.

Action:
See the reference manual for the appropriate magnetic tape subsystem for information on sense bytes. Also, refer to the
appropriate z/VM System Facilities for Programming for information about Diagnose X'A8'. If the problem persists, contact
your system support personnel.

0180E
TAPE volser ON raddr NOT USABLE DUE TO PREVIOUS MEDIA ERROR

Reason:

VM:Tape detected that this volume is marked as BADMEDIA in the TMCs FLAG3 field. Therefore, this volume is
unavailable to satisfy nonspecific scratch requests. VM:Tape unloads the tape and asks you to mount a new scratch
volume.

Action:

Remove the current volume and mount a different scratch tape. To make the tape available, ask the tape librarian to enter
the EDIT volser REPLACE BADMEDIA OFF command.

0181T
MOUNT userid vaddr NOT ELIGIBLE FOR ANY DRIVES WITH THE GIVEN CRITERIA

Reason:

You entered a MOUNT command requesting only drives that your installation has determined you are not eligible to use.
VM:Tape issues message 051T. The mount ends with return code 100.

Action:

Determine what tape drives you are eligible to use and enter the MOUNT command again. Alternatively, ask the VM:Tape
system administrator to change the drive allocation controls at your installation to permit you to use the requested drives.
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0182E
NO TAPE WITH DSN dsn OWNED BY userid

Reason:

You entered a LIST or MOUNT command specifying a data set name that does not exist. This problem can also occur if
the volume was created using a generation data group (GDG) index when an invalid GDG index or none was specified on
the LIST or MOUNT command. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Correct the data set name or GDG index, and enter the command again.

0183I
ALLOCATING userid raddr

Reason:

You successfully started an allocation for a userid specified with the FOR option on the ALLOCATE command. Allocation
continues as if the user had requested the allocation, specifying the NOWAIT option.

Action:

None.

0184I
command [vaddr] REQUEST ACCEPTED

Reason:

VM:Tape received and accepted an ALLOCATE or RESERVE command entered with the NOWAIT option. The virtual
address does not appear if the command issued was RESERVE. VM:Tape continues the allocation or reservation
process.

Action:

None.

0185I
location1 DEVICE raddr NOW DEFINED AS location2 DEVICE

Reason:

This message indicates that the specified device's location has changed, or that VM:Tape was initialized with the COLD
option and the specified device's location has just been determined. VM:Tape checkpoints the new location of the device.

Action:

None.

0186E
MORE THAN ONE TAPE WITH DSN dsn

Reason:
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You entered a MOUNT command specifying a data set name for a tape when more than one tape exists with that data set
name. The DUPDSN ERROR record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file causes the mount to end with an error message. The
MOUNT command ends with return code 56.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• Enter the MOUNT command, specifying the volser.
• Use the CATALOG command to change the data set name of the required tape.
• Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to change the DUPDSN ERROR record to DUPDSN LATEST in the VMTAPE

CONFIG file.

0187W
DUPLICATE DSNS DETECTED - LATEST VOLUME SELECTED

Reason:

You have more than one tape with the same data set name, and the DUPDSN LATEST record is included in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. This is a warning message identifying which version of the DSN that VM:Tape selects. VM:Tape continues,
selecting the tape with the latest creation date and time for the mount process.

Action:

None.

0188E
INVALID GDG SPECIFICATION gdg

Reason:

You specified an incorrect value for the GDG (generation data group) parameter on the LIST or MOUNT command. The
command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Enter the command again, using a valid GDG value.

0189E
INVALID DSN dsn

Reason:

You specified a data set name longer than 35 characters using the GDG (generation data group) parameter. The MOUNT
command ends with return code 24.

Action:

If you must use the GDG parameter, enter the MOUNT command again, specifying a data set name shorter than 36
characters.

0190E
MOUNT volser ON raddr FOR userid vaddr UNSUCCESSFUL

Reason:
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The indicated mount request for the automated robotic mounter was unsuccessful. A preceding message indicates the
cause of the problem.

Action:

To retry the request, enter RETRY; to cancel the request, enter CANCEL; or to change the mount to a non-ARM location,
enter NONARM.

0191I
(general purpose text message)

Reason:

This text message has several purposes. Among its uses are to display:

• Tape status messages
• Lock settings
• A new command changed by the command user exit

Action:

None.

0192E
RESUME REJECTED - DATABASE SUSPEND STILL PENDING

Reason:

You tried to resume database access before a preceding SUSPEND had completed. The system rejects the RESUME
command.

Action:

You can enter a RESUME command again after VM:Tape has successfully suspended database access.

0193E
CANCEL ALREADY PENDING FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

You tried to cancel a mount request that had already been canceled. VM:Tape ignores the redundant CANCEL command.

Action:

None.

0194T
PERMANENT ERROR ON DEVICE raddr, CSW=channel-status-bytes

Reason:

A permanent hardware I/O failure was detected on the specified device. The control status word (CSW) status bytes are
displayed. VM:Tape reschedules the allocation for another drive.

Action:
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Determine if the CP Missing Interrupt Handler (MIH) was improperly configured, causing an interface control check on the
affected device. If the MIH was properly configured, check for a hardware failure on the specified drive.

0195S
NO CA VM:TAPE OPERATORS AVAILABLE; NOTIFY OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

Reason:

You entered a command that requires VM:Tape operator notification, but no VM:Tape operators are logged on. VM:Tape
suspends the request until a VM:Tape operator is available.

Action:

If necessary, contact your VM:Tape System Administrator, who can perform operator functions or grant authorizations
to do so. If this message is being received by a userid that is not the system operator, ask that userid to temporarily log
off. Use the Q SYSOPER CP command to determine which userid is the designated system operator. If the userid is not
OPERATOR, ensure that userid is included on a TAPEOPER record in the VM:Tape config file. Then ensure the system
operator userid is logged on before any other userids with CP privilege class 'A'. This allows VM:Tape to correctly identify
which userid is the designated system operator.

0196I
VOLUME volser IS IN LOCATION location

Reason:

This message appears as a response to the QUERY VOLUME volser command if the indicated volser is under control of
an automated robotic mounter.

Action:

None.

0197E
REFRESH ALREADY IN PROGRESS

Reason:

You entered a REFRESH command before a previously invoked REFRESH command finished. The REFRESH command
ends.

Action:

Wait until the current REFRESH command completes before entering another.

0198E
MISSING OR INCORRECT DSN ON DOS MOUNT

Reason:

A guest DOS system generated an invalid DOS MOUNT request. The mount request ends with return code 24.

Action:

A logic error exists in the VM:Tape interface to DOS. Contact Broadcom Support.
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0199E
NO DEVICES MATCH THE GIVEN CRITERIA

Reason:

VM:Tape is unable to find a device to satisfy the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command criteria. The command ends with return
code 24.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command again with correct media, density, or track information.

0201E
PREVIOUS DRIVE NOT ATTACHED TO userid AT vaddr

Reason:

While performing multivolume processing (processing of files that extend across multiple tape volumes), VM:Tape tried to
mount the next volume of a multiple volume file. VM:Tape tries to use the same device the previous tape was mounted on,
but the device no longer exists.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to verify that the CMS volume switching exit (DMSTVS or DMSTVI) is properly
installed and operational.

0202E
PREVIOUS VOLUME DOES NOT EXIST FOR vaddr

Reason:

With multiple volume processing (processing of files that extends across multiple tape volumes) activated, VM:Tape tried
to mount the next volume of a multiple volume file. This action was based on the volume mounted on the previous device,
but the previous volume does not exist. VM:Tape terminates the request with a return code of 50.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to verify that the CMS volume switching exit (DMSTVS or DMSTVI) is properly
installed and operational.

0203E
PREVIOUS VOLUME volser HAS NO NEXT VOLUME ENTRY

Reason:

While performing multivolume processing (the processing of files that extends across multiple tape volumes), VM:Tape
tried to mount the next volume of a multiple volume file. The specified previous volume does not have a successor.
VM:Tape ends the request with return code 52.

Action:

None.

0204E
MANUAL UNLOAD ERROR OCCURRED ON raddr; VIRTUAL ADDR vaddr
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Reason:

VM:Tape detected that a drive pending VM:Backup job processing was manually unloaded/reloaded. VM:Tape unloads
the drive and reissues the mount request. This action is necessary to ensure data integrity because the drive was
reloaded after label verification was performed.

Action:

Remount the volume on a subsequent MOUNT request.

0205E
DEVICE vaddr NOT CURRENTLY ATTACHED TO userid

Reason:

While performing multivolume processing (processing of files that extend across multiple tape volumes), VM:Tape tried to
mount the next volume of a multiple volume file using the drive on which the previous tape was mounted. VM:Tape ends
the request with return code 50.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to verify that the CMS volume switching exit (DMSTVS or DMSTVI) is properly
installed and operational.

0206E
DETACH OF raddr FROM userid FAILED DURING MULTI-VOLUME PROCESSING

Reason:

While performing multivolume processing (processing of files that extend across multiple tape volumes), VM:Tape tried
to reclaim a drive from a user's virtual machine to process a multiple volume request. The attempted DETACH failed.
VM:Tape ends the request.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to verify that the CMS volume switching exit (DMSTVS or DMSTVI) is properly
installed and operational.

0208E
CONFLICTING OPTIONS SPECIFIED

Reason:

You entered the VMTBIN LIST command with two options that cannot be used together. The command ends with return
code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again specifying only one of the mutually exclusive options.

0209I
SCRATCH POOL INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

The scratch pool definition file and the scratch pool assignment file have been successfully compiled. Scratch pools are
now available.
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Action:

None.

0210T
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO PROCESS SCRATCH POOL DEFINITIONS

Reason:

VM:Tape does not have enough virtual storage to build the scratch pool definition and assignment tables. VM:Tape
initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to increase the virtual memory size of the VM:Tape virtual service machine.

0211T
UNABLE TO OPEN SCRATCH POOL control FILE

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, either the scratch pool definition file or the scratch pool assignment file could not be
opened. This message is accompanied by a CMS-generated error and return code (DMSSOP036E and error code).
VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

See the appropriate CMS command reference for your system for an explanation of the code and proceed accordingly.

0212T
PERMANENT I/O ERROR READING RECORD number OF SCRATCH POOL control FILE

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, either the scratch pool definition file or the scratch pool assignment file could not be
read due to a permanent I/O error condition. This message is accompanied by a CMS-generated error and return code
(DMSSVT120S and error code). VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

See the CMS command reference that is appropriate for your system for an explanation of the return code and proceed
accordingly.

0213T
FIRST KEYWORD IN SCRATCH POOL DEFINITION RECORD number IS NOT SCRPOOL

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool definition. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the scratch pool definition. The Administrators gives information on
VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.
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0214T
INVALID KEYWORD keyword IN SCRATCH POOL control RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid control record (scratch pool definition or scratch pool
assignment). VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the invalid scratch pool definition or scratch pool assignment. See
the Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool
initialization.

0215T
OMITTED RANGE IN SCRATCH POOL DEFINITION RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool definition. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the invalid scratch pool definition. See the Administrators for information
on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.

0216T
DUPLICATE POOL NAME pool IN SCRATCH POOL DEFINITION RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape found more than one definition for a pool. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to find the duplicate scratch pool definitions and eliminate one. See the
Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool
initialization.

0217T
RANGE pair IN SCRATCH POOL DEFINITION RECORD number OVERLAPS SCRATCH POOL pool

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected overlapping scratch pools. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the indicated scratch pool definition. See the Administrators for
information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.

0218T
INVALID VOLUME SERIES series IN SCRATCH POOL DEFINITION RECORD number

Reason:
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During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool definition. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the invalid scratch pool definition. See the Administrators for information
on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.

0219T
OMITTED VALUE FOR KEYWORD keyword IN SCRATCH POOL control RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool definition or assignment. VM:Tape initialization
fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the invalid keyword in the scratch pool definition or assignment. See
the Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool
initialization.

0220T
OMITTED POOL NAME IN SCRATCH POOL ASSIGNMENT RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool assignment. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the invalid scratch pool assignment. See the Administrators for
information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.

0221T
POOL NAME pool IN SCRATCH POOL ASSIGNMENT RECORD number IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape found an assignment rule referencing an undefined pool. VM:Tape initialization
fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to add a scratch pool definition for the undefined pool. See the Administrators for
information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.

0222T
INVALID SYNTAX IN SCRATCH POOL control RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool definition or assignment. VM:Tape initialization
fails.

Action:
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Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the invalid scratch pool definition or assignment. See the Administrators
for information on the scratch pool facility. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.

0223T
PREMATURE END OF FILE ON SCRATCH POOL control FILE

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool definition or assignment. VM:Tape initialization
fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the problem in the scratch pool definition or assignment. See
the Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool
initialization.

0224T
OMITTED "DSN" OR "JOB" KEYWORD ON SCRATCH POOL ASSIGNMENT RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool assignment. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to add a DSN or JOB keyword to the indicated scratch pool assignment. See
the Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool
initialization.

0225T
DUPLICATE OCCURRENCE OF KEYWORD keyword IN SCRATCH POOL control RECORD number

Reason:

During scratch pool initialization, VM:Tape detected an invalid scratch pool definition or assignment. VM:Tape initialization
fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to omit one of the duplicate keywords in the indicated scratch pool definition or
assignment. See the Administrators for information on the scratch pool VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is
corrected, resume scratch pool initialization.

0226T
INVALID SCRATCH POOL CONFIGURATION RECORD record

Reason:

This messages indicates a logic error in VM:Tape. During initialization, a scratch pool-processing routine within VM:Tape
was called to process a configuration record unrelated to scratch pools. This is an abnormal error condition. VM:Tape
initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.
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0227S
SENSE CCW FAILED AFTER UNIT CHECK ON raddr; VIRTUAL ADDRESS vaddr

Reason:

While performing I/O error recovery to the tape drive at the indicated address, raddr, VM:Tape received another I/O error
attempting to issue the SENSE CCW.

Action:

Use the information provided in messages 136I and 137I, along with any CP error messages that may reference the same
tape address, raddr, on either the VM:Tape and/or system operator's console. If the problem persists, contact your system
support personnel.

0228T
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM FILEDEF ddname COMMAND

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to issue a FILEDEF command for the POOLNAME or POOLASGN file. The FILEDEF command returned
an unexpected return code. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

See the CMS command reference appropriate for your system for an explanation of the indicated return code.

0229T
NO SCRATCH POOL control FILE SPECIFIED

Reason:

Either a POOLNAME or a POOLASGN file exists, but not both. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to determine which scratch pool file is missing and create one. See the
Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume scratch pool
initialization.

0230E
USER userid NOT AUTHORIZED FOR pool SCRATCH

Reason:

The requesting userid is not authorized to use the pool name specified on the MOUNT command. VM:Tape cancels the
mount with return code 28.

Action:

None.

0231T
SCRATCH RANGE pair IS NOT COMPLETELY CONTAINED IN THE TMC

Reason:
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During scratch pool initialization, a scratch pool definition referenced volumes not contained in the TMC. VM:Tape
initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to determine whether the problem is with the scratch pool definition or the TMC
and proceed accordingly. See the Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools.

0232T
THE SCRATCH POOL control FILE CONTAINS NO CONTROL RECORDS

Reason:

Either the POOLNAME or POOLASGN file is empty. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to determine which file is empty and build one to correspond with the file that
already exists. See the Administrators for information on VM:Tape scratch pools. When the problem is corrected, resume
scratch pool initialization.

0233E
NO TAPE DRIVES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE ALLOCATION

Reason:

No tape drives are available to immediately satisfy a mount or allocate request with the NOQUEUE option specified.
VM:Tape cancels the request.

Action:

None.

0234I
userid vaddr volser WAITING POS=number PRI=number FOR track density [unit]

Reason:

VM:Tape generates this message in response to the QUERY REQUESTS command for each mount or allocate request
that is pending for the user. Information included for each displayed request is the specified virtual address, volser, and
density of the requested tape, the position of the request in the wait queue, and the assigned priority of the request.

Action:

None.

0235I
userid vaddr volser MOUNTING DEV=raddr track density [unit]

Reason:

VM:Tape generates this message in response to the QUERY REQUESTS command for each mount that is in progress
for the user. Information included for each displayed request is the specified virtual address, volser, and density of the
requested tape, and the real device address of the tape drive allocated for the mount.

Action:
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None.

0236I
NO REQUESTS PENDING

Reason:

This message is generated in response to the QUERY REQUESTS command if the user has no pending requests.

Action:

None.

0237T
SHARED DISK address IS READ-ONLY

Reason:

The shared DASD at the specified address is read-only. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure that the specified disk is linked read/write.

0238E
SHARED DISK FACILITY NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

You tried to use the SDC command, but the Shared Disk facility is not active. VM:Tape ignores the command.

Action:

Do not enter the SDC command if the Shared Disk facility is not installed. If appropriate, ask the VM:Tape system
administrator to install the Shared Disk facility. See the Administrators for information on the Shared Disk facility.

0239E
SCRATCH POOLS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

You entered a REFRESH POOL command, but scratch pools have not been configured in VM:Tape. The command ends
with return code 4.

Action:

Do not enter commands that reference scratch pools if they have not been configured. If appropriate, ask the VM:Tape
system administrator to configure scratch pools. For more information on VM:Tape scratch pools, see the Administrators.

0240E
USERID userid ALREADY SPECIFIED ON product PRODUCT RECORD

Reason:

The indicated PRODUCT record contains a userid already specified on a previous PRODUCT record. VM:Tape
initialization fails.
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Action:

Remove or change the duplicate userid or add MASTER to one of the duplicate product records.

0241E
NO MASTER USERID SPECIFIED ON product PRODUCT RECORDS

Reason:

If more than one PRODUCT record is provided for a given Broadcom product, one of the product userids must be
specified as the master userid for that product. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to add MASTER to one of the duplicate PRODUCT records. When the problem is
corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0242E
INVALID AUTHORIZATION ITEM item

Reason:

The specified item is not a valid parameter on the AUTHORIZ record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape initialization
fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the AUTHORIZ record. The Administrators gives information on the
AUTHORIZ configuration file record.

0243E
INVALID item AUTHORIZATION QUALIFIER qualifier

Reason:

VM:Tape detected an invalid qualifier on the AUTHORIZ record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the AUTHORIZ record. See the Administrators for information on the
AUTHORIZ record. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.

0244E
MULTIPLE MASTER USERIDS SPECIFIED FOR product PRODUCT

Reason:

If more than one PRODUCT record is supplied for a Broadcom product, only one userid can be specified as the master
userid for that product. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to remove MASTER from all but one of the PRODUCT records in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.
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0245E
SCRATCH POOL INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

An error detected during scratch pool initialization prevented VM:Tape scratch pools from being activated. If the error
occurs during VM:Tape initialization, VM:Tape shuts down.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0246E
TMC AND AUDIT FILES RESIDE ON SAME MINIDISK

Reason:

The VM:Tape TMC and Audit files must reside on separate minidisks. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to relocate either the TMC or Audit file to a separate minidisk. When the problem is
corrected, resume VM:Tape initialization.

0247E
PRIORITY number EXCEEDS PRIORITY LIMIT

Reason:

The priority you specified on a mount or allocate request is higher than your allowed maximum. Zero is the highest priority;
99 is the lowest.

Action:

Specify a lower priority (a higher number), or ask your VM:Tape system administrator to authorize you to specify the
requested priority.

0248E
SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE product IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:

VM:Tape has tried to use another Broadcom product service virtual machine, but the machine is not available. The
request is queued pending the availability of the service virtual machine.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to make the specified service virtual machine available.

0249E
INVALID ORDER order RECEIVED FROM userid

Reason:

VM:Tape has tried to use another Broadcom product service virtual machine, but the machine returned results in a format
unknown to VM:Tape. The request ends.
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Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0250E
SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE product IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to use another Broadcom product service virtual machine, but the machine is not defined in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. The request ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to update the VMTAPE CONFIG file with the appropriate PRODUCT record.

0251E
userid REJECTED command string

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to use another Broadcom product service virtual machine, but the machine rejected the request. The
request ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0252E
MISSING REPLY TEXT FOR REPLY number

Reason:

You entered the REPLY command with a reply number but no text.

Action:

Enter the REPLY command again with the correct text.

0253E
VOLUME LIBRARY INTERFACE IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

Neither a CMS- or OS-based interface was specified in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for help.

0254E
VOLUME LIBRARY FILE [TMC | AUDIT | TMCLOCK | AUDLOCK] IS NOT DEFINED

Reason:

I/O blocks that are needed to access the TMC or Audit file do not exist.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support for help.

0256E
VOLUME LIBRARY FILE [TMC | AUDIT] IS INCORRECTLY FORMATTED

Reason:

The file identified as the TMC or Audit file in the VMTAPE CONFIG file is not properly formatted; that is, it is neither a TMC
or Audit file. The logical record length or blocksize of the TMC or Audit file is unsupported.

Action:

Check the TMC or Audit file specified in the VMTAPE CONFIG file to make sure that the format is correct.

0257E
VOLUME LIBRARY FILE [TMC | AUDIT | TMCLOCK | AUDLOCK] CANNOT BE OPENED

Reason:

During initialization, an attempt to open the type of file specified failed.

Action:

This message should be preceded by another message. See the response for the preceding message for the exact cause
of failure.

0258E
ALL ELIGIBLE DRIVES HAVE BECOME EXEMPTED FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

All drives in the eligible drive list (EDL) for the indicated mount request have been exempted from allocation due to media
or hardware errors. The mount request pends.

Action:

Issue the CHANGE command with the RDEV parameter to reactivate a drive in the EDL or CANCEL the mount.

0259E
NO ALTTMC RECORD WAS SPECIFIED IN THE CONFIG FILE

Reason:

The message appears in the system log if CA 1 starts the TMSXTEND utility when VM:Tape is not configured for
TMSXTEND processing. An ALTTMC record is required for TMSXTEND processing. TMSXTEND processing is aborted.

Action:

Your z/OS counterparts must coordinate their TMSXTEND processing with your VM:Tape systems. After the new TMC
dataset has been allocated a new MDISK should be allocated to VM:Tape and this MDISK device number should be
specified on an ATLTMC record in the VM:Tape config file.

0260I
TMSXTEND PROCESSING WAS CANCELLED
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Reason:

TMSXTEND processing has been cancelled. The message will occur if TMSXTEND is being run in test mode or VM:Tape
is not configured for TMSXTEND processing (no ALTTMC record is specified in the config file).

Action:

None. Normal tape operations will continue using the old TMC.

0261I
TMSXTEND PROCESSING HAS STARTED

Reason:

TMSXTEND processing has started.

Action:

None.

0262I
TMSXTEND PROCESSING HAS COMPLETED

Reason:

TMSXTEND processing has completed normally.

Action:

None.

0263E
TMSXTEND IS NOT RUNNING

Reason:

TMSRINIT operator command was issued when the TMSXTEND utility is not running.

Action:

None.

0264E
THE SMFID RECORD IS REQUIRED IF OSTMC IS SPECIFIED

Reason:

This message can occur at initialization if the SMFID record is not specified in the CONFIG file that has an OSTMC config
record specified. It causes VM:Tape to fail to initialize.

Action:

None.

0265E
OSTMC AND ALTTMC MUST SPECIFY DIFFERENT DEVICE NUMBERS
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Reason:

At initialization, if the OSTMC and ALTTMC specify the same device numbers, VM:Tape fails to initialize.

Action:

If you choose to place the new TMC on the same disk as the production TMC you must link it at a different vaddr. This
ensures that internal safety checks within VM:Tape work correctly.

0266I
TMSXTEND IS RUNNING IN TEST MODE

Reason:

CA 1 has started TMSXTEND test processing. The changes will be validated but not applied.

Action:

None.

0267I
SWITCH TO NEW TMC IS COMPLETED

Reason:

The TMC has been switched to new dataset created by TMSXTEND processing. VM:Tape will now determine if the
picklist should be rebuilt.

Action:

None.

0268I
USING THE TMC ON THE ALTTMC vaddr MINIDISK; PLEASE UPDATE THE CONFIG FILE APPROPRIATELY

Reason:

The TMC was found on the ALTTMC minidisk instead of the OSTMC minidisk which indicates a TMSXTEND has been
run.

Action:

Update the VM:Tape configuration as soon as possible by changing the OSTMC vaddr to the ALTTMC vaddr and then
remove the ALTTMC config file record.

0269E
ALTTMC RECORD SPECIFIED; OSTMC RECORD MISSING!

Reason:

Your VM:Tape CONFIG FILE contains a ALTTMC record, however no OSTMC record was coded. The OSTMC VM:Tape
CONFIG FILE record is required when a ALTTMC has been specified.

Action:

Either add the missing required OSTMC VM:Tape CONFIG FILE record or remove the erroneous ALTTMC VM:Tape
CONFIG FILE record.
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0270E
command REJECTED BY USER SECURITY FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

A VM:Tape user command tried to access volume information restricted by the user-defined security exit (USERSECR).
The command terminates with return code 77.

Action:

None.

0272I
VOLUME volser FIELD field HAS BEEN CHANGED

Reason:

The CATALOG command successfully modified the contents of the indicated user-defined field for the volser. VM:Tape
updates the TMC record with the new modification.

Action:

None.

0273E
EDITDEF FIELD fieldname CANNOT BE DEFINED - reason

Reason:

During configuration processing, an error in the EDITDEF field name was encountered, as specified in reason. After this
message, VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct or remove the invalid EDITDEF field. Start VM:Tape again after the
configuration file is corrected.

0274E
INVALID EDITDEF FIELD TYPE type

Reason:

During configuration processing, VM:Tape found an invalid field edit type on an EDITDEF record. The valid values are
CHARnn, BIN1, BIN2, HEX1, HEX2, DATE, TIME, and USERnn. After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in error,
generates message 004T, and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct or remove the invalid EDITDEF record. When the problem is corrected,
start VM:Tape again.

0275E
UNABLE TO PREPARE SCRATCH VOLUME volser -- MARKED AS BADMEDIA IN LIBRARY

Reason:
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VM:Tape found an error while writing the label, rewinding the tape, or performing data security erase (DSE).

Action:

VM:Tape sets the BADMEDIA bit in the TMC for the specified volume and, if Autopick is enabled, selects another scratch
volume. If Autopick is not enabled, the operator must select another scratch volume to satisfy the mount request. The
specified volume will not be able to be used until the BADMEDIA bit has been reset.

0276E
NO type RECORDS ENCOUNTERED DURING CONFIGURATION

Reason:

During initialization of VM:Tape, the VMTAPE CONFIG file contained no records of the indicated type. VM:Tape
initialization ends.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to add the missing records to the VMTAPE CONFIG file. When the problem is
corrected, restart VM:Tape.

0277E
VOLUME volser IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH VOLUME volser

Reason:

You tried to define a next volume for a volume with which the next volume is incompatible. You can define a next volume
only for volumes that have the same owner userid and password. The request ends.

Action:

Use the CATALOG command to chain together only volumes that have the same owner userid and password.

0278E
VOLUME volser IS UNAVAILABLE FOR MULTI-VOLUME USE

Reason:

You tried to use a volume for a next volume that is already part of another multi-volume chain. You cannot place any
volume in more than one multi-volume chain.

Action:

Use the CHAIN option on the LIST command to display volume chaining information from the TMC. Then enter the
original command again using only volumes that are not part of a multi-volume chain.

0280A
MOUNT SELECTED pool SCRATCH VOLUME volser ON raddr, status FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

VM:Tape has selected a scratch volume to satisfy a user's scratch mount request.

Action:

Mount the specified volume. If you cannot find or mount the volume, use the VM:Tape REJECT command to select
another volume.
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0281E
NO AUTOPICK REQUEST PENDING FOR VOLSER volser

Reason:

You entered a VM:Tape REJECT command for a volume that has not been selected by the VM:Tape Autopick facility. The
command ends.

Action:

None.

0282I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN CHECKED IN FROM outcode

Reason:

This message confirms the successful execution of the CHECKIN EXEC. The indicated volume, previously marked as
out-of-area in the TMC, is no longer out-of-area.

Action:

None.

0283E
VOLSER OF TAPE TO CHECKIN NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The VOLSER parameter field is missing from the command line. The proper syntax is CHECKIN volser. The CHECKIN
EXEC ends.

Action:

Correct the syntax and rerun the EXEC.

0284E
VOLUME volser NOT CURRENTLY CHECKED OUT OF AREA

Reason:

The OUTCODE field for this volume is blank, indicating that it is not out-of-area. The CHECKIN EXEC ends.

Action:

None.

0285E
VOLUME volser ALREADY CHECKED OUT TO outcode

Reason:

The outcode for this volume indicates that it has already been checked out and is no longer in the tape area. The
CHECKOUT EXEC ends execution with return code 24.

Action:
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None.

0286I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN CHECKED OUT TO outcode

Reason:

This message confirms the successful execution of the CHECKOUT EXEC. The TMC has been updated to indicate that
the volser is out-of-area. You cannot mount volumes for read-write access while they are out-of-area; however, you can
request a read-only mount for an out-of-area tape.

Action:

None.

0287E
VOLSER OF TAPE TO CHECKOUT NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

Both the VOLSER and OUTCODE parameter fields were missing from the command line. The proper syntax is
CHECKOUT volser outcode. The CHECKOUT EXEC ends.

Action:

Correct the syntax and run the EXEC again.

0288E
VOLUME volser OUTCODE NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The OUTCODE parameter field was missing from the command line. The proper syntax is CHECKOUT volser outcode.
The CHECKOUT EXEC ends.

Action:

Correct the syntax and run the EXEC again.

0289E
VOLUME volser CURRENTLY CHECKED OUT TO outcode

Reason:

The volume indicated is currently checked out and cannot be cleaned until it is checked in using the CHECKIN EXEC. The
CLEAN EXEC ends.

Action:

Run the CHECKIN EXEC for the volume to reset the OUTCODE field.

0290I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN MARKED CLEAN AS OF date

Reason:
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This message indicates the successful completion of the CLEAN EXEC on the date indicated. The CLEAN EXEC ends
successfully.

Action:

None.

0291I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN CLEANED number TIMES

Reason:

This message indicates the successful completion of the CLEAN EXEC and the number of times this volume has been
cleaned. The CLEAN EXEC ends successfully.

Action:

None.

0292I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN USED number TIMES

Reason:

This message indicates the successful completion of the CLEAN EXEC and the number of times this volume has been
used. The CLEAN EXEC ends successfully.

Action:

None.

0293E
VOLSER OF TAPE TO CLEAN NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The VOLSER parameter field was missing from the command line. The proper syntax is CLEAN volser. The CLEAN
EXEC ends.

Action:

Correct the syntax and run the EXEC again.

0294E
NEITHER A CMSTMC NOR AN OSTMC RECORD HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED!

Reason:

Your VM:Tape CONFIG FILE is missing the record which designates the format of the TMC. Either the CMSTMC or the
OSTMC VM:Tape COFIG FILE must be specfied.

Action:

Add the appropriate VM:Tape CONFIG FILE record which correctly designates the format of your TMC.
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0295E
vmuser command ON 'vaddr' NOT COMPLETED IN TIME.

Reason:

The tape operator or robotic interface failed to complete the request, command, for UserID, vmuser, in the maximum
wait time specified on the REMINDER record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape generates message 051T, and the
command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask the responsible tape operator why the command was not completed. Enter the command again.

0296I
EXPDT=date - CURRENT JULIAN=date - RETPD=period

Reason:

This is a status message displaying the expiration date, creation date (current Julian date in the format yyyy/ddd), and
retention period for the volume created. The SLMOUNT EXEC continues execution.

Action:

None.

0297E
ONE OR MORE SLMOUNT ARGUMENTS WERE INVALID. THE CORRECT SYNTAX FOR SLMOUNT IS: SLMOUNT
VOLSER VADDR DSN DSN (OPTIONS OPTIONS:

WAIT/NOWAIT

RING/NORING

EXPDT/RETPD

Reason:

You used an incorrect parameter or option with the SLMOUNT EXEC; the additional information supplied should be
adequate for solving the problem. The SLMOUNT EXEC terminates.

Action:

Correct the invalid argument, and run the EXEC again. See the Command Reference for more information on the
SLMOUNT EXEC.

0297E 1
ONE OR MORE SLMOUNT ARGUMENTS WERE INVALID. THE CORRECT SYNTAX FOR SLMOUNT IS: SLMOUNT
VOLSER VADDR DSN DSN ( OPTIONS OPTIONS: WAIT/NOWAIT RING/NORING EXPDT/RETPD

Reason:

You used an incorrect parameter or option with the SLMOUNT EXEC; the additional information supplied should be
adequate for solving the problem. The SLMOUNT EXEC terminates.

Action:

Correct the invalid argument, and run the EXEC again. See the Command Reference Guide for more information on the
SLMOUNT EXEC.
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0298E
CONFIG FILE RECORD VMXSYSRL ON SPECIFIED, BUT NO PRODUCT VMSECURE RECORD FOUND.

Reason:

During VM:Tape initialization the VMXSYSRL ON record was found while processing the VMTAPE CONFIG file. However,
no PRODUCT VMSECURE record was found before VMTAPE CONFIG file processing completed. The VMXSYSRL
ON record is applicable only when the VM:Tape and VM:Secure PPI (Program to Program Interface) has been enabled
through a VMTAPE PRODUCT VMSECURE configfile record. Therefore this message is issued and VM:Tape initialization
fails with message 004T.

Action:

Make one of the following changes to the VM:Tape CONFIG FILE to correct the problem:

• Add the missing PRODUCT VMSECURE record.
• Change the VMXSYSRL ON record to VMXSYSRL OFF, or remove the erroneous VMXSYSRL ON record.

0299E
DRIVE rdev BEING DUE TO 'MIM2534' RECEIVED FROM serverid IN RESPONSE TO MIA ATTACH.

Reason:

VM:Tape sent a MIA ATTACH request to the MIM service virtual machine which included one or more drives. In response,
VM:Tape received: MIM2534 INTERNAL NAME 'rdev' NOT FOUND and RC=3. This means that for some reason tape
drive 'rdev' was not accessible to the system when the MIM service virtual machine 'serverid' was initialized. The only
way to prevent VM:Tape from including the drive 'rdev' in the list of drives sent on the MIA ATTACH request is to DRAIN
the tape drive using the VM:Tape DRAIN command. Therefore, VM:Tape now recognizes the MIM2534 response to the
MIA ATTACH, extracts the real tape drive address 'rdev' from the response, and automatically DRAINs that tape drive.
The drive will need to remain DRAINED until the problem can be corrected on the MIM service virtual machine 'serverid'.
This usually requires that the MIM service virtual machine be recycled after the problem with the tape drive is corrected.
VM:Tape message 169I accompanies 299E to confirm that the drive is being DRAINED by VM:Tape.

Action:

Contact your system support personnel. Inform them that the 299E message was issued by VM:Tape along with the tape
drive 'rdev' and the MIM service virtual machine 'serverid' included in the 299E message.

0303E
NO poolname SCRATCH mediatype VOLUMES AVAILABLE; NOTIFY TAPE LIBRARIAN

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to select a scratch volume to satisfy a scratch mount request, but no volumes of mediatype were available
in poolname. The scratch request is queued until a volume becomes available.

Action:

Ask the tape librarian to run the SCRATCH command with the REFRESH option to make scratch tapes available.

0304E
NO poolname SCRATCH mediatype VOLUMES AVAILABLE; MOUNT CANCELED

Reason:
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VM:Tape tried to select a scratch tape to satisfy a scratch mount request, but no volumes of mediatype were available in
poolname. VM:Tape cancels the scratch mount request.

Action:

Ask the tape librarian to run the SCRATCH command with the REFRESH option to make scratch tapes available. Then
enter the mount request again.

0305E
CA VM:TAPE MULTIPLE VOLUME SUPPORT HAS BEEN DISABLED

Reason:

The nucleus extension DMSTVS has been purged from your virtual machine. You can no longer process multiple volume
requests on your virtual machine.

Action:

Enter another VM:Tape MOUNT command. This will create a DMSTVS nucleus extension enabling the multivolume
support.

0306T
INVALID STAM CONFIGURATION RECORD record

Reason:

An internal programming error exists within VM:Tape. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the
VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0307T
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO INITIALIZE STAM

Reason:

VM:Tape could not obtain sufficient virtual storage for internal Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) work areas. STAM
initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to increase the virtual storage size of the VM:Tape service virtual machine. When
the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0308T
MISSING record RECORD IN CONFIG FILE

Reason:

VM:Tape could not find the indicated record, which is required for Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization,
in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. STAM initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape
initialization also fails.

Action:
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Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to make sure that both a STAMPARM record and a STAM record are in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0309T
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM FILEDEF stamparm COMMAND

Reason:

While VM:Tape was trying to issue a FILEDEF command for the STAM parameter file, an unexpected error occurred.
Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO,
VM:Tape initialization also fails. If a STAMPARM record is in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, VM:Tape issues a FILEDEF
for input ddname STAMPARM with file identification equal to the filename, filetype, and filemode parameters on the
STAMPARM record. When the FILEDEF fails, VM:Tape generates this error message.

Action:

See the CMS command reference appropriate for your system for an explanation of the indicated return code, and correct
the problem accordingly.

0310T
UNABLE TO OPEN STAM stamparm FILE

Reason:

An OPEN macro issued against the STAM parameter file failed. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization
aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Consult the accompanying CMS error messages to determine the cause of the failure, and correct the problem
accordingly.

0311T
PERMANENT I/O ERROR READING RECORD number OF stamparm FILE

Reason:

A permanent I/O error occurred while reading of the STAM parameter file. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Read the accompanying CMS error messages to determine the cause of the failure. If you cannot resolve the problem,
contact your system support personnel.

0312T
THE STAM PARAMETER FILE DOES NOT EXIST OR CONTAINS NO RECORDS

Reason:

VM:Tape could not find the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) parameter file on the accessed disk or the file
contained no records. STAM initialization fails. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization
also fails.

Action:
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Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to re-access the disk that contains the STAM parameter file and verify that the
FILEDEF for ddname STAMPARM exists and defines the correct parameter file. When the problem is corrected, start
STAM again.

0313T
DEVICE CONTINUATION INVALID

Reason:

A DEV record in the STAM parameter file continued onto a second record, but the syntax of the second record was
incorrect. The continued DEV record must be blank in columns 1 through 15. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the syntax of the second record. When the problem is corrected, start
STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0314T
INVALID OP CODE ON FOLLOWING RECORD

Reason:

VM:Tape found a record type other than SID, OPT, or DEV in the STAM parameter file. Shared Tape Allocation Manager
(STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the syntax of the displayed record. The section on the STAM facility in
the Administratorsgives a description of the STAM parameter file. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if
necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0315T
SYNTAX ERROR ON FOLLOWING SID RECORD

Reason:

VM:Tape detected an invalid syntax for the SID record. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the
VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the syntax of the SID record. The section on the STAM facility in the
Administratorsgives a description of the SID record. Start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0316T
MORE THAN 8 SIDS SPECIFIED

Reason:

You provided more than eight system IDs on the SID record. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) does not support
more than eight systems. STAM initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape
initialization also fails.

Action:
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Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to remove the additional system IDs. The section on the STAM facility in the
Administratorsgives more information. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again; and, if necessary, start VM:Tape
again.

0317T
MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF SID RECORD FOUND

Reason:

You specified the SMFID or CPUID version of the SID record more than once. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct or remove the extra SID record. The section on the STAM facility in the
Administrators gives a description of the SID record. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary,
start VM:Tape again.

0318W
VOLUME volser DOES NOT HAVE THE SAME EXPIRATION DATE AS VOLUME volser

Reason:

While running the SCRATCH command, VM:Tape found a volume in a multi-volume sequence whose expiration date does
not match the expiration date of the first volume in the sequence, regardless of whether the chain otherwise would have
been expired. This message is displayed for each volume that does not match.

Action:

Use the CATALOG command to manually change the expiration date on any volume in the sequence. (The new expiration
date is copied to all remaining volumes in the sequence.) Run the SCRATCH command again after the expiration dates
are corrected.

0319T
CONTINUATION VALID ONLY FOR DEV RECORDS

Reason:

VM:Tape found a continuation character in column 72 on a record other than a DEV record in the VMTAPE CONFIG
file. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO,
VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

For long SID or OPT records, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to break the record into two separate SID or OPT
records. The section on the STAM facility in the Administrators gives a description of the SID and OPT records. When the
problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0320T
STAM FAILED TO INITIALIZE

Reason:

This message appears only with other messages. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) failed to initialize for reasons
explained in earlier error messages. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.
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Action:

See to the preceding error messages to determine the cause of STAM initialization failure and proceed accordingly.

0321T
THIS SYSTEM NOT LISTED ON SID RECORD

Reason:

There is no CPUID or SMFID entry on the SID record that matches the CPUID or SMFID of this system. An incorrect entry
on the SID record usually causes this error. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE
CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to check the SID record in the STAM parameter file. If it specifies CPUID, there
should be a CPUID entry matching the CPUID of the virtual machine running VM:Tape. If it specifies SMFID, there should
be a STAM configuration file record specifying the SMFID parameter. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again
and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0322T
[SMF | CPU] ID IS INVALID

Reason:

The syntax of the CPUID or SMFID parameter is incorrect. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If
the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the syntax of the CPUID or SMFID parameter on the SID record. The
section on the STAM facility in the Administrators describes the SID record. When the problem is corrected, start STAM
again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0323T
NO DEVICE RECORDS FOUND

Reason:

At least one DEV (device) record must appear in the STAM parameter file. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to add the appropriate DEV record or records to the STAM parameter file. The
section on the STAM facility in the Administrators gives a description of the STAM parameter file. When the problem is
corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0324T
NO SID RECORD FOUND

Reason:

The STAM parameter file must contain at least one SID record. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization
aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.
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Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to add at least one SID record to the STAM parameter file. The section on the
STAM facility in the Administrators describes the SID record. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if
necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0325T
GETMAIN FAILED

Reason:

Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) could not get enough storage during initialization. STAM initialization aborts. If
the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask your directory maintenance personnel to increase the virtual storage size of the VM:Tape service virtual machine. Log
off and log on VM:Tape and start STAM again.

0326T
INVALID SYNTAX ON OPT RECORD

Reason:

VM:Tape found a syntax error on the displayed STAMPARM record. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization
aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the syntax of the OPT record. The section on the STAM facility in the
Administrators gives a description of the OPT record. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary,
start VM:Tape again.

0327E
KEYWORD TEXT OF keyword IS NOT VALID

Reason:

Either a STAM SETP command or an OPT record in the STAM parameter file uses an invalid keyword. If the invalid
keyword appears in the STAM SETP command, it ends. If the invalid keyword appears on an OPT record, Shared Tape
Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization
also fails.

Action:

Correct the keyword on the STAM SETP command or ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the OPT record.
The Command Reference Guide gives a description of the STAM SETP command; the Administrators gives a complete
description of the OPT record. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0328E
value IS NOT A VALID PARAMETER

Reason:

The value assigned to a keyword is not valid. VM:Tape discovered this error either while reading the OPT record in the
STAM parameter file during initialization or while processing the STAM SETP command. If the invalid value appears in the
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STAM SETP command, the command terminates. If the invalid value appears on an OPT record, Shared Tape Allocation
Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to find the invalid keyword value and correct it. The Administrators gives a
complete description of the OPT record; the Command Reference Guide gives a description of the STAM SETP
command. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0329T
SYNTAX ERROR ON DEV RECORD

Reason:

A DEV record has the wrong syntax. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE
CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to find the DEV record with the incorrect syntax and correct it. The section on the
STAM facility in the Administrators describes the DEV record. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if
necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0330T
TOO MANY DEVICE ADDRESSES ON THE FOLLOWING RECORD

Reason:

The number of device addresses on a DEV record exceeds the number of systems defined on the SID record. Shared
Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape
initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to see that the number of devices specified on a DEV record match the number
of systems defined on the SID record. The section on the STAM facility in the Administrators describes the DEV and SID
records. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0331T
NOT ENOUGH DEVICE ADDRESSES ON THE FOLLOWING RECORD

Reason:

The number of device addresses on a DEV record is smaller than the number of systems defined on the SID record.
Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO,
VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to see that the number of devices specified on a DEV record matches the number
of systems defined on the SID record. The section on the STAM facility in the Administrators describes the DEV and SID
records. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0332T
STAM CONTROL FILE NOT FORMATTED
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Reason:

The Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file is not formatted. STAM initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE
CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

If the CMS or DISK parameter has been specified on the STAM configuration record, ask the VM:Tape system
administrator to use the VMTSTF utility to format the control file. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if
necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0333T
STAM RELEASE # HAS CHANGED

Reason:

The version number of Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) currently executing does not match the version number
of STAM used to format the STAM control file. This error occurs when a new version of STAM (VM:Tape) has been
installed with a new control file format that is incompatible with previous releases of STAM. STAM initialization aborts. If
the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to use the VMTSTF utility to reformat the control file. When the problem is
corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0334T
STAM CONFIGURATION PARMS HAVE CHANGED

Reason:

The system configuration defined by the STAM parameter file does not match the configuration of the Shared Tape
Allocation Manager (STAM) control file. This error occurs when you change the system configuration defined by the STAM
parameter file but do not reformat the STAM control file. STAM initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies
STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to use the VMTSTF utility to reformat the STAM control file. When the problem is
corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0335T
OUR SYSTEM ID NOT FOUND IN CONTROL FILE RECORD

Reason:

The system ID of this VM:Tape system is not in the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file. This error
occurs when the SMFID or CPUID of a system changes, but the STAM parameter file does not reflect the change. STAM
initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also aborts.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to update the STAM parameter file. The section on the STAM facility in the
Administrators gives more information. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape
again.
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0336I
DEVICE raddr IS NOT DEFINED TO CA VM:TAPE

Reason:

The device specified in the STAM parameter file does not have a corresponding DEVICE record specified in the VMTAPE
CONFIG file. Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization continues. The device is marked invalid.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to change or omit the indicated device address in the STAM parameter file, or
specify a corresponding DEVICE record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

0337E
DEVICE raddr SHOWS ALLOCATED ON MORE THAN ONE SYSTEM

Reason:

The Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file shows the specified device as allocated on more than one
system.

Action:

Enter the DRAIN command to prevent further multiple allocations.

0338E
OPTION keyword IS NOT SUPPORTED BY VM/STAM

Reason:

You entered a STAM SETP command specifying a keyword not supported by the VM:Tape Shared Tape Allocation
Manager (STAM) facility. The command does not execute.

Action:

None.

0339T
DEVICE DEDICATED MORE THAN ONCE ON THE FOLLOWING RECORD

Reason:

A device on a DEV record in the STAM parameter file was defined as being dedicated to more than one system. A
device can be dedicated to only one system. After this message, VM:Tape displays the record in error and Shared Tape
Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization terminates with return code 100. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM
AUTO, message 004T appears and control returns to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the DEV record in the STAM parameter file so that the device is
dedicated to only one system. The section on the STAM facility in the Administrators describes the DEV record. When the
problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0340T
STAM CONTROL FILE RECORDS EXCEED TRACK CAPACITY
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Reason:

The Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) parameter file defines a STAM complex too large to be contained on two
tracks of the STAM control file device. STAM initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to reduce the number of devices or systems in the STAM complex, or move the
STAM file to a device with a larger track capacity.

0341E
COMMAND command NOT SUPPORTED UNDER VM/STAM

Reason:

You entered a Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) command that is not supported by the VM:Tape STAM facility.
The command does not execute.

Action:

None.

0342E
STAM HAS NOT BEEN CONFIGURED

Reason:

You entered a STAM START command, but no STAM record is in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The attempt to start the
Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) fails.

Action:

None.

0343E
STAM ALREADY ACTIVE ON THIS SYSTEM

Reason:

You entered a STAM START command, but the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) is already active on this system.

Action:

None.

0344E
STAM NOT ACTIVE ON THIS SYSTEM

Reason:

You entered a Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) command, but STAM has not been started on this system.

Action:

None.
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0345T
STAM CONTROL FILE RESIDENCE DEVICE vaddr DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The virtual device address specified on the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) configuration file record does not
exist. STAM initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the STAM configuration file record. The configuration file reference in the
Administrators gives information on the STAM configuration record. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and,
if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0346T
STAM CONTROL FILE RESIDENCE DEVICE vaddr IS INVALID

Reason:

The virtual device address specified on the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) configuration file record is not a
DASD device. STAM initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also
aborts.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the STAM configuration file record. The section on the STAM
configuration file record in the Administrators gives information on this subject. When the problem is corrected, start STAM
again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0347T
STAM CONTROL FILE DSN dsn NOT FOUND ON DEVICE vaddr

Reason:

The OS Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file cannot be found on device vaddr. STAM initialization aborts.
If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to see that the specified DSN (data set name) is in the OS VTOC on device vaddr.
When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0348T
STAM CONTROL AREA NOT FOUND ON DEVICE vaddr

Reason:

VM:Tape cannot find the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control area on the indicated device. STAM initialization
aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to see that the STAM control area resides in the unformatted area of a CMS
minidisk. The VM:Tape System Administrator's Guide description of the VMTSTF utility gives an explanation of the STAM
reserved area. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.
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0349T
STAM CONTROL AREA NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO CONTAIN CONTROL FILE

Reason:

The area reserved for the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file is not large enough. This error occurs only
with FBA devices. The STAM control file is not formatted.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to increase the DASD space reserved for the STAM control file. The Administrators
gives information on how to determine the amount of DASD space to reserve.

0350T
OUR SYSTEM NAME system NOT FOUND IN STAM CONTROL AREA

Reason:

The CMS Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control area has not been formatted by the VMTSTF utility, or the
system ID of this system has been changed and the control area has not been reformatted. STAM initialization aborts. If
the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to use the VMTSTF utility to format the control area of the CMS minidisk reserved
for the STAM control file. When the problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0351E
VMTSTF UTILITY CANNOT BE USED TO FORMAT OS STAM DATABASE

Reason:

The VMTSTF utility was invoked using a VMTAPE CONFIG file that specified the OS STAM parameter. VMTSTF cannot
be used to format an OS STAM database. Use the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) product to format the
database. VMTSTF takes no format action.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to format the database using OS STAM.

0353I
STAM CONTROL FILE FORMAT COMPLETE

Reason:

The Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file has been formatted.

Action:

None.

0354S
I/O ERROR READING STAM CONTROL FILE

Reason:
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A permanent I/O error occurred while VM:Tape was performing I/O to the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
database file. STAM ends abnormally.

Action:

Start STAM again on the affected system. If the condition persists, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to move the
STAM control file to a different DASD device. If this does not correct the problem, contact your system support personnel.

0355T
STAM CONTROL FILE HAS BEEN REFORMATTED BY ANOTHER SYSTEM

Reason:

Another system reformatted the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file while this system was running.
STAM ends abnormally.

Action:

Start STAM again.

0356T
STAM HAS ABNORMALLY TERMINATED ON THIS SYSTEM, REASON CODE=code

Reason:

Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) has terminated abnormally on this system. The reason code states the cause of
the abend. See the VM:Tape console log for additional error messages describing the cause of the abend. The code can
be one of the following:

• 20
STAM cannot read the control file due to a permanent I/O error.

• 40
STAM cannot write to the control file due to a permanent I/O error.

• 200
The STAM control file was formatted by another STAM system while STAM was active on this system.

• 220
STAM has detected one of the following conditions:
– Reserve/release has failed, allowing destructive concurrent update of the control file.
– The operator issued a RELEASE command for a system that appeared active but subsequently resumed operation.

• 910
An I/O error occurred during an attempt to obtain a lock on the STAM control file.

• 920
An I/O error occurred during an attempt to release a lock on the STAM control file.

• 1000
An internal logic error has been detected.

Action:

Take steps to start STAM again. If STAM cannot be restarted, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom
Support.

0357T
STAM CONTROL FILE INTEGRITY HAS BEEN LOST
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Reason:

Another system updated the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file while this system had the control file
reserved. STAM ends abnormally. This error may be caused by failure of real reserve/release. CP does not issue real
reserve/release CCWs to devices that are defined with multiple path support. If VM:Tape is accessing a control file shared
with a guest system, virtual reserve/release must be defined for the device containing the control file.

Action:

Start STAM again. If the error persists, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact system support personnel.

0358W
STAM status ON SYSTEM system

Reason:

VM:Tape detected an unusual status for one of the other systems in the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM)
complex. The status can be one of the following:

• HAS NOT BEEN STARTED
• HAS ABENDED
• HAS BEEN STOPPED
• APPEARS TO BE INACTIVE This warning message is displayed on all STAM system consoles.

Action:

Take steps to start STAM again on the affected system.

0359S
I/O ERROR WRITING STAM CONTROL FILE

Reason:

A permanent error occurred during an attempt to update the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file. STAM
ends abnormally.

Action:

Start STAM again on the affected system. If the error persists, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to move the STAM
control file to a different DASD device. If this does not correct the problem, contact your system support personnel.

0360I
VOLUME volume NOT PART OF A MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

Reason:

You issued the CATALOG DROP VOLUME command against a volume that was not part of a multi-volume chain.

Action:

None.

0361E
IUCV ERROR ON function FROM userid IPRCODE=code CC=n PATH=num

Reason:
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An unexpected communication error occurred in the VM:Backup-VM:Tape interface. The interface is no longer
operational.

Action:

If the error was caused by a VM:Backup outage, recycle VM:Backup. Otherwise, ask your VM:Tape system administrator
to contact Broadcom Support.

0362E
ALLOCATION ERROR code DETECTED BY STAM FOR DEVICE raddr

Reason:

The Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) detected an error in drive allocation logic. The error code can be one of the
following:

• 1
STAM has detected an allocated device that is not marked as allocated in its control file. This error usually occurs
when the CP ATTACH command rather than the VM:Tape ALLOCATE command is used to attach a tape drive to a
userid.

• 2
A drive is attached to a userid on this system even though the STAM control file shows it allocated on another system.

Action:

If either of these errors occurs, do not use the CP ATTACH command while STAM is running.

0363E
INVALID command PARAMETER

Reason:

You entered a DRAIN, START, or STAM VARY command with incorrect parameters. The command does not execute.

Action:

See the Command Reference for a description of the correct command syntax. Try the command again using the correct
parameters.

0364E
DEVICES list INVALID FOR command

Reason:

You requested an invalid list of devices when entering either the START, DRAIN, or STAM VARY command. The
command does not execute.

Action:

Try the command again using valid device names. See the Command Reference for information on specifying a list of
devices for these commands.

0365E
SYSTEM system INVALID FOR command

Reason:
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You requested a system not defined to the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM). The command does not execute.

Action:

Try the command again using a valid system ID. See the Command Reference for information on specifying system IDs
for the STAM command.

0366I
DEVICE raddr status action SYSTEM system

Reason:

The Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) has taken the requested action for the specified devices.

The status can be:

PENDING

• TO BE

The action can be:

OFFLINE

• DRAINED
• ONLINE
• STARTED
• DEDICATED
• AVAILABLE
• UNAVAILABLE The command executes successfully.

Action:

None.

0367I
STAM INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

Reason:

The Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) has started successfully on this system.

Action:

None.

0368I
STAM SHUTDOWN COMPLETE

Reason:

A STAM STOP or STOPALL command, entered on this or another system, stopped the Shared Tape Allocation Manager
(STAM).

Action:

None.
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0369I
status text

Reason:

VM:Tape displays the status of the requested devices.

Action:

None.

0370E
INVALID COMMAND PARAMETER

Reason:

You specified an invalid parameter on a STAM command. The command does not execute.

Action:

Correct the invalid parameter. See the Command Reference for a description of the desired STAM command.

0371E
NO DEVICES FOUND WITH REQUESTED ATTRIBUTES

Reason:

You executed a STAM DU MTP or STAM DU AVL command, but VM:Tape found no devices with the requested attributes.

Action:

None.

0372T
BOTH SMF AND CPU IDS FOUND

Reason:

Either an SMFID or a CPUID SID parameter, but not both, can be specified in the STAM parameter file. Shared Tape
Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization aborts. If the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies STAM AUTO, VM:Tape initialization
also fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to omit one of the IDs. The Administrators describes the SID record. When the
problem is corrected, start STAM again and, if necessary, start VM:Tape again.

0373E
DEVICE device IS NOT VALID

Reason:

The device specified in the START, DRAIN, or STAM VARY command was not a valid device name. The command does
not execute.

Action:
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Try the command again, specifying a valid device name. See the Command Reference for information on these
commands.

0374I
SYSTEM RELEASE COMPLETE

Reason:

The devices allocated to the indicated inactive system are now released and available to other systems.

Action:

None.

0375E
REQUIRED PASSWORD IS NOT CORRECT

Reason:

If the PASSWD option is specified in the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) parameter file, you must use the STAM
password with the STAM STOP, STOPALL, RELEASE, and SETP commands. The command does not execute.

Action:

Try the command again, specifying the correct password.

0376W
SYSTEM system HAS LONG STANDING LOCK ON STAM CONTROL FILE

Reason:

The named system has had the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file locked for an unusually long time.
This happens if VM:Tape has abended on the named system while the STAM control file was locked. STAM continues to
wait until the lock is cleared.

Action:

Clear the STAM control file lock or issue the STAM RELEASE command for the abended system.

0377I
STAM SHUTDOWN IN PROGRESS

Reason:

You entered the STAM STOP command while a STAM STOP was already in progress. VM:Tape ignores the subsequent
STOP command.

Action:

None.

0378S
I/O ERROR ON STAM CONTROL FILE DEVICE, CODE=code, SENSE=sense-bytes

Reason:
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A permanent I/O error occurred while VM:Tape tried I/O to the device containing the Shared Tape Allocation Manager
(STAM) control file. The code value specifies the return code from DIAGNOSE X'A8'. The indicated sense data are the
first four sense bytes generated by the I/O attempt. STAM abends.

Action:
See the accompanying messages for specific error conditions. See the appropriate z/VM system facilities for programming
documentation for the codes that are issued by DIAGNOSE X'A8'. Also, refer to the reference manual for the appropriate
magnetic tape subsystem for information about sense data. If the problem persists, contact your system support
personnel.

0379S
I/O ERROR WHILE OBTAINING LOCK ON STAM CONTROL FILE DEVICE

Reason:

A permanent I/O error occurred during an attempt to lock the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) database. STAM
abends.

Action:

Start STAM again. You may have to reformat the STAM database or move it to another device.

0380S
I/O ERROR WHILE READING VTOC ON STAM CONTROL FILE DEVICE

Reason:

A permanent I/O error occurred while VM:Tape was trying to find or read the VTOC on the Shared Tape Allocation
Manager (STAM) control file device. This error is possible only when STAM is running in OS mode. STAM abends. The
device specified as the STAM control file device does not have a valid OS VTOC format.

Action:

Contact OS STAM support personnel.

0381S
I/O ERROR WHILE RELEASING LOCK ON STAM CONTROL FILE DEVICE

Reason:

A permanent I/O error occurred during an attempt to unlock the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) database. STAM
abends.

Action:

Start STAM again. You may have to reformat the STAM database or move it to another device.

0382W
WARNING !!! STAM SHUTDOWN NOT COMPLETED !!!

Reason:

VM:Tape stops the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) if you try to end VM:Tape while STAM is running. The
VM:Tape shutdown process waits until the STAM shutdown has completed. If another system has the STAM database
locked, the VM:Tape shutdown is delayed until the other system releases the database. If you make a second VM:Tape
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END request, VM:Tape shuts down without completing the STAM shutdown procedure. STAM ends immediately with no
shutdown processing.

Action:

Determine why the other system has the extended lock and correct the problem accordingly.

0383T
TMC DISK NOT ACCESSED - STAM CONTROL FILE CANNOT BE LOCATED

Reason:

This error occurs when the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) control file is on the TMC disk but is not accessed at
the time of STAM initialization. STAM initialization aborts.

Action:

Make sure that the TMC disk is accessed before starting STAM.

0384T
COMMAND TERMINATED BY STAM action

Reason:

The command did not execute because of a STAM STOP or abend.

Action:

Try the command again after restarting the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM).

0385I
FILE number DSN dsn DROPPED

Reason:

VM:Tape dropped the specified DSN (data set name) from the volume's DSN chain, and updated the TMC to reflect the
volume status.

Action:

None.

0386I
VOLUME volser DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

Reason:

VM:Tape dropped the indicated volume from the multi-volume chain, and updated the TMC to reflect the volume status.

Action:

None.

0387E
VOLUME volser PRECEDES THE VOLUME ON WHICH THE LAST DATASET BEGINS

Reason:
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When adding a data set using the CATALOG command, volser is a volume that is before the volume on which the last
data set starts. The volser must be either the volume on which the last data set starts or a volume after the volume on
which the last data set starts. The command does not execute.

Action:

Try the command again using the correct volser.

0388E
FILE number DOES NOT BEGIN ON VOLUME volser

Reason:

File number does not start on the indicated volume. When you drop a DSN with the FILESEQ option, the data set must
begin on the specified volume. The command does not execute.

Action:

Try the command again using the correct data set sequence number.

0389I
VOLUME volser ADDED AS NUMBER number IN SEQUENCE

Reason:

Using the CATALOG command, the user added the indicated volser to a multi-volume sequence. The volser is the
indicated number in the sequence.

Action:

None.

0390E
REQUEST REJECTED BY CA VM:SECURE

Reason:

You tried to enter a MOUNT, CATALOG, or LIST command for another user's tapes, but the user had a VM:Secure rule
that prohibited the desired access.

Action:

None.

0391W
REQUEST QUEUED, CA VM:SECURE IS NOT RESPONDING

Reason:

Your request to mount, catalog, or list another user's tapes has been delayed pending validation by VM:Secure.

Action:

None.
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0392E
INVALID SYSID FOR RELEASE

Reason:

An invalid attempt was made to release a system because:

• The specified system ID does not exist.
• The specified system ID is the same as the system ID of the system issuing the command.
• The specified system is not idle or abended.

Action:

Try the command again using a valid system ID.

0393S
INVALID ROUTING INFORMATION ENCOUNTERED BY armproduct SERVER userid

Reason:

There was an unexpected result when VM:Tape tried to communicate with the indicated automated robotic mounter
product, armproduct. This message could indicate a possible internal problem within the product or the automated robotic
mounter it controls. The VM:Tape operator is prompted by message 399R.

Action:

The operator must respond to message 399R.

0394S
ROUTING ERROR code ENCOUNTERED BY product SERVER userid

Reason:

VM:Tape sent a mount request to the indicated automated robotic mounter (ARM) product server and received this error
code. This message could indicate a possible internal problem within the product or the ARM it controls. The VM:Tape
operator is prompted with message 399R.

Action:

The operator must respond to message 399R.

0396S
IUCV ERROR SENDING TO userid IPAUDIT=code

Reason:

VM:Tape cannot communicate with the indicated product userid. This message could indicate a possible internal problem
within the product or the automated robotic mounter it controls. The VM:Tape operator is prompted with message 399R.

Action:

The operator must respond to message 399R.

0397E
armproduct ERROR code SELECTING SCRATCH VOLUME FROM POOL poolname
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Reason:

The indicated automated robotic mounter (ARM) product returned the indicated error code when VM:Tape tried to select a
scratch tape from the indicated poolname. This message could indicate a possible internal problem within the product or
the ARM it controls. The VM:Tape operator is prompted by message 399R.

Action:

The operator must respond to message 399R.

0398E
armproduct ERROR code MOUNTING VOLUME volser ON raddr

Reason:

The indicated automated robotic mounter (ARM) product returned the indicated error code when VM:Tape tried to mount
a tape. This message could indicate a possible internal problem within the product and the ARM it controls. The VM:Tape
operator is prompted with message 399R.

Action:

The operator must respond to message 399R.

0399R
requestname parameter TO svmuserid FAILED; ENTER RETRY, CANCEL, OR NONARM

Reason:

The indicated request has failed; this message is preceded by message 393S, 394S, 396S, 397E, or 398E.

Action:

To retry the request, enter RETRY, to cancel the request, enter CANCEL, or to change the mount to the non-ARM
location, enter NONARM.

0400E
MEDIA ERROR DETECTED ON DRIVE raddr

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to verify the VOL1 label on the volume. Verification failed because the tape was unreadable. If this error
occurs during a scratch mount, VM:Tape tries other drives until the VOL1 label can be read.

Action:

Cancel the mount, try the mount on another drive, or select another scratch volume.

0401I
TAPE DRIVE raddr ALREADY STARTED

Reason:

You tried to start a tape drive that was already started. VM:Tape ignores the START request for this drive; processing of
other drives continues.

Action:

None.
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0402E
NO SERIES RECORDS FOUND DURING INITIALIZATION

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape found no SERIES records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape initialization ends.
VM:Tape generates message 004T and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to see that the correct SERIES records are present in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
When the problem is corrected, try VM:Tape initialization again.

0403E
VOLUME volser IS NOT AN EXPIRING TAPE

Reason:

The indicated volume did not meet the EXPDT or RETPD option criterion on a LIST command for a specific volume and
the list failed. The LIST command ends with return code 28.

Action:

None.

0404I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN [RELEASED | CANCELED]

Reason:

You used the SETUP RELEASE or CANCEL command to process a volume. This message tells you that the system
satisfied this request.

Action:

None.

0405E
VOLUME volser NOT [RELEASED | CANCELED], NOT WAITING

Reason:

You entered the SETUP RELEASE or CANCEL command for a volume that was not awaiting setup. The request ends
with return code 28.

Action:

None.

0406I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN PULLED

Reason:

You pulled a volume successfully from the SETUP waiting queue. VM:Tape places the volume on the pending release
queue.
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Action:

None.

0407E
VOLUME volser NOT PULLED, NOT SETUP

Reason:

You tried to pull a volume that was not waiting for setup. The SETUP request continues processing all volsers on the
command line.

Action:

None.

0408A
SETUP REQUIRED FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

This message tells the setup operator that the indicated volume needs to be set up.

Action:

None.

0409I
THERE ARE NOW number PENDING SETUP REQUESTS

Reason:

There are number volumes pending setup. This message appears periodically, either at the time interval established
by the default reminder interval on the REMINDER configuration file record for tape mount requests, or by the reminder
interval specified on the SETUP configuration file record.

Action:

None.

0410E
SETUP FACILITY WAS ALREADY action

Reason:

You tried to start the Setup facility but it has already started, or you tried to end the Setup facility but it has already ended.
VM:Tape ignores the SETUP START or STOP request.

Action:

None.

0411E
SETUP FACILITY IS NOT AVAILABLE

Reason:
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You tried to use the Setup facility while it was disabled. The SETUP request ends with return code 12.

Action:

None.

0412I
CA VM:TAPE SETUP FACILITY [ENABLED | DISABLED]

Reason:

This is the normal response to the SETUP START and STOP commands. The Setup facility displays the status (either
ENABLED or DISABLED).

Action:

None.

0413I
NO VOLUMES ARE CURRENTLY PENDING RELEASE

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message in response to a SETUP QUERY PULLED request. It indicates that VM:Tape found no
volumes pending release.

Action:

None.

0414I
THERE ARE NO VOLUMES PENDING SETUP

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message in response to a SETUP QUERY WAITING request. It indicates that VM:Tape found no
volumes waiting for setup.

Action:

None.

0415T
SETUP QUERY CANCELED BY userid

Reason:

You issued a SETUP QUERY command with either the STACK or DISK option. VM:Tape was trying to return data to you
when you either logged off or issued the HX command. The query request ends with return code 100.

Action:

None.

0416I
NO VOLUMES WERE PULLED, NONE WERE AWAITING SETUP
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Reason:

You tried to pull all volumes waiting for setup. No volumes were awaiting setup. VM:Tape pulls no volumes.

Action:

None.

0417I
VOLUME volser HAS BEEN PULLED

Reason:

This volser has been pulled from the SETUP request.

Action:

None.

0418I
VOLUME volser IS WAITING FOR SETUP

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message in response to a SETUP QUERY ALL command. It indicates that this volser is waiting for
setup.

Action:

None.

0419I
userid vaddr volser HAS BEEN PULLED, WAITING FOR RELEASE

Reason:

This volser has been pulled from the SETUP request queue and is waiting for release before a mount request can be
generated.

Action:

None.

0420I
userid vaddr volser WAITING FOR SETUP

Reason:

This userid has the specified volser waiting for setup processing before the tape can be mounted.

Action:

None.

0421E
CONFLICTING OPTIONS SPECIFIED
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Reason:

Two options specified on the VMTBIN command line logically conflict, causing VMTBIN to end. VM:Tape cancels the
VMTBIN request.

Action:

See the VMTBIN syntax reference in the Administrators and enter the command correctly.

0422I
AUTOPICK HAS ALREADY BEEN [STARTED | STOPPED]

Reason:

You tried to start or stop the Autopick facility but it has already been started or stopped. VM:Tape ignores the AUTOPICK
request.

Action:

None.

0423I
AUTOPICK IS NOW [STARTED | STOPPED] FOR poolname SCRATCH POOL

Reason:

You used the AUTOPICK command to change or query the status of the Autopick facility for the indicated scratch pool.
VM:Tape starts or stops the Autopick facility for the scratch pool, or displays whether Autopick is on or off for the scratch
pool.

Action:

None.

0424I
userid vaddr WAITING FOR SCRATCH SELECTION

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message in response to a QUERY REQUEST command. All scratch mounts pending automatic
scratch selection appear with this message.

Action:

None.

0425E
THE AUTOPICK FACILITY IS NOT CONFIGURED

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message in response to an AUTOPICK START or AUTOPICK STOP request when AUTOPICK is not
defined in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Action:

If you want to use the Autopick facility, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to place the appropriate AUTOPICK record
in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. When the problem is corrected, start VM:Tape again.
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0426E
ERROR code OCCURRED WHILE WRITING TO THE AUTOPICK FILES

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Tape was writing to an AUTOPICK file during a REFRESH or a MOUNT SCRATCH request. If
this error occurs during a REFRESH request, execution continues in an attempt to complete the building of a pointer file.
During a scratch mount request, the mount request is canceled. In either case, the Autopick facility is disabled.

Action:

See the CMS application development reference that is appropriate for your system for the meaning of the indicated
FSWRITE return code and take appropriate action.

0427I
THERE ARE number DYNAMIC PAGES AVAILABLE

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this normal initialization message which indicates that there are number pages dynamically assigned to
command processes as VM:Tape is used. System initialization continues.

Action:

None.

0428E
THE USE OF SMSG IS ILLEGAL WHEN PROMPT GENERATION IS REQUIRED

Reason:

You requested a password or DSN prompt in the VM:Tape command line or by VM:Secure rules verification. The
requested command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Use the VM:Tape command rather than SMSG to issue your requests to VM:Tape.

0429I
VARY REQUEST FAILED CP vary_response

Reason:

During the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization, an attempt to vary off a 3480 drive failed. Initialization
continues and the device that failed is flagged as not available to STAM.

Action:

See the z/VM Operator's Guide appropriate for your system for the meaning of the response and take the appropriate
action.

0430E
OPTION option IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER SPECIFIED OPTIONS

Reason:
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You entered a mount request with conflicting information regarding the media type of the volume or tape drive requested.
The mount request ends with return code 24.

Action:

Correct the media or density options and try the mount request again. Refer to the Command Reference for information
on the MOUNT command.

0431I
CATALOG TRTCH AND DENSITY VALUES NOT CONSISTENT WITH KNOWN VALUES FOR volser

Reason:

During refresh processing, VM:Tape found a volume that had inconsistent density (DEN) and media (TRTCH) values. For
example, the DEN value indicated that the tape density was 38K, but the TRTCH value indicated that the tape's media
was HPTB. If the Autopick facility is enabled, VM:Tape does not add the tape to the picklist.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape tape librarian to correct either the DEN or the TRTCH fields, or both the DEN and TRTCH fields.

0433E
DEVICE vaddr UNABLE TO DISPLAY

Reason:

You issued the VMTDSP utility to a drive that was unable to recognize the 3480 display command. The VMTDSP utility
ends with return code 100.

Action:

Make sure that the drive is a 3480 before running the VMTDSP utility.

0434S
REJECTING ORDERS FROM vaddr

Reason:

A programming error in VM:Tape caused it to reject orders sent by another service virtual machine running a Broadcom
product.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0435E
NO PENDING MOUNTS FOUND FOR USER userid

Reason:

You entered a CANCEL ALL request but VM:Tape found no pending mount or allocation requests for the indicated userid.
The CANCEL command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Enter the CANCEL command again, specifying the correct userid.
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0436E
VOLUME volser IS A mediatype, WHICH IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE SPECIFIED DENSITY OPTIONS

Reason:

You entered a mount request for volume volser defined to the volume library as a type of media that is not compatible with
the density options you specified. The MOUNT command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT command again, specifying the correct density option. Refer to the Command Reference for
information on the MOUNT command.

0437I
ATL location HAS number FREE CELLS

Reason:

VM:Tape sends this message at initialization if VM:Tape is interfaced to a Memorex Telex Automated Tape Library (ATL). It
indicates the number of free cells in the specified ATL location.

Action:

None.

0438W
LOCATION OF VOLUME volser UNCERTAIN; location ASSUMED

Reason:

VM:Tape is unable to determine the location of the indicated volser because an interface to an automated robotic mounter
is unavailable, so the indicated location is assumed.

Action:

None, if the assumed location is accurate. If not, either use the CHANGE command to direct the mount of the indicated
volume to the desired location, or restart the unavailable interface.

0439E
DRIVE raddr IS ALREADY A NON-ARM DEVICE

Reason:

You attempted to enter the DISARM command for tape drive raddr, which is already defined as a non-ARM drive.
VM:Tape disregards the command.

Action:

None.

0440E
THE armproduct INTERFACE FOR DRIVE raddr IN LOCATION location IS ACTIVE

Reason:
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You attempted to issue the DISARM command for tape drive raddr while the automated robotic mounter (ARM) product
interface product was still active.

Action:

Use the appropriate ARM product command to halt the VM:Tape interface to the specified ARM product and enter the
DISARM command again.

0441E
THE armproduct INTERFACE FOR LOCATION location IS [ACTIVE | HALTED | INACTIVE]

Reason:

You attempted to issue the DISARM command for the indicated automated robotic mounter (ARM) location while the ARM
product interface product was still active.

Action:

Use the appropriate ARM command to halt the VM:Tape interface to the specified ARM product and enter the DISARM
command again.

0442I
RETURN CODE code FROM REQUEST

Reason:

This is a normal response to the LMS CMD command. It displays the return code for the operator command issued to the
Library Management Software (LMS) product.

Action:

None.

0443E
REQUEST CANCELLED

Reason:

The LMS CMD operator command issued to the Library Management Software (LMS) product has been canceled.

Action:

Refer to any preceding error messages and consult with operators to determine why the command was canceled and
proceed accordingly.

0444E
ACSDEVICE RECORD IS NO LONGER SUPPORTED; USE DEVICE AND PRODUCT RECORDS

Reason:

During VM:Tape initialization an ACSDEVICE record was found in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. ACSDEVICE has been
replaced by enhancements to the PRODUCT and DEVICE records, and is no longer supported by VM:Tape.

Action:

Replace the ACSDEVICE record with the appropriate PRODUCT and DEVICE records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The
Administrators describes both of these records. Once the problem has been corrected, start VM:Tape again.
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0445E
READ-ONLY SCRATCH MOUNT NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

OS simulation support opened a tape for reading with a volser of scratch.

Action:

Update your LABELDEF or FILEDEF with the volser of the tape from which you want to read. Scratch tapes can only be
written to using OS simulation.

0447E
OSSTAT OPTION EOV ISSUED BEFORE THE OPEN OPTION

Reason:

During OS simulation tape processing, CMS called the EOV routine before an OS simulation OPEN routine. This is an
internal logic error. Processing ends with abend code 001.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0448E
OSGENN SPECIFIED WITH AN EOV OR CLOSE OPTION

Reason:

During OS simulation tape processing, the OSGENN option was specified on the same MOUNT command as an OSSTAT
EOV or OSSTAT CLOSE. This is an internal logic error. Command processing ends with abend code 001.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0449E
GENN SPECIFIED ON LABELDEF BUT GDG NOT SPECIFIED ON FILEDEF SYSPARM

Reason:

You specified a GENN value on the CMS LABELDEF command, but did not specify the GDG parameter as a FILEDEF
SYSPARM option. The mount request ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the FILEDEF command again with GDG as a SYSPARM option.

0450E
LABELDEF GENN number NOT THE NEXT AVAILABLE GENERATION NUMBER, CA VM:TAPE CALCULATED
number

Reason:

You tried to create a new generation data set. The next available generation number does not agree with the GENN value
specified on the CMS LABELDEF command. Command processing ends with abend 001.
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Action:

Use the generation number calculated by VM:Tape and displayed in the message to replace the LABELDEF GENN value.

0451E
LABELDEF GENN number NOT EQUIVALENT TO VM:Tape CALCULATED GENERATION NUMBER number

Reason:

You tried to reference a generation data set with conflicting parameters. The FILEDEF SYSPARM option GDG (generation
data group) is used to calculate the VM:Tape cataloged generation value. The calculated value disagrees with the GENN
value specified on the CMS LABELDEF command. The mount request ends with return code 28.

Action:

Use the generation number calculated by VM:Tape and displayed in the message to replace the LABELDEF GENN value.

0452E
INVALID SYNTAX syntax

Reason:

An internal VM:Tape request entered the SYNTAX command incorrectly. The SYNTAX command ends with return code
24.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0453E
option IS NOT A VALID MOUNT OPTION

Reason:

You entered an invalid VM:Tape MOUNT command option for the FILEDEF SYSPARM option. The FILEDEF command
ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the FILEDEF command again, specifying valid SYSPARM options. See the Command Reference for a description
of SYSPARM options.

0454E
INCONSISTENT PARAMETERS parameter1 AND parameter2

Reason:

Parameters specified for the SYSPARM option on the FILEDEF command conflict. The FILEDEF command ends with
return code 24.

Action:

Enter the FILEDEF command again, specifying valid parameters. See the Command Reference for information on the
SYSPARM option.
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0455E
REQUEST REJECTED BY USER SECURITY EXIT

Reason:

The user security exit rejected the requested VM:Tape LIST command you entered. The command ends with return code
77, and control returns to CMS.

Action:

Enter a VM:Tape LIST command for which you have been authorized.

0456E
FID PARAMETER ON LABELDEF IS REQUIRED FOR GDG USE

Reason:

You specified the GDG option as a SYSPARM option on the FILEDEF command, but did not specify the FID parameter on
the LABELDEF command. Command processing terminates with abend 001.

Action:

Enter the LABELDEF command again, specifying the FID and, optionally, the GENN parameter. See the CMS command
reference appropriate for your system for information on the LABELDEF command.

0457E
CA VM:TAPE REJECTS PARM parameter FOR USE WITH THE OS SIMULATION EXIT

Reason:

An incompatibility between CMS and VM:Tape exists in the recording mode check logic. OS open processing ends with
abend 001.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0458E
CA VM:TAPE DOES NOT ALLOW MORE THAN 80 CHARACTERS ON THE FILEDEF SYSPARM FIELD

Reason:

You specified more than 80 characters for the SYSPARM option of the FILEDEF command. The FILEDEF command
terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the FILEDEF command again, specifying 80 characters or fewer for the SYSPARM option.

0459E
THE LOCATION OF VOLUME volser IS UNCERTAIN

Reason:

You tried to eject the indicated volume, but VM:Tape could not determine the location because VM:Tape was unable to
communicate with one or more automated robotic mounter (ARM) products defined to VM:Tape. The command ends.
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Action:

Enter the command again when all ARM product interfaces to VM:Tape are active.

0460E
COULD NOT FIND VMTTVI MODULE

Reason:

You executed VMTTVI with the INSTALL parameter, but the VMTTVI module was not found on an accessed disk. The
VMTTVI module ends with return code 24.

Action:

Verify that the VMTTVI module is on an accessed disk, then execute the VMTTVI module again.

0462E
AT LEAST ONE REJECT ACTION MUST BE SPECIFIED ON THE AUTOPICK RECORD

Reason:

The AUTOPICK record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file must specify at least one reject action to be taken when the reject
threshold is exceeded. After this message is issued, VM:Tape displays the record in error, generates message 004T, and
returns control to CMS.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to include a reject action on the AUTOPICK record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
The section on the AUTOPICK record in the Administrators gives more information. When the problem is corrected, start
VM:Tape again.

0463E
disk_volser NOT LOCKED BY userid

Reason:

The SDC UNLOCK command was issued specifying a userid that did not have a lock on the indicated minidisk.

Action:

Issue the SDC DISPLAY command to determine the userid that has the lock on the indicated minidisk and reissue the
SDC UNLOCK command specifying the correct userid.

0464I
type LOCK action ON volser FOR userid

Reason:

The SDC command caused the indicated type of action to be taken on the indicated minidisk volser for the indicated
userid.

Action:

None.
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0465E
vaddr IS NOT ON A FREE VIRTUAL CONTROL UNIT

Reason:

The virtual address specified on the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command conflicts with the virtual address of a device
already defined in your virtual machine. VM does not allow you to mix devices that use different protocols (shared versus
non-shared) on the same virtual control unit, unless the VCUNOSHR option is coded. The MOUNT or ALLOCATE
command specified a virtual address on a control unit already containing a device that uses a different protocol. The
command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again, specifying a virtual address that does not conflict with a device already defined in your virtual
machine, or add the VCUNOSHR option to your directory. Refer to the section on the MOUNT command in the Command
Reference for more information.

0467I
THE REDUCTION STEP OF DRIVE ALLOCATION IS [ALREADY | NOW] SET TO [ NOT] BE ATTEMPTED

Reason:

This is a normal response to the ARM REDUCE STEP command. It tells whether or not the reduction step is to be applied
to the drive allocation process.

Action:

None.

0468I
DEVICE raddr IS [PERMANENTLY | ALREADY | NOW] [IR]REDUCIBLE

Reason:

This is a normal response to the ARM REDUCE raddr command. It tells whether the indicated device is to participate in
the reduction step of the drive allocation process. A reducible drive is one that participates in the reduction step and is,
therefore, subject to exemption by the Library Management Software (LMS) using the allocation/domain rules configured
by your site. An irreducible drive is one that does not participate in the reduction process.

Action:

None.

0469I
ARM EJECT [SET | ALREADY SET | NOW SET] TO BE [ALLOWED | NOT ALLOWED ]

Reason:

You entered the ARM EJECT command and one of the following occurred:

• You did not specify any parameters on the ARM EJECT command. VM:Tape responds with the current setting.
• You specified parameters that match the current setting. VM:Tape does not change the current setting and responds

with this message stating that the setting for which you specified parameters is already set.
• You specified parameters that do not match the current setting. VM:Tape changes the setting to match your

parameters and responds by displaying the new setting.
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Action:

None.

0471E
VOLUME volser IS IN UNKNOWN armproduct LOCATION location

Reason:

The indicated automatic robotic mounter (ARM) product reports that volser is in an ARM location, but the reported ARM
location does not match any of those identified to VM:Tape.

Action:

Verify that the ARM location is valid. Report this message to Broadcom Support.

0472E
VOLUME volser IS NOT LOCATED IN AN AUTOMATIC ROBOTIC MOUNTER

Reason:

You attempted to eject volser from an automated robotic mounter (ARM) device. VM:Tape was unable to find volser in an
ARM device. The command fails.

Action:

None.

0473E
UNABLE TO EJECT [LMS | location] VOLUME volser

Reason:

In response to an EJECT command, VM:Tape attempted to eject the volser from the indicated location. The EJECT
command was rejected by the controlling automated robotic mounter (ARM) product software.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to determine the reason for the command failure. After the problem is corrected,
enter the EJECT command again.

0474E
VOLUME volser IS NOT IN LOCATION location

Reason:

You entered the LIST command specifying the indicated volume and location but VM:Tape determined that the indicated
volser was not located in the indicated location. The command ends.

Action:

None.

0499A
DEV rdevno error-message-text
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Reason:

An I/O error occurred on the specified tape drive. If the error is a permanent error or another type of error from which
VM:Tape has attempted recovery and failed, VM:Tape issues message 135S, and unloads and reissues the mount
request for another tape drive. If the error requires intervention, VM:Tape issues message 078A, and the MOUNT
command waits for the drive to be made ready.

Action:

See the IBM documentation for more information on this message.

0502E
DATASET EXPIRATION DATE dsexpdate INCOMPATIBLE WITH VOLUME EXPIRATION DATE volexpdate

Reason:

The user tried to set a data set expiration date dsexpdate to a type that is not the same as the volume expiration date type
volexpdate, using the CATALOG command.

Action:

Try the command again using a data set expiration date that is compatible with the volume expiration date type.

0503E
PRODUCT RECORD MISSING FOR userid

Reason:

A userid not specified on the PRODUCT VMBATCH configuration file record tried to enter an ALTUSER SET or CLEAR
command. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Contact VM:Batch system support personnel.

0504I
nnnnn VOLUMES BASED ON volser HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED TO userid

Reason:

The ASSIGN command was used to assign a volume to a new owner and manager, and a multi-volume sequence was
affected. All volumes in the sequence are owned by userid.

Action:

None.

0505E
INVALID PRODUCT TO PRODUCT REQUEST FOR ALTUSER CLEAR, NO MATCH FOUND

Reason:

The ALTUSER CLEAR command was entered, but no alternate userid match was found. Either the ALTUSER FILE does
not exist, or the alternate userid specified on the command line was not found in the file. The command ends with return
code 24.

Action:
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Contact VM:Batch system support personnel.

0506I
nnnnn VOLUMES BASED ON volser NO LONGER HAVE A PASSWORD

Reason:

The user removed the password for the indicated volume using the CATALOG command. The variable volser is a member
of a multi-volume sequence, and nnnnn volumes in the sequence also have no password.

Action:

None.

0507I
nnnnn VOLUMES BASED ON volser EXPIRATION DATE IS NOW expdate

Reason:

The user changed the expiration date for the indicated volume using the CATALOG command. The indicated volser was
specified on the CATALOG command and is a member of a multivolume sequence. The variable nnnnn indicates the
number of volumes that were changed. The variable expdate is the new expiration date.

Action:

None.

0508I
nnnnn VOLUMES BASED ON volser NOW HAVE A READ-ONLY PASSWORD

Reason:

Using the CATALOG command, the user specified a read-only password on a volume that is a member of a multi-volume
sequence. The variable nnnnn indicates how many volumes were changed, and volser is the volume specified on the
CATALOG command.

Action:

None.

0509I
nnnnn VOLUMES BASED ON volser NOW HAVE A WRITE PASSWORD

Reason:

Using the CATALOG command, the user specified a write password on a volume that is a member of a multi-volume
sequence. The variable nnnnn indicates how many volumes were changed, and volser is the volume specified on the
CATALOG command.

Action:

None.

0510I
nnnnn VOLUMES BASED ON volser NOW HAVE AN ANY MOUNT PASSWORD
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Reason:

Using the CATALOG command, the user specified an any-access password on a volume that is a member of a multi-
volume sequence. The variable nnnnn indicates how many volumes were changed, and volser is the volume specified on
the CATALOG command.

Action:

None.

0511E
CHECKPOINT RECOVERY FILE CHARACTERISTICS ARE INCORRECT

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape determined that the VMTAPE RECOVERY file had an incorrect record length. Initialization
fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact either Broadcom Support, or use the COLD option of the VMTSYS
command to initialize VM:Tape. Initializing with the COLD option causes the VMTAPE RECOVERY file in error to be
erased and a new one to be built; therefore, make a copy of the VMTAPE RECOVERY file in error to help with problem
determination.

0512E
CHECKPOINT RECOVERY ITEM item IS NOT SUPPORTED

Reason:

The indicated checkpoint item was encountered by VM:Tape and is not recognized. VM:Tape is attempting to utilize an
incompatible or damaged VMTAPE RECOVERY file. After this message, VM:Tape generates message 004T and returns
control to CMS.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator make sure that the correct minidisks are accessed before starting VM:Tape again.
If the VMTAPE RECOVERY file is damaged, it may be necessary to start VM:Tape with the COLD parameter on the
VMTSYS command or erase the VMTAPE RECOVERY file to suppress checkpoint recovery.

0513E
ERROR code ENCOUNTERED READING THE CHECKPOINT RECOVERY FILE

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to read the VMTAPE RECOVERY file. An error occurred.

Action:

To find out the meaning of the indicated FSREAD return code, refer to the CMS application development reference
manual appropriate for your site and take the appropriate action.

0514E
ERROR code ENCOUNTERED WRITING TO THE CHECKPOINT RECOVERY FILE

Reason:
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VM:Tape tried to write to the VMTAPE RECOVERY file. An error occurred.

Action:

For the meaning of the indicated FSWRITE return code, refer to the CMS application development reference manual that
is appropriate for your system and take the appropriate action.

0515I
ATL location HAS number VOLUMES IN THE poolname SCRATCH POOL

Reason:

The indicated location has the indicated number of volumes available in poolname.

Action:

None.

0516I
location product status

Reason:

This is a normal response to the QUERY LOCATION command. It displays the location name, product name, and current
status of a location.

Action:

None.

0517I
DRIVE raddr NOT FOUND IN LOCATION location

Reason:

You entered a QUERY LOCATION command but VM:Tape did not find drives in the requested location. Or, you specified a
location when querying a drive but the drive does not exist in that location.

Action:

Correct the problem and enter the command again.

0530W
UNABLE TO ISSUE ASSIGN CCWS TO DEVICE raddr

Reason:

The VM:Tape Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) facility tried to issue an assign CCW string to the indicated device,
but the device was inoperable or was previously assigned elsewhere. STAM initialization continues, but marks the device
unusable by STAM or VM:Tape. Message 533I accompanies this message.

Action:

Contact your system support personnel.
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0531I
3480 DEVICE raddr NOT DEFINED PROPERLY TO BE SHARED

Reason:

The indicated device was defined to CP as a 3480 tape device and an OPT entry for ASSIGN=YES was specified in the
Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) parameter file, or the device was defined to CP as an unsupported device and
an OPT entry for ASSIGN=NO was specified in the STAM parameter file. STAM initialization continues but marks the
device as unusable by STAM or VM:Tape. Message 533I accompanies this message.

Action:

To share the 3480 tape device using ASSIGN=YES, define your 3480 tape devices as unsupported in CP and restart
VM:Tape and STAM. To share the 3480 tape devices using ASSIGN=NO, change the OPT entry for ASSIGN=YES option
to ASSIGN=NO in the STAM parameter file. For more information on the ASSIGN option, see the section on the STAM
facility in the Administrators.

0532W
SCRATCHING OF ONE OR MORE VOLUMES NOT SYNCHRONIZED

Reason:

While running the SCRATCH command, VM:Tape was unable to notify one or more of the automated robotic mounter
(ARM) product service virtual machines of the volumes scratched. This caused the TMC and ARM product tape catalog to
be out of sync.

Action:

Use the scratch report produced by the SCRATCH command to determine for which volsers VM:Tape was unable to
update the ARM product tape catalog. Issue the appropriate ARM product command to update the ARM product tape
catalog with the correct scratch status of the volsers in question.

0533I
DEVICE raddr HAS BEEN MARKED UNUSABLE

Reason:

The indicated device cannot be used by the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) as defined to CP or in the STAM
parameter file. STAM marks the device unusable, but initialization continues.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the device specifications indicated by the previous message. The section
on the STAM facility in the Administrators gives more information on the STAM parameter file.

0534I
DEVICE raddr CANNOT BE ALLOCATED WITHOUT VM/STAM OR MIA

Reason:

The indicated device was defined to CP as type unsupported, but neither the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) nor
Multi-Image Allocation (MIA) has been configured. VM:Tape initialization continues normally.

Action:
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Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to configure STAM or MIA in your VMTAPE CONFIG file. See the Administrators
for information on configuring STAM and MIA.

0535T
INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR IN 3480 FULL FUNCTION SUPPORT CODE

Reason:

A serious logic error occurred during an attempt to set up a 3480 device for full-function support. The Shared Tape
Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0536S
UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT CODE code FROM userid

Reason:

A VM:Tape process received an unexpected Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) interrupt (other than a sever).
VM:Tape severs the IUCV path and cancels the process.

Action:

Enter the command again. If the problem persists, contact your system support personnel.

0540E
DEVICE LIMIT EXCEEDED

Reason:

This message appears during VM:Tape initialization for one of the following reasons:

• The DEVICE records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file contain too many devices to be managed by the CMS I/O handler.
• No virtual addresses in the range 310-7FF are available for VM:Tape to use. VM:Tape uses these addresses to attach

tape drives to itself before attaching the drives to the requesting users.

After this message, VM:Tape generates message 004T and returns control to CMS.

Action:

Detach any virtual devices in the VM:Tape service virtual machine in the range 310-7FF and try to restart VM:Tape. If
initialization fails again, the VMTAPE CONFIG file specifies more devices than the CMS I/O interrupt handler can service.
Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to modify or delete DEVICE records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file until enough
devices are removed to allow VM:Tape to initialize.

0541A
MOUNT (list) ON raddr, status FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

The indicated list consists of one to five volsers. VM:Tape is asking you to mount one of these volsers. Any of the volsers
satisfy the mount request. This message is used only by the VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup. VM:Tape waits for you to
mount the tape.

Action:
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Mount any one of the specified volsers on drive raddr. The status specifies whether or not to use a write ring.

0542E
TAPE DRIVE raddr WILL BE DRAINED DUE TO PERMANENT I/O ERROR

Reason:

When VM:Tape tried to perform an I/O, the tape drive raddr showed a permanent I/O error. The system puts the drive in
DRAINED status until the site's tape operators, system programmers, or support personnel can determine the cause of
the error. VM:Tape operation continues.

Action:

Determine the cause of the I/O error. Use the VM:Tape START raddr command to remove the drive from DRAINED status
and make it usable.

0543E
RDEV OPTION CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WHEN THE COUNT IS GREATER THAN ONE

Reason:

You specified the RDEV option and a COUNT option greater than 1 on a RESERVE or RELEASE command. The
command ends with return code 24.

Action:

Enter the command again either by removing the RDEV option or by specifying 1 as the COUNT value.

0544I
CONNECTION TO product SERVER userid [TERMINATED | SEVERED | COMPLETE | PENDING]

Reason:

VM:Tape sends this message when the state of the interface from VM:Tape to the indicated product running on the
specified service virtual machine userid changes. The TERMINATED state results from the explicit operator request to
halt the interface. The SEVERED state is an unintentional break in the interface. The COMPLETE state indicates that the
interface has been reestablished. The PENDING state indicates that VM:Tape tried to connect to the indicated product
running on service virtual machine userid and is waiting for a response from the product to complete the connection.

Action:

If the interface is unintentionally severed, VM:Tape continually attempts to reestablish the connection; no operator action
is required. Requests that are dependent on the interface will wait. If it can be determined that the interface will be
unavailable for an extended period of time, it may be necessary to halt the interface to release the pending requests.

0545I
ARM SYNCHRONIZATION: REFRESH = [ON | OFF] SCRATCH = [ON | OFF]

Reason:

This message indicates the default current synchronization settings that determine whether or not synchronization will
take place between VM:Tape and the automated robotic mounter (ARM) product when the REFRESH and SCRATCH
commands are entered.

Action:
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None.

0546E
UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND command RECEIVED FROM CA VM:BACKUP SERVICE MACHINE vmbackup

Reason:

An error occurred in the VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup. VM:Tape does not recognize the command it received from
vmbackup, the userid of the VM:Backup service virtual machine. VM:Tape clears the command buffer and cancels the
VM:Backup request. This message represents a serious internal logic error in VM:Tape or VM:Backup.

Action:

Contact your systems support personnel.

0547E
INVALID LENGTH length ON CA VM:BACKUP COMMAND

Reason:

An error has occurred in the VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup. VM:Backup sent an invalid command buffer to VM:Tape.
VM:Tape clears the command buffer and cancels the VM:Backup request.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0548E
VOLSER volser REQUESTED BY CA VM:BACKUP IS NOT IN THE TMC

Reason:

VM:Backup asked VM:Tape to catalog the indicated volume, which is not in the TMC. This message can indicate an
internal logic error in VM:Tape, VM:Backup, or both. VM:Tape cancels the request from VM:Backup. It does not complete
processing of the VM:Backup job that sent the request. See the VM:Backup console for additional information on the
disposition of the job.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0550I
action CA VM:BACKUP JOB jobnumber

Reason:

VM:Tape received a message from VM:Backup indicating that it wants to perform an action on the specified job. Each
action is defined as follows:

• Initializing
It is a new job.

• Restarting
The job was previously suspended or canceled by VM:Backup.

• Ending
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The job completed normally.
• Canceling

The job did not complete normally. The VM:Backup log contains information explaining why it was canceled.
• Suspending

VM:Tape has lost communications with VM:Backup, or not enough drives are available to start the job. VM:Tape
suspends the job until VM:Backup recovers and restarts it. If this job is not restarted, check VM:Backup for an abend or
other error message.

The job number is a whole number between 1 and 99999 that VM:Tape uses internally to identify a job currently running
on the VM:Backup service virtual machine. VM:Tape operation continues.

Action:

None.

0551S
I/O ERROR ON STAM CONTROL FILE; CODE=code CC=cc

Reason:
An error occurred while VM:Tape was attempting I/O to the device containing the Shared Tape Allocation Manager
(STAM) control file. The code value is the return code from Diagnose X'A8'. The CC value is the condition code from
Diagnose X'A8'. Following this message, STAM abends.

Action:
See the accompanying messages for specific error conditions. See the appropriate z/VM System Facilities for
Programming documentation for information about the return and condition codes. Start STAM again. If the problem
persists, notify your system support personnel.

0552I
WAITING FOR ‘MOUNT volser vaddr' FROM CA VM:BACKUP TO RESUME MOUNT PROCESSING

Reason:

This message occurs as part of normal VM:Tape interface to VM:Backup processing. VM:Backup requested that volser be
reserved until a MOUNT command is submitted for that volser. VM:Tape operation continues.

Action:

None.

0553E
CMSIUCV ERROR code CONNECTING TO userid

Reason:

VM:Tape tried a CMSIUCV CONNECT to userid but failed with the code indicated. The process is queued until the
specified userid is correctly initialized.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to check the console log of the service machine specified in the message and
verify that it is correctly configured and initialized.
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0554S
UNEXPECTED SEVER INTERRUPT FROM userid

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connection to the indicated userid was unexpectedly SEVER-interrupted.
Further requests to the service machine are queued until the error is corrected.

Action:

Check the console log of your service machine for operational errors or abends.

0557E
VOLUME CHAINING DISCREPANCIES FOUND FOR VOLSERS volser1 AND volser2

Reason:

VM:Tape could not locate a certain volser expected to occur in a chain. Processing terminates with return code 8, and all
files remain as they were before SCRATCH command execution. Message 0562A follows this message.

Action:

Run the VMTBUILD format utility to locate and correct the problem. See the Administrators for information on this utility.

0561E
VOLUME volser FILE fileseq NOT FOUND IN VOLUME LIBRARY

Reason:

VM:Tape did not find a data set with the given sequence number for the specified volume. Processing ends with return
code 4.

Action:

Use the LIST command to determine the data sets for the specified volume.

0567I
arm LOCATION location DEFINED

Reason:

VM:Tape received notification defining an automated robotic mounter (ARM) location that was not previously
checkpointed. The specific ARM is indicated by the variable arm, and the variable location indicates the location as
defined to the ARM software.

Action:

None.

0568W
armproduct LOCATION location NO LONGER DEFINED

Reason:

Because the indicated automated robotic mounter product location is no longer defined to VM:Tape, the associated
location as specified is deleted from the checkpoint information.
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Action:

None.

0569E
armproduct2 LOCATION name2 CANNOT BE DEFINED DUE TO armproduct1 LOCATION name1

Reason:

The location name for the indicated automated robotic mounter (ARM) product cannot be defined because that location is
already defined for another ARM.

Action:

The VM:Tape system administrator must change the location names in one of the ARMs to allow both locations to be
used. When the location name is changed in one product or the other, restart the interface from VM:Tape to that product.

0570W
RECOMMENDED SCRATCH POOL poolname FROM product IS UNKNOWN

Reason:

As part of the reduction step of drive allocation, VM:Tape receives a scratch pool recommendation from the Library
Management Software (LMS) based on the allocation or domain/rules configured by your site. VM:Tape uses the
recommendation when the request is a non-Autopick scratch mount and an explicit scratch pool has not been specified.
VM:Tape sends this message to the VM:Tape operator if the scratch pool recommendation does not correspond to a valid
VM:Tape scratch pool name. This recommendation is suppressed and the mount request proceeds normally.

Action:

To avoid this message, change the allocate/domain rules in the LMS to prevent recommending the invalid scratch pool or
change the scratch pool name to correspond to a valid VM:Tape scratch pool.

0575W
DEVICE raddr NOT DEFINED TO STAM

Reason:

The indicated real tape drive address, which is defined to VM:Tape, is not defined in the Shared Tape Allocation Manager
(STAM) control file. Processing continues but the specified device is not controlled by STAM.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to properly define the specified device in the STAM parameter file and regenerate
the STAM control file. The section on the STAM facility in the Administrators gives information on the STAM parameter file.

0576E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM command COMMAND

Reason:

VM:Tape received an unexpected return code while trying to execute the indicated command.

Action:

Check the appropriate command reference for the indicated command return codes to determine the cause of the failure.
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0577E
command FAILED, RC=code; CP RESPONSE FOLLOWS

Reason:

While processing your command, VM:Tape tried to execute the indicated command and received a return code of code.
VM:Tape cancels the request and an error message from CP follows this message.

Action:

See the appropriate CP command reference for general users documentation for command return codes to determine the
cause of the command failure.

0578T
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE TO INITIALIZE vmtape

Reason:

Your VM:Tape virtual machine lacks sufficient virtual memory to initialize. Initialization fails with return code 44.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to create more virtual memory in your virtual machine. When the problem is
corrected, initialize VM:Tape again.

0579I
CHECKPOINT RESTORE FOR VOLSER volser HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

This message appears following the cancellation of a VM:Backup job. It indicates that VM:Tape restored the specified
volser to its status before the beginning of the VM:Backup job.

Action:

None.

0580E
NO DRIVES HAVE BEEN RESERVED FOR USERID userid

Reason:

The userid issuing the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command had RESONLY authorization. As a result, VM:Tape cannot
allocate any drives to that userid that were not reserved for him using the RESERVE command. In this case, the userid
issued a MOUNT or ALLOCATE without a reserved drive. If the command was part of a VM:Batch job, the worker
machine executing the job had RESONLY authorization. VM:Tape cancels the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command.

Action:

If the command was part of a VM:Batch job, specify the TAPnumber option on the VM:Batch SUBMIT command.
Otherwise, ask your system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0581I
VOLUME volser BEING MOUNTED BY userid ON raddr, status, FOR requestor

Reason:
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The specified volume is currently being mounted with the indicated ring status on real device raddr for the requesting
userid by userid. The indicated userid is the automated robotic mounter (ARM) product's service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

0582E
NO VOLUMES FOR userid COULD BE LISTED

Reason:

You tried to list multiple volumes for the indicated userid but they could not be listed.

Action:

Use the LIST command with a specific volser to find out why that volume cannot be listed.

0583I
WAITING FOR VOLUME volser ENTRY INTO product LOCATION location FOR userid vaddr

Reason:

The indicated volser has not been entered into this product location. The mount request for the indicated userid and virtual
address remains pending until the volume is entered.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape operator to enter the requested volume into the indicated location.

0584A
ENTER VOLUME volser INTO product LOCATION location

Reason:

VM:Tape sends this message to the VM:Tape operator when volume volser is not currently in the indicated product
location.

Action:

The operator should enter the requested volume into the specified location.

0585E
UNABLE TO DETERMINE armproduct DRIVES

Reason:

VM:Tape cannot determine the tape drives defined to the indicated automated robotic mounter (ARM) product.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to determine why VM:Tape cannot determine the product tape drives. After fixing
the problem restart the VM:Tape interface to the specified ARM product.

0586E
ATL NUMBER number FOR DEVICE raddr DOES NOT EXIST
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Reason:

While preparing the interface to the Library Management Software (LMS) product to handle mount requests, the LMS
identified the indicated device as one that is within an Automated Tape Library (ATL) whose number was not reported to
VM:Tape in the preceding request. The device is ignored as being located within the LMS product and VM:Tape proceeds
normally.

Action:

Correct the LMS configuration information and restart the LMS interface.

0587E
MOVEMENT OF VOLUME volser FROM location1 TO location2 SUPPRESSED

Reason:

The attempt to move the indicated volume between the specified locations was unsuccessful. A preceding message
indicates the cause of the problem. The mount request is canceled.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape operator to determine the cause of the problem in moving the volume and proceed accordingly.

0588E
NO ELIGIBLE DRIVES FOR LOCATION location WITH THE GIVEN CRITERIA

Reason:

A mount or allocate request was received with a specific location requested, but there are no drives in the location that
satisfy the other mount options specified.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command again, requesting an available location.

0589E
DESIGNATED DRIVE drive IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER SPECIFIED OPTIONS

Reason:

A mount or allocate request was received for a specific tape drive. However, other options on the command preclude use
of the drive.

Action:

Either request a compatible tape drive, or change the options on the MOUNT or ALLOCATE command. Enter the
command again.

0590E
REQUEST DENIED BY RACF

Reason:

VM:Tape canceled your MOUNT request because it did not pass RACF access control. The MOUNT ends with return
code 28.

Action:
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See the RACF documentation for information on querying your authorizations.

0591W
REQUEST QUEUED; RACF IS CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

VM:Tape cannot complete your MOUNT request until it has verified your authorization through RACF. The RACF service
virtual machine is not available. VM:Tape queues your request and tries to contact RACF every two minutes until it
becomes available.

Action:

None.

0592E
REQUEST DENIED BY RACF, volser IS A NON-LABELED TAPE

Reason:

During MOUNT processing, VM:Tape discovered that volser is a non-labeled tape. RACF allows you to mount only
standard label tapes and denies your request for this tape. This causes a return code of 28 for the MOUNT command.

Action:

None.

0593E
REQUESTED DENIED BY RACF, YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR SPECIAL LABEL ACCESS

Reason:

RACF requires you to have access authority for ICHNL or ICHBLP to issue a LABEL NL or LABEL BLP mount request.
ICHNL is the RACF entity name identifying NL as a RACF controlled facility. ICHBLP is the equivalent entity for BLP.
Because you do not have this authority, RACF denies your request. This causes a return code of 28 for the MOUNT
command.

Action:

See the RACF documentation for information on querying your authorizations.

0595E
SCRATCH VOLUME volser IS RACF PROTECTED, PLEASE SELECT ANOTHER VOLUME

Reason:

The scratch volume volser has a RACF entity definition profile. You cannot use this tape for general scratch as long as a
profile exists. This causes a return code of 28 for the MOUNT command.

Action:

Ask the RACF administrator to remove the profile for volser.

0598E
SUBCOMMAND command IS NOT IMPLEMENTED
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Reason:

The DEBUG subcommand you issued is not yet implemented.

Action:

None.

0600I
BEGINNING EXECUTION OF: command FOR userid USING IUCV/SMSG

Reason:

VM:Tape correctly received the VM:Tape command from userid through the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) or
Special Message (SMSG). This message indicates the normal initiation of this command. VM:Tape continues normally.

Action:

None.

0601I
ENDING: command, RC=code

Reason:

This command completed with the indicated return code. If the return code is 0, the command completed successfully.
Otherwise, the command failed.

Action:

None.

0602E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM COMMAND USER EXIT; COMMAND CANCELED

Reason:

The command user exit issued a return code other than 0, 4, or 8. VM:Tape cancels the command in question. This
message goes to the console log and the userid that issued the command.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the command user exit. Re initialize VM:Tape and direct the user to enter
the command again.

0603I
COMMAND CHANGED BY COMMAND USER EXIT TO:

Reason:

The command user exit changed the command entered by the user. This message is followed by message 191I
displaying the new or modified command. The message goes to the VM:Tape console log only. VM:Tape execution
continues.

Action:

None.
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0604E
TRACE NOT STARTED

Reason:

You entered a TRACE STOP or TRACE CLOSE command but a macro was not being traced. The TRACE command
ends with return code 24.

Action:

None.

0605E
MACRO filename NOT FOUND

Reason:

A MACLOAD record in a VMTAPE CONFIG file specified a macro filename that could not be located during initialization
processing. Command macro filetypes must be VMTAPE. The MACLOAD record is displayed immediately after the
message. Initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to see that the macro filename is correct. When the problem is corrected, start
VM:Tape again.

0606E
LOCK string NOT FOUND

Reason:

A command executed improperly. It tried to unlock the indicated lock string, which was not set. The command may end
with a process abend.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0607I
userid [LEFT | HAS] A [SHARED | PRIVATE] string LOCK

Reason:

The indicated userid left (if abends) or has (if QLOCK) a shared or private lock on the indicated lock string. This message
is part of the response to a QLOCK command or is displayed during cleanup after a process abend.

Action:

None.

0608I
USER userid IS NOT ON THE PENDING LOCK QUEUE

Reason:

This message is the response to a QLOCK command when the specified userid is not on the pending lock queue.
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Action:

None.

0609I
USER userid PENDING [SHARED | PRIVATE] string LOCK

Reason:

The indicated userid has pending a shared or private lock string being blocked by the user indicated in the subsequent
message 610I. This message is part of the normal response to a QLOCK command.

Action:

None.

0610I
BLOCKED BY userid [SHARED | PRIVATE] string LOCK

Reason:

The indicated userid has a shared or private lock string currently blocking the requested lock. This message follows 609I.

Action:

None.

0611E
USER userid HAS NO ACTIVE PROCESS

Reason:

You entered a QLOCK command specifying userid who is not currently executing a VM:Tape command and therefore has
no locks. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

None.

0612I
WAITING FOR userid [SHARED | PRIVATE] string LOCK

Reason:

A command tried to gain an unconditional resource lock but was blocked by the existing shared or private lock string
currently set for userid. The command waits for the user to clear the lock, at which time it automatically resumes
execution.

Action:

None.

0613I
command COMMAND CANCELED

Reason:
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The indicated command was canceled, possibly because the user pressed the PA1 key, re-IPLed, or issued the CMS HX
command. The command ends with return code 100. This message follows 614E.

Action:

None.

0614E
USER userid HAS IPL'D OR HX'D OR ABENDED

Reason:

The user has IPLed, halted execution or ended abnormally causing the command to be canceled. This message comes
before 613I.

Action:

None.

0615S
UNEXPECTED TERMINATION, RC = code FROM: function

Reason:

A command macro invoked the indicated primitive function, which ended with a non-zero return code. The execution of
the process ends abnormally. VM:Tape closes all files being edited, clears all locks, erases any CMS utility files left on the
VM:Tape A-disk, and removes extra program stack buffers. System execution continues normally.

Action:

Contact your system support personnel.

0616S
PROCESS LEFT number SCREEN BUFFER(S) ALLOCATED

Reason:

Your userid was in number levels of screens when the macro ended.

Action:

Contact your system support personnel.

0617I
ALL userid LOCKS HAVE BEEN CLEARED SUCCESSFULLY

Reason:

Your VM:Tape command has ended without clearing one or more of the locks it held. VM:Tape cleared those locks as part
of process cleanup. If your command terminated abnormally because of some other error (that is, you receive messages
0618I-0621I) this message is normal, and merely indicates that VM:Tape has recovered correctly from whatever caused
the abnormal termination.

If there is no sign of error except message 0617I, there is a logic error in a VM:Tape command or macro. Process cleanup
continues.

Action:
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Retain information on all the messages you received. This information could be useful in debugging the problem. Then,
ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom Support.

0618I
AN ERROR IN A CA VM:TAPE MACRO HAS PREVENTED COMPLETION

Reason:

This is the first of a series of messages, 0618I through 0621I. A VM:Tape macro has ended abnormally because it
detected an unexpected error condition. VM:Tape routines have performed all necessary steps to clean up from the error.
For most types of errors, message 0615S is issued to show the failing macro instruction. VM:Tape sends messages 0618I
through 0621I to let you know that the damage has been contained, and to encourage you to report the problem to the
VM:Tape system administrator. The command is ended. No other VM:Tape process is affected.

Action:

Report the problem to the VM:Tape system administrator. If the error does not appear to come from any local
modifications to the macro, ask your system administrator to report the problem to Broadcom Support.

0619I
OF YOUR REQUEST. THERE IS NO DAMAGE TO THE SYSTEM OR TO

Reason:

This message is part of a series that begins with message 618I. See the explanation of message 618I.

Action:

See message 618I.

0620I
YOUR USERID. PLEASE REPORT THE MESSAGES YOU RECEIVED TO

Reason:

This message is part of a series that begins with message 618I. See the explanation of message 618I.

Action:

See message 618I.

0621I
YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

This message is part of a series that begins with message 618I. See the explanation of message 618I.

Action:

See message 618I.

0622I
THERE ARE NO USERS ON THE PENDING LOCK QUEUE

Reason:
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No users are waiting for locks on the system resources to clear. This message is in response to your query using the
QLOCK command.

Action:

None.

0623I
USER userid HAS NO ACTIVE LOCKS

Reason:

The userid you specified has no locks on the system resources. This message is in response to your query using the
QLOCK command.

Action:

None.

0624I
NO PROCESS HAS ANY ACTIVE LOCKS

Reason:

There are no active locks on any VM:Tape processes. This message is in response to your query using the QLOCK
command.

Action:

None.

0625E
FILE filename filetype filemode INVALID RECORD FORMAT

Reason:

The indicated file is not in the correct format. The correct format is variable length (RECFM=V) with a maximum record
length of 71 characters. The file is not copied to or from your virtual machine. The requesting process may abend.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to convert the indicated file to a valid format.

0626S
ERROR number COPYING USER FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Tape was copying the indicated file from the userid's disk to its own.

Action:

None.

0627E
USER RESET DETECTED
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Reason:

The user has reset his service virtual machine by re-IPLing or logging off during an active VM:Tape process. Also, using
the SMSG command may cause user reset. The command ends or the process abends. VM:Tape system execution
continues normally.

Action:

None.

0628E
COMMAND command REQUIRES USE OF vmtape MODULE

Reason:

The indicated VM:Tape command needs to use the VM:Tape service virtual machine's command module (VMTAPE
MODULE). The execution of the indicated command requires the sending of commands and responses back and forth
between the VM:Tape service virtual machine and the user issuing the command. The command ends with return code
100.

Action:

Enter the command again in the CMS environment using the VMTAPE command instead of SMSG.

0629E
FILEID filename filetype filemode IS INVALID

Reason:

The command you entered specified an invalid CMS filename filetype filemode as a parameter. The command ends with
return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again and specify a valid file identification. See the section on notational conventions in the
appropriate CMS Command Reference for information on specifying files.

0630I
[ACCEPTED | REJECTED] BY: authorization

Reason:

The userid you specified on the MAY command does/does not have the authorization you specified. The variable
authorization is the correct configuration record and keyword to use to grant the authorization.

Action:

None.

0631T
COMMAND REJECTED, vmtape MODULE INCOMPATIBLE

Reason:

You entered a VM:Tape command using the VMTAPE MODULE that was not at a version level compatible with the
VM:Tape machine. The command execution ends with return code 100.
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Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to make sure that your modules and those on the public disk are compatible.

0632I
NO keyword AUTHORIZATION FOUND FOR userid

Reason:

The userid you specified on the MAY command does not have the authorization you specified.

Action:

None.

0634I
VOLUME volser FILE fileseq FIELD field IS NOW value

Reason:

After you entered a CATALOG command to change the indicated TMC (fileseq 1) or DSNB (fileseq greater than 1) field,
VM:Tape displayed the new value for the indicated field.

Action:

None.

0636W
SPECIFIED DENSITY FOR volser DOES NOT MATCH TMC; TMC VALUE WILL BE USED

Reason:

The density specified on the MOUNT command with the DEN option for volser does not match the TMC density value for
that volser. The mount in question is a read-only mount and therefore the density cannot be changed. VM:Tape displays
this message to inform you of the discrepancy. The TMC value of the density for that volser is unchanged.

Action:

Enter a LIST command for that volser to determine the TMC density of the volser. If the TMC value does not match the
density of the physical tape, notify the tape librarian of this discrepancy. If the TMC value is correct, then no action is
required.

0637E
NO READ/WRITE DISK ACCESSED

Reason:

You do not have access to a read/write disk on which the utility can write its output or work files. The utility ends.

Action:

Access a read/write disk and run the utility again.

0638E
FILE filename filetype filemode IS NOT FIXED, 80 CHARACTER RECORDS
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Reason:

The indicated file must have fixed-length, 80-character or 340-character records so that the command or utility can
execute. The VMTSPLIT Utility terminates with return code 32.

Action:

If an incorrect file identification (filename filetype filemode) was specified, supply the correct one.

If the specified file is in the wrong format, change the file format or record length with the CMS COPYFILE or XEDIT
command. When the problem is corrected, run the utility command again.

0639E
INVALID FUNCTION function

Reason:

The indicated function is misspelled or invalid for this utility.

Action:

Enter the command or run the utility again specifying a valid function.

0640E
INCOMPLETE record FILEID SPECIFIED

Reason:

The filename, filetype, or filemode is missing from the indicated record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The VMTSPLIT Utility
terminates with return code 24.

Action:

Specify the complete file identification (filename filetype filemode) on the indicated record. When the problem is corrected,
enter the VMTSPLIT command again.

0641E
INVALID RECORD FORMAT - DDNAME ddname

Reason:

The file specified for ddname did not have the correct logical record length (LRECL) required for this ddname. If this
ddname represents a TMC file, the LRECL must be 340. If it represents an AUDIT file, the LRECL must be 370.

Action:

If the incorrect file identification (filename filetype filemode) was specified on the FILEDEF command for the ddname,
enter the FILEDEF with the correct information and then run the utility again.

If the file identification is correct but the LRECL is incorrect, change the LRECL using the COPYFILE or XEDIT command
and then run the utility again.

0642E
option OPTION SPECIFIED TWICE

Reason:

You can specify option only once for this utility.
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Action:

Run the utility again specifying option only once.

0643E
Missing FILEDEF for DDNAME '........'

Reason:

A FILEDEF command has not been issued for the indicated required DDNAME. The VMTSPLIT Utility terminates with
return code 24.

Action:

Issue the FILEDEF command for the indicated missing DDNAME. When the problem is corrected, enter the VMTSPLIT
command again.

0644E
record NOT FOUND IN FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The indicated record is required in filename filetype filemode. The VMTSPLIT Utility terminates with return code 32.

Action:

Add the indicated record type to filename filetype filemode. When the problem is corrected, enter the VMTSPLIT
command again.

0645W
DUPLICATE IDENTIFIER record IN FILE filename filetype filemode

Reason:

The indicated record can appear only once in filename filetype filemode format. The VMTSPLIT Utility terminates with
return code 4.

Action:

Change the indicated file so that it contains only one of the indicated records. When the problem is corrected, enter the
VMTSPLIT command again.

0646E
FILE filename filetype filemode ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

VMTSPLIT is trying to create an output file with the identification of filename filetype filemode. A file with the same
identification already exists. The VMTSPLIT Utility terminates with return code 28.

Action:

Erase or rename the indicated file. When the problem is corrected, enter the VMTSPLIT command again.
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0647E
NO FUNCTION SPECIFIED

Reason:

The utility or command in question needs the specification of a function to operate. No such function was specified.

Action:

Check the documentation for the utility or command in question and determine the function you need. Then enter the
command or run the utility again specifying a valid function.

0648E
VOLUME volser IS INVALID, reason

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message when a VM:Backup restore job requests multiple volumes (tape copies) and one or more of
the volsers are invalid. A volser is invalid if the volume in question is specified in the TMC as a scratch tape or the volume
is a foreign tape.

Action:

When this error occurs, VM:Tape ignores the volser. If all the volsers are invalid, VM:Tape cancels the mount.

0652E
filename FILE DISK AT FILEMODE filemode IS NOT LINKED R/W

Reason:

VM:Tape attempted to write to the indicated file, but could not because the disk for which that file is intended is not linked
read/write (R/W).

Action:

Either access the indicated disk in R/W mode, or if possible, send the data to another disk that is linked R/W.

0653E
command COMMAND FAILED, AUTOPICK IS NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

The indicated command was entered when the Autopick facility was either stopped or not configured in the VM:Tape
system.

Action:

If Autopick should be active, ask the operator to enter the AUTOPICK START command to start it, then enter the
command again. If Autopick is not configured, contact your system administrator.

0654W
DIAGNOSE D0 FOR DRIVE raddr WITH VOLSER volser FAILED WITH RC=code

Reason:
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This message appears when VM:Tape receives a bad return code (other than zero) from Diagnose X'D0'. The message is
logged on the VM:Tape console log only.

Action:

Use the return code from the message to determine why the diagnose failed. See the system facilities for programming
documentation appropriate for your system for the return code, then proceed accordingly.

0655E
INSTALLATION EXIT exit ALREADY SPECIFIED

Reason:

Two or more USEREXIT records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file specify the same user exit.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct or remove the duplicate record. When the problem is corrected, start
VM:Tape again.

0656E
VOLUME volser IS NOT IN THE TMC; NEXT VOLUME CANNOT BE DETERMINED

Reason:

VM:Tape reached an end-of-volume condition on a foreign mount. The VM:Tape tape volume switching exit (DMSTVS)
or the VM:Tape OS simulation interface module (DMSTVI) was called when this condition occurred. However, the
LABELDEF information for the ddname in question did not specify the next volser that was to be mounted. Because the
first volume was a foreign volser, VM:Tape could not determine the next volume. As a result, VM:Tape canceled the next
volume mount.

Action:

Specify all the volsers necessary for this application on the LABELDEF command and execute the OS simulation
application again.

0659E
POOL NAME pool DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The pool name specified in your command is not a valid pool name defined to VM:Tape. As a result, VM:Tape will not
execute the command.

Action:

Specify a valid pool name in the command, then execute the command again.

0660E
NO type GIVEN ON command COMMAND LINE

Reason:

If type is the tape-type, you did not specify which type of tapes you want to initialize with command. If type is the tape-set,
you did not specify a set of tapes on command. As a result, VM:Tape will not execute the command.

Action:
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Specify a valid tape-type or tape-set on the command before executing the command again.

0661E
SERIES series IS NOT COMPLETELY CONTAINED IN THE TMC

Reason:

One or more of the volumes in the indicated series is not defined in the VM:Tape tape management catalog (TMC). As a
result, VM:Tape does not execute the command.

Action:

Specify a series that is defined fully in the TMC before executing the command again. See the Administrators for
information on the SERIES record.

0662E
MOUNT OF VOLUME volser FAILED; RC= code

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command tried to mount a tape but the mount failed, generating the indicated return code. TAPEINIT
bypasses initialization for the indicated volser.

Action:

See previous messages from VM:Tape on your console or on the VM:Tape console to determine the cause of the mount
failure and proceed accordingly.

0663E
UNABLE TO WRITE TO THE TAPE VOLUME MOUNTED ON DEVICE vaddr

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command tried to write to the tape volume mounted on the indicated virtual device with CMS TAPE
WVOL1, and received a non-zero return code. TAPEINIT bypasses initialization for the indicated volser.

Action:

See previous messages from VM:Tape on your console or on the VM:Tape console to determine the cause of the TAPE
WVOL1 failure and proceed accordingly.

0664E
USERID userid DOES NOT HAVE PRIV AUTHORIZATION FOR CA VM:ARCHIVER

Reason:

The indicated userid has not been granted PRIV authorization by the VM:Archiver service virtual machine. You must have
this authorization before you can properly execute the command.

Action:

If appropriate, request that the system administrator give userid PRIV authorization.

0665E
SERVICE MACHINE userid MUST BE AVAILABLE BEFORE CA VM:ARCHIVER TAPES CAN BE INITIALIZED
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Reason:

The service virtual machine indicated by userid has not been initialized or installed. This service virtual machine must be
available before you can execute the command properly.

Action:

If appropriate, install or initialize the service virtual machine.

0666E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM CA VM:ARCHIVER VOLUME QUERY COMMAND

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command was trying to initialize tapes for VM:Archiver when it received an unexpected return code from
the VM:Archiver VOLUME QUERY command. TAPEINIT ends with a return code of 16.

Action:

Check the VM:Tape and the VM:Archiver service virtual machine consoles to determine the reason for the command
failure and proceed accordingly.

0667E
ERROR ENCOUNTERED UPDATING filename filetype FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command was trying to initialize tapes for VM:Archiver or VM:Backup when it received an unexpected
return code from the VM:Archiver VOLUME QUERY command or VM:Backup ARCHTAPE command. The variables
filename and filetype indicate which file VM:Tape was trying to update. TAPEINIT bypasses initialization of the tape it was
processing when the error occurred.

Action:

Check the VM:Tape, the VM:Archiver or the VM:Backup service virtual machine console to determine the reason for the
command failure and proceed accordingly.

0668E
VOLUME volser ALREADY IN VMARCH TAPECAT AS [PRIMARY | TWINS]

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command was trying to initialize tapes for VM:Archiver but one of the following occurred:

• The tape has already been added to the VM:Archiver tape catalog and has been written on by VM:Archiver.
• The tape was added previously to VM:Archiver with the VM:Archiver option PRIMARY or TWINS. The existence of one

of these options, specified in the VM:Archiver system, prevents you from initializing the volser with the other option
because they are mutually exclusive.

TAPEINIT bypasses initialization of the volser.

Action:

• If the tape has already been added to the VM:Archiver tape catalog and has been written on by VM:Archiver, do not
initialize this tape.
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If the tape is really scratch and VM:Archiver does not have data on it, you can enter the VM:Archiver VOLUME CLOSE
volser command and then enter the TAPEINIT command again.

• If the tape was added previously to VM:Archiver with the VM:Archiver option PRIMARY or TWINS, enter the TAPEINIT
command again with the new (PRIMARY or TWINS) option.

0669E
ERROR code FROM RDTAPE READING TAPE VOLUME MOUNTED ON DEVICE vaddr

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command was reading from the tape volume on device vaddr, but received the indicated unexpected return
code from the RDTAPE macro. TAPEINIT bypasses initialization of the volser.

Action:

For the meaning of the specific return code from the RDTAPE macro, see the CMS application development reference
that is appropriate for your system and proceed accordingly.

0670E
UNEXPECTED RESPONSE FROM CA VM:ARCHIVER VOLUME QUERY FOR VOLUME volser

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command was interrogating the response from the VM:Archiver VOLUME QUERY command but received
an unexpected response format. TAPEINIT terminates with a return code of 26.

Action:

This message indicates either that the release of VM:Archiver running on your system is not supported by TAPEINIT or
there is an internal logic error in the TAPEINIT command. Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to contact Broadcom
Support.

0672W
SKIPPING VOLUME(S) volsers NOT IN DELETE OR SCRATCH STATUS

Reason:

The TAPEINIT command detected that the indicated volsers are saved volumes.

Action:

Check the status of the indicated volsers and proceed accordingly.

0673E
OPTION option IS INVALID; SCRATCH POOL FACILITY NOT ACTIVE

Reason:

You specified the indicated option on the MOUNT command but scratch pools have not been configure in VM:Tape. The
indicated option is valid only with scratch pools. VM:Tape rejects the MOUNT command.

Action:

Enter the MOUNT command again without the indicated option specified or, if appropriate, ask the VM:Tape system
administrator to implement scratch pools.
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0674E
VOLUME volser IS IN DELETE STATUS

Reason:

A command was entered to query or display information about the indicated volser, but the TMC record for the volser
indicates the volume has been deleted (internal FLAG1 bit 02 is on). The command ends with a return code of 30.

Action:

Determine whether the volume should be in delete status and proceed accordingly. See the TMC reference section in the
Administrators for a description of the internal flag bits and the section on the EDIT command in the Command Reference
for how to change them.

0675E
OPTION option VALID ONLY WITH parameters

Reason:

You entered a command with an option that is valid only when specified with the parameters shown in the message.

Action:

Check the command syntax and enter the command again.

0676S
DEVICE RESERVE FOR vaddr FAILED; DEVICE IS NOT RESERVABLE

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to obtain a lock on the DASD device, vaddr, by issuing device reserve I/O to the device. However, CP
rejected the I/O with a command reject, which means that the device is not reservable. VM:Tape or the Shared Tape
Allocation Manager (STAM) initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure that if VM:Tape is running under a guest system, the MDISK statement for the indicated minidisk, vaddr, has a
LINK mode of MWV. Re initialize VM:Tape or STAM.

0677E
command REQUIRES VERSION version OF product

Reason:

The indicated command will not execute unless VM:Tape is interfaced with the indicated version of product.

Action:

If appropriate, ask the VM:Tape system administrator to install the version of the product indicated in the message and
enter the command again.

0678E
VOLSER volser ALREADY IN ANOTHER CA VM:BACKUP RESOURCE POOL; CANNOT BE DEFINED TO CA
VM:ARCHIVER

Reason:
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While initializing VM:Archiver tapes, TAPEINIT issued an ARCHTAPE command to the VM:Backup service virtual machine
and received a return code of 16. The indicated volser has already been defined to VM:Backup as belonging to one of the
VM:Backup tape resource pools. Therefore, it cannot be initialized as a VM:Archiver tape. TAPEINIT bypasses initializing
the indicated volser.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to examine the VM:Backup resource pool definitions to determine which pool the volser
is defined in. If this volser should not be defined as a VM:Backup tape, the system administrator should remove the
definition. Run the TAPEINIT command again. If this volser is a valid part of your VM:Backup resource pool, its definition
should not be removed.

0679E
POOLDISK FULL ON CA VM:BACKUP SERVICE MACHINE userid

Reason:

While initializing VM:Archiver tapes, TAPEINIT issued a ARCHTAPE command to the VM:Backup service virtual machine
and received a return code of 20 indicating that the VM:Backup POOLDISK is full. TAPEINIT ends following this message.

Action:

Ask the system administrator to expand the VM:Backup POOLDISK. When the problem is corrected, start TAPEINIT
again.

0680E
vmtape IS NOT NAMED ON PRODUCT VMTAPE RECORD IN VMBACKUP CONFIG

Reason:

TAPEINIT issued an ARCHTAPE command to the VM:Backup service virtual machine and received a return code of
36. This return code indicates that the VM:Tape service virtual machine, vmtape, is not defined to VM:Backup with a
PRODUCT record. TAPEINIT ends following this message.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to add a PRODUCT VMTAPE record to the VMBACKUP CONFIG file. When the problem
is corrected, start TAPEINIT again.

0683E
USERID user1 IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO LIST TAPES OWNED BY user2

Reason:

The user designated as user1 tried to list tapes owned by user2 but could not for one or more of the following reasons:

The user designated as user1 does not have ANYUSER authorization.

• There is no VM:Secure rule allowing user1 to list user2's tapes.
• The security user exit is not installed or does not authorize user1 to list the tapes. The user designated as user1

receives this message and the LIST command terminates.

Action:

The user designated as user1 should contact the VM:Tape system administrator to get proper authorization to list tapes
owned by user2.
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0684R
RESPECIFY VOLSER OF [type | WORK] TAPE ON DRIVE raddr

Reason:

You have mounted a non-labeled tape on the indicated device, raddr, for a write mount. VM:Tape uses this message
to prompt you again for the tape's volser. The indicated type shows whether the tape is a FOREIGN, LIBRARY, or
SCRATCH tape. If the message indicates WORK, return the tape to the scratch pool when the drive is detached. The
MOUNT command waits for an operator to reply.

Action:

Use the REPLY command to specify the volser of the tape.

0685E
SMFID identification ON type RECORD IS LONGER THAN 4 CHARACTERS

Reason:

During the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) parameter file processing phase of STAM initialization, VM:Tape
found a STAM facility system identification number (SMFID) record that specified an SMFID longer than four characters.
All SMFIDs must be less than or equal to four characters in length. STAM initialization fails.

Action:

Ask the VM:Tape system administrator to correct the SMFID record in the STAM parameter file. When the problem is
corrected, initialize STAM.

0686W
DRIVE RESET I/O FOR raddr FAILED; EXECUTION CONTINUES

Reason:

When running in a VM/XA SP environment with the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) and sharing drives with
MVS, VM:Tape tried to unload and clear the display for the indicated tape drive, raddr, which it had attached with the
NOASSIGN option. This I/O operation failed. VM:Tape skips over that drive and continues processing.

Action:

Wait several minutes to make sure the message does not appear again. If the message reappears, enter a DRAIN
command for the indicated tape drive and see if there is a hardware problem with this drive.

0687E
UNEXPECTED RESPONSE FROM CP LOCATE COMMAND FOR DEVICE raddr RESPONSE FOLLOWS:

Reason:

While locating the RDEVBLOK for the indicated device, raddr, during tape drive configuration, VM:Tape received an
unexpected response. VM:Tape issues message 191I, which contains the response from the LOCATE command.
VM:Tape abends with code CFS001.

Action:

Use the response information from the VMTCFS191 message to determine the problem. Correct the problem and start
VM:Tape again.
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0688E
INVALID RDEVBLOK ADDRESS FOR DEVICE raddr

Reason:

An error occurred in converting the RDEVBLOK address for the indicated device, raddr, during tape drive configuration.
VM:Tape abends with code CFS002. This error usually indicates a corrupted RDEVBLOK.

Action:

Correct the invalid RDEVBLOK and start VM:Tape again.

0689E
INCONSISTENT/INVALID TYPE/FEATURES FOR DEVICE raddr FOUND IN RDEVBLOK

Reason:

VM:Tape found unknown features in the RDEVBLOK for the indicated device, raddr, during tape drive configuration.
VM:Tape abends with code CFS003. This error usually indicates a corrupted RDEVBLOK.

Action:

Correct the invalid RDEVBLOK and start VM:Tape again.

0691E
THE name INTERFACE IS NOT CONFIGURED

Reason:

This message is in response to the HSC QUERY, LMS QUERY, MIA QUERY command, or RMS QUERY command when
the indicated interface is not configured; that is, no configuration records for the indicated interface were specified in the
VMTAPE CONFIG file. The command fails.

Action:

To use the indicated interface, ask your VM:Tape system administrator to add the appropriate configuration records to the
VMTAPE CONFIG file, and re initialize VM:Tape.

0692I
THERE ARE number PROCESSES WAITING

Reason:

This message is a normal response to the HSC QUERY, LMS QUERY, RMS QUERY, or MIA QUERY command. It shows
the number of processes that are communicating with the interface's service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

0693I
THE product INTERFACE IS status

Reason:
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This message is a normal response to the HSC QUERY, LMS QUERY, MIA QUERY, or RMS QUERY command. It
displays the status of the indicated interface, as follows:

• For the Host Software Component (HSC) interface:
– STARTED

Normal operating state.
– HALTED

There is no communication path established to the HSC. This state occurs after you have entered the HSC HALT
command.

– CONNECTING
Not connected to the HSC. This state occurs before the HSC has completed initialization or after the HSC has
severed the IUCV connection by using the IUCV SEVER command.

– QUIESCED
Temporary suspension of the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) new communications imposed by the HSC.

• For the Library Management Software (LMS) interface:
– STARTED

Normal operating state.
– HALTED

There is no communication path established to the LMS. This state occurs after you have entered the LMS HALT
command.

– CONNECTING
Not connected to the LMS. This state occurs before the LMS has completed initialization or after the LMS has
severed the IUCV connection by using the IUCV SEVER command.

• For the Multi-Image Allocation (MIA) interface:
– IDLE

No process is currently communicating with MIA.
– IN USE

A process has sent a command to MIA and is waiting for a response.
– HALTED

You have entered a HALT command and consequently disabled MIA.
• For the Removable Media Services (RMS) interface:

– STARTED
Normal operating state.

– HALTED
There is no communication path established to the RMS. This state occurs after you have entered the RMS HALT
command.

– STARTING
The interface between VM:Tape and RMS is being established.

Action:

None.

0694I
USER userid PROCESS process IS CONNECTED TO MIA

Reason:

This message is a normal response to the MIA QUERY command when the interface is in use. It indicates the user who is
communicating with the Multi-Image Allocation (MIA) product.

Action:
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None.

0695S
IUCV ERROR SENDING TO userid, IPRCODE=code

Reason:

An unexpected Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred trying to send a message to the indicated service
virtual machine.

Action:

Note the value of the IPRCODE and contact Broadcom Support.

0696S
IUCV ERROR RECEIVING FROM userid, IPRCODE=code

Reason:

An unexpected Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred trying to receive a response message from the
indicated service virtual machine.

Action:

Note the value of the IPRCODE and contact Broadcom Support.

0697E
HSC SERVER userid ACSRQ=request RC=code REASON=reason

Reason:

An unexpected problem has occurred on the Host Software Component (HSC) server. userid is the userid of the HSC
service virtual machine. The variable request is the function name of the HSC request. The variable code is the return
code (most likely 4, 8, or 16). The variable reason is the hexadecimal reason code. Whenever the return code is not zero,
this message is issued.

Action:

Note the contents of the message and refer to the HSC messages and codes manual.

0698R
ENTER RETRY, CANCEL, OR NONARM

Reason:

This message follows one of the above error messages. The MOUNT process waits for the operator to respond to the
message using the VM:Tape REPLY command.

Action:

To try the request again, enter retry. You should always do this once to determine if the error is persistent. To cancel
the process (and the associated mount), enter cancel. To convert the mount to a normal manual mount, enter nonarm.
However, if no cartridge devices are available aside from those specified on the DEVICE records, the mount will be
canceled automatically.
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0699I
MOUNT userid vaddr WAITING FOR VOLUME volser BEING REQUESTED BY other_userid other_vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message whenever the indicated volume is already being requested by another user, other_userid,
and that mount request has not yet completed. The mount request remains pending until the other user's mount is
completed and they are finished with the volume; or, the other user's mount request is canceled.

Action:

Cancel this mount, cancel the other user's mount, or wait for the volume to become available.

0700T
VOLUME IS IN A DISCONNECTED ACS; CANCELING THE MOUNT

Reason:

This message displays if the Automated Cartridge System (ACS) containing the requested volume is disconnected from
the Host Software Component (HSC). The mount is canceled because the HSC cannot perform mounts in a disconnected
ACS, either automatically or manually.

Action:

None.

0701I
MOUNT userid vaddr WAITING FOR VOLUME volser MOUNTED ON DRIVE raddr.

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message whenever the indicated volume is already in use on another drive. The mount request
remains pending until the other user is finished with the volume.

Action:

Either cancel the mount or wait for the volume to become available.

0702E
STAM CANNOT BE CONFIGURED WITH MIA

Reason:

This error message is issued at initialization if the Shared Tape Allocation Manager (STAM) and the Multi-Image Allocation
(MIA) are both defined in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape fails to initialize.

Action:

The VM:Tape system administrator must remove either the STAM record or the MIADEVICE record from the VMTAPE
CONFIG file.

0703S
THE HSC SERVER userid HAS REJECTED THE CA VM:TAPE CONNECTION

Reason:
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The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) path to the Host Software Component (HSC) service virtual machine
(userid) has been severed during initialization. This probably means that the HSC service virtual machine does not have
authorization to accept commands from VM:Tape. When this happens, VM:Tape automatically halts the HSC interface.

Action:

Ask the HSC system administrator to update the appropriate authorization record in the HSC configuration file. When the
problem is corrected, start the HSC interface again using the HSC START command.

0704I
THE INTERFACE TO armproduct version IS READY FOR USE

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message whenever an automated robotic mounter (ARM) product interface is activated during
system initialization or after an interface is started while VM:Tape is running. It indicates that ARM product version is now
ready to perform mounts. This message is not displayed when using the RMS interface for the Tape Library Data Server.

Action:

None.

0705I
VOLUME volser IS IN A MANUAL MODE LSM

Reason:

The indicated volser is in a manual-mode library storage module (LSM) waiting to be mounted manually on a drive in the
same LSM.

Action:

Check the Host Software Component (HSC) console for the LSM panel, row, and column numbers and mount the
cartridge manually.

0707S
SELECTED SCRATCH volser IS [A FOREIGN TAPE | NOT A SCRATCH TAPE | AN OUT OF AREA TAPE | A
DELETED TAPE | MARKED AS BAD]

Reason:

You tried to mount a scratch tape through the Automated Cartridge System (ACS), but the Host Software Component
(HSC) selected an invalid tape. When this error occurs, it means that the ACS library and the VMTAPE TMC library are
out of sync.

Action:

VM:Tape does not use the indicated volser and repeats its request. If 10 successive invalid scratch tapes are selected
by the HSC, VM:Tape cancels the mount. Use the VM:Tape REFRESH POINTER command to re-synchronize the ACS
library with the TMC.

0708I
EJECTING VOLUME volser FROM location

Reason:
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Volume volser is being ejected from the indicated location. VM:Tape sends this message when a mount request specifies
a particular location that is different from the one in which the volume is located, or in response to the EJECT command.

Action:

None.

0709I
VOLUME volser IS NOW IN status STATUS

Reason:

You specified a keyword expiration date on the CATALOG command. This command has completed successfully and the
indicated volume is now in the indicated status. The variable status can be one of the following:

• CYCLE/nnn--indicates a tape under cycle control, where nnn is the number of data sets of the same name to keep
before the oldest data set is scratched

• FOREIGN--indicates a tape that is not in the TMC
• LDATE/nnn--indicates a tape that expires nnn days after its last use date
• PERM--indicates a permanently protected, read-only tape that cannot be mounted in read/write mode

Action:

None.

0710I
BYPASSING LABEL CHECKING FOR MOUNT ON DRIVE raddr

Reason:

This is the normal response message to the BLP command. It means that the mount pending on the indicated drive, raddr,
will proceed without checking the volume label.

Action:

None.

0711E
DRIVE raddr DOES NOT HAVE A MOUNT PENDING

Reason:

You have entered the BLP command specifying a drive, raddr, that does not have a mount pending.

Action:

Enter the BLP command again, specifying the correct drive address.

0713R
ENTER FIELD NAME:

Reason:

The name field PF key was pressed while you were painting a screen. The system prompts for the field name to be
entered. The name entered by the user is assigned to the field and execution continues.

Action:
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Enter the requested field name.

0714E
FIELD fieldname IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

An attempt was made to reference fieldname, which is not defined on the current screen. This message indicated a logic
error in the command macro. The command ends or the process abends. VM:Tape system execution continues normally.

Action:

Notify your VM:Tape system administrator.

0715W
FIELD NAME TABLE IS FULL, FIELD CANNOT BE NAMED

Reason:

The user tried to name a field while painting a screen; however, the field name table is full. Each screen is limited to 21
name fields. The process continues but the field name, if any, is not recorded.

Action:

Determine the 21 field names that you want to use and eliminate the others.

0716E
NO SCREEN LOADED

Reason:

A screen manipulation primitive was issued by a command macro while no screen file was open. This condition indicates
a logic error in the VM:Tape command macro. The command process abends. VM:Tape system execution continues.

Action:

Notify your VM:Tape system administrator.

0717E
INVALID SCREEN NAME filename

Reason:

An attempt was made to paint a screen with the PAINT command and specifying an invalid filename. The command ends
with an error.

Action:

Specify a valid CMS filename for the screen name.

0718E
COMMAND command REQUIRES USE OF A DISPLAY TERMINAL

Reason:
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The indicated VM:Tape command requires the use of a display terminal because it only functions in full-screen mode. The
command ends with a return code of 100.

Action:

Issue the command from a display terminal.

0719I
USER userid WAITING FOR COMMUNICATION WITH [HSC | MIA | LMS]

Reason:

The indicated userid has requested a mount, and VM:Tape is trying to communicate with the Host Software Component
(HSC), Library Management Software (LMS), or Multi-Image Allocation (MIA) service virtual machine, which is not
currently available.

Action:

Find out why the HSC, LMS, or MIA is not running. If you cannot wait until the HSC, LMS, or MIA becomes available
again, use the HALT option on the appropriate command to allow VM:Tape to continue processing.

0721E
HSC SCRATCH POOL INITIALIZATION FAILED

Reason:

VM:Tape failed to re initialize the scratch pool information because the current Host Software Component (HSC) could not
redefine the scratch pool tables. Apparently, VM:Tape was restarted, but the HSC was not.

Action:

Start the HSC again to restore scratch pool synchronization.

0722E
NO poolname SCRATCH POOL VOLUMES FOUND BY armproduct

Reason:

There are no scratch volumes available in the indicated pool.

Action:

Issue the SCRATCH command to make some volumes available.

0723I
THERE ARE number REQUEST(S) PENDING TO THE armproduct SERVER serverid

Reason:

A QUERY ALLOCATE command was issued with a MOUNT pending and VM:Tape is waiting for a response from the
indicated automated robotic mounter (ARM) product to a QDRLIST command.

Action:

Be sure that the ARM product software is running correctly. Optionally, the HSC or LMS HALT command can be used to
halt the interface and the pending mounts will be routed to non-ARM drives.
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0724A
THE ACL ON DRIVE drive IS EMPTY OR IN MANUAL MODE

Reason:

The Automatic Cartridge Loader (ACL) on the indicated drive is no longer in system mode or all the scratch tapes in the
stacker are exhausted.

Action:

Make sure the ACL is in system mode or reload the stacker with scratch tapes.

0725E
CA VM:TAPE SCRATCH POOL poolname NOT DEFINED IN product

Reason:

VM:Tape sends this message to the VM:Tape operator when a tape pool has been defined to VM:Tape, but the indicated
automated robotic mounter (ARM) product has not been updated to reflect this change.

Action:

If Autopick is OFF, and you want to use a scratch pool, update the ARM product with the scratch pool definition. Contact
your VM:Tape system administrator.

0727E
CA VM:TAPE SCRATCH POOL poolname NOT DEFINED THE SAME IN product

Reason:

A scratch pool has been defined to VM:Tape and to the specified automated robotic mounter (ARM) product, but the
volumes defined to the two pools are not consistent.

Action:

If scratch pool synchronization is required the specified ARM product must be updated with the correct scratch pool
definitions. Contact your VM:Tape system administrator.

0728E
THE product PRODUCT HAS NOT YET COMPLETED INITIALIZATION

Reason:

VM:Tape has initiated communication with the specified automated robotic mounter (ARM) product, but the ARM product
has not completed initialization. This can happen if both VM:Tape and the ARM product are being initialized at the same
time.

Action:

If the message recurs, ask your VM:Tape system administrator to determine why the ARM product failed to complete
initialization. After the ARM product completes initialization, VM:Tape will complete its preparation and open the interface
for mount services. If problems with the ARM prevents its initialization, then enter the appropriate VM:Tape command to
halt the interface to release the pending mount requests.
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0729E
STAM SMFID smfid DOES NOT MATCH THE CONFIG FILE SMFID smfid

Reason:

At initialization, if the SMFID specified with STAM is not the same as the SMFID specified in the VM:Tape CONFIG file,
VM:Tape fails to initialize.

Action:

Make the appropriate correction to the CONFIG file and restart VM:Tape.

0730I
INITIATING SOCKET FOR VM:TAPE WITH TCP SERVER userid AND A MAXIMUM OF nnn CONNECTIONS PER
PROCESS.

Reason:

During initialization, the product issues this message when it tries to establish communications with the TCP/IP server,
userid. If the connection fails on the first try, the product continues to try to connect to the TCP/IP server, issuing this
message each time. The VM:Tape service virtual machine does not initialize completely until the connection can be made.

Action:

None, if VM:Tape initializes successfully. If this message is issued repeatedly, and VM:Tape does not initialize because it
cannot establish communications with the TCP server, perform the following:

• Verify that the TCP/IP server is initialized.
• Verify that the TCP/IP server and VM:Tape are set up correctly to communicate with each other.

0731I
SOCKET DNS PARMS ARE: parameters

Reason:

During system initialization, the product obtained the specified parameters from the TCPIP DATA file. These parameters
are used during domain name server resolution processing.

Action:

None.

0732I
SOCKET routine GAVE RC=code, WILL RETRY IN nnn SECONDS

Reason:

During VM:Tape system procesing, a socket call resulted in an error return code. The socket call will be retried.

Action:

None.

0733E
TCPIP DATA * error message
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Reason:

During VM:Tape system processing, the TCPIP DATA file was found to be missing or to have an incorrect value defined.

Action:

LINK and ACCESS the minidisk containing the TCPIP DATA file, or correct the invalid field definition. Contact your system
administrator to determine which version of the TCPIP DATA file you should access.

0735I
STARTING SOCKET LISTENER FOR product PORT tcp-portnumber AT ipaddress BACKLOG= number.

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message at initialization for each configured TCP/IP socket. The message indicates that VM:Tape is
now actively listening for incoming communications through this TCP/IP socket.

Action:

None.

0736I
RESTARTING SERVING OF PORT tcp-portnumber AT ipaddress.

Reason:

This message displays when a TCP/IP socket shuts down as part of the process to restart it.

Action:

None.

0737E
CAN NOT START SERVING PROCESS FOR SOCKET number

Reason:

An error occurred while VM:Tape was attempting to start processing the indicated request. This message precedes
message 0740E.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

0738I
TERMINATING SERVING OF PORT tcp-portnumber AT ipaddress.

Reason:

This message displays for one of the following reasons:

• VM:Tape is shutting down because the END command has been issued
• The specified TCP/IP socket no longer exists.

Action:

None.
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0739E
CAN NOT ACCEPT CONNECTION ON PORT port AT ipaddress.

Reason:

This message displays when return code 61 (ECONNREFUSED) is returned from a socket ACCEPT call. TCP/IP refused
to accept the connection.

Action:

VM:Tape ignores the connection attempt and resumes listening.

0740E
returncode command

Reason:

This message displays after message 0738E or 0739E and displays the return code and socket command which failed.

Action:

None.

0741I
CONNECTION identifier CLOSED, reason

Reason:

This message displays when the specified connection to a client closes. The reason for the close is displayed.

Action:

None.

0742E
MISSING primitive PRIMITIVE OPERAND

Reason:

An internal programming error has occured when a required operand on an internal routine call is missing.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

0743E
INVALID primitive PRIMITIVE OPERAND: operand

Reason:

An internal programming error has occurred when an operand on an internal routine call is invalid.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.
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0744E
SOCKET operation FAILED WITH RC=return code

Reason:

TCP/IP socket operation (read/write) failed during TCP/IP API communication. If you have also received the 1351E error
message it means that the port you have defined in the TCPLISTN config record is used by other application. Problems in
the TCP/IP connection can cause this error.

Action:

Use a different port number or contact your VM system administrator to see whether TCP/IP is working correctly.

0745E
TCP/IP API PACKET SIZE (size) LARGER THAN MAXIMUM ALLOWED.

Reason:

The size of the TCP/IP API packet is larger than the maximum size allowed. The packet was probably not constructed
correctly.

Action:

For more information about the correct structure of TCP/IP packet, see vmtape-api(7) man page on your VM:Tape Linux
interface installation.

0746I
THERE ARE NO MESSAGE REPLIES PENDING

Reason:

This message indicates that there are no outstanding replies in the queue.

Action:

None.

0747I
COMMAND RECEIVED OVER TCP/IP: command

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message on its service virtual machine console when a command, entered through a TCP/IP
socket connection begins to execute. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

0748E
field NOT DEFINED IN THE TCP/IP API PACKET

Reason:

One of the required fields in the TCP/IP API packet was not filled in.

Action:
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For more information about the TCP/IP API packet fields and associated values, see vmtape-api(7) man page on your
VM:Tape Linux interface installation.

0749E
COULD NOT VALIDATE PASSWORD - DMSPASS RETURN CODE: code

Reason:

DMSPASS could not validate the password. This is most likely due to authorization issues with DIAG X'88'.

Action:

If the return code is 32 or 36 , DIAG X'88' must be enabled by your ESM. Also, OPTION DIAG88 must be enabled in the
VM:Tape z/VM directory entry. Otherwise, check IBM DMSPASS documentation for the meaning of the return code and/or
contact your system administrator.

0750E
INVALID PASSWORD FOR USER user

Reason:

The requestor’s password received over TCP/IP API is incorrect.

Action:

Specify the correct password. If you are using VM:Tape Linux interface you may have to edit the vmtli.passwd file or use
the vmtpasswd utility to change the password.

0751E
REQUEST REJECTED BY TCPAUTH USEREXIT

Reason:

The user exit defined for your installation that does custom authorization checking rejected the request.

Action:

Ask your system administrator for reasons why the request was rejected.

0752E
INVALID LENGTH FOUND IN TCP/IP API PACKET

Reason:

There are fields in the TCP/IP packets that contain the lengths of data in other fields. This length must not be greater than
the total length of the field containing the data. For example, the length of the password must not be greater than 200. If
the length is too large, the request is rejected.

Action:

This error occurs only when you write your own code to construct the TCP/IP API packet. Verify this code to see if it fills
these lengths correctly.

0753I
TCP/IP CONNECTION RESET BY PEER
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Reason:

The TCP/IP connection between a Linux peer and the VM:Tape SVM has been reset. The cause of this error can be
network problems or the fact that the request has been cancelled on the Linux side.

If the request was a successful MOUNT or ALLOCATE command which attached a tape device to the Linux machine,
then the tape device will be detached. If a tape was mounted it will be unloaded.

Action:

None.

0754I
HOST ADDR: host-address:host-port REMOTE ADDR: remote-address:remote-port

Reason:

This message follows some of the error messages to display host and remote IP addresses and ports.

Action:

None.

0755E
UNABLE TO RESOLVE DOMAIN NAME name RC=rc

Reason:

VM:Tape was not able to resolve a domain name specified on the TCPLISTN config record. Common error codes follow:

• 4
The request was sent to the DNS server specified in the TCPIP DATA file but there was no answer.

• 102
The DNS server was unable to process this query due to a problem with the DNS server.

• 103
The domain name specified on the TCPLISTN config record does not exist.

• 105
The DNS server refused to serve the request for policy reasons.

• 1555
The DNS server address could not be obtained. This may be because VM:Tape does not have access to the TCPIP
DATA file.

The cause for this error can be an incorrectly specified IPv4 or IPv6 address. When the first TCPLISTN record entry
cannot be parsed as an IPv4 or IPv6 then it is tried as a domain name.

Action:

Verify if the address on the TCPLISTN config record is specified correctly. Verify that the TCPIP DATA file is on a minidisk
that is accessed by VM:Tape. If problems persist, contact your VM system administrator to see if there are any problems
with your TCP/IP connection.

0756E
INCORRECT TCP/IP API VERSION IN THE RECEIVED PACKET. RECEIVED VERSION: version1, REQUIRED
VERSION version2.

Reason:
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The version of the TCP/IP API in the packet received by VM:Tape (version1) is different from the version expected
(version2) and so the request cannot be processed.

Action:

Install the correct version of VM:Tape Linux Interface. You can find the correct version of the TCP/IP API in the vmtape-
api(7) man page.

0757E
MALFORMED PACKET RECEIVED FROM address:port

Reason:

VM:Tape received a TCP/IP packet that does not conform to the TCP/IP API specification. This packet may have been
sent by an application that did not intend to communicate with VM:Tape.

Action:

None.

0902E
MULTIPLE record CONFIGURATION FILE RECORDS NOT PERMITTED

Reason:

During VM:Tape initialization, duplicate records, as specified in the message, were found in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.
VM:Tape initialization ends. While the configuration file does allow more than one record type for some records, it is not
allowed for this record. See the Administrators for information on the records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Action:

Change the specified record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file and re initialize VM:Tape.

0903I
command PROCESSING HAS BEEN INITIATED

Reason:

The indicated command has begun background processing. VM:Tape processing continues.

Action:

None.

0904E
DEVICE device IS NOT PART OF THE ORIGINAL EDL

Reason:

VM:Tape found a drive that is not part of the eligible drive list (EDL). VM:Tape issues this message when a drive specified
on the SET EDL primitive in the ALLOCATE user exit is not part of the original EDL. Eligible drives are those that are
returned by the EXTRACT EDL primitive.

Action:

Change the SET EDL primitive in the ALLOCATE user exit. See the Administrators for information about the ALLOCATE
user exit and the SET primitive.
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0925I
CA VM:TAPE HAS SET CP DATEFORMAT TO format

Reason:

VM:Tape must run on a virtual machine using the SHORTDATE format.

• If you see this message at initialization, it means VM:Tape changed the date format to SHORTDATE because the
virtual machine had been set to some other date format.

• If you see the message at termination, it means VM:Tape changed the virtual machine date format at initialization and
has reset the date format as indicated (FULLDATE or ISODATE).

Action:

None.

0928T
CA VM:TAPE RECEIVED AN INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP COMMAND command

Reason:

This message indicates an internal processing error.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

0929E
DUPLICATE RMS PRODUCT CONFIGURATION RECORD

Reason:

During VM:Tape initialization, multiple PRODUCT RMS records were found in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. There can be
only one PRODUCT RMS record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Edit the VMTAPE CONFIG file and remove any extra PRODUCT RMS records. Then restart VM:Tape.

0930E
RTNLOAD FROM FSMPPSI CSLLIB FAILED, RC=code

Reason:

While loading the RMS CSL support routines either during VM:Tape initialization or while starting the RMS, VM:Tape
received return code. Initialization continues; however, the Tape Library Data Server cannot be used.

Action:

Refer to the CMS application developer's reference documentation for actions to take when you receive the indicated
return code from RTNLOAD. If the return code is 28, check to see if VM:Tape has access to the FSMPPSI library.

0931E
[CSL | RMS] ERROR: REQUEST=reqid RC=code REASON=reasoncode

Reason:
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When processing a reqid request, an error occurred in either CSL or RMS. The return code (code) is the return code from
the request; rsncd is the reason code from the request.

Action:

Refer to the DFSMS/VM Removable Media Services documentation for an explanation of the return code and the reason
code.

0932E
RMS LIBRARY location EXCEEDS 8-CHARACTER LENGTH

Reason:

While initializing RMS, VM:Tape detected an RMS library definition that exceeds eight characters, which is the VM:Tape
limit. Initialization continues; however, VM:Tape will not use the RMS library location.

Action:

Change the RMS library definition in the DFSMS/VM configuration file to one that is not more than eight characters. Then,
recycle the RMS master service virtual machine.

0933E
VOLUME volser IN RMS LOCATION location IS [INACCESSIBLE | MISPLACED | DAMAGED]

Reason:

The requested volume volser in the indicated RMS location is not accessible by the robot, was misplaced by the robot, or
is damaged. This message indicates a problem with the Tape Library Data Server. The command fails.

Action:

Select a different volser for the request and check the robot for problems. If the problem persists, ask your VM:Tape
system administrator to contact the system service representative.

0934E
UNRECOGNIZED PICK KEYS CONTROL RECORD recordtype

Reason:

VM:Tape encountered an unknown record while processing the PICK KEYS file. VM:Tape will automatically rebuild the
picklist structure to correct the problem.

Action:

None.

0935I
PICKLIST WILL BE REBUILT DUE TO PICK VERIFICATION FAILURE

Reason:

During VM:Tape initialization of the picklist structure, some verifications failed. VM:Tape will automatically rebuild the
picklist structure to correct the problem.

Action:

None.
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0936I
AUTOMATIC REFRESH INITIATED DUE TO SCRATCH PICK FAILURE

Reason:

VM:Tape could not satisfy a request to pick a scratch tape. VM:Tape will automatically refresh the picklist structure to
correct the problem. VM:Tape will try one more time to satisfy the scratch request.

Action:

None.

0937I
NO mediatype TAPES FOUND IN TAPE POOL poolname IN LOCATION location

Reason:

You entered the LIST SCRATCH command and specified parameters for which there are no corresponding tapes. The
command fails.

Action:

Enter the LIST SCRATCH command again, specifying the correct parameters, or run the REFRESH command and then
retry the LIST SCRATCH command.

0938I
LOCATION location IS UNKNOWN

Reason:

You entered the LIST SCRATCH command, specifying a location that does not exist. The command fails.

Action:

Enter the LIST SCRATCH command again, specifying a valid location.

0939E
INVALID LOCATION NAME location

Reason:

You entered the LIST SCRATCH command that specified a location name that exceeds eight characters. The command
fails.

Action:

Enter the LIST SCRATCH command again, specifying a valid location name.

0940E
USER userid NOT AUTHORIZED FOR LIST SCRATCH COMMAND

Reason:

You entered the LIST command with the SCRATCH parameter but you do not have TAPELIBR or OPERATOR
authorization. The command fails.

Action:
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Ask the VM:Tape system administrator for the appropriate authorization before retrying the command.

0941E
NO SCRATCH TAPES FOUND USING SELECTED SEARCH CRITERIA

Reason:

You entered the LIST command but no scratch tapes were found that matched the specified or default media, scratch
pool, or location. The command fails.

Action:

If scratch tapes should exist, run the SCRATCH command to create more scratch tapes and automatically update the
picklist; otherwise, enter the LIST command again using different search criteria.

0942E
MOUNT REQUEST CANCELLED BY RMS MASTER

Reason:

During an outstanding mount request that was under control of the RMS master, an authorized user issued a DFSMSRM
DISCARD command to cancel the request. The mount is cancelled.

Action:

If the mount is required, enter the MOUNT command again.

0943E
record CONFIGURED, CONFLICTS WITH record

Reason:

During VM:Tape initialization, conflicting control records were found in the VMTAPE CONFIG file. VM:Tape initialization
ends. See the Administrators for information on the records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file.

Action:

Remove one of the specified control records and re initialize VM:Tape.

0944I
NO SCRATCH POOLS MATCH THE GIVEN CRITERIA

Reason:

The scratch pool you specified on the AUTOPICK command does not exist. The command fails.

Action:

Reenter the command, specifying a defined VM:Tape scratch pool.

0945I
VOLUME volser IN RMS LOCATION location IS NOT SCRATCH WHICH CONFLICTS WITH THE TMC, REJECTING

Reason:
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The tape selected by VM:Tape based on current information in the PICK INDEX file and the TMC as a SCRATCH tape
was queried in the IBM 3494 and found to be in a 3494 Category that is not valid for VM:Tape to use. This may indicate
the tape was selected by another application for use on a different system. Therefore, the tape is bypassed and another
selected.

Action:

None.

0947I
PICK LIST INITIALIZATION WAITING FOR interface INITIALIZATION TO COMPLETE.

Reason:

During VM:Tape initialization this message is issued every 15 seconds until all defined robotic interfaces have completed
their initialization processing with VM:Tape. After this, PICK LIST initialization is permitted to run.

Action:

None.

0948I
MOUNT userid vaddr WAITING FOR RMS VOLUME volser WHICH IS mounted ELSEWHERE.

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message whenever the indicated RMS volume is currently in use and mounted on a system that
is not managed by this VM:Tape server. The mount request remains pending until the other system is finished with the
volume. VM:Tape retries the mount request every 30 seconds to verify if the volume is available to mount.

If the indicated volume is mounted on a system that is managed by this VM:Tape server, then message VMT0701I is
issued instead.

Action:

Either cancel the mount or wait until the volume is become.

0955W
scratch poolname POOL EXCEEDS THE HSC MAXIMUM OF 13 CHARACTERS FOR POOL NAMES. UNEXPECTED
RESULTS COULD OCCUR.

Reason:

You have defined one or more scratch pool names that contain 14 or more characters. However, the StorageTek Host
Software Component (HSC) only supports pool names up to a maximum of 13 characters.

Action:

When using the VM:Tape interface to the HSC, limit pool names to 13 characters.

0957I
TMC DETAILS: STATUS=status POOL=pool DEN=den TRTCH=trtch DENSITY=density MEDIA=media

Reason:

This information is obtained from the Tape Management Catalog for the volume specified on the QUERY VOLUME
command. Status can be SAVED, SCRATCH or DELETED. Pool represents the scratch pool name the tape comes from.
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DEN and TRTCH are hex values stored in the TMC representing recording technique and recording density. Density and
media are the tape density name and media type in human readable format.

Action:

None.

0958I
TMC DETAILS : OUTCODE=code OUTDATE=date

Reason:

If the volume has been marked out-of-area, then TMC values for OUTCODE and OUTDATE are displayed by this
message. OUTCODE is a four character user defined code. OUTDATE is the date when the volume’s OUTCODE value
was set in the format yyyy/ddd, where yyyy is the four-digit year and ddd is the three-digit Julian date (that is, the number
of days from the beginning of the year).

Action:

None.

0959I
RMS DETAILS: CATEGORY=category LOCATION=location STATE=rmsstate

Reason:

If the volume is managed in an IBM 3494, this information is returned by the IBM Removable Media Services component
for the volume, namely the RMS category and location and RMS Volume state.

Action:

None.

0960I
STK DETAILS: STATUS=status LOCATION=location

Reason:

If the volume is managed by a StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System, this is status and location information
returned by the StorageTek Nearline Automated Cartridge System for the volume. Status can be either SCRATCH or
SAVED.

Action:

None.

0961I
VOLSER 'volser' NOT FOUND IN THE VOLUME LIBRARY

Reason:

The specified volume is not cataloged in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC). The query will continue by
requesting information from ARM locations.

Action:

None.
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0962E
VOLSER 'volser' NOT FOUND IN ANY STK OR RMS LOCATION

Reason:

This error occurs when no information is found in the VM:Tape Tape Management Catalog (TMC) and no information
about the tape is returned by STK or RMS. Most likely the volser is wrong.

Action:

Determine the correct volser and enter the command again.

0963E
DATABASE ACCESS IS CURRENTLY SUSPENDED BY userid; YOU MUST INCLUDE THEFORCE OPTION TO
RESUME DATABASE ACCESS.

Reason:

The SUSPEND command was issued from a different userid than the one which entered the RESUME command.

Action:

Run both RESUME command from the same userid as the SUSPEND command. When you cannot run the RESUME
command from the same userid as the SUSPEND command was issued from, you can add the FORCE option to override
the check.

0999E
'....Description of Processing Error....'

Reason:

The VMTSPLIT utility produced this error. The indicated error occurred while processing the WORK or EXPORT file.
Review the console for additional CMS or SORT error messages to determine the cause of the problem. The VMTSPLIT
Utility terminates with return code 999.

Action:

Review the console messages to determine what the problem is. When the problem is corrected, enter the VMTSPLIT
command again.

1071E
UNABLE TO FIND FILE filename filetype *.

Reason:

When you entered a VM:Tape command, your virtual machine was unable to find the file filename filetype * on any
accessed minidisk or SFS directory. The command ends with return code 28.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to make the indicated file available.

1072E
ERROR code FROM NUCXLOAD.

Reason:
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When you entered a VM:Tape command, your virtual machine received the indicated error code from the CMS
NUCXLOAD command.The command ends with this error code.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1073I
THIS PREVENTS YOU FROM COMMUNICATING WITH VM:Tape RUNNING ON tapeID.

Reason:

A VM:Tape command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in either message
1071E or 1072E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Tape system administrator.

1074I
INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Tape command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition.This condition was reported in
message 1071E or 1072E, which was then followed by message 1073E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Tape system administrator.

1076W
userid NOT RECEIVING; QUIESCED.

Reason:

You or VM:Tape tried to communicate with the indicated product service virtual machine, but that userid is quiesced and is
not accepting requests.The command ends.

Action:

If you issued the command, try again in a few minutes.If VM:Tape issued the command, wait for it to retry the command.

1077E
ERROR code INVOKING CMS COMMAND command.

Reason:

The VM:Tape service virtual machine attempted to execute CMS command command on your virtual machine, but
received the indicated error code.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Tape system administrator.
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1078E
TRY ISSUING THIS VM:Tape COMMAND WHILE NOT IN FULLSCREEN CMS.

Reason:

After you entered the CMS SET FULLSCREEN ON command, you issued a VM:Tape command. The VM:Tape service
virtual machine received an error (displayed in the accompanying message 1077E) from a CMS command. The command
ends.

Action:

Enter the SET FULLSCREEN OFF command to exit full-screen CMS, and try the VM:Tape command again.

1079E
PLEASE INFORM YOUR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

A VM:Tape command that you entered ended because of a previously detected condition, reported in message 1078E.

Action:

Report this condition to your VM:Tape system administrator.

1080I
tapeID COMMAND HAS BEEN CANCELED.

Reason:

The VM:Tape service virtual machine, tapeID, severed the communications path with your user ID. The command ends
with return code 100.

Action:

None.

1081E
FILE filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID RECORD FORMATS.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to write the indicated file to your minidisk or SFS directory, but the length of one or more records in the file
exceeds the allowable maximum. The command ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1082E
tapeID CANNOT BE ISSUED FROM THIS ENVIRONMENT.

Reason:

A VM:Tape command was invoked either from the VM:Tape service virtual machine, tapeID, or while your user ID was
already processing a VM:Tape command. This command ends with return code -6.

Action:
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If you are logged on to tapeID, enter the VM:Tape command without the tapeID prefix.If you are not logged on to tapeID,
end the current command, return to CMS, and enter the VM:Tape command again.

1083I
VM:Tape HAS BEEN TERMINATED.

Reason:

VM:Tape has ended or been logged off, and the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connection with your user ID
has been severed.The VM:Tape command you entered ends with return code 45.

Action:

None.

1084S
ERROR code processing

Reason:

The indicated error code was received from the CMS PRINTL or PUNCHC macro while VM:Tape wrote data to your virtual
reader or virtual punch. The codes are explained below:

Print Code Explanation

1

The line being printed is too long for printer 00E.

• 2
A channel 12 indicator was detected in the virtual forms ae control buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E.

• 3
A channel 9 indicator was detected in the virtual forms control buffer (VFCB) for virtual printer 00E.

• 4
A condition requiring intervention was received from virtual printer 00E.

• 5
An unknown error was received from virtual printer 00E.

• 100
Virtual printer 00E does not exist. 104 Insufficient storage is available.

Punch Code Explanation

2

A unit check condition was received from virtual card punch 00D.

• 3
An unknown error was received from virtual card punch 00D.

• 100
Virtual card punch 00D does not exist.The function you tried to perform ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1085S
ERROR code READING FILE filename filetype filemode FROM DISK.

Reason:

The indicated error code was received from the CMS FSREAD macro while VM:Tape was reading data from a disk file.
Common error codes include the following:

Error Code Explanation

1

File not found; disk not accessed; insufficient authority.

• 3
I/O operation failed.

• 4
First character of filemode is invalid.

• 12
End of file received.

• 20
Invalid character detected in filename.

• 21
Invalid character detected in filetype.

• 25
Insufficient free virtual storage found for file system control blocks.

For a complete list of error codes, see the documentation on CMS application development. The function you tried to
perform ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1086E
NO IUCV AUTHORIZATION EXISTS TO CONNECT TO tapeID.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Tape, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your userid and the VM:Tape service virtual machine failed because the VM:Tape machine, tapeID, is not authorized to
accept Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) connections. An IUCV ALLOW record must be entered in the tapeID
directory entry to authorize IUCV connections; currently, this record is not included. The command ends with return code
45.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to add an IUCV ALLOW record to the tapeID directory entry and to set the
maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by specifying the following statement in the tapeID directory:

OPTION MAXCONN 256

Then, restart VM:Tape. When VM:Tape has initialized, enter the command again.
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1087E
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF client CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN EXCEEDED.

Reason:

When you entered a command to VM:Tape, the CMSIUCV CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between
your user ID and the VM:Tape service virtual machine failed because the maximum number of Inter-User Communication
Vehicle (IUCV) connections allowed for either your user ID or the VM:Tape service virtual machine was exceeded. This
usually occurs if the OPTION MAXCONN statement is not specified in a directory entry or if the existing maximum number
of IUCV connections set in this option is too low. The command program ends with return code 45.

Action:

If the message indicates that the server connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify the VM:Tape
directory entry by either adding the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection limit on this statement.
After updating the directory entry, the system administrator must start VM:Tape again. If the message indicates that the
user connections were exceeded, ask the system administrator to modify your user ID's directory entry either by adding
the OPTION MAXCONN statement or by increasing the connection limit on this statement. The system administrator can
increase the maximum number of IUCV connections to 256 by specifying the following statement in the directory: OPTION
MAXCONN 256 When the directory is corrected, enter the command again.

1088E
tapeID HAS NOT INITIALIZED VM:Tape.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Tape command to the VM:Tape service virtual machine, tapeID. However, the CMSIUCV
CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your user ID and tapeID failed because VM:Tape has not been
started on tapeID. The tapeID program ends.

Action:

Enter the command again later. If the problem persists, ask your VM:Tape system administrator to start VM:Tape on
tapeID.

1089E
tapeID IS NOT LOGGED ON.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Tape command to the VM:Tape service virtual machine, tapeID, but the CMSIUCV
CONNECT macro used to establish a connection between your user ID and tapeID failed because tapeID is not logged
on.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to log on to tapeID and start VM:Tape. When VM:Tape has initialized, enter the
command again.

1090S
ERROR code WRITING FILE filename filetype filemode ON DISK.

Reason:
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VM:Tape received the indicated error code from the CMS FSWRITE macro while writing data to a disk file. Common error
codes follow:

Error Code Explanation

1

Insufficient authority is available to write to the file.

• 3
I/O operation failed.

• 4
The first character of file mode is invalid or disk is not accessed.

• 5
The second character of filemode is invalid.

• 12
Minidisk or directory is not accessed read/write.

• 20
Invalid character was detected in filename.

• 21
Invalid character was detected in filetype.

• 25
Insufficient free virtual storage was found for file system control blocks.

For a complete list of error codes, see the documentation for CMS application development. The function you tried to
perform ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1091E
COMMAND LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED 256 CHARACTERS.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a VM:Tape command that was more than 256 characters long to the VM:Tape service virtual
machine. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time ensuring that the command contains a maximum of 256 characters.

1092E
BUFFER AREA EXHAUSTED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the VM:Tape service virtual machine.
The VM:Tape command being processed cannot continue and ends with a CMS ABEND code 222.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.
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1093E
RECURSIVE USE OF tapeID INVALID.

Reason:

You entered the tapeID command when it was already active on your virtual machine. The tapeID command passes
VM:Tape commands to the VM:Tape service virtual machine, which is also named tapeID. The command ends with return
code 100.

Action:

Wait for the tapeID command to complete before issuing it again.

1094E
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS SPECIFIED.

Reason:

More than 32 tokens (words on the command line) were specified on a command used to pass VM:Tape commands to the
VM:Tape service virtual machine when invoked from an assembler program without an extended PLIST. You must use an
extended PLIST to specify more than 32 tokens. The command ends with return code 100. No data is transmitted to the
VM:Tape service virtual machine.

Action:

Invoke the VM:Tape command with an extended PLIST. Refer to the IBM documentation on programming under CMS for
more information.

1095E
ORDER REQUIRING A REPLY IS NOT THE LAST IN THE BUFFER.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the VM:Tape service virtual machine.
This message indicates a problem with VM:Tape. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1096E
INVALID MESSAGE LENGTH length RECEIVED - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Tape was processing your command. An invalid order was received and could
not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Tape. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1097E
BUFFER OVERFLOW - ORDER NUMBER code.

Reason:
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A programming error occurred while VM:Tape was processing your command. This message indicates a problem with
VM:Tape. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1098E
INVALID ORDER NUMBER code RECEIVED.

Reason:

A programming error occurred while VM:Tape was processing your command. An invalid order number was received and
could not be processed. This message indicates a problem with VM:Tape. The command ends with return code 100.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1099E
mode ERROR TYPE type, CODE code.

Reason:

An Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) error occurred while your user ID attempted to communicate with the
VM:Tape service virtual machine. This message indicates a problem with VM:Tape. Possible modes are CMSIUCV, IUCV,
APPCVM, and APPC/VM. The possible error types are as follows:

Error Type Explanation

1

Error code code was received from the CMS HNDIUCV macro instruction.

• 2
Error code code was received from the CMS CMSIUCV CONNECT macro instruction.

• 3
Rejection code code was received in response to a CMSIUCV CONNECT macro instruction.

• 4
Error code code was received from the IUCV SEND macro instruction.

• 5
Interrupt code code was received in response to an IUCV SEND macro instruction.

The command ends with return code 32.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1101I
DEVICE AT vaddr HAS BEEN DETACHED.

Reason:
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At initialization, VM:Tape detaches devices at virtual addresses 0D0-0DF, 0E0-0FF, and 200-2FF to allow VM:Tape to use
these addresses for punches, printers, and minidisks respectively. This message is issued during initialization only if the
device detached is a minidisk.

Action:

None, if the minidisk is not required for VM:Tape operation. If the minidisk is needed, either link the minidisk at a valid
virtual address or identify the virtual address on the RESVADDR configuration record. For more information on the
RESVADDR record, refer to the Reference Guide.

1102W
product IS WAITING FOR THE DETACH COMMAND TO COMPLETE FOR THE MINIDISK AT VIRTUAL ADDRESS
vaddr.

Reason:

VM:Tape issued the CP DETACH command for the minidisk at virtual address vaddr and is waiting for the command to
complete. This may indicate a problem with VM:Tape.

Action:

If this message is issued repeatedly, ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1103I
product ENDED: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Tape system execution ended because the END command was entered, initialization failed, or a system abnormal
termination occurred. Control is returned to CMS.

Action:

If the END command was issued, no action is required. If a system abnormal termination occurred or if initialization failed,
this message will be accompanied by other messages describing the specific problem. Refer to these messages for more
information.

1104E
ERROR OCCURRED ACCESSING THE disktype MINIDISK AT vaddr (RETURN CODE=code).

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape could not access the indicated type of minidisk. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Make sure the minidisk at the indicated virtual address is linked and formatted before starting VM:Tape again. If VM:Tape
initialization fails again, your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1105I
USE OF DIAGNOSE X'D4' HAS BEEN VERIFIED.

Reason:
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You specified that VM:Tape is to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. VM:Tape must be able to use the indicated
DIAGNOSE to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility. This message indicates that VM:Tape has verified that it can
use the DIAGNOSE. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1106I
product IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Tape is configured to use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, but VM:Tape is not authorized to use CP
DIAGNOSE X'D4', which is needed by the facility.

If the configuration explicitly specifies that VM:Tape is to use the security facility, initialization ends. If the configuration
does not explicitly state whether the security facility is to be used, initialization continues.

Action:

To use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility, the security administrator must authorize VM:Tape to use DIAGNOSE
X'D4'.

1107I
SECURITY SYSTEM INTERFACE IS NOT INSTALLED IN CP.

Reason:

You indicated, either implicitly or explicitly, that VM:Tape is to use the surrogate facility. However, the security system
interface, also known as the Access Control Interface (ACI), is not installed on your system. ACI must be installed on
your system for VM:Tape to use the surrogate facility. If the configuration explicitly specifies that VM:Tape is to use the
surrogate facility, initialization ends.

If the configuration does not explicitly specify whether the surrogate facility is to be used, initialization continues; VM:Tape
issues message 1108I to explain that VM:Tape will not try to use the security system (for example, RACF) at your site.

Action:

If you do not want to receive this message, the VM:Tape system administrator must remove the surrogate specification
from the VM:Tape configuration.

1108I
product WILL NOT INTERFACE WITH THE SECURITY SYSTEM.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to interface with your security system (for example, RACF) but could not because of problems with the
security system interface, with the security system itself, or because VM:Tape is not authorized to interface with the
security system interface. This message is preceded by message 1106I, 1107I, or 1140I to identify the cause of the
problem. VM:Tape does not use the surrogate or alternate user ID facility and initialization continues.

Action:

Refer to message 1106I, 1107I, or 1140I.
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1109I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

You specified that VM:Tape is to use the surrogate facility, but VM:Tape cannot interface with the security system at your
site, because the service virtual machine for the security system is unavailable. VM:Tape received return code 032 from
the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction (DIAGNOSE X'A0' function X'10'). VM:Tape also issues message 1114R every time
the surrogate request is made. Refer to message 1114R for more information.

Action:

Refer to message 1114R. Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

1110I
ENTER: commandline.

Reason:

This message reflects the command line that was just entered from the VM:Tape service virtual machine on a display
terminal. If you enter a null line on a line-mode terminal, this message acts as a prompt for you to enter a command. On a
display terminal, the command begins; on a line-mode terminal, VM:Tape waits for you to respond.

Action:

None.

1111I
BEGINNING COMMAND: commandline.

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message on its service virtual machine when a command, entered from either the VM:Tape service
virtual machine or another user ID, begins to execute. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1112I
ENDING COMMAND command WITH COMPLETION CODE code.

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message on its service virtual machine when the indicated command, entered from either the
VM:Tape service virtual machine or another user ID, completes. If code is zero, the command completed successfully. If
code is not zero, VM:Tape sends error messages describing the problem to the user ID that issued the command.

Action:

Respond to each error message VM:Tape sends, if appropriate.

1113I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE FAILED WHILE PROCESSING A SURROGATE FACILITY
REQUEST.
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Reason:

You specified that VM:Tape is to use the surrogate facility, but VM:Tape cannot interface with the security system at
your site because the security system service virtual machine failed to process a VM:Tape surrogate request. VM:Tape
received return code 012 from the surrogate DIAGNOSE instruction (DIAGNOSE X'A0' function X'10'). VM:Tape also
issues message 1114R every time the surrogate request is made.

Action:

Refer to message 1114R. Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

1114R
REPLY reqnumber: WAIT, RETRY, OR ABEND:

Reason:

This message follows messages 1109I and 1113I. VM:Tape sends this message every time the surrogate request is made.
The request is retried every minute until either it succeeds or 15 minutes have elapsed. If, after 15 minutes, the surrogate
request still fails and no VM:Tape operator action has been taken, VM:Tape abnormally terminates immediately.

Action:

Notify the appropriate systems personnel of the problem with your security system.

The VM:Tape system operator can communicate with VM:Tape through one of the following VM:Tape commands:

• To tell VM:Tape that the problem with the security system virtual machine cannot be readily corrected, use:
REPLY reqnumber WAIT
This response causes VM:Tape to continue issuing the reminder message and ignore the 15-minute time limit.

• To tell VM:Tape that the problem with the security system service virtual machine has been corrected, use:
REPLY reqnumber RETRY
This response asks VM:Tape to try the surrogate request again.

1115E
item CANNOT BE USED WITH THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

The indicated item has no meaning for command. The command ends.

Action:

Check and correct the command format, and enter the command again.

1116E
THE command COMMAND NEEDS MORE INFORMATION.

Reason:

You did not specify enough information with the indicated command. The command ends.

Action:

Check the command format, specify the missing information, and enter the command again.

1117E
THE command COMMAND IS NOT A product COMMAND.
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Reason:

You entered an invalid VM:Tape command. The command is not processed.

Action:

Enter a valid VM:Tape command.

1119E
THE SPECIFIED COMMAND NAME IS TOO LONG. NO product COMMAND NAME IS LONGER THAN EIGHT
CHARACTERS.

Reason:

The specified command name contains more than eight characters. The maximum number of characters in any VM:Tape
command is eight.

Action:

To review the names of VM:Tape commands, see the VM:Tape documentation. Then, enter a valid and appropriate
command with no more than eight characters.

1120S
ERROR code OCCURRED processing FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An error occurred while performing the specified processing with this file. The error code is from the CMS FSREAD,
FSWRITE, FSOPEN, ESTATE, or FSCLOSE macro. The command or activity that was executing does not complete. If
this message is issued during initialization, initialization fails and control returns to CMS.

Action:

Refer to the IBM documentation on CMS macros for an explanation of the return codes from the FSREAD, FSWRITE,
FSOPEN, ESTATE, or FSCLOSE macro. Correct the problem and try the command or activity again, or reinitialize, if
appropriate. If necessary, ask your VM:Tape system administrator to contact Technical Support.

1121W
LINE number IN FILE VMTAPE MESSAGES filemode HAS AN INVALID FORMAT AND HAS BEEN IGNORED.

Reason:

While validating the VMTAPE MESSAGES file, VM:Tape found a line in an invalid format. The correct format is a four-
digit message number immediately followed by a one-character severity code, then one blank space followed by the
message text. The invalid format is probably the result of manual modification of the file. VM:Tape ignores the invalid line
and continues reading the remaining lines in the file. If the line is not corrected, you may receive unintelligible messages
from VM:Tape.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must determine and correct the format problem. If necessary, your system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

1122W
LINE number IN FILE VMTAPE MESSAGES filemode SPECIFIES A DUPLICATE MESSAGE NUMBER AND HAS
BEEN IGNORED.
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Reason:

While validating the VMTAPE MESSAGES file, VM:Tape found a duplicate message number on the indicated line.
VM:Tape ignores the duplicate message and continues reading the messages file.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must determine if the entire line or just the message number is duplicated and make
the appropriate changes to the messages file.

1123S
THERE ARE NO VALID MESSAGES IN FILE VMTAPE MESSAGES filemode.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape could not find any lines in the VMTAPE MESSAGES file with the correct message format.
The correct format is a four-digit message number immediately followed by a one-character severity code, then one blank
space followed by the message text. This file is probably not a messages file. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Use a text editor such as XEDIT to edit the VMTAPE MESSAGES file to determine if it is a valid VMTAPE MESSAGES
file. If you cannot find the correct messages file, reload the VMTAPE MESSAGES file from the installation tape and restart
VM:Tape. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical Support.

1124S
product SYSTEM MESSAGES FILE product MESSAGES WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape could not find the product  MESSAGES file on an accessed minidisk. This file contains
system messages and is required for the product to run. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Your system administrator must put a copy of the product MESSAGES file on an accessed VM:Tape minidisk, then start
VM:Tape again.

1125I
product INITIALIZATION HAS FAILED.

Reason:

This message is preceded by other messages that give the specific reasons why VM:Tape initialization did not complete.
Control returns to CMS.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must correct the problems described by the accompanying messages. When the
problems are corrected, your system administrator can start VM:Tape again.

1126S
product SYSTEM ABEND code OCCURRED AT address.

Reason:
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VM:Tape processing ended abnormally with this abnormal termination code, which occurred at storage location address.
VM:Tape processing ends. VM:Tape performs a VMDUMP and sends it to the virtual reader of the appropriate user ID.

Action:

Some abnormal terminations can be corrected by your VM:Tape system administrator. Other abnormal terminations are
caused by internal logic errors or unexpected errors and must be corrected with the assistance of Technical Support.
Before contacting Technical Support, your system administrator must have the abnormal termination code and the
address at which the abnormal termination occurred, a copy of the dump, the VM:Tape console log containing the
indicative dump (if a console log was being maintained), and any other information about the series of events leading up
to the abnormal termination. You may be asked to send in other information, for example, a copy of the dump in SPTAPE
or SPXTAPE format.

1127E
SCREEN DEFINITION FILE filename SCREEN WAS NOT FOUND ON AN ACCESSED MINIDISK.

Reason:

VM:Tape attempted to display a screen of information on your terminal, but the file containing the screen information was
not found on any minidisk accessed by VM:Tape. Either the VM:Tape minidisk containing the screen files is not accessed
by VM:Tape, or the file was renamed or erased. Screen processing ends.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must verify that VM:Tape has access to the minidisk where the screen files reside.
If the missing screen file cannot be found on a VM:Tape minidisk, your VM:Tape system administrator must load this file
from the installation tape. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical Support.

1128E
NO SCREEN WAS OPENED.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to perform a function on a screen, but the screen was not previously opened by VM:Tape. This is probably
caused by an internal programming error. Screen processing ends.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1129W
FIELD NAME TABLE FILLED UP DURING SCREEN CREATION OR MODIFICATION. PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

While you were creating or modifying a VM:Tape screen, the table used to store the names of fields defined on the screen
filled and could not accommodate additional entries. VM:Tape did not add the field.

Action:

Do not attempt to define any additional fields on a VM:Tape screen. Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact
Technical Support.

1130E
THE command COMMAND WAS INTERRUPTED.
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Reason:

A user logged off or issued the CMS halt execution (HX) command while the indicated command was executing on his
user ID. Or, an I/O error occurred that caused the command to end. For example, an I/O error occurs if a user's minidisk
or directory fills while VM:Tape writes to it. The command continues to process, if possible. If VM:Tape was transmitting
data to one of the user's virtual devices when the interruption occurred, this message may be followed by message 1182I.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must determine the cause of the problem. If the problem was caused by a minidisk
or directory filling, clear some space on the minidisk or directory and issue the command again. If necessary, your system
administrator can contact Technical Support.

1131E
FIELD fieldname IS UNDEFINED.

Reason:

VM:Tape attempted to initialize or retrieve information from a field on a screen, but the field name was not defined on
the screen. This problem may occur when VM:Tape screen files (that is, files with a file type of SCREEN) are renamed
or modified. If no screen files were renamed or modified, the problem was probably caused by an internal programming
error. Processing may continue, but unpredictable results may occur.

Action:

If VM:Tape issued this message only once when you pressed the ENTER key, an internal programming error has probably
occurred. Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support. If VM:Tape issued this message more than
once for multiple field names, screen files may have been renamed or modified. Your VM:Tape system administrator must
check and correct the screen files.

1132R
ENTER FIELD NAME:

Reason:

You defined a new field while creating or modifying a VM:Tape screen. VM:Tape asks you to enter the name of the new
field.

Action:

Enter the name of the field.

1133E
command CAN BE USED ONLY ON A DISPLAY TERMINAL.

Reason:

You entered the indicated command from a line-mode terminal, but this command must be entered from a display
terminal. The command ends.

Action:

Enter the command, this time from a display terminal.

1134E
THE COMMAND YOU ENTERED CANNOT BE EXECUTED AS SPECIFIED.
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Reason:

You entered a command that displays a full screen or asks you for information. This command must be executed with
the VMTAPE command; it cannot be entered from the VM:Tape service virtual machine or issued with the CP SMSG
command to the VM:Tape service virtual machine. This message may also be issued if you entered and then interrupted a
full-screen or prompting command using the VMTAPE command. The command ends.

Action:

From a user ID other than the VM:Tape service virtual machine, enter the command again with the VMTAPE command.

1135E
INVALID CHARACTERS WERE FOUND IN SCREEN FILENAME filename.

Reason:

VM:Tape attempted to display a screen on your terminal, but the screen name contains characters that are not supported
in a VM:Tape screen name. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. The screen is not displayed.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1136I
number SCREENS WERE LEFT OPEN BY YOUR COMMAND. product HAS CLOSED THEM.

Reason:

Some of the screens displayed on your terminal were not properly closed. This may be caused by an internal
programming error. VM:Tape closes the screens internally to allow processing to continue. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1137E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM text.

Reason:

The primitive specified by “text” ended with the indicated non-zero return “code” but the primitive did not have the required
TEST prefix that would allow it to continue running.

Action:

The macro’s execution is halted by CMS which also displays its own error messages. If the macro is distributed as part of
the product then report the problem to Technical Support.

1138E
THE command IS NOT A VALID CP OR CMS COMMAND.

Reason:

While VM:Tape was running, you entered the VM:Tape CMS command to execute a CP or CMS command from either
the VM:Tape service virtual machine or a user ID with the authorization required to enter a CP or CMS command. The
indicated command is not a valid CP or CMS command. The command ends.
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Action:

Access the CP or CMS HELPMENU to view a list of valid CP or CMS commands. Then, enter a valid command.

1139I
ALL LOCKS HELD BY YOUR COMMAND HAVE BEEN CLEARED SUCCESSFULLY. PROCESSING CONTINUES.

Reason:

An internal VM:Tape programming lock was not released when expected. This may be due to a programming error.
VM:Tape released the lock internally so that processing can continue. This message may follow other error messages
indicating that a VM:Tape process ended unexpectedly or abnormally. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1140I
SECURITY SYSTEM SERVICES ARE NOT AVAILABLE.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to interface with your security system, but was unsuccessful because the security system is unavailable.
Your VM:Tape system is configured so that by default, VM:Tape tries to use the security system. If the security system is
unavailable, VM:Tape issues this message and initialization continues. Message 1108I follows this message.

Action:

If you want VM:Tape to use the security system, have your security system administrator determine why it is not available.
In addition, to ensure that VM:Tape will not initialize unless the security system is available, change your VM:Tape
configuration to specifically state that VM:Tape is to use the security system. If you do not want VM:Tape to use the
security system, update the configuration to specifically state that the security system is not to be used.

1141E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD IS NOT A SUPPORTED DASD DEVICE.

Reason:

The device specified in the VM:Tape configuration as containing the CP online directory is not supported as a CP system
volume. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the configuration so that it specifies the virtual address of the device that contains the CP online directory. Initialize
VM:Tape again.

1142E
VOLSER OF THE DASD VOLUME AT vaddr DOES NOT MATCH THE VOLSER SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT
RECORD.

Reason:

The volser on the device at virtual address vaddr does not match the volser specified in the VM:Tape configuration.
Configuration or initialization fails.

Action:
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Correct the configuration so that it specifies the correct volser of the device that contains the CP online directory.

1143E
DASD VOLUME SPECIFIED ON THE DIRECT RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN A CP OBJECT DIRECTORY OR IS
NOT A CP VOLUME.

Reason:

The device specified on the DIRECT record in the VM:Tape configuration file does not contain the CP online directory or is
not a CP volume. Initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the DIRECT record so that it specifies the virtual address of the device that contains your system's CP online
directory. Initialize VM:Tape again.

1144E
FILEID filename filetype filemode CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS.

Reason:

VM:Tape detected unsupported characters in the indicated file while copying this file from or to a VM:Tape minidisk or SFS
directory. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. This message may be accompanied by additional
error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1145E
RECORD LENGTH OF FILE filename filetype filemode IS TOO LONG.

Reason:

This file cannot be copied from or to a VM:Tape minidisk or SFS directory because the file's record length exceeds
VM:Tape standards. This is probably caused by an internal programming error. This message may be accompanied by
additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1146E
ERROR code OCCURRED COPYING FILE filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An I/O error occurred while copying this file to or from a VM:Tape minidisk or SFS directory. This message may be
followed by additional error messages. The command ends.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.
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1147E
AN INVALID 3270 DATASTREAM WAS RETURNED FROM THE USER'S TERMINAL.

Reason:

When a user entered a command from a 3270 terminal, VM:Tape received an invalid sequence of screen fields from this
terminal. This message is logged on the VM:Tape service virtual machine, and is followed by message 1148E, which
displays the fields in error. The command entered ends.

Action:

This message is followed by 1148E. Contact Technical Support.

1148E
DATA LENGTH=length, FIRST number BYTES ARE data.

Reason:

This message follows message 1147E on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. It lists the size of the data stream (length)
returned to VM:Tape from the user's 3270 terminal and the size of the data that will actually be displayed (number).
VM:Tape then displays, in hexadecimal, the first portion of the data returned from the user's terminal (data).

Action:

This message is preceded by 1147E. Refer to that message for more information.

1149E
userid IS NOT ALLOWED TO EXECUTE THE command COMMAND. authorization AUTHORIZATION IS NEEDED.

Reason:

You are not authorized to execute command; your user ID must have the indicated authorization. The command ends.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to grant you the proper authorization.

1150I
************* product INDICATIVE DUMP *************

Reason:

VM:Tape has abnormally terminated. VM:Tape sends additional messages--for example, messages 1151I-1157I--plus
diagnostic information that will help Technical Support determine the cause of the abnormal termination. Message 1151I
displays the specific abnormal termination code associated with the abnormal termination.

Action:

Retain the console log and dump. Some abnormal terminations can be corrected by your VM:Tape system administrator.
Look up the abnormal termination code displayed in message 1151I in the abnormal termination codes chapter of the
VM:Tape documentation for information. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Technical Support.

1151I
product ABEND code AT address, routine + offset.

Reason:
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See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1152I
PCB = address, NAME = name.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1153I
R n = registern registern+1 registern+2 registern+3.

Reason:

This message refers to the 16 VM:Tape general-purpose registers. See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1154I
CALLED FROM address, routine + offset, R15 = value.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1155E
SAVE AREA CHAIN INVALID.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1156I
product RELEASE = release, ABEND DATE = date.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:
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See message 1150I.

1157I
LAST number TRACE ENTRIES (OLDEST FIRST).

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1158I
number word code1 code2 code3 code4.

Reason:

This message follows message 1157I. The indicated number is the trace entry number; the newest trace entry number will
be 1. The trace entry is described by word. Four hexadecimal trace entry codes are indicated by code1 through code4.
This message will be displayed for every trace entry number, in descending order, from the oldest to the newest. See
message 1150I for more information.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1159S
RECURSIVE ABEND code2 OCCURRED DURING ABEND code1; product LOADING DISABLED WAIT PSW. RE-IPL
CMS TO CONTINUE.

Reason:

While VM:Tape was processing the indicated abnormal termination (code1), a second abnormal termination (code2)
occurred. VM:Tape is unable to continue abnormal termination recovery, and loads a disabled wait program status word
(PSW). VM:Tape logs this message to the VM:Tape service virtual machine and sends it to user ID OPERATOR through
the CP MESSAGE command.

Action:

To recover, restart CMS by entering IPL CMS.

1160W
product FROM CA IS NOT LICENSED FOR THIS PROCESSOR.

Reason:

VM:Tape is not licensed for the processor. VM:Tape shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1161W
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.
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Reason:

This message follows message 1160W refer to that message.

Action:

Contact your VM:Tape system administrator.

1162W
NOTICE! NO CURRENT product LMP KEY FOUND FOR THIS CPU.

Reason:

VM:Tape is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Tape operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Tape LMP key for this CPU.

1163W
product MUST BE LICENSED WITH A CA LMP KEY FOR LAWFUL OPERATION.

Reason:

VM:Tape is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Tape operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Tape LMP key for this CPU.

1164W
THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS THE PROPERTY OF CA AND IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT.

Reason:

VM:Tape is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Tape operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Tape LMP key for this CPU.

1165W
UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS UNLAWFUL AND SUBJECT TO PROSECUTION.

Reason:

VM:Tape is not licensed to run on this CPU. VM:Tape operation continues; however, warning messages are generated
until the product is properly licensed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support to get a VM:Tape LMP key for this CPU.
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1166W
NOTICE! THE CA CPUID FOR product HAS EXPIRED.

Reason:

The VM:Tape CPUID has expired. A valid CPUID is required for VM:Tape to continue operating. If any days remain in the
grace period, VM:Tape keeps operating. If the grace period has expired, VM:Tape shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1167W
A GRACE PERIOD IS IN EFFECT UNTIL date.

Reason:

The VM:Tape CPUID has expired, but VM:Tape continues operation through the grace period, which ends on the indicated
date. If you do not obtain and enter a new CPUID, VM:Tape will shut down after this date.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1168W
CONTACT CA AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE FOR A REPLACEMENT.

Reason:

The VM:Tape CPUID has expired. If the grace period has not expired, VM:Tape continues operating. When the grace
period ends, VM:Tape will shut down.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1169W
product IS TERMINATING OPERATION AT THIS TIME.

Reason:

Either the CPUID record in the appropriate VM:Tape configuration file has the wrong CPUID or the VM:Tape CPUID has
expired and there are no days left in the grace period. VM:Tape cannot operate without a valid CPUID for this CPU, and,
therefore, shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must call Technical Support for a new CPUID.

1175I
MAXIMUM VIRTUAL STORAGE USED WAS number OUT OF available BYTES.

Reason:
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VM:Tape logs this message on the VM:Tape service virtual machine during system termination to record the maximum
amount of virtual storage used since it started. Of the available bytes of virtual storage, the indicated number of bytes
(number) was used.

Action:

None.

1182I
userid HAS NO IUCV BUFFER.

Reason:

VM:Tape detected an internal error condition that should not occur during normal use. A user may have logged off or
issued the CMS halt execution (HX) command while the VMTAPE command was running on his user ID. The command
continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

None.

1183E
UNEXPECTED IUCV INTERRUPT TYPE interrupt-type WAS RECEIVED FROM userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. VM:Tape
cannot communicate with userid because an IUCV interrupt was received on a path that did not expect an interrupt of that
type. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1184E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON REPLY TO userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to reply to an IUCV communication. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues to
execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1185E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON RECEIVE FROM userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to receive an IUCV communication from userid. The IUCV path is severed. The command
continues to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:
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Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1187E
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS. THE RETURN CODE FROM THE HNDIUCV MACRO IS code.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. VM:Tape is
unable to initialize an IUCV interface to communicate with other virtual machines. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Refer to the IBM documentation on CMS macros and functions for an explanation of the return codes from the HNDIUCV
macro. Correct the problem and start VM:Tape again. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1188E
UNEXPECTED IUCV ERROR (CC code1, IPRCODE code2) OCCURRED ON SEND TO userid.

Reason:

The Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) allows a user to talk with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. An error
occurred while attempting to send an IUCV communication to userid. The IUCV path is severed. The command continues
to execute, but may end with an error code.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1189E
INVALID PPI ORDER order WAS RECEIVED FROM userid; CHECK THE PRODUCT RELEASE LEVELS.

Reason:

When trying to communicate with another Broadcom product service virtual machine, VM:Tape received a communication
it did not understand. Your site may be running incompatible release levels of the two products. The command sent to the
other service virtual machine (userid) fails.

Action:

Determine if the release levels of the two products are compatible. If necessary, your VM:Tape system administrator can
contact Broadcom Support.

1190E
product CANNOT COMMUNICATE WITH productid; NOTIFY YOUR product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

VM:Tape cannot communicate with another Broadcom product (productid). This message indicates a programming error,
which may be caused by the modification of a VM:Tape EXEC at your site.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Broadcom Support.
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1191E
CANNOT ESTABLISH IUCV COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE userid SERVICE VIRTUAL MACHINE.

Reason:

If userid is the VM:Tape service virtual machine at your site, VM:Tape is unavailable. If userid is the service virtual
machine of another Broadcom product at your site, VM:Tape cannot communicate with that product; your site may be
running incompatible release levels of the two products. The command sent to userid fails.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must determine if VM:Tape is available or why VM:Tape cannot communicate with the
other product service virtual machine. If necessary, your system administrator can contact Broadcom Support.

1192E
A VIRTUAL PRINTER COULD NOT BE DEFINED FOR TRACING.

Reason:

The TRACE MACRO command with the PRINT parameter was issued and a virtual printer device is not available or
was unsuccessfully initialized. A virtual device address that should be reserved for use as a printer is not available when
expected, and may be defined as another device. The trace definition is not completed.

Action:

Review any other messages that may have appeared. If the problem is not apparent, contact Technical Support and have
the virtual device configuration of the server virtual machine available.

1193I
REPLY reqnumber reply HAS BEEN ACCEPTED.

Reason:

Each user receiving this message was previously sent one or more messages requesting information or an action. One or
more users responded to the request. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1194E
reqnumber IS NOT AN OUTSTANDING REQUEST NUMBER.

Reason:

The request number that you specified in your response to VM:Tape is not an outstanding request number. Either the
request has already been satisfied or you specified the wrong request number.

Action:

None, if the request has already been satisfied. If the request has not already been satisfied, enter your response again
with the correct request number.

1195E
THIS response IS NOT A VALID RESPONSE TO REQUEST reqnumber.
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Reason:

A response from a user or operator was not valid. The message displayed before this message provides information on
valid responses. VM:Tape continues to send messages to the appropriate operator or user. The messages are sent every
reminder interval.

Action:

Respond using a correct format or a valid response.

1196I
WAITING FOR userid node (taskname) TO RELEASE A locktype LOCK ON RESOURCE: lock-string.

Reason:

The command you entered cannot gain access to a resource. For example, when userid is using the indicated resource,
VM:Tape locks the resource to prevent other users from accessing it. VM:Tape waits for the internal lock to be released.
When the lock is released, command execution resumes.

Action:

None.

1197E
LOCK lock-string NOT FOUND. NOTIFY YOUR product SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR.

Reason:

An attempt to clear a lock that didn’t exist was detected. Either the lock was never obtained or the lock was previously
cleared.

Action:

Determine if a specific LOCK CLEAR primitive causes this message then examine the specified lock words to make
sure they are correct. If they appear to be correct then some other LOCK CLEAR invocation probably cleared the lock in
question. If you are unable to determine if a specific LOCK CLEAR primitive is causing this message to be displayed then
contact Technical Support.

1198I
product HAS CLEARED THE lock-type lock-string LOCK LEFT BY THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

During the termination of a command process, VM:Tape found an internal VM:Tape lock that had not been cleared, and
cleared it. This message may indicate a problem in VM:Tape. Processing continues.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must contact Technical Support.

1200E
product MUST HAVE THE option OPTION IN ITS CP DIRECTORY ENTRY.

Reason:

If the BMX option is displayed, either the CP directory entry for the VM:Tape service virtual machine does not specify
BMX on the OPTION record or the command CP DEFINE CHANNELS SEL was issued on the VM:Tape service virtual
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machine. If the ECMODE option is displayed, the directory entry does not specify ECMODE on the OPTION record.
VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Correct the directory entry if necessary, then start VM:Tape again.

1201E
product CANNOT ANALYZE THE RESPONSE FROM THE CMS IDENTIFY COMMAND.

Reason:

VM:Tape cannot understand the response received from the CMS IDENTIFY command. This may be the result of manual
modification of the CMS IDENTIFY command at your site. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Check the output from the CMS IDENTIFY command. If the command is not working properly, correct the problem and
start VM:Tape again. If the command is working properly but has been modified by your site, contact Technical Support.

1202E
product DOES NOT HAVE THE CP PRIVILEGE CLASS REQUIRED TO ISSUE THE FOLLOWING CP COMMAND OR
DIAGNOSE: command.

Reason:

The VM:Tape service virtual machine does not have the CP privilege class needed to issue the indicated CP command or
DIAGNOSE. VM:Tape initialization fails.

Action:

Your VM:Tape system administrator must give VM:Tape the CP privilege class required to issue the indicated command at
your site.

1216E
INVALID PARAMETER: parameter.

Reason:

You specified an invalid parameter on the VIWOV command. The INIT parameter, which identifies the VM:Tape service
virtual machines that are allowed to connect with your virtual machine, is the only valid parameter on this command.

Action:

Enter the VIWOV INIT command again, this time specifying the INIT parameter and the proper VM:Tape service virtual
machines after that parameter. For example, enter:

viwov init vmwebsrv

1232E
TO USE THE option OPTION OF THE command COMMAND, PREFIX THE command COMMAND WITH svmuserid.

Reason:
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You entered the indicated command specifying an option that requires the Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV)
buffer. However, because of the syntax of the command you entered--for example, you used CP SMSG or issued the
command from the VM:Tape service virtual machine--your virtual machine does not have this required buffer. The
command ends.

Action:

Enter the command again, prefixing it with your service virtual machine user ID (by default VMTAPE), from a virtual
machine other than the VM:Tape service virtual machine; do not use CP SMSG.

1233I
READY;

Reason:

You entered an empty or blank command line on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. For example, you may have
pressed ENTER when there was no command waiting to be issued. This message, displayed on the VM:Tape service
virtual machine, indicates that VM:Tape is ready to accept commands. System activity continues.

Action:

None.

1234I
product trademark RELEASE release.level

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message during initialization, indicating legal trademark and release level. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1235I
product IS READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Tape initialization has completed successfully. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss respectively.
This message follows message 1234I and other initialization messages, and indicates that VM:Tape is ready to accept
commands. Processing continues.

Action:

None.

1236E
product IS NOT READY TO USE: ddmmmyy hh:mm:ss.

Reason:

VM:Tape initialization has failed. The current date and time are ddmmmyy and hh:mm:ss respectively. This message is
preceded by other messages that explain why VM:Tape initialization did not complete. Control returns to CMS.

Action:
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Your VM:Tape system administrator must refer to the explanations of the other messages sent by VM:Tape to determine
why initialization failed and how to correct the problem. When the problem is corrected, the system administrator can start
VM:Tape again.

1239W
NOTICE! THE CA CPUID FOR THE VM/ESA FEATURE HAS EXPIRED.

Reason:

The VM:Tape CPUID has expired. A valid CPUID is required for VM:Tape to continue operating. If there are any days left
in the grace period, VM:Tape keeps operating. If not, it shuts down.

Action:

Your VM:Tape systems administrator must call Technical Support to obtain a CPUID that is valid for the CPU on which you
are running VM:Tape.

1240E
INVALID RESPONSE FROM APPLICATION EXIT.

Reason:

An application exit routine returned an invalid response.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1241E
COMMAND REJECTED; product  MODULE AND product SUPERVISOR MODULE ARE INCOMPATIBLE.

Reason:

The module for the user's virtual machine and the supervisor module running on the VM:Tape service virtual machine are
not at compatible service levels. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Tape system administrator.

1242I
LEVEL level MACRO filename filetype filemode.

Reason:

An abnormal termination occurred while the indicated macro was running. VM:Tape sends this message for every macro
that was active, from the outer-most to the inner-most, when VM:Tape abnormally terminated.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1243E
ACTIVE MACRO CHAIN INVALID.

Reason:
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The chain of currently active macros points to an invalid address. The macro list section of the indicative dump ends.

Action:

None.

1244I
MACRO TRACE ENTRY entrynumber ADDED.

Reason:

When you entered a TRACE MACRO command, it created the indicated entry in the macro trace list.

Action:

None.

1245I
entrynumber userid filename msgdest firstline lastline traceopt.

Reason:

This is the detail line for the TRACE LIST command. Message 1249I lists the column headings.

Action:

None.

1246I
commandline continued.

Reason:

VM:Tape logs this message on its service virtual machine when the command that VM:Tape begins to execute is too long
to be fully displayed on message 1111I. Message 1246I contains the continuation of the command line from message
1111I, or from an immediately preceding message 1246I when necessary. Processing continues.

Action:

Refer to message 1111I for information on this message.

1247E
OPERAND operand CONFLICTS WITH AN ALREADY SPECIFIED OPERAND ON THE command COMMAND.

Reason:

You entered an operand on the indicated command that conflicts with another operand you already specified on the same
command. The command fails.

Action:

Correct the operands specified, then enter the command again.

1248E
MACRO TRACE ENTRY entrynumber NOT FOUND.

Reason:
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When you entered the TRACE STOP command, you specified a macro trace entry that does not exist. The command
fails.

Action:

None.

1249I
TRACEID USERID MACRO MSGDEST FIRSTLINE LASTLINE TRACEOPT.

Reason:

This is the header line for the output from the TRACE LIST command.

Action:

None.

1250W
CONNECT TO *IDENT FAILED WITH IPRCODE = code.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, VM:Tape could not identify a resource ID to the CP *IDENT system service. VM:Tape sends
this message to the VM:Tape operator and service virtual machine console log file. VM:Tape waits one minute and then
retries the request.

Action:

Look up the IPRCODE code in the IUCV CONNECT portion of the IBM programming services manual and correct the
problem. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1251S
*IDENT SEVERED LOCAL RESOURCE resid, REASON CODE = code.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Tape encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program communication (APPC)
facility. Specifically, the CP *IDENT system service severed the connection that defined the resource ID. VM:Tape waits
one minute and then retries the request.

Action:

Look up the reason code in the IBM programming services manual and correct the problem. If necessary, contact
Technical Support.

1252E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO CONNECT TO *IDENT FOR resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the VM:Tape service virtual machine is not authorized to connect to *IDENT system service
for the indicated resource ID. VM:Tape sends this message to the VM:Tape operator and service virtual machine.
VM:Tape waits one minute and then retries the request.
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Action:

Make sure the IUCV *IDENT resid record in the directory entry for the VM:Tape service virtual machine specifies the
correct resource ID. If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1253E
NOT AUTHORIZED TO IDENTIFY LOCAL RESOURCE resid.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the directory entry for the VM:Tape service virtual machine does not contain an IUCV *IDENT
resid record. This record is necessary for VM:Tape to identify the resource ID as a global or system resource. VM:Tape
sends this message to the VM:Tape operator and service virtual machine. VM:Tape waits one minute and then retries the
request.

Action:

Make sure the VM:Tape directory entry contains the following record:

IUCV *IDENT resid LOCAL.

If necessary, contact Technical Support.

1254W
CONTROL OF LOCAL RESOURCE resid WAS REVOKED.

Reason:

After initialization, VM:Tape encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, another service virtual machine revoked the resource being used by VM:Tape. VM:Tape
sends this message to the VM:Tape operator and service virtual machine. VM:Tape waits one minute and then retries the
request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1255I
ATTEMPTING *IDENT RECONNECTION IN ONE MINUTE.

Reason:

VM:Tape encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility. VM:Tape
issues this message then waits one minute before retrying the request. VM:Tape sends this message to the VM:Tape
operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

See the messages preceding 1255I for information on the specific error that occurred.

1256T
RESID resid CANNOT BE USED, EXIT NAME ALREADY DEFINED.

Reason:
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VM:Tape encountered an error trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) facility.
Specifically, a CMS IUCV exit program has already been established for the indicated resource ID. VM:Tape sends this
message to the VM:Tape operator and service virtual machine. Initialization fails.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1257I
THE resid LOCAL RESOURCE DEFINITION COMPLETED.

Reason:

VM:Tape has successfully established communications with the indicated resource through the Advanced Program-
to-Program Communication (APPC) facility. VM:Tape sends this message to the VM:Tape operator and service virtual
machine console log. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1258I
THE LOCAL RESOURCE resid IS ALREADY BEING MANAGED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape encountered a problem trying to use the Advanced Program-to-Program Communication
(APPC) facility. Specifically, the indicated resource is already being used by another service virtual machine. VM:Tape
sends this message to the VM:Tape operator and service virtual machine. VM:Tape waits one minute and then retries the
request.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1268E
USER userid1 HOLDS A LOCK ON lock-string AND IS BLOCKING USER userid2.

Reason:

VM:Tape has detected that a lock request would result in either a deadlock or livelock condition. A lock-string of DISK-
U-MGRSUE-USERJOE means that there is a lock on the directory entry for user ID USERJOE. MGRSUE is the file type
(and manager) of USERJOE's directory entry. U is the mode of the accessed disk. The command fails.

Action:

Try the request later. If you have repeated failures to process the request, you may need to analyze the locks owned
by userid1. Examine the VM:Tape console log to determine what requests were processing at the time. For assistance,
contact Technical Support.

1269E
THE LOCK FOR USER userid CANNOT BE OBTAINED BECAUSE A locktype LOCK CONDITION WOULD OCCUR.

Reason:

VM:Tape has detected that a lock request would result in either a deadlock or livelock condition. The command fails.
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Action:

Try the request later. If you have repeated failures to process the request, you may need to analyze the locks owned
by the indicated userid. Examine the VM:Tape console log to determine what requests were processing at the time. For
assistance, contact Technical Support.

1270I
THE (userid USERID HAS | process-name PROCESS (HAS | LEFT)) A (PERM) (SHARED | PRIVATE ) lock-string
LOCK.

Reason:

This message is part of the response to a QLOCK command or is displayed during cleanup after a process abnormal
termination. It indicates that a user or process left (if abnormally terminating) or has (if QLOCK) a shared or private lock on
the indicated lock-string.

Action:

None.

1271I
AUDIT DISK percent FULL, number DATA RECORDS FOUND.

Reason:

Audit minidisk initialization determined that the minidisk is percent full with the VM:Tape audit file containing number
records. Initialization continues.

Action:

None.

1272I
AUDIT DISK FULL, WAITING FOR AUDIT EXTRACT.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to audit the invocation of the command currently being processed, but the audit minidisk is full. Your
process waits until the audit information is removed from the audit minidisk. When this occurs, your command execution
continues.

Action:

Ask your VM:Tape system administrator to extract the audit data.

1273I
AUDITGET ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

You issued the VM:Tape AUDITEXT command, but another user is already running an audit extract. Your AUDITEXT
command terminates immediately with return code 4.

Action:

None. Because the other user's AUDITEXT command removes all records from the VM:Tape audit minidisk, you would
obtain few if any records by entering the AUDITEXT command again, even if the other user's command has completed.
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1274I
NORMAL COMPLETION.

Reason:

The requested command completed normally without issuing any other messages.

Action:

None.

1275E
THERE IS NO AUDIT DISK ACCESSED.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to read from or write to the AUDIT disk, but the disk is not currently accessed. The command ends.

Action:

Access the AUDIT disk at the correct file mode and try the command again.

1276E
AUDIT FILE IS NOT CORRECTLY FORMATTED.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape determined that the AUDIT file on the audit minidisk is not properly formatted. Initialization
fails.

Action:

The audit file must be either a fixed-format file with a record length of 80 bytes or a variable-format file. For a description
of the audit file format, see the AUDRECFM configuration file record or the  VM:Tape Administration Guide or Reference
Guide.

1277I
product DYNAMIC STORAGE EXHAUSTED. SYSTEM HANG OR FAILURE POSSIBLE.

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. This problem could cause VM:Tape to hang or
fail.

Action:

Ask your system administrator to increase the virtual storage size of the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

1278E
ABENDING WITH PRG003 BECAUSE THE EVENTSIGNAL() CSL ROUTINE RETURNED AN UNEXPECTED ERROR.

Reason:

The CMS EventSignal CSL routine returned an unexpected error. VM:Tape ends abnormally with a PRG003 abend.
Register 15 contains the return code; register 0 contains the reason code.

Action:
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Save the console log and the dump file and contact Technical Support.

1279E
MISSING PARAMETER ON option OPTION.

Reason:

You specified the indicated option when you entered a command, but you omitted a required parameter. The command
fails.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct parameter.

1284I
INITIALIZING LOCAL APPCVM RESOURCE resid.

Reason:

VM:Tape is creating the resource definition for the VM:Tape service virtual machine. VM:Tape sends this message to the
VM:Tape operator and service virtual machine.

Action:

None.

1285E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO STEM NAME FOLLOWS THE STEM OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1286E
INTERNAL ERROR OCCURRED; NO VARIABLE NAME FOLLOWS THE VAR OPTION.

Reason:

An internal error occurred during processing. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1287T
A R/W A-DISK OR DIRECTORY IS REQUIRED BY product.

Reason:

During initialization, VM:Tape determined that there is no read/write minidisk or SFS directory accessed at file mode A.
Initialization ends.

Action:
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Access a read/write minidisk or SFS directory at file mode A and start VM:Tape again.

1288S
ARG(num) OF FUNCTION function IS MISSING OR INVALID.

Reason:

The indicated function was called with an invalid or missing parameter at the indicated argument position. VM:Tape
displays this message on the VM:Tape service virtual machine console. The process abnormally terminates.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1289W
ARG(num) OF FUNCTION function IS EXTRANEOUS.

Reason:

The indicated function was called with an extraneous parameter at the indicated argument position. Processing continues.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1290S
THE PREVIOUS function CALL ENDED WITH REASON=code.

Reason:

The indicated function call completed in error with the specified reason code. VM:Tape displays this message on the
VM:Tape service virtual machine console. The process abnormally terminates.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1291I
STARTING CSL ROUTINE cslname.

Reason:

A process has made an asynchronous call to the indicated CSL routine. This message is displayed because both DEBUG
CSLCALL ON and DEBUG ASYNC ON have been specified. VM:Tape displays this message on the VM:Tape service
virtual machine console.

Action:

None.

1292I
CSL ROUTINE cslname COMPLETED WITH RETURN CODE rc AND REASON CODE code.

Reason:
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The cslname CSL routine has completed with the indicated return and reason codes. VM:Tape displays this message
because DEBUG CSLCALL ON or DEBUG CSLCALL ERROR have been specified. VM:Tape displays this message on
the VM:Tape service virtual machine console.

Action:

None.

1293I
ROUTINE entrypoint WAS CALLED FROM routine + displacement.

Reason:

This message follows message 1292I or 1294S and indicates the location in VM:Tape that called the CSL routine. The
variable entrypoint is the name of the VM:Tape driver routine that handles calls for the CSL routine. The variables routine
and displacement pinpoint the calling program. VM:Tape displays this message on the VM:Tape service virtual machine
console.

Action:

None.

1294S
REASON CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM CSL ROUTINE cslname.

Reason:

A process received a fatal reason code from a CSL routine. VM:Tape abnormally terminates with a CSL002 abnormal
termination.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1295S
ERROR code RECEIVED processing FILE file.

Reason:

VM:Tape encountered an error trying to create, open, or erase a mirrored log file. This message indicates a serious
problem with VM:Tape.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1296S
PRIMARY RECORD LENGTH length1 DOES NOT MATCH SECONDARY RECORD LENGTH length2.

Reason:

Records read from the primary file are not the same length as records read from the secondary file. VM:Tape displays this
message on the VM:Tape console. The executing process ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1297S
PRIMARY RETURN/REASON CODES return1/reason1 DO NOT MATCH SECONDARY CODES return2/reason2.

Reason:

VM:Tape displays this message on the VM:Tape service virtual machine console. The executing process ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1298S
PRIMARY DATA DOES NOT MATCH SECONDARY DATA.

Reason:

Records read from the primary file do not match records read from the secondary file. The executing process ends
abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1299S
PRIMARY R/W POINTERS DO NOT MATCH SECONDARY POINTERS.

Reason:

VM:Tape determined that the read/write pointers of the primary and secondary files do not match. VM:Tape displays this
message on the VM:Tape service virtual machine console and sends it to user IDs that receive system administrator
messages. The executing process ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1300I
SYSFRESV REGISTER AT TIME OF ABEND:

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1301I
number CALL TO entrypoint FROM entrypoint.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.
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1302I
number EXIT FROM entrypoint W/RC=decimal_rc ('hex_rc'X).

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1303I
number word FROM entrypoint; SIZE=number; ADDRESS=address; SUBPOOL=pool type

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1304I
number word FROM entrypoint; SIZE=number; ADDRESS=address.

Reason:

See message 1150I.

Action:

See message 1150I.

1310S
NOVALUE ERROR IN program AT LINE number: SYMBOL name IS UNDEFINED.

Action:

A programming error occurred in the indicated REXX program.

Reason:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1311S
SYNTAX ERROR code IN program AT LINE number: description.

Reason:

A programming error occurred in the indicated REXX program.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1316E
text

Reason:

This message contains the text of a message sent to the VM:Tape server console from other user IDs.

Action:

Look up the message in the appropriate documentation and respond accordingly.

1331E
THE FOLLOWING DATABASE ERROR OCCURRED DURING FUNCTION function FOR TABLE table FROM routine;
RC = code.

Reason:

An unexpected VM:Tape database error occurred. The database management system logs the error on the VM:Tape
service virtual machine console. VM:Tape may also log additional messages there to further explain the error. Processing
ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1332E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO A DATABASE ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Tape encountered an error with the VM:Tape database. Processing ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Tape system administrator, who can contact Technical Support.

1333E
TABLE table TABLE IS EMPTY.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to open the indicated database table, expecting to find data. However, this table is empty, that is, it contains
no data. VM:Tape logs this message on the VM:Tape service virtual machine console along with message 1331E it might
also issue additional accompanying messages to provide more information. Processing ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1334E
database command error.

Reason:

VM:Tape issued a database command that caused an error. This message, which follows message 1331E, displays the
database command that caused an error.
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Action:

Refer to message 1331E.

1335E
ERROR OCCURRED TRYING TO FIND AN ENTRY IN THE table TABLE.

Reason:

VM:Tape could not locate an entry in the indicated table in the VM:Tape database. VM:Tape logs this message on the
VM:Tape service virtual machine console. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Tape system administrator, who can contact Technical Support if necessary.

1336E
ERROR OCCURRED in filename filetype; RC = code FROM command COMMAND.

Reason:

An error occurred when the indicated REXX program issued the indicated command, which can be a CP or CMS
command, or an internal VM:Tape command. The command returned the return code displayed on the message.
Processing ends.

Action:

If the command is a CP or CMS command, look up the indicated command and the return code in IBM documentation to
determine what caused the problem. In any case, contact Technical Support.

1337E
PROCESSING HAS ENDED DUE TO AN INTERNAL ERROR.

Reason:

While processing your request, VM:Tape encountered an internal error. Processing ends.

Action:

Notify your VM:Tape system administrator, who can contact Technical Support if necessary.

1351E
RECEIVED ERROR code (error-name) ON function (number) FROM tcp/ip-server: description

Reason:

An error occurred in a TCP/IP connection. The variable code is the error code. The variable error-name is the descriptive
name of the error. The variable number is the socket IUCV function number. The variable tcp/ip-server is the user ID of the
TCP/IP server. Some of these errors do not represent a problem. For example, this message is issued if a user clicks the
STOP button on a browser during data transfer.

Action:

Look up the error in the IBM TCP/IP error code documentation.
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1355E
UNEXPECTED ERROR code FROM entrypoint CALL IN primitive.

Reason:

VM:Tape found an internal error during EXEC primitive processing.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1359E
ALL number SOCKETS ARE IN USE FOR SPB address.

Reason:

There was an internal logic failure involving a socket path block.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

1364I
AN ACTIVE CONNECTION WAS LOST; POSSIBLE NETWORK ERRORS.

Reason:

A connection between a server and a client in the IP network was disrupted. Receiving this message several times in a
row might indicate network instability that is affecting all transactions. The network problems might degrade client/server
services. If VM:Tape issues this message only for transactions with a specific client, the network problems might relate to
that specific client.

Action:

If VM:Tape issues this message infrequently, no action is required. If VM:Tape issues this message frequently, have
network engineers analyze relevant parts of the network to determine the cause of the problems and correct them.

1366E
UNABLE TO LOAD entrypoint.

Reason:

An error occurred when VM:Tape attempted to load the specified entrypoint.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1372E
RECORD READ FROM PARTNER HAS ILLEGAL LENGTH OF length BYTES.

Reason:

An SSL record was received from the other side of the connection with a length greater than 16,384 bytes. The variable
length is the hexadecimal number of bytes in the SSL record. The connection between the client and the server ends
abnormally.
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Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1375E
RECORD READ FROM PARTNER HAS AN INCORRECT MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION CODE.

Reason:

The Message Authentication Code (MAC) received with the SSL record does not match the MAC calculated from the
record data.

The sending party calculates the MAC (a cryptographic hash value) on the data being sent in the record and appends
it to the record before encrypting the data. The receiving party decrypts the data, calculates its own MAC for the data,
and compares the two MACs. If they match, the receiver knows the data has not been altered in transit. If they do not
match, the data has been altered and must be ignored. In this case, the connection between the client and the server
ends abnormally.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1380E
REXX VARIABLE variable DOES NOT HAVE A VALID VALUE.

Reason:

The command you entered referenced a REXX variable that has no value or an invalid value. This message indicates an
internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1383E
CERTIFICATE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT IS OUTSIDE ITS VALID PERIOD.

Reason:

VM:Tape received a certificate from a client. The certificate indicates a date when the certificate begins to be valid and a
date when the certificate is no longer valid. The current date and time are either before or after the time period that the
certificate is valid.

Action:

If the current date and time is before the certificate is valid, have the client reissue the request after the certificate
becomes valid. If certificate is no longer valid, have the client request a new certificate. Then, have the client reissue the
request after a valid certificate is obtained.

1386I
PROCESS userid nodename process (pcb-address pcb-id) HAS A lock-word1 lock-work2 LOCK.

Reason:

The QLOCK command issues this response when all processes are queried.

Action:
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None.

1387I
THE userid USERID HAS A (PRIVATE/SHARED) lock-word1 lock-word2 (PERM) LOCK.

Reason:

This message is output from the QLOCK command. The indicated userid has a private or shared lock on the indicated
resource.

Action:

None.

1397E
APPLICATION CANNOT BE CALLED AS A NUCLEUS EXTENSION

Reason:

VM:Tape had been called as a CMS Nucleus Extension. This is not supported.

Action:

Remove any NUCXLOAD VMXSYS command from the PROFILE EXEC or issue a NUCXDROP VMXSYS command and
restart VM:Tape.

1500E
FILENAME filename IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified file name, which is not a valid file name. CMS file names are 1- to 8-character
strings comprising alphabetic and numeric characters, and the characters $, #, @, -, +, and _. The command ends with
return code 1500.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid file name.

1501E
USERID userid IS NOT VALID.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified user ID, which is not valid. VM user IDs are 1- to 8-character strings
comprising alphabetic and numeric characters, and the characters $, #, @, -, +, and _. The command ends with return
code 1501.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid user ID.

1502E
THE option1 OPTION CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITH THE option2 OPTION.

Reason:
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You entered a command with the specified options, which are incompatible. The command ends with return code 1502.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct options.

1503E
OPTION option IS NOT A VALID OPTION.

Reason:

You entered a command with the specified option, which is not a valid option. The command ends with return code 1503.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying a valid option.

1504E
YOU MUST SPECIFY THE FILENAME OF THE FILE YOU WANT TO UPDATE.

Reason:

You entered a command without specifying the file name of the CMS file to be updated. The command ends with return
code 1504.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the correct file name.

1505E
DATA FILE filename filetype IS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

You entered a command, which needs the specified CMS file. The file was not found on any accessed disk or directory.
The command ends with return code 1505.

Action:

Access the disk or directory containing the specified file and enter the command again.

1506E
MISSING FILETYPES RECORD IN DATA FILE filename filetype.

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to find a required record in the specified file. The command ends with return
code 1506.

Action:

If you have altered the specified file, undo the changes and enter the command again. If not, contact Technical Support.

1507E
INPUT FILE filename WAS NOT FOUND; commandname COULD NOT FIND ANY OF THE FOLLOWING FILES:

Reason:
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You entered a command, which was unable to locate the specified file or files. This message is followed by one or more
1508I messages, listing the missing files. The command ends with return code 1508.

Action:

Search for the files specified in the 1508I messages. Once you have determined which disk or directory contains the files,
access the disk or directory and enter the command again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1508I
filename filetype

Reason:

This message, which follows message 1507E, displays information about the error that occurred.

Action:

Refer to message 1507E.

1509E
INPUT FILE filename1 IS NOT REFERENCED IN THE DATA FILE filename2 filetype2

Reason:

You entered a command, which was unable to find a required record in the specified data file. The command ends with
return code 1509.

Action:

If you have altered the file, undo the changes and enter the command again. If not, contact Technical Support.

1510E
ERROR OCCURRED READING FILE filename filetype; EXECIO RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

You entered a command, which received an error from the CMS EXECIO command while reading from the specified data
file. This message is followed by message 1511I, which lists the EXECIO command text. The command ends with return
code 1510.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1511I
EXECIO COMMAND WAS: commandtext.

Reason:

This message contains details for message 1510E.

Action:

Refer to message 1510E.
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1512E
commandname REQUIRES A READ/WRITE A-DISK.

Reason:

You entered a command that requires a minidisk or SFS directory to be accessed read/write at file mode A for its output
files. The command ends with return code 1512.

Action:

Access a disk or directory read/write at file mode A and enter the command again.

1513E
ERROR OCCURRED UPDATING THE FILE filename filetype; EXECUPDT RETURN CODE = code.

Reason:

You entered a command, which received the specified return code from the CMS EXECUPDT command while processing
the specified file. This message is followed by message 1514I, listing the EXECUPDT command text. The command ends
with return code 1513.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1514I
EXECUPDT COMMAND WAS: commandtext.

Reason:

This message contains details for message 1513E.

Action:

Refer to message 1513E.

1515I
filename HAS BEEN UPDATED SUCCESSFULLY.

Reason:

You entered a command, which successfully updated the specified file.

Action:

None.

1516I
filename filetype HAS BEEN COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK AND LOADED INTO MEMORY.

Reason:

You entered a command that successfully copied the file to the service virtual machine A-disk or directory and loaded it
into memory on the server. VM:Tape will immediately begin using the new copy of the file.

Action:
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None.

1517I
filename filetype HAS BEEN COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK.

Reason:

You entered a command that successfully copied the file to the server virtual machine A-disk or directory and loaded it into
memory on the server. VM:Tape will begin using the new copy of the file upon the next restart.

Action:

None.

1518I
TO MAKE THE UPDATED FILE AVAILABLE TO USERS, COPY filename filetype A TO A PUBLIC MINIDISK.

Reason:

You entered a command to update a file. The specified file must be copied to a publicly-accessible minidisk for users to
make use of it.

Action:

Copy the specified file to a publicly-accessible minidisk.

1521I
product HAS SET CP 370ACCOM TO setting

Reason:

VM:Tape issues this message under the following circumstances:

• During initialization, VM:Tape determined that its service virtual machine is not running with the correct setting of
the 370 Accommodation Feature (370ACCOM ON or 370ACCOM OFF). So that processing can continue, VM:Tape
automatically issued the SET CP 370ACCOM command to set the correct mode.

• During termination, VM:Tape issued the CP SET 370ACCOM command to restore the mode to its original setting.
VM:Tape sends this message to the service virtual machine console and processing continues.

Action:

To prevent VM:Tape from sending this message, place the correct CP SET 370ACCOM command in the PROFILE EXEC
of the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

1522T
product RECEIVED AN INVALID RESPONSE FROM CP COMMAND command.

Reason:

This message indicates an internal processing error.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1523E
FILE/DOMAIN SPECIFICATION IS INCOMPLETE; IT MUST CONSIST OF filename filetype filesystem domain_info.

Reason:

VM:Tape found an error while it was trying to access the specified file.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1524E
DOMAIN TYPE type IS NOT VALID; IT MUST BE CMS, MDISK, SFS, or BFS.

Reason:

VM:Tape found an error while it was trying to access the specified file.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1525E
UNEXPECTED ERROR WHILE USING FILE/DOMAIN name I/O ROUTINES.

Reason:

VM:Tape found an error while it was performing file/domain I/O. This message follows another message that gives more
information about the nature of the problem.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1527I
product HAS SET CP DATEFORMAT TO dateformat

Reason:

VM:Tape must run on a virtual machine using the SHORTDATE date format:

• If you see this message at initialization, it means VM:Tape changed the date format to SHORTDATE because the
virtual machine had been set to some other date format.

• If you see this message at termination, it means VM:Tape changed the virtual machine date format at initialization.
VM:Tape also reset the date format to the indicated format.

Action:

None.

1530E
FILE filename filetype filemode IS R/W, but R/O ACCESS IS REQUIRED

Reason:
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You entered a command to update the specified file. For safety reasons, the command requires its input file to be on a
read-only disk or directory. However, the input file was accessed read/write. The command ends with return code 1530.

Action:

Access the input disk or directory read-only and enter the command again.

1531I
syntax-for-command.

Reason:

You entered a command with a question mark instead of a file name. The command displays its syntax and ends with
return code 1531.

Action:

None.

1532I
filename filetype HAS BEEN LEFT ON YOUR A-DISK AND NEEDS TO BE COPIED TO svmuserid's A-DISK.

Reason:

You entered a command to update a file.

Action:

If you are not running the command on the service virtual machine (svmuserid, by default VMTAPE), copy the file to the
svmuserid A-disk. Then VM:Tape can update this file.

1533E
REQUIRED option OPTION NOT SUPPLIED.

Reason:

You entered a command, which requires the specified option. You did not supply the option. The command ends with
return code 1533.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the required option.

1534E
NOCOPY OPTION IS REQUIRED WHEN RUNNING ON THE svmuserid USERID.

Reason:

You entered a command on the SVM (service virtual machine) user ID and either specified the LOAD or NOLOAD option
or allowed it to default. When running on the SVM user ID, you must specify the NOCOPY option. The command ends
with return code 1534.

Action:

Enter the command again, this time specifying the NOCOPY option.
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1550T
FREE STORAGE INITIALIZATION FAILED WITH CODE code

Reason:

Free storage initialization failed. VM:Tape initialization stops.

Action:

Refer to the value of code to determine what to do:

• Code 4 -- Increase the amount of storage available below the 16M line.
(Reserved segments often cause this error. CMS commands STORMAP and QUERY SEGMENT will help you identify
reserved segments.)

• Code 8 or C -- VM:Tape is unable to find the storage manager it requested. Contact Technical Support.
• Any other value. Contact Technical Support.

1551I
FREE STORAGE MANAGER manager IS IN USE

Reason:

You have selected the indicated storage manager.

Action:

None.

1554W
option OPTION VALUE value1 NOT SUPPORTED, USING value2 INSTEAD.

Reason:

VM:Tape determined that the TCPIP DATA file contains an option value (value1) that it does not support. VM:Tape uses
value2 instead.

Action:

None.

1555W
DOMAIN NAME RESOLUTION SERVICES HAVE NOT BEEN INITIALIZED WITH A DNS SERVER IP ADDRESS FOR
GROUP group.

Reason:

The TCPIP DATA file does not have a NSINTERADDR record. This record identifies the internet address of the name
server. Because this record is not present, VM:Tape cannot use domain name resolution services.

Action:

Add a NSINTERADDR record to your TCPIP DATA file to identify the internet address of the name of the name server.

1556E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code FROM ENTRY POINT module.
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Reason:

This message indicates an internal error.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1557E
UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE code WAS RECEIVED FROM text.

Reason:

You entered a VM:Tape command that caused VM:Tape to call an internal function (text) that ended with the indicated
return code. CMS logs a message on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The message displays the name of the EXEC
and the line number on which this error occurred. The command ends.

Action:

Contact your VM:Tape system administrator, who must contact Technical Support and provide the names of the EXECs,
the line numbers on which the error occurred, the return code, and the name of the internal function that was running.

1558E
ERROR code FROM FORMAT STKMSG xxxxs: variables.

Reason:

The indicated error occurred while VM:Tape tried to obtain the text for message xxxxs, where xxxx is the four-digit
message number and s is the severity code. The variable information in this message is displayed when VM:Tape logs
message 0001E on the VM:Tape service virtual machine. Processing continues.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1559E
STORAGE REQUEST FOR number1 BYTES EXCEEDS LIMIT OF number2 BYTES.

Reason:

A VM:Tape routine requires number1 bytes of storage. The amount of storage exceeds the limit of number2 bytes that can
be obtained at one time. The routine ends.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1560E
FUNCTION function OF PRIMITIVE primitive IS MISSING A PARAMETER.

Reason:

The command you entered called primitive, which is an internal system primitive. However, the function of primitive was
missing a required parameter. This message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.
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1561E
PARAMETER parameter1 CANNOT BE USED WITH PARAMETER parameter2.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive with two parameters that cannot be used together. This
message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1562E
PARAMETER parmname CANNOT BE USED ALONE.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive with only parameter parmname. However, this parameter
requires one or more additional parameters. This message indicates an internal problem. The command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1563E
PARAMETER parmname HAS ALREADY BEEN SPECIFIED.

Reason:

The command you entered called an internal system primitive. This primitive specified keyword parameter parmname
more than one time. This parameter can be specified only once. This message indicates an internal problem. The
command fails.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1564E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename ALREADY EXISTS.

Reason:

VM:Tape tried to load a national language support translation table that was previously loaded at system initialization.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1565E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename HAS AN INVALID FORMAT.

Reason:

The national language support translation table stored in file tablename TCPXLBIN has an invalid format. There are
several possible reasons:
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• You built the translation table with an improper file format.
• The translation table became physically corrupt.

Action:

Rebuild the tablename TCPXLBIN file using IBM's TCP/IP CONVXLAT utility.

1566E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename IS REFERENCED BUT WAS NOT FOUND.

Reason:

There is a mismatch between the national language support translation tables that VM:Tape expects to be loaded at
system initialization, and the tables that are actually loaded.

Action:

Take corrective action, such as making sure that translation table tablename is available to VM:Tape at startup on an
accessed minidisk or SFS directory.

1567E
YOU CANNOT HAVE A TRANSLATION TABLE NAMED "NONE TCPXLBIN".

Reason:

You named a national language support translation table NONE TCPXLBIN. This name is invalid.

Action:

Rename the file to something other than NONE.

1568E
TRANSLATION TABLE tablename IS NOT LOADED.

Reason:

A command was specified with its translation option. However, VM:Tape did not find tablename in the list of loaded
national language support translation tables.

Action:

If the specified translation table is correct, determine why VM:Tape did not load it during system initialization. (Perhaps
VM:Tape could not find the translation table on an accessed minidisk or SFS directory.) If the table name is not correct,
enter the command again, this time using a table name that is correct.

1570E
CLIENT REQUEST DID NOT INCLUDE A CONFIGURED SSL VERSION.

Reason:

During the SSL handshake between the client and server to establish the security protocol, the server could not find
a compatible version of SSL among those configured for the server's port and those requested by the client. The
conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:
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Verify that your server's communications port can be configured to include a version of SSL that both the client and server
support; you can check the port's configuration with the QUERY PORT command. Also, verify that the client is able to
use one or more of the SSL versions the server is using, and, if necessary, configure the client to use the SSL version the
server is using.

1571E
CLIENT REQUEST DID NOT INCLUDE A CONFIGURED SSL CIPHER SUITE.

Reason:

During the SSL handshake between the client and server to establish the security protocol, the server could not find
a compatible SSL cipher suite among those configured for the server's port and those requested by the client. The
conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Verify that your server's communications port can be configured to include an SSL cipher suite that both the client and
server support; you can check the port's configuration with the QUERY PORT command. Also, verify that the client is
able to use one or more of the SSL cipher suites the server is using, and, if necessary, configure the client to use the SSL
cipher suite the server is using.

1572E
SSL "HELLO" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITH A HANDSHAKE ALREADY IN PROGRESS.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1573E
SSL MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITH AN INVALID CONTENT TYPE.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1574E
SSL "HELLO" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.
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1575E
SSL "KEY EXCHANGE" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1576E
SSL "FINISHED" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1577E
SSL "FINISHED" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITHOUT A PRECEDING "CHANGE CIPHER SPEC"
MESSAGE.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1578E
SSL HANDSHAKE MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT IS NOT THE ONE EXPECTED.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1579E
SSL MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT DOES NOT HAVE THE CORRECT FORMAT.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.
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Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1580E
DATA WAS RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT WITHOUT AN SSL HANDSHAKE BEING CONCLUDED.

Reason:

The client tried to communicate with the server before the SSL handshake that establishes the security protocol was
completed. The conversation between the client and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1581E
SSL "CHANGE CIPHER SPEC" MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM THE CLIENT AT THE WRONG TIME.

Reason:

The indicated communications protocol error occurred between the client and server. The conversation between the client
and the server ends abnormally.

Action:

Attempt communications between the client and server again. If problems persist, contact Technical Support.

1587I
Copyright (c) YYYY CA. All rights reserved.

Reason:

This message displays during VM:Tape system initialization. It follows the standard product and release message.

Action:

None.

1588E
UNEXPECTED REASON CODE code RECEIVED FROM CSL ROUTINE routine.

Reason:

A CMS CSL routine returned an unexpected error.

Action:

If the routine is a standard CMS CSL routine, look up the error in the IBM documentation and take corrective action. If the
routine is not a standard CMS CSL routine, or if the corrective action taken above does not fix the problem, call Technical
Support.

1591E
ABENDING WITH PRG001 BECAUSE THE NUCMRK CSL ROUTINE FOUND AN UNEXPECTED ERROR.

Reason:
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VM:Tape encountered an unexpected error while performing SFS asynchronous I/O. This indicates an internal error.

Action:

For assistance, contact Technical Support.

1594E
PRIMITIVE primitive DOES NOT EXIST.

Reason:

A primitive used in a VM:Tape program or macro subcommand was incorrectly specified. The function is suppressed, and
return code 102 is returned to the requesting program or macro subcommand.

Action:

If the primitive was incorrectly specified, the calling macro subcommand must be corrected. If the error occurred while
invoking a site-written subcommand, ask your VM:Tape system administrator to trace the macro execution to determine
whether the primitive was incorrectly invoked. If these steps do not resolve the problem, your system administrator should
contact Technical Support for assistance.

1598I
DNS SERVER server TIMED OUT RESOLVING THE type1 FOR THE type2 name.

Reason:

While resolving either an 'IPADDR for the CNAME' or a 'NAME for the IPADDR' named in the message, an unresponsive
DNS server was found.

Action:

The DNS Server named in the message is not communicating with the product. It may be down or not configured
properly. The DNS server IP address is retrieved from your TCPIP DATA file. Correct the problem which is preventing
communications between the product and the DNS server(s) named in your TCPIP DATA file and then retry the operation.

1605I
Shutdown signal received; shutdown in nnnnn seconds.

Reason:

The service machine has received a shutdown signal. The signal will expire in the number of seconds provided in the
message.

Action:

None. This message is a notification that a signal to shut down the product has been received. The product ends if the
END user exit does not prevent the product from ending.

1606I
The signal shutdown service is enabled.

Reason:

This message confirms that the product Signal Shutdown service has been enabled. The product can now be shut down
through a SIGNAL SHUTDOWN command. 

Action:
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None. However, if you do not want the product to be enabled for shutdown signals, set the SIGNALSH configuration file
record to NO.

1607I
The signal shutdown service is disabled.

Reason:

This message confirms that the product signal shutdown service has been disabled. The product can no longer be shut
down through a SIGNAL SHUTDOWN command. 

Action:

None. However, if you want the product to be enabled for shutdown signals, set the SIGNALSH configuration file record to
YES.

1608E
Error ..... received during service call to enable signal shutdown service.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1609E
Error ..... received writing event mask to enable signal shutdown service.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1610E
This CP does not support shutdown signals.

Reason:

An error occurred while enabling the Signal Shutdown service. The Signal Shutdown service is not enabled for the
product.

Action:

Call Broadcom Support with the error message, the error code, and the product console.

1611E
Error ..... received for SET SHUTSIGNAL command.
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Reason:

The return code in the message was received during a SET SHUTSIGNAL command. See the IBM documentation for the
CP QUERY SIGNALS command for the reasons this command can fail.

Action:

If you can change the condition causing the command to fail, do so. Otherwise call Broadcom Support with the error
message, return code, and product console.

1621I
CP Extended Address Volume (EAV) support is eav-status

Reason:

This message is given during product initialization to indicate the status of CP support for Extended Address Volumes.
The value for eav-status is either 'available' or 'not available'.

Action:

None. The product should respond according to the status of Extended Address Volume support. Product full screen fields
and commands that accept definitions for cylinders should accept up to 1,182,006.

 

Broadcom Messages
Broadcom (License Management Program) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software. Broadcom uses common realtime enforcement software to validate the user configuration and to report on
activities regarding the licensing and usage of Broadcom software. The enforcement software ensures that solution
software under the control of Broadcom is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or
changes in the CPU on which it is running.

Periodically during the operation of each Broadcom solution, the Broadcom common enforcement software is
automatically invoked. This software compares the Execution Key with the actual, realtime execution environment. If a
discrepancy is found between the Execution Keys and the environment, the enforcement software generates messages
that are designed to help you resolve the situation and avoid any interruption in solution execution. Enforcement software
messages are written to the system console and the service machine console. When the appropriate messages have
been issued, the Broadcom solution continues normal operation.

This section describes all LMP messages in detail.

CAS9115I
INPUT: xxxxxxxxx...

Reason:

Provides a listing of control statements as read from the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

None.

CAS9116I
EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON: mmm dd, yyyy G.M.T

Reason:
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Informational message issued when a valid EKG device code has been entered:

mmm
is the month the device was activated

dd
is the day the device was activated

yyyy
is the year the device was activated

Action:

None.

CAS9125E
LMP key error: xxxxxxxx...

NOTE
This message can have many different causes and responses.

Reason:

Invalid data has been encountered in the CALMP KEYS file. Processing continues with the next input record.

Action:

Review the CALMP KEYS file for invalid data.

Reason:

Missing keyword, where one of the following is listed:

• LMPcode
• DATE
• Prod
• CPU

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record.

Reason:

One of the keywords is a duplicate, and was found more than once on the input record.

Action:

Verify the indicated field on the input record and remove the duplication.

Reason:

CPU keyword is too long.

Action:

Verify the correct definitions for the CPU and confirm it is correctly defined to the input record.

Reason:

CPU operand is too long.

Action:
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Ensure the CPU keyword is in the proper format of mmmm-tttt.

Reason:

CPU serial number is not six characters.

Action:

Confirm that the correct serial number of six characters is defined to the CPU keyword of the input record.

Reason:

DATE keyword is not seven characters.

Action:

Confirm that the DATE keyword defined to the input record is in the format ddmmmyy.

Reason:

LMPcode keyword is invalid.

Action:

Ensure that the LMPcode on the input record has been defined correctly.

Reason:

Key tampering detected or transcription error.

Action:

Call LMP support. The LMPcode defined to the input record is now invalid.

Reason:

LMPcode listed ID for another CPU.

Action:

Verify that the LMPcode defined to the input record is correct and that you are attempting to start your Broadcom solution
on the correct CPU.

Reason:

The length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is not eight bytes long.

Action:

Verify that the length of the data within the () of the EKG control record is eight bytes long.

CAS9171E
ERROR xxxx {LINKING | ACCESSING | READING} LMP DISK

Reason:

LMP was unable to LINK to the product’s x’1FF’ disk.

Action:

Ensure there is a x’1FF’ minidisk or link defined for the service machine. For more information about the actual cause of
the LINK failure, see the return codes of the CP LINK command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to ACCESS the CALMP KEYS file.
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Action:

Ensure that a CALMP KEYS file exists on the service machine’s x’1FF’ disk. For more information about the actual cause
of the ACCESS failure, see the return codes of the CMS ACCESS command.

Reason:

LMP was unable to READ the CALMP KEYS file.

Action:

Ensure that the CALMP KEYS file on the service machine’s x’1FF’ disk contains fixed 128-byte records.

CAS9182A
WARNING: LMP KEY FOR product EXPIRES IN nnn DAYS

Reason:

The LMP licensing agreement for the indicated product is about to expire. The key will expire in the specified number of
days.

Note: For VM:Manager Suite components at genlevel 0212 or above, the LMP enforcement software will not cause a
component to fail, but will issue enforcement messages.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support as soon as possible to avoid potential expiration of Broadcom solution licensing agreement
and discontinuance of Broadcom solution initialization.

Abends
An abend is an error that VM:Tape detects and that prevents VM:Tape from continuing to operate. A software or system
generation problem in VM:Tape or VM can cause an abend. A hardware problem can cause an abend, too. When a
system abend occurs, VM:Tape acts as follows:

• Abruptly terminates all running jobs
• Performs a VMDUMP
• Issues the following message:

029T VM:TAPE SYSTEM ABEND: code AT address

This section lists the abend codes that can appear in place of code in message 029T.

Handling Abends
When possible, the text that accompanies the codes that are listed in this section indicates the cause of the abend that
is listed and suggests a corrective course of action. For other abend codes, the text directs you to contact Broadcom
Support.

Before you call about an abend, ensure that you have the following information available:

• Abend code
• Address at which the abend occurred
• VM:Tape console listing including the diagnostic display output
• Console listings of any other products (Broadcom or otherwise) that VM:Tape was interfacing with when the abend

occurred
• Any details available about the events preceding the abend
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Also, ensure that the dump is available. We will ask you to send the dump if your problem cannot be resolved over the
telephone.

In the abend codes, the first three letters indicate the name of the VM:Tape CSECT from which the abend was called.
Abends caused by program interrupts have a prefix of PRG followed by the interrupt code. CMS abends cause
a VM:Tape abend with a prefix of DMS followed by the CMS abend code.

NOTE
Any abends not documented in this section are caused by internal logic or other unexpected errors. If any
undocumented abends occur, report them to Broadcom Support.

Abend Codes
VM:Tape Abends codes are as follows.

ABN001

The operator command ABEND was issued to terminate VM:Tape and generate a dump.

ALC001

Internal logic error occurred in the drive allocator while it was processing an ALLOCATE command.

ALC004

HNDINT CLEAR failed.

ALC009

HNDINT SET failed.

APK001

An error occurred while reading the picklist file header.

APK002

A selected Autopick volume was not in the TMC.

APK003

An error occurred during reading of the SKIPLIST file.

APK004

An error occurred during initialization of the Autopick facility.

APK005

An error occurred during writing of the picklist file.

APK006

The operator command REJECT picked an unallocated drive.
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ARM001

Eligible drive chain broken.

ARM002

Incorrect ARM checkpoint record.

ATT001

Internal logic error occurred during attempt to set up a drive ATTACH.

ATT009

An attempt to set a tape I/O interrupt exit failed.

A4X001

Error reading AUDIT file control record.

A4X002

Invalid AUDIT file control record.

A4X003

Error writing AUDIT file control record.

A4X004

AUDIT file is full.

A4X005

Error writing to the AUDIT file record.

A5X001

Error reading AUDIT file control record.

A5X002

Invalid AUDIT file control record.

A5X003

Error writing AUDIT file control record.

A5X004

AUDIT file is full.

A5X005

Error writing to the AUDIT file.
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A5X006

Error swapping TMC following a TMSXTEND run.

A5X007

Error refreshing the POINTER file.

A5X008

Error initializing $SWITCH process.

A5X009

TMCPU_ID field not found in audit control record.

A5X010

Audit dataset is not locked.

A5X011

Record size calculation error.

BUF002

An attempt was made to write a zero-length message.

CFG001

SERIES records in the configuration file conflict with actual TMC data.

CFG111

Unrecognized error trying to locate a macro specified on the MACLOAD configuration file record.

CFS001

While VM:Tape was locating the RDEVBLOK during tape drive configuration, an unexpected response occurred.

CFS002

While VM:Tape was configuring a tape drive, an error occurred converting the RDEVBLOK address.

CFS003

While VM:Tape was configuring a tape drive, unknown features were found in the RDEVBLOK.

CFS007

Incorrect length DEVICE checkpoint record.

CFS008

Invalid saved density name in checkpoint record.
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CHK100

Logic error in authorization checking.

CIO001

Error from ADTLKP of TMC or AUDIT file due to bad access mode specification.

CIO002

An error occurred during the opening of a file.

CIO003

I/O Block (IOB) was not queued by process.

CIO004

IOB was not opened.

CIO005

IOB was already opened.

CIO006

An attempt was made to write a file without write ENQ.

CIO007

Invalid record number specified for read of TMC.

CIO008

Error from CMS ACCESS/RELEASE command.

CKP001

An internal logic error occurred during checkpoint restore.

CPF001

Invalid checkpoint record type.

CPF002

Error locating checkpoint recovery minidisk.

CPF003

Checkpoint record number is invalid.

CPF004

Checkpoint allocation map is invalid.
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CPF005

Checkpoint record too large.

CPF006

Checkpoint slot already in use.

CPF007

Checkpoint slot already free.

CPF008

Next checkpoint record is invalid.

CPF009

Error writing checkpoint file.

DET001

An internal logic error occurred during an attempt to set up a drive DETACH.

DET004

An error occurred during an attempt to clear I/O interrupt exit.

DIO001

DASD I/O failed even after seven tries.

DIO002

Sense I/O to DASD after unit check failed.

DIO003

I/O queue counter is negative.

DMSnnn

Abends with this prefix are CMS abends. Refer to the appropriate IBM documentation for information about these abends.

DRV001

Count of processes on device queue went negative.

DRV002

Drive allocation completed successfully but did not return valid drive information.

EDL001

Eligible drive list chain broken.
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EDL002

No locations for eligible drive list.

EDT001

Defined field type not found.

EXE006

Tried to issue a WAITRD with an empty stack.

EXE101

The SUBCOM interface initialization code found the SUBCOM entry point address initialized to an incorrect value.

EXE102

Error initializing the SUBCOM interface.

EXE103

Illegal return from VMTENDFD.

EXE104

Illegal return from VMTINIAB.

FRE001

CMS free storage is exhausted.

FRE013

Allocated storage overlaid.

FRE014

Tried to free a block of a larger size than allocated.

FRE015

Tried to free a block at a storage address that is not allocated.

F4X001

Field type not found.

F5X001

Field type not found.

GIV001

An internal logic error occurred during an attempt to set up a CP GIVE command.
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GIV004

An error occurred during an attempt to clear an I/O interrupt exit.

HSC001

Error initializing the process responsible for the VM:Tape-to-HSC interface.

HSC002

VM:Tape-to-HSC interface request failed.

HSC003

HNDIUCV error.

HSC004

Count of processes waiting for the HSC interface to be established or reconnected went negative.

HSC005

Count of processes waiting for an IUCV transaction with the HSC to complete went negative.

HSC006

Bad length error on QCONFIG request.

HSC007

Unknown IUCV interrupt during initialization.

HSC008

Backlevel version of SLX.

HSC009

Location for ACS userid not found.

HSC010

Incorrect HSC checkpoint record.

INI001

During creation of a system process, the length of the parameter list was zero or negative.

INI104

Unexpected response from CMS MAKEBUF command.

IOS002

The virtual device being opened does not exist.
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IOS006

Sense SIO failed to start.

IOS007

The DEVSECT control block could not be located at close time.

IOS904

HNDINT CLEAR failed.

IUC001

A CMSIUCV sever failed for an existing VM:Tape process.

IUC002

A CMSIUCV sever failed for a new VM:Tape process.

IUC003

A CMSIUCV accept failed.

IUC004

An unexpected IUCV interrupt, other than a sever, occurred.

IUP001

An IUCV interrupt occurred on a path with no corresponding VM:Tape process.

LCK101

Process lock counter went negative.

LCK102

Pending lock queue counter negative.

LMS001

Invalid request.

LMS002

Request chain broken.

LMS003

Request number negative.

LMS004

HNDIUCV SET failed.
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LMS005

Process count negative.

LMS006

Cannot make master process.

LMS007

Out of storage.

LMS008

Too many drives.

LMS010

Invalid LMS checkpoint record.

L5X001

Out of storage.

L5X002

Count of processes waiting for a read lock on the TMC went negative.

L5X003

Invalid DSN record number.

L5X004

TMC I/O error.

L5X005

Incorrect record.

L5X006

Out of dataset records.

L5X007

Count of datasets allocated in the TMC went negative.

L5X008

Count of library sessions open went negative.

L5X009

Invalid TMC record encountered.
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MIA001

Error initializing process responsible for the VM:Tape-to-MIA interface.

MIA002

Error in call to an MIA service.

MIA003

HNDIUCV error.

MIA004

Count of processes waiting for use of the MIA interface went negative.

MNU001

Invalid device control block pointer passed to a MOUNT command service routine.

MNT001

An internal logic error occurred in the drive allocator while it was processing a MOUNT command.

MTC001

Cannot make master process.

MTC002

Process count negative.

MTC003

Drive not found.

PKT001

Invalid packet handle address.

PKT002

Error occurred reading PICK LIST A file.

PKT003

Error occurred writing PICK LIST A file.

PRGnnn

Error caused by a program interrupt. This abend code is followed by the interrupt code.

PPI00x

Error in the interface between VM:Tape and another product. Obtain the dump and contact Broadcom Support.
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RAC001

Bad RACROUTE macro call.

RES001

HNDINT SET failed.

RDV001

An internal logic error occurred during attempt to zap a drive's RDEVBLOK.

RDV002

The renaming of ZAPINFO to DEVINFO failed.

RDV003

The renaming of DEVINFO to ZAPINFO failed.

RMS001

Error occurred initializing the process responsible for the VM:Tape-to-RMS interface.

RMS002

VM:Tape-to-RMS interface request failed.

RMS009

Location for RMS userid not found.

RMS010

Incorrect RMS checkpoint record.

SCP001

An attempt was made to initialize scratch pools even though the pools were already active.

SCP002

Corrupted range count for a scratch pool detected.

SDC001

Unable to locate the CMS active disk table for the shared minidisk being initialized.

SDC002

Either the TMC or the AUDIT file disk was not formatted for sharing by the VMTSDF utility.

SDC003

The current process does not own the IOB being locked or reset.
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SDC004

A permanent I/O error occurred during access of the control area of a shared minidisk.

SDC005

An error occurred during access of a shared minidisk following a successful lock operation.

SDC006

A process requesting a write lock on a shared minidisk does not have the IOB set for writing.

SRC001

An error occurred during the release of a disk.

SCR002

Unable to locate an active disk table.

SCR003

An error occurred during the accessing of a disk.

STD004

An error occurred during an attempt to clear an I/O interrupt exit.

STD009

Setting a tape I/O interrupt exit failed.

TIC001

I/O failed even after seven tries.

TIC002

Sense I/O after unit check failed.

TIC003

I/O queue count went negative.

TIN001

I/O failed even after seven tries

TIN002

Sense I/O after unit check failed

TIN003

I/O queue count went negitive
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TIO001

I/O failed even after seven tries.

TIO002

Sense I/O after unit check failed.

TIO003

Count of processes waiting for I/O to complete went negative.

TIO005

Unrecognized error condition from 8809 or Frontenac device.

TMR001

An error occurred in reserving an IOB.

TMR002

An error occurred in releasing an IOB.

TMR003

The process does not have control of the IOB.

TMR004

The IOB is not open.

TMR005

An attempt was made to access a disk outside of extent limits.

TMR006

An error occurred reading a record on an OS formatted disk.

TMR007

An error occurred writing a record on an OS formatted disk.

TMR008

An attempt was made to open an IOB that was already open.

TMR009

An error occurred in a full track read operation.

TMR010

Out of storage.
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TMR011

An error occurred in deallocating a DEVSECT.

TMR012

An error occurred in attempting to write to a file that is not reserved.

TMR013

An attempt was made to overwrite the TMC volume record with incorrect volume information.

TMS001

An error occurred in reading TMC control record 1.

TMS002

TMC control record 1 is invalid.

TMS003

An error occurred in reading TMC control record 3.

TMS004

Invalid PICKLIST filename.

TRA101

Unable to find a free virtual address for defining a virtual printer.

UNZ001

An error occurred in reading a ZAPINFO file.

USE101

Appending a blank line in USER APPEND primitive.

USE102

Buffer area exceeded.

VMB00x

An internal logic error in the VM:Tape interface to BrightStor VM:Backup. Obtain the dump and contact Broadcom
Support, for assistance.

VOL001

Volume queue count is negative.

XIT005

VMCF failed to authorize.
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XIT006

VMCF failed to unauthorize.

XTR002

Incorrect location checkpoint record.

XTR003

Invalid product.

VMTBUILD Messages
During TMC processing, the VMTBUILD utility generates the following messages:

Initializing the new volume library file filename filetype filemode

This is the first message after beginning the VMTBUILD utility. It indicates that VMTBUILD is processing SERIES records
to create the TMC.

Initialization complete--nnnnnnn records

The initial formatting of the TMC or Audit file completed successfully. When formatting the Audit file, nnnnnnn is set to 1.
For the TMC file, nnnnnnn is the number of volumes defined in the configuration file SERIES records plus three for control
records.

Processing input file nn DDNAME = ddname

Indicates the input file being processed.

Processing multi-volume and multi-data set tape sets

Displayed when VMTBUILD is validating chaining information.

Record number nnnnnnn--Volser volser rejected--volume not found

During TMC formatting, an input record was read containing a volser outside the ranges specified by the SERIES records
in the configuration file. The TMC record is ignored.

Volume volser number volseq based on 1stvol dropped--(PREV= prevvol, NEXT= nextvol)--reason

This message is generated for each volser in a multi-volume sequence for one of the following reasons:

• Duplicate sequence
• Volume not found
• Volume not saved
• Single volume
• Unconnected

Data set dsn number fileseq for volume volser rejected-reason

This message is generated for each data set record for one of the following reasons:

• Duplicate sequence number
• Volume not found
• Volume not saved
• Unconnected

nnnnnnn records read-nnnnnnn records ignored

Ignored records are either TMC control records or null (empty) data sets.
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Volume records: nnnnnnn applied and nnnnnnn rejected

This message displays after each input volume record is processed. Applied volume records are input volser records
successfully applied to the TMC. Rejected volume records are input volser records without a matching base volser in the
new TMC.

Data set records: nnnnnnn passed nnnnnnn rejected nnnnnnn ignored

During TMC processing, VMTBUILD writes data set records to a temporary file. Data sets that are successfully written to
the temporary file are counted as passed. Data sets that have no matching record in the new TMC are rejected. Ignored
data sets are those records with an empty corresponding data set in the new TMC.

nnnnnnn total user input records read from nn file(s)--nnnnnnn ignored

Informational message displaying total statistics for total user input records read versus the number of records ignored.

Total volume records: nnnnnnn applied and nnnnnnn rejected

This message displays after all volume records have been processed. It provides total statistics for the number of volume
records that were applied to the TMC and how many were rejected.

Total data set records: nnnnnnn passed and nnnnnnn rejected

This message displays after all input data set records have been processed. It provides total statistics for the number of
data set records that were applied to the TMC and how many were rejected.

nnnnnnn volumes dropped from multi-volume tapeset

This message displays after each input volume record is processed.

nnnnnnn multi-volume tapesets

This message provides a total of the number of multi-volume sequences processed.

nnnnnnn multi-data set tapesets

This message provides a total of the number of multi-data set sequences processed.

Final number of data set records is nnnnnnn

This message provides a grand total of the number of data set records.
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Users Quick Reference
VM:Tape is a tape management system for the z/VM environment. VM:Tape allows users to request tapes by data set
name, volume serial number, or both, or to request a scratch tape. Users can also list and change TMC information for the
tapes that they own.

Accessing Help

Your site may not be able to use all of the commands listed, depending on how VM:Tape is configured at your site.

• To view the VM:Tape HELP menu, which lists all commands for which help is available, enter the following:
help vmtape 

• To review the syntax of a VM:Tape command, enter the following:
help vmtapecommand 

where command is the name of the command you want to see.
• To view a description of a VM:Tape message, enter the following:

help vmtnumbercode 

Where number is the message’s number and code is its severity code.

Accessing VM:Tape

All commands you enter must begin with the VM:Tape service virtual machine name. The default name is vmtape , and is
shown throughout this quick reference. If your site has a different name for the VM:Tape service virtual machine, use that
name instead of vmtape as the first word of each command.

User Commands

Users can issue the following commands:

• ASSIGN Command
Makes a non-VM:Tape-managed tape a VM:Tape-managed tape.

• CANCEL Command
Cancels pending tape mount requests.

• CATALOG Command
Changes volume or data set information in the TMC for a specified tape.

• CHANGE Command
Changes processing options for a pending mount request. Specify a different pool from which to select a scratch tape,
redirect the mount to a different tape drive, or work with the eligible drive list for the mount.

• LIST Command
Lists volume, data set, and location information for saved tapes.

• MOUNT Command
Mounts a tape.

• QUERY Command
Displays information about your pending mount requests, TMC type and format, and locations.

• VMTBIN Command
Lists the volsers in the internal labels of tapes in the Bin system.

VM:Tape also offers a utility, named VMTDSP, which updates the display panel on a 3480, 3490, 3490E, 3590, 3590E,
3592, 9840, or 9940 tape drive. For more information, see VMTDSP Utility (CMS and OS TMCs) in Administrators.
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Assigning Tape Ownership
You want to make tape ABC001, which was created on a non-VM:Tape system, a VM:Tape-managed tape. The data set
name for the tape is MAY.DATA. Enter the following command:

vmtape assign abc001 dsn may data

Canceling Your Pending Mount Requests

To cancel your request to mount a tape at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel 181

To cancel all of your mount requests, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel all

You want to cancel your scratch mount request at virtual address 182. Because you specified the WAIT option on the
MOUNT command, first halt execution of the MOUNT command. Enter the following CMS HX command:

hx

Then, to cancel the scratch mount request, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel 182

Changing Tape Information

Change a Data Set Name on a Tape

To change the primary data set name on tape KLN001 to MONTHLY.DATA, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog kln001 dsn monthly data

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘KLN001’ FILE 1 DSN=MONTHLY.DATA

To add a new data set name, MONTHLY.REPORT, on tape KLN001, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog kln001 dsn monthly report (fileseq *

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘KLN001’ FILE 2 DSN=MONTHLY.REPORT

To change the third data set name on tape W24680 to DEPT10.ACCT, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog w24680 dsn dept10 acct (fileseq 3
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VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘W24680’ FILE 3 DSN=DEPT10.ACCT

To change the primary data set name on tape X10001 to WEEKLY.DATA, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog x10001 dsn weekly data

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘X10001’ FILE 1 DSN=WEEKLY DATA

Make a Data Set Part of a GDG

Two of your tapes have the data set name CMSTMC.BKP. To make the data sets generations of a generation data group
(GDG), enter the following command:

vmtape catalog ts0010 dsn cmstmc bkp (+1)

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘TS0010’ FILE 1 DSN=CMSTMC.BKP.G0001V00

Enter the following command:

vmtape catalog ts0011 dsn cmstmc bkp (+1)

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘TS0011’ FILE 1 DSN=CMSTMC.BKP.G0002V00

Change a Tape’s Expiration Date

To change the expiration date of tape KLN001 to February 1, 2020, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog kln001 expdt 2020/032

To change the retention period of tape XXX002 to 11 years (4018 days) from today, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog xxx002 retpd 4018

To expire tape X10001 today, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog x10001 retpd 0

Change TMC Information for Another User ID’s Tape

You want to change the expiration date for tape TEST50 to January 21, 2020. This tape does not belong to you, but you
have ANYTAPE authorization. Enter the following command:
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vmtape catalog test50 expdt 2020/021 (anytape

Add a Tape to a Multivolume Sequence

To add tape EXT006 to the end of the multivolume sequence EXT001 through EXT005, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog ext005 nextvol ext006

Drop Tapes from a Multivolume Sequence

To drop tapes EXT004, EXT005, and EXT006 (and all associated data sets) from the multivolume sequence EXT001
through EXT006, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog ext004 drop volume

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘EXT004’ DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

VOLUME ‘EXT005’ DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

VOLUME ‘EXT006’ DROPPED FROM MULTI-VOLUME CHAIN

Change the Block Count

To change the block count for the third data set on volser CART01 to 1000, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog cart01 blkcount 1000 (fileseq 3

Change the Job Name

To change the job name for the second data set on volser CART01 to MVSJOB1, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog cart01 jobname mvsjob1 (fileseq 2

Change the Value in a Site-Defined Field

The site-defined field SECURITY for tape XT0001 currently has a value of NONE. To change the value to HIGH, enter the
following command:

vmtape catalog xt0001 security high

Changing Processing Options for Mount Requests
Your scratch mount request at virtual address 181 requested a tape in an automated robotic mounter (ARM) unit. All the
drives in the ARM unit are in use and will be for a long time. To redirect the mount to the non-ARM location, enter the
following command:

vmtape change 181 * loc nonarm

VM:Tape selected drive 480 to satisfy your mount request for virtual device 181. To redirect the mount to drive 481, enter
the following command:
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vmtape change 181 * rdev 481

To change your mount request to reorder drives DA0 and DA1 to the front of the eligible drive list without changing either
drive’s status, enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 * drivelist da0 da1

To make drive 0D8 active without changing its order in the eligible drive list, enter the following command:

vmtape change noreorder 0d8 active

To find device DA0 and put device DA1 after it, enter the following command:

vmtape change da0 da1

Listing Tape Information

List Information for Your Tapes Using SHORT Option

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for all your tapes, enter the following command:

vmtape list (short

VM:Tape responds:

VOLSER  EXPDT       DSNAME  

W24680      yyyy/ddd    DEPT9.ACCT  

X54321      yyyy/ddd    ACCT.CYCLE  

X12345      yyyy/ddd    PROD.SETA   

W1928       yyyy/ddd    ACCT.CYCLE  

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for all tapes whose volsers begin with KLN0, enter the following
command:

vmtape list kln0* (short

VM:Tape responds:

VOLSER  EXPDT       DSNAME  

KLN001      yyyy/ddd    ONTHLY.DATA 

KLN002      yyyy/ddd    REPORT  

KLN003      yyyy/ddd    USA.1908    

List Information for Tapes in a Multivolume Sequence Using SHORT Option

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for the tapes in the multivolume sequence to which volser 000005
belongs, enter the following command:

vmtape list 000005 (sequence short
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VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLSER      EXPDT       DSNAME  

000004          yyyy/ddd    FILE.ONE    

000005          yyyy/ddd

000006          yyyy/ddd

000007          yyyy/ddd

List Information for Tapes Belonging To Another User ID, Using the SHORT Option

To list the volsers, expiration dates, and data set names for all tapes belonging to user ID TESTUSER, enter the following
command:

vmtape list * (short ownedby testuser

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLSER      EXPDT        DSNAME

X1000       yyyy/ddd     MY.LIFE.WORK

X12345      yyyy/ddd     PROD.SETA

X54321      yyyy/ddd     ACCT.CYCLE

W1928       yyyy/ddd     ACCT2.CYCLE

W19999      yyyy/ddd     DATA.KEEP

W24680      yyyy/ddd     DEPT9.ACCT

NOTE
This form of the command requires ANYUSER or OWNEDBY authorization.

List Volume and Data Set Information

To list volume and data set information for the tape whose volser is XT0001, enter the following command:

vmtape list xt0001

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=XT0001 OWNER=TESTING EXPDT=yyyy/ddd LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0400 36/ENH PWD=NONE  LASTUSER=TESTING

    LDATE=yyyy/ddd LUNIT=0300  COUNT=20

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=yyyy/ddd CTIME=19:28

    DSNAME=WORK.FILE1

    FILESEQ=0002 CDATE=yyyy/ddd CTIME=18:32

    DSNAME=WORK.FILE2

To list volume and data set information for all your tapes, enter the following command:

vmtape list

VM:Tape responds by displaying all data set information for each tape you own. The VOLSEQ= field in the VM:Tape
output indicates multivolume sequences.
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To list all tapes that contain a generation of the data set name TMCBK, enter the following command:

vmtape list dsn tmcbk(*)

VM:Tape responds by displaying information for all tapes that contain a generation of TMCBK.

List Location Information

To include the location in the information that is displayed for tape CART01, enter the following command:

vmtape list cart01 (location *

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=CARTO1 OWNER=ACCTING EXPDT=yyyy/ddd LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0420 18/38K  PWD=READ

    LASTUSER=TESTER LDATE=yyyy/ddd LUNIT=0420

    COUNT=2  LOCATION=ATL

    FILESEQ=0001 CRTDT=yyyy/ddd CTIME=14:52

    DSNAME=SOURCE.LIST

List Information for Tapes Belonging To Another User ID, Using the OWNEDBY Option

To list all tapes belonging to user ID MONTH that contain the data set name PRODUCT.LISTING, enter the following
command:

vmtape list dsn product listing (ownedby month

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=PRD013 OWNER=MONTH  EXPDT=yyyy/ddd LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0483 36/ENH PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=MONTH  LDATE=yyyy/ddd LUNIT=0482

    COUNT=5  FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=yyyy/ddd

    CTIME=05:00 DSNAME=PRODUCT.LISTING

 

VOL=PRD042 OWNER=MONTH  EXPDT=yyyy/ddd LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0481 36/ENH PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=MONTH  LDATE=yyyy/ddd LUNIT=0481

    COUNT=2  FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=yyyy/ddd

    CTIME=14:24 DSNAME=PRODUCT.LISTING

 

VOL=PRD127 OWNER=MONTH EXPDT=yyyy/ddd LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0481 36/ENH  PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=MONTH  LDATE=yyyy/ddd LUNIT=0483

    COUNT=2  FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=yyyy/ddd

    CTIME=14:34 DSNAME=PRODUCT.LISTING
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NOTE
This form of the command requires OWNEDBY authorization.

List Information for Site-Defined Fields

Depending on how your site has defined special fields in the TMC, VM:Tape displays the fields and their values as the
last lines in the output from the LIST command. In the following example, SECURITY and DEPT are site-defined fields. To
display information for volser HR0012, enter the following command:

vmtape list hr0012

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=HR0012 OWNER=VMANAGER EXPDT=yyyy/ddd LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0481 36/ENH PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=SYSAD  LDATE=yyyy/ddd LUNIT=0483

    COUNT=2  FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=yyyy/ddd

    CTIME=14:34 DSNAME=PRODUCT.LISTING

    SECURITY=HIGH DEPT=02

NOTE
For more information about site-defined fields, see your system administrator.

List Information for Your Tapes Using LONG Option

To list the long version of information for the tape whose volser is CART01, enter the following command:

vmtape list cart01 (long term

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=CART01 OWNER=VMADMIN EXPDT=PERM LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0000 18/38K PWD=NONE

    LASTUSER=PRE-TMS LDATE=00000 LUNIT=0000

    COUNT=0

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=00000  CTIME=00:00

    DSNAME=FIRST.FILE  EXPDT=PERM BLKCNT=0

    FILESEQ=0002 CDATE=yyyy/ddd CTIME=15:22

    DSNAME=SECOND.FILE  EXPDT=PERM BLKCNT=0

    JOBNAME=SETUP

    FILESEQ=0003 CDATE=yyyy/ddd CTIME=15:23

    DSNAME=THIRD.FILE  EXPDT=PERM BLKCNT=0

    JOBNAME=SETUP

Limit Information by Expiration Date and Send It to a File

To send volume information about all tapes with expiration dates on or before October 27, 2020, to a file named
MYTAPES VMTAPE, enter the following command:

vmtape list * (nodsn file mytapes expdt 2020/300
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When VM:Tape responds with the READY prompt, enter the following command to see the contents of the file:

type mytapes vmtape

CMS responds as follows:

VOL=X1234 OWNER=PROF01 EXPDT=2012/200 LABEL=SL

   CUNIT=0300 36/EXF PWD=READ

   LASTUSER=PROF01 LDATE=2011/192 LUNIT=0300

   COUNT=4

VOL=W6243 OWNER=PROF01 EXPDT=2015/202 LABEL=SL

   CUNIT=0480 36/EXF  PWD=NONE

   LASTUSER=PROF01 LDATE=2010/189 LUNIT=0480

   COUNT=6

Limit Information by Retention Period

To list volume information for all tapes that expire within 11 years (4018 days) of today, enter the following command:

vmtape list * (retpd 4018

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOL=X1000 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=2014/018 LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0300 36/EXF  PWD=ANY

    LASTUSER=USER01 LDATE=2010/002 LUNIT=0300

    COUNT=4

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1996/001 CTIME=19:28

    DSNAME=USA.1990

VOL=W1928 OWNER=USER01 EXPDT=2015/018 LABEL=SL

    CUNIT=0310 36/EXF  PWD=READ

    LASTUSER=USER01 LDATE=2011/015 LUNIT=0300

    COUNT=2

    FILESEQ=0001 CDATE=1996/001 CTIME=19:38

    DSNAME=USA.1990

Mounting Tapes

Mount a Saved Tape

To mount a tape X12345 at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape mount x12345 181

To mount the tape with the most recent generation of the data set SOME.TRUE.DATA at virtual address 181, enter the
following command:

vmtape mount * 181 dsn some true data(0)
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Enter this command to mount a tape with the following characteristics:

• The tape contains a generation of the data set SOME.TRUE.DATA that is two generations before the most recently
created generation.

• Mount is at virtual address 181

vmtape mount * 181 dsn some true data(-2)

Regain Ownership of a Tape That Was Inadvertently Scratched

Tape SYS001 contains information that you need, but it expired yesterday and was scratched. No other user has yet taken
the tape. When you identify a specified scratch tape to mount, VM:Tape makes you the owner of that tape. The product
also mounts the tape in read-only mode, so that the data it contains is protected. To regain ownership of scratch tape
SYS001, enter the following command:

vmtape mount sys001 181

Mount a Scratch Tape

To mount a scratch tape at virtual address 181 and create the data set name PROD.SETA for the tape, enter the following
command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 dsn prod seta

To create a new generation of data set MONTHLY.DATA for a scratch tape, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 dsn monthly data(+1)

To create the new generation of data set MONTHLY.DATA for a scratch tape but have VM:Tape prompt you for the data
set name, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 dsn ? (+1)

VM:Tape responds as follows:

ENTER DSNAME:

Enter:

monthly.data

Mount a Scratch Tape to Use Once

To mount a scratch tape at virtual address 181 and indicate that VM:Tape is to return the tape to the scratch pool when it
is detached, enter the following command:

vmtape mount 181 (work

Mount a Tape Belonging To Another User ID

You want to mount the tape that includes data set ADMIN.DATA in read-only mode at virtual address 181. Enter the
following command:
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vmtape mount * 181 dsn admin data (read

You want to mount tape X10001 in write mode at virtual address 181. The tape does not belong to you and has a read-
only password, but you have ANYTAPE authorization. Enter the following command:

vmtape mount x10001 181 (anytape write

Mount a Foreign Tape

You want to mount a tape that you have received from another site at virtual address 181. You want the MOUNT
command to complete when the VM:Tape service virtual machine receives the mount request. This way, operation of your
console is not suspended during the mount. Enter the following command:

vmtape mount csa123 181 (foreign nowait

Mounting a Bin Tape

To mount the tape in bin BN0001, enter the following command:

vmtape mount bn0001 (nowait

Specify Density, Media Type, and Recording Format

To mount a scratch tape on a tape drive with IDRC installed and enabled, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (den xf

To mount a scratch tape on a tape drive that can write at 38K density and a 36-track recording format, enter the following
command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (den e

Direct Mounts to Specific Tape Drives

To mount a scratch tape on a tape drive in the ACS ARM, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (location acs001

To mount a scratch tape on a manual drive outside all ARM units, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (location nonarm

Your site has two data centers, both of which have groups of tape drives. The group at the main data center is named
PRIMARY. The group at the other data center is named SECONDARY. To direct a scratch tape mount to a tape drive in
the PRIMARY group, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (name primary

To direct a scratch tape mount to a tape drive in the SECONDARY group, enter the following command:
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vmtape mount scratch 181 (name secondary

Specify Expiration Dates

To tell VM:Tapeto keep 30 cycles of the primary data set on tape VOL001, enter the following command:

vmtape mount vol001 181 cycle 30

To expire tape VOL002 90 days after it is last used, enter the following command:

vmtape mount vol002 181 ldate 90

To keep tape VOL003 permanently, enter the following command:

vmtape mount vol003 181 perm

Specify Label Processing

To specify ASCII label processing for a scratch tape you are mounting, enter the following command:

vmtape mount scratch dsn ascii data (label al nowait

Querying Tape and Drive Information

Query Mount Requests

To display the status of your mount requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query requests

VM:Tape responds as follows:

USR060 181 SCRATCH  mounting DEV=0781 36  track ENH

Using QUERY Output in an EXEC

You want to use the output from a QUERY REQUESTS command in an EXEC. Place this output in the program stack in
last in, first out order by entering the following command:

vmtape query requests (stack lifo

Query Locations

To display status information about all locations, enter the following command:

vmtape query location

VM:Tape responds as follows:
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NONARM

ACS001   HSC      EJECT=UP   ENTER=UP

ACS000   HSC      EJECT=UP   ENTER=UP

Using Bin Tapes

To display the volser in the internal label for the tape in bin BN0001, enter the following command:

vmtape vmtbin list bn0001

VM:Tape responds with the bin number followed by the internal volser:

BN0001 KLN001

To mount the tape in bin BN0001, enter the following command:

vmtape mount bn0001 (nowait

To remove your tape, BN0001, from the Bin system, enter the following command:

vmtape catalog bn0001 retpd 0
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Operators Quick Reference
This document is written for authorized VM:Tape operators. These operators can display drive and volume information
with the VM:Tape QUERY command. They also can receive all VM:Tape operator messages. Operators can also query
outstanding requests and the status of any volume in the Tape Management Catalog (TMC).

Accessing Help

Your site may not be able to use all the commands that are listed, depending on how VM:Tape is configured at your site.

• To view the VM:Tape HELP menu which lists all commands for which help is available, enter the following command:
helpvmtape

• To review the syntax of a VM:Tape command, enter the following command:
help vmtape command

In this command, command is the name of the command you want to see.
• To view a description of a VM:Tape message, enter the following command:

help vmtnumbercode

In this command, number is the message number and code is its severity code.

Accessing VM:Tape

All commands that you enter must begin with the VM:Tape service virtual machine. The default name is VMTAPE, and is
shown throughout this quick reference. If your site has a different name for the VM:Tape service virtual machine, use that
name instead of VMTAPE as the first word of each command.

VM:Tape Operator Commands

An operator can issue the following commands:

• ALLOCATE Command
Attaches a tape drive to a user ID.

• ARM Command
Controls whether LMS, the Sutmyn ARM, can remove drives from the eligible drive list for a mount request.

• AUTOPICK Command
Indicates to turn on, turn off, or query the status of the Automatic Scratch Volume Selection (Autopick) facility for all
scratch pools that are defined to VM:Tape, or by individual scratch pools.

• BLP
Forces VM:Tape to bypass label processing for a pending mount request.

• CANCEL Command
Cancels pending tape mount requests.

• CHANGE Command
Changes processing options for a pending mount request. Specify a different pool from which to select a scratch tape,
redirect the mount to a different tape drive, or work with the eligible drive list for the mount.

• CMS Command
Runs a CMS or CP command or an EXEC on the VM:Tape service virtual machine.

• DISARM Command
Switches tape drives that are associated with an ARM location to the non-ARM location, temporarily, so you can use
the drives manually.

• DRAIN Command
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Makes a tape drive temporarily unavailable to VM:Tape.
• EJECT Command

Removes tapes from an ARM location.
• END Command

Ends VM:Tape operation.
• HSC Command

Controls and displays information about the interface between VM:Tape and the ACS, the StorageTek ARM.
• LIST Command

Lists scratch tapes.
• LMS

Controls and displays information about the interface between VM:Tape and the ATL, the Sutmyn ARM.
• MIA

Controls and displays information about the interface between VM:Tape and MIA, the MIA product.
• QREPLY Command

Displays pending VM:Tape prompts.
•   QUERY Command

Displays information about pending mount and allocation requests, TMC type and format, locations and tape drives,
VM:Tape product release, and tape ownership.

• REFRESH Command
Rebuilds the pointer and picklist files or recompile the VM:Tape scratch pool definition and scratch pool assignment
rules files.

• REJECT Command
Makes VM:Tape select a different scratch tape to satisfy a mount request.

• REPLY Command
Responds to pending prompts.

• RESUME Command
Allows access to the VM:Tape database to resume after access was temporarily halted by a SUSPEND command.

• RMS
Controls and display information about the interface between VM:Tape and the IBM Tape Library Data Server ARM.

• SDC Command
Displays, clear reads, and writes locks on the minidisks that contain the TMC and the Audit file for CMS systems
running with the Shared Disk Facility,.

• SET Command
Sets the default tape drive location for scratch mount and allocation requests and specify alternative locations if drives
from the default location are not available.

• SETUP Command
Controls the status of the Setup facility and pending setup requests.

• STAM DO
Displays the current setting of the STAM options on the local system.

• STAM DU Command
Displays the status of tape drives allocated to systems in the STAM complex.

• STAM RELEASE Command
Makes tape drives that have been allocated to one system available for allocation to other systems.

• STAM SETP Command
Changes STAM options specified in the STAM parameter file, temporarily.

• STAM START Command
Starts the STAM facility on the local system.

• STAM STOP Command
Stops the STAM facility and drain all drives on the local system.

• STAM STOPALL Command
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Stops the STAM facility and drain all drives on all systems in the STAM complex.
• STAM VARY Command

Changes the status of tape drives in the STAM complex.
• START Command

Makes a tape drive available to VM:Tape after it was made unavailable by a DRAIN or STAM VARY command.
• SUSPEND Command

Halts access to the VM:Tape database, temporarily.
• TCPLISTN Command

Uses the TCPLISTN command to start TCP/IP services after a TCP/IP failure.
• TMSRINIT Command

Triggers TMSXTEND processing.

Issuing CMS or CP Commands from the VM:Tape Command Line

From the tape operator console, enter the following CP SPOOL command to close the current VM:Tape service virtual
machine console log:

vmtape cms spool console close

To use the SENDFILE EXEC to send the VMTAPE CONFIG file to VMANAGER, enter the following command:

vmtape cms exec sendfile vmtape config to vmanager

 

 

Starting, Stopping, Suspending, and Resuming VM:Tape
This page describes the procedures for starting, ending, suspending, and resuming VM:Tape.

Contents

Starting VM:Tape Operation

To start VM:Tape, autolog the VM:Tape service virtual machine or log in to the VM:Tape service virtual machine user ID
(for example, VMTAPE). If the PROFILE EXEC for the service virtual machine is set up for automatic initialization,
VM:Tape initializes. If it is not, enter VMTSYS to initialize VM:Tape.

You can run VM:Tape in disconnected mode or in connected mode. Most sites run VM:Tape disconnected.

If you start VM:Tape manually on a console and you want to disconnect the VM:Tape user ID, enter the following
command:

#cp disc

You can run VM:Tape in connected mode for testing. The console gives extensive information about VM:Tape activity.
VM:Tape automatically prints all messages on the virtual printer.

Specifying EDR Support When VM:Tape Initializes

To enable or disable EDR support, specify one of the following records in the Server Startup Command tag of the
VMSERVER NAMES file for VM:Tape:

VMTSYS EDRSUP
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VMTSYS NOEDRSUP

EDRSUP | NOEDRSUP
EDRSUP starts VM:Tape with the EDR support enabled (the default). NOEDRSUP starts with EDR support
disabled.

NOTE
For more information, see Enhanced Device Support in the Administrators.

VM:Tape CONFIG File

The VM:Tape configuration file, VMTAPE CONFIG, specifies local system parameters, default values, and authorizations.
By editing the records in this file, you can customize the following settings and parameters:

• Users who are authorized for special privileges
• Special feature options (for example, shared tape drive allocation and automatic scratch selection)
• Defaults for tape mounts (density, expiration date, label type priority, retention period, and wait/no wait)
• Tape drives available to VM:Tape
• Scratch pool definitions and assignment rules
• Operator user IDs to receive VM:Tape messages
• Frequency of reminders to the operators about pending mount requests
• Site-defined Tape Management Catalog (TMC) fields
• User exits to be used

Note: For more information about each record in the VMTAPE CONFIG file, see the section VMTAPE CONFIG File
Record Reference in Administrators.

Ending VM:Tape Operation

Use the END command to end VM:Tape operation. The END command cancels all pending mount requests and
commands and returns the VM:Tape service virtual machine to the CMS environment. The END command does not affect
tapes that are currently mounted. Enter the following command:

vmtape end

Restart VM:Tape before any further VM:Tape commands can be processed.

Suspending VM:Tape Operation

To halt access to the VM:Tape database temporarily, enter the following command:

vmtape suspend

Resuming VM:Tape Operation

To resume access to the VM:Tape database after a SUSPEND command has halted access temporarily, enter the
following command:

vmtape resume

If possible, run the RESUME command from the same user ID that ran the SUSPEND command. If you must resume
database access that was suspended  from another user ID, enter the following command:
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vmtape resume force

Starting TCP/IP Services After a TCP/IP Failure

To restart TCP/IP services after a TCP/IP failure, without the need to restart VM:Tape, enter the following command:

TCPLISTN

Querying Information

Query Requests

To list all pending allocation requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query allocate

VM:Tape responds:

WAITING FOR A 36TRACK ENH BPI DRIVE FOR USR01 181 SCRATCH

To display all pending mount requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query mounts

VM:Tape responds as follows:

MOUNT SCRATCH (SL) TAPE ON 300, RING IN, FOR PD0101 181

MOUNT SCRATCH (SL) TAPE ON 310, NO RING, FOR USR001 184

To display all pending requests, enter the following command:

vmtape query requests

VM:Tape responds as follows:

USR001 182 X20001 WAITING POS= 1 PRI= 90   FOR 18TRACK 38K

USR511 181 X10022 WAITING POS= 2 PRI= 20   FOR 18TRACK 38K

USR060 181 SCRATCH MOUNTING DEV=481 18TRACK 38K

USR050 181 X00456 MOUNTING DEV=485 18TRACK 38K

Query Tape Drives

To display the status of the tape drive at real address 300, enter the following command:

vmtape query 300

VM:Tape responds as follows:

300 3490E 36TRK,38K/XF ATTACHED RMSMASTR 300 C05398 READY
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To display the eligible drive list for the mount for user USR001 at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape query drivelist usr001 181

VM:Tape responds as follows:

720 3480    18trk,38K/XF    OFFL/DRN    

721 3480    18trk,38K/XF    DRAINED 

DA0 3480    18trk,38K       OFFL/DRN    

DA1 3480    18trk,38K       DRAINED 

DA2 3480    18trk,38K       ATTACHED    VMBSKT  310 READY   

DA3 3480    18trk,38K       ATTACHED    VMTCS6P 310 READY   

To display status and location information for tape drives in location ACS000, enter the following command:

vmtape query tapes acs000

VM:Tape responds as follows:

720 3480    HSC ACS000/LMS002   *   OFFL/DRN    

721 3480    HSC ACS000/LMS002   *   DRAINED 

DA0 3480    HSC ACS000/LMS002   *   OFFL/DRN    

DA1 3480    HSC ACS000/LMS002   *   DRAINED 

To display status and location information for tape drives in all locations, enter the following command:

vmtape query tapes *

VM:Tape responds as follows:

720 3480    HSC     ACS000/LMS002   *   OFFL/DRN    

721 3480    HSC     ACS000/LMS002   *   DRAINED 

DA0 3480    HSC     ACS000/LMS002   *   OFFL/DRN    

DA1 3480    HSC     ACS000/LMS002   *   DRAINED 

DA2 3480    MANUAL NONARM       *   DRAINED 

DA3 3480    MANUAL NONARM       *   RESERVED    

Query Locations

To display status information on all locations, enter the following command:

vmtape query location

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VMTQRY0516I NONARM

ACS001  HSC EJECT=UP    ENTER=UP    

ACS000  HSC EJECT=UP    ENTER=UP    
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Query Product Release Information

To display product release information for your VM:Tape system, enter the following command:

vmtape version

VM:Tape responds as follows:

CA VM:Tape (TM) Version vv.r

Query TMC Type and Format

To display the type and format of the TMC your system is using, enter the following command:

vmtape query library

VM:Tape responds with one of the following to indicate the TMC format of the TMC:

CMS type 5 (if the TMC is a CMS Library TMC)

or

OS TYPE 5 (if the TMC is a CA-1 OS Library TMC, old or EXTEND format)

Query Tape Ownership

To display the manager, owner, and location for tape XYZ001, enter the following command:

vmtape query volume xyz001

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ VMTAPE JOE

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ IS IN LOCATION ATL1

If the tape is a deleted tape, VM:Tape displays the following command:

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ IS IN DELETE STATUS

If the tape is a scratch tape, VM:Tape displays the following command:

VOLUME ‘XYZ001’ IS A USERPOOL SCRATCH TAPE

Replying to Prompts
To display all pending prompts that require an operator reply, enter the following command:

vmtape reply
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VM:Tape responds as follows:

SPECIFY VOLSER OF SCRATCH TAPE ON DRIVE 310; 

 REPLY 1

SPECIFY VOLSER OF FOREIGN TAPE ON DRIVE 110; 

 REPLY 2

SPECIFY VOLSER OF SCRATCH TAPE ON DRIVE 210; 

 REPLY 3

Provide the volser that the first group requested by entering the following command:

vmtape reply 1 x10002

VM:Tape responds as follows:

RESPECIFY VOLSER OF SCRATCH TAPE ON DRIVE 310;

REPLY 1

Enter the following volser again:

vmtape reply 1 x10002

VM:Tape responds as follows:

USR001 181 X10002 MOUNT COMPLETED

Controlling and Allocating Tape Drives

Starting Tape Drives

To make the tape drive at real address 300 available to VM:Tape, enter the following command:

vmtape start 300

To make the tape drives at real addresses 480, 481, 482, and 483 available to VM:Tape when STAM is not active, enter
the following command:

vmtape start 480 481 482 483

To make tape drives with real addresses in the range 480 through 483 available to VM:Tape when STAM is active, enter
the following command:

vmtape start 480-483

To start all tape drives, enter the following command:
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vmtape start *

To make all tape drives (real addresses 300 through 303) in location ACS000 available to VM:Tape, enter the following
command:

vmtape start location acs000

STAM has been configured for your system. You have made device 481 unavailable on all systems using the NOTAVL
status on the STAM VARY or the DRAIN command. To make drive 481 available to those systems, enter the following
command:

vmtape start avl 481 on all

Draining Tape Drives

The tape drive at real address 300 needs to be serviced. To drain the drive, enter the following command:

vmtape drain 300

To drain tape drives 400 and 402, enter the following command:

vmtape drain 400 402

To drain all drives (300 through 303) in location ACS000, enter the following command:

vmtape drain location acs000

STAM has been configured for your system. To make drives 481, 482, and 483 unavailable to VM:Tape on system BLUE,
enter the following command:

vmtape drain notavl 481 482 483 on blue

Allocating Tape Drives To a User ID

To attach tape drive 720 to a guest system named MVS as 720, enter the following command:

vmtape allocate 720 (rdev 720 for mvs

To request a 3480 drive with IDRC installed and enabled at virtual address 181 be attached to your user ID, enter the
following command:

vmtape allocate 181 (den xf

To request a 3590 tape drive at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape allocate 181 (128track

Setting the Default Location for Tape Drive Scratch Mounts and Allocation Requests

To specify the ACS000 location as the default location, the ACS001 location as the first alternative, and a non-ARM
location is the second alternative, enter the following command:
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vmtape set location acs000 acs001 nonarm

Managing Tapes
This page contains examples of common tasks that are associated with managing tapes either in a TMC or an ARM.

Contents

Mounting Tapes

This section shows some common operator tasks that are associated with fulfilling tape mount requests. For the general
tape mount use case, see Typical Mount Scenario in Getting Started.

Bypassing Label Processing

A user submits a request to mount a library tape on the tape drive at real address 481. According to the TMC, the tape
has a standard label, but the label was previously overwritten by the user. After verifying that VM:Tape is mounting the
correct tape, enter the following command to make VM:Tape bypass label processing and allow the mount to complete:

vmtape blp 481

VM:Tape prompts you for the external label.

Changing Pending Mount Request Options

User ID HELEN has issued a mount request at virtual address 181. This request is for a tape in an automated robotic
mounter (ARM) unit. All the drives in the ARM unit are in use and will be for a long time. To redirect the mount to the non-
ARM location, enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 helen loc nonarm

VM:Tape selected drive 480 to satisfy the mount request of user ID JOHNSON for virtual device 181. To redirect the
mount to drive 481, enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 johnson rdev 481

To change your mount request to reorder drives DA0 and DA1 to the front of the eligible drive list without changing the
status of either drive, enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 * drivelist da0 da1

For the mount request from user ID HELEN at virtual address 181, to make drive 0D8 active without changing its order in
the eligible drive list, enter the following command:
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vmtape change 181 helen drivelist noreorder 0d8 active

For the mount request from user ID HELEN at virtual address 181, to reorder device DA0 and put device DA1 after it,
enter the following command:

vmtape change 181 helen drivelist da0 da1

Rejecting Tapes for Mount Requests

VM:Tape has selected a damaged tape, tape XT0003, to satisfy a mount request. To reject the requested tape and make
VM:Tape select another tape, enter the following command:

vmtape reject xt0003

The rejection threshold for your site is five rejections. Tape BKP005 is damaged but has only been rejected once. To make
VM:Tape reject tape BKP005 and not select it again, enter the following command:

vmtape reject bkp005 perm

 

Canceling Tape Mounts

This section shows some typical use cases for canceling tape mounts.

Cancel Your Pending Mount Requests

To cancel your request to mount a tape at virtual address 181, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel 181

To cancel all your pending scratch mount requests, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel all

You want to cancel your scratch mount request at virtual address 182. Because you specified the WAIT option on the
MOUNT command, first halt execution of the mount. Enter the following CMS HX command:
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hx

Then, to cancel the scratch mount request, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel 182

Cancel Pending Mount Requests for Another User ID

To cancel a mount request for user ID VMUSER at virtual address 310, enter the following command:

vmtape cancel 310 vmuser

Cancel Tape Mounts that are in Progress

A tape has already been mounted at virtual address 182, and you want to cancel the mount. To detach the tape drive and
unload the tape, enter the following command:

detach 182

To Prepare Tapes for Use

To set the status of tape VMT001 to SCRATCH in the TMC without mounting the tape, enter the following command:

vmtape tapeinit scratch vmt001 (catonly

Trigger TMSXTEND processing

On idle systems, consider triggering this processing manually to avoid unnecessary delays:

tmsrinit

Listing Scratch Pool Tapes

To list detailed information for cartridges from tape pool WEEKLY, enter the following command:

vmtape list scratch cart weekly

VM:Tape responds as follows:
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APK032 NONARM

APK033 NONARM

.

.

.

APK197 ACS001

APK210 ACS001

TAPE POOL WEEKLY CONTAINS 97 AVAILABLE CART SCRATCH TAPES

To list detailed information for the first four enhanced cartridges from tape pool ENGTAPES, enter the following command:

vmtape list scratch enhanced engtapes (detail 4

VM:Tape responds as follows:

E00100 NONARM

E00101 NONARM

E00103 NONARM

E00567 IBM_ATL1

 

TAPE POOL ENGTAPES CONTAINS 153 AVAILABLE ENHA SCRATCH TAPES

To list only summary information for high performance cartridges from tape pool PAYROLL, enter the following command:

vmtape list scratch hpt payroll (nodetail

VM:Tape responds as follows:

TAPE POOL PAYROLL CONTAINS 153 AVAILABLE HPT SCRATCH TAPES

Refreshing Scratch Pool Definitions

To refresh the VM:Tape scratch pool definitions, enter the following command:

vmtape refresh pool

Refreshing Pointer and Picklist Files

To refresh the VM:Tape volume status information, enter the following command:

vmtape refresh pointer
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VM:Tape responds as follows:

TOTAL VOLUMES=574, VM:TAPE VOLUMES=116, NONVMTAP VOLUMES=56, OTHER SAVED VOLUMES=212

THERE ARE 86 SCRATCH AND 104 DELETED TAPES

Controlling the Autopick Facility
To start the Autopick facility, enter the following command:

vmtape autopick start

To stop the Autopick facility, enter the following command:

vmtape autopick stop

If the Autopick facility is active, mount messages tell you to mount a specific scratch tape. For example:

MOUNT SELECTED SCRATCH VOLUME v00002 ON 482, RING IN, FOR user0001 181

If the Autopick facility is not configured, or is not active, mount messages tell you to mount any available scratch tape:

MOUNT POOLNAME SCRATCH (SL) TAPE ON 482, RING IN, FOR user0001 181

Controlling the Shared Disk Facility
To display locks on the TMC minidisk VMT1B0, enter the following command:

vmtape sdc display vmt1b0

VM:Tape responds as follows:

GOLD WRITING MM/DD/YY HH:MM:SS

To clear the lock on the TMC minidisk, enter the following command:

vmtape sdc unlock vmt1b0 gold

VM:Tape responds as follows:

WRITING LOCK CLEARED ON VMT1B0 FOR GOLD

To display locks on the audit file minidisk VMT1D0, enter the following command:
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vmtape sdc display vmt1d0

VM:Tape responds as follows:

DISK VMT1D0 NOT LOCKED BY ANY SYS

Controlling the Setup Facility
To make the Setup facility active, enter the following command:

vmtape setup start

To query all pending setup requests, enter the following command:

vmtape setup query all

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00001 HAS BEEN PULLED

VOLUME N00002 IS WAITING FOR SETUP

VOLUME T03043 IS WAITING FOR SETUP

To pull tapes N00002 and T03043, and group them in batch CART1, enter the following command:

vmtape setup pull n00002 t03043 (batch cart1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00002 HAS BEEN PULLED

VOLUME T03043 HAS BEEN PULLED

To query all pending setup requests in batch CART1, enter the following command:

vmtape setup query (batch cart1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00002 HAS BEEN PULLED

VOLUME T03043 HAS BEEN PULLED

THERE ARE NO VOLUMES PENDING SETUP

To release all pending setup requests from batch CART1, enter the following command:
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vmtape setup release (batch cart1

VM:Tape responds as follows:

VOLUME N00002 HAS BEEN RELEASED

VOLUME T03043 HAS BEEN RELEASED

To stop the Setup facility, enter the following command:

vmtape setup stop

Controlling the STAM Facility
To start the STAM facility on the local system, enter the following command:

vmtape stam start

To stop the STAM facility on the local system and drain the system’s drives, enter the following command:

vmtape stam stop

To stop the STAM facility on all systems in the STAM complex and drain all drives on those systems, enter the following
command:

vmtape stam stopall

To display the current setting of STAM options on the local system, enter the following command:

vmtape stam do

VM:Tape responds as follows:

CYCLE=10, NLIMIT=1, DLIMIT=3, DUCOUNT=1.

VARYSYS=GOLD, DEVSTAT=UCB, TRACE=NO.

DURLSE=NO, RELUNLD=NO.

To specify the default number of tape drives whose status the STAM DU command is to display, enter the following
command:
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vmtape stam setp ducount 8

To display the status of the first 10 drives for all systems (BLUE and GOLD), enter the following command:

vmtape stam du * 10

VM:Tape responds with a table of statuses, as follows. The column headers are systems and the row headers are tape
drives. The far right column displays user IDs to which drives are attached.

       BLUE     GOLD

480    A,ON     ON       USER2

481    ON       ON,D  

482    OFF      A,ON,D   USER1

483    OFF      OFF

484    OFF,D    OFF

485    N/A      N/A*     VMTAPE

486    A,MTP    ON

487    ON       ON

488    OFF*     OFF*,D

489    N/A,D    N/A

To release drives allocated to system GOLD and clear GOLD’s lock on the STAM control file, enter the following
command:

vmtape stam release gold clear

Tape drive 481 needs to be serviced. To make the drive offline to system BLUE, enter the following command:

vmtape stam vary 481 offline blue

To make drive 481 available to all systems after servicing has completed, enter the following command:

vmtape stam vary 481 online all

To dedicate drive 480 to system GOLD, enter the following command:

vmtape stam vary 480 ded gold
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To remove drive 480 from dedicated status and make it available to all systems in the STAM complex, enter the following
command:

vmtape stam vary 480 notded gold

Controlling ARMs
This section describes how to control each interface between VM:Tape and an ARM.

Changing ARM Locations

To disarm the ARM drive at real address 481, making it available for manual mounts, enter the following command:

vmtape disarm 481

To disarm the ARM drives at real addresses 483 and 484, enter the following command:

vmtape disarm 483 484

To disarm all drives at location ACS000, enter the following command:

vmtape disarm location acs000

Ejecting Tapes From an ARM

To eject tapes C46810, C46815, and C46820 through C46829 from an ARM location, enter the following command:

vmtape eject c46810 c46815 c46820-c46829

Controlling the MIA Interface
To query the status of the VM:Tape interface to MIA, enter the following command:

vmtape mia query

VM:Tape responds as follows:

THE MIA INTERFACE IS STARTED.

THERE ARE 0 PROCESSES WAITING.

A problem has developed on the MIA service virtual machine that prevents it from responding to requests from VM:Tape.
To disable this interface, enter the following command:

vmtape mia halt

VM:Tape responds as follows:

TAPE DRIVE 620 DRAINED.
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TAPE DRIVE 621 DRAINED.

TAPE DRIVE 622 DRAINED.

TAPE DRIVE 623 DRAINED.

THE MIA INTERFACE IS HALTED.

To restart the VM:Tape interface to MIA, enter the following command:

vmtape mia start

Controlling the HSC Interface
To start the interface to HSC, enter the following command:

vmtape hsc start

HSC is not responding to mount requests. To display the status of the interface between VM:Tape and HSC, enter the
following command:

vmtape hsc query

VM:Tape responds as follows:

HSC INTERFACE IS HALTED.

THERE ARE 5 PROCESSES WAITING.

Controlling the LMS Interface
LMS is not responding to mount requests. To display the status of the interface between VM:Tape and LMS, enter the
following command:

vmtape lms query

VM:Tape responds as follows:

THE LMS INTERFACE IS CONNECTING.

THERE ARE 0 PROCESSES WAITING.

To halt the interface to LMS, enter the following command:

vmtape lms halt

To make LMS reduction active, enter the following command:
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vmtape arm reduce step on

Controlling the RMS Interface
To start the interface to RMS, enter the following command:

vmtape rms start

RMS is not responding to mount requests. To display the status of the interface between MIA and RMS, enter the
following command:

vmtape rms query

MIA responds as follows:

RMS INTERFACE IS HALTED.

THERE ARE 3 PROCESSES WAITING.
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Linux Interface Quick Reference
The VM:Tape Interface for Linux on System z is a set of tools providing VM:Tape functionality from a Linux for System
z (Linux) environment. VM:Tape is a tape drive and tape volume manager that unifies the tape mounting process for
various types of tapes and tape drives such as manually mounted tapes, virtual tapes, or robotic tape systems. The
product can also track and authorize tape usage and manage scratch tape pools. This section gives an overview of
how VM:Tape requests can be issued from Linux.

Audience

This section is intended for personnel who are responsible for installing, configuring, and administering
the VM:Tape Interface for Linux. This document assumes that you are familiar with the Linux environment on IBM System
z. You may need to work with the administrator of the VM:Tape service virtual machine on your z/VM system.

Mounting Tapes in Linux for IBM System z

Even without the Linux interface, VM:Tape can mount tapes for a Linux virtual machine running under z/VM. To do so,
issue a mount request from a CMS user ID, for example:

vmtape mount scratch 181 (for linux042

This command has VM:Tape perform the following actions:

• Allocate a scratch tape
• Load the scratch tape on an available tape drive
• Attach the tape drive to the Linux virtual machine named LINUX042. Unlike in CMS, Linux users cannot yet read or

write to the tape after this command completes. The tape drive must first be set online. To set the drive online, root on
the Linux virtual machine issues the following command:
chccwdev -e 181

The command to set a drive online leads to the following three devices being created in /dev:

/dev/ntibm<n>

/dev/rtibm<n>

/dev/btibm<n>

In these paths, n starts at zero with the first tape device attached to the Linux virtual machine. The number increases
with each additional attached device. The n-/r-/b- prefix refers to a nonrewinding character device, a rewinding character
device, and a block device, respectively.

NOTE
 For more information, see the IBM publication Device Drivers, Features, and Commands (kernel 2.6.35) -
SC33-8411-07.

Permission to read or write to these devices depends on how root owns them. For example, for the Linux user Amanda
to be able to use these devices, root must issue the chown command. In this case, if n is 0 then root issues the following
chown:

chown amanda:users /dev/?tibm0

This command transfers ownership to the user Amanda. After the Linux user Amanda is done using the tape, root issues
the following command to detach the tape device:

vmcp detach 181
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For the Linux user Amanda to be able to work with the tape, root and an external CMS user ID must issue several
commands.

The VM:Tape Interface for Linux provides a convenient way for regular Linux users to mount, allocate, and detach tapes
without compromising security by exposing dangerous commands, such as vmcp, to regular Linux users.

The interface has two main components, the client and the agent.

Client

The client is a command-line application that allows Linux users without super user privileges to
issue VM:Tape commands. The Linux version of the command that is used in the preceding example follows:

vmtape mount --scratch -v 181

To detach the tape, the user issues the following command:

vmtape detach -v 181

The mount request can be canceled by sending a termination signal to the client process. For example, users can achieve
this by pressing ctrl+c while the client is running. If the client is running from a script or an application, the request can be
canceled by sending the SIGTERM signal to the client process.

Agent

The agent is a program running as a daemon in the background that manages requests coming from the clients. The
agent performs the following tasks:

• Handles communication with VM:Tape 
• Brings tapes online after a successful mount
• Transfers the ownership of the tape devices from root to the user issuing the request
• Handles authorizations. For more information, see the section Authorization 
• Detaches tape devices and unloads tapes
• Cancels the requests when the client has been terminated
• Keeps track of mounted tapes, allows users to detach only the tapes they have mounted

Authorization

For authorizing Linux users to interface with the VM:Tape service virtual machine (SVM) and for keeping track of tape
ownership in the Tape Management Catalog (TMC), each request coming from Linux must have a defined requestor.
A requestor is a VM user ID that is sent to the SVM with its password. This requestor information is appended to each
command that is sent to VM:Tape.

• When the SVM receives the request, it can verify that the request came from a reliable source as the requests are
coming over TCP/IP.

• The requestor is checked against user IDs defined in the AUTHORIZ records in the VMTAPE CONFIG file to
determine whether the user is authorized to issue the specific command. For example, if the command includes the
ANYTAPE option, the requestor must be defined on the AUTHORIZ ANYTAPE configuration record.

• After a successful scratch mount, the requestor user ID is saved in the TMC as the owner of the tape.
• The mapping between Linux users and VM requestors is saved in a file named vmtli.usermap.

NOTE
 For more information about this file, see Configuration.
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Where to Find Help

To get help on the options of individual VM:Tape commands that can be issued through the client, run the client with the --
help option. To get general client help, issue the following command:

vmtape --help

To get help for a specific command, such as the mount command, issue the following command:

vmtape mount --help

More detailed documentation is supplied in the form of man pages. To display the manual page for the client, issue the
following command:

man vmtape

Installation
Each RPM package name consists of four parts: the product name, the product version, the package release number,
and the target architecture. In this case, the architecture is s390x, which means that it is for the 64bit IBM system Z. An
example of a package name for our product is as follows:

vmtli-01.0-0.s390x.rpm

The version number increases with every maintenance fix or a new release. In the following section, the tag <version>
indicates the version number. The package release number changes when the RPM package needs to change but the
packaged software remains the same. In the "Installation and Upgrade" section, the tag <release> replaces the package
number.

NOTE
The VM:Tape Interface for Linux is distributed in the RPM format. The RPM Package Manager provides many
functions for installing, uninstalling, and updating software packages. This document only describes the basic
installation and querying functions. For more information, see the documentation at  rpm.org .

Installation and Upgrade

To install the product for the first time or to upgrade an existing version, issue the following command:

rpm -U vmtli-<version>-<release>.s390x.rpm

You must have root privileges to be able to install the software. The installation can fail because of missing dependencies.
In this case, install the required RPM packages first.

If you are upgrading an existing installation, the installation tries to keep your existing configuration files. If the files cannot
be kept due to changes in configuration file structure for the new version, your original configuration files are renamed as
follows:

<aof><filename><ar>.rpmsave

In this case, follow the steps that are described in Configuration to configure the product again.

Uninstall

To uninstall the product, issue the following command:

rpm -e vmtli
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If you have modified any configuration files, the copies of these files are saved before the product files are removed.

Verification and Miscellaneous Queries

To verify that the package is installed properly, such as after disaster recovery, issue the following command:

rpm -V vmtli

The command verifies that all product files are in place and that they have the original file permissions. The command
also reports any files that have been modified since the installation.

NOTE
If your installation has a version of udev older than 098, the RPM installation automatically changes the 99-vmt
event rules to support your version. In that case, the RPM verification reports the change.

To find out general information about the product, issue the following command:

rpm -qi vmtli

To find out where all product files are in the system, issue the following command:

rpm -ql vmtli

To find out where all documentation files, such as man pages, for the product are located, issue the following command:

rpm -qld vmtli

To verify that the agent is running, issue the following command:

/etc/init.d/vmtagent status

Configuration
These four configuration files control the configuration of the VM:Tape Interface :

• VMTAPE CONFIG on the SVM side
• vmtli.conf for general configuration options
• vmtli.usermap for mapping between Linux users and requestors
• vmtli.passwd to store requestor passwords

This page describes how to configure the product for your site needs.

VMTAPE CONFIG

For the Linux interface to communicate with the SVM, the administrator of the SVM has to add the TCPLISTN record to
the VMTAPE CONFIG file. The record has the following syntax:

TCPLISTN hostname port

where
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• hostname is either an IP address (in IPv4 or IPv6 format) or a domain name for the host VM system where the
VM:Tape SVM runs.

• port is the TCP port number ranging from 0 to 65535. Select a number that is not used by any other service running on
your system.

File vmtli.conf

This file is located in /etc/vmtli/vmtli.conf and contains the necessary information for the agent to be able to connect to the
SVM in addition to other general configuration options. To set up the connection to SVM, fill in the address and the port
number on which SVM runs. For address, specify an IPv4 address, an IPv6 address, or the DNS name of the VM host
where the SVM runs. For port number, specify the port number you have specified in your VM TCP/IP configuration for the
use of VM:Tape.

You can specify the default requestor which is used when no user mapping is found in the vmtli.usermap file. If you do
not specify the default requestor, only users with defined mapping in the vmtli.usermap file are able to issue requests to
VM:Tape.

By default regular Linux users are not allowed to issue VM:Tape requests through the client. Add all users that need
VM:Tape functions to the group defined in the vmtli_group configuration option. To add these users, manually edit the /etc/
group file.

NOTE
The group membership is determined during user login. If you make changes to /etc/group for a given user and
this user is logged on, the user has to log out and log back in for these changes to take effect.

Some systems have the Name Service Cache Daemon (NSCD) installed to speed up group and username lookups. If
your system is running NSCD, restart NSCD before the login and logout for the changes to take immediate effect. To
restart NSCD, issue the following command as root:

/etc/init.d/nscd restart

To learn more about other configuration options that you can change, issue the following command:

man vmtli.conf

File vmtli.usermap

This file is located in /etc/vmtli/vmtli.usermap and contains mapping between Linux user names and requestor user IDs.
Only the root user ID can modify this file. Multiple Linux users can share a single requestor. This way groups that can
share tapes can be defined.

Either define a mapping between Linux users on your system and VM requestor user IDs in this file, or define the default
requestor in the vmtli.conf file. (You can define both.)

To learn more about how to set up mappings in this file issue the following command:

man vmtli.usermap

File vmtli.passwd

This file is located in /etc/vmtli/vmtli.passwd and contains passwords of requestors. All requestors that are defined in the
vmtli.usermap file and the default requestor must have passwords that are stored in this file. Otherwise the agent fails
during initialization.
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The passwords are stored in their hexadecimal form. Rather than editing this file directly, it is more convenient to use the
vmtpasswd utility. To add or change the password of the requestor LNXBCKP, issue the following command:

vmtpasswd LNXBCKP

You are prompted to enter a password. The password can be up to 200 characters long. The password is not displayed
during typing.

For more information see the following man pages:

man vmtpasswd

man vmtli.passwd

Starting and Testing

Starting the Agent

The installed agent is automatically started when your Linux system boots. If you want to start the agent for the first time,
without rebooting, issue the following command as root:

/etc/init.d/vmtagent start

Every time that you make configuration changes, restart the agent for the changes to take effect. To restart the agent,
issue the following command:

/etc/init.d/vmtagent force-reload

The agent requires the vmcp interface for its function. The startup script checks this interface. If the interface is not
present, the agent does not start. If your Linux installation has the vmcp interface as a module for the kernel and it is not
loaded, issue the following command as root to add the module:

modprobe vmcp

If you want VM:Tape Interface for Linux to start at boot time, load the vmcp module to the kernel at boot time.

NOTE
For more information about how to auto-load kernel modules, see the documentation for Linux distribution.

Testing the Interface

If you have followed the configuration instructions, you have set up the product to suit your site needs. This section
describes how to verify if the product has been installed and configured correctly.

The following steps demonstrate the verification on an example configuration. The Linux and VM user names that are
defined in this configuration can differ from your configuration.

The example configuration has the following details:

• A Linux user named test
• A VM user named TESTRQ
• The vmtli.conf is set up in the following way:
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– The address and port have been defined correctly.
– The vmtli_group option is set to vmtli.
– The user test belongs to group vmtli or has a supplementary group of vmtli.
– The vmtli.usermap contains this line:

test:TESTRQ:

This line creates a mapping between the Linux user test and the TESTRQ VM requestor user ID.
• The password for TESTRQ is correctly defined in vmtli.passwd.
• The agent has been started and the SVM is running.

To test that the interface runs correctly, follow these steps:

1. Mount a scratch tape from the Linux user ID test:

vmtape mount --retpd=1

The --retpd option sets the retention period of one day. As this tape is a test tape, we do not need to keep it for long.
The command produces output similar to the following output:

Tape CA0001 mounted on 0181 (07A9)

Device path is /dev/ntibm0

Note the tape label (CA0001 in our example), and the virtual device address (0181).
2. Detach the tape with the following command:

vmtape detach -v 181

3. The tape was saved in the TMC and the owner is the requestor TESTRQ. Only users who are mapped to this
requestor can mount the same tape again:

vmtape mount --volser CA0001 --mode=WRITE

Use the volser from the previous mount (in this example it is CA0001). Saved tapes are typically mounted in read-only
mode. This example adds the --mode option to override this behavior. The command produces output similar to the
following output:

Tape CA0001 mounted on 0181 (07AA)

Device path is /dev/ntibm0

Note the device path (/dev/ntibm0 in this example).
4. Write some data to that tape device:

echo "This is a test" > /dev/ntibm0

5. Rewind the tape.

touch /dev/rtibm0

 
Note: The rewindable device rtibm0 is used in this example to rewind the tape. A rewindable device automatically
rewinds every time that it is accessed, even if nothing is read or written. This reason is why the touch command can be
used for rewind. If the mt command is available in your Linux distribution, you can also use it for rewinding and other
tape operations.

6. Read from the tape device

cat /dev/ntibm0

This command produces the following output:
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This is a test

7. Detach the tape:

vmtape detach -v 181

List of All Man Pages
Here is a list of all man pages available for VM:Tape Interface for Linux:

vmtagent
(8) -- VM:Tape Linux agent

vmtape
(1) -- VM:Tape Linux client

vmtape-allocate
(1) -- Attach a tape drive to the Linux machine

vmtape-api
(7) -- VM:Tape application programming interface

vmtape-catalog
(1) -- Change information in the Tape Management Catalog

vmtape-detach
(1) -- Unload and detach a tape

vmtape-load
(1) -- Load a tape that has been inserted into an allocated drive

vmtape-mount
(1) -- Mount a tape

vmtli.conf
(5) -- VM:Tape Interface for Linux configuration file

vmtli.passwd
(5) -- VM:Tape Interface for Linux password file

vmtli.usermap
(5) -- VM:Tape Interface for Linux user mapping file

vmtpasswd
(1) -- Add or update passwords in vmtli.passwd
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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